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Third Issue

1---

BlHl'

Stroke

or crankshaft

2'992in,
40-7sq.in.

Piston area

122L'u.in

Cubic c:.Jra,,:ity
COr11rrl.'s~iQn ratio

Vallie rucker clearances
and exh:Jusl (cold)

74·7rnm.

1

76·Omm.
26Jsq.cms.

I

2·94in.

J 998cu.cms

9·5

I

~

~

As GT6

J

)

925 to t

I

to

I

As GT6

9·25 to 1

o 254mlll.

OOJOin.

I

I

)

1972/73-9·0 to I

I

A;,; (.iT6

~

As GT6

)

As GT6

As GT6

I

I

As GT6

1971

~

I

As GT6

I

)

1972/73-8'0 to I
--9-25 to 1

9-5 to I

925 Lo I

As GT6

As GT6

As GT6

>., GT6

As GT6

1971

-·9·25 to 1
As GT6

Inlet and exhaust valves to be equally open at T.D.C. on exh<3ust sHake No.6 cylinder

HOOllurn Eaton high
caracity eccentric lohe
lype.
A~

PIHll[aLOr, A .C. J)ek"o
ur TL'L'aJel1lir full 11,)"..
filter (replacemenl ck-

Oil tilter

(

)

inlet

Valve riming (wi(h valve clearances set at O·OI()~in.) (0-420101.)

Ll'IIHICATlO:\ (E:".GINf,J
Type of oil pump

h

I

I

1

As GT6

GT6

As GT6

merll )

CUOLlI'oG SYSTE,\l
Circulation

Np-!,l:-. ... "Y'''lcrn pump.
Tllerll1(l:'11~1l icalh

trolkd 110\'...

1

(

t

~

As Glb

J

I 2,~ in

(J 1Hml1l.)

dla-

llH:ler, I'h:hr /;/(/1/1'\ hlteJ

Oil

cranl.:"ha1"1

~

As GT6

)

12\in, (J181111ll.) diarne-ler, \'(,\'('.'/ Ii/odes fit·
ted un uanl.:"llat"r

ARIII'RETTFR,~
Typ~

1

As (iT6

A" GT6

As (iTo

J

12 ill U1KI1lI1L) dia~
nH~·l<.:r, .\i \. h/udn fir led
on L·r,Lnf.;"h;tfL

Fan

(

COll-

.

Stromb~r~

SlrOll1bere. I ~O( 'J)

1\, in "'Ide- draught

1.50CDSF

Twin side draught

1'l71-B<QT

6A(

(,j

11172'7.\ SlrolllQCre: 150
('[)~I U
'
11171 SLrorlllk'rt.: 150CD
T\\ in "'Ide dra~~hl

As (iT6

Stro:nberg

[<)73

As (.iT6

150

CnSEV

"S G'16 Mk

As <JT6

1971:,'72 .- Strombere:

150CDSE

'

Tv,in sid,: draught

1'J73'7271

B5C~

bA(

As (jT6

IlJ727.1-:~5Cf

I \\ III

paper

UHllhlllCd

demerll ".

air

As (jTo

Lkaner

As CiT6

Fl FE SYSTF,\l
PUlllr

Cl()"cd

L'I1CUIl

(·Jo ...ed

L';rCUIl

CCrldin

model>

,\ (

nH~L'h;lIlIL'dlj\

J)larllr~lgm

-\ ... (i

197273 closed CJr,'Ulf

,,\- ... lem

i:IL')!'J1,)r;lling a Slnlll1'\

en'I"'''/<)n \ ;,1\ e

t~

Tank

... \"le:\1

inc\1rpnrJllng J S~l1ith'"

eml"SlOll \JI\c, filled to

llr'vr.lted

As (i16

(

J

;Jnd ... lIencer.
('ranke.lst' brc'-\t Illnlo{

",," . . tern

Iroln

rl

l(

;.;~)\-"er to clrbs
]971
A" (jT6 .\11.:

ker
~

1972 7.~
.,1 "I ,'Ill

'-'~)Vcr
Ilj71

llo"ed urcull
froTn
rocker

(p

1\ ... (jT6

~1k

c;Jro-.;

A"Ci-T6Mk.~

As (jT6

Ih
,

r'L'

lIL':llcJ ;11

:,\"

l.ocated at (Ile L.II
ut'the lu~gage COI11-

}

.\s (jT6

rc ... enc 1,111

"Ilk

r:lrtmcnl
rOr;J111l~

and

lllcor-

As \'I(,:sse 2-L.llre

a reserve lap.

IGNlTlOl' ';YSTE\l
Coil

L u",.t ... IIA I::'

DIStnhutol
t

'pc

(',lll\ crlll,Hul

Ll1l1,,"'l(lll (,lilt

1)::'(\::'
r,.1

\-chlck ...
Lkko Rem\-'

1)2l)~

[)Ckll Rem\

cOnl;LL"l

UOI

~dP

r(HalIOIl \It'\.\cd UI) lUll'!

Lnglflc

lirJn~

llrder

J)ele(l Relll\

D::'(lr)

II) 7.1
I lIL';I'> 1:"( 'Il
1')7271 JUl.;I'" Ir;("()

197.1
Ltk;J'" 1<;("(1
1'17271-- l.tK'd" 16('()

Lucas

1,)7~n

11i72:73

Lucas 22DfJ

LUl-:t'.; 220(1

OOL4-0 Olb'"

0014-0016111

J Yi

I

Delel)

R1'111\

D::'lq

.

Delco Rell1\

l)l'lel) '<"'Tll\

ll)7 1
D20'+
Lld\' 1971 Dclct\ Ren1\

D2()O

n200

o () I ~In

~ln

O'OI,"m
Ant I-L'lock WISt'

.\ rJll-L h)Lk \\ I"'l'

6-· .2

.5 -\-6--2-4

0

N

-----

6

or cyli nJers

VITESSE-MK

VITESSE-2 LITRE

---------------

ENGINE
Number of cylinder"

~

GT6-MK,3
(USA MARKET)

GT6-MK. 3

GT6-PLUS

GT6-MK.2

GT6

HA1~

LUC:l\ HA 12

Anti-clockwise

Ant l-L.ln..:f.; .....'ISt'

I

t-'-J-h-2

--------'--

4

5-··3

6---2----4

(;1(,.1\11-:.2

Con...·entiona\Champion N-9Y
Emission control
vehicles-Chamrion UN-12Y

plug~-typc

Sr<lrking

gap

I

GT6-PLUS

--c~-a~::n~~:;---I-~:amPionU~-~~Y-in.

0·025 in.

0025

13 degs. BTDC

10 clegs. BTDC

0025

in.

emission conlrol
Idlmg speed

\chicle~

appHlx. statiC

ELF<TRI( AL
Polarily'
rUse"
I"u"e

4 dcgs. ATDC

4 clegs. ATDC

6 degs. BTDC

6 degs. BTDC

12
Ncgat ivc

\/ olt~lge

C,Hl

h

35 amp.

1'1)\

10 degs. BTDC

(.iT(l MK. )
(USA MARKET!

.

Champion N-9r;

in.

6 clegs. BTDC

type

Lucas C40L

maXllllum output

25 amp.

(\)1111'01

0025 in.

0025 in.
12 degs. BTDC

12
Negative earth

12
Negativc earth

.15 amp.

35 amp.

35 amp.

35

amp.

I:vre

Lucas 15ACR

l.ucas lSACR

Lucas ISACR

Lucas I SACR

llnminal !Jul pul

2X amp.

28 amp.

28 amp.

28 amp.

I ncorrorated in
alternator

Incorporated
allcrnator

InL"()rporateJ in
a][crnator

IncorporateJ in
alternator

Alterll<It,\/ control unil

Battery-I

Fxide Auto-Fi\

ype

In

9
6 amp.
Lucas M35

9
J. 5 amps.

3'5 arnps

Luras M35G

LUG1S

Lucas l-L5

Lucas FL'i

LUG" M35G
Lucas 81~ L 3.6A

Lucas M35G

Lucas 8F!. )'6A

Lucas 8FL 3'6A

Lucas

Signal SUH 180

Signal stal I ~O

Luc'as 84\V-<JFL

Lucas 84W-9FL

('IUIL'h

Smi! II's hi-Illctal resistancc
J (} volt system.

As GT6

IJ

5 P s.i.

I

cally COnlrollcd

J

[e'ur

forward

~

As GT6

As GT6

FL 3 ·6A

I

I

I,

I

I

As GT6

J

I

As GT6

(

M35Li

As GTh
3~5

Early unit 4-5-7 ,5 p.s.i.
Later unit J-5 ll ....,.i.

3-5 p.s.i.

~

9

As GT6

3-5 [l.s.i.

I

I

p.s. i.

"
I

~

As GT6

I

J

J

"

ratIoS

I
I

anu om: n:\-'erse, S\I1L:hromesh lHl all 1'<)1'-

As (iT6

\\dnl ratiOS,

Ralll)"

3-5 p,s.i.

~

As GT6

As GT6

As GT6

I
type, 80in.
Liia. (215 Cill.) (Borg
and Ucd.; \. Hydr.tuliDi<lphragm

1)<)

LtJl:as

llormal charge rat\:

TR·\:"S.\lISSION

R UJ40

40 aillp. huu!

6 amps
Lucas M35

Llrly un:l 4'5~75 [l.s.i.
Later unit 3-5 f).S.1.

LUGl,-';

Lucas 09

6 <.Imps.

.... wilOh

Lucas Rll340

40 amp. hour

6 amps.

indic'ltil'n

Lucas C40L
.:'5 amp.

Exiue or Lucas

6 <\mps.
LUC,lS MJ5Ci

[L'111j1erdlurc

Lucas C40L
25 amp,

56 ump. hour

56 amp. hour

lucl ,ilH!

25 amp.

ExiJe or Lucas

<)

Otl prcssurL' indiL'<.lflvll
(l\'Crdllng prc"'"ure

35 amp.

25 a:-llp,

56 amp. hour

56 amr. hour

Lucas FLS

35 amp_

Exidc Suprcme

y

I Ll/drd tldshcr Ullll

12
Negativc earth

56 amp. hour

plaIC.. . 111..:1' cell

Turn si!1nal !lasher unit

12
Negative earth

Exidc Suprcme

capacit \

Starter motor

10 dcgs. BTDC

4 degs. ATDC

Ncgat i ve cart h

A1ttTJLll 01'----

13 degs. BTDC

6 dogs. BTDC

Lucas RH140

box

Champion N-lJY

Champion N-9Y

line (use
Gener.. llor

VITESSE-\1K. 2

VITESSF-2 LITRE

Champion U N-12Y

12
Negativc carth

12

I

I
-.----~----~---~- ~~ ~- _·_-·--~------t--------

002S

Ignition liming:conv\:nllnnal - SWL:C

GT6-MK.3

As GT6

As GT6

~

A-.; GT6

As CiT6

As CiT6

rop Jrd 2nd Iq Rcv
10 I 251 ·7~ 265 310
H~puid

Axle

bcl.d ge:lrs.
u:nt!·c
rUDher

IlK'UlllCd

S\\ in~
driven

to

axil.:

bed ring

l'()UI~\inl!

L'l1a::;si~

shal'l

needle
U~)l"l'rS;11

thrt1l\\!h

H:-roid
Axle

coupling.

hevel gears.
Ditfcrcnl ial hnu:-.ed in
irnn casting att<.1l.:hcd 10 Illountinl.?:
or axle assembly.
~
through splineu -.;hafts \\lth
universal jumts anu Rntollex.
1973 hnal dnve thr(lugh universal juints hy'
snlll1cd -.;hans supporu~d by h,t11 and ncedle
roJkr hcarings.
H)'poill

bc\el gl'~lrs.
L'cnl rc
rubber

mounted [0 ch;j,,~;is.
I'inal drll.l'
through
lllbnaru uni\cr-.;al jllinl
In lHlthoard Rlltollex

malleable

As CiT() Mk.

pJ;tIL' forming part
IlJ7J . . 72
hnal dnve

As CiT6

I,
I'.

I

I

o
o

'~

...<?

-~--~--------------,------------.------------c--------.----------,----~

(;1"6

~
.~

:::

RallO

.127: I (tll. rmal filmemJ
:1St) I ( v'<lcn overdrive
tilted)

"
WHEELS

lyre

type 4i J rim.
\\'hccls--- centre

di~c

SLCC]
Wire

lock type (optional).

I

A., GT6

A" GT6

As GT6

Frml
lcl1l. 1

psi. kg.

155-13 SP

01

CdWO

I SS~R-I .1 GHOO
SP68 Dunlop
[' or 2 up
laden

20

I

~,

",

~
)

As GT6

As GT6

A:- CiT6

j

Press/II ('~

24

IA

trullf

kg./crn. 2 P~l,

()nl~

1

VITESSL-MK. 2

0

.(00.

-

89 I ( normal and
-'\s Vilcsse 2 Litre

tIl -

OV('rdrlvc

~

kg.icm.2

pSI.

kg./Ull.! p:;i.

kg./Clll. 1

psi.

.

/Ju'.\\'/Ir,','

FrOllt

kg.ictll. 1 p::i.

kg./ctl1. 1 pSI. kg.,/cJl1.~ pSI.

Frol1t

R('ar

kg.i(nl.

"

)

~

! i

Vnessc 2 Lilrc

I'rcs\/lu'\

/Jr('I\"Ilr('\

Rea'
2

psi. kg./ctl1.

I r01l1
2

psi.

64

.10

2 II

24

1 69

.10

1·96

24

1·69

30

2 II

24

I ·69

.10

211

24
24

169
I 69

28
.14

1 96
240

24
24

1·69
1 69

28
.14

196
2 AO

24
24

169
169

28
.14

146

2AO

24
24

I 69
1·69

28
.14

1·96
2AO

.10

211

26

I 83

.10

2·11

26

1·83

Rcor

kg./ . .'111. 1
55

22
24

155SR-I]G.800ol SP68 1(>73

4~ J rim

-------------

~~-

RcaI'

------

dis<.: Iype

I

pressurcs

/>r('ssurl',\

rnHlr!

R('ol

~Slo..:cl

As GT6

69

1971
llJ72

ITR~

-_._._~---

As GT6

--------------

Rca/"

psi.

I

men! )

Prcssurt'.\

SIll': and Iyr<.:

\1l~SS~-2

GT6 MK. .1
(USA MARKET)

I

----------

TYEES

,

.

GT6 MK.

GT6-PL US

GTo-MK. 2

psi. kg./ctl1.

Fro//t
2 psi.

Rcal"

kg./Clll. 2 [1si. kg. i ctl1.

18.1

2(.1

16Y

24

24

only

'.60S-11

22

S.60-I'X

22

BRAKE SYSTEM
fype

Front wl.eels

Rear \\ hed,

Girling brakes

I

Caliper ci'iC brakes:
disc d ia. lJ 7""' (246 A:nm.)

J

Drum brakes 8" I J
wide (203111111, J 1·75
leading and trailing shoe.

1971 '72·-As G1'6
1971 /72 -~As GT6
1973 Drum brakes 8"
[973 Drum brake:; S"
J ,V' (20.1111111
38 III Ill) I
1j" (20.1mm. .18mm)
lead ingand trailingshoe. Icad-ingand L rail ing"hoc,
22·2sq,in. 143-22sq.clll. 22'2sq.in. 14322sq.Ull
197 sq.in. I 270·97sq.cm. 1l.J7 sl/,in 1270 '97sq .l'lll

/I

111111.)

rrnlll lllling arc.:i.I

22-2sq.in.

Frnnt _"well! area

197 sq.in. I 270·Y7sq.cl1l.

Rear IJ III Ill; area

38

sq.in.

24516sq,cm.

Rear

arc;.t

6.1

sq.in.

406A5sq,cI11

rota] Illiing

area

60

sq.in . .187'09slj.cm.

~wcpL

an:a

260 sq.in. 1677·42sq.cm.
Pedal operate... all ((lUr
brakl;
hY'draulically.
Cellll tllv
mounted
handlJra-ke
coupled
lllcch_lnica[ly LO rear
wheels only.

"W('pl

TllL,t1

OpcraLi()n

143'22s:I.L'1ll

A, LT6

As GT6

.18 sq.in.

245·16sq.clll.

75 5sq.in.

487sq.cm.

60

sq.in

2725sq.in,

J87·09sq.Clll.
1757sq.crn.

'1

I
(
I

As GT6

\\'hcclhasc

~Jin.

21101ll1ll.

83in

2110mm.

1

lra.:k

(rolll

4lJin.

[245mlll.

49in.

1245mm.

~

rcal

48ill.

I 2201ll1ll.

49in.

I 245111 III

I 97

As GT6
assist a nce gi vi ng
boost ratio of 1·5: I

~ ~)er\()

J

JB sq .in

75 5sq.il1.

245·16sq .....'111
48'/-,q.<.:fll

60

387 -Ot, SlI.CIll.

sq.in.

272·5sq.in.

I
I
(

As GT6

I 757sq.cll1.

As GT6

I

i 1971/72AsGT6Mk.

I

I

1-69

24

)

-'

CHASSIS DATA

\\'heel

As GT6
giving
boost ratio of" ['5:1

~Servo assistance

55

1973 50in. 1270mm
Rear Track

)

I

1197I72asGT6Mk.2
[973 50in. I 270111 Ill.
I Rear Track
)

2325111111

r

1245111111
4~1I1.

1220111111

JJignmcll1 (kerb conJI'

11\1(1)

(runL

I'"

to ~ill. 11
toe-in.

to 3·2
As GT6

min.)
I~'

10

1111l1.)

~in

As GT6

As GT6

As LTc

toc-pul

0

In.

(0

03111111.)

As GT6 Mk.

As GT6 Mk.

As GT6 Mk.

A'i (i16

As (.iT6

0

Saloon

(1·6 to 1'')

(0

[0

to

j~J in.

16IllIll.)

tOI.:-

\I~ III

S'-IIOOll

o HOllll)

(II

OUl.

COllvenibJe- I'"~
in. (16 to J

(()~

CUI1\l'rllbk
Hlllll11

'.

o

21lltll ) lOC-

III

170IllIll.

_"lin

(lUI.
(i rOll nd c1ca ra nee --( laden)

4in

fuming

2)1'1

,-"Ifeil:

JUl

102111111

A,'i GT6

As G16

As GT6

As Ci-T6

7700111111

As GT6

A~

GTh

As G1'6

As

As L J6

As GT6

A ... GT6

Rach. and pll1l(l11 4 1 "
Itlck III It'L'k
Co!lap'iiblc
,,:(llulllll
4" 01- 1l1l1Vl'1l1cnl lull\
dcrn:sscd
(0
lull\.

(j Tf:,

As LiT6

140111111
.\" (I f(1

Rack and pInion. 4'"
!Urns lock In lo....-h.

(Url1"

eXlendcd

6)\111.

(1111,1I1siblc
,:0] IJnl fl
4" [1j 1l11)\CJ1lCI1J lull\
llcrrl':->sl'd
C.\ll'lhIcJ

10

I'ull;

,"

As \

I(C<"<"C ~

Lltr.. .·

If'

- - - - - - -----~---------,------~-----,-----------,----------(i1"6

(jTt1-MK

(iTo-MK

(if6·Pl.lTS

YITFSSI -:' I I IKE

\

\

YITESSE-MK

I

(USA MAKKI II

-I

SlSPENSIOI'
Low reriodicity independent suspension
system with rubber
bushed wishbone
pivots.
Patented
screwed boltom bush
and top ball joint
swivels.
Coil springs
controlled by tc lc~copic
type
direct
acting
dampers and anti-roll
bar. Taper rolle .. bear·
iogs in hub.

J'fOnt

As

Swing axle type independent suspension,
transverse leaf spring
and radius rods. Balls
and needle roller bear-

RC<lf

GT~

CAPACITIES

Imperial

Fuel tank

91 galls.
8 pints

Engine sump
Gearbox

11 pints

Gearbox with overdnve

2! pinIs

Rear axle

I

(jT~

As CiT6

1

Independent
system
with lower wishbone
and
t.ransversely
mounted semi-elliptic
leaf spring. Fore and
aft
wheel
location
provided by flexihly
mounted trailing radius
rods. Lower wishbon.::
inboard pivots. rubber
bushed with prepacked
polyurethane
bush(~d
outboard
p~vots.
Spring CI ntrolled b'- lever ~rm
type dam"pers. Taper
roller bearings in hubs.

ings in hubs.

As

As GT6

As GT6

I
(

As (j To

I
GT~

As

Mk2

1971172 As GT6 Mk. 2

1971 '72 As GT6 Mk. 2

1973 - Independent
swing axle type with
central pivoting transverse leaf spring. Oi·
reet acting telesconic
hydraulic dampers and
trailing radius rods

1973

reel acting

tcle~coric

hydraulic danlDcrs and
tr::liling radiu'; rods.

'I

litres

U.S.A.
II ·7 gall,;.

Im[Jcriul

44·3
45

lines

9·6 pints

pinls

4 5 I ilrcS

85 lines
14 litre;

1·8 pims

II pmts

R) I it rc\

18

pints

J·O pims

2~ pints

.15 litre . .

2 85

[)II1.(S

57 litres

12 rinls

I

57 Iitres

12

Plfl1.'i

13 ·2 plnLS

II

1J :'

PIIl!S

Melrh

flln(

As (iTfJ Mk

Independent
swing axil.:: type with
cenrral pivoting transverse leaf spring. Di-

81 galls.

[

'ferril

400

pin!

I it res

105

galls

')·64 rl1nt ,

Coolin\; system "'"ith heater and
II

waler bOltle

EXTERIOR DIMENSIOI'S
O\erall length

12ft. I in.

368cm.

\Vit.lth (over handles)

~ft.

9in.

145cm.

Height (unladen)

Jft. II in

11gem.

pints

6·2

I

litres

I

~

~

As GT6

I

IO~in.

4ft.

3ft. llin.

J

j

379cm.

12ft. 5in.
As GT6

149cm.
119cm

12ft. Sin.
4ft. 10'in.
Jf' II in.

6-1

plnls

lit re ...

j88-SLn1

379cI11

J

14km

Srt. Din.

152 5cm

119c01

41-\

1.165cm.

2(t. 91n.
~qin

A..

Vlles,;c :' l.ltre

WEIGHT (approx.)
Dry (excluding extra equipment)
Complete

(including

water and

fuel.

oil,

(0015)

Maximum gross vehicle weight

ROAD SPEED DATA
Engine speed at a road sreed

16cwt

813kg

17cw(

R65kg

2lcwl.

1067kg.

17\c,,(.
As GT6

As

GT~

Rear axle ratio 3 ·27: I ,!\,'nrmal
Top

3rd

2nd

J s[

Rev.

or-

878kg.

171c,",,'1.

ll973-18c"t.
918kg. lI973-18cw[
918kg.
J 1971/72 181cwt.92Ikg. J 1971!7218jcw[.92lkg.
221cw[.
1145kg.
l 1973 22}cwt. 1145kg.
) j 971 /72 2.1cwt.l161 kg.

l>ljcwr.

927kg

241c"[

1225kg

Rl!or axil! ratin 3·89:)

10 mph.

497

625

885

1318

1545

10 k.m.p.h ..

309

387

551

820

960

~~ ~~I~~:"

20·15 m.p.h. (approx.)

17.icw! .

O~'erdrit'e

T;;;
To; "'3r'.j "'3r'.j "2n.j 1~~IR;;
- - - - - - ._- - - - - - - OlD
473

Rl)ad sreed at 1.000 r.p.rn. in
lr)p gear

878kg.

5S2

0/0
598

740
460

21·15 m.p.h. (approx.)

1052

157011836

~~ ~ ~_~

>l76kg.

Rear axle ratio J'89 1 \'()rnw/ (JIld Ulerdrll,·
--- ---

Top

Top

Jrd

3nJ

----- - -

O,D
473

58~

5~2

733

294

3~5

.168

455

2nd

t:'ll

Re'
I··

-- -

--

0 D

- - --- --- - -

1045

15~0

1820

650

970

1130

---"

171 I mph. [approx.)
213 m.p.h. (approx. l--o\erJfI\e

o

o
'.Jl

UNIT SERIAl" NUMBERS
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UNIT SERIAL NUMBERS AND DESIGNATION

The following list of serial numbers apply to all vehicles contained in this manual and serve to assist exact
identification of a vehicle or unit being serviced.
Identification of Prefix and Suffix is as follows:-

Commission Numbers

KC

Denotes the model range.

L

Denotes Left Hand Steering (No lette r is used to denote Right Hand Steering)

o

Denotes overdrive is fitted.

Engine Numbers

KC

Denotes the model range.

H

Denotes High Compression.

L

Denotes Low Compression.

E

Denotes Engine Unit.

Gearbox and Rear Axle Number

KC

Denotes model range (No Suffix letters added to these numbers).

Body Numbers

KC

Denotes model range.

C

Denotes convertible body.

GT6 Mk. 1

Commission Numbers

KCI---Built from October 1966 to

Engine Numbers

KC\

Gearbox Numbers

KCl

Rear Axle N mbers

KCI

Rear Axle Numbers O/Drive

FDI

Septembe~

1968

HE or LE

KC

Body Numbers

GT6 Mk. 2 and Plus

Commission Numbers

KC50,OOI and future-built from October 1968

Engine Numbers (Mk. 2)

KC50,OOI

HE or LE

Engine Numbers (Plus Anti-Smog)

KDl

HE or LE

Gearbox Numbers

KCI

Rear Axle Numbers

KC50,OO\

Re~lr

K D50,OO I

Axle Numbers O/Drive

Body Numbers
Second Issue

as GT6 Mk. 1

50,00 I

KC

0·107

UNIT SERIAL NUMBERS

GT6 Mk. 3
Commission Numbers

KEI

and future-built from September 1970

KF1-USA market
KG I-Swedish market
Engine Numbers

KEI

or KFI (USA) or KGl (Sweden)

HE or LE

(or UE. Later USA Engines)
Gearbox Numbers
Rear Axle Numbers

KEI
..

As GT6 and GT6 mark 2

KC

Body Numbers

KE

VITESSE 2 LITRE
Commission Numbers

HC1-Built from October 1966 to September 1968

Engine Numbers

HCl

Gearbox Numbers

HCl

Rear Axle Numbers

FDI

Rear Axle Numbers O/Drive

FDI

HE or LE

Body Numbers

HB-Saloon
HBC-Convertible

VITESSE MK. 2
Commission Numbers

HC50,001

Engine Numbers

HC50,OOI

Gearbox Numbers

HCl

Rear Axle Numbers

HC50,OOl

Rear Axle Numbers O/Drive

HC50,OOI

Body Numbers

and future-built from October 1968
HE or LE

50,001 HC Saloon
50,001 HCC Convertible

Third Issue
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UNIT SERIAL NUMBERS

G 348

The rear axle number is stamped on the hypoid housing
flange.

The commIssIon number (chassis number), paint and
trim code numbers are stamped on the plate attached
to the bonnet scuttle side panel. The body number is
stamped on a separate plate mounted below the commission number plate.

/'

The gearbox serial number is stamped on the side of
the gearbox casing flange.

The engine serial number is stamped on the left-hand
side of the cylinder block.

In all communications relating to service or spares, please quote the vehicle commission number, the paint
and trim code, if relevant, and the serial number of the unit affected.
Fig. 2
Second Issue

PAI!"T AND TRIM CODES

0109

PAINT AND TRII\] CODING SYSTEM

The commission numher plate affixed to the scuttle side panel bears code symbols for identincation of thc vehicle's
exterior paint colour, trim material. and trim colour.

Colour Code
Nine bilsic colours are allocated a numher as shown in the table. Shades of these colours are classified as 1st
shade, 2nd shade, 3rd shade. etc. The number of each shade change prefixes the basic colour to indicate the shade
colour. Dual colours are identified by two code numbers separated by a stroke, e.g" \ 9/26 dentoes "whitc"" and
"wedgwood"", the predominant colour being white, this symbol being quoted first.
Trim Code
The main trim material is identified by prefixing the colour code numher with a letter, e.g.
Leathercloth-·--No prefix letter
Leather-Prefix letter H
Cloth-Prefix letter C

Basic
colour

II

Ba~ic

...' oJollr

1st
shade

nUlllbl.:T

2nd

Jrd

shade

shade

4th
shade

5th
shade

6th
shade

7th
shade

8th
shade

9th
~had~

[ I [h

10th
shade

12th
shade

shade

.",:" ~ -_:-= ~~= ~-_ ~I-=-[_~=~= ~~]~-_- =~~--_=~~r=-L
02

12

22

J2

42

Matador

Cherry

Signal

Burgundy

52
Scarlet

62
Inca Red

72
Pimiento

~2

92
Magenta

------.---.--------------·-1-------------------------Carmine

"'= :__ '""~\"~::~ _,:~~~"~_'~"~"_I-t~:-r~;:~I':J~

05

(Jreen

-- IJ

__,o~::_:~=,_'"'~=_,-~-~:"-- M,=,,___ _______1
15
Cactus

25
Comler

35
OlIve

I

45
Llchlleld

)'1

Laurel

I\HI'1c

--:--

1

I_

Damson

I--~--G~":::I-~~-~"'~~:-~O~~"- -,,:,l: ~;~

. -:---I-:I~te -1
_

116
Ice

126
French

,

1

-:;::

-v..'hite

~;:.,~
.

---

-

":"-

-d.:,- ------1----- --

------t -- -. -1-- ---------

suckle

denotes that the vehicle is painted "White"" and "Wedg\\ooL!"" and trimmed
NOTE:

_1 __

Shadow
Blue

I

.

_

65
Emerald

1 -'

-

II

-------1.---- .

06' -:[d:j:~ 1:~d~~~J-~;~- -:e;=-I·-~~:- -V~l~~C[: --p~nt--·I-·-·N--~,-~-y- --I-s--ap-9-p-6h--ire'-:~~~~:
--~~-- -~--l-~:~--~:~-I--

ue

\\ IWe

I

__

Acrylic paints bear the suffix A.

1

[[1

Icathercloth coloured blue.

1

_

SPECIAL TOOLS
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The following Special Tools, recommended for the efficient servicing of the Triumph
GT6 Mk. I, Mk. 2, Mk. 3, Vitesse 2-litre and Vitesse Mk.2. should be ordered from Messrs.
V. L. Churchill & Company Limited, P.O. Box No.3, London Road, Daventry, Northants.

TOOL No.

DESCRIPTION

_______________________________ ~
18G.478D
18G.106
18G.134DH
IBG.191
18G.191M
47
60A
S.60A-2A
S.60A-7
S.9BA
S.101
S.108
5.109C
5.109C3
5.123A
5.144
5.145
5.160
5.3QOA
5.304
5.306
5.314
5.322
5.323
5.323-1
5.324
5.325
5.328
5.335
335
5.336-4
5.337
5.341
5.342
5.353
RG.421
550
642
5.3600
5.4221 A
5.4221A-5
5.4221A-7B
5.4221 A-BC
5.4221A-14
S.422IA-17
5.422IA-19
5.4235A
5.4235A-2
5.4235A-7
6118B
5.6118-1
7066

Differential Carrier Bearing Remover
Valve Spring Compressor (Alternative to 6.1188)
Differential Bearing Replacer
Pinion Height Gauge
Dummy Pinion
Multi-Purpose Hand Press (Alternative to S.422JA)
Valve Guide Remover and Replacer
Valve Guide Adaptor
Valve Guide Adaptor
Pinion Pre-load Gauge
Differential Case Spreader

GT6

Vitesse

I

GT6
l\lk. 2.

I

Vitesse

.

.

*
*

*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*

*

*

*
*

*
*

Pinion Height Gauge
Rear Hub Bearing Replacer
Thread Protector
Pinion Bearing Outer Cup Remover
Gearbox Majnsh<lft Cird,,~ Remover
Gearbox Mainshaff Circlip Replacer
Ball Joint Separator
Rear Hub Needle Bearing
Remover/Replacer
Rear Hub Bearing Replacer
Brake Adjusting Tool
Mainshaft Ball Bearing Replacer
Vertical Link Outer Oil Seal Replacer (use with Handle 550)
Bearing Extractor
Outer Hub Bearing Removal Adaptors
Outer Hub Bearing and Vertical Link Replacer.
Hub End Float Gauge
Compression Clamp-Rotoflex Coupling
Crankshaft Rear Oil Seal Centraliser
Con Rod Aligning Jig
Con Rod Aligner Adaptor
Flange Holder (Alternative to RG.421)
Rack Mounting Compressor
Venical Link Remover
Carburetter Adjusting Tool
Flange Holder (Alternacive to 5.337)
Driver Handle
Electronic Tachometer
Steering Vv'heel Remover
Multi-purpose Hand Press (Alternative to 47) ..
I.F.S. Coil Spring Remover and Replacer Adapwr
Inner AlC.le Shaft Bearing Remover Replacer
Differential Bearing Remover Adaptor
Rear Hub Bearing Remover Adaptor
Pinion Head Bearing Remover and Replacer Adaptor
Gearbox Mainshaft Ball Race Remover/Replacer Adaptor
Slide Hammer
Constant Pinion Remover Adaptor
Constant Pinion Shaft Bearing Remover Adapwr
Valve Spring Compressor (Alternative to 18G.I06)
Valve Spring Compressor Adaptor (Use with 6118B)
Circlip Pliers

*
*

•
*

*

•

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*

*

*
*
*

*
*
*
- ------1 - - -

OVERDRIVE TOOLS

Fijih

'd· TYPE

L.178
L.183A
L.183A-2A

Pump Barrel Remover (maintool) .

L.IB8A

Hydraulic Test Equipment

Frec\\'heel Assembly Ring
Ad;:tpr('r

L.188-4

Pressure Test Hose

L.201

Dummy Drive Shaft

L. 202 A

Tailshaft Ball Race Remover

L.206A
L.2 [3

Od PUlllD Body K..:y

/5 1 W

GT6

Mk~_1-2-lit-'"- -"-ntl_~U~L~k~ __ Mk~_

Oil Pump Bod) Rcplacer

1--*---

TIGHTENING TORQUES

OPERATION

DESCRIPTION

ENGINE

Air cleaner cover to back plate
Air cleaner attachment
Bearing cap bolts
Breather pipe and petrol pump attachment
Carburettor attachment
Camshaft chaic',yheel attachment
Clutch attachment
Coil attachments
Con rod bolt
Crankshaft oil retaining cover to cylinder block
Crankshaft sealing block to cylinder block
Crankshaft pulley attachment
Cylinder head attachment }GT6 Mk 1 and
Cylinder head attachment Vitesse 2 Litre
Distributor pedestal attachment
Distributor to pedestal
Distributor clamp bolt
Emission valve to bracket
Engine plate front to engine
Engine plate and locating plate to front of block
Engine plate to engine and gearbox
Engine plate to engine and gearbox
Engine plate to gearbox
Engine plate to rear of cylinder block
Exhaust manifold attachment
Exhaust & inlet manifold attachment
Exhaust pipe to mainfold (GT6 Mk I and
Vitesse 2 Litre)
Fan attachment
Flywheel to crankshaft
Generator mounting bracket to cylinder block
Generator bracket to engine plate
Generator to mounting bracket
Generator to mounting bracket
Generator to adjusting link
Inlet manifold attachment
Inlet manifold to exhaust manifold
Lifting eye attachment
Mounting rubber mounting bracket to engine
Mounting rubber to chassis front
Mounting rubber to mounting bracket front
Mounting rubber attachment rear
Oil pump to cylinder block
0il filter attachment
Oil gallery plug
Oil gallery plug
Oil gallery plug
Oil gallery plug
Rocker shaft locating screw
Rocker cover attachment
Rocker oil feed
Rocker pedestal attachment
Spark plug attachment
Starter motor attachment
Sump attachment

Y V.N.F. x +" setscrew
U.N.F. x 2i" bolt
lk" U.N.F. x 3" bolt
-io" V.N.F. x 1·16" stud
ro" U.N.F. x 1·50" stud
,'0" U.N.F. setscrew
-,'0" U.N.C. x i" setscrew
.J1s" V.N.F. x setscrew
U.N.F. x 1·65" bolt
-io" V.N.F. x It" bolt
r',;" V.N.F. x 0·94" Ch. head
screw
i" V.N.F. x2" bolt
1·56"
i" U.N.F. x 1·63" stud
Y U.N.F. x 4·63" stud
j~" V.N.F. x 1·31" stud
i" V.N.F. x i" setscrew
i" B.S.F. xli" bolt
i" V.N.F. x i" setscrew
-io" V.N.F. x i" setscrew
,"Ie" V.N.F. x setscrew
r V.N.F. dowel bolt
I?>" V.N.F. x 11" bolt
,1;" V.N.F. x 1·84" stud
,l,;" V.N.F. x i" setscrew
V.N.F. x 1·34" stud
V.N.F. x Ii" bolt
,~"

+"

r

r

r
r

-io" U.N.F. x 1·31" stud

k" V.N.F.

r

x

U" bolt

V.N.F. x 1·03" bolt

-io" V.N.F. x i" setscrew
~" V.N.F. x i" setscrew
-io" U.N.F. x I -:It" bolt
ft" V.N.F. x If' bolt
-io" V.N.C. x r setscrew

,'0" V.N.F. x 1·31" stud

r

U.N.F. x 1·56" stud

l?>" V.N.F. x i" setscrew
r U.N.F. x i" setscrew
i" U.N.F. x It" bolt
i" V.N.F. mounting

ro"

V.N.F. mounting

'"0"

V.N.C. bolt

i" V.N.F. x 3" bolt

i" U.N.F. x 1" plug
Y' N.F. x ,38" core plug

r

V.N.F. Dryseal Plug

t" N.P.S.1. plug
No.12 x 28 V.N.F. screw
'ro" V.N.F. x 4'13" stud
-io" V.N.F. x setscrew
r V.N.F. x 3·89" stud
14m/m x r'
i" V.N.F. x 2t" bolt
-fo" V.N.F. x i" setscrew

r
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SPECIFIED TORQUES

lb. ft.

kg.m.

6-8
6-8
55-60
12-14
12-14
24-26
20
16--18
38---42
16--18
12-14

08-11
0,8-1,1
7·6--8·3
16--1'9
1,6-1,9
3-3-3'6
2·8
2·2-2,5
5·3-5,8
2,2-2,5
17-1'9

9Q--lOO

12·4-13·8

42-46
42---46
12--14
8-10
3---4
8-10
18-20
18-20
18-20
18-20
18-20
18-20
20-22
20-22

5'8-6-4
5'8-6-4
1'6-1,9
1'1--1-4
0-4-0'6
1'1-1-4
2,5-2,8
2,5-2,8
2,5-2,8
2,5-2,8
2,5-2,8
2,5-2,8
2·8-3,0
2,8-3'0

14-16
12-14
42---46
18-20
45-50
18--20
18-20
18--20
14-16
20-22
16-18
26--28
28-30
26--28
12-14
8-10
15-18
25-30
25-30
2Q--22
10-12
3---4

1,9-2,2
1,7-1,9
5-8-6-4
2,5-2,8
6,2-6,9
2'5-2-8
2,5-2,8
2,5-2,8
1'9-2,2
2,5-3,0
2,2-2,5
3·6--3·9
3·9---4·1
3,6-3,9
1·6--1·9
1'1-1-4
2'0-2,5
3-4---4·1
3·4---4·1
2,8-3'0
1·4-1·7
0-4-0'6
1-1
0,316--18
2·2-2·5
24-26
3-3--3'6
14-16
1'9-2,2
28-30
3'9- -4·1
16--18
2,2-2,5
Should maintain a minimum of 8 lb. ft. (1'1 kg.
m.) after settling period

Second Issue

TIGHTENING TORQUES
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DESCRIPTION

OPERATION

lb. ft.

ENGINE---eontinued
Sump drain plug
Timing cover and engine plate attachment
Timing cover to engine plate

Timing cover and engine plate to cylinder block
Water passage plug
Water elbow attachment
Water pipe adaptor to inlet manifold
Water pump to cylinder block
Water pump to cylinder block
Water pump to cylinder block
Water pump to bearing housing attachment
Water pump pulley to spindle

SPECIFIED TORQUES

r x 18 Dryseal plug
Li.N.F. x 1·16' stud
1'6" Li.N.F. x r pan head
setscrew
1'6'

j'r;" Li. N. F. x 8" setscre\\
x 18 N.P. Dryseal plug
1\;" U.N.F. x 11' bolt
~" banjo bolt
r'r,' Li.N.F. 21" bolt
1'0" Li.N.F.
bolt
,;," Li.N.I-. x 3\ holt
,;,," Li.N.F.\ 1·31" stud
l~" Li.N.F. spindle

r

2r

kg.m.

20-22
2 '8-30
12-14
1·6-1,9
8--10
l'I~I-4
Should maintain a minimum
of 4 lb. fl. (0'5 kg. m.) aftcr
a settling pcriod
18-20
2022
1>\ 20
20-22
18- 20
18-20
18 20
12 14
14 16

25-28
28 H)
25 28
28--30
25-28
25 -28
25 28
17- I')
I.LJ 0.0

24- 26

33 -3 ·6

18--20
20- 0,
18 2IJ
14-16
8-lfJ
6- 8
8
14-16
18 -2IJ
I.K 20
LJIJ 10()
20 30
14 III
8 10

0.,
28
28 -30
2-5 2·;";
!LJ 0 . '
II 14
08 II

GEARBOX
Bell housmg attachment
Clutch slave cylinder attachment
Drain plug and filler
Extcnsion to gearbox
Fulcrum reverse operating lever
Gearlever coupling to opcrating shaft
Gearlever to operating shaft
Gear lever knob attachment
Overdrive adaptor to gearbox case
Overdrivc support attachmcnts
Overdrive support attachmcnts
Propellor shaft attachment !lange to mainshaft
Propellor shaft to flange
Reverse idler shaft
Sekctor fork attachment
Top
Top
Top
Top

cover
cover
cover
cover

attachment
attachment
attachment
to extension

r

Li.N.F. x I" WedgeloI..
bolt setscrc\\
,\; Li.N.F. x; setscrew
f' x 18 N.r. Dryseal plug
,\;" C.N.F. x
setscrcw
U.N.F. Icver
±" Li.N.r. x I \ bolt
Y Li.N.F. bolt
lk" N.C. knob
,'"" Li.N.F. stud
1'0" Li.N.F. x R" setscrc\\
1\;" Li.N.F. x r sctscre\\
i;," Li.N.F. mainshafl
l Li.N.F. x I" bolt
1'0" Li.N.F. bolt
,'0" Li.N.F. taper WedgeloK
setscrew
.f U.N.F.
setscrcv,
}" U.N.f. I' setscrew
±" U.N.I-. /. I ~ bolt
l~' U.N.F. stud

s'

r

s"

K 10
8 !O
8 10
12-14

II

ILJ

""'\.'1

..

, ·5

2K

2·5

2'~

124
3. 1)
t·LJ

138
4·1

II

14

.]

1

14
1·+

I

IJ

7

I')

, .0

REAR AXLE
Bearing cap to housing
Crown wheel to differential case
Drain and 111ler plug
Front mounting plate to axle

r
r
r
r

Front mounting plate to chassis frame
Hypoid housing
Hypoid housing to axle housing
Inner axle !lange to drivc shaft
Propeller attachment !lange to hypoid pinion
Propcller attachmen t to !lange
Rear axle mounting
Rear road spring to axlc

r
r

Third Issile

Li.N.F. boll
Li.N.F. x ·63 bolt
x 18 N.r. Dryseal plug
Li.N.F. bolt

l'.N.F.
U.N.F.
,'6 ., U. N. F.
r U.N.F.
Li.N.F.
i" Li.N.F.
,;." li.N.F.
i L'.N.F.

r

weld bolt
/. 1·84' bolt
x I " setscn;v,
bolt
Pinion
x I" bolt
x 7-4' bolt
stud

32 34
4 5- 47
42 46
'x (i-4
2'ij
20 0 '
30
35
48
lighten tll 2628 lb. fl.
D6-3LJ Kg. 111.) on reasscmblv
26--28
.12-34
18--2U
32-36
90-100
28-30
38-42
28-- 30

3·6 -39
42 -47
25 - 28
44 -5U
12-4

138

39-4'1
52-58
39-41
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TIGHTENING TORQUES
OPERATION

DESCRIPTION

FRONT SUSPENSION
Anti-roll bar to chassis
Anti-roll bar link attachment
Anti-roll bar link attachment
Ball pin to vertical link
Ball assembly to upper wishbone
Brake disc to hub
Caliper mounting plate to vcrtiea I link and tie rod
Caliper mounting plate to vertieallink and tie rod
Caliper mounting plate to vertical link and tie rod
Caliper to mounting bracket
Damper attachment top
Damper attachment bottom
Stub axle to vertical link
Trunnion to wishbone
Wishbone attachment to top fulcrum brackets
\Vishbone attachment to top fulcrum brackets
Wishbone attachment to lower fulcrum bracket
Wishbone to frame
Wheel attachment disc type
Wire wheel extension attachment
Wheel hub attachment

l~"

r

'0
j;;"

,',;"

r

*"r
J'o-"
ft'
l'
"6"

Tk'
,;,"

r
r

f'
~

*"f'

U.N.F. "u" bolts
U.N.F. stud
U.N.F. link
V.N.F. pin
V.N.F.x2r bolt
V.N.F. x I" bolt
V.N.F. x It" bolt
U.N.F. x 2k" bolt
V.N.F. x
setscre\\
V.N.F. x I io" bolt
U.N.F. mounting plate
V.N.F. x 21" bolt
V.N.f. axle
U.N.F. x 2~' bolt
U.N.F. >-:2f' bolt
V.N.F. x 2t' bolt
V.N.F. x 2~" bolt
U 'J.F. x fulcrum brackets

r

U.N.F. stud
V.N.F. stud
V U.N.F. axle

3--4
12-14
38--42
38--42
18-20
32-35
3235
32 35
18-20
50-55
8-10
42-46
90-100
35-38
28 -30
28-30
26-28
22--24
38 -42
45

kg.ro.
OA-D·6
1,7--1,9
5·2-5,8
5,2-5,8
2'5-2'8
4A---4'8
4·4-4·8
4'4-4·8
2'5-2,8
6,9--7,6
I'I-IA

5'8-6A
12·4-13·8
4,8-5,2
309--4,1
39--4·1
3·6-3·9
30-3'3
52 -5·8
62
5 lb. rt. (0.7 kg.

Tlghtcn 10
m.).
L nscrc\\ (Inc Ilat and in-'ert
Split plT1lJ03 .C05· W076-

REAR SUSPENSION
Brake back plate attachment
Damper top mounting
Damper bottom mounting
Radius arm pivot brackets to floor
Radius arm attachment
Radius arm attachment
Vertical link plates to hub and spring ends
Wheel attachment disc
Wire wheel extension attachment
Wheel hub to axle shaft

SPFrlFTFD TOROUES

lb. ft.

(1127111111 hubcnd 11oat).

a"

GT6
Mk I
and
Yitesse
2 Litre

STEERING
Clamp to steering column
Clamp socket screw
Coupling upper to lower
Coupling pinch bolts
Facia column clamp mtg. bracket
Facia clamp upper and lower to mounting bracket
Facia clamp to support bracket
Facia clamp support bracket to channel
Outer ball joint to tie rod lever
S"eering rack to chassis
Steering wheel attachment
Outer ball joint to tie rod lock nut

CHASSIS FRAME

V.N.F.
V.N.F.
,i;-" V.N.F.
f' V.N.F.
r V.N.F.
V.N.F.
J"6" U.N.F.
V.N.F.
i' V.N.F.
r D.N.F.
~"

*"

r

r

3r

t' V.N F. It' bolt
-i'o' U.N. F. gru b sere\-\

±'

D.N.F. bolt
U.N.F. x It" bolt
r V.N.F. x r setscrc\\
r' V.N.F. x
bolt
.1 V.N.F. x r' bc,lt
±" U.N.F.:' i" setscrc\\
U.N.F ball pin
-f,;" U.N.F. "U" bolt
f~; - whit. column
1 l;.'J.F. lock nut on
tie rod
f~-

2*

r

l .1\ f

Brake four-way and three-way to chassis
Exhaust pipe flexible strip attachment
Exhaust pipe front clip to mounting
Exhaust intermediate silencer attachment
Exhaust mounting bracket to axle mounting plate
Exhaust pipe clip to exhaust and rear mounting
Front suspension mounting turret to chassis
Front suspension mounting turret to chassis
Rear engine 1110untlng bracket and
pia tl'orm to chaSSIS
Brake pipe connections, singlc and doublc narcs
Brake bleeder scrcws

bolt
fulcrum pin
vertic.tllink
x I
setscrew
x 2i- bolt
x 2t" bolt
x
bolt
stud
stud
shaft

l~"
l~"

16-l~-

,\;'.

f'

r
,~;

,

U.N.F."
U.N.F.)o'
U.N.r-. x
U.l".I. x
UN.F. x
L'. N. F. '>(
U.N.F. x
U.". f-. x

~"

U.N.F,

.~

U.?\.F.

I" setscrcw
2r bolt
2:1 bolt
11' bolt
2V bolt
I" setscre\\
Ik" setscre\\
~" setscrc\\

16--18
42 -46
30 32
28-30
28 -30
28--30
42--46
38--42
45
100-110

222·5
58- 6A
41--4A
39--41
39--4·1
39-4'1
58-6A
52-5'8
62
138-15'2

6-8
18-20
&--8
18 -20
6 8
68
6 -8
68
26 - 28
14 16
28 3(1

0·8-1·1
2'5-2·8
08-1'1
25 28
0·8 -}·I
0'8--1 ·1
0'8--1 ·1
08-1'1
36 39
19 --22
39--4 I

30 -35

41 - 48

8

[,1

1(I

-3
6 -8
68
16 18
6 -1-:
21-:-30
28-30
1820

5-7
5-7

14

03 04
0·8 1·1
0·8-1,1
22-2'5
01-:1·1
34 -4·1
34-4'1

25

28

07
07

10
10

1<ll/l1ft

-

1.1 \/,,'

O·1l4

TIGHTENING TORQUES
BODY

OPERATION

Accelerator fulcrum bracket to body
Body attachment-main floor to chassis outrigger
Body attachment-dash to chassis outrigger
Body attachment-heel board crossmember to
chassis
Body attachment-seat pan to chassis crossmember
Battery earth to dash
Brake and clutch pedal and master cylinder bracket
attachment
Brake and clutch master cylinder to bracket
Bonnet link attachment
Bonnet link attachment
Bonnet tube attachment
Bonnet tube attachment
Bonnet hinge tube to pivot brackets
Bonnet pivot bracket to chassis frame
Bonnet stay bracket
Bonnet lock catch plate attachment
Bumper support to frame front
Bumper support to front
Bumper and over rider to chassis brkl.
Bumper side attachment-rear
Door lock to door
Door lock striker to B post
Door lock striker to B post
Door hinge attachment
Door hinge attachment

DESCRIPTIO]\;

1"

I:'

V. N .F. x 1" setscrev.
·'U.~.F. x 3"pointed bolt

.'6' V.N.F.
l~

x 3}" bolt

LI.N.F. x 3-~

kg. m.
011-1'[
1·7--]·9

1214

1·7

pointed bolt

19

11-10

II-IA

Ii' bolt
V. N. F. x Y setscre\\

1110
611

I'I-IA
0,8-1,1

i" V.N.F. xl" setscre\\
n," V.N.F. x t" setscre\\

6-8
18--20
6---8
6-8
6-8
6--8
22-24
]4-16
6-8
6-0
14--16
24-26
14-]6
14-]6
6-8
6---8
6--8
16-18
16-18
6--8

0,8-1,1
2,5-2,8
0·8-]·\
0·8-1']
0,8-],]
0'8-]·]
3'0--3-3
1,9--2,2
0,8-1,]
0·8-]·1
1,9-2·2
3 3 -3'6
1,9--2,2
1·9-2,2
0·8-1']
0·8-1,1
0·8-1,1
2,2-2,5
2,2--2,5
0·8-],]

6-8

0·8-]·1

x li"setscrew

6-8

0·8--1']

Ii" pointed

12-14

f' V.N.F.
1

±"

x

V.N.F.

x]"

bolt

l" V.N.F. x LV bolt
i" V.N.F. x·r- weld bolt
:l" V.N.F. x i" setscrew

r

V.N.F. x 2" bolt

n

h V.N.F. x 2i" bolt

r

x·r setscrew

lJ.N.F.

i" V.N.F. xi" setscrew
ft" V.N.F. x i" setscrew
~"

Door vent to door and mounting bracket
Door glass channel attachment

V.N.F. coach bolt
V.N.F. x 2V bolt
ft" V.N.F. x~" setscrew
1" V.N.F. x r setscrew
i" V.N.F. x I" setscrew
±" V.N.F. x f' setscrew
l~" V. N. F. x f' setscrew
rr," V.N.F. x f'setscrew
! U.N.F. setscrew
t" V. N. F. x i"' setscrew

Facia to support bracket

!" V.N.F.

Facia support bracket to floor

SPECIFIED TORQUES

lb. ft.
6-11
12 -14

+e"

I'

To" V.N.F.

x

Grab handle attachment
Handbrake fulcrum pin

·:crew
t" V.N.F. x ~" setscrew
r V.N.F. shouldered pin

6-8
26-28

0,8-1,1
36-3'9

Heater to dash shelf
Hom attachment
Luggage floor to channel
Luggage support rail to board and front angle

i" V.N.F. x r setscrew
i" V.N.F. x r setscrew
i" V.N.F. x i' setscrew
±" V.N.F. x 1" setscrew

6-8
8-]0
6- 8
6-8

0·8-1·1
1·1-- IA
08-1'1
0,8-1,1

14-1614-16
24-26
8-10
16-18
6---8
S -- 8
6-8
12 14
6-- 8
28-- 30
6-11

}'9-22
1'9-22
3 3-36
I 1 -] A
22-2'5
0'8--11
08-1 I
0·8 II
16-19
Oil -II
3·9 -41
OR

6 -8
6 II
12 14

08
·1
08 I I
16- 19

14

16 19
08-1 I
14 16

Overrider mounting brackets to spring bar
Overrider mounting brackets to spring bar
Overrider spring bar attachment
Petrol tank to body
Radiator to frame
Radiator overflow bottle attachment
Rear door hinge attachment
Rear door hinge attachment
Seat to slide
Seat slide to floor
Safety belt fixing
Valance attachments
Window regulator to door
Windscreen wiper motor attachment
Winscreen frame to roof
Windscreen frame to front deck
Windscreen frame to body outer
Drain tap to radiator

To" V. N.F. x 3i" bolt
To" V.N.F. x 2+' bolt

r

V.N.F. x ]" setscrew

io" V.N.F. x i" setscrew
To" V, N. F. x i" setscrew
t" V.N.F. x f' setscrew
i" V.N.F. x

t" V.N.F.
((,-" V.N.F.
r V. N.F-.
ite V.N.F.
V.N.F.
N

±

r

weld bolt
I" bolt
x i" setscrew
x f' setscre\\
eye bolt
x l"sctscrew
y

U.N.F.

x

1" setscrew

1" LI.N.F.

x

i" setscrc\\

".

U.N.F. x 2( setscrew

U.N.F. x i" setscrew
y j" setscrc\\
l' P.T.F. taper thread

10

l' U.N.F.

12
6

10

II

12

1·[

TIGHTENING TORQUES

OPERATION

DESCRIPTION
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SPECIFIED TORQUES

lb. ft.

ENGINE

kg, m.

GT6 Mk 2 8t. PLUS

Ii" U.N.F. x 4·84" stud
i" x 16 U.N.C. stud

Cylinder head attachmenl
Exhaust pipe to mainfold
Alternator mounting bracket to cylinder block
Alternator to mounting bracket
Alternator to adjusting link
Alternator bracket to engine plate

U.N.F. x 1" setscrew
x 4r bolt
?6-' U.N.C. x setscrew
!" U.N.F. x I" setscrew
(0"

io" U.N.F.

r

65-70
24-26
18-20
18-20
16-18
45-50

9·0-9·7
3,3-3,6
25-2'8
2,5-2,8
2,2--2,5
6,2-6'9

65-70
24-26

9,0-9,7
3,3-3,6

55-60
42--46
55-60
100-110
100-110
65-70
65-70
28-30
55-60
42--46
55-60
55-60
38--42
28-30
42--46

7,6-8,3
5,8-6,4
7,6--8'3
13-8-15'2
13-8-15 ·2
9'0-9'7
9,0-9,7
3·9--4'1
7·6-8·3
5 '8--6-4
7,6-8,3
7'6-8,3
5,2-5,8
3·9--4·1
5'8-6-4

6-8
6-8
6-8

0,8--1,1
0·8-1,1
0·8-1·1

55-60
42-46
28-30
100--110
100-110
65-70
65-70
38-42
14--16

7,6-8'3
5'8-6-4
3,9-4,1
13,8-15,2
13,8-15,2
9,0-9,7
9,0--9,7
5,2-5,8
1,95-2·2

42--46

5'8-6-4

28-30
55-60
42--46
55-60
40--45
18--20
28-30

3·9--4·1
7·6-8·3
5'8-6-4
7·6-8'3
5,5-6,3
25-2'8
3·9·-4·1

VITESSE M K II

*'i'xV.N.F.
4·84" stud
16 N.C. stud

Cylinder head attachment
Exhaust pipe to manifold

x

REAR SUSPENSION MK II
GT6 MK 2 & PLUS

Wishbone to vertical link
Road spring eye to vertical link
Lower wishbone--outer
Outer drive shaft to rear hub
Intermediate drive shaft to tlange
Rotoflex coupling to flange
Rotoflex coupling to flange
Radius arm to bracket
Radius arm mounting bracket to attachment plate
Radius arm mounting bracket to vertical link
Mounting bracket to vertical link
Damper-top fixing
Road wheel to hub
Road spring to axle housing
Lock nut on radius rod
EXHAUST SYSTEM
Exhaust front clip to silencer
Exhaust attachment clip to bracket
Exhaust silencer and tail pipe support

-V U.N.F. x 7" bolt

-it" U.N.F. x 4" bolt
V U.N.F. x T bolt
U.N,Fe on shaft
r U.N.F. on shaft
~"Tj,N.F. x 3,19" bolt
~" U.N,F. x 2i-" bolt
~" U.N.F. x Ii" bolt
-V U.N.F. x 7" bolt
;;''' U.N.F. x 2+" bolt
t" U.N.F. x 2f' bolt
t" U,N.F. x 7" bolt
r U.N.F. wheel stud
r U.N.F. stud
t" U.N.F. on rod
~"

,1," U.N.F. x n" bolt
-f;;"
j~-"

U.N.F. x 2f' bolt
U.N.F. x 2V bolt

VITESSE MK II
Wishbone to vertical link
Road spring eye to vertical link
Vertical link to brake plate
Outer drive shaft to rear hub
Intermediate drive shaft to flange
Rotoflex coupling to flange
Rotoflex coupling to flange
Road wheel to hub
Back plate to hub
Adjuster on radius rod
Radius arm to chassis frame bracket
Radius arm to vertical link
Radiusarm to bracket on \crticallinkandchassis frame
Lower wishbone to frame
Damper top mounting
Damper link attachmcnt
Road spring to axle housing

t" U.N.F. x 7V bolt
T;," U,N.F. x 4" bolt
V U.N.F. x i" bolt
~"

U.N.F. on shaft
U.N.F. on shaft
V U.N.F. x 3·19" bolt
t" U.N.F, x 2i" bolt
Fx24 U.N.F.
T1,-" U.N,F. x ,82" bolt
Adjuster
Lock nut R. hand
Lock nut L hand
'r' U.N,F. x 3",polt
+" U,N.F. x 7" bolt
I;'" U.N.F. x 2i"bolt
1''' U.N.F. x 2f' bolt
~" U.N.F. x Ii" bolt
U.N.F. link
U.N.F. x 3·13' stud

r

r
r

]-uurrh

h.\/I('
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OPERATIOr--:

llLSCR II'TlO"

Sl'll'll
lb.

II I)

jl)I{()II\

kg

II

m

GT 6 MK3
ENGINE
,

Camshaft chainwheel to cclmshaft
Cylinder head to block
Flyl.heel to crankshaft
Inlet manifold to head
Or! pump to cylinder block
Oi I pump to cylinder block
Rocker pedes~_;: (~ttachment

1-(,

1<,
1<,
5

",
,

I"
(

I

3 '

R

U.N.F.
U.N.F stud
U.N.F. x 106 hl)lt
U.N.F. 3'1 . bolt
U.N.F. x 3
U.N.F. x 3 ~.
U.N.F. X 3(19 sllld

I~
24
hO ~O
50 7s
IS 20
6 10
6-10
26 34

2.)

.13

~U

111

69
21
08

lOA
2~

OS

IA
IA

36

4.7

REAR AXLE
Hypoid pinion attachment
Intermediate drive shaft to flange
Outer drive shaft to axle shaft
Rear axle mounting to hypoid housing
Rear hub to outer shaft
Rotoflex coupling attachment

U.N.F. on pinion
.. U.N.F. on shaft
~' U.N.F. bolt
it" U."l.F. bolt
"l" U.N.F. on shaft
}" x 2.63"

90 120
90-120
38--46
30- 3S
90 120
60-80

124 166
12A 166
52-6.4
41-5.2
124 16.6
83 11.1

.~"

10-14
7-10
35-45
30--38
26-34
24-32
24 32
26--:14

1.4-1.9
1.0-1.4
4.8-6.2
4.15.2
3.6--4.7
3.3--44
33-4-1
36·47

~

FRONT SUSPENSION
Anti-roll bar fixing
-\nti-roll bar link attachment
Anti-roll bar assy. attachment
Ball pin to vertical link
Brake disc to hub
Fulcrum bracket to lower wishbone
Mounting bracket to frame
Mcmting plate and tie rod levers to vertical links

Uf!

REAR SUSPENSION

N

COlJlmission Numhas K£ 20,001 ({lid KF 20,001

10

1"

U.N.F, on rod
U.N.F. x j~" bolt
1" LJ.N.F. x 7 ,. bolt
11;' U.N.F. x 2'" bolt
" U.N.F. x 7" bolt
,;," U.N.F. x 4' bolt
~" U. N. F. x .~" setscrew
r U.N,F. stud
II,
U.N.F. x 2\ bolt
" U.N.F. x 7 \ ,. bolt

Lock nut on radius arm
R"dius arm bracket to noor
Radius arm bracket to plate
Radius arm to bracket 0'1 vert;c\1 link
Rear (Lunper attachment
Rear road spring to vertical link
Vertical link to rear brake
Wheel to hub
Wishbone to frame
Wishbone to vertical link

REAR SUSPENSION

U.N.F. on stud
U.N.F. on link
it," U.N.F. on link
,~, "U.N.F. on link
~" U.N.F. xl" bolt
;" U.N.F. x 2il bolt
r U.N.F. bolt
;' U.N.F. bolt

r

~"

Frolll CO/I1.'.'.'il.\ioll

NlIIllhas KE 20,001 (/lid KF 20.001

U.N.F. Stud
U.N.F.
U.N.F bolt
Ii,
.I
l'.N.F .
,I"
bolt
U.N.F. x -,
U.N.F. 011 shart
,
1'(,
L.NF
2~
U.~.F. )( .I " setscl'C\\
Ie·
"\\ setscre\\
II '!.~
)(
,\
,,, U.N.I-.
U.'iF )( J~
J U.'\.F stud
3 '

Axle mounting nose pi<xe
Damper attachment
Damper lowei' attachment
Pivot bracket to body
Radius arm to pivot brack~t
Rear hub to axlc shaft
Rcar road spring and piv"t J.,racket.
Servo attachment bracket
Servo attachment bracket
Servo attachmcnt brackct to shell
Vertical link plate to rear huh
Wheel attachment

H

.~

,

,

,.

35-45
24-32
50--65
38 -48
30-38
38-48
24 -32
38- 48
35 -45
35 45

__.._ - - - - - -

..

_---

26- 34
28-38
28 38
26- 34
26 .14
90 120
IS 20
IS 20
15 20
10 14
38 48
18 48

48-62
3.3-4A
6.9-90
52 66
41-52
5.2-66
33 4-1
52-66
48

f>2

48

62

(111\]'([1'<11

36 47
39 52
39 52
36 47
36 -47
124 16.6
21 28
21 -" 8
-" 1 28
1 4 I I)
5.2 66
6 C1
5.~
-----
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SCREW THREADS

SCREW THREADS

BSF

BA

(British Std. Fine)

(British Association)
Threads per
Inch

Size

Tapping Drill

,

"
9

TI
5

16
0l-

e
7

16

~

\6

9

16
14
14
12

T6

t
II

T6
;/.

•

Diameter

Threads
per Inch

Tapring
Drill

2.
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

'236
·209
·185
·161
·142
·126
·110
'098
·087
·075
·067

25·4
28·2
31·4
34·8
38·5
43·1
47·9
52·9
59·2
64·9
72·5

7
16
22
29
31
36
42
45
49
52
54

........II

28
26
26
22
20
18

7

TI

Size

13

II

6.
I

"
5

T6

....27
23

....31
...., 7

TI
19

.,
....TI

UNC

UNF

(Unified Coarse)

(Unified Fine)

Size

Diameter

(No.4)
(No.6)
(No.6)
(No. to)

·1120
·1380
·1640
·1900

Threads
per Inch
40
32
32
24
20
18
16
14
13

i
.2...
16

t
..L
'6
I

"2

SELF TAPPING SCREWS

Size
No.2
NO.4
No.6
No.8
No. 10
No. J2
No. 14

, -I
i

I

Tapping
Drill

I,

49
39

:----L------FOR
SWG
SHEET

~o

Tapping
Drill

Size
(No. 10)

44

42
7

.1

29

16

24

32
28
24
24
20
20
18
18
16

•5

J.

26

e

il

..L
16
1

6'

il
6'

"2
9

ft

16

"U"

f

....-

;/.

27

•

Spanner Sizes for Unified Nuts and Bolts

Inch
Bolt diameter

t

27

Bolts

-?

e

Tapping Drill
.2...
32

3
1

....21

II
6.
29

....13 mm. (-5118 ")
14·5 mm. (-5709")
II
6'

Measured across the Flats (A/F)*

I~h In~h I~h
16

S~~=' Nu" --"-

19

Threads
per Inch

·190

....-

:q

35

I Diameter

I

I~*h

I

+t

In.lCh!

InsChl1

In~h

III
1-*[-:iii
16

j

n _: :1

!

-t.

2

'6

..

I

H

•

I

Ik

II

*Note

variation in Nut and Bolt Head sizes.

Third Issue

Inches

Decimals

·015625
'03125
'046875
·0625
·078125
·09375
·109375
·125
·140625
·15625
'171875
·1875
·203125
·21875
·234375
·25
·265625
·28125
·296875
·3125
·328125
·34375
·359375
·375
'390625
·40625
0421875
04375
·453125
·46875
·484375
·5

..L

r
TI

••

..2-

••

n

...L

-h

••

..
7

i

n
-h

it

-h

if
7

TI

it

t

n

n

it
II

tt

•

it

••

¥.
it

!t
it

-h
1..1

#

••

H

!

I

Millimetres

·3969
·7937
1·1906
1·5875
1'9844
2·3812
2 ·7781
3 '1750
3·5719
3·9687
4·3656
4·7625
5·1594
5·5562
5 ·9531
6·3500
6·7469
7·1437
7·5406
7·9375
8·3344
8·7312
9·1281
9·5250
9'9219
10·3187
10·7156
11 ·1125
11·5094
11·9062
12-3031
12·7000

Inches to
Millimetres
mm.
In.

·0001
·0002
·0003
·0004
·0005
·0006
·0007
·0008
·0009
·001
·002
·003
·004
·005
·006
·007
'008
·009
·01
·02
·03
·04
·05
'06
·07
·08
·09
·1
·2
·3
A
·5

·00254
·00508
·00762
·01016
·01270
·01524
·01778
·02032
·02286
·0254
·0508
·0762
·1016
·1270
·1524
·1778
·2032
·2286
·254
·508
'762
1·016
1·270
1·524
1·778
2·032
2·286
2·54
5·08
7·62
10·16
12'70

MiUimetres to
Inches
In.
mm.

0·001
0·002
0·003
0·004
0·005
0·006
0·007
0·008
0·009
0·01
0·02
0·03
0·04
0·05
0·06
0·07
0·08
0·09
0·1
0·2
0·3
0·4
0·5
0·6
0·7
0·8
0·9
1
2
3
4
5

'000039
·000079
·000118
·000157
'000197
·000236
·000276
'000315
·000354
·00039
·00079
·00118
·00157
·00197
·00236
·00276
·00315
·00354
·00394
·00787
·01181
·01575
·01969
'02362
'02756
'03150
·03543
·03837
·07874
·11811
·15748
·19685

Fahrenheit and Centigrade
of

-20
-15
-10
-5
0
1
2
3
4
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
,
75
80
85
90
95
100
105
110
115

I

°C

°C

of

-28'9
-26,1
-23,3
-20·6
-17,8
-17,2
-16,7
-16,1
-15,6
-15'0
-12,2
-9,4
-6'7
-3,9
~ 1·1
1·7
404
7·2
10·0
12·8
15·6
18·3
21 ·1
23·9
26·7
29'4
32·2
35·0
37·8
40·6
43-3
46·1

-30
-28
-26
-24
-22
-20
-18
-16
-14
-12
-10
-8
-6
-4
-2
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32

-22
-1804
-14·8
-11,2
-7,6
~4

-004
3·2
6·8
10·4
14
17·6
21·2
24·8
28·4
32
35·6
39·2
42·8
4604
50
53·6
57·2
60·8
64·4
68
71·6
75·2
78·8
8204
86
89·6

Inches

Decimals

if

#

II
64

-h

it
tl
it

i
H

*

U

tl
H
H
i
ti

tt

*
*
it
Ii

H
H
I

tt
+t

H

Ii
it

»
ti

'515625
·53125
'546875
·5625
'578125
·59375
'609375
·625
·640625
·65625
·671875
·6875
·703125
'71875
·734375
·75
·765625
'78125
·796875
·8125
·828125
·84375
·859375
·875
·890625
·90625
·921875
'9375
·953125
·96875
·984375

MiUimetres

13·0969
13·4937
13·8906
14'2875
14·6844
15 ·0812
15·4781
15·8750
16·2719
16·6687
17·0656
17·4625
17·8594
18'2562
18·6531
19·0500
19·4469
19·8437
20·2406
20'6375
21·0344
21'4312
21·8281
22·2250
22·6219
23·0187
23-4156
23-8125
24·2094
24'6062
25·0031

Inches to
MiUimetres
In.
mm.
·6
·7
·8
·9
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

15·24
17'78
20·32
22·86
25-4
50·8
76·2
101'6
127·0
152·4
177·8
203·2
228'6
254·0
279-4
304·8
330·2
355·6
381·0
406'4
431·8
457'2
482·6
508·0
533-4
558·8
584·2
609·6
635·0
660-4
690·6

Millimetres to
Inches
In.
mm.

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

·23622
·27559
·31496
'35433
·39370
'43307
·47244
·51181
'55118
·59055
'62992
·66929
·70866
·74803
·78740
·82677
·86614
·90551
·94488
·98425
1'02362
1·06299
1'10236
1·14173
1·18110
1·22047
1·25984
1·29921
1·33858
1·37795
1-41732

Fahrenheit and Centigrade
of

120
125
130
135
140
145
150
155
160
165
170
175
180
185
190
195
200
205
210
212
215
220
225
230
235
240
245
250
255
260
265

I

°C

°C

of

48·9
51·7
54-4
57·2
60'0
62·8
65·6
68·3
71·1
73·9
76'7
79·4
82·2
85·0
87·8
90·6
93·3
96·1
96·9
100·0
101·7
104·4
107·2
110'0
112-8
115 ·6
118·3
121 ·1
123·9
126·6
129·4

34
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
50
52
54
56
58
60
62
64
66
68
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
105
110
115
120
125
130

93·2
96·8
100'4
104
107·6
112·2
114·8
118'4
122
125'6
129·2
132·8
136'4
140
143·6
147·2
150·8
154·4
158
167
176
185
194
203
212
221
230
239
248
257
266
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VEHICLE DIME:'I:SlONS
GT6 Mk. 1

Inches
39.5

A

.

39.5

Centimetres
100

Inches

Centimetres

42

1067

B

8

20.3

7

17.8

7

178

C

6.5

16.5

7

17.8

7

178

19

48.2

15

381

19.5

495

E

20

50.8

20

50.8

20

508

F

34

86.4

34

864

34

864

T

G

38

96.6

38

966

38

966

I

H

17

53.3

17

533

17

5':U

J

8

20.3

8

20.3

8

203

I

-~- ~--=--~_._~~-

f--------

100

Inches

GT6 MK. 3

D

I

i

Centimetres

GT6 Mk. 2 and Plus

u
---- ====---t---_

K

18.25

L

83

212.8

83

212.8

83

212S

145

371.7

147

373.4

149

3785

M

w

_ _ _ _ _ .~+__~~---~----'L__+__"'------

i....~~-------~

v
I

G415

..

46.4

18.25

46.4

1825

464

N

44.5

113.0

44.5

113.0

45

1143

o

19.5

49.5

195

49.5

18

457

P

45

114.5

45

114.5

46

1168

Q

42

106.7

42

106.7

42

1067

R

34

86.4

34

86.4

34

864

S

41.5

105.4

415

105.4

415

1054

T

49

124.5

49

1245

49

124.5

u
v
w

57

145.0

57

1450

58.5

14S6

48

1220

48

1220

49

1244

47

1193

47

1193

47

1193

..

Fig. 3. Vehide Dimensions GT6
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Vitesse 2-litre. In all other respects the relevant information is contained in the
GT.6 section of this manual.
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VEHICLE DIMENSIONS
A Max.
Min.

Z

~---~=

"::'::: ~: ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: :~~ ~ ~

B

C Max.
Min.
D
E
FMax.
Min.

:~:~~~-~J-~:

G

H Max.
Min.
J
K Max.
Min.
L
M
N

x
y
7T\

/:1"

((

A

~r~

'=

.

..

..

b
"'v

.
I

I-

-

~

E

~

p

Q
R
S
T
U
V
W Max.
Min.

~~\
\~
~

~A

f-

X

f--

y
Z Unladen
AA

~

v 1-1

.....

./

-

AA

C547

Fig. 1.

Vitesse 2-litre Saloon

l' 7r'
l' 2/1
l' 0/1
5/1
5r'
4/1
2' at"
l' 4/1
10/1
3' 9"

Ilt"

Sf'
l'
2'
l'
2'
l'
3'
l'

It

/I

3~"

9r'
9/1
9"
0/1
11/1

7'n/l

3' 2r'
12' 9/1
l' 8r'
4' 1/1
3' It
3' 4/1
3' 2/1
4' 1/1
5' 0/1
4' 5r'
4' 0"
/I

50'2 em.
35·6 em.
30·5 em.
12·7 em.
14.6 em.
10·16 em.
91·1 em.
40·65 em.
25·4 em.
114·2 em.
29·84 em.
14·60 em.
33·65 em.
70·0 em.
54'6 em.
84·0 em.
53·53 em.
91·44 em.
58·42 em.
2·324 m.
97·79 em.
3·886 m.
52·10 em.
1·245 m.
94·6 em.
101·5 em.
96'5 em.
1·245 m.
1'524 m.
1·365 m.
1·219 m.

-<
t'1

::I:

('"'J

t""

t'1

0

~

t'1

Z

rJ)

0
Z

rJ)
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VEHICLE DIMENSIONS

v
A Max.
Min.
H (from floor)
C Max.
Min.
D Max.
Min.
E
F (from floor)
G Max.
Min.
H Max.
Min.
J
K

~----- _x
y

.-

L

M
N

P
Q
R

S
T
U Max.
Min.
V (unladen)
W
X
Y
--~--------

---

w

-----LL+~~

Fig. 2.

Vitesse 2-litre Convertible

l'n"
l' 2"

l' 0"
Si·"
5"
I' 2±"
9"

2'

11:r

l' Or'

Iii"

5"
2' 3·t"
1'10!"
2'
l'
3'
l'

9"
9"
0"

11"

7' 7f'
3' 2·r
12' 9"
2i"
I' 8!"
4' 1"
3' 4"
3' 2"

4'4r
4' 0"
4' 1"

4' 0"

50·2 em.
35·6 em.
30·50 em.
14·6 em.
12·7 em.
36·0 em.
23·0 em.
91·1 em.
31·5 em.
30·0 em.
12·5 em.
70·0 em.
56·5 em.
84·0 em.
53·3 em.
91·4 em.
58·42 em.
2·320 m.
97·79 em.
3·885 m.
6·67 em.
52·0 em.
1·240 m.
101·5 em.
96·5 em.
1'335 m.
1·220 m.
1·245 m.
1·220 m.
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ENGINE-DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES

PARTS & DESCRIPTION

Piston Rings
Compression ring thickness

DIMENSIONS
NEW
in.
mm.

0·077
00787

1956
1·999

0·1553
0·1563

3·945
3·970

0·0797
0·0807

2·024
2·050

Oil control ring

0·1573
0·1583

3·995
4·023

Piston ring gaps in cyl1nders

0·008
0·013

0·203
0·327

Oil control ring width

-~~

CLEARANCES
NEW
1l1.
mm.

00019
to
00035

0048

00007
to
0·0027

0·178
to
0068

REMARKS

to

0089

... ~ ~ ~

Piston Ring Groove
Compression ring

Gudgeon Pin Diameter
Grade: High

Medium

081242
0·81250

20635
20·637

Colour white

0·81234
0·81242

20632
20·635

C "lOll r green

0·81226
0·81234

20·630
20632

Colour yellow

l.lght J1Lhh
lit at
68 F.

GRADING DIMENSIONS FOR STA:"DARD HORI. SIZES

Pistons

-------

/.
---_._--

Bore ..

II

G
.-

- - ~ _ .

In.

mm.

1l1.

mm.

In.

111m.

2·9408
2·9405

74·696
74·689

2·9412
2·9409

74·706
74·699

2'94 I"
2 '()4 13

74·717
74' 7()')

~~_.--~---_._--

Major top dia. A-A
(Ref. Fig. 28)

2·9370
2 ·9366

74·600
74·590

2·9374
29370

74610
74'6tX)

29378
29374

74·620
74610

Major bottom dia. B-B
(Ref. Fig. 28)

2 '9388
2 ·9384

74·646
74635

2·9392
2 ·9388

74656
74646

2 ·9396
29392

74666
74656

Cylinder Liners

Part No. 130815
Bore out cyhnder block to 3 '063!3 ,062"" dia. with surface finish of 45--60 microinches C. L.A.

Oversize Pistons Available

+-0,020" (+ 0·508 mm.)

Oversize Piston Rings Available

+0·010" (+0'254 mm.)

+0'020" (+0'508 mm.)

+0·030' (+0·762 mm.)

+0,040" (+ 1·016 mm.)

Second IS\lIe

ENGINE-DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES

PARTS & DESCRIPTION

Crankshaft
Main bearing journal dia ...

DIMENSIONS
NEW
in.
mm.

2 '()()()5
2·001

50·813
50·825

Main bearing internal dia ...

2·0022
2·0025

50·856
50863

Main bearing housing
internal dia.

2·146
2·1465

54·508
54·521

Rear journal width "

1-360
1·362

35·544
34·595

Thickness of thrust washer ..

0·091

2·311

Oversize thrust washers

0·096
0·098

2436
2487

Crankpin dia.

1·875
1·8755

1·103

CLEARANCES
NEW
in.
mm.

REMARKS

Undersize bearings available:
-0'010", -0'020", - 0,030",
(- 0,254, -0508, -0'762 mm.)

0·006
to
(l'014

(l·152
to
0356

0·006 to 0-008 recommended
crankshaft end-float
(0152 to 0·203 mm.)

47·625
47638
-

~------_._--

Connecting Rods
Big-end bearing internal dia.

1·8775
1·877

47·688
47·675

Con-rod end float on
crankpin ..
Small-end bush internal dia.

0·8122
0·8126

20·630
20·640

Gudgeon pin dia.

0·81226
081234

20630
20·633

0·0015

0038

Max. Con-rod bend and twist

1·8402
1·8407

46·741
46-754

Bore in block

1·8433
1·8448

46·820
46·858

End-float

0·004
0·008

0·102
0·203

0·8000
0·7996

20·32
20·310

0·8009
0·8002

20·343
20·325

Tappets
Tappet dia.

Tappet bore in cylinder block

00254
0069

00086
0'0!25

0·21844
03175

Undersize bearings available:
-0010', -0·020, - 0030",
(--0254, -0508, -0762mm.)

Light hand push fit at 68 F.

In length of gudgeon pin
-

-~-------

Camshaft
Journal dia.

0·001
00027

-----_."----~-

-~---'-----'-----------'

00026
00046

0066
0·117

0·0013
0·002

0·033
0·051

._-_..

-----------

1·104

ENGINE-DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES

PARTS & DESCRIPTION

Oil Pump
Depth of rotor

Depth of housing

Maximum permissible clearance between outer rotor
and body ..
Maximum permissible clearance between outer and
inner rotors

DIMENSIONS
NEW
mm.
in.

1-4985
104995

38·062
38 ·087

1·500
1·501

38·1
38·125

0·0075

0·1016
0·0254

0·003
0·007

0'076
0·178

Spindle dia.

0'4991
0-4996

12·677
12·690

Bush bore

0·5006
0·5013

12·715
12·733

1·55

39·37

Fitted length

125

31·75

Load at fitted length

14·5 lb.

Oil Pressure Relief Valve Spring
Free length ..

REMARKS

A combined worn clearance of
0·004" (0,1016 mm.) indicates
necessity for lapping/replacement of cover and housing
face

0·1905

0·004
0·001

Distributor Drive Gear
End-float

CLEARANCES
NEW
in.
mm.

Renew outer rotor
and/or
} housing

Adjust with paper washers
beneath distributor pedestal

0·001
to
0'0022

0·0254
to
0·0559

6·58 kg.

._------Rocker Shaft dia.

0·5607
0-5612

14·241
14·253

0·564
0·563

14·326
14·300

2-72

69·088

0·312
0·313

7·924
7·950

0·501
0·502

12·725
12·750

0'749
0·751

19'025
19 ·075

0·0008
to
0·0023

0·020
to
0·058

-_._-

Bore of Rockers

Valve Guides
Length
Bore

-

.

Outside dia.

Amount valve guides protrude
above cylinder head top face

Press fit in cylinder head

Refer to Page 1'138 for additional information \lk. 2, GT6 pIli' alld CT6 \Ik. 3 modeb.
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ENGINE-DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES

PARTS & DESCRIPTION

DIMENSIONS
NEW
in.
mm.

CLEARANCES
NEW
in.
mm.

REMARKS

. ~ - -

Valves
Inlet valve head dia.

1·301
1·305

33 ·045
33·147

Inlet valve stem dia.

0·3107
0·3112

7·891
7·905

Exhaust valve head dia.

1·176
1·180

29·870
29·972

Exhaust valve stem dia.

0·310
0·3105

7·874
7·887

0·0018
to
0·0023

0·046
to
0·058

0·0015
to
0·0025

0·038
to
0·064

VALVE SEAT INSERT DIMENSIONS
INSERT DIMENSIONS
External dia.
in.
mm.

m.

BORE OUT

Width
mm.

Diameter

Depth

m.

mm.

in.

mm.

INSERT
Part No.

~--

EXHAUST

1·2535
1·2545

31·839
31'864

0·216
0·219

5-486
5·563

1·250
1'251

31·750
31·775

0·219
0'224

5·563
5, ·690

130g13

1·3785
1·3795

35·014
35'039

0·216
0·219

5 -486
5·563

1·375
1·376

34·925
34·950

0·219
0·224

5'563
5·690

130814

-

INLET

VALVE SPRINGS
INNER

Length

Load

Free length

..

..

·.

·.

·.

·.

·.

·.

OUTER

m.

mm.

1-14

28·956

lb.

kg.

lb.

II to 14

4·990 to 6·350

27 to 30

12·247 to 13·608

in.

mm.

in.

mm.

1·56

39·624

161

40·894

mm.

in.
1·386

35·2
kg.

I

Refer to Page 1·1 JS for additional information :Ylk. 2, GT6 plus and GT6 \lk. 3 \lodcb.
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ENGINE

1·107

ENGINE-LUBRICAnON

('

_____ -_ J

Oil Circulation (Fig. 2)
Oil drawn from the sump is forced, by a
Hobourn-Eaton eccentric rotor pump (I), through
a passage cast in the cylinder block to a full-flow
filter (3) bolted to the side of the engine. A springloaded relief valve (2), which communicates with
this passage, opens at a pressure of 45-55 lbs/sq in.
Oil is distributed via cross drillings to the crankshaft and camshaft bearings and through drillings
in the crankshaft webs to the connecting rod
bearings. The cylinder bores and small end
bearings are lubricated by oil escaping from the
crankshaft bearings.
To prevent excessive lubrication of the valve
gear, a scroll and two flats on the rear camshaft
journal meter the oil fed to the rocker shaft. Oil
ejected from the rocker shaft lubricates the rocker
pads, push rods and tappets before returning to
the sump.
Oil leakage from the front of the crankshaft is
prevented by a rotating disc secured between the
crankshaft pulley and timing sprocket. and an oil
seal which is pressed into the timing cover. Leakage at the rear of the crankshaft is prevented by a
lipped seal fitted in a housing which is bolted to
the cylinder block.
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Fig. 2.

Diagram of oil circulation

Oil Filtration
A full-flow oil filter comprising the components
shown sectioned on Fig. 3, is attached by a single
bolt (8) to the side of the engine and sealed by a
rubber ring (I) interposed between the filter body
(4) and crankcase.
Oil fed to the outside of the filter ~lement,
percolates to the centre and flows directly to the
oil gallery. As the element becomes fouled and
tends to restrict the oil flow, increased oil pressure
opens the relief valve (5) to allow the passage of
unfiltered oil to the oil gallery.

3

4

Crankcase Ventilation
The crankcase and rocker cover are ventilated
by air drawn through the horse-hair filter in the
filler cap. Clean incoming air circulates around
the inside of the rocker cover, passes down the
push rod tubes into the crankcase and is finally
extracted through a breather pipe on the righthand side of the rocker box, through a Smiths
emission valve and into the induction manifold.

B

BoB2

Rubber seal

5
6

Relief valve
Spring

3

Locating washer
Filter element

7

Seal

4

Container

8

Attachment bolt

:2

Fig. 3.

Circulation of oil through filter unit
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Engine details (fixed parts)

Key to Fig. 4

Fibre washer

23

Relief valve

45

Front timing cover

'1

Plain washcr

24

Spring

46

Slottcd setscrcw

3

Nyloc nut

25

COi1Pcr washer

47

Bolt

4

Filler cap

26

CilP nut

,

48

Plai n washer

C·oPPl,..~r :'Llsbcs!()"\ II ;"hcl'

27

Oil pump body

49

Split pin

Spar~ iI1['.

28

Oil pump end plate

Nut

2Y

Centre bearing shell

50

Chain tensioncr

\d~t j)t c,r

30

Centre main bearing cap

5I

Pi\ot pili

.'

Sump plug

52

Bolt

32

Sump

53

Gcnerator pedestal

33

Sump gasket

54

Dipstick

34

Front he;lring shell

55

Bracket

35

Front main be,lring Cilp

56

Nyloc nut

57

Bolt

58

Nyloc nut

59

Cylinder block

60

Cylinder head gasket

61

Cylinder head

()

~i

;-.;

9
10

,,

plug

( r ,I', C"l't

.1

R";II '.2lL!Ilh:

i'Lil\..'

II

Redl

12

!:l,,! I

1.1

R~::tj

14

Hoit

36

Sealing \ledges

I';

(,(l';';"C!

1-'
'i

Sump holt

16

llLilr f, I IlL'

38

Slotted screw

I;

II

011 l'Ulllp ;. ~ r

39

Front sealtng block

18

O!i t'rC'''\"u rl.:

40

Front engine mounting

19

Plug

41

Gasket

20

Crankshaft thrtht

42

Front engine plate

62

Lifting eye

21

Rear bearing shell

43

011 se,l!

63

Rocker cover gasket

1')

Rear bearing cap

44

Gasket

64

Rocker cover

~
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E"IGINE AND GEARBOX REMOVAL
(GT6)

-+.

Is()!ate thc battery, drain thc cooling system
and engine sump, and remove the ~Iir cleaner.
Remove bonnet assembly (Group 5).
Referring to page !':::05 I'CI110VC the r~ldi~ltl1l
l'l\Kk, air duct and hc),,~s.
Take out the engine bav sldc v ~l!ancc:;. ['v I'CIl1e)\ II1g 1 holts at thc front and::: holls ~It till'

rc ~l r
Rekase the gC~lrbo, ~lltachments by c'arrying
"lit the operations givcn for removal of gearbo, on pages:'.' :'.07-~. c,cept for the last paragl·'lph.
6. RcI"elTing to hgs. 5, 6 ~ln\i 7, remO\e the
11Ici inlet pipe' from thc fuel pUl11p (I), discl'nIle'CI the tachoJ1lcter drivc cable frOJ:l the distributor (:'.). Release the oil pressure switch
and generator leads (3) and (4). Release
ignition le~ld (5) from the coi)'
7. Disconnect the heater pipes (6) and (7) and
remow the cable from the water control valve
(S I. Disconnect the choke and throttle conImls (9) and (10). Disconnect the lead (II)
from the starter 1110tor. Disconnect the earth
wire (12) from the bell housing.
~,
Release the temperature transmitter eleetriC~lJ connection (13).
And servo pipe
connection (GT6 Mk. 3).
Y. Disconnect e,haust front pipe from 111~lnifold
flange and gearbox. Disconnect the earth
lead from the front engine plate.
10. T~lking the weight of tile engine with a hOLst,
remove nuts, bolts. and packing pieces from
the engine mounllngs (14). Raise the engine
sufficient Iv to place the brake protection plate.
Figs. 78 and 79, Page I ·135 in position.
11. Carefully raise tlleengine(l-ig. 76), tilting rearvvards and pulling forward at the same time.
For engine and gearbox installation sec page
113:?.

-

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

Left-hand view of engine

Right-hand view of engine

ENGINE DISMANTLING
Referring to Figs. 9 and 10:
Remove the clutch bell housing attachments,
11ft out the starter motor and withdraw the gearbox
assembly.
Disconnect the fuel delivery pipe (6) from the
pump, and unscrew two nuts (7). Lift ofT the
rump (5).
Disconnect the H.T. \cads I"rom the sparking
rlugs and coil. and L.T. leads from the coil.
Remove the two bolts securing the distributor
to its pedeswl and lift out the distributor. Remove
the 1\\0 bolts securing the distributor pedesldl.
lifl off the pedestal and take out the driving ge~\I·.
Remove the coil (2) by removing two securing
bolts and take out the sparking plugs.
Remove the centre bolt (8) and lift ofr the oil
Alter (9).
Unscrew the oil pressure switch (10) and lift
out the dipstick (II).

Fig. 7.

-

Front view of engine
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Key to Fig. 8

65

Bolts and lock tabs

86

Inner collar (exhaust)

106

Dowels

66

Balance weight

87

Outer collar (exhaust)

107

Fan boss

67

Washer

88

Spring-outer

108

Bolt

68

Rubber bush

89

Spring-inner

109

Key

69

Fan assembly

90

Lower collar

110 Timing chain

70

Steel bush

91

Exhaust valve

71

~ubber

92

Push rod

72

93

Tappet

Piston

94

Distributor and oil pump
drive gear

bush

III

Bolts and lock plate

112

Camshaft sprocket

113

Bolt

114

Keeper plate

73

Oil control ring

74

Tapered compression ring

95

Bolts

115

Camshaft

75

Plain compression ring

96

Flywheel

116

Bolt

76

Rocker shaft assembly

97

Bush

117

Con-rod cap

77

Split collets

98

Dowel

118

Con-rod bearing shelllower

78

Collar

99

Inner rotor and spindle
119

79

Spring-outer

100

Outer rotor

Con-rod bearing shellupper

80

Spring-inner

101

Crankshaft

120

Con-rod

81

Lower collar

102

Sprocket

121

Dowels

82

Inlet valve

102AShim

122

Cirdip

83

Tappet

103

Flinger

123

Gudgeon pin

84

Push rod

104

Seal extension

124

Gudgeon pin bush

85

Split collets

105

Cr.ankshaft pulley

125

Cirdip

ENGINE-DISMANTLING

Unscrew the domed nut (12) and withdraw the
spring and the oil pressure relief valve plunger.
Remove two pivot bolts (14) the adjuster bolt
(17) and lift off the generator (13) and fan belt
(15).
Remove tIle generator bracket attachments
and lift off the bracket.
Release the clip retaining the fuel and vacuum
pipes by removing the bolt (1).
Disconnect the fuel and vacuum pipes from the
carburettors and remove the pipes from the
engine.
Release the water hose (19).
Disconnect the water return pipe from the rear
of the pump: unscrew two bolts (18) and lift off the
water pump assembly.
Unscrew the centre bolt (16) and withdraw the
fan and pulley assembly.
Remove the hoses (22) and (23), take out the
bolt (20) and lift off the emission valve (21).
Release the manifold assembly by progressively slackening four nuts (29) and six clamps
(27).
Remove the engine mounting brackets (24),
the front and rear lifting eyes (28hind the cylinder
block drain tap (26).
Take out the clutch attachment bolts (25) and
lift off the clutch pressure plate assembly and
centre plate.
To complete the dismantling, refer to figures
(4) and (8) and continue as follows:
Unscrew two nyloc nuts (3). Lift off the
washers (2) and (1), the rocker cover (64) and
gasket (63).
Progressively unscrew the rocker pedestal
securing nuts, lift off the rocker assembly (76) and
lift out the ,'ush rods (84) and (92).
Progresslvcly unscrew the cylinder head nuts
in the reverse sequencc to that shown in Fig. 49.
and lift ofl' the cylinder head (61) and gasket (60).
Withdraw the tappets (83) and (93).
Using a spring compressor, remove the inlet
valve collets (77), collar (78), outer spring (79),
inner spring (80), lower collar (81) and valve (82).
Remove the exhaust valve details by repeating
the procedure.
Remove the timing cover attachments, withdraw the cover (45) and lift off the gasket (44).
Remove the attachments (lll) withdraw the
timing sprocket (l12) and lift off the chain (110).
Withdraw the seal extension (104), flinger (103)
and sprocket (102) Take out the key (109) and
remove the shims (l02A).
Like our i he bolts (l 13), remove the keeper
plate (114) amI unscrew the front engine bearer
plate attachments. Lift off the bearer plate (42)
and withdraw the camshaft (l15).

Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.

1·111

Ancillary equipment (left-hand)

Ancilliary equipment (right-hand)
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Fig. 11.

Left-hand view of a replacement unit

Remove the cap-nut (26), the washer (25) and
take out the spring (24) and relief valve (23).
Unscrew the sump securing bolts (37) and take
off the sump (32) and gaskets (33).
Unscrew three oil pump securing screws and
take off the oil pump (27).
Unscrew the big-end cap bolts (116). Take
off the caps and push the connecting rod and
piston assemblies out through the top of the
cylinder bores. NOTE :-If the bearings are
being re-used suitably mark them to ensure that
they are refitted to the same positions.
Extract the circlips (122) (125), push out the
gudgeon pins (123) to release the piston (72).
Using a block of wood to jam the crankshaft,
unscrew the fly-wheel bolts (95), lift otT the flywheel (96) and take out the spigot bush (97).
Unscrew the bolts ([2) and take off the rear
bearer plate (10).
Unscrew the bolts (14) and remove the rear
seal housing (13).
Unscrew two cheese-headed screws (38) and
tap out the sealing block (39). Unscrew the main
bearing cap bolts, lift off the caps (30) and (22)
and refer to the note above.
Lift out the crankshaft (IO I) <Jnd finally remove the studs and sealing plugs as required.

REPLACEMENT UNIT
Removing Ancillary Equipment
Before returning an engine for reconditioning,
drain the sump and remove the following items:

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
IO

11
12
13
14

15
16

Gearbox and clutch unit
Genera tor and fan belt
Water pump
Fuel pump
Distributor
Coil
Smiths emission valve
Inlet ar.d exh<Just manifold
Starter motor
Oil filter
Temperature transmitter
Sparking plugs
Drain tap
Engine mounting brackets
Fan
Lifting eyes

Refitting Ancillary Equipment

Fig. 12.

Right-hand view of a replacement unit

Remove all masking tape from the apertures
in the reconditioned unit and ensure that all joint
faces are clean. Using new gaskets, refit the above

items.
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ENGINE RECONDITIONING
General Recommendations
Remove all trace of old gasket material from
joint faces and ensure that engine components are
clean and free from burrs or other damage likely
to prevent adequate sealing. Clean and degrease
components in a trichlorethylene plant, if available, giving special attention to oilways.
All components should be carefully examined
and working surfaces should be checked against
the maximum worn tolerances given on pages
i'102 to 1·105.
When rebuilding an engine, use new gaskets
and lock plates. Renew damaged studs, nuts, bolts,
spring washers and leaking core plugs.
Use Hylomar, Well seal or Hermatite jointing
compound for all gaskets, joints and sealing block
faces. Tighten all nuts, bolts and studs to the
appropriate torque flgures, see Group O.
Studs
Reflt all studs and dowels to the cylinder block
as shown in Fig. 13.
STUDS, DOWELS AND PLUGS
No.

Sizes

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Stud f' U.N.F. x 1·34"
U.N.F.x 1'31" ..
Stud
Dowel
Core plug I-V dia.
Core plug U" dia.
Stud 'j5,,-" lJ.N.F. x 1·31" _.
Stud Yo" lJ.N.F.x 1·16'
Plug, dry seal t" N.P.
Plug i" U.N.F. x 1"
Plug i" x 18 N.P. taper
Plug 1-' N.F. x -38"
Plug, core I" dia.. _
Dowel 'j;6" xV
Stud
U.N.F. x 1·56'
Stud
lJ.N.F. x 4·63"
Stud t" lJ.N.F. x 3·09"
Stud
U.N.F. x 4·13" ..
Dowel t"x r
Plug, dry sealf" NPSL
Stud -to" lJ.N.F
Dowel t" x I"
Copper washer
J.D.
Setscrew
lJ.N.F. x t
Plug, bucket I '629
Plug i" x 18" N.P.

-ro"

-r
-r
-ro"

-ro"

-ro"

h

No.
Off

Part
No.

2
2
I
5
3
2
6
6
I
2
I

105124
101962
127398
144688
144686
101962
100433
118686
PU 1404
114774
PS 1103
144687
DP 0514
133803
119758
132495
105123
DP 0612
118632
139836
DP0616
500469
HU 0803
144648
116511

I

2
7
7
6
3
I
I
3
I
I
I

I
1
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CYLINDER BLOCK
Measuring Cylinder Bores

Check the cylinder bore diameters with a
cylinder gauge or comparator such as the Mercer
dial gauge shown in Fig. 14.
Insert the gauge into the cylinder bore and by
taking readings at dilTerent positions, determine
the maximum bore wear which normally occurs
towards the top of the bore across its thrust axis.
The maximum permissible bore wear is ·0 I 0'
(-254 mm.).
Hcboring Block to Suit Oversize Pistons

Pistons are available '020' «)·508 n1l1l.)
ovcrsize. Bdorc fitting, the cylinder block should
be rebored to 2·9614/:?-'9609 (73'685/73'683 mOl,)
to suit the ,wersiLe pistons,
Cylinder Liners

Fig. 14.

Measuring cylinder bores
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'H'dia. 2·9195' (74'1553 mOl,)
'IT
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E'
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'K'
\ ax. radius 0'010' (-254 ml11.)
-'\

UIJ,

"itHE' Remove

Fig. 15.

~J!I

sharp edges.

Mandrel and limiting ring for removing and
installing liners

\Vhen the cylinder hore will not machine to the
maxim m oversize dimension. the block can be
salvaged by fitting thin wall cast iron liners which
are available in sets of six. Before cylinder liners
can be fitted, the block must be rebored to 3 '063/
3 ,062" dia, (77 ·8/77 ·775 mm.) with a surface finish
of 45-60 micro-Inches C.L.A. When fitting the
liners a mandrel and limiting ring made to the
dimensions in Fig. 15, will assist the operation.
To Fit a Cylinder Liner

Ensure that the top edge or tlie cylinder block
is free from burrs. Clean and Jf'ply tallow to the
cylinder bore and outside diameter of the liner.
Assemble the ring Fig. 15, over the mandrel Jl1d
insert the mandr-d into the top of the liner. With
the cylinder block placed on the hed of a press,
entei' the liner squarely into the top of the cylinder
bore and move the assembly as required, to
centralise the mandrel with the ram of the pres.,.
Before presenting the liner to the block, ensure
that there is sllffkient movement of the ram to
accomplish the operation wilhout interruption_
Using a continuous and even pressure, press in
the liner until the ring IS flush with the cylinder
head joint face.
When titted, hore out the liner to tbe standard
bore size, or' ,,,here necessary rebore to suit a
0·020" (U'508 mm.) m:lximum oversize piston.
To Remove a Cylinder Liner
If a worn liner will not obviously clean up at
0'020" (0'508 mm.) tit new liners as described
below.
Dismantle the engine and place the cylinder
head joint face of the cylinder block on the bed of
a press, ensuring that the block face is supported
over the largest possible area ll,"arest to the liner.

ENGINE RECONDITIONING
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Insert the shouldered mandrel into the liner
and before moving the assembly to centralize the
mandrel with a ram of the press, ensure that the
total ram movement is not less than the length of
the liner.
Using a continuous and even pressure. exerted
over the centre of the mandrel. press out the liner
in a single uninterrupted movement.

Crankshaft Regrinding
Measure the diameter of the crankshaft journals and crank pins at various points in order to
esta blish maximum wear. taper and ovality.
Should the wear be excessivc. regrind the crankshaft to suit the nearest undersize bearings quoted
on page 1,103, and indica te the amount removed
by stamping the crankshaft webs.
To check the run-out of the centre journal.
mount the cr~lllkshaft between centres. By
applying suflicient load in the required direction
reduce the run-out to a maximum of 0·002"
(05I11m.).
NOTE: It is necessary to have a tillet radius
of ·080/·100 on thc crankpins and journals.

(, 55 6

Fig. 16.

Measuring crankshaft pins and journals

Balance
Maximum permissible "out of balance" ·03 oz.
ins.

Crankshaft and Bl'arings
During manufacture the be~lrjng caps are
assembled to the cylinder block and line-bored as
an assembly. thus the caps are not inter-chal,;;eablc and should not under any circumstances be
defaecd. Both the cy lindcr hlock and corresponding bearing caps :Ire stamped with the same
symbols. \\ hich are located on one side of the
engine sump face and on the correspondlllg side
of each bearing cap. (See Fig. 18).
Due to the precise limits of manufacture, both
standard and underSize bearings should not be
deCaced 111 any" ,1\'.
The following undersize bea ri ngs a re a \ a iLl ble:
·010 ( 0·254 111m.): '020' (-O'50S 111m.)
- ·03lr (-0'762 mm.)
The undersize di mension is stamped on the
b,ICk of the bearings. When a reground crallkshaft is fitted. the undersize dimension is stamped
on the crankshaCt webs. Ensure that the bearing
sizes correspond "ith the crank pin ~11ll1 journal
sizes.

Fig. 17.

Cranksh;lft

assemb]~

I'>'

Fig. 18.

Relative position of main bearing cap numhers
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ENGINE ASSEMBLY
NOTE: Items bracketed in the text refer to
Figs. 4. afld 8 except where otherwise stated.
To Assemble
Ensure that all the oil passages are unobstructed
and the bearing housings and journals are clean.
Locate the bearing shells in the cylinder block
and bearing caps, ensuring that the "off-set" tags
are correctly positioned in the corresponding
slots. Lubricate the bearing surfaces and lower
the crankshaft into position.
Placing the white metal face of each thrust
washer against a thrust face of the crankshaft,
slide both thrust washers (20) into position (Fig.
19).

Fig. 19.

Inserting thrust washers

Fit the bearing caps to the cylinder block,
ensuring that the identification symbols correspond as shown on Fig. 18, and tighten the main
bearing cap bolts.
Crankshaft End-Float (Fig. 2 I )
'-love the crankshaft fore and aft and using a
di,d indicator or feeler gauges, measme the crankSh~lft cnd-tloat: this should be 0·006" (O'1~7 mill.)
tu 0·008" (0·203 mm.). Excess end-Aoat can be
reduced by fitting oversize thrust washers ;I',
rcqulred.
Front Sealing Block

Fig. 20.

Driving the sealing wedges into position

Coat the ends of the sealing block with JointIng compound <lOd locate it in the cylinder block.
Partially tighten the two cheese head screws.
L iberaJly coat the wooden packing pieces
With sealing compound and drive them into the
·;Iots located at the ends of the sealing hlock.
Tap the sealing block into alignment with the
front face of the cylinder block, check with a
straight-edge and fully tighten the screws.
Cut the protruding ends of the packing pieces
flush with the engine sump face.
Front Engine Bearer Plate
Locate the paper gasket (41) and the front
engine bearer plate (42) on two dowels and
secure the pia te on to the front face of the cylinder
block.
Camshaft
NOTE: Before refitting, examine the camshaft
for damage and wear to cam lobes, bearing
surfaces, and distributor drive gear.

Fig. 21.

Measuring crankshaft end-float

Lubricate the camshaft bearing surfaces and
insert the camshaft (115) into the cylinder block.
Fit the keeper plate (114) and secure it with two
bolts (113). Camshaft end-float should be 0·004'
to 0·008" (0'1016 rom. to 0·2032 rom.).
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Rear Oil Seal
Ensuring that the "wiping" lip of the seal (11)
faces forward, press the seal into the aluminium
housing (13). The housing has two small holes
whi,~h may be used for driving out a worn or
damaged seal.
To fit the hou.iing and seal assembly, coat a
paper gasket (1~) with jointing compound and
locate it on the rear face of the cylinder block.
A voiding damage to the sealing lip, carefully
slide the seal llver the crankshaft and loosely
secure the housing to the cylinder block.
Slide a centralizmg tool (Churchill Tool No.
S.3 35) oyer, he _Tank shaft. simultaneously moving
the housing (() allow the tool to locate in the bore
of The hOllsing, and finally tighten the securing
bolts. Remove the tool (Fig. 23).

Fig. 22.

Front engine bearer plate assembly

Rear Engine Plate
Fit the rear bearer plate to the cylinder block.

ii I'le ilywheeJ duteh face is deeply scored,
renc,\\ tile nywheel, or alternatively, skim the face
in c\ lathe. maintaining the following tolerances:
Ma'iplum Aywheel face runGU, r'dative to spigot face at
a radius of 5"
,00)" ('0762 rnm.j
Balance
within I dram,

Replacing the Starter Ring Gear
The starter ring gear is an interference fit al~d
is shrunk on to the flywheel during the mLlial
assembly. Remove the gear by using a copper
drift whilst supporting the flywheel on wooden
blocks sufficiently thick to raise the ring gear clear
of the bench surface.
With the engagement face of the teeth facing
rearwards, fit a new ring gear by heating it in
boiling water and then pressing it onto the
flywheel. This operation will be facilitated by use
of a drift and "G" clamps. Under no circumstances should the ring gear be flame-heated.

Fig. 23.

Rear oil seal assembly

Fitting the Flywheel to the Crankshaft
Fit the crankshaft spigot bush to its bore in the
crankshaft. Fit the flywheel to the crankshaft
flange, ensuring that the dowel and dowel hole
correspond. Using a dial indicator as shown in
Fig. 24, measure the flywheel face for run-out
which should not exceed ·00)" ('0762 mm.). If a
new flywheel is fitted, refer to "Re-marking the
Flywheel to Establish T.D.C." on page 1·120.

Fig. 24.

Checking flywheel for run-out
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CONNECTING RODS
Replacing Gudgeon Pin Bushes

With the oil feed holes in the new bush aligned
with those in the connecting rod, and the split in
the bush opposite the big end cap, simultaneously
press the new bush in and the old bush out by
using Churchill Tool No. 20. SM.FT.6201 as
shown on Fig. 25.

Fig. 25.

Replacing gudgeon pin bush

B

By use of the Churchill Fixture 20.FT.6200A,
shown on Fig. 26, ream the gudgeon pin bushes to
suit the gudgeon pin. For gudgeon pin grading
see page 1·102.

e AUTlON: The big end caps are not interchangeable and must not be filed to take up
bearing wear.

Fig. 26.

Reaming gudgeon pin bush

Connecting Rod Alignment

Ensure that the alignment of the small end
bore relative to the big end is accurate in both
planes. Use Churchill Connecting Rod Fixture
(S.335 with arbor S.336-2) to check the rod for
bend and twist (Fig. 27). The maximum misalignment in either plane must not exceed 0·001"
(0'0254 mm.) in length of gudgeon pin. Correct
any misalignment by resetting the rod with a bending iron.
Balance

The maximum variation between the heaviest
and lightest connecting rod in a set of six must not
exceed four drams (7 '09 grams).
Fig. 27.

Checking connecting rod for bend ("A") and
twist ("B")
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2 Tapered 2nd ring
3 Oil control ring
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Fig. 28.

Fig. 29.

Measuring pistons

Piston ring positions

PISTONS AND CYLINDER BORES
Pistons and cylinder bores are graded "E'",
"G" or "H" according to their dimensions. The

appropriate symbol is stamped on the top face of
each piston. When fitting new pistons to cylinder
bores ensure that they are both of the same gr<lde,
for example, "F' pistons to "F" bore. The piston
dimensions given on page 1·102 are the maximum
measured across the thrust face at the top of the
skirt "BB" <lnd the bottom of the skirt "AA"
(Fig. 28).

Fig. 30.

Measuring piston ring gap

Piston Weight
The maximum variation in weight between
six pistons comprising a "set" must not exceed 4
drams (7'09 grams).
Piston Rings (Fig. 29)
Rings are fitted to each piston as follows >1. Compression ring (plain).
2. Taper-faced compression ring. Fit with taper
towards top and "T" or "Top" marking on
upper face.
3. Oil control ring.

,

Gaps and Ring to Groove Clearance
First insert the ring into the cylinder bore, then
use a piston to push the ring squarely down the
bore to a point i" (6 rnrn.) from the top. Measure
the gap with feeler gauges (Fig. 30). Ring thickness, width of ring groove in the piston and recommended clearances are given on page 1·102.

Fig. 31.

Piston and connecting-rod assembly
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Fitting Pistons and Connecting Rods
Having selected pistons and connecting rods
to conform with the weight tolerances, arrange
the lightest pistons with the heaviest connecting
rods and vice-versa. This will ensure that the
maximum variation between the heaviest and
lightest piston and connecting rod assembly in the
set of six will not exceed 4 drams (7 09 grams).

Fig. 32. Using piston ring compressor to insert the pistons
into the cylinder bores.

Position the piston on the connecting rod as
shown on Fig. 31. Press the gudgeon pin in to
the piston and connecting rod bush and secure by
inserting circlips into the annular grooves in the
gudgeon pin bore.
Lubricate each piston with clean engine oil.
Position the piston rings so that the gaps are
staggered and away from the thrust side of the
piston.
Using a piston ring clamp, Fig. 32, compress
the piston rings and lower the piston and connecting rod assembly into the cylinder bore,
ensuring that the arrow on the piston crown is
towards the front of the engine. Fit the upper
half bearing shells to the connecting rods and
locate the tabs in the slots provided.
Similarly, fit the lower half bearing shells to
the connecting rod caps, lubricate the crankpins
with clean oil and assemble the connecting rods
to the crankpihs. Fit the big end caps, ensuring
that the markings correspond with those on the
connecting rods.

Fig. 33.

Establishing top dead centre

Fit the big end bolts (116) and tighten them
to the torque specified in Group O.

Re-marking the Flywheel to Establish
(Fig. 33)

T.n.c.

When fitting a new flywheel, mount a magnetic base dial gauge indicator with its plunger
acting on No. I or NO.6 piston crown. Rotate
the crankshaft until the piston moves to its
highest point and scribe a line across the flywheel
to correspond with the line on the rear engine
plate. Heavily mark the scribed line on the flywheel with a small chisel and punch the numbers
I and 6 at either side of the line.

Fig. 34.

Oil pump assembly

). I2 L
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Fig. 35. :\feasuring clearance
hetween inner and outer rotors

Fig. 36. Measuring clearance
between outer rotor and body

Fig. 37. \feasuring rotor endHoat

Oil Pump Drive Shaft Bush

I nsert the oil pump drive shaft and gear assembly into the bush (17) Fig. 4. and rock the shaft to
~lssess the amount of bearing wear. If necessary.
re1l1()\e the bush by using a stepped drift having
a pilot the same diameter as the drive gear spindle.
Dri\c the bush upwards from the block. Fit a new
bush by reversing the procedure.

Housing

2

Inner rotor

3

Outer rotor

4

Bolt

5

End plate

Oil Pump

-

With the oil pump assembled, clean and dry,
measure the clearance between the inner and
outcr rotors, Fig. 35. This must not exceed
0010 (0·254 111m.).
Measure the clearance between the outer rotor
,lnd body Fig. 36. This must not exceed 0'010'
10254 mm.).
'vleasurc the rotor end clearance Fig. 37. This
'ohould not exceed 0·004" (0102 mlTI.).
Renew worn and unserviceable items. Fit
the [nncr rotor (2) Fig. 38 to the oil pump housing
(II. follo\,ed by the outer rotor (3), with its
chamfereo face leading. Seat the assembly in the
crankcase, attach the end plate (5) and secure the
~ls'oc1l1bly with three bolts (4).

3

Oil Sump

.-\pply jointing compound to both faces of a
sump gasket (33), Fig. 4. Position the gasket
on the crankcase flange and secure the sump (32).
to the crankcase.
Ik\\

Fig. 38.

-

Oil pump details
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Fig. 39.

Renewing valve guides using tool No. S 60A

Correctly seated

Remove residual carbon frl'lll the combustl"l1
chambers and ports. Thoroughly clean and
examine the cylinder head for cracks. distortion
and leakage from any of the core plugs, renewing
or rectifying as necessary. The following checks
should also be undertaken.
Valve Guides
Check the valve guide ,vear by inserting a new
valve, lifting it § (32 mf11.) from its seat and
rocking it sideyvays (Fig. 43). Movement of the
valve head across its seat must not exceed 0·020
(0'5 mm.). If required, renew the guide by using
Churchill Tool No. S.60.A (Fig. 39)
Valve guide protrusil'n above the top face of
the cylinder head must be:
0·749" to 0·751" (19·025 to 19·075 mm.)

Undesirable
condition

Method of
rectification

1319

Ac-0'06 (1,5 111m.)
C- 0·10 max. (2,5 mm.)
Fig. 40.

B

Inlet 1·375 (35 mm.)
Exhaust 1·25 (32 mm.)

Valve seat conditions

Pull the new valve guide into the cylinder head
from th(' valve spring side. Usc of tile correct
limiting sleeves (item 6 Fig. 39) will ensure that the
guide protrudes the mean distance 0·75' (19·05
mm.) above the cylinder head when tilted.
\alve Seats
Check the vahe scats for scores. hurns and
ridges. If the valvl' ,cats will not easily clean up
by norillal valve to scat lapping or if new valve
guides have heen nttcd. re-cllt the valve scats.
Should it he nece'isary to use a 1<, degree cutter
for reducing the seat \v idth. do not C'\cced the
dimension "B" (Fig. 39) as this wili prevent the
fitting of valve inserts should they be required at
a later stage.
Valve seat angle-A5 degrees.
Valve Seat Inserts

0219-022"+
(5'563- 5·689 mm.)
, 0·044' x 89 included
(1'12 mm. x 89
Included)
3 1'250
(31'75

1'251 .
31'775 mm.)

4 1'375-1'376
(34'925 - 34·95 mm.)

E 244

Fig 41

Sccond issuc

Valve seat insert dimensions

\Vhen the original valve seats C;1I1110t he
rectitled by cutting. valve scat inserts can be
fitted by boring the head to the 1'0110\\ ing
dimensions:
lnlctyalve

Bore 1·3761·375 x ·219 '224dcep

Exhaust Valve Bore '·2511,250" ·219 ·22..+decp
It IS advisable not to exceed a radius of ·010
(0,25 mm.) at the bottom of the recess to ensure
satisfactor" seating of the insert when fitted.

Refer to page I'US for dimensions applicable
to \lk. 2, GT6 plus and GT6 I\lk. " models.
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If both inlet and exhaust seat inserts are
required, bore out the inlet seat recess seat first,
fit the insert and then bore out the exhaust recess,
cutting into the edge of the inlet insert.
Remove all swarf from the cylinder head and
drive the insert squarely into its bore. Secure it
by peening the edges of the combustion chamber.
The valve seat chamfer is machined in the insert
after fitting and should be 89'" inclusive x ·040/
'()45" deep.

Fig. 43

Fig 42 Minimum thickness
at "A" -iT" (0'8 mm.)

Assessing valve
guide wear
A=0·020" (0'5 mm.) max.

\alves
l !,e~k

the \.,hl' siems '"r wear and distortion.

! ,,1:1,:'''" :ht'" "mllllol1 ,'l cdcll valvc face and re.',,,. "~I 1'."'_'" rlie \.tI·." as reqllired. Remove the
i::lll'lUll': :lC:....'l~:-.S:_l~·\ tl) l'lc,ql Lip the face.
Reject
11., \.,~h~_·
Ii', "\,.';j,j r!1,,;h.llC"i' at tht.: scat edge j"
, ~," ~ i1 : ,..; : 111 : '" ,! ~ i.~ :', ~ ,

'val\("
\

~ h l'

Rocker

"'('al Grinding

('lind the \alves in their respective seatings
III ti,e c\ tinder head,
lest' each seating bv lightly smearing the valve
]:ICC \\ 1111 lngineer's marking blue, Insert the
\:d\C IlliO Ih scatlng and rotdtc the valve not
111('1,' than ,: I.' mill) In each direction. i\ comple-tc clrck~ siwuld appeal on the valve face indicating satisfactory seating.

Fig. 44

3

Adjuster

4

5

LoekmJt
Push fI)d

6

Tappet

7

Camshaft

Section through valve operating details

Valve Sorings
Inspect the valve springs for cracks, distortion
and length. Reject unserviceable springs. Valve
spring data is given on page 1'105.

Tappets
Examine the tappets and renew those which
are excessively worn, cracked, ridged or pitted.

II. __-++- 2

Fig. 45
Valve details

"A"
Exhaust
"B" Inlet
A

B

Fig. 46
Method of
checking
valve spring
lead at
fitted length
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Cylinder l-Iead Assembly

Fig. 47.

Remove all trace of grinding paste, lubricate
the valve stems and insert the valves into their
guides. Support the valve heads and fit the valve
collars over the valve guides. Fit the valve
springs; ensuring that the "close coils" are
adjacent to the cylinder head. locate one collar
on the inlet valve spring, and inner and outer
collars on the exhaust valve spring. Compress the
valve springs and insert the split collets into the
groove in the valve stem.
Lubricate each tappet. insert it into the cylinder block and make sure it can be freely rotated.
lower the cylinder head assembly onto the
cylinder block and fit plain washers and nuts.
Progressively tighten the nuts in the sequence
shown in Fig. 49, and insert the spherical ends of
the push rods into the tappets ensuring that they
are seated correctly.

Grinding in the valves

Rocker Shaft Assembly
Examine the rocker shaft details for wear and
renew any unserviceable items. Noting that each
pair of rockers arc of'!-set and a shouldered screw
with shakeproof washer is used to locate the rear
pedestal in the shaft, lubricate and assemble as
shown in Fig. 50.
To avoid the possibility of bending the push
rods during assembly slacken the adjuster locknuts and screw the adjuster fully in. Lower the
rocker shnh assembly over the studs. simultaneously locating the rocker adjusters in the pushrod cups (Fig. 52). Fit a plain washer and nut
to each stuJ and progressively tighten the four
nuts. each a little at a time until the correct torque
is reached, see Group O.
}iig. 48.

Assembling valves and springs

Fig. 49.

Cylinder head nut tightening sequence

],12.5
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5

I

Rocker shaft

2

End cup

3

Mills pin

4

Locknut

5

Rocker R.H.

6

Shakeproof washer

7

Lock screw

8
9

Rocker pedestal (new)

Adjuster

10

Rocker bush

11

Rocker (L.H.)

I

12

Spring

I

13

Rocker pedestal

14

Spring

I

9 10 II 12

14

13
Fig. 50.

C062

Rocker shaft details

Rocker Clearance
Check, and if necessary, adjust the rocker
clearances when the tappet is resting on the back
of the cam. To obtain this position, turn the
camshaft until number one push rod has reached
its highest point, then turn a further full revolution
to ensure that the push rod is fully down and the
tappet is resting on the back of the cam.
If adjustment is necessary, slacken off the locknut and turn the adjusting screw until the correct
clearance is obtained (Fig. 75).
Tighten the locknut and RE-CHECK the
clearance. Treat each rocker similarly.
Rocker clearances 0·01 (0·25 mm.) cold.
Fig. 51.

Inserting tappets

Alignment of Timing Sprockets
Timll1g sprocket illignment is controlled by
shims (102A) interposed between the rear face of
the crankshaCt sprocket and a shoulder on the
crankshaft (FIg. 53).
To align the sprockets, temporarih tit the
C<lll1-;h;lft sprocket and check the alignment !"
!,Idemg a straight edge across both sprockets
I Fig. 5S l. Remove or add shims as required
When the correct number of shims has been
established. remove both sprockets, insert the
"Woodruffc" key in the crankshaft and finally
refit the crankshaft sprocket.

Fig. 52.

Locating push rods in rockers
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Valve Timing with Marked Sprockets
If the original sprockets are being refitted, set
the valve timing by utilizing the timing marks on
the sprockets as shown on Fig. 56.

102A

Fig. 53. Showing shims
behind crankShaft
sprocket

Valve Timing with Unmarked Sprockets
Temporarily attach the camshaft sprocket and
turn the camshaft until number 12 push rod has
reached its highest point. In this position, adjust
number 1 rocker clearance to ,040" (1 mm.).
Fig. 54. Checking the
timing chain for wear
"A"~O-4 (10 mm.) max.

Repeat the procedure with number II push
rod and adjust number 2 rocker until its clearance
is identical to that of number I rocker.
Again turn the camshaft until numbers I aAd
2 valves have reached to point of balance, that is,
when one valve is about to open and the other is
about to close. Fig. 57 illustrates the position of
the rockers at this point.
Turn the c:rankshaft to bring numbers I and 6
pistons to T. D.C.

Fitting Timing Chain
Exercising the greatest care, remove the timing
srrocket without disturbing the camshaft. Encircle both sprockets with the timing chain and offer
up the camshaft sprocket to the camshaft.

Fig. 55.

Checking alignment of sprockets

NOTE: The camshal't timing sprocket is provided \\ith four holes WhlCll are equally spaced
but off set fwm a tuoth centre. Iialf tooth
adjustment IS obtained bv rotatmg the sprocket
90 from its Original POSitIon. A quarter tooth
adjustment may be obta11led by turmng the
sprocket "back to front" by rotating it 90 in
this reversed position; three quarters of a
tooth variation is obtained.

Fig. 57.
A scribed lines
B punch mark opposite camshaft groove
Fig. 56. Relative position of timing marks when
No.1 piston is at T.D.C. (compression stroke)

Position of cams at point of balance
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Fig. 58.

Valve timing (theoretical reference only)

Fig. 59.
Using feeler
gauges of equal
thickness to
determine point
of balance

·\fter securing the sprocket, re-check the
timing to ensure that the camshat't has not been
disturbed during this operation. With number I
piston ,It T. D.C. numbers 1 and 2 rocker c1earclnces sbou Id he identical.
Rt?<ldiu<;( the rocker clearances to 0·010'
(025~ 1l1111.).

Timing (tHer
Rene\\' ~l worn or damaged seal (43). When
pressing this into the cover, ensure that the
.,eall11g iJr is towards the lear ot' the e!l2:ine.
Remove a worn chain tcnsioner (50) by
orening the blade sul1icicntl\ In ';prJllg it over the
pin. Fit a new hlade by reversing this procedure.
Positioning the dished t'ace uf the Dil thrower
(I OJ) towards the oil seal, slide the oil thrower
over the kcY (\ 09), until It abuts ag,linst the crankshaft .;pt·odet (102). Place a new gasket (44)
over the dowels on the front engine plate and,
using a hooked tool as sI1O\\n in FIg. 60, compress the chain when fitting the cover. Secure
the coyer ,IS shown in Fig. 61.
Fan Pulley Assembly
Fit the seal extension (104) to the crankshaft
with its chamfered edge ieading. Assemble the
fan pulley :Issembly and secure it with the bolt
(108l.

Fig. 60.
Fitting timing
::over

Fig. 61.
Timing cover
attachments
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Fig. 62.
Fan blade
and pulley
attachment
Fig. 65.

Fig. 63.
Position of
slot in
distributor
drive gear
with No. I
piston at
T.D.C. on
compression
stroke

Determining the packing required
under the distributor pedestal

Distributor Drive Gear End-Float (Fig. 65)
To determine the amount of packing required
under the pedestal to produce 0·003" to 0·001"
(0'076 to 0·178 mm.) drive gear end float, adopt
the following procedure:
I. Accuratdy measure the thickness of a plain
washer (4), having an internal diameter of t"
(12'7 mm.), and place it over the distributor
drive shaft.
2. Insert and lower the drive shaft into the bush
(5) until the gear and plain washer rest on
top of the bush. This may necessitate repeated
removal of the gear shaft and turning the oil
pump shaft (6) until their driving dogs engage
with each other.
3. Place the distributor pedestal (I) in position
and measure the gap between the pedestal and
cylinder block as shown. Subtract this dimension from the washer thickness to determine
the end-float of the gear.
Example 1
If the washer thickness is 0·062" 1·57 mm.
and the width of the gap is 0·060" 1·65 mm.
Clear Interference. .
. . + 0·003" 0 ·05 mm.
The float of 0·002" (0'0508 mm.) is insufficient
and requires additional packing of 0·008" (0'2
mm.) thickness to produce an end float of 0'005"
(0.)2 mm.) (mean of tolerance).

Fig. 64.
Fitting packing
washer and
distributor
adaptor

Example 2
Thickness of washer
0·062" 1·57 mm.
Width of gap
0·065" 1·65 mm.
Clear Interference. .
0·003" 0·08 mm.
In this instance, the interference of 0·003"
(0,08 mm.) required additional packing of 0·008"
(0'2 mm.) thickness to give an end float of 0·005"
(0·)2 mm.).
Take out the driving gear assembly and remove
the f' internal diameter washer from the shaft.
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To Position Driving Gear
Tum th~ crankshaft to bring No. I piston to
[he t"p of its compression stroke.
Lower the driving gear into the bush, allowing
It to turn as it meshes with the camshaft and oil
plimp driving dog, until the gear is resting on top
cr the bush. The offset distributor drive slot
should now be in the position shown in Fig. 63.
Lit the paper packing washers and secure the
d iSlributur pedestal (Fig. 64).
Distributor Timing (Static Setting)
Adjust the distributor points to 0·0 IS"
(04 mm.). Loosely secure the clamp plate to the
pedestal and lower the distributor into the
pedestal engilging the driving dog with the slot
of the gear. Turn the crankshaft clockwise until
the static ignition timing value, (see page 0.103)
lil'illt: on No. I cylinder, is achieved (Example Fig.
671"11 the crankshaft pulley; the distributor rotor
"rm \\ ill be.positioned as shown on Fig. 66.
NOTE: Do not turn the engine anti-clockwise
during the timing operations.
Set t he vernier micro-adjustment in the mid~lOsition of its scale. Connect a test lamp as
shown in the circuit, Fig. 68, and rotate the
distributor as required to bring the contacts to the
point of opening. The lamp should be extinguished at this point. Tighten the distributor
clamp plate.
With the lamp still in the circuit, turn the
crankshaft through approximate'" one revolution
clockwise until it fires on No. <> cylinder and
note the angle shown on the crankshaft pulley
at the precise point when the lamp is extinguished.
Turn through another revolution clockwise (now
firing on No. 1 cylinder) and again note the
angle shown on the pulley when the lamp is
extinguished. The readings for numbers one
.lI1el six cylinders should be the same. Secure
the two distributor cap clips.
Distributor shaft rotation
Anti-clockwise
Firing order
I, 5, 3, 6, 2, 4

Fig. 66.

Distributor rotor arm position at T.D.C.
firing on No.1 cylinder.

Fig. 67.

Fan pulley timing marks

Rocker Cover
Apply jointing compound to the cover flange
face and fit a new cork gasket. Leave to dry on a
tla t surface with a weight on top of the cover.
Fi t the rocker cover to the cylinder head and
secure it using a fibre washer, plain washer and
nyloc nut on each aitachment stud.
\Ianifold
Fit a new manifold gasket. Secure the manifold assembly to the cylinder block by four nuts
and six clamps which should be progressively
tightened.
Water Pump
Secure the water pump to the engine by three
bolts. When assembling ensure that the clip
retaining the fuel and vacuum pipe is located on
the correct bolt (1) (Fig. 9).

Fig. 68.

Circuit for checking distributor setting
Ihird !.II/le
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Sparking Plugs
Replace sparking plugs: as a general recommendation. adjust electrode gaps to 0 '025" (-635
mm.) every 6,000 miles and renew plugs every
12,000 miles.
Assessment of sparking plug operating conditions can be made by examining the plugs and
comparing them with those shown in Fig. 71.
Conditions most commonly encountered are as
follows:

5

A.

Fig. 69.

Burnt electrodes
Blistered insulator and eroded electrodes,
indicating that the plug is running too hotcaused by excessive knocking, ignition too far
advanced, defective cooling system. lean air fuel
mixture. sticking valves.

Position of high-tension leads

B.

Carbon failed
Dry sooty black deposits--caused by slicking
choke, carburettor float level too high, clogged
air cleaner, faulty breaker points, weak coil or
condenser, plug too cold for slow, stop and go
driving.
Worn out
Insulator pitted and electrodes erodedcausing inferior engine performance and high fuel
consumption.
C.

D.

Oil-fouled
Wet oily deposit-causing misfiring and bad
starting-results from worn or inaccurately
assembled piston rings. worn valves and guides,
or worn bearings.

E.

Normal
Indicates proper heat range and mixed periods
of high and low speed driving. Clean, re-gap and
test for best performance before re-installing.

Fig. 70.

A

H.T. Cables
Reconnect the H.T. Cables to the sparking
plugs. These cables are of special construction
and must NOT be replaced by copper wired
cables.

Oil filter

c

B
Fig. 71.

Guide to sparking plug conditions

D

E

ENGI~E

ASSE'\1BU

Oil Filter
Rene\\ the oil tilter element and rubber
sea]ing ring. Assemble the 01] til tel' to the engine,
ellSUrIng that the sealing ring IS correctly positinned in its groove in the cvlinder block, and
llgiltell tile centre bolt suflicientl: to etreet an nil
llgilt IOlllt.
Fue) Pump
Ilh:ate the fuel pump nn the studs l1tted in the
C\ 111ldcr block and secure It in position by two
Illl ts.
Generator
Rct'elTl1lg to Fig. 4, attach the generator
,uppnrt bracket (55) to the cylinder block using
tile t\\ 0 bolts shown. Fit the stud (53) through
tile engine bearer plate (42) and bracket (55),
securing it with the nut (56).
J\101I1lt the generator on the bracket and
luosely assemble the pivot bolts (52) and (57).
~tlach the adjusting link to the water pump and
the top of the generator. Wind the fan belt over
the three pulleys and adjust it as follows:
Fan Belt Adjustment (Fig. 72)
5\\ ing the generator outwards until there is
(12.-19. mm.) side movement of the belt
at it:; longest run, i.e. between the crankshaft
pullc: ~\nd thc generator. Maintaining the helt
lellsion. tighten the adjuster bolt and the pivot
holts (52) and (57). Do not over-tension the belt
as e'\ce"i\ e lnad will be imposed on the generator
and water pump bearings.
Rdit the elutch as follows:
I. \Vith the longer boss of the splined hub
tt1\\ ards the gearbox, centralise the driven
plate on the flywheel using a sawn-otT input
,llaft.
Place the cover assembly over the locating
dlm eis al1d secure it with six setscrews to the
correct torque (Fig. 73).
,
Remove the centralising shaft.
Retit the gearbox and starter motor.

Fig. 72.

Fig. 73.

Fan belt adjustment

Centralising the clutch centre plate

-

Fig, 74,

-

Engine and gearbox assembly (right-hand)
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Fig. 75.

Adjusting rocker clearances

Engine and Gearbox Installation
7S), life
Using ,I lifting ethic and hOist Ii
and manoeuvre thec"~1I1e inl') position dnl! "hilst
suspenJed. re'11:)\e the I1r;\\c I'!PC: Pi P!,;c! ,Uil
plate ,Ind secure th... frul1t and re:lr JlWUliilng', ,u
the chassis frame.
Remove the lifting cable and refit the following: front exhaust pipe to manifold and gearbox,
carburettor controls, heater hoses, fuel and
vacuum pipes, and air cleaner.
Reconnect the electncal cables to the following points: oil pressure switch, ignition coil,
generator. temperature trarlsmitta. ',tdrte~ motor.
and reeonnect the brake servo !1<.>s.;
Reconnect the earth straps to tho;: dutch bell
housing and front of the engine, ard reconnect
the tachometer drive cable to the diStdbutor
Refit the radiator, air duct, hoses, engine bay
side valances and bonnet assembly.
Working inside the vehicle and referring to
pages 2 '207 and 2·208 re-attach the propeller
shaft, speedo cable, slave cylinder, gearbox top
cover and extension assemblies. Refit the gearbox
cover, carpets, safety belt anchor bolts, transmission tunnel finishers, gear lever knob, facia
support bracket, seats and cushions.
Replenish the cooling system, engine sump
and gearbox to the correct levels. Reconnect
the battery, prime the carburettors and start up
and warm the engine before making the final
adjustment to the carburettor and ignition
distributor.
Servicing Operations With Engine in Place
The following operations can be undertaken
without removing the engine from the vehicle.
Cylinder Head
To Remove
Lift the bonnet. Disconnect the battery.
Detach the plug leads. Remove the manifold
front hose and two hcatcr hoses. Disconnect the
Smiths emission valve hoses. Disconncct thc
cable on the water heater comrol valve. Remove
the air cleaner. Disconnect the throttle rod,
choke control c:lble and petrol and vacuum
pipes. Disconnect the Wl.\ter return pipe ["rom
both tbe rear or the waler pump and base o! the
water control \<Ih:. Remove the maniroid as
described on page 1·.317. SLJcken the gePt'r~n(-l
pivot bolts. removc the l'CfiCLi",r lop chillI' hel!'
Rernove the fan belt and ';\\ing the ge1lcr(\!ClrCICdf

Unscre\\' the three

>

\\Jl(r Pl.;;ll~i ~dLl(:I;nL:rH l-l(-~d!s.

the rucker cOV',',' i-ik~\'! :,haft ass!,.~rnh!c
and push rods. Pn>gITS\.:\t.'l\ :,,:,\:.-kt';·~ ;;h
):r',~L';
head nuts . ReiTlove the c- iii);,'.:..';" ~1\';I,i.\ .d:.-) g,l')~;'~
The tappets can now he' i: i',',' (",r ',)( :I't:
RClllOVC

block and examined

C",.

Refitting
('lean and dcbufr
dall1age.
lh.~

Fig. 76.

Installing the engine

F'it ne\v

J:',',

~dl

(;i.(,-"

g~lsk('t~.

'In

~l:]!:l '':\;~'-:-1:!

lur

<l\:~(~nlh;t·. :-~:\-(;'se

removal procedure. SCi,: p"gc i ,I ~~
nut tightening sequenccH.. colenish th',.'

I',',r

ehe

,(dIng

S\'stClll.
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SERV!CT\G OPERATIONS WITH ENG!:"E !:\ PLACE
_._-_._------------------------------~ump

To Remon'
Di,cOl1l1cCt the batter). Drain the radiator
and L'llgil1c sump. Disconnect the hoq:s from
thc top '.'1' the thermostat housing. Support the
cngillC b) lifting tackle utilising the t\VO fitted
Iltl!llg cves. Slacken the right-hand engine
IllUlIl1tlllg bolts and rcmovc the len-hand englIlc
l11<'lIllting bolts. Removc the sump bolts. Raise
[hL' cngine and lever it to\vards the rear of the
\Chll·le. cnabling the sump to clear the front
cr'",., 11lc'lllber, and remove the sump.
10 Refit
Rc\cr,c the dismantling procedure.

(onllecling Rod Bearings
10 Remo\e
RCI1111\ C the sump and the bolts securing the
hc:\rillg caps. Examll1e and renew the bearings,
,I s nc'ccssa 1'). Sec page I ,115.
To rdl\. rcverse the dismantling procedure.

Connecting Rods and Pistons
To Remove
Remove the cylinder head and sump. Remove
the two bolts retaining each big end cap and
rel11O\ e the cap. Push the completc assembly
upwards through the bore. For examination
and chccking details refer to page 1,119.
To assemble, refcr to page 1,120.

Fig. 77.

Checking compression pressures

-

Fig. 78.

Engine and gearhox assembly (left-hand)

l·LB
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Pomp

Fly\\heel and Ring Gear

Remove the sump as described. Remove the
three bolts a[(:tching the oil pump tl) the block
and take off the oil pump.

Remove the gearbox anci cluteh IITrcr to
pages 2·207 and 2'208). Remove the retaining
bolts and take olT the Ily\\ heel.

See page j·121 for pump details. When reJilting cnsure that the driving tongue of the pump
shaft locates correctly In the driving gear slot.
Refit the sump and replenish the oil sump and
r:tdiator.

To service the Ily\\heel and ring ge~lr. rc!'er to
page !·117.

Water Pump Removal
See p:tge 1·303.

Manifold Removal

Rear Crank Seal
Remove the 11) \1 heel. Using lifting tackle.
support the engine by the I\VO lifting e)es.
Remove the rear crank seal retaining b,)lts.
Slacken the sump bolts suttkiently to allow the
withdrawal of the seal and housing taking care
not to damage the oil sump gasket.

See page 1·312.

Sealing Plugs
Timing Gear
To Remove
1.

Remove the radiator fan belt, fan and pulley
and the left-hand engine va lance (Ref. page
1.205).

3.

Referring to Fig. 61. remove the timing cover
attachments, withdraw the cover (45) and
lift ofT the gasket (44). To renew the oil seal
or chain tensioner refer to page 1·127.
To remove the timing sprockets unscrew the
two bolts (111), withdraw the sprocket (112)
and lift off the chain (110).
To refit, reverse the forcgoing, then retime
the cnglne (See page 1.126).

Camshaft
To Remove
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Carry out the operation I --3 above.
Remove the bonnet assembly (Ref. page
5204).
Remove the fuel pump.
Remove the distributor and drive gear.
Remove the cylinder head and withdraw the
tappets.
Withdraw the camshaft.
To refit, reverse the foregoing.

Front Engine Bearer Plate

Remove old plugs if necessary. Clean the
seating in the plug hole and remove anv burrs.
Apply a jointing compound, such as Wellseal or
thermatite and fit the plug. Spread the plug b)
striking in the centre with a large diameter punch.
Do not apply ~l heavy blow as this will cause
buckling.

L.H. Side of Engine
To replace the rear core plug, it is necessary
to remove the distributor, distributor pedestal and

disconncct the fuel pump
accessiblc.

The front plug

IS

R.H. Side of Engine
To gain access to the front plug. ('emove the
air-cleaner and disconnect the \\ater return pipe
from the water pump.
To gain access to the rcar plug it is neeessar)
to remove the water return pipe and air cleaner.

It is necessary to remove the manifold to g~lin
access to the two centre pI ugs,
Rear of Cylinder Head
To gain access to the plug in the rear of the
cylinder head, it is necessary to remove the
cylinder head as described on page 1·132.

To Remove
1.

,
3.
4

Carry out operations 1--3 given under
"Timing Gear".
Renlove the generator and its attachment
bracket.
Remove the camshaft keeper plate.
Unscre\\ three retaining bolts and removc
the engine plate.
To refit. reverse thc foregoing.

Rear of Engine
Remo\e the genrbox tunnel as detailed in
Group 2 and gain access fwm inside thl'
vehicle.

Under Front Engine Plate
Rcmove front engine plate.

SPECIAL TOOL
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Fig. 78.

G702

Details of tool suggested for protection of brake pipe

BRAKE PIPE PROTECTION TOOL
When removing and refitting the engine it is
necessary to protect the brake pipe which runs
across the front chassis cross-member. A
suggested design and details for its fabrication are
given on Fig. 78. The application of the tool is
shown on Fig. 79.

Fig. 79.

Position of tool on front cbassis cross member

ENGINE AND GEARBOX REMOVAL
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ENGINE AND GEARBOX (VITESSE)
To remove
Isolate the battery, drain the cooling system
and engine sump, and remove the air cleaner.

Remove bonnet assembly (Group 5 of Vitesse
Supplement).
Referring to Page 1,206, remove the radiator
block and hoses, water bottle and bracket.

Fig. 80.

Left hand view of engine

Release the gearbox attachments by carrying
out the following operations; take out the front
floor carpets and gearbox cover carpet. Referring
to Fig. 63, (Page 2,224), unscrew the gearbox
knob (A), twelve screws and plates (B), and
remove the gearbox cover (C). Disconnect the
propeller shaft (D), Fig. 65, from the gearbox
driving flange and detach the slave cylinder (E),
Fig. 66, speedometer drive cable (FJ(Page 2'225)
and remove the gearbox cover and top assembly.
Place a suitable cover over the gearbox to prevent
the ingress of foreign matter. Unscrew the nuts
(G) from the gearbox mountings.
Referring to Fig. 80, remove the fuel inlet
pipe from the fuel pump (I).
NOTE: If the tank is more than half-full, it
may be necessary to disconnect the plastic
pipe from the top of the fuel tank to prevent
the fuel syphoning from the pipe.
Disconnect the tachometer drive cable (2) from
the distributor. Release the oil pressure switch
(3), the generator leads (4) and (5), and the ignition
lead (6) from the coil.
Referring to Fig. 81, disconnect the three
heater pipes (7), (8). (9) and the throttle linkage.

Fig. 81.

Right hand view of engine

Disconnect the starter motor lead and the
earth lead from the left-hand side of the front
engine bearer plate. Referring to Fig. 82, release
the choke control cable (10) and temperature
transmitter electrical connection (! I).
Disconnect the exhaust front pipe from the
bell housing and manifold flange. Attach a
lifting hoist to the front and rear lifting eyes, and
taking the weight of the engine, remove the nuts,
bolts and packing pieces from the engine mountings. and raise the engine sufficiently to place the
brake protection plate, Figs. 78 and 79, Page
1'135, in position.
Whilst removing the engine and gearbox
from the chassis, support the rear ends of the
gearbox as the assembly is carefully manoeuvred
through the aperture in the bulkhead.
To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure.

Fig. 82.

Front view of engine
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GT6 +, GT6 MK. 2 AND VITESSE MK. 2
..... I'C\

ic,cd cylinder head arrangement is fitted to the above models.

Thc new cylinder head continues the width of the cylinder block to the full height of the cylinder head.
The n,cw arrangement permits the usc of larger valves and improves the cylinder breathing which, together
\\ ilh a ncw camshaft, gives an increase in power.
Thc I\~vised data is detailed overleaf and replaces the equivalent data at the front of this section. For
rc\ ised performance data see Group O.
\ilhough a slight visual difference exists between the uprated engine and its predecessor illustrated in this
section. 110 diff!culty should be experienced in servicing the engine following the instructions previously detailed.
2
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Fig. 8.3. Cylinder head details (earlier models only)

Gasket-rocker cover
Rocker cover
~
Fibre washer
..\ Plain washer
5 01yloc nut
6 Oil filter cap
7 Stud-rocker pedestal
S Stud-rocker cover
l)
Rocker shaft
10 Valve guides
I I Gasket-cylinder head
12 Cam-follower

-

13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23

Push rods
Valve-exhaust
Valve-inlet
Valve spring-inner
Valve spring-outer
Upper spring seat-exhaust
valve
Valve cap-exhaust valve
Valve cotters
Valve cap-inlet valve
Valve spring seats
Rocker pedestal--outer

24
25
26
27

28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Cotter pin
End plug-rocker shaft
Rocker
Double spring washer-end
rocker pedestal
Rocker
Nut
Washer
Spring-rocker s;laft
Rocker pedestal-intermediate
Tappet adjuster
Lock nut-tappet adjuster

Sec (II/(/ h.\IIe
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ENGINE-MK. 2, GT6 PLUS AND MK. 3
OEseR IPTION

DIMENSIONS

VALVES
Inlet
Head dia.
Stem dia.
Seat angle
Length

Exhaust
Head dia.
Stem dia.
Seat angle
Le'1gth

I ·44 1"- I -445'
0'3107"-0'3112'
45
4'591"-4'601"
GT6/Yitcsse Mk.2
up to Engine No.
KCn052/HC55479

IGT6/Yite"c Mk. 2"nJGTfl
Mk. J frnm Engine No.
.
KCntl52iHC5HN

1'256"·-1'260"
0'31"-0'3105"
45
4'591"-4'607"

VALVE SPRINGS
Inner
Free length
Solid length-max ..
Outer dia .
Wire dia
.
Rate fitted ..

,;1'6· "nd
GT6 ~1k. )
USA M"rk""

(31'9-32'0 Illill.)
(7·87-7·891ll1ll.)

(36'0-36'7 1ll111.)
(7'891-7'904 mill.)
(110·764·117·018mill.)
(iT6 MI.;. J Intcrnlltant from

I

En~lfle

No. K E21 5.+6

(110·76-117·02Illtll.)

DOUBLE SPRINGS FITTED UP TO ENGINE No. KD 51116HC 50270
Outer
I· 56" (39'624 tllill.)
1'51" (39·878 Illlll)
I--rc length ..
0·73"(IS·542mm.)
0'918' (23-:\2 tll~ll,)
StlllJ length·nnx
0·73" (18'542 mm.)
0'795" (20'1 13 Illtll.)
InnerJia.
0'070" (I ·9034 Illill.)
0'130 "(3-4' ~ tllill.)
Wire Jia.
Rate fitted
28' 5 Ib./in
150Ih./in. 3""

SINGLE SPRING FITTED FROM ENGINE No. KD 5 1116 He 50270
Up to engine No. KE/KF 10,001
Free L.ength
Solid Length-max
Innerdia.
Wiredia ...
Rate fitted ..

1'59" (40'3S6 Illill.)
0'90" (24'384 mill.)
0·795" (20'193 mm.)
0·148" (3 ·7592Illtll.)
235Ib/ill.
3 °0

From engine ~o. KE·KF
Free Length
Solid Length-tllax
Inncrdia.
Wire dia.
Rate fitted

10,001
1'52" (38'608 tlltll.)
0·875" (22·225 tlllll,)
0·795" (20·193 I11tll.)
0·152" (3 ·860 III Ill. )
240Ih.in.
3 ""

--------------------------------------------

VALVE GUIDES
Length: Inlet
Exhaust ..
External dia.
Bore
Height above cylinder head
VAL VE SEAT INSERTS
Inlet
Outside dia.
Height
Chamfer (At base)
Exhaust
Outside dia.
Height
Chamfer(At base)

2'0625" (52·380 111111)
2·25" (57'15 tlllll.)
0'501" ·0'502" (12'725 12·751 Illtll )
0'312" O'313"(7'9257'95Illtll I
0'63" (16'002 tlltll.)

1-4875"·-1-4885'
0'247' 025"
0·032" 0·052'

(37'783 37 ·808 Illlll )
(0274 6·35 1111ll,)
(0' 813
I· 321 1ll11l.)

1'2845"
1'2855"
0·247'0·25"
0·032" 0052"

(32 '620 32'652 Illlll.)
(6274 0,35 1ll111)
(0'813 1·321 1ll1ll.1

Bore Out Cylinder Head
Inlet

1-484(J7'091ll1ll1 /. o 25'(0·351ll11l.)
1-485(37'1'2nll11) x o 255"(6-48tlll11.1
0'03" (0'70 tlllll )
Bottom radius
1·281" (32'54 tlll1l.) /. 0'25' (0·35 l11n1.)
Exhaust
1·282" (32'56 Illlll.) x 0·255' (0-48 Illlll.)
Valve seat angle
89" Inclu'iive
Note that Valve scats are to be concentric ~ith guide bore to "ithin 0'002" (0'05 mm.) T.I.R.

ROCKERS
Bore
Rocker shaft dia.

()'563" 0'504" (14'3 -14'33111111)
0'50()4" -05610" (14234-14'249111I1L)

COOLING SYSTEM
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Fig. 1.
Coolant circulation diagram

EZ

COOLING SYSTEM
The pressurised "no loss' cooling system incorporates a translucent plastic overflow reservoir
which collects excess coolant from the radiator as
the coolant in the system expands with heat.
Depression created as the system cools, causes
the coolant to flow back from the reservoir into
the radiator. The fluid level, which is visible
through the translucent reservoir, should be maintained at half-full when cold.
Draining
To drain the system, move the heater control
valve to the hot position, remove the radiator
Jlller Clf), npen the tap in the bottom of the
radiator ;:md the tap at the rear right-hand side
of the cylinder block.

CA UTION: If the engine is hot, avoid danger
from scalding by exercising extreme care when
removing the radiator filler cap. Turn it a
half-turn and allow pressure (l) be fully
released before completely removing the cap.
Flushing
Efficient cooling is maintained by thoroughly
flushing the system once each year before adding
anti-freeze. When carrying this out, it is advantageous to remove the drain tap completely and
to use plenty of clean running water.

Fig. 2.

Radiator filler cap (I) and overflow reservoir (2)
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COOLING SYSTEM
Anti·freeze Mixture
To protect the cooling system during frosty weather use an inhibited Glycol base anti-freeze solution. Because
of the searching effect of these solutions, check the system for leaks before adding the anti-freeze.
For the % quantity of anti-freeze required to constitute the mixture see the table below.
It is recommended that fresh anti-freeze is used each year, since the inhibitor becomes exhausted and the
components in contact with the cooling water may corrode. When topping up the coolant, use a mixture of antifreeze and water.
25%

30/~

35%

Safe Limit:Coolant in mushy state. Engine may be started and vehicle
driven away after short warm up period.

OUF.
( -17°e.)

- 8°F.
(- 22°e.)

-18°F.
(- 28CO.)

Complete Protection:Vehicle may be driven away immediately from cold

10°F.
(- 12°e.)

3°F.
( -16°e.)

-4°F.
(- 20°e.)

Lower Protection Limit:Prevents frost damage to cylinder head, block and radiator.
Engine should. NOT be started until thawed out

- 14°F.
(- 26°e.)

- 22°F.
(- 30°e.)

-28°F.
(- 33T.)

ANTI-FREEZE CONCENTRAnON

Concentration of Anti-Freeze
To check the percentage concentration of antifreeze it is necessary to take Hydrometer and
Thermometer readings.
The following table gives a recommended
indication of the Specific Gravity, Temperature
and Concentration.
Specific
Temperature indicates
Gravity
Concentration
1·046
60°F./15°e.
2S ~o
1·051
60°F./15'e.
27 ~,~
1·0545
60°F./We.
30 %
1·0625
60°F./15°e.
3S/~
60°F./15°C.
40%
1·0715
1·0875
60°F./We.
50 ~~
For higher temperatures, it is necessary to
apply the following correction factor-add 0·0007
to the specific gravity reading for every degree
above 15'e.
Thermostat Part No. 140970
To inspect the thermostat, drain the cooling
system below the level of the thermostat, detach
the top elbow and remove the thermostat from
its hOUSIng (Fig. 3).
Functional failure of the thermostat is
caused by corrosion or the subjection to a very
high temperatur\O' through loss of water; evidence
of over-heating being seal failure and a leakage of
wax in the top area of the thermostat.

Fig. 3.

Removing the thermostat

Testing the Thermostat
Test the thermostat by heating it in water
together with a thermometer. Note the temperature at which the valve starts to open. It should
commence to open within 5°F. of the temperature
marked on the thermostat flange and continue to
rise to the fully open position (at least iN valve
lift), after the temperature has risen approximately
25°F.

COOLI:\'G SYS1'EM
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I t I he thermostat fails the test, it should be
Il'l'lxcei b\ a new unit. Part No. 140970.
()I'Cll1Ilg temperatures.. 79·5 to 83·S"C.
(175 to 183 F.)
93·5" to 96C.
(200 to 205 F.)
\ 1I 111111 um \ ~I 1\ l' lift
0·312" (7'925 111m.)
\LI \1l11Um \al\c lift
0·875' (22,225 mm.)
TIl

Hetit
R,c'\ C'r,c the removal procedure.

Pressure Testing
t -;l' :1 Il A.C. pressure tester to test the cooling
",:em ~h lollows:\\Ith the engine warm, remove the filler cap
~[nel tOI' up the water level. Using an adaptor, fit
the pressure tester to the filler neck and pump up
II' a pressure of 7 lbsjsq.in. (0-492 kgjsq.cm.).
The cooling system should maintain this
l'rl',SUre for ten seconds.
\ more severe test may be applied by following
the abo\e procedure with the engine running.
-\bsence of external leaks accompanied by
I'ressure fluctuations usually indicates a leaking
C\ Ii nder head gasket.
Filler Cap
Lse an A.C. pressure tester to check the
operation of the filler pressure cap as follows:1. Rinse the cap in water to remove sediment
and tit the cap to the tester whilst wet.
PUIllP up tile pressure until the gauge pointer
stops rising.
,
R(iect the cap if it will not register and
Ilwntain 7 lbs.!sq.in. (0-492 kgjsq.cm.) for
tc'n seconds without additional pumping.

8137

Fig. 4.

Testing the radiator
filler cap

Fig. 5.

Testing the cooling
system

...... ott': GT6 .vl .... j iilullels are fitted with a 13lb.;
"Q.

in. pressure cooling system.
WATER PUMP

Hl'monl1
Dratll the cooling system. Disconnect the
\ ,lc'lIUIll pipe at tile distributor and manifold
.I!1e1 disconnect the fuel pipe at the carburettors
:llhl I'uel pump.
1'1I11 ofT the Lucar connector on the therI"l'ml'ter gauge. Remove the two top hoses (3) and
1-1 I alld manifold hose (6), (Fig. 2).
Detach the
bl'tWIll hose (5) from the water pump body.
DI:,connect the water return pipe from the rear
1'1 the pump. Unscrew but do not remove, the
I'I,I! ['l'wining the fuel and vacuum pipe clip.
Rl'lllli\l' the bolt retaining the upper dynamo
l'I',ld,l'!. Remove the remaining bolt securing tile
I'll III I'· Lift the pump clear of the engine and
rl'nw\ l' thc bolt retaining the fuel and vacuum
I'I['C clil',

I

I
I, ,

, ~ t-----c==::::J

2

II
II
II
II
II

3
I

II

II

II

___ l..\~_~-=..:'~~~--'---2.:-=~::l-----'.;r--,'

----l--J
6

4

5

3

4
5
6

Fig. 6.

Spring friction plate
Retaining Jugs
Pressure release pipe
Pressure valve seal
Vacuum valve seal
Header tank

Section through filler cap

Rl'titting
Renew the gasket. Reverse the removal
['rllcc·dure. Adjust the fan belt as described on
1',lgl' I '000. Refill the cooling system.
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1
2
3
4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Bolt
Elbow
Gasket
Bolt
Temperature transmitter
Thermostat
Gasket
Body
Impeller
Stud
Seal
Gasket
Bearing housing
Spindle
Spinner

16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Washer
Spacer
Ball race
Nut
Washer
Pulley
Circlip
Circlip
Woodruffe key
Grease plug
Bolt
Bolt
Bolt
Union

2

~--5

25

19 20

21

22

26

18

18

17

£.272

16

15

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

Fig. 7. Water pump details (Not later models GT6)

Bearing Housing

Re-assembly

To Remove
Remove three nuts from the studs (10) and
withdraw the bearing housing assembly from the
pump body.

1.

To Dismantle
1. Unscrew the nut (19) remove the washer (20)
and extract the pulley (21).

3.

4.

Fit spinner (15), circlip (23) and washer (16)
to the shaft (14). Pack the ball races (18)
with grease (see Recommended Lubricants)
and press them onto the shaft with the sealed
faces outwards and the spacer (17) between
them.
Using a tubular drift, drive the bearings with
the shaft into the housing (13) and secure them
with circlip (22). Press the seal gland (II)
into the impeller (9).

Take out the circlip (22) and press the shaft
(14), through the impeller (9) towards the
pulley side or the bearing housing (13).

3.

Remove the following items from the spindle:
key (24), bearings (18), spacer (17), washer
(16), circlip (23) and spinner (15).

Using a 0-030" (0'%2 mm.) spacer, press the
impeller onto the shaft until the spacer is
nipped.

4.

Remove the spacer and fit the Woodruffe key
(24) and pulley (21) to the shaft (14), securing
with a Nyloc nut (19) and plain washer (20).

Complete the dismantling by removing the
sealing gland (11) from the impeller (9).

Second Issue
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3

4

5

6
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7

,
~

I

24

III

23
22---_

RADIATOR (GT6)
Removal
Drain the cooling system. Referring to Fig.
8, remove the air duct (9) and disconnect the two
top hoses (12), (16), bottom hose (22) and overflow pipe (6). Remove the four mounting bolts
(20) and lift the radiator from the vehicle.
Refitting
To refit, reverse the removal operation. Refill
the cooling system.

Bottle strap
Nut
Overflow bottle
Cap
Grommet
Overflow pipe
Spire fix nut
8 Spire screw
9 Air duct
10 Hose clip (top hose)
II Radiator cap
12 Top hose (convoluted)
13 Hose clip (top hose)
I
2
3
4
5
6
7

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24

25
26

Radiator
Hose clip
Top hose
Hose clip
Hose clip
Drain tap
Mounting bolt
Hose clip
Bottom hose
Bracket
Nut
Bolt
Screw

Fig. 8. Radiator, overflow bottle and hose details
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COOLING SYSTEM

,
\

22

~/17

18

16

070'1

Key
Radiator
2 Tap
3 Filler cap
4 Nut
5 Packing piece
6 Bolt
7 Washer
8 Washer
J;'ig.9.

9 Nut
IO
II

12
13
14
15
16

Water elbow
Gasket
Bolt
Hose
Hose clips
Hose
Bottle

17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Radiator and attachment details

Cap
Bracket
Screw
Nut
Screw
Nut
Pipe

RADIATOR (VITESSE)

Removal (Figs. 9 and 10)
Remove the radiator cap and drain the cooling
system. Release the radiator top hose clip (14),
top hose clip (14) on bottom hose (15), and
disconnect the overflow pipe (23). Remove nuts
(4) and washers. Remove bolts (6), nuts (9) and
associated washers and packing pieces. Carefully
remove the radiator assembly from the vehicle.
Refitting
To refit, reverse the removal operation. Refill
the cooling system and refit the radiator cap.

Fig. 10.
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ZENITH STROMBERG CARBURETTORS

'-

Starting from Cold (Fig. 1)
The mixture is enriched from cold starting
when the choke control is pulled. This operates
a choke cam lever (71) which rotates the starter
bar (26) to lift the air valve (9) and needle (11),
thus increasing the area of the annulus between
needle and jet orifice. Simultaneously, a cam on
the cam lever (71) opens the throttle beyond its
normal idle position to provide increased idling
speed, according to the setting of the cam screw
(66).
When the motor fires the increased depression
will lift the air valve (9) to weaken the initial
starting mixture and prevent the engine stalling
through over richness.
Whilst the choke remains in action the car
may be driven away but the control knob should
be released or pushed in gradually as the engine
attains normal working temperature. This will
progressively decrease the extent of enrichment
and the degree of throttle opening for fast-idle
to the point where the cam screw (66) is out of
contact with the cam on the choke lever and the
throttle is permitted to return to the normal idle
position as determined by the setting of the
throttle stop screw (27).
NOTE: The accelerator pedal should not
be depressed when starting from cold.
Normal Running (Fig. I)
With the opening of the butterfly throttle
manifold depression is transferred, via a drilling
(9a) in the air valve, to the chamber (9b) which is
sealed from the main body by the diaphragm (8).
The pressure difference between chamber (9b)
and that existing in the bore (9c) causes the air
valve to lift, thus any increase in engine speed or
load will enlarge the effective choke area since the
air valve lift is proportional to the weight of air
passing the butterfly throttle (16). By this means
air velocity and pressure drop across the jet orifice
remain approximately constant at all speeds.
As the air valve (9) rises it withdraws a tapered
metering needle (11) held in the base of the air
valve by the locking screw (10), from the jet
orifice (9d) so that fuel flow is increased relative
to the greater air flow.
Acceleration
At any point in the throttle range a temporarily
richer mixture is needed at the moment of further
throttle opening. To provide this, a dash pot or
hydraulic damper is arranged inside the hollow
guide rod (ge) of the air valve.
The rod is filled with S.A.E. 20 oil to within
a t" of the end of the rod in which the damper (12)
operates, when the throttle is opened, the
immediate upward motion of the air valve is
resisted by this plunger during which time the
suction or depression at the jet orifice is increased
to enrich the mixture.
The downward movement of the air valve (9)
is assisted by the coil spring (6).

r'

12

9b

ge---t-=.J~

9
9d 9c

26

16

10

~
F178

3 Top cover screw

27

Throttle stop screw

6

Coil spring

66

Cam screw

8

Dia phragm

71

Choke cam lever

9

Air valve

9a Air valve drilling

10

Locking screw

9b Chamber

11

Metering needle

9c Bore

12

Damper

9d Jet orifice

16

Butterfly throttle

ge Guide rod

26

Starter bar

Fig. 1.

Carburcttor functional diagram
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Key to Fig. 2

Sleeve

25

Return spring

49 Jet

2 Nut

26 Starter bar spindle

50 Spring

3 Top cover screw

27 Throttle stop screw

51

4 Screw

28

52 Washer

5 Top cover

29 Throttle spindle

53

6 Coil spring

30 Fuel pipe connector

54 Washer

7 Retaining ring

31

55

8 Diaphragm

32 Circlip

56 Bushing

9 Air valve

33

57 Washer

Spring

Pipe

Coupling

Needle valve

Gasket

"0" ring

10

Locking screw

34 Clamping bolt

58

11

Needle

35

59 Screw

12 Damper
13

Pipe

Pin

Connecting link

36 Coupling

60 Petrol inlet

37

61

Body

Air valve lifting pin

14 Gasket

38 Spring clip

62

Stop lever

15

39 Spring

63

Lock plate

16 Butterfly throttle valve

40 "0" ring

64 Coupling nut

17 Screws

41

65

Clamping bolt

18 Grommet

42 Screw (long)

66

Cam screw

19 Bracket

43

67 Coupling nut

20 Spring

44 Float chamber cover

68

21

Throttle stop lever

45

69 Spring

22

Nuts

46 Float assembly

70 Cam screw

23

Lever

47

"0" ring

71

Choke cam lever

24 Bush

48

Bushing screw

72

Nut

Insulator

Orifice adjusting screw

Screw (short)

Fulcrum pin

Lock plate

..;.
0
N

3

5
12

1

4-

6

I

20

-9

' 2.
F Ig.

Carburettor details
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To Dismantle
1.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

Take olT the air cleaners (page 1'309), disconnect the carburettors from the manifold
by unscrewing four nuts.
Uncouple the clamping bolts (65) (34) and
separate the carburettors from each other.
Unscrew the dampers (12) and drain the oil
from the dash pots.
Take out four top cover screws (3) and, to
facilitate assembly, scribe a line across the
upper flanges. Lift oft' the top cover (5) and
coil spring (6), taking care to separate the air
valve diaphragm (8) which, in some instances,
may tend to stick to the cover.
Exercising care to avoid damaging the needle
(11), withdraw the air valve/diaphragm
assembly from the carburettor body.
Turn the carburettor onto its flange face and
unscrew the bushing screw assembly, which
comprises items (40), (41), (47) and (48).
Release the cover (44) by removing three
screws (42) and three screws (43).
Lift out the jet assembly which comprises
items (49), (50), (54), (55), (56) and (57).
Slide out the fulcrum pin (45), lift out the
float assembly (46) and unscrew the needle
valve (51) with washer (52).

" Fig. 3.

Air cleaner attachment

Butterfly Spindle Assembly

10. Unscrew the nut and withdraw the throttle
lever and stop (21) from the spindle (29).
II. Turn back the lock plate (63), unscrew the
coupling nut (64), unhook the spring (20) and
WIthdraw the stop lever (62) and return spring
from the spindle.
12. '[ ake out two screws (17) and slide the buttertly throttle valve from the slotted spindle (29).
Withdraw the spindle from the carburettor
body.
Starter Bar

13. Turn back the lock plate (68), unscrew the
cOllpling nut (67) and withdraw the lock plate,
the choke cam lever assembly (71), with lever
(23) and spring (69) attached, and the return
spring (25).
14. Withdraw the starter bar spindle (26) from
the carburenor body and extract the circlip
(32).
15. Complete the dismantling operation by extractmg the spring clip (38) and removing the
air valve lifting pin (37) and spring (39).
Fig. 4.

Carburettor adjustment points
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To re-assemble
Valve Lifting Pin
I.

Insert the air valve lifting pin (37) into the
body of the carburettor, assemble the spring
(39) and secure it by springing the clip (38)
over the pin.

Starter Bar and Lever Assembly
2.

3.

4.

5.

Fig. 5.

Starter bar and throttle lever details
6.

~57

Q.l:

56
55

~54

Throttle Valve and Spindle Assembly
7.

~i--50

49

48

8.

9.

Fig. 6.

Jet details

Spring tht' circlip (32) over a groove at the
end of the starter bar spindle (26) and with the
flat milled face uppermost, insert the spindle
into the carburettor body.
With the larger coils leading, place the spring
(25) over the large part of the spindle boss
and locate the spring ends at each side of the
fuel pipe.
Assemble the choke cam lever assembly (71)
on the smaller diameter of the spindle boss,
placing the cam adjacent to the spring (25)
and towards the throttle spindle.
Locate the lever (23) on the flats of the spindle
(26) and in correct relation to the cam lever
assembly (71) as shown on (Fig. 5). Pull the
outer end Of the spring (25) into engagement
with a cut-out on the lower extremity of the
lever (23).
Fit the lockplate (68), tighten the coupling
nut (67) and lock it by turning the ends of the
lock plate. Insert the ends of the spring (69)
through holes provided at the extremities of
the levers (23) and (71).

Insert the spindle (29) into the bore of the carburettor, centralise the spindle and rotate it to
bring the two counter sunk holes upwards.
Ensuring that the two raised "pips" on the
face of the valve are upwards and outwards,
slide the valve into the slotted spindle until
the "pips" contact the spindle. Turn the
spindle to close the throttle and secure the
valve by securely tightening two screws (17).
With the larger coils leading, place the spring
(20) over the throttle spindle boss, at the same
side as the choke cam lever. With the butterfly in the closed position, engage the stop
lever (62) over the flats on the spindle, simultaneously engaging the ends of the spring as
shown on Fig. 7, to ensure that the valve is
spring loaded in the closed position.
Fit the lockplate (63), tighten the coupling nut
(64) and secure by turning the lockplate.
Locate the throttle stop lever (21) on the flats
of the throttle spindle, at the opposite end to
the actuating lever, followed by the connecting
link (58). Secure the lever and link with a
lock washer and nut.
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Float Chamber (Fig. 7)
10. Placing an aluminium washer (52) over the
threads of the needle valve (51) screw the
valve firmly into the carburettor body.
11. Place the float assembly (46) into position
and secure it with the fulcrum pin (45) as
shown on Fig. 7. Check that the highest
point of the float when the needle is against
its seating, is 18 mm. above the face of the
main body. See "A". Reset the level by carefully bending the tag which contacts the end
of the needle. The addition of a thin fibre
washer under the needle valve seat will lowe;'
the fuel level.
Jet Assembly (Figs. 6 and 8)
12. Insert a new "0" ring (55) in the recess of the
bushing (56). Slide the spring (50) over the
jet (4'9) followed by the washer (54). Insert
the jet assembly into the "0" ring already
positioned in the bushing.
1J. Locate an aluminium washer (57) over the
upper stem of the bushing and insert the completed assembly into the carburettor body.
[4. Exercising care to avoid damage, spring a
new "0" ring (47) into the external groove of
the bushing screw (48). Similarly, fit a new
"0" ring (40) to the jet adjusting screw (41).
Screw the adjusting screw into the bushing
screw approximately three turns. Screw the
assembled bushing screw into the carburettor
body until finger tight, then unscrew it one
complete turn and looking down on the
bridge, move the jet to its approximate centre.
15. Locate a new gasket (53) on the float chamber
flange of the carburettor body and mount the
float chamber (44) over the bushing screw
(48). Loosely insert the screws (42), (43), press
the float chamber into contact with the gasket
and finally tighten the six securing screws.
Air Valve Diaphragm Assembly (Figs. 9 and 10)
16. A beating tab is moulded on the inner and
outer peripheries of the rubber diaphragm
(8). These locate in a corresponding recess
formed in the top face of the air valve (9) and
in the top flange of the carburettor body. To
assemble the diaphragm, locate the inner tab
in the air valve recess and ensure that the
inner bore of the diaphragm locates correctly
around a shoulder formed on the top face of
the valve. Place the retaining ring (7) over
the diaphragm, insert the four screws (4) and
tighten them securely.
17. Insert the needle (11) into its bore in the lower
face of the valve and whilst the shoulder on
the needle is held flush, relative to the lower
face of the valve, tighten the screw (10). (Fig. 2)
18. Exercising care to avoid damaging the needle,
insert the air valve into its bore in the carburettor, simultaneously entering the needle
into the jet. Rotate the valve until the outer
tab of the diaphragm can be inserted into a

Fig. 7.

Mea~uring

float height

48
53-

Fig. 8.

Float chamber cover details
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corresponding recess adjacent to the choke
outer cable fixing. Ensure that the outer edge
of the diaphragm locates in the bore of the
flange face.
19. Assemble the spring (6) over the air va Ive
stem, locate the cover (5) on the stem and
rotate the cover to bring the scribed marks
into alignment. (See Dismantling, Operation
4.) Secure the cover by tightening four screws
(3). Replenish the damper with oil (S.A.E.
20) and scre\\ in the damper assembly (12).

Fig. 9.

Diaphragm assembly

Fig. 10.

Air valve details

Installation (Fig. 2)
20. Assemble the couplings (36), (33) to both carburettors, leaving the clamping bolts(34), (65)
slack at this stage.
21. Using new gaskets (14) and insulators (15),
assemble to each pair of studs on the manifold--a gasket, insulator, gasket, a carburettor and secure each assembly with two
nuts and spring washers.
22. Reconnect the fuel pipes, vacuum pipe and
before reconnecting the controls slacken back
the throttle stop screw (27) of the rear carburettor and turn the cam screw (66) away
from the cam to ensure that the throttle valve
and choke cam lever are in the fully closed
positions.
23. Slacken back the thrott\e stop screw (27) on
the front carburettor and only when both
throttle valves are completely closed, tighten
the coupling clamp bolt (65).
Jet Centralisation
Efficient operation of the carburettor depends
upon a freely moving air valve and a correctly
centred needle in the jet orifice.
Check the air valve for free movement by lifting and releasing the valve, which should fall
freely onto the bridge. Sluggish action indicates
either (I) a sticking air valve which can be rectified by removing and cleaning the valve and bore
with paraffin, or (II) by re-centralising th~ jet as
follows:
24. Lift the air valve (9) and fully tighten the jet
bushing screw (48). Screw up the orifice
adjusting screw (41) until the orifice is just
above the bridge.
25. Slacken off the jet bushing screw sufficiently
to release the orifice bush (56), then allow the
air valve to fall; this action will centralise
the bush. Tighten the bushing screw to lock
the bush and re-check by lifting and releasing
the air valve. Repeat the procedure until a
freely falling piston results.
26. Turn the adjusting screw (41) until it just contacts the underside of the air valve when it is
resting on the bridge. From this position,
unscrew the adjusting screw a further three
turns to give an approximate jet position from
which to work when synchronising the carburettors.
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Starter Bar Adjustment
27. Pull the choke control until the lifting edge
of the starter bar on the rear carburettor just
contacts the underside of the air valve when
resting on the bridge. Turn the starter bar
lever (23) on the front carburettor to obtain
a similar condition and whilst both starter
bars are thus held, tighten the clamping bolt
(34). The engine should now be started and
run until normal running temperature is
reached before making final adjustments.
Fig. 11.

Choke, cam and throttle adjusting screws

Idling and Synchronising Adjustments
Two adjustment screws are used to regulate
the idle speed and mixture of each carburettor.
The throttle stop screws (27) control the speed
and the jet adjusting screws (41) alters the ratio
of air-fuel mixture entering the cylinders. Viewed
from underneath, turn each jet adjusting screw
clockwise to weaken the mixture strength, and
anti-clockwise to enrich it.
Whilst the engine is thoroughly warm, the air
cleaners removed and the jet adjusting screws set
as described in operation 26, adjust the stop
screws (27) to give idling speed of 600/650 r.p.m.
The idling mixture is correct when the engine
beat is smooth and regular and the air intake is
equal on both cylinders. This may be assessed by
the amount of "hiss" as the air enters each carburettor, or by using the equipment shown on
Fig. 13 which gives a comparative measurement
of air flow.

Fig. 12.

Lifting the air valve for jet centering

As a check, lift the air valve a very small
amount (*") using the piston-lifting pin (37)
and listen to the effect on the engine. If the
engine speed rises appreciably, the mixture is
too rich, and if the engine stops, the mixture is
too weak. By properly adjusting the jet screws, the
engine speed will either remain constant or fall
slightly on lifting the air valve.
Finally re-adjust the fast idling screw (66) to
provide a clearance off~" between the head of
the screw and the adjacent face of the cam (71)
as shown on Fig. 11.
NOTE: Satisfactory idling depends upon the
general engine condition and tappet adjustment. spark plugs, and ignition timing, which
should be inspected if idling is not stable.

Fig. 13.

Using a Crypton "Synchro Check" for balancing
the air intake
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FUEL PUMP
A spring-loaded diaphragm pump, type AC
U.G., lever operated from a separate cam on the
camshaft is attached to the L.H. side of the engine
by two studs and nuts. The pump is provided
with a glass sediment bowl through which any
build-up of sediment can be seen. When necessary, clean out the sediment chamber as follows:

1-

2-----

3------

Cleaning Sediment Bowl
1.

Unscrew the stirrup nut on top of the
bowl, swing the stirrup (1) to one side and
remove the bowl (2).

2.

Without denting the filter gauze (3) remove
it and remove the cork gasket (4).

When refitting the bowl, tighten the stirrup
only sufficiently to ensure a fuel tight joint.

8
12-------~~---.._=r:rF_.-

Removal

13

Disconnect the fuel feed and outlet pipes from
the pump. Unscrew two attachment nuts and
remove the pump from the crankcase.

14-----------

15
26----------

To Dismantle Fuel Pump
Dismantle in the sequence given on Fig. 14 and
note the following:

D004

Stirrup
2 Sediment bowl
3 Filter gauze
4 Cork se<ll
5 Screw
6 Spring washer
7 Upper body
8 Retaining plate screw
9 Retaining plate
10 Valve assemblies
11 Valve gasket
12 Diaphragm assembly
13 Diaphragm spring
14 Cup
Fig. 14.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Washers
Circlip
Rocker arm pin
Rockcr <lrm
Dist<lnce washers
Link lever
Rocker arm spring
Primer lever
Primer lever spring
Primer lever shaft
Cork seals
Lower body
Pump gasket
Pump retainer nut

Fuel pump details

1.

Remove the diaphragm assembly (12) by
turning it through 90° and lifting it out of
engagement with the link lever (20).

2.

The valves (10) are pressed into the body
and the surrounding metal peened over to
retain them. Items 8, 9 and II are not fitted.

Re-assembly
Re-assemble by reversing sequence.
Refitting
Clean the pump joint f<lce <lnd to avoid eventual oil leakage, check to ensure that the face is
perfectly flat. Distortion can result from overtightening.
Using a new gasket coated with jointing compound, locate the gasket (27) and the pump on
two studs. Press the pump against the crankshaft
and fit spring washers and nuts tightening them to
the correct torque.
Reconnect the fuel pipes and test the fuel
pump pressure.
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4

1

Attachment bolts

2

Cover plate

3
4

Cleaner elements

5

Back plate

Gasket

6

Flange gasket

7

Centre bolt

8

Flange gasket
;,+------8

Fig. 15.

Gill

Air cleaner details

Testing (Fig. 17)
To test the petrol pump pressure, disconnect
the fuel delivery line at the rub!Jer connector.
Remove the connector and attach a plastic
hose to the fuel delivery pipe as shown. Start
the engine, and allow it to run on the fuel
remaining in the carburettor until the gauge
reading on the PRESSURE scale ceases to rise.
Stop the engine and observe the gauge pressure
which should remain at its highest reading for a
short period. A rapid fall off indicates a leaking
diaphragm or a sticking outlet valve. Failure to
read within a tolerance of
per sq. in.
(0,106 to 0·176 kg/sq. cm.) indicates a defective
pump or pipe line blockage.

1+-2+

AIR CLEANER
The air cleaner comprises two paper elements
housed in a container attached to the carburettor
intake flanges. When operating under conditions
similar to those prevailing in the United Kingdom
both elements should be removed for cleaning
every 6,000 miles. Depending upon the severity
of conditions, this period should be reduced
where excessive amounts of dust are encountered.
A choked air cleaner will adversely affect combustion efficiency.
To remove the cleaning elements, unscrew
four bolts (I) securing the container to the
carburettor flanges. (See Fig. 15)
Withdraw the container from the carburettor
flanges, remove the centre bolt (7), take off the
cover plate (2). and lift out the elements (3).
Clean out the container and use a high
pressure air line, or foot pump, to remove dust
from bet\\een the folds of the paper elements.
Renew the elements when they can no longer be
cleaned effectively.
Renewing the gaskets (4), (6) and (8) as
necessary, re-assemble the air cleaner by reversing
the foregoing procedure, and note the position of
the slots relative to the carburettor flanges as
shown on Fig. 16.

Fig. 16.

Fig. 17.

Showing the position of slots relatjye to the
carburettor flanges

Using vacuum/pressure gauge to check the fuel
pump delivery pressure
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CRANKCASE EMISSION CONTROL
VALVE (Fig. 19)

The valve pin and pressure plate assembly (I J.
which bears on the diaphragm (3). is positioned
relative to the controlling orifice by the spring (2).
The valve pin is located on the orifice plate (4) by
guides which permit clearance between the pin
and orifice to prevent stick ing and allow a limited
flow through the valve at engine idle. The plate
valve (5) on the outlet side is controlled by a light
spring (6).

Fig. 18.

When vacuum is applied. the lightly loaded
plate valve (5) is sucked off its seat and a depression is created beneath the diaphragm (3).
When this depression exceeds the diaphragm
spring force. the valve (I) moves to reduce the
controlling orifice until the spring and diaphragm
forces are balanced. The value of the diaphragm
spring force is such that. when operating. a
reasonable depression is maintained in the crankcase. The plate valve (5) acts as a non-return
valve against a back-fire within the carburettor
intake manifold by isolating the crankcase and it
also limits flow at cold starting.

Emission control valve assembly

1

3

-

In the system employed for the GT6 the
oil-filler cap is sealed and ventilation air is drawn
into the crankcase through a restrictor hole on
the clean air side of the air-cleaner assembly.
This air together with blow-by gas is drawn, via
the emission valve into the combustion chamber.
In the event of a blow-by gas exceeding the valve
capacity, the excess emission reverses the cycle
and escapes into the air cleaner assembly from
where it is drawn into the engine and consumed
during the combustion cycle.
Every 12,000 miles, service the valve as
follows:(a) Remove all connecting pipes.
(b) Remove the spring clip and cover plate.
(c) Take out the rubber diaphragm (3) noting the
correct fitted position of its top face.

4
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Fig. 19.

Second Issue

Valve
Spring
Diaphragm
Orifice plate
Plate valve
Spring

Emission control valve details

(d) Remove the valve plate (I) and spring (2).
H347

(e) Clean the body, pipes and all remaining components in clean gasoline, taking particular
care to ensure that the diaphragm is kept
perfectly clean.
(f) Check to ensure that the valve plate (I) is free

to move and is maintained in its upward
position by the spring underneath it.
(g) Renew defective items and re-assembly by
reversing the foregoing, taking care to
correctly locate the plunger in the centre of
the guides in the orifice plate (4).
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Accelerator Pedal and Linkage (Fig. 20)
Removal
Working in the engine bay, unhook the
spring (23) and the link (6) from the operating
lever. Disconnect the top end of the link if
necessary. Drive out the pin retaining the operating lever. Withdraw the lever (21). Unscrew
two bolts (II). Withdraw the assembly from
inside the vehicle. Slacken the locknut (17),
unscrew the stop screw (16), withdraw split pin
(12) and separate loose items.

-

Assembly
To assemble, reverse the dismantling procedure.
Adjustment of Linkage
After dismantling adjustment of the link may
be necessary. Slacken locknuts, fit the top end
of the link to the carburettor lever and adjust
the length of the link (6) to eliminate free play.
Tighten the locknuts. attach the bottom end of
the link to the operating lever, ensuring that
full and closed throttle conditions can be
attained.

ii
17

16

G<l66

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Split pin
Washer
Grommet
Washer
Nut
Link
Pin
Operating lever
Grommet
Bracket
Bolt
Split pin
Spring washer
Washer

Fig. 20.

NOTE: Ensure that the ball joints are
adjusted in order to give absence of free play
consistent with freedom of movement.
Lubricate sparingly with grease as recommended under "Oils and Lubricants".

15

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Accelerator lever
Bolt
Nut
Grommet
Washer
Washer
Operating lever
Pin
Spring
Spring
Bolt
Nut
Accelerator pedal

Accelerator pedal and linkage details
(GT6 Mk. 1 and I\1k. 2)
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Key

1 Bolt
2
Cross-shaft
43 Bracket
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Coil w""h"
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Fig. 21.
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4
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3

Key
1
2
3

4
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Fig. 22.

-

Grommet
Felt washer
Cross-shaft
Grommet
Felt washer

6
7
8
9
10

c

Coil washer
Split pin,
Clip
Throttle link
Nut

Arrangement of accelerator rod and linkage for left-hand drive vehicles (Vitesse)
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h
!r3

14.

2

PT2481

~16···.'
•

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

I

Accelerator pedal left hand drive and right hand drive.
Pedal stop (Adjustable)
.
Pedal return spring
Pedal mounting bracket
Acccler<l tor control cable
Carburcttcr bracket assy.

Fig. 22A. Arrangement of accelerator pedal and cable connections (GT6 \lk. 3)
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Banjo bolt
Washer
Housing
Washer
Adaptor
Nut
Inlet manifold
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Nut
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Gasket
Washer
Union
Clip
Hose
Stud
Union
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20
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32

Clamp
Clamp
Washer
Washer
Bolt
Stud
Bolt
Union nut
Olivc
Union
Delivery tube
Stud
Clip
Hose

Clip
Seal
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FLEL PUMP
lwd on latef l\lk. I mndt'ls,
<Jlld GT6 '\lk. J

~lk.

2 models

2

Cleaning Filter Gauze and Body
Unscrew the retaining screw (\), lift off the cover
(3) and gauze (5) from the body (7). Wash the gauze
in petrol. Loosen any sediment in the body with a
thin screwdriver and remove with compressed air.
Avoid damaging the non-return valves (8) and (9).
Renew the joint (4) if this has deteriorated. Refit the
gauze (5), cover (3) and screw (I).

Removal
Disconnect the fuel feed and outlet pipes from the
pump. L'nscrew two attachment nuts (23) and remove
(ht~ pump fron' tile crankcase.

To Dismantle Fuel Pump
Dismantle in the sequence given on Fig. 24, and
nO,te the fallowing:--

I.

Remove the diaphragm assembly (10) by turning
it through 90 and lifting it out of engagement
'.",ith the link lever.
The valves (8) and (9) are pressed into the body
and the surrounding metal peened over to retain
them.

23

Re-assernbly
Re-asscmble by reversing the sequence.

Refitting
Clean the pump Jamt face and to avoid possible
ai! leakage check to ensure that the face is perfectly
flat. Distortion can result from over-tightening.

22

Using a ncw gasket coated with jointing compound'
locate the gasket (18) and the pump on two studs'
Pre<s the pump 3g3inst the crankshaft and fit spring
washers and nuts, tightening them to the correct torque.
Reconnect the fuel pipes and test the fuel pump
pressure.

21

20

I
I

__________________J!

..,
3
4
5
6

7
8

Retaining screw
\\/asher
Cover
Joint
Gauze
Screw
Body
Inlet valve

9
10
II
12
[3
14
15
16

Outlet valve
Diaphragm assembly
Diaphragm spring
Lower body
Circlip
Distance washer
Return spring
Rocker arm

Fig. 24.

Fuel pump details
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17
18
19

20
21
"
23

Rocker a rm pin
Gasket
Cork seais
Primer lever shaft
Pri mer lever
Pnmer lever spring
Pump securing nut
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ADDITIONAL INFOR\IATlO" FOR CDSE\

(.\RBlRETTERS FITTED TO L\TlR
GT6 MODELS
Float chamher \cntilation nlhc

i\. fC:'ltu!'C of the (~.D.S_F.\'. t)T'1e c~\rr);Jrct\(JS
hued to !11]S vehicle IS ~l ::lecjL_lnica[1~ (incr:ltcd
'. ah c \1" hich ccntrois the rOllte thruugh \\hich l.ht~

fut: 1 . n the Hoat ·chal11 ber is vented,
of

i\:)Io:.

l"hc ru rpo~,(

"'tlhe is to alloyv fuel vapour:,- to he dra\l..n

!nrc'; ,he engine through a \ent aperiure 111 the
fro'll ['ace "I' the earburettcr under ,dl rlll1ll1!lg
CO!l,;ltIOi1S except \\ hen the thmtt lc
clO'ed
\\/hen the throttle is in the closed cnndirl()(l the
Internal vent IS closed off ~111d ;,11 ,!\tcrnativc
one opened 10 rlJute the vapouI' thi(lugh all
extemal pipe to 11 vapour trap to cOlllrl~ \\ith
e\aporative control regulations "here 11K! e"lst
T!;.:; "alve is set during l1lill1ufacture and should
not require any further adju,tmem throughout
the sen icc life of the earruretter,

.:'

...-£;

'.-i2592

/- ig, 25 Idle trimming ,crt'"

Idle trimming serew (LoS.A. market only)
An idle trimming screw 'B· is provided but t!~is
is not an ordinary mixture adjusting screw, The
purpose of the screw is to give a very fine adjustment to compensa te for the ddference between
a ne\\ engine and one that is run-in, As the engine
graduaily frees off during the running-1I1 pCrlod
the screw can gradually be turned in a clockwise
direction to reduce the air bkeu, until it is fully
home when the engine is run-ill, On no account
should the screw be overtightened,

Mixture chel:k and adjustment (Figs, 26 lInd 30)

-

Remove the air cleaner and top up the dalllrt.rs,
Run the engll1e until norillal ('perating
temperature is reached, Check that the !'ast idle
(',!ill lever (2) is against its stop (6) and the correct
cle~lI'ance exists between the fast idlc screw (I) lInd
the canl.

lifi each pI';lOn 141 in turn approxilll,tel~
I '2 III ((),8mlll) and notc the engine rcspon,e,
cllglllC speed

increases

Illllllediately

Rich

III I ',tu re

cllgille speeu decre:lses or Fngille
\\eak mixture,
W

stalls--

cngine speed inne,lses slightly thell returns
Ilorlllal--Correet mi"tdre

Fig. 26 (arhur('tter piston

-
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Should the mixture require adjustment,
remo\e the Clrhuretler damper and carefully
lllsert the special tool S 353 into the hollo\\
['Iston rod (FIg. 29) so that the inner part of the
tool (I I engages in the female hexagon In the
needle adjusting screw.
Hold the cuter P~1rt of the tool (OJ firmly and
turn the Inner «)ol clockwise to enrich or anticlod. \\ ise to \\ eaken the mixt u reo
Recheck the mixture by Ilftlllg the piston (4)
and C,""ltlnLle adjustment until the correct
mixture IS obtained.

Fig. 28 Alternative Tool S 353

Idling Speed
Ensure th~1t the fast
the cams (2) and the
against its stop (6) with
on the facia pushed fuliy
1.3) I j turns clockWise to
ll!

idle screws (I) are clear
choke lever and cam is
the choke control knoh
home. Turn the scre\\\
provide a datum setting.

Fig, 29

\dillsting mixtllrl'

Start the engine and attain neJr!iwl running
temperature (temperature g~luge needle in centre
of dial) and finally adjust Idling screw, 13! to
achlc\e a constant engine speed of 700 to 750
I'pill
ISOO to R50 r.p.1ll
U.S;\. markets
emiSSion controlled et\ginesl.

,
I

)

"a" idk speed setting:
(heck that the mixture contlol cam lever (2)
bOlh carhuretters returns to its stop (0)
Ensure th~lt the mixture control eahles are SLl
etdjusted that they are not SI~ICk or too tight. Pull
dle inlx1ure control knob out on the facia and
II~sen a
in. (7,937 Illlll) diameter hal' 181
hc't\\een the cam and its stop on both carhllrctter.';
In turn Slacken the fast Idle sere\\ lock nut I J I
,11) [,nlh carhuretters ~\lld adjust t l,: >'en:'"
'0
tll~,t IheYJusttoueh their respectl\eedills. Reml)\e
ih': hal', push the c'Llntrul knob home and pul!
rI,e control ~Ilob out agail, to check thdt tne
,,'It'11t! gives a I'ast Idle ,>peed or Iloe I' pill.
\b~~ ~\n) neeessar\ adjustments to the f:ht Idie
",·IL'·.' to :tChie\e thi" ,citing \\hiISI uSing the
",\ lli.JIl"O check rnett~" to rn'lin!~tin the L'~trburcttcrs
Ii; n:danee. Tighten the lock 11UI';. ',lop the engine.
I'U'" the control knob ruth ))()nte and relit the all'

Oil

-

Fig. 30 ('lrhurl'ucr l'ontroh

'\ott'; If [he engine I'; hot during the r'l',l Idle
seulng the speed SlleJuld be I iOI) tn 1.100 r.p m.

Fil'. '.

-

Setting fast idle s(Xtd
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H\L\M 1'\(; {\IWLRETTERS
Check thai the f,lst ,dlc cam (2) is agair,sr it;.
(6; Oi1 i.·l~.\i·l curhurcltc;..:; and that the corrc·:.::L

stDp

gap

exist,~ hct~\C\.:.ii

Lhe C;;!"t idk screvv

(l) Clnd

the C<1I11_ Run the ulgine wnd the normal oper~\ting ternperaturr IS reached.

3

Slacken one of the damping nuts and bolt, (7)
on the throttle interconnect,ng ,pindlcs.

7

Unscrew the throttk adju,ting screw;: (3) on
both c:lrburetter, to permit the throttle~, to close
completely. then turn the screv. s back so that their
ends just touch the stops on the throttle levers (5).
Turn both screws a further half lllrn to provide a
datum setting.

MT0595A

Fig. 32

Fig. 33 Alternative to air flow meter

Using an air-flow meter (Fig. 13 Page 1.3071
check that the air 110w to each carburettcr is the
same and if necessary adjust the throttle screws
(3) to achieve this. If an ax-flow meter is not
available use a length of small bore rui)ber or
plastic hose (9) holding one end close to tnt:
carburetter air intake and the other end close
to the ear, to asse~s the amount of "hiss" as the
air enters the carhuretter.
CarefuJly tighten the throttle interconnection
spindle locknut and bolt (7). If necessary turn
the throttle adjmting screws (3) on each carburetter e(!ually to achieve the correct idle speed of
700/750 revs. per minute (800/850 revs per minute
for U.S.A. Market emmision controlled engines).
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26
I

1 Gasket
2 Nut
3 Front pipe
4 Bolt
5 Bracket
6 Clamp
7 Nut
8 Nut
9 Washer
10 Mounting

11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18

19
20

F'Ig. 1

Bracket
Washer
Washer
Bolt
Bolt
Clamp
Nut
Bolt
Pad
Plate

21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28

29

Nut
Tail pipe
Bolt
Clamp
Nut
Centre pipe
Bolt
Clamp
Nut

Exhaust pipe details (GT6)
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Fig. 2.

Exhaust pipe attachment points (Vitesse)
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7

8

9

10

11

12

14

26

K11i

-

]

2
3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10

11
12

Gasket 'I Pipe to
l'\' ut
] manifold
Front exhaust pipe assembly
Bolt---retaining clip
Clip- -front exhaust pipe support
Support bracket-fitted to gearbox
extension bolt
Nut
Mounting exhaust
Grommet ;>-pipe to axle
Bracket j mounting plate
Bolt--retaining clip to pipe
Washer----grommct
Bolt--mounting exhaust pipe to axle
mounting plate

i

13
14
l5
16
!7
18
19
20

:21
22

21
24
25
26

Clip--exhaust pipe attachment
Nut--retaining clip to pipe
Screw-tailpipe to flexible strip
Nytoc nut
Clamp plate
Flexible strip
Flexible strip to body and tail
Setscrew
pipe brackets
Nyloc nut
Nut--retaining clip to pipe
Clamp plate
Silencer and tailpipe
Nut-~retaining clip to pipe
Clip--sikncer and tailpipe
Boli--retaining dip to pipe

1
J

Fig. 3. Exhaust pipe details (GT6 "lk. 2. Plus and GT6 '\lk. 3)
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8

7

6

4

3

15

19

I

I

18

17

13

14

16

Gasket-exhaust pipe to manifold
,., Lock washer 'I Front exhaust
3 Nut
jpipe to manifold
4 Nut--bracket to clip
5 Br,lckct-front exhaust pipe
6 C1ip---front exhaust pipe
7 Bolt--dip to bracket
8 Front exhaust pipe assembly
9 Nut---tlexible strip attachment
10 Clamp plate
11 Flexible strip
12 Bolt----flexible strip attachment

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Bolt-rear exhaust pipe
Rear silencer and tail pipe assembly
Nut--clip to silencer
Clip--front exhaust pipe to Silencer
Bracket--front exhaust pipe to silencer
Nut---bracket to flexible strip
Bolt--clip to silencer
Clamp platr
Flexible strip
Clamp plate
Bolt--flexible strip to chassis

I

I
I

i
1__ -

Fig. 4.

Exhaust pipe details (Vitesse Mk. 2)

EMISSION CONTROL SYSTEM
EMISSION CONTROL SYSTEM
Introduction-General Requirements
All 1968 model vehicles entering the United States
of America will be required to comply with Federal
Regulations (31 CF.R., Part 85) governing the emission
of Hydrocarbons and Carbon Monoxide from exhaust
systems.
The Federal limits for exhaust emissions are as
follows:
I.

2.

3.

Vehicles with an engine displacement of 50 cubic
inches or more but not in excess of 100 cubic inches:
(i) Hydrocarbons-41O parts per million.
(ii) Carbon Monoxide-2'3 per cent by volume.
Vehicles with an engine displacement in excess of
100 cubic inches but not more than 140 cubic inches:
(i) Hydrocarbons-350 parts per million.
(ii) Carbon Monoxide-2'0 per cent by volume.
Vehicles with an engine displacement in excess of
140 cubic inches:
(i) Hydrocarbons-275 parts per million.
(ii) Carbon Monoxide-l'5 per cent by volume.
In addition to the above requirements, existing
regulations concerning Crankcase Emission will also
apply. Category 2 applies to GT6 models which
have a displacement of 122 cubic inches.

6.

7.

8.

9.
ENGINE MODIFICATIONS
Conformity with regulations imposed by the U.S.A.
for controlling the engine emission of free Hydrocarbon
and Carbon Monoxide is achieved by alterations to
carburation and combustion characteristics. Brief
details of modifications incorporated are as follows:
1.

Exhaust Valves
Stellite faced exhaust valves are fitted to maintain
effective valve seating between servicing intervals.
2. Cylinder Head
A modified cylinder head is fitted, giving a compression ratio of 8· 5: 1 which, together with a new
camshaft, significantly reduces emissions.
3. Camshaft
A new camshaft with 10-50-50-10 timing is fitted
to give better control of emissions during idling
and low speed cruising.
4. Ignition Distributor
The system includes a special distributor which,
in addition to the normal mechanical and vacuum
advance characteristics, has provision for retarding the ignition at idling speeds and during deceleration, by utilising a double acting system.
5. Carburettors
Special twin Stromberg CD.S.E. (Emission) carburettors are fitted. These instruments operate on
the principle of varying the effective areas of choke
and jet orifice, in accordance with the degree of
throttle opening, engine speed and engine load.
The following features are incorporated for controlling emission:

10.

II.

12.

1·501

(a) Fixed non-adjustable jet assembly and biased
needle to achieve consistent air to fuel ratio.
(b) Leak balancing screw for setting all carburettors to a common datum during manufacture,
after which the screw is sealed to prevent
further disturbance.
(c) Temperature compensator assembly which
progressively opens at high engine temperature
to correct the mixture and restore even running.
(d) Throttle by-pass valve which is set to open at a
predetermined manifold depression to admit
air during deceleration.
(e) Wire-locked and sealed cover to discourage
unauthorised tampering.
Air Cleaners
Special air-cleaners are fitted having additional
holes for matching with those provided in the
emission carburettor flanges.
Choke Cables
A special control cable assembly is used for bringing two separate and independently adjustable
choke cables to a single controlling cable.
Accelerator Linkage
The accelerator linkage is modified to provide a
positive idle stop and incorporates "lost motion"
for operating a vacuum control valve when the
throttles are closed.
Vacuum Control Valve
This vacuum control valve is mechanically connected to, and operated by, the accelerator linkage,
to permit normal vacuum ignition advance under
part throttle condition. When the accelerator
pedal is released, full manifold depression is
allowed to operate on the distributor diaphragm
to provide retarded ignition.
Crankcase Emission Control Valve
The emission control valve as fitted to the system
is essentially a depression control device; the inlet
pipe being connected to the engine crankcase and
the outlet to the induction manifold. Manifold
depression is used to remove the blow-by gases yet
facilitate satisfactory idling.
Spark Plugs
Champion UN.12.Y sparking plugs are designed
to give improved combustion.
Pipe Layout
The various devices employed in the enusslon
control system are connected by rigid metal pipes.

GENERAL SERVICING PROCEDURE
Because of the extreme improbability of analytical
equipment being available generally, checks using the
"Sun" recognised equipment or other similar
equipment, will prove adequate for dealing with a stable
system that has proper testing and monitoring when the
vehicle is first built. Durability testing on development
vehicles indicates that once the system has been set
correctly it will remain so, and may well improve, until
severe deterioration in performance or misfiring indicate
the need for attention.
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Routine servicing, carried out at the specific mileage
intervals quoted in the publications provided with each
new vehicle, should rectify or lessen this deterioration.
In addition to normal lubrication and nut tightness
checks, those items which should receive attention during routine servicing include: Distributor maintenance,
carburettor dash-pot oil replenishment and slow running
adjustment, spark plugs, valve rocker clearances, air
cleaner and fuel pump filter.
The procedures listed below and described in greater
detail on the following pages, relate only to those items
which affect emission control. This work must not be
attempted by the owner but should be entrusted to an
authorised Triumph Dealer.
Cylinder Compressions
Ignition Distributor
Maintenance
Performance checks
Timing marks
Ignition timing
Accelerator linkage
General
Setting the accelerator linkage and "slow running" controls.
Setting the fast idling.
Carburettors
General requirements
Maintenance:
1000 mile (Free Service)
6000 mile Routine Service
24000
48000
Emission Control Valve
Iuline Fuel Filter

Ignition Distributor
Distributors fitted to GT6 engines (Fig. I) are provided with a double acting vacuum capsule, which
operates in opposite directions to advance or retard the
ignition.
Directional control of the vacuum retard capsule is
determined by the position of a vacuum valve which is
operated by the accelerator linkage, as shown on Fig. 3.
Directional control of the vacuum advance capsule is
by a conventional manifold depression tapping.
Adjustment is made by turning the body of the
distributor; separate vernier adjustment is not provided.
I.

Maintenance
Every 6,000 miles-lubricate the distributor and readjust or renew the contact breaker points.
Every 12,000 miles-in addition to the 6,000 mile
service, check the ignition timing at idling (800850 r.p.m.).

2.

Performance Checks
Should the distributor performance be suspect, or
if the unit has been dismantled for the purpose of
fitting new components to the automatic advance or
retard mechanism, check the distributor by using
proper equipment, to ensure that it operates within
the limits quoted in Group 6-lgnition distributor.

SERVICING PROCEDURE
Cylinder Compressions
To maintain the quality of engine emission within
the prescribed limits, given on page 1.50 I it is extremely
important that the valve seatings and combustion
chambers continue to remain gas-tight. The general
condition of these items can be assessed by measuring
and comparing the compression pressures of all
cylinders, at 6,000 mile intervals, in the following
manner:
(a) Immediately after a run, that is whilst the engine
is at normal running temperature and the battery is
fully charged, apply the handbrake, engage neutral
and remove all sparking plugs.
(b) Assemble the correct adaptor to the comprcssion
tester and insert the adaptor into No. I plug hole in
the cylinder head. Depress the accelerator pedal.
(C) Press the solenoid starter button and hold it for 2-3
seconds before reading and noting the pressure
indicatea on the gauge. Repeat the procedurc with
each of the remaining cylinders. The readings
should be within 5 p.s.i. of each other.
As this service coincides with sparking plug servicing, clean, reset the gaps and test (at 6,000 miles), and
renew the plugs (at 12,000 miles) before refitting them
to the cylinder head.

Fig. 1. Distributor, showing connections to (1) retard
and (2) vacuum advance side of double acting
vacuum capsule.
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Timing Marks (See Fig. 2)

4.

When No. I piston is at T.D.C. a pointer attached
to the timing cover aligns with a white mark on the
periphery of the crankshaft pulley assembly. An
idling timing mark may also be provided 0·20" in
retard of the T.D.C. mark.
To achieve the requisite accuracy, if the idling timing
mark is not provided, use a pair of dividers, set to
0·20" and mark the appropriate idling point, in
retard of the T.D.C. mark, on the periphery of the
pulley.

(a) Prepare the timing marks as described in the
previous instructions.
(b) Connect a stroboscopic timing lamp and tachometer to the engine in accordance with instructions provided by the manufacturer of the equipment in use.
(c) Start the engine and when normal running
temperature is reached, set the idling speed at
800-850 r.p.m. by turning both carburettor
throttle stop screws an equal amount to achieve
this speed.
(d) Slacken the distributor clamping plate bolt
(Fig. 1) and rotate the distributor body until the
idling mark on the crankshaft pulley aligns with
the timing pointer under the beam of the stroboscopic lamp. This may necessitate readjustment
of the throttle stop screws (item 1, Fig. 4) to
maintain the correct idle speed.
(e) Re-tighten the distributor clamp bolt securely,
recheck the timing and if satisfactory, remove
the stroboscopic lamp and tachometer.

Finally, apply white paint to the leading edge of the
pointer and paint fine lines on the pulley, at the
point made by the dividers, to make the timing mark
visible when using a stroboscopic lamp.
The timing mark will be incorporated on production
at an early date which will eliminate the need for this
operation.

Ignition Timing Marks (Crankshaft Pulley)

Idle
Speed

Ignition Static

(R.P.M.)

Crankshaft
Degrees

800/850

B.T.D.C.

Equivalent
Distance
"A"
(Fig. 2)

Ignition at Idle

Crankshaft
Degrees

Equivalent
Distance

ACCELERATOR LINKAGE

"B"

(Fig. 2)

1.

4°

6°

,3"

Ignition Timing
If the distributor has been removed from the engine,
use the static timing procedure only for starting the
engine. As this method cannot achieve the extreme
accuracy required for the proper functioning of the
emission control system, it is vitally important that
the final ignition setting is made dynamically as
follows:

A.T.D.C.

,2"

T.D.C

General
The accelerator pedal is connected to the carburettor
throttle valves by a system of rods and levers which
incorporate the following features.
Carburettor inter-connection (Fig. 3)
The throttle spindles of both carburettors are
connected by a centre rod assembly having
spring couplings at each end, and mid-way
between, an operating lever arrangement which
provides sufficient "free movement" of the linkage to allow the vacuum valve to open or close
while the throttles remain closed. This free
movement also permits "fast idle" without
disturbing the closed position of the accelerator
linkage.
Relay lever assembly
The relay lever is mounted on a bracket attached
to the carburettor inner attachment studs. This
bracket also accommodates the vacuum valve
and throttle stop. The relative position of these
items is shown on Fig. 3.

2

H333

Fig. 2. Crankshaft pulley timing marks.

Setting the Accelerator Linkage and Slow-running
Controls
If the carburettors have been removed or if the linkage has been disturbed for other reasons, reset the
linkage as follows:
(a) Isolate both throttle spindles by slackening the
clamp bolts (item 1, Fig. 3) on both spring couplings.

1·503
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-ro"

a

insert a
drill shank in this space when
adjusting accelerator controls

b

Driving tongue integral with operating
shaft

c

Driving edge of lower slot

1
2
3
4
5

Spring coupling clamp bolts
Throttle stop
Relay lever
Vacuum valve plunger
Vacuum valve securing screws

Fig. 3. Accelerator linkage

(b) Unscrew the slow running screw on each carburettor to ensure that both throttle valves are
completely closed. From this point, rotate each
stop screw 1t complete turns to open the throttles
an equal amount, thus providing a basis from
which the final idling speed can be set.
NOTE: Ensure that fast-idle screw (item 3,
Fig. 4) is clear of cam (6), and both cold start
levers are against their stops with the dash board
control pushed in. Adjust controls as necessary
to achieve this.
(c) Start the engine and warm-up to normal temperature. Using a suitable instrument to measure the air intake of both carburettors, adjust
the slow-running screws as necessary to achieve
balance at the correct idle speed. Stop the
engine.

(d) With the accelerator linkage assembled as
shown on Fig. 3, insert the shank of a drill in the
space (a) between the tongue of the lever (b)
and the edge of the lever slot (c) (see inset, Fig.
3). With the drill held between these points and
the relay lever (3) against the stop cam (2),
tighten both spring coupling clamping bolts (1)
and remove the drill.
(e) Slacken the vacuum valve securing screws (5)
and move the valve body towards the relay lever
until the operating plunger is fully depressed
(open position). Tighten the securing screws
and check the operation as follows:
([) Slowly operate the accelerator linkage until the
tongue (b) contacts the edge of the lever slot (c).
At this point, the valve plunger (4) should have
reached the end of its stroke (fully closed) and
the throttles should be about to open.

EMISSION CONTROL SYSTEM
3.

I-50S

Setting the Fast Idling (Fig. 4)
(a) Make sure that the choke lever (6) on each carburettor is against its stop when the choke
control on the facia is pushed fully in. If
necessary, re-adjust the cables to achieve this
condition.
(b) Pull the control out sufficiently to bring the cable
trunnion (5) into alignment with the centre of
the fast idle adjusting screw (3) and the centre
of the starter box (2). Slacken the lock nuts (4)
and unscrew both fast idle screws until each is
just contacting the cam.
(c) Start the engine and while it is cold (68°-86°F.),
adjust the fast idle screws by turning each screw
(3) an equal amount to give a tachometer reading of 1,100 r.p.m.
(d) Tighten the locknuts, recheck the fast idle speed
and if satisfactory, push the control fully in and
stop the engine.

STROMBERG CD.S.E. (Emission)
CARBURETTORS
General
The twin Stromberg emission carburettors are the
prime components of the system and great care is
exercised during the manufacture and initial adjustment
of these instruments. Because of the precise manufacturing limits involved and the assembly methods
adopted to prevent unauthorised tampering during use,
the extent of permissible servicing is restricted to the
following:
Adjustments
There are only three adjustments that can be made
to emission carburettors in the field and these are:
1. Idle speed-adjusted by throttle stop screw.
2. Idle emission-adjusted by trimming screw in conjunction with CO. meter or air-fuel ratio meter.
Fast idle-adjusted by fast-idle screw.
Carburettor Servicing Schedules
To maintain the carburettors at peak efficiency,
regular servicing at 6,000 mile intervals is essential. This
also involves the use of coloured gaskets which give
indication that the 24,000 mile service has been carried
out. The appropriate servicing operations and the mileage intervals at which they should be performed are as
follows:
Maintenance
1. At the First 1,000 (Free Service)
(a) Top up the air-valve damper reservoirs (dashpots) with Zenith Lube-Pack or engine oil (see
instruction book) within iN of top of centre rod.
(b) Check and if required, adjust the slow-running
by turning both slow-running screws an equal
amount ~o maintain balance. This may also
involve re-adjustment of the trimming screw as
follows:

Idling screw
2
3
4
5

Starter box
Fast-idle screw
Locknut
Cable trunnion

6

Choke cam-lever

Fig. 4. Showing the position of the choke cam-lever
when making fast-idle adjustment

(c) An idle trimming screw is provided to give very
fine adjustment to compensate for the difference
between a new "stiff" engine and one that is
"run in". THIS IS NOT AN ORDINARY
MIXTURE ADJUSTING SCREW: It regulates a limited amount of air that can be
introduced into the mixing chamber.
It is important to remember that the ear will not
detect any difference between the fully "home"
and fully "open" position of the screw. The
setting should, therefore, be checked by means
of a CO. meter or an air/fuel ratio meter
attached to the exhaust pipe. (The correct
CO. level and air/fuel ratio is given on page
1.510.
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Key to Fig. 5

I

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Carburettor
Spring-idle trimming screw
Idle trimming screw
Gasket-by-pass valve
By-pass valve
Lockwasher under (7)
Screw-securing (5)
Temperature compensator unit
Lockwasher under (10)
Screw-securing (8)
Cover-temperature compensator
Screw-securing (II)
Seal-on compensator body
Seal-inside carburettor
Damper rod }
Washer
Damper
Distance sleeve
assembly
Circlip
Cover-air valve
Screws-securing (19)
Spring-air valve return
Ring-diaphragm attachment
Screw-securing (22) (24)
Diaphragm
Air-valve
Screw-securing (27)
Needle assembly
Spring-idle adjusting screw
Idle adjusting screw
Throttle disc
Screw-securing (30)
Seal-throttle spindle
Throttle spindle
Spring-throttle return
Lever-throttle
Screw-fast idle

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

Locknut-securing (36)
Lockwasher-retaining (39)
Nut-throttle spindle
Coupling-throttle spindles
Connecting lever assembly
Clamping bolt
Washer-under (42)
Nut-securing (42)
Nut
Shakeproof washer
Washer
Lever
Screw--eable attachment
Return spring
Starter
Screw
box
Shakeproof washer
assembly
Starter box cover
Spring
Spindle
Retainer
Valve plate
Cable abutment bracket
Spring clip
Screw-securing (58)
Float pivot pin
Gasket-float chamber
Needle valve
Float assembly
Float chamber cover
Washer-under (68/69)
Spring washer-under (68/69)
Screw-securing (65)
Screw-securing (65)
Plug
Rubber "0" ring-for (70)
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At 6.000 Mile Intervals

At these reriods rerform the operations I a and 1b,
listed under the 1,000 mile service.

IMPORTANT: Do not inter-mix the carburet tor
comronents when carrying out the following rrocedure. Referring to Fig. 5:
(,ll Remove both carhurettors fWIll the manifold.

:1.

At 12.000 Mile Intervals (Fig, 6)
Change the "inlrne" ruel tiller by slackening the
I'olt attaching the Jilter cllr to the valance
r,111el, and disconnecting both rubber tube~ to
the filter. Whe'1 fltting the new filler ensure that
lhc .inlet Side IS facing downwards i.e. towards
the fud flow.

rlace them on ,1 clean bench surface and
SeraI'd Ie the two instruments. Unscrew the
centre Ixass plug (701 ,Ind drain ti',e fuel from
each carhurelwr into ,1 suit,d·'
receptacle.
l i nscrew the damper ( 15) from 'JC top of the
clrbnrettor and drain the I I. '1 the dash-poL
(b) Unscrew the tloat-chaL ·vi il'dnl! screws (6R)
(69) and \vitheil,l'v float-chamber (6') vcrticallv
from the body. Remove the flo:', t··,:ha III be I'
gaskets (62), unclip the tloat pivot rill (61 I and
take out the tloats (64). Unscrew the needle
valve (63) from the tloat-chamber cover and
remove the "0" ring (71) from the centre plug.
(e) Thoroughly cleanse all comronents removed.
Using a new washer provided, securely screvv
thc needle valve into position.
(d) Having II1spected the tloats for damage or
distortion. and rectified if required, refit the
tloat assembly. Slide in the pivot pin and clip
the assembly into position. To ensure correct
fuel level. invert the instrument so that the tag
closes the needle valve and measure from the
face of the cover (i.e. with gasket removed) to
the highest point of each float. Correct measurements arc 16·0 to 17·0 mm.

Fig. 6. Showing position of 'inline' fuel filter

4.

At 24,000 Miles
This service requires one Red Emission Pack "8"
containing two tloat-chamber gaskets (Red).
two "0" rings, two needle valves, two diaphragms, four throttle spindle seals, four temperature comrensator seals and two hy-rass
valve body gaskets. Additionally, a "Pozidrive"
screwdriver is required for removing srt:clal
screws.

IMPORTANT: Take ail possible rrecautif)ns to
avoid the inler-mixing of similar eomronents. Keer
the relevant pans or one carbure[(or separate rrom
those or the other.

(e) Using a new gasket, retit the float chamber by
tightening the retaining screws securely from the
centre, outwards. Fit a new "0" ring to the
centre plug and screw this tightly into rosition.

(1') Using new gaskets, refit both carburettors to
the induction manifold. Replenish the dashrots with Zenith Lube-pack or the recommended grade of engine oil. to within l' of Ihe
top of the centre rod and refit the dampers.
Reconnect the accelerator controls and reset the
earburettors as described on page 1.50:1.

Air Vahe

·\ssembl~

(i) Remove lhc l];>.)1per asscmbly (15), unscrew
the f\)ur cover fixll1g screws (20) and carefullv
lift oj) the c'ovcr (19), Remove the cur valve
return spring (21.1. lift out the air valve (25) and
dram the oil fn'lll the guide rod. Slacken the
IllClerIng ncedle cLlInp,ng screvv (26) and withdr.lw the needle (27), placing thIS carcfull; ttl
one Side to avoid dalllagl'.

Referring to Fig. 5, proceed as foll()\\ s:
(ill fake out the four diaphragm retainillV screws

Float Chambers
Carry out the following oreratlons USll1g the new
needle valves provided in the Red Emission Pack

"8".

(2:1) and remove the ring 122) and dianhragni
(24). Locatmg its tag In the rccess provided.
position the new ciiaphreigm on the aIr valvc.
"ollo\\ed by the ring and secure b~ tirml;
tlghl('ning the four screws.
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CONNECTION TO
INLET MANIFOLD

DECELERATOR
BY-PASS VALVE

THROTTLE LINKAGE

DECELERATOR
BY-PASS VALVE

I

o

These open when the
high vacuum, occuring
during deceleration,
overcomes spring pressure.

~D

VACLLlM VALVE

/@)

@

@
©@ @
@

VACUIIM RETARD
CAPSULE

\ACUUJ\l ADVANCE
CA PSU L,F

Ret~rds

I

ignition during Idle and
deceleration when the throttle
linkage orens the valve,

Fig. 7. Vacuum circuit for deceleration control
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(iii) Having checked to ensure that there is spring
action in the housing at the top of the metering
needle shank (27), insert this into the base of
the air valve, lining up the flat portion with the
locking screw (26). Using a narrow straight
edge (approximately I wide) placed against
the needle shoulder, push the needle into the air
valve until the straight edge aligns the shoulder
with the flat face inside the flange formed on the
outer edge of the air valve. This position is
extremely critical. Lightly tighten the locking
screw to avoid crushing the needle biasing
spring housing. When correctly fitted, the
needle is biased towards the throttle and the
shoulder of the needle is exactly flush with the
air valve face.

(iii) Using the new seals provided, replace the inner
seal (14) in the carburettor body, and the outer
seal (13) on the compensator unit. Refit the
unit to the carburettor and tighten the two
screws (10).

N

Throttle Spindle Seals
(i) Unscrew three screws (7) and lift off the by-pass

valve assembly (5) and gasket (4).
(ii) Unscrew the throttle spindle nut (39), release
the throttle spring (34) and ta ke off the lever
(35) and spring (34).
(iii) Pull or prise out the old throttle spindle seals
(32) and replace with new seals. A small hole
is provided in the face of the seal to facilitate
removal.

(iv) Carefully enter the air valve and diaphragm
assembly into the main body, guiding the
metering needle into the jet with a finger in the
air intake.
Locate the outer tag of the diaphragm in a corresponding aperture on top of the body and
look down the centre of the air valve to ensure
that the two depression transfer holes are
towards, and in line with, the throttle
spindle. The metering needle should also be
biased towards the throttle.

(iv) Re-assemble the spring and lever to the throttle
spindle and securely tighten and lock the nut
(39).
(v) Using a new gasket (4), refit the by-pass valve
to the carburettor body and securely tighten the
three screws (7).
Carburettor Installation
(i) Place new flange gaskets on the manifold studs,
connect the two carburettors together and attach
them to the manifold.
(ii) Connect the controls, replenish the dash-pots
and reset the carburettors as described under
"Accelerator Linkage", page 1.503.

(v) Refit the air valve return spring and, holding
air valve with finger or thumb in the air intake,
slide on the cover and locate the screw holes:
The damper ventilation boss must be towards
the air intake. Refit the four cover screws,
tightening them evenly and securely, then check
movement of air valve. Freedom of movement
is essential and when released from the uppermost position, the air valve should fall with a
sharp metallic click on to the carburettor
bridge.
Temperature Compensator Unit
(i) Take out the screws (10) and remove the temperature compensator unit (8).
(ii) Release the cover (11) by removing two screws
(12) and check for freedom of valve movement
by lifting it from its seat. When released, the
valve should return freely. Do not strain the
bi-metal blade or attempt to alter its tension
adjustment. There should be a consistent radial
clearance around the valve to allow for thermal
expansion. [f offset, slacken the fixing screw
and move the blade laterally to centralise the
valve. Provided the valve is free, replace the
cover (II) and tighten the screw (12).

5.

50,000 Miles Service
At this stage it is recommended that the 24,000
mile service is repeated or the old carburettors are
removed, rebuilt and/or substituted by complete
new exchange units. To conform with the mileage
interval pattern of the vehicle general regular
maintenance procedures, it is suggested for convenience that this be performed at the 48,000
miles routine vehicle service.
CRANKCASE EMISSION CONTROL VALVE
See page 3.110.
IGNITION AND CARBVRETTOR SETTINGS
Idle speed (r.p.m.) ..
Ignition static (approx.)
Ignition at idle
Distributor Part Number
Basic carburettor settings
Idle e.O. level engine warm
Equivalent air/fuel ratio at idle
(approx.) ..

800/850
6 c B.T.D.C.
4° AT.D.C.
308372
Fixed
2'5/0 -3-5""
13·5 : I
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In order to comply vVlth Federal regulations
concerning Emission and Evaporative control
Systelllsbe(\veen i9h9and 1973. certain compon<:nl' have either be<:n inloduc<:d or delet<:d.
The fotlovvlng notes will <:sublish any
alter.ltions ill <:omponent servIcing. c\lI rclevant
tcchnical d<it'l is glvcn 011 the undcrhonllct 'de<:a!"
for a particular model year.
Routine sel'vicing sche 'ulcs for all years
are given In the appropriate 'Passport to Service'.

EMISSION AND EVAPORATIVE
CONTROL SYSTEM
c\lI Triulllph models entcring the North
,'\merlcan markets incorporate etncient emission
control svstems. These systcms ena ble the
vehicles to conform with all current State
and Federal Rcgulations governing the emission of hydrocarbclns, carbon monoxide,
nitric oxide and thc cmission of fucl, by evaporation, frolll the fuel delivery system.
Thc evaporativc control system uses an
,lciivated carhon filter through which the fuel
tank is vented. The following are features of the
evaporative control system:
i)

Thc carburetter float chambers are vented
to the engine during open th rottle conditions
and to the carbon canister at dosed throttle.

2)

The carl)on canister is vented to atmosphere
(on latcr models only via an antl-run-on
vaive). The cani'>ter is purged and prcvcnted
from vapour build-up by piping to the constant deprcssion are<1 of cach carburetter.
The crankcase breath ing i:; also lin ked to
the abovc piping system via the right-hand
ca III cover.

3)

A separate)r tank prevcnts fuel surges from
reaching the canister and thus saturating
the sv,;tcm.

4)

The fuel filter cap is sealed to
cvaporative losses.

S)

On carly models a pipe from each corner of
the fuel tank is fed to a large expansion tank
wh icll prevcnts a fucl llverllow [0 the
ev "porative systcm

0)

On later models, the fucl tank filler tube
extends into the tank to prevent complete
filling and so allov\ for expansion of fucl 111
hot weat her.

7)

The piping from the separator tank to
c1Ilister contains a rcstri<:tor valve which will
prevenr the fucltank being overfliled,

1·511
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EVAPORATI\I,: LOSS CONTROL

SYSTEi\1
Leak testing
Test .1 ppar.llus:
Wa tcr manometer, pressurc
regulating valvc, pressure scaling. valve and
pressurized air suprly. An altCrll<ttive to the
manometcr is an "ccura te pressure gaugc rC~lding
o to 3D in of water vv ith which a pressure rdid
valve or weak rubber connection will bc ncccssary
to protcct against ovcr-pressurizing the systcm.

WARNING: During the test, pressure will be
applied to the fuel ta~k breather system. The
pressure, albeit very low, may displace pipe
connections or cause an emission of fud vapour. It
is, therefore very dangerous to allow smoking
or naked lights in the test area, or exceed the
pressure quoted.

Test procedure
I.

At the carbon canister, detach the tube from
the separator tank anJ insert the rressurizing
tu be of the test apparatus.

'1

Apply 20 in of water pressure to the svstem
and close thc scaling valvc.
DO NOT
EXCEED 25 INCHES
OF WATER
PRESSURE,

3.

After two minutes. check thc pressure in the
system. If this h,1s fallen more than 2 in. of
water, investigation and rectdication IS
necessary.

prevent

Fig. 8 Procedure

-----------------~-----
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7

2

3

Key to Fig. 9

3.

5
Fig. 9 Evaporation System: Later models

4.
5.
6.
7.

I
I.

.'.
4.
5.
6.
5.

7
8.
Fig. 10 Evaporation System: Early models

Plpe- Epgme to Carburcttor
Pipe-~Canisterpurge
Adsorption canister
Pipe-·· EvaporatIOn tank to canister
Fuel tank
Sealed filler cap
Seperator tank

El11lsslon Control Valve
Pipe - Rocker cover to Canister
Activated Carbon Canister
Pipe - Overflow.lank to Canister
Main Fuel Tank
Sealed Filler Cap
Main Fuel Tank
Pipe - Filler tube to overtlow tank
Overflow Tank
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ADSORPTION CANISTER AND/OR
AIR FILTER

Removing
1.

Remove the nut and screw on the canister
securing strap.

2.

Lift the canister clear of the bracket.

3.

Unscrew the base of the canister and lift out
the filter.

4.

Clean any carbon particles from the base of
the canister.

Refitting
5.

Fith the new filter into body of canister.

6.

Reverse 1 to 3 ensuring that the c~mister
pipes are still in position and that they
present leC'k free joints.

WARNING: Because of the possible pressence
of fuel fumes, avoid naked lights or actions likely
to cause sparks.
NOTE:

1973 model year vchicles have a non
replaceable filter.

Fig. 12 Adsorption canister and running on control valve
(1973 only)
RUNNING ON CONTROL VALVE
Description of op~ration
The running on control valve prevents the
'running-on' of the engine after the ignition is
switched off when, due to the heat of the engine,
a condition of compression ignition is set up.
The method of achieving a cut-off is by applying a
slight 'vacuum' to the float chamber of the carburettors when the ignition is switched off.
When the ignition is switched oft' a solenoid
is activated which operates a valve that seals
off the inlet to the bottom of the carbon canister.
With the inlet sealed a connection to the inlet
manifold applies a partial vacuum to the canister
and consequently to the noat chambers via an
interconnecting pipe. The vacuull~ thus applied
is sufficient to prevent fuel being drawn into the
engine. When the engine has stopped and the oil
',;ressure drops to zero the solen-Jld is de-activated
and the engine is thus ready again for operation.
RF~'NING

ON CONTROL VALVE

(1973 VEHICLES ONLY)

K249

Fig. 11 Adsorption canister (pre 1973 only)

Remove and refit
Remming
I.
Rcmove thc carbon canister.
[)i,clJnncct thc two electncal leads at thc top
of the valve.
3. Disconnect the vacuum signal pipe.
4. Remove the securing bolts and lift otT the
valve.
R e f i t t i n g ! ;.
5. Rc'.crse instructions I te 4.

EMISSION CONTROL SYSTEI\1

1·514

I

c. O. LEVELS AT IDLE

THERMOSTATIC SWITCH
(1973 MODELS ONLY)
Check

The therl11Glstatic vacuum switch increases the
speed of the engine during proleJl1ged idling at
high ambient temperatures thus promoting more
efficient cooling and preventing overheating.
The valve, located in the cooling system. is
connected in the vacuum pipe. carburettor to
distributor. A sensor In the coolant vents the
vacuum pipe to atmosphere at 105 C (220'F).
The effect is to negate the retard system,
thus advancing the timing of the ignition spark
and increasing the engine speed.
Removing

Special tools: ApprO\ed infra-red gas analyser.
1.

Attain normal engine running temperature.
Set the idle speed to that quoted on the
emission control under bonnet decal.

3.

Check ignition timing, reset if necessary.

4.

Re-check idle speed-adjust if necessary.

5.

Insert the gas analyser probe as far as possible
into the exhaust pipe.

6.

Check the C. O. reading (compare with
emission control label).

7a. Adjust mixture if necessary.

1.

Drain the coolant

2.

Disconnect the vacuum pipes from the switch.

8.

Withdraw the analyser probe.

3.

Carefully remove the switch from the radiator

9.

Switch off the ignition.

Refitting

4.

Reverse instruction I to 3 use a scaling
compound to ensure a leak free jl)int.

Fig. 14 Thermostatic vacuum switch

b. Check idle speed--adjust if necessary.

NOTE Do not allow the engine to idle for longer
than 3 minutes without a 'clear ouf burst of 1
minute at 2000 rev/min.

Fig. 15 Checking C. O. Level
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CRA:-.IKCASE EMISSION CONTROL
CranKcase breathing ~llld evacuation of "blow by' gases is achieved by utili7illg the characteristic partial
vacuum III the constani depression carburettors.
By this method crankcase emissions are burned in the enginc
combUSlJon process. A wire gauze sirainer in the engine top cover acts as an oil se)ar~l\o:-;ftaille arrestor.

7

Fig. 16. Crankcase hreathing system
I.
3.
4.

Cr~\llKcase bre~l\hcr

pipe
Vent \ ~11\ e conllL'Lting pipes
Canister pUlge pipe
[vClpordtive corltrol canister

5.
6.
7.
~.

':!.

C,mlster In fuel tanK pipe
Run-on cllntrol valve
Vacuum control pipe
SolefllJllJ conncctions
Can i.;ter to nUl-on control pipe

10. I-lame arrestor
A. J'r in. restrictor
B. ,I) in. restrictor
C. 1~ in. restrictors

------------------------------

----------l
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HOSE CONNECTIONS
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CARBON STORAGE CANISTER

RENEW CANISTER

THERMOSTATIC SWITCH

CHECK SWITCH OPERATION AND RENEWIF NECESSARY

RUNNING ON CONTROL VALVE

CHECK VALVE OPERATIOr-J Ar-JD RENEW IF r-JECESSARY
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EMI~~IO'"
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CAREl RETTER

nl..\(l·ta~!r::; l.:\tcn,i\c carhurctter scr\JL'ing it IS rCCOIl\1l1L'ndcd that (Hhe:" cng.inc Cadurs and L(JI11f1()nL'nh "liell a~
1...'lll1':pJ'i..''-,',!nn''. \a:\c clear ,KC, distribut~1r. snarl.lll!:! plugs. air intakl: tClllj"1l'ratll1"e L\)l1trul . . y"'lC 11 1 ell",. arc

nl u'rrc-.. tIlC\" u! Olicrariol1.

CAl :-.1

SY"lI'Pl[\"l

ACTION
Remake jl)inrs as nl:c:e"~HV. Check Idle cal bon
monoxide level \\ ith CO Illeter

bl Tllnlttlcs not syndlroni/cd.

cl

Air vahc or vaives sticking in piston guide

ci

P~illialh

or rullv obstructed float chamber or

I. Poor idle quality

I

di~Jplm;gm ventilation holes.

-----_ .. _-

... _ - - - -

----

_.. _--

-

...

valves worn,
--

v1etering needle Incorrectly fitted or wrong
tvpe oj needle litted.

..

_-

I

g) Diaphragm inl'on'ectly located or damaged.

1\1

Leakage from retard pire connections.

i)

Temper-atLire

com~'ensator

_

Remakc
setlings.

faulty.

------

----

-----'

After considerable scrvice leakage may occur
at thl'Ottle spindle or secondary throttle
spindles.

Air valve spring

-----. ~I
Leal\age from the fuel connections, float chamber
jOlllt, or sealing plug '0' rings,
Faully by-pass valve.

5. Lack of engine power

Stick ing Ih rollies.

ignilion

With engine and carburetter cold check that
compensator cone is seated and free to me)\c
off seat. If any doubt exists, replace unit with
new assembly.

~-=_~~~-~r-~~ec~-;~d;esetas

I

4. Lack of engine braking

recheck

Check damper oil level and top LIp \\ ith specified
oil: recheck damper operation by raising piston
by hand, whereupon resistance should bc felt.

Throttle linkage operation incorrect.

Heavy fuel consumption
I and 2 plus

and

missin~orvv~~n~~'~~;flt;~d---I-~~~~~e~~~:r~ct-~;;d~-~fspli~~

Ignitil)n timing incorrect

.1,

connections

Replace spindle seals or spindles as required.

k) Pislon damper inoperative

Hesitation or 'ilat SJlot'
ITEM I a, b. c, d, e.f,
g and h plus

Ensure shoulder of needle is Ill,,:, vv ith face of air
vake and that needle bias is Cl)[Teet.
Check location with air valve covel' removed,
piston depression hules should be in line vv ilh
and face towards the thwlIle srindie. Renevv
diaphragm with cOI-rect type ir damage is in
evidence.

I

j)

Check that gasketls) arc nl)t causing obstruction
01' piping obstructed.

I Reset float heights and clean or replace needle

IncorrL'et rue.1 lev.el caused by maladjusled
110at assemblies or wom or dirty needle valve.
_...

f)

Clean air valve mds and guides and re-assemble.
Check piSll)n frec movement I)y hand. unit
should move fr'eeh and retulll carburellL'l' bridge
\\ ith an audible click,

~

rods.

d)

Re-balance cal'bur'ellers and reset linkage.

I

required,

and

relit as

-----

Check operation or linkage between carburetter's
and operation of secondary throttle links: resct
or replace parts as required.
Replace gaskets and '0' rings as required.
Replace by-pass valve with new unit.
Check throltle operation and reset as required.

---------

Ignition retard inoperative.

Check ignition setting al idle and ensure eOITect
functioning of retard system

I

Damaged diaphragm.

I-

Inspect and
damaged,

Lo\V fuel flo\V.

Check discharge from fuel pump. Inspect needle

replace

it' incorrectly

tilled

sealing.
I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - -valve
----_._----------------------

"'OTE: To ensul'e comrliance \\ ilh exhaust emission legislative I-equlrements the rollowing items M liST t\OT be changed or
modified in any wav.
The fuel jet asscmbh. the air valve; the depression cover; the positi,)n of the fuelmetel-ing necdle.
The following items must not be adjusted in ser\ ice but should be replaced completely bv ractory-set units.
Thc temperature compensator; the air valve return sp,-ing; the \:'lv-pass unil. the staner assembly,

I

- -i

01-

I

-II

I
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MASTER CYLINDER OPERATION
A.

Clutch Driving Condition
When the clutch pedal is released, the push rod (13) is returned to its stop (10) by the pedal return spring. This
permits the plunger (9) to move rearwards under pressure of the spring (6). The flange on the end of the valve shank
(5) contacts the spring retainer (7) and as the plunger continues to move rearwards, the valve shank (5) lifts
the seal (2) from its seat on the end of the cylinder bore and compresses the spring (3). Hydraulic fluid can then
flow past the three-legged distance piece (4) and seal (2) either to or from the reservoir
B.

Clutch Released Condition
Initial movement of the push rod (13) and plunger (9) releases the valve shank (5) and permits the spring (3) to
press the valve shank (5) and seal (2) against its seat. This cuts off communication between the cylinder and reservoir. Continued movement of the plunger displaces fluid through the hydraulic pipelines and releases the clutch.

A

B

6 Plunger return spring
7 Retainer
8 Seal (plunger)
9 Plunger

Mastel cylinder body
Seal (valve)
3 Spring (valve seal)
4 Distance piece
5 Valve
I

2

Fig. 2.

10
11
12

13

Abutment plate
Circlip
Dust excluder
Push-rod

Section through clutch master cylinder

Second Issue

CLUTCH

2·104

CLUTCH MASTER CYLINDER
To nemove (Figs. 3 and 5)
Proceed as follows:
Drain the hydraulic fluid through the clutch
slave cylinder bleed nipple. Pull back the rubber
dust excluder (II) and withdraw the clevis pin
(14) securing the push rod to the pedal (7). Uncouple the hydraulic pipe from the master
cylinder. Remove the bolts (16) from the master
cylinder mounting flange and withdraw the unit
from the bulkhead.

g.-..-----2

10

9~'

;-3

.~"

8

~

To Dismantle (Fig. 4)
IMPORTANT: Before carrying out work
on the clutch master cylinder see warning
note on page 3 '202.

4
~.

Depress the push rod (13), remove the circlip
(II) and withdraw the push rod together with
items (10) and (II).
Shake out the plunger, spring and valve
assembly. If necessary, apply a low pressure air
line to the outlet union to eject the assembly.
Lift the clip on the spring retainer (7) and
remove the retainer from the plunger (9) with
the valve and spring assembly.
Detach the valve shank (5) by passing it
through the offset hole in the retainer (7). Remove the spring (6), distance piece (4) and spring
(3) from the valve shank (5). Detach the seal (2)
from the valve shank (5) and the seal (8) from
the plunger (9).

5

7----~

G053

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Master cylinder
Bolt
Spring
Fulcrum pin
Circlip
Pedal rubber
Pedal
Pivot bush

Fig. 3.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Bolt
Pedal bracket
Rubber dust excluder
Split pin
Plain washer
Clevis pin
Master cylinder bracket
Bolt

Exploded clutch pedal and bracket assembly

Inspection
Clean all the components with Girling cleaning fluid, examine for deterioration and renew
as necessary.
To Re-assemble (Fig. 4)

• ;:i:(jJ:]

~'51fiii[}~f ~

~!

18

\

7

6

1~4

h~

'(,

9

Fig. 4. Exploded clutch master cylinder
Annotations are given under Fig. 2
(Inset shows correct assembly of spring (3»
Second Josue

.\r3>~5tl· -

\2

Fit new seals (8) and (2) to items (9) and (5).
Assemble the spring (3), distance piece (4),
spring (6) and retainer (7) to the valve shank (5).
Attach the assembly to the plunger (9), lubricate
with unused hydraulic fluid and fit into the
master cylinder bore.
Refit the push rod (13) with abutment plate
(10) and circlip (11).
To Refit (Figs. 3 and 5)

G052

Reverse the removal operations, refill with
hydraulic fluid and bleed the system as described
on page 2'106.

2·105

CLUTCH
CLUTCH PEDAL AND
SUPPORT BRACKET
To Remove (Fig. 3)
Lift the rubber dust excluder (11) and remove
the srlit pin (12) clevis pin (14) and washer (13).
Take out six bolts (2). two bolts (9) and detach
the pedal and support bracket assembly from the
bulkhead.
Dismantling (Fig:. 3)
Detach the pedal rubber (6) and unhook the
sl'ring (3).
Remove the circlips (5) and withdraw the fulcnUll pin (4).
Assembly (Fig. 31
If necessary drive out the bush (8) and press
a new one into the pedal arm (7).
Apply a little zinc oxide grease to the bush
(8) and fulcrum pin (4) and replace the pedal (7).
pin (4) and circlips (5).

Fig. 5. Master cylinder location
Annotations are given under Fig. 3

To Refit (Fig. 3)
Revnse the removal procedure and apply
Secldstik SR 51 around the attachment bolt holes
a nd the lip of the dust excluder.

SL\ \E CYLINDER
(Figs. (, and 7 J
Rel'errll1g to page 2·207 renHwe the facia
support bracket and gearbox cover. Drain the
clutch hydraulic system by attaching a tube to
the hleed nipple (4) and pumping the clutch
pedal. Remove the tube and disconnect the
hydraulic feed pipe.
Take Ollt I he holts (9) and remove the slave
cylinder.
10

Remon~

Fig. 6.

Slave cylinder location
4

To Dismantle (Fig. 7)
I!'vlPORTANT: Rdore carrving out work
the clutch slaw cylinder see w~\rning
note on page 3·202.

,1[1

Rel1w\ c t he cover (I J. cn-clip (2) and shake
ti,e pl'\",;; (7) and ,.pring (6). Detach the
~C~t i ! ~i) I'rO!J1 the r"i~ton.
('lll

I" Rl:a"emhll' If j,C. 7)
I.uhl-icale Ih,' cOl1lponents

II i1h unused hydrauliC 11,,1<1 and assembie a new scal (3) to the
plstun I-i. placmg the seallllg lip towards the
closed cnd or the body (5). Insert the spnng (6)
and pISton into the bod:: Iwr,". Spring the circlip
(2) into positillil and re-attach the rubber cOlcr

i
I

7

(I).

8

Tn RI'fit
Reverse the removal procedure, ensuring that
the push rod is correctly engaged in the piston
cup. Re-connect the hydraulic feed pipe, refill
and bleed the system.
Replace the gearbox cover and facia support
bracket.

I

2
3
4

Dust cover
Circlip
Seal
Bleed nipple

Fig. 7.

5

6
7
8

Body
Spring
Piston
Push rod

Slave cylinder details
Second Issue
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BLEEDING THE HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
1.

Ensure that the reservoir is topped up to
from the top.

1"

\Vipe clean the bleed nipple and attach to it
a short length of small bore tubing. Allow
the tube to hang in a clean container partially
filled with hydraulic fluid, so that its end is
below the level of the fluid.
Unscrew the bleed nipple one complete turn.
NOTE: During bleeding, the reservoi!' fluid
level falls rapidly. Should the reservoir empty,
air will be drawn into the system and necessitate repeating the bleeding procedure. Ensure that the level does not fall below half
full, by constantly replenishing with NEW
FLUID. (See pages 0'116/0 117).
4 . Depress the clutch pedal fully and let it return without assistance. Repeat this operation with a slight pause between each depression of the pedal. Observe the fluid being
discharged into the glass container and when
all bubbles have ceased to appear, hold the
clutch pedal down on the following down
stroke. Whilst the pedal is thus held, securely tighten the bleed screw and remove the
tubing from the nipple.
5. Top up the master cylinder with hydraulic
fluid and road test the vehicle.

3.

•

GO~O J
Fig. 8.

Clutch release bearing

IMPORTANT: For bleeding or replenishment of the system use only fluid that has
been stored in a container sealed from atmosphere. Immediately bleeding is completed,
re-seal residual fluid in the container before
it is again stored, as exposure to atmosphere
lowers the fluid boiling point.

CLUTCH RELEASE BEARING
To Remove (Fig. 9)
Remove the gearbox from the vehicle as
described on page 2·207.
Unclip the release lever (I) from the spherical
pivot pin (2) and withdraw the bearing and sleeve.
Press the sleeve (3) from the bearing (4).
I

Release lever

3

Throwout sleeve

To Refit

2

Pivot pin

4

Throwout bearing

Reverse the removal procedure and apply a
smear of zinc oxide grease to the pivot pins and
sleeve (3).

Fig. 9.

Second [sslIe

Clutch release lever attachment

CLUTCH
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CLUTCH DATA
TYPE
LININGS
OPERATION
ADJUSTMENT
DRIVEN PLATE

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

GT6
VITESSE
OS. No. BB 8/235. OS. No. BB 8/236.
Wound yarn WR7 Raybestos 1133C
Hydraulic. Girling system.
Not provided. Hydrostatic operation.

Borg and Beck 8f' dia.

Belleville washer type cushioned by six White/Lt. Green springs.

Splines %
,.
Splines I/O
Splines
Flywheel face to cover
Flywheel face to spring tips (Measured \·92" (48'77
mm.) dia, using 0·28' (7'\ mm.) thickness gauge
plate .,
Maximum travel
Lining 0/0
Li'1ing I/O
Driven plate thickness (under 950 lb. (431 kg.)
load) ..

Fig. 10

0·998" (25'35 mm.), 0·996" (25'30 mm.)
o 870" (22·\0 mm.), 0·804" (20'42 mm.)
1,00" (25 -4 mm.) x \0 S.A.E.
2·05" (52'07 mm.)

1-491" (35'35 mm.), \·376" (34'95 mm,)
0·290" (7,36 mm.), 0·270" (6'86 mm.)
8'00" (203 mm.)
5·75" (146 mm.)
0·290" (7'36 mm,), 0·270" (6'86 mm.)

Sectioned view of the clutch unit

Second Issue
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3
4
3

!

I

5

I

6

~~~
(1::

/

C

"

)\\ ... !
!1

i'

)

Ii
!

11
10

"

-'

4

Driven pi ate
Pr~ssur~ plale
Fulcrum ring
i )Iaphragrn spring
Cover pressing
Rctr;1Ctor cI ip

Fig. 11.

7
8
9
10
Ii

9

Rivet
Setscrev.
Rivet
Balance weight
RIvet

Clutch unit details

CLUTCH UNIT
To Remove
Remove the gearhox as descnbed ,1n page
:2-207, (GT6) 2.224 (\; itesse) Progressively unscrew
the clutch attachment setscrews (8) (Fig. 11)
and detach the c(wer assembly and driven plate
from the flywheel face.

To Refit
Check the clutch driven plate for Hill-out bv
mounting it on a mandrel between lathe centres
and rotating it slowly whilst the plunger ('( a dial
indicator be;]rs dgainst the olltside face of the
Illdiun linrng
Tile maximlllll run-out must not exc,:cd 0'1)\)"'
(02311111'1.1. ['rise the plate 111 the reqUilcLi direr
lll'il lillti! the rlJlH'ut IS \'.ilhin speeitied lim!h.
Check the i!, \\ heel clutch race tor satisfacto['\
I:illhiulon. and retit the clutch unit as folkms.
With the longer boss of the splined hub (().
\\drds the gearbox offer the driven plate up to
tile ny ,\hcel and centralisc it bv using a discarded
input sltaft (Fig. 121.
Locate the cover lissembly over the threc
dowers and secure the cover pressing by evenly
tigh tening the setscrews to the correct torque.
Remove the centralising shaft.

Fig. 12.

Second Issue

Centralising the clutch unit

NOTE: The clutch unit must not be dismantled nor serviced for any reason. Should
any fault be evident, a replacement unit must

be fitted.

DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES

PARTS & DESCRIPTION
Input Shaft
Spigot diameter
Crankshaft spigot bush LD.
No. of splines
Diameter of journal for
front ballrace
Front ballrace LD.
Front ballrace O.D.
Bore in casing
Bore for mainshaft spigot
bearing
No. of teeth
Mainshaft
Spigot diameter
2nd/3rd gear bush journal
diameter
Ist gear journal diameter
Centre ballrace journal
diameter
Centre ballrace LD.
Centre ballrace O.D.
Bore in casing
Rear ballrace journal
diameter
Rear ballrace LD.
Rear ballrace O.D.
Bore in rear extension

DIMENSIONS
NEW
in.
nun.
0·492
0·494
0·4998
0·5005

12·497
12·547
12·795
12 ·813

CLEARANCES
NEW
In.
nun.

REMARKS

1---------I
I

0'0058
0·0085

0·147
0·216

-0,0008
0·0001

-0,010
0·003

-0,001
0'000

-0,03
0·000

-0,0007
0·0002

-0·018
0·005

-0,001
0·000

-0·03
0·00

-0'0006
-0,0001

- 0·015
-0·003

10

1·0001
1·0005
0·9997
1·0002
2·4990
2·4995
2·4985
2·4990
0·7505
0·7509

25·402
25 ·413
25·392
25·405
63·475
63·487
63·462
63·475
19·063
19·073
19

0·4995
0·5000
0·8733
0·8738
1·0912
1·0917
1·0000
1·0004
0-9997
1'0002
2-4990
2·4995
2·4985
2·4990
0'7501
0·7504
0·7498
0·7502
1·042
1·8747
1·82

12·687
12·700
22·182
22·194
27·716
27·729
25·400
25·411
25-392
25·405
63·475
63·487
63·462
63·475
19·055
19·067
19-045
19·055
47-605
47-617
46·228

2° taper

Fig. 1.

Gearbox details (Mo vmg
. parts)

Key to Fig. I
Locating bolt

20

Ball

39

Front ballrace

2

Reverse idler spindle

21

1st/2nd synchro hub

40

Oil thrower

3

Reverse idler bush

22

Baulk ring

41

Input shaft

4

Nyloc nut

23

Thrust washer

42

Roller bearing

5

Pivot pin

24

2nd speed gear

43

Mainshaft

6

Reverse actuator

25

2nd gear bush

44

Thrust washer

7

Reverse idler gear

26

Thrust washer

45

Coupling flange

8

Distance tube

27

3rd gear bush

46

Nut

~

M

Speedo driven gear

28

3rd speed gear

47

Pin

>
::e

10

Circlip

2°

Circlip washa

48

Countershaft spindle

0

II

Washer

30

Circlip

49

Rear thrust washer

12

Snap ring

31

3rd/Top synchro sleeve

50

Retaining ring

13

Centre ballrace

32

Baulk ring

51

Needle rollers

14

Thrust washer

33

Ball

52

Retaining ring

15

Ist speed gear

34

Spring

53

Countershaft gear cluster

16

Baulk ring

35

3rd/Top synchro hub

54

Retaining ring

17

Split collars

36

Baulk ring

55

Needle rollers

18

1st/2nd synchro sleeve

37

Circlip

56

Retaining ring

19

Spring

38

Snap ring

57

Front thrust washer

9
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DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES-cO/llilllled

PARTS & DESCRIPTION

CLEARANCES
NEW
111_
mm.

DIMENSIONS
NEW
mm.
111.

REMARKS
---

------------------------

--------------------

Mainshaft--continued
3rd gear circ1ip groove
width
3rd gear circ1ip width
Mainshaft length between
front face of 1st/2nd synchro
hub splines and front face of
3rd gear circlip groove
Mainshaft length between
rear face of split collar
groove and front face of
centre ballrace circlip groove

0·076
0·079
0·069
0·072
2 -482
2-484

1·930
2·007
1·753
1·829
63·043
63·094

1·9648
1·9808

49·906
50·058

0-004
0-010

0·102
0-254

0·001
0·022

0·025
0·559

End float of bushes and thrust
washers on mainshaft. Recommended end float 0'004"/0·010"
(0'102/0'254 mm.)

- 0·255
0·604

Adjust to provide 0'000" /0'002"
(0-00/0'05 mm) end-float by
selective assembly of centre
ball race circlip washer

- 0·0102
0·0238

-~--

------------

~----

..-

---_._------~

Bore in casing
Gear cluster length
Distance between thrust
faces in casing
Front thrust washer thickness
Rear thrust washer thickness
Overall permissible end-float

~

>:0::1

=
0
~

Countershaft

No_ of teeth on gcars- Top
3rd
2nd
Rev.
1st
Spindle diameter

~

26
24
20
15
15
0-6548
0·6552
0·6557
0·6565
6·788
6'790
6·990
6·992
0·123
0·125
0·066
0·068

17·632
17·642
17·655
\7·675
172-415
172-466
177-546
177·597
3·124
3·175
1·676
1·727

0-0005
0-0017

0-013
0-043

0·007
0·015
0·007
0·013

0'178
0·381
0·178
0·330

Obtain by selective assembly of
components

N

N
0

V-J

?6

58

97

~"
~ ~~
..

"""

~.....
.i
60616263
59
C--.

_~,I

.. l . : ....

99

-

d

J. .'t..l,

64
,

65

0.~
.~

66
67

---72

100
101
102
103
108
107 106 Iq5
I

104

109

--75

77

110

111

110
112-

113

108·
114

137· -

136-

135
134

-

,

cp··~
.t,?'Si)

133

• 126
G511

Fig. 2.

Gearbo x detaJls
. (F·Ixed parts)

Key to Fig. Z
58

Nut

85

Detent plungers

112

Reverse selector shaft

59

Locating pin

86

Springs

113

Sleeve

60

Screws

87

Plug

114

3rd/Top selector shaft

61

Reverse stop plate

88

Bolt

115

Dowel

62

Pivot bolt

89

Rubber "0" ring

116

Filler/level plug

63

Fibre washers

90

Coupling fork

117

Oil seal

64

"Metalastik" bush

91

Nyloc nut

118

Rear ballrace

65

Cap

92

Holle'" pin

119

Rear extension

66

Cup

93

Nyloc nut

120

Bolt

67

Cup

94

Gear lever shaft

121

Joint washer

68

Spring

95

Setscrew

122

Gear casing

69

Snap ring

96

Top cover extension housing

123

Speedo driven gear

70

Spring

97

Gear lever shaft

124

Rubber "0" ring

71

Knob

98

Selector

125

Bearing

72

Gear lever

99

Rubber "0" ring

126

Oil seal

73

Reverse stop bolt

100

Taper locking pin

127

Locating bolt

74

Locknut

101

Joint washer

128

Drain plug

75

Nylon bushes

102

Dowel

129

Joint washer

76

Distance tube

103

Stud

130

Oil seal

77

Nylon sphere

104

Bolt

131

Oil seal housing

78

Taper locking pin

105

Top cover housing

132

Pin

79

Ist/2nd selector fork

106

Joint washer

133

Bolt

80

Distance washer

107

Detent plunger

134

Copper washer

81

Taper locking pin

108

Welch plugs

135

Bolt

82

3rd/Top selector fork

109

1st/2nd selector shaft

136

Pivot pin

83

Taper locking pin

110

Interlock balls

137

Clutch housing

84

Reverse selector

III

Interlock plunger

138

Springs

C'.l
~

>::c

=
0
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DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES-continued
DiMENSIONS
NEW
nlnI.
m.

PARTS & DESCRIPTION

CLEARANCES
NEW
m.
mm.

REMARKS
----

Reverse Idler Gear
Reverse idler gear
No. of teeth
Mainshaft reverse gear
No. of teeth
Spindle-Main diameter
Bush LD.
Bush 0.0.
Idler gear LO.
Spindle spigot diameter
Bore in casing

21

I

34
16·637
16·650
16·231
16·332
19·825
19·850
19·825
19·850
14·257
14'270
14·275
14·295

0·6550
0·6555
0·639
0·643
0·7805
0·7815
0·7805
0·7815
0·5613
0·5618
0·5620
0·5628

Finish in position to suit shaft
dia. 0·6562" (16'667 mill.)

0·0002
0·0015

O'OOS

0·038
._----

Mainshaft Gears and Bushes
3rd speed gear-No. of teeth
3rd speed gear LD.
3rd gear bush 0.0.
3rd gear bush LO.
3rd speed gear hub width
3rd gear bush length
2nd speed gear-No. of teeth
2nd speed gear 1.0.
2nd gear bush 0.0.
2nd gear bush LO.
2nd speed gear hub width

22
1·0935
1·0945
1·0908
1·0928
0·875
0·876

27,775
27·800
27·706
27·757
22 ·225
22·500

0·996
0·998
1·000
1·002

25·298
25·349
25-400
25 -451

0·0007
0·0047

0·018
0·118

0·0012
0·0027

0·031
0·068

0·002
0·006

0·051
0·152

0·0007
0·0047

0·018
0'118

0·0012
0·0027

0·031
0,068

0·002

0·051

End float of gear on bush

26
1·0935
1·0945
1·0908
1'0928
0·875
0·876
0·996
0·998

27'775
27·800
27·706
27'757
22·225
22·500
25·298
25·349

End float of gear on bush

N
N

o

0\

DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES-continued
DIMENSIONS
NEW
in.
mm.

PARTS & DESCRIPTION
Mainshaft Gears and Bushes~·continued
2nd gear bush length

2nd/3rd gear thrust washer
thickness
3rd gear circlip washer
thickness
2nd gear thrust washer
thickness
1st/2nd synchro hub width
Split collars width
Split collar groove width
1st speed gear-No. of teeth
1st speed gear LD.

1·000
1·002
0·152
0·154
0·122
0·124
0·122
0·124
0·692
0'702
0·1505
0·1510
0·152
0·154

CLEARANCES
NEW
in.
mm.

25-400
25·451
3·861
3 ·912
3·099
3·149
3·099
3·149
17·577
17 ·831
3-823
3·835
3·861
3 ·912

0·006

1st gear thrust washer width
Centre ballrace width
Centre ball race circlip washer

0·152
Alternative washer thickness
0·161"/0'163" (4·089/4'139 mm.)

29
1·0935
27·775
27,800
1'0945
0·996
25·298
0·998
25·349
0·122
3·099
0·124
3·149
0·748
18·999
0·750
19·050
See table

1st speed gear hub width

REMARKS

0·0018
0·0033

0·046
0·084

CENTRE BALLRACE-CIRCLIP WASHER
THICKNESS

PART No.
in.

mm.

---------

143289

0'091/0 ·093

143290

0'094/0'096

I

2,311/2'362
2 '387/2 -438

I

143291

0'097/0 ·099

143292

0·100/0·102

II
I

I
I

2,464/2'514
2'540/2'591
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GEARBOX

GEARBOX
To Remove
Raise the vehicle clear of the ground and
support on axle stands.
Disconnect the battery earth lead and drain
the oil from the gearbox.
Unfasten and remove the seat cushions.
Remove the seats (4 bolts/seat), and facia
support bracket (C) by removing the bolts (A)
and (B) (Fig. 3).
Take out screws (E) and safety belt anchor
bolts (F) and remove the transmission tunnel
finishers (G) (Fig. 4).
Remove the gear/ever knob and take out the
carpets.
Release the twelve screws and plates (R) and
remove the gearbox cover (S) (Fig. 7).
Disconnect the propellor shaft (H) from the
gearbox driving flange, and detach the slave
cylinder (N), speedometer drive cable (P) and
exhaust pipe attachment (K).

Fig. 5.

Fig. 3.

Facia support bracket attachment

Fig. 4.

Transmission tunnel side finishers

View of gearbox unit from L.H. side

2·208

GEARBOX

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

View of gearbox unit from R.H. side

Gearbox cover attachments

Select first gear, unscrew nuts (L), bolts
(M) and remove the gearbox top cover and
extension assemblies. Fit a carboard cover over
the gearbox aperture to prevent the ingress of
foreign matter.
Unscrew the nuts (U) and working beneath
the vehicle and release the mounting bracket
(V) (2 bolts (W)). (Fig. 8).
Place a jack under the sump and support the
engine.
Detach the clutch-housing flange attachments
and raise the engine until the gearbox' can be
withdrawn. Raise the rear end of the gearbox
and manoeuvre the clutch housing under the
passenger side parcel shelf.
To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure, exerclsmg
caution to prevent the gearbox hanging on the
input shaft whilst fitting it to the engine.
Refill the gearbox with oil.

Fig. 8.

Rear mounting details

GEARBOX
96

2·209

58~

.~-71

97

----72

109

Fig. 9.

Top cover details

TOP COVER

To Remove
Remove the facia support bracket, gearbox
cover and carpet as described on page 2·207.
Select first gear, unscrew nuts (58) and remove
the top cover extension assembly. Unscrew bolts
(88) and (104) and lift ofT top cover assembly.
To Refit
Select first gear and replace the top cover
assembly with a new joint washer (106) ensuring
that the reverse actuator (6) is correctly located
in the reverse selector (8'1). Secure the top cover
to the gearbox with the bolts (88) and (104).
Refit the top cover extension assembly with a
new joint washer (10 I) and secure with nuts (58).
Refit the gearbox cover, carpet, facia support
bracket and gearlever knob.

Fig. 10.

Releasing the gearlever cap

2·210
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Fig. 11.

73

Gearlever attachment

72

Fig. 12.

Gearlever assembly

Dismantling
Release cap (65) as shown on Fig. 10. Remove
the nyloc nut (93) and bolt (95) releasing the
shaft (94) from the gearlever (72) (Fig. 11).
Lift the lever assembly out of the extension
and remove the cups (66) and (67) together with
the outer spring (68).
Remove the snap ring (69) from the gearlever,
and detach the inner spring (70) and nylon
sphere (77). Remove the two countersunk
screws (60) and detach the reverse stop plate (61).
Unscrew reverse stop bolt (73) from gear lever.
Remove the threaded taper locking pin (100)
and withdraw the shaft (97) trom the extension
housing (96) and selector (98).
Remove the rubber "0" rings (89) and (99)
from the extension housing bores (Fig. 14).
Unscrew the nut (91) and remove the pivot
bolt (62) from the coupling fork (90). Withdraw
the shaft (94) from the coupling together with
fibre washers (63).
Detach the coupling fork (90) from shaft (97)
by drifting out the hollow spring steel pin (92).
Dismantle the selector shaft and fork assemblies by driving out the plugs (108) with a -V
(3-17 mm.) dia. pin punch as shown in Fig. 15,
ensuring that the selector shafts are clear.
Remove the threaded taper locking pins (78),
(81) and (83) from the selector shafts and forks.
Push the first/second selector shaft (109) out
of the cover and release items (79), (80) and
(113). Remove the two interlock balls (110) and
plunger (111).
Push the third/top selector shaft (114) out of
the cover releasing the fork (82).
Push the reverse selector shaft (112) out of
the cover and release item (84).
Shake out items (85), (107) and (86).
Re-assembly
Insert the plungers (85) and (107) and springs
(86) into the cover, slide the third/top selector
shaft (114) into the front end of the cover (105).
Whilst feeding the shaft into position, press
down on the selector plunger, thus enabling the
shaft to pass over it and through the appropriate
selector fork. Continue to insert the shaft until
its middle indent registers with the plunger,
i.e., the neutral position.
Repeat the procedure with the "reverse"
shaft (112) and selector (84) until this shaft has
also reached the neutral position.
Insert the interlock plunger (11l) into the
first/second selector shaft (109) and assemble
the selector fork (79), sleeve (113) and washer
(80) into the cover by adopting a similar procedure, ensuring that the shaft also passes
through the third/top selector fork (82).

Fig. 13.

Selector and coupling attachments

2·211
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Before pushing the shaft (109) to its neutral
position, insert the two interlock balls (110) into
the transverse bore connecting the shaft bores
at the rear of the casting as shown on Fig. 17,
then push the shaft further into the cover until
the selector plunger registers with the middle
indent, and the interlock balls and plunger are
retained by the shafts.
Secure the selector (84) and forks (79) and
(82) to the shafts (112), (109) and (114) with new
taper locking pins (83), (81) and (78). Using sealing
compound around the edges of the plugs (108)
drive these into the ends of the selector shaft
bores.
Secure the fork (90) to the shaft (97) with a
new pin (92).
If necessary replace the "metalastik" bush
(64) in the.shaft (94), and using new fibre washers
(63) secure the shaft to the fork with the bolt
(62) and nyloc nut (91).
Fit new "0" rings (89) and (99) into the
casing (96) and fit the shaft (97) through the bores
of the casing and through the selector (98).
Secure the selector to the shaft (97) using a new
taper locking pin (100).
Assemble the reverse stop bolt (73) and locknut (74) and the nylon sphere (77), spring (70)
and snap ring (69) to the gear lever.
Fit the reverse stop plate to the cover, securing
with screws (60).
Place the gear lever assembly into the cover
and fit two new bushes (75) to the gear lever.
Fit the distance tube (76) and secure the lever to
the shaft (94) with the bolt (95) and nyloc nut (93).
Assemble the spring (68), cups (66) and (67)
and cap (65) over the lever.
Adjust the reverse stop plate (61) and bolt
(73) in the neutral position of the first/second
gate as shown in Fig. 16.

Fig. 14.

Removing "0" rings from extension

Fig. 15.

Removing plugs from top cover

'L "
0'010/,,050
(0'26/
l'27MM)

Fig. 16.

Adjustment of reverse stop plate and bolt

Fig. 17.

Replacing interlock balls

GEARBOX
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Fig. 18.

Fig. 19.

Removal of rear extension

Showing rear extension removed

REAR EXTENSION
Dismantling (In Situ)
Raise the vehicle on a ramp, drain the cooling
system and remove the top hoses. Detach the
exhaust front pipe from the manifold flange and
gearbox, and drain the gearbox.
Take out the facia support bracket and gearbox cover as described on page 2·207.
Detach the clutch slave cylinder from the
clutch-housing, the speedometer drive cable from
the gearbox, and the propellor shaft from the
gearbox driving flange.
Unscrew the nuts (U) and remove the spring
and plain washers (Fig. 8).
Place a jack under the gearbox casing and
raise the gearbox.
Using Tool No. S.337 to retain the driving
flange (45), unscrew tl)e nut (46) and withdraw the
flange and spring washer.
Unscrew the mounting rubbers and take out
the rear extension attachment bolts (120).
Exercising caution to prevent damage to the
mounting lugs carefully withdraw the rear
extension assembly and remove the washer (44).
If necessary withdraw the speedometer drive
gear (9).
Extract the seal (117) and drive out the ballrace (118).
Re-assembly
Reverse the dismantling procedure. replenish
the cooling system. and refill the gearbox with oil.

Fig. 20.

Fitting ballrace and seal
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SPEEDOMETER DRIVEN GEAR
AND BEARING
Take out the facia support bracket and
gearbox cover as described on page 2·207
Detach the speedometer driving cable. take
out the locating bolt (1271 and withdraw the
speedometer driven gear and beanng assembly.
Separate the dnven gear (l23) and bearmg (125 L
remove the "0" rings (124! and extract the sea!
(l26l
Press a new seal (126) mto the beanng ( i 25).
fit the "C" rings (l24) and insert the dnven
gear (123,.
FIt the assembly mto the rear extension and
secure wi th the locating bolt (127) and spring
washer.
Refit the speedometer drive cable. replace
the gearbm; cover. carpet, and facia support
brackel.

Fig. 21.

Location of speedometer driven gear

SPEEDOMETER CABLE

To Remon:
Take out the facia support bracket and gear··
box cover as aescribed on page 2·207.
Unscrew the speedometer cable; ends from
the gearbox and the instrumenL Disconnect tbe
cable clip and withdraw the cable into the engine
compartment. Remove the inner cable from the
outer cable.

Fig. 22.

Removing driven gear as&embly

To Refit
Smear the inner cable with grease to within
6' (152 mm.) from the instrument end and feed
into the outer cable. Ensure that all excess
grease is removed from the upper end. and
reverse the removal procedure.

126

\

~
Fig. 23. Speedometer driven gear details
Second Issue
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Fig. 24.

Fig. 25.

Clutch housing attachments

Reverse idler distance tube

GEARBOX DISMANTLING
Clutch Housing
Unc1ip the release lever from the pivot pin
(136) and remove the lever and bearing.
Remove the bolts (133) and (135) to release
the clutch housing. Take out springs (138).

Fig. 26.

Removing reverse spindle retaining bolt

Rear Extension
Remove the nut (46) and spring washer and
withdraw the driving flange (45) from the mainshaft (43).
Unscrew the bolts (120) securing the extension
(119) to the gearbox. Carefully withdraw the
extension by lightly tapping the mounting lugs
with a hide-faced hammer. Remove the paper
joint washer (12l), and the distance washer (44)
from the mainshaft.
Take out the retaining bolt (I) and withdraw
the reverse spindle (2) and distance tube (8).
If necessary, eject the ballrace (118) and seal
(17) from the extension.
Countershaft
Withdraw the countershaft and retain the
needle roller bearings by inserting a length of
tubing 0·655" (16'64 mm.) % x 6·S'· (165 mID.)
long.

GI68

Fig. 27.
Second Issue

Withdrawing countershaft spindle
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Fig. 28.

Removing input shaft

Input Shaft
Utilizing Churchill Tool No. S.4235A-2.
withdraw the input shaft assembly from the
gearbox. Shake out the roller bearing (42) and
remove the baulk ring (36).
Remove the circlip (37) and snap ring (38).
Using Tool No. S.4221A and adaptor No.
S.422IA-19fl, extract the ballrace (29) and oil
thrower (40), Fig. 29.

Fig. 29.

Fig. 30.

Withdrawing input shaft ballrace

Abutment plate fitted to gearbox

Mainshaft and Gears
Fit the abutment plate, Tool No. S.4221A-19,
and remove the snap ring (12), circlip (10) and
distance washer (11). Using Tool No. S.4221A
and adaptor No. S.422IA-19fl, withdraw the
ballrace (13) and speedometer drive gear (9).
Remove the abutment plate.
Tilt the mainshaft assembly and remove it
from the gearbox (Fig. 32)

0161

}<'ig.31.

Withdrawing mainshaft ballrace
Second Issue
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Remove:---Third/top synchro unit.
-Third gear baulk ring (32;.
-Thrust washer (141
-First speed gear (l SI
-First gear baulk ring Ubi

Fig. 32.

Removing mainshaft assembly

Using Tool Nc S.144, remove the circlip (30',
(Fig. 33).
Take off.-----Washer (29!_
--Third speed gear (2B)
--Bush (27)
--Thrust washer (26 i
-Second speed gear (24)
--Bush {25j
--Thrust washer (231.
--Second gear baulk ring (22J.
---First/second synchro unit
--Split collars (l h

Synchro Unit5'
Place the unit in a small box to prevent josing
the spring loaded balls, and press the hub (35
or (21) through the sleeve (3 II or n 8).

Fig. 33.

Removing mainshaft circlip

Countershaft
Lift the countershaft assembly out of the
gearbox and take out the thrust washers (49) and
(57).
If necessary shake-out the needle rollers (51)
and (55) and prise out the retaining rings .(50),
(52), (54) and (56).

Reverse Idler gear and Actuator
Take out the reverse idler gear (7), unscrew
the nut (4), remove the actuator (6) and pivot
pin (5).

Fig. 34. Reverse actuator and pivot
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Dimensions for fitting countershaft needle
roller retaining rings

Fig. 36.

Front thrust washer fitted in casing

Fig. 37.

Measuring countershaft end-float

GEARBOX ASSEMBLY

Thoroughly clean and carefully examme the
gearbox components, renew all defective and
doubtful items amI proceed to re-assemble as
follows:
t;f necessary fit new retaining rings (50), (52),
(54) and (56) to the dimenSIOns shown in Fig, 35.
Replace the needle rollers (51) and (55), smear
ihem with heavy grease and msert the retaining
tube.
Smear the steel face of the front thrust washer
(57) with heavy grease and locate in the gearcasing with the tag in the recess provided, Insert
the end of the countershaft spindle through the
casing to centralise the thrust washer.
,Lower the countershaft cluster assembly into
the gearbox, fit the rear thrust washer (49) and
insert the spindle (48).
Measure the countershaft end float as shown
m Fig. 37. Adjust the end float to 0'007"/0'013"
10'178/0'330 mm.) by selective use of thrust
washers. If it is necessary to reduce the thickness
ofa thrust washer DO NOT REMOVE METAL
FROM THE BRONZE FACE.
Insert the needle roller retaining tube, eject
the countershaft spindle (48) and allow the
duster assembly to drop to the bottom of the
gearbox.
Reverse Idler Gear
Screw the pivot pin (5) into the reverse
actuator (6) until a thread protrudes through the
attached boss on the lever, then assemble this
into the gearbox and secure it with a nut (4) and
plain washer.
Position the reverse idler gear in the casing as
shown in Fig. 38.

Fig. 38.

Re,'erse idler gear in position

GEARBOX
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Fig. 39.

Synchro unit details

Fig. 40.

Measuring 3rd gear end-float on bush

Syncbro Units
Assemble the synchro springs (34) and balls
(33) to the 3rd/Top synchro hub. Fit the outer
sleeve (31).
Repeat with 1st/2nd synchro unit.
Test the axial release loads which should be:3rd/Top: 19/211bs. (8-6/9'5 kg.):
1st/2nd: 19/211bs. (8,6/9,5 kg.).
Fig. 41.

Measuring 2nd gear end-float on bush

NOTE: If the actual release loads differ from
those specified, fit new springs or add shims
beneath each synchro spring to give the
correct loading.
2nd and 3rd Mainsbaft Gear End Float on Bushes
Measure the end float of each gear on its
respective bush as shown on Fig. 41. This should
be 0·002" to 0"006# (0'05 to 0·15 mm.). Fit
a new bush to increase float; decrease float by
reducing bush length.
CAUTION: Reduced bush length will
increase end float of bushes on mainshaft.

Fig. 42.

Measuring end-float of busheS on mainsbaft

GEARBOX
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Fig. 43.

Determining thickness of circlip washer

Fig. 44.

1st/2nd synchro unit fitted on mainsbaft

Overall End Float of Bushes (Mainshaft)
Assemble the thrust washer (23), bush (25),
thrust washer (26), bush (27) and washer (29)
to the mainshaft. Secure the assembly with a
discarded half-circlip (30) and measure the total
end float of the bushes and thrust washers on
the mainshaft (Fig. 46). If neCessary, adjust the
end float by selective use of thrust washers to
give O'0Q4w to 0·010" (0,10 to 0·25 rom.).

Fig. 45.

2nd gear baulk ring fitted

Determining Required Thickness of Circlip
Washer (11)
Assemble the split collars (17), first speed gear
(15), thrust washer (14), bearing inner race (or
distance tube), distance washer (ll) and discarded half circlip (10) to the mainshaft. Measure
the gap as shown in Fig. 43, and adjust to give
0'000"/0'002" (0·00/0'050 mm.) by selective use
of washers (11).
25

C4 521

Fig. 46.

2nd gear, bush and 2nd/3rd gear thrust washer
fitted on mainsbaft
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Fig. 47.

3rd gear and bush fitted on mainshaft

Fig. 48.

Circlip washer fitted on mainsbaft

-----30

Fig. 49. Special tool for fitting mainshaft circlip

:\1ainshaft Assembly
Fit components to the mainshaft as follows :----First/second synchro unit.
---Second gear baulk ring (22).
--Thrust washer (23).
--Second gear bush (25).
--Second speed gear (24).
--Thrust washer (26).
--Third gear bush (27).
--Third speed gear (28).
-Washer (29).

-- Circlip (30) (Using Tool No. S.l45)
---Third/top synchro unit.
---Split collars (17).
--First gear baulk ring (16).
-First speed gear (15).

Fig. SO.

3rd gear baulk ring fitted

GEARBOX
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G522

Fig. 51.

3rd/Top synchro unit fitted on mainshaft

G 523

Fig. 52.

1st gear and baulk ring fitted on mainshaft

Place the mainshaft assembly in the gearbox
and fit the abutment plate Tool No. S,4221 A-19/2.
Fit the thrust washer (14).
G257

Up-end the gearbox and hold the abutment plate
in a vice. Fit the snap ring (12) to the ballrace
(13) and place the ballrace over the mainshaft.
Ensure that the mainshaft is correctly located in
the abutment plate and drive the ballrace home
using Tool No. S.314/1 and adaptor No.
S,4221A-19/3.

Fig. 53.

1st gear thrust washer in position

Fit the speedometer drive gear (9) and
remove the abutment plate from the gearbox.

4256 :

Fig. 54. Fitting mainshaft centre ballrace
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C162

Fig. 55.

Top gear baulk ring located

Fig. 56.

Input shaft details

Input Shaft
Place the top gear baulk ring (36) into the
3rd/top synchro unit as shown on Fig. 55.
Using Tool No. S.4221A and adaptor
S.4221A-19 press the ballrace (39) and oil
thrower (40) onto the input shaft. Secure the
ballrace with the circlip (37). Fit the snap ring
(38) onto the ballrace and place the roller bearing
(42) in the bore of the input shaft. Drive the
input shaft assembly into the casing, ensuring
that the baulk ring (36) is correctly located.

4 159

Fig. 57. Pressing baUrace onto input shaft
Countershaft
Invert the gearbox, align the countershaft
thrust washers and gear cluster and insert the
spindle (48) from the rear.
Reverse Idler Shaft
Ensure that the reverse idler gear is correctly
positioned, insert the spindle (2) and fit the
distance tube (8).

Fig. 58.
Second Issue

Fitting countershaft spindle
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Fig. 59.

Replacing reverse idler spindle (2)

Rear Extension
Refit the ballrace (118) and seal (117) to the
extension (119). Fit a new joint washer (121) to
the rear face of the gearbox and place the washer
(44) over the end of the mainshaft. Fit the rear
extension assembly and secure with bolts (120).
Replace the driving flange (45) and secure with
the nut (46) and spring washer.
Assemble the bearing (125), oil seal (126),
"0" rings (124) and driven gear (123). Fit the
assembly to the extension housing and secure
with the locating bolt (127).

Fig. 60.

Showing reverse idler locating bolt, and
distance tube (8)

Fig. 61.

Securing coupling flange

Clutch Housing
Insert the springs (138) into the three holes in
the front face of the gearbox casing.
If necessary renew the oil seal (130) in the
clutch housing (137). Fit a new joint washer to the
front face of the gearbox, and secure the clutch
housing with bolts (133) and (135), spring washers
(134) and copper washer.
Refit the clutch throw-out bearing and sleeve,
a nd release lever.

Fig. 62.

LQcation of oil seal in clutch housing
Second Issue
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GEARBOX
Gearbox removal procedure,
engine in position, is as follows:

leaving the

To Remove

Fig. 63.

Gearbox cover attachments

Raise the vehicle clear of the ground and
support it on axle stands.
Isolate the battery and drain the oil from
the gearbox.
Take OLit the front floor carpets, gearbox
cover carpet and front scats (4 bolts/seat).
Unscrew the gear leaver knob (A).
Release twelve screws and plates (B) and
remove the gearbox cover (C).
Disconnect the propeller shaft (D) from the
gearbox driving flange and detach the slave
cylinder (E) and speedometer drive cable (F).

Fig. 64.

Exhaust pipe front attachment

Fig. 65.

View of gearbox from L.H. side
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Fig. 66.

View of gearbox from R.H. side

@

Unscrew the nuts (G) and place a jack under
the sump to support the engine.
Take out the clutch-housing flange bolts (H)
and release the exhaust pipe from the clutchhousing (Fig. 64).
Raise the engine and withdraw the gearbox
rearwards.

@@I---\W

G

To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure, exerCISIng
caution to prevent the gearbox hanging on the
input shaft whilst fitting it to the engine. Refill
the gearbox with oil.

G401

Fig. 67.

Rear mounting details

OVERDRIVE (GT6 and VITESSE)
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DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES
PARTS AND DESCRIPTION

Pump
Plunger diameter
Pump body bore
Pin for roller diameter
Roller bore diameter
Pump Roller Bush
Outside diameter of bush
Inside diameter of roller
Inside diameter of bush

..

Outside diameter of pin
Relief Valve
Relief valve plunger diameter
Relief valve body bore diameter
Operating piston diameter
Operating piston bores
Operating valve diameter
Operating valve bore
Gearbox Mainshaft
Diameter at hub bush
Bush internal diameter
Diameter at sunwheel
Inside diameter of sunwheel bush
Diameter at steady bearing
Planet pin diameter: 0·802 to 1 ratio (25 %)
Miscellaneous
Clutch movement from direct to overdrive

DIMENSIONS NEW
in.
mm.

CLEARANCES NEW
in.
mm.

0·3742
0·3746
0·3748
0·3758
0'2497
0·2502
0·251
0'252

9'504
9'514
9·52
9'545
6·342
6·355
6·375
6·4

0'0002
0·0016
0'0002
0·0016
0·0007
0·0022
0'0007
0'0022

0·005
0·041
0·005
0·041
0'018
0·056
0·018
0'056

0·3736
0·3745
0·375
0·3759
0·251
0·2518
0·2497
0'2502

9·49
9'512
9'525
9'548
6·375
6·396
6·342
6·355

0·0005
0'0023
0·0005
0·0023
0'0007
0·002
0·0007
0·002

0'013
0·058
0·013
0·058
0·018
0·051
0'018
0·051

0·3122
0·3127
0·3129
0·3135
0·8735
0·8742
0'8745
0·8755
0·2494
0·2497
0'2500
0·2506

7·93
7·942
7·958
7·963
22·187
22'205
22·212
22·237
6·335
6·342
6·35
6·365

0'0002
0'0013
0·0012
0·0013
0·0003
0'002
0·0003
0·002
0·0003
0·0012
0·0003
0·0012

0·005
0·033
0'005
0·033
0·008
0·051
0·008
0'051
0·008
0'03
0'008
0·03

0·9236
0·9244
0·9284
0·9296
0'873
0'874
0·877
0'878
0'562
0·5625
0'4372
0·4375

23·46
23·48
23'581
23·612
22-174
22·2
22·276
22·301
14·275
14·287
11·105
11-112

0·004
0·006
0·004
0·006
0·003
0·005
0·003
0·005

0·102
0'152
0·102
0·152
0·076
0·127
0'076
0·127

Hydraulic operatiori pressure

1·016
'04
·06
1'524
540--560 lb.jsq. in. (35 '853-37 ·259 kg.jcrn.)

Ratio

0'802:1

Second Issue
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OVERDRIVE
LAYCOCK DE NORMANVILLE OVERDRIVE
The overdrive is an additional gear unit, mounted on the rear face of the gearbox in place of the normal extension.
When in operation, the unit provides a higher overall gear ratio than is available with the standard transmission.
Reduced engine speed, resulting from the higher ratio, will reduce fuel consumption, increase engine life, and ensure
greater driving comfort, providing the unit is used correctly.
The overdrive is operated by an electrical solenoid, controlled by a switch mounted on the steering column.
An inhibitor switch, fitted in the electrical circuit, prevents engagement of overdrive in reverse, first and second gears.
Suggested minimum engagement speeds:

Top gear
Third gear

40 m.p.h.
30 m.p.h.

Maximum disengagement speed:

4,800 r.p.m.

Disengagement of the overdrive at a speed higher than stated may cause damage from "over-revving".

WORKING PRINCIPLES
Overdrive Gears
The epicyclic gear train of the unit consists of
a central sungear, meshing with three planet gears
which in tum mesh with an internally toothed
annulus.
Overdrive Disengaged (Fig. 1)
E415

Fig. 1.

Overdrive disengaged

A cone clutch (A), mounted on the externally
splined extension of the sungear (G) is springloaded by four clutch springs (L), via a thrust
ring (K) and bearing (M), against the annulus (E),
thus locking the gear train and permitting overrun and reverse torque to be transmitted.

Overdrive Engaged (Fig. 2)
When overdrive is selected, two hydraulically
operated pistons (I) acting against bridge pieces
(J), move forward and, overcoming the spring
pressure, cause the cone clutch (A) to engage the
brake ring (B) with sufficient load to hold the
sungear (G) at rest. The planet carrier (D) can
now rotate with the input shaft (H) causing the
planet gears (F) to rotate about their own axis to
drive the annulus at a faster speed than the input
shaft, this being allowed by the free-wheeling
action of the uni-directional clutch (C).
Fig. 2.

Second Issue

Overdrive engaged

OVERDRIVE
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HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
Hydraulic pressure is developed by a plunger
pump, cam operated, from the input shaft. The
pump draws oil through a wire mesh filter and
delivers it to the operating valve. A relief valve,
incorporated in the system, controls the working
pressure.

G

Operating Valve (Fig. 3)
In direct drive position, the ball valve (G)
is seated in the casing thereby isolating the supply
(B) from the operating cylinders (F).
When overdrive is selected, a solenoid causes
cam (D) to rotate lifting the ball from its seat in
the casing, and sealing the top of the valve, thus
directing oil under pressure from port (B) to the
operating cylinders (F).
When the valve is returned to the direct drive
position, oil from the operating cylinders is
exhausted down the hollow valve stem through
the restrictor (E).

F

f-c

P
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LUBRICATION
Being interconnected, the gearbox and overdrive unit have a common oil level, indicated by
a plug on the side of the gearbox. When draining
the oil, remove the overdrive unit drain plug and
gearbox drain plug. Access to the gauze filter,
which must be removed and cleaned prior to
refilling with oil, is effected by removing plate (I)
(Fig. 4) retained by four setscrews.
Spill oil, from the relief valve, is diverted
through drilled passages to a bush in the front
casing, then into the mainshaft and along a
central drilling to the rear bearing in the annulus.
From the bearing, oil is passed, due to centrifugal
force, through the uni-directional clutch to an oil
thro\\er, from which it is picked up by a catcher
on the planet carrier and then to the planet gears
via the hollow bearing pins.

Fig. 3.

Operating valve

NOTE: All gearbox and overdrive units
fitted to new cars are filled with a special oil,
formulated to give all necessary protection to
new gears. Under normal circumstances, this
oil should not be changed, but may be topped
up with any of the approved oils. If a new
unit is fitted, or parts of an existing unit are
renewed, the unit should be replenished with
new special oil, supplied with a new unit, or
ordered separately from the Spares Division.
Should difficulty be experienced in obtaining
the special oil, use one of the approved lubricants
listed on page 0,116-0,117. ON NO ACCOUNT
SHOULD ANTI-FRICTION ADDITIVES BE
PUT INTO THE OIL.
After refilling the gearbox and running the
car for a short distance, re-check and top up the
oil level to replace the oil which has been distributed around the hydraulic system. Always use
clean oil and take great care to prevent the entry
of foreign matter when any part of the casing is
opened.

D

t.42,6

Filter cover plate

Fig. 4.

2

Drain plug

3

Non-return valve plug

4

Relief valve plug

Front casing viewed from underneath
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SERVICING
15

The Operating Valve

18

!

19

Q

G 3::.'1

Fig. 5.

Operating valve components

2

3

1 Operating lever
2 Setting pin
Fig. 6.

3
4

Adjusting nut
Solenoid plunger

Adjustment of operating lever

Fig. 7.

Dimensional checks

Access to the valve plug, on top of the unit,
is gained by removal of the facia support bracket
and the gearbox cover (page 2 '207). Operate the
solenoid several times to release the hydraulic
pressure. Unscrew the valve plug and, with the
aid of a small magnet, remove the spring, plunger
and valve. Taking great care to avoid damage to
the valve seat, remove the operating valve, by
inserting a length of stiff wire down its centre and
drawing it up. Ensure that the small hole at the
bottom of the valve, breaking through to the
central drilling, is not choked. This hole provides
a passage for oil exhausted from the operating
cylinders when the valve is moved to the "direct
drive" position.
If necessary the ball can be reseated as
follows:Place the ball on a block of wood, position the
seat of the valve on the ball and give the valve a
sharp gentle tap. Clean the valve seat in the
casing, locate the ball on its seat and gently tap
the ball using a copper drift. Tapping the ball too
hard will close the mouth of the valve seat and
prevent valve re-assembly.

Adjustment of Solenoid Operating Lever
The operating valve, referred to above, is
raised by a cam pinned on a transverse shaft. A
solenoid-operated lever is attached to the
opposite end of the shaft (Fig. 6).
Remove the cover plate from the solenoid
housing, move the operating lever until a It"
(4'762 mm.) setting pin, pushed through the hole
in the lever aligns with a hole in the casing. With
the solenoid energised, screw the adjusting nut
until it just contacts the operating lever. Remove
the setting pin and de-energise the solenoid.
Energise the solenoid and re-check the alignment
of the holes.
Check that the current consumption is
approximately 2 amps. A reading of 20 amps.
indicates that the solenoid plunger is not moving
far enough to switch from the solenoid operating
coil to the holding coil of the solenoid and the
operating lever must be re-adjusted.
CONTINUOUS HIGH CURRENT WILL
CAUSE PREMATURE SOLENOID FAILURE.
With the solenoid de-energised, re-align the
setting holes and insert the setting pin. Hold the
solenoid plunger against the blanking plug (Fig. 7)
and check that dimension "A" is ,1" to ,12"
(2'54 to 3·05 mm.). Obtain this dimension by
varying the thickness of the washer between the
blanking plug and the casing, as necessary.
Alternatively, on later units, adjust the position
of the adjuster screw (32A) (inset Fig. 18).
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Overdrive circuit

Because many operational failures are duc to
corroded terminals and fa ulty wiring, ched the
wiring and connections before dismantling any
part (,I' the overdrive unit.
Good earth connections 'Ire essentidl on all
earthed components. This applies particularly
to the solenoid because of the heavy current
passed momentarily each rime the overdrive is
engaged.
Incorrect adjustment of the solenoid, resulting
in failure of the main winding contact tt' open.
may cause damage to the solenoid and relay.

Location of relay

If the overdrive fails to operate after checking
all the electrical connections, refer to Fig. II.
and proceed as follows :---

1.

Switch on the ignition and engage top gear.
Set the column switch (3) to overdrive
position. Check that the battery voltage IS
prescnt at terminals C.l and \V .2.
Short out the terminals on C.I and C.2 on
the relay unit (I). If the solenoid (2) operates
then the relay unit, column switch and gearbox switch are suspect. Remove short
circuiting link from between terminals C.I
and C.2.

Fig. 13.
Second !.I.I/le

Location of gear selector switch

I

.- .--------.-/

The Electrical Circuit

Fig. 12.

0,1

r

0

,,-9

'I

WI

L,

3.

Earth terminal W.I on the relay unit. II' the
overdrive solenoid operates, then the gearbox switch is-suspect. II' the relay unit does
not operate, renew the relay unit.

4.

Earth the yellow/green cable on the switch.
If the solenoid operates, renew the control
switch.
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7
Glb3

Fig. 15.
Fig. 14.

Alignment check using Tool No. L 201

Adaptor plate and mainshaft details

OVERDRIVE UNIT
To Remove
Disconnect the connectors from the gearbox
overdrive switch, reverse lamp switch and overdrive solenoid, and remove the gearbox/overdrive
unit from the vehicle in a similar manne~ to that
described for gearbox removal on page 2 ·207
(GT6) 2·224 (Vitesse).
Remove the nuts and spring washers securing
the overdrive unit to the adaptor flange, and
carefully withdraw the overdrive unit.

To Refit
Align the splines of the planet carrier and
uni-directional clutch using a long screwdriver.
Check the alignment by inserting dummy mainshaft (Tool No. L 201) (Fig. 15).
Rotate the gearbox mainshaft and position
the pump operating cam with its highest point
uppermost. Check that the spring clip (7) is
correctly located in its groove on the mainshaft
and does not protrude above the splines.
NOTE: It is essential that rotation of gearbox mainshaft and overdrive coupling flange
is avoided until the unit is fitted to the gearbox.
Remove the dummy mainshaft and fit the
unit to the gearbox, secure with spring washers
and nuts.
To refit the gearbox/overdrive unit to the
vehicle, reverse the removal procedure.

Fig. 16. Overdrive support bracket (1)
and flexible mounting (2)

Fig. 17.

Overdrive mounting platform
Second Issue
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30
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32
33
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Fig. 18.

53

Overdrive um"t (Inset shows later condition 0 f I·tern 32).
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Key to Fig. 18
Split pin

28

Bias spring

52

Solenoid

2

Nut

29

Clutch return spring

53

Gasket

3

Washer

30

Piston

54

Cover plate

4

Coupling flange

31

Piston "0" ring

55

Brake ring

5

Needle bearing

32

Plug

56

Rear casing

6

Annulus

57

Speedometer pinion

7

Spring

32A Adjuster screw
3?B L k
oc nut

58

Speedometer pinion bush

8

Main shaft

32C Fibre washer

59

Seal

9

Sungear

33

Pump locating screw

60

Screwed end

10

Thrust ring

34

Plug

61

Locating screw

II

Thrust bearing

35

Pump plunger

62

Bolts

12

Retaining plate

36

Return spring

63

Cone clutch

13

Circlip

37

Pump body

64

Planet carrier assembly

14

Circlip

38

Non-return valve body

65

Planet gear

15

Plug

39

Ball

66

Spring

16

Spring

40

Spring

67

Circlip

17

Plunger

41

Washer

68

Oil thrower

18

Ball

42

Plug

69

Cage

19

Operating valve

43

Plug

70

Inner member

20

Lubrication bush

44

Washer

71

Thrust washer

21

Front casing

45

Spring

72

Front bearing

22

Gasket

46

Relief valve plunger

73

Speedometer drive gear

23

Cover plate

47

Relief valve body

74

Distance piece

24

Filter

48

Cam

75

Spacer

25

Magnetic rings

49

Operating lever

76

Rear bearing

26

Rubber/Steel washer

50

Solenoid plunger

77

Oil seal

27

Bridge piece

51

Gasket

78

Roller

1
J

These items
replace item
32 on later
units
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DISMANTLING (Fig. 18)
To prevent damage or fadty operation
resulting from the inclusion of foreign matter.
scrupulous cleanliness must be observed during
all service operations. Prepare a clean area in
which to layout the dismantled unit and clean
containers to receive the smaller parts.
With the front casing uppermost, secure the
unit in suitably protected vice jaws. Release the
tab washers securing the four bridge piece retaining nuts, remove the nuts, washers, bridge pieces
(27) and, from the operating piston bores,
remove the bias springs (28).
Loosen the two solenoid securing screws to
prevent the rubber solenoid cover fouling during
front casing removal.
Progressively loosen, to ensure gradual release
of the.. clutch spring loading, the eight nuts
securing the front casing (21) and brake ring (51)
to the rear casing (56). Remove the nuts, spring
washers and lift off the front casing. If the brake
ring remains with the rear casing, tap gently to
remove.
Remove the four clutch return springs (29)
and withdraw the clutch sliding member complete with thrust bearing (II), thrust ring (J 0),
retaining plate (12) and sungear (9).
Operating Valve and Relief Valve
Remove as detailed on p. 2·304 and p. 2·305
respectively.

Fig. 19.
Extracting
pump body

Pump
Remove the pump plug (42), non-return valve
spring (40) and ball (39), and the pump locating
screw (33). Unscrew the non-return valve body
(38) using tool L213. Using tools L 183A,
L 183A2 and adaptor L 205, extract the pump
body as follows (Fig. 19):Screw the spindle into the pump body,
position the adaptor against the casing and
screw the wing nut down.
Filter
Remove the cover plate (23), retained by four
setscrews and withdraw the filter (24), three
magnetic rings (25), and the rubber/steel bonded
sealing washer (26).
Operating Pistons
Withdraw the operating pistons (30) from
their respective housings using tool L 252.
Sliding Clutch Member
Remove the sungear retammg circlip (14)
from its groove in the sungear extension and
withdraw the sungear (9).
Remove the thrust bearing retaining plate (12),
bearing circlip (13) from its groove on the cone
clutch hub and press the hub from the bearing
(II) and thrust ring (10). Extract the bearing
from the thrust ring using tool L 21OA.

Fig. 20.
Clutch sliding
member
assembly

2·309
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Solenoid
Remove the cover plate (54), retained by four
setscrews, blanking plug (32), and unscrew the
adjusting nut. Unscrew the two solenoid retaining screws and remove the solenoid (52) and
plunger (50).

Fig. 21.
View of unit
from right-hand
side showing
solenoid cover
removed
Planet Carrier Assembly
Inspect the gear teeth for damage and wear
and check for excessive movement indicating
needle bearing or retaining pin wear.
If necessary, renew the complete carrier
assembly (64).

Fig. 22.
Planet carrier
assembly and
oil pick-up ring
Annulus, Removal from Rear Casing
Remove the speedometer bush locating screw
(61) and, to avoid damage to threads, use tool
L 214 to extract speedometer drive bush (58)
and pinion (57) from the rear casing.

Fig. 23.
Removal of
coupling
flange nut

Remove the split pin (I) and nut (2) securing
the coupling flange (4) and press the annulus
forward out of the rear case (56). The rear
bearing (76) and oil seal (77) will remain in situ
while the front bearing (72), speedometer drive
gear (73), distance piece (74) and spacer washer
(75) will be withdrawn with the annulus.
Remove circlip (67) and brass oil thrower
ring (68) and withdraw the IJni-directional clutch
from the annulus.
The needle bearing (5) in the centre of the
annulus may be withdrawn using tool L 208 as
f01l0ws:-

Fig. 24.
Removing
needle bearing
from annulus

Withdraw the central bolt from the tool and
locate the outer part of the tool inside the bearing, ensuring the four tangs register behind it.
Insert the central bolt and screw against the
annulus.
Tap out the oil seal and rear bearing from the
rear casing.

OVERDRIVE

RE-ASSEMBLY (Fig. 18)
Renew gaskets, "0" rings, seals and tab
washers, as necessary, during re-assembly operations.
Operating Valve
Locate the operating valve (19) within its
orifice in the front casing and check that its
hemispherical end abuts the flat of the operating
cam (48). Position the steel ball (18), plunger (17)
and spring (16) and secure with blanking plug (15).

Fig. 25.
View of front
casing showing
pump installed

Relief Valve
Insert the relief valve plunger (46) in the relief
valve body and locate the assembly within its
orifice at the base of the front casing. Insert the
spring (45), locating it on the boss of the plunger,
and secure with the relief valve blanking plug (43).
Pump
Assemble the pump plunger (35), spring (36)
and body (37) and locate the assembly within its
orifice in the front casing, locating the flat of the
plunger roller fork against the thrust button
situated below the centre bush. Press the pump
body home, using tool L 206A, until the annular
groove in the pump body is in alignment with
the locating screw orifice. Insert the dowelled
locating screw and tighten, ensuring that the
dowel locates in the groove.
Screw in the non-return valve body (38),
using t801 L 213, position the ball (39) and
spring (40) in the body and fit the retaining plug,
ensuring that the spring locates correctly in the
plug recess.

Fig. 26.
Annulus prior
to fitting to
rear casing

Filter
Position the three magnetic rings (25) in the
mouth of the filter (24) and the bonded steel/
rubber sealing ring (26) in the filter housing with
its steel face against the casing.
Locate the filter in its housing, open end
against the rubber surface of the bonded washer,
fit the cover plate (23) and secure with the four
retaining setscrews. Fit the drain plug (34).
Operating Pistons
Replace the pistons with the open end of the
piston bore facing forward, carefully easing the
sealing rings into the cylinder bores.

Fig. 27.
Fitting rollers
to unidirectional
clutch
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Annulus and Rear Casing
Locate the front bearing (72) over the
annulus tail shaft and press into position against
the locating shoulder at the rear of the annulus.
Position the speedometer drive gear (73),
distance piece (74), and, if fitted, the spacing
washer (75) on the tail shaft. Fit the assembly to
the rear casing.
NOTE: Where new parts have been fitted,
make a dimensional check between the
distance piece and abutment shoulder for the
rear bearing. Fit spacing washers, as required,
to give a ,005" to ,010" (,1270 to ·254 mm.) end
float between the rear bearing and the casing.

Fig. 28.

Fitting uni-directional clutch to annulus

Fig. 29.
Uni-directional
clutch in
position

Press the rear bearing (76) on the tail shaft and
into the rear casing simultaneously. Fit the oil
seal (77) using tool L 212.
Press the rear coupling flange (4) on the tail
shaft, locate the washer (3) and secure with
nut (2) and split pin (I).
Insert the speedometer drive pinion (57) and
bush (58) turning the annulus as necessary to
engage the gear. Align the bush and casing holes
and fit the dowelled locating screw (61).
Insert the needle bearing (5) in the centre of
the annulus using Tool L 209.
Fit the spring (66) in the roller cage (69) of the
uni-directional clutch, engaging one end in the
cage. Insert the inner member (70), engaging the
opposite end of the spring, and ensure that the
slots of the inner member engage the tongues of
the cage.
Place the assembly, front face down, in the
assembly tool L 178 (Fig. 27) and fit the rollers.
Check that the spring rotates the cage to drive the
rollers up the inclined faces of the inner member.
Refit the thrust washer (71) and uni-directional clutch (Fig. 28) transferring the clutch
direct from the assembly tool. Fit the brass oil
thrower ring (68) and secure with circlip (67).
Planet Gears
Rotate the gears until the etched lines on the
gear and carrier coincide (Fig. 30). Insert the
sungear and recheck the etched lines for alignment. Position the assembly within the annulus
and remove the sungear.
Clutch Sliding Member

Fig. 30.
Planet gear
alignment

Press the thrust bearing (II) into the thrust
ring and fit the four bolts ensuring the heads are
correctly positioned. Press the assembly on the
cone clutch hub and secure with circlip (13).
Fit the retaining plate (12).
Insert the sungear (9) in the splined bore of
the cone clutch and secure with circlip (14).
Locate the assembly within the annulus and fit
the four clutch return springs (29).
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Front Case to Rear Case
Position the brake ring, both faces coated with
suitable jointing compound, on the rear face of
the front case, ensuring the kidney-shaped slot in
the brake ring is located at the bottom (Fig. 31).
Fit the front casing to the rear casing. Clutch
spring pressure will now be felt and it will be
necessary to exert a slight pressure to bring the
two casings together sufficiently to start the nuts.
Tighten diametrically opposed nuts until the two
faces meet.
Locate the bias springs (28) within the piston
bores, fit the bridge pieces (27) and secure with
nuts and tub washers.
Position the solenoid plunger (50) in the fork
of the operating lever (49) and screw on the
adjusting nut, replace the solenoid and secure
with the two setscrews. Adjust as detailed on
page 2·304 and, on completion, refit cover plate
(54) and blanking plug (32).

Fig. 31.

Offering front case to rear case
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PROPELLER SHAFT

GT6

Normal Fitment

O/Drive Condition

Length (closed) ..

..

38 '75" (948'3 rnm.)

35·28" (896'1 mm.)

(fitted) ..

..

39'56" (1004'8 mm.)

36'09" (916'7 mm.)

1'58/1'68" (40'13/42·67 rnm.)

1·25 (31'75" rnm.)

47·65" (1210,3 rnm.)

44·20" (1122,7 mm.

46·79" (1188'5 rnm.)

43 ,53" (1105'6 nun.)

Extension
Vitesse
Length (closed) ..
(fitted)

..

1·25" (31'75 mm.)

Extension

2'997/3'003" (76·02/76·18 mm.)

Mounting flange holes. P.C.D.
Angular movement

0'008" (0,203 mm.)

Maximum run-out (at ends) ..

0·012" (0,305 rnm.)

(at centre)
Maximum out of balance (at each end)
Fig. 1.

0·5 oz in. (36'06 grm.cm)
Propeller shaft data

Sliding yoke

1
2

Circlips

I

3

Bearing cups

I

4

Seals

5

Retainers

6

Spider

7

Flange

'tIC
Fig. 2.

Universal coupling details

Second Issue

PROPELLER SHAFT

2·402

PROPELLER SHAFT
To preserve the fine degree of balance throughout the transmission, should radial play develop
in the propeller shaft universal couplings the
complete assembly should be replaced with an
exchange unit. Where exchange units are not
available, proceed as follows:

C502

Fig. 3.

Removing circIip
To Remove
Raise the vehicle on stands or a ramp.
Remove the facia support bracket and gearbox cover as described on page 2·207 (GT6),
2 ·224 (Vitesse).
Remove the bolts and nyloc nuts securing the
propeller shaft flanges to the gearbox and rear
axle units.
Remove the propeller shaft rearwards.
To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure. using new
nyloc nuts, if the original nuts can be screwed on
to the bolts with finger pressure.
1\OTE: The propeller shaft must be fitted
v.ith the sllding joint at the rear end.

Fig. 4.

Tapping bearing cups from yoke

Dismantling
Remove one circlip from the forked end of
the shaft and tap the lug until the bearing cup
emerges (Fig. 4). Finally remove the cup using
grips. Repeat this operation on the opposite
bearing and remove the companion flange from
the propeller shaft.
Remove the two remaining circ1ips. and resting the two exposed trunnions on wooden block.
tap the Jugs of the flange or yoke to remove the
remaining bearings clfld cup".

Fig. 5.

Removing bearing cups

PROPELLER SHAFT

Fig. 6.

Tapping cups from yoke

2·403

Fig. 7.

Refitting bearing cups

Re-assembly
Apply jointing compound to the journal
shoulders on the new spider. Fit the oil seal retainers over the trunnions using a tubular drift.
Fit the oil seals to the retainers.
Pass two trunnions or the spider through the
bearing bores in the companion flange and fit
the bearing cups and circ1ips, ensuring that these
are properly seated.

Fig. 8.

Refitting spider

The spider must be fitted ""ith the lubrication
boss towards the propeller shaft as shown in
Fig. 9.
Pass the other pair of trunnions through the
bearing bores in the forked end of the propeller
shaft and flt the bearing cups and circlips.
Repeat the foregoing operations on the other
ulliversal coupling and refit the complete shaft
assembly to the vehicle.
NOTE. The sliding ioltlt should not be dismantled for any reason.

I
I

l . _._ _._

G5U6

Fig. 9.

Location of grease plug
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DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES-continued

PARTS & DESCRIPTION

DIMENSIONS
NEW
in.
mm.

---------------------1-----

Inner Axle Shafts
Bearing journal diameter

REMARKS

-------------- ---------------

0·9847
0·9852

No. of serrations
Oil seal journal diameter

CLEARANCES
NEW
in.
mm.

Bearing press fit on inner axle shaft

25 ·011
25·024
20

Outer Axle Shafts
Shaft length
Shaft end to centre line of universal
coupling
No. of serrations
Mills Pin--Type
-Length
Keyway width
Driving key dimensions: width
depth

1·130
1·135

28·702
28·829

18·53
0·880

470'662
22-352
24

1·63
0·1865
0·1875
0·1875
0·1885
0·250
0·251

G.P.3.
41-402
4·737
4·762
4'762
4·788
6·35
6·38

I

-------------------- -----------------1--·-------------- ----------------.-

P inion Setting Dimensions
Distance from head bearing abutment
face on pinion to' centre of crown
wheel bearings
Pinion centre line "off-set" below
crown wheeI centre line
Pinion bearing pre-load (without oil
seal)
Length of bearing spacer

3·03125
76'994
0·7445
19·037
0·7505
19·063
12-161bs.jin. (0'01380'185 m.k.g.)
1-450
36·83
1-455
36·96

I

Backlash between pinion and crown
wheel

0'004
0·006

- - - - -- - - D ifferential Carrier

Crown wheel locating spigot diameter
Bore for eross-shaft

Alternative spacer length 1'544j1'549
(39'22/39'34 mm.)

I
3 ·6855
3·6865
·6245
'6255

93·720
98 ·751
15 ·862
15 ·888

·102
,152
-_·-----1---------------- ---

DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES

-

CLEARANCES
NEW

DIMENSIONS
NEW

PAR1'S & DESCRIPTION

REMARKS

------------. ---1---

--------~---------~----

Vitesse-3'89:1
G1'6-3'27: I
4 ft. (122 ems.)

Axle Ratio
Track
--

--1-

·1-·

in.
('rown Wheel
N um ber of teeth
Locating diameter

3'89:1 when overdrive is lilted
to G1'6 or Vitesse

mm.

in.

mrn.

93·662
93·687
0·076

0·001
0·003

0·025
0·076

0·004
0·006

0·101
0·152

36

Maximum permissible run-out
Backlash

3 ·6875
3·6885
0·003

Obtained by shimming between
differential side bearings and
casing.
--

Pinion
Number of teeth
Diameter of journal:
--for pinion bearing head
for pinion tail bearing
Spline diameters

Maximum
-Minimum

Thread dimensions

Hypoid Housing
Internal diameter for:
-pinion head bearing outer ring
pinion tail bearIng outer ring
differential bearing outer rings
Width between differential bearing
outer ring abutments
Maximum spreading load for entry of
assembled differential unit
--------------

-

II

1·1256
I . I 26 I
1·0004
I ·0009
0·8460
0·8475
0·990
0·994
V x 18 t.p.i.

28·590
28 ·626
25-410
25 '423
21-488
21·527
25· I46
25·248
U.N.F

2·6860
68·224
2 ·6870
68 ·249
2·2485
57·112
2·2495
57·137
2 -4418
62 ·022
2·4428
62·047
5·120
130·048
5·128
130·251
3360 Ibs. (1524 kg.)

------- --------------

Bearing press-tit on fllnlon

Ring is press fit In bore

---------------------------,

DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES-continued

PARTS & DESCRIPTION

CLEARANCES
NEW
in.
mm.

DIMENSIONS
NEW
mm.
in.

REMARKS

-

-

D ift'erential Carrier-continued

1·251
1·253
1·251
-003

Bore for sun gear spigot
Side bearing spigot O.D.
Max. permissible run-out

-

31'775
31·826
31-788
0'076

-

---~----

-------

D ift'erential Gears

Differential sun gear
No. of teeth
Spigot diameter
No_ of internal serrations
Sun gear thrust washer thickness
Differential planet gear:
No. of teeth
Diameter of bore
Backlash between any two pairs of
gears
Diameter of cross-shaft

16
31-798
31-798

1·2485
1-2485

0-0017
0·0045

0·043
0'114

0·0008
0·0028
0-002
0'004

0·020
0·071
0'051
0·102

0·0005
0'0015

0·0137
0-038

Clearance of gear spigot in carrier

20
0-0345
0-0375

0'876
0'952
,
10

0-625
0625

15 -815
15'913

0-6237
0-6242

15-842
15·855

1·2508
1·2498
2·2493
2·2499
1·4990
1-5000
2·2490
2·2495
1-2495

31·750
31'775
57·132
57·147
38·075
38·100
57 '125
57·137
31·737

0·500

12'700

-----------"

H ubs (rear)
Inner hub assembly
Internal dia. for:
Needle roller bearing

Hub bearing outer ring and outer
grease seal
Inner grease seal
Diameter of hub bearing outer ring
External diameter of needle roller
bearing
Dimension from face of needle roller
bearin g to inner face of hub

I

10

13

14

15

69

68--

21

62

so
. 2.
Fig.

Rear Axle Details

Key to Fig. 2

26 Rubber sealing ring

51

2 Differential side bearing

27 Nylon bush

52 Plain washer

3 Thrust washer

28 Shim

53 Rubber pad

4 Cross-shaft locking pin

29 Stud

54 Bolt

5 Sun gear

30 Hub

55

6 Planet gear

31

56 Slotted nut

7 Thrust washer

32 Grease trap

57 Coupling flange

8 Joint washer

33 Outer seal housing

58

Rear mounting bolt

34 Seal

59 Pinion tail bearing

10

Metalastik bush

35 Ballrace

60 Shims

II

Hypoid rear casing

36 Joint washer

61

Spacer

37 Trunnion housing

62

Mounting plate

38 Distance tube

63

Bolt

14 Seal housing plate

39 Grease plug

64

Hypoid nose piece casing

15 Oil seal

40 Needle roller bearing

65

Pinion head bearing

16 Hexagon socket screw

41

66 Spacer

17 Ball race

42 Key

67 Pinion

18 Differential carrier

43 Outer axle shaft

68

Crownwheel

19 Differential side bearing

44

Grease flinger

69

Cross-shaft

20 Shims

45

Universal joint assembly

70 Bolt

21

46 Circlip

7\

Lockplate

22 Nyloc nut

47 Bearing cap

72

Brake backplate

23 Bolt

48 Tubular dowel

73

Bolt

24 Bolt

49 Bolt

74 Nyloc nut

25 Shim

50 Mounting rubber

75

Shims

9

12 Circlip
13

Nyloc nut

Inner axle shaft

Nyloc nut

Inner oil seal

Nyloc nut

Split pin

Oil seal

Vertical link

~

t"l

~
>
~
t"l
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DIFFERENTIAL BEARlNG-SlllMS
PART No.

THICKNESS

123813
123814
123815
123816
1238·17

in.

mm.

0'0085/0-0095
0'012/0'013
0·014/0·015
0·016/0·017
0-019/0-021

0-216/0'241
0'30/0'330
0'350/0·381
0'406/0'432
0'483/0-533

I

I

PLANET GEAR-THRUST WASHERS
I

PART No.

THICKNESS

mm_

In.

138440
134076
136441
138442

0-025/0-028
0'030/0-032
0-034/0,036
0,028/0-040

I

I

0'560/0-511
0'562/0-613
0-664/0-714
0-765/0-816

PINION HEAD BEARING-SPACER
I

THICKNESS

PART No.
140793
140792
140791
140790

in.

mm.

0'003
0·005
0·010
0-030

0-076
0'127
0-25
0-76

PINION HEAD BEARING-SPACER
PART No.
145918
145919
145920
145921
145922
145923
145924
145925
145926
145927
145928
145929
145930
145931
145932

THICKNESS
in.

mm.

0·075
0·0765
0·078
0·0795
0-081
0-0825
0·084
0·0855
0-087
0'0885
0-090
0·0915
0·093
0·0945
0·096

1-905
1'943
1·981
2-019
2'057
2-096
2-134
2-172
2·210
2-248
2-287
2-325
2·363
2-401
2·439

REAR AXLE
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HUB AND OUTER AXLE SHAFT
ASSEMBLY
To Remove
Jack up the rear of the vehicle, support it on
chassis stands and remove the nave plate, wheel
nuts and road wheel.
Disconnect the flexible brake hose (A) from
the chassis bracket (B) and pipe (C).
Disconnect the hand brake cable from the
lever (D).
Using a jack to relieve the damper of load,
remove the bolt (E) to release the radius arm.
Remove four bolts (F) and nyloc nuts (0)
to release the axle shaft coupling flange.
Remove the nyloc nut (H) and washer from
the damper lower attachment eye and pull the
bottom of the damper clear of its mounting pin.
Remove the jack from beneath the vertical
link plates, and whilst supporting the brake
assembly by hand, remove the nut (J) bolt from
the road spring eye.
Withdraw the hub and outer axle shaft
assembly from the vehicle.
To Refit
Assemble the vertical link to the road spring
eye, leaving the nyloc nut semi-tight at this stage.
Carefully jack up the vertical link plate and
secure the extended damper to its lower attachment.
Re-attach the radius arm to the vertical link
bracket and secure with bolt (E) and nut.
Secure the outer axle shaft to the flange of the
inner axle shaft and remove the jack.
Load the vehicle to a "Static Laden" condition and tighten the nyloc nut securing the vertical link to the road spring.
Re-connect the handbrake cable to the handbrake lever (D).
Re-connect the flexible brake pipe to the
chassis bracket (B) and pipe union (C).
Adjust and bleed the brake system.
Fit the road wheel, nuts and nave plate.

Fig. 3.

Rear damper and brake pipe attachments

11

Fig. 4.

Handbrake cable and radius arm attachments

Fig. 5.

Axle shaft coupling

REAR AXLE
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Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

Outer axle shaft and hub assembly details
(annotations are given under Fig. 2)

Using Tool No. Sl09B to remove rear hub

Dismantling
Remove the countersunk screws and detach
the brake drums.
Remove the hub nut (31), plain washer and
extract the hub (30) and key (42) using Tool
No. S109B.
Remove the nyloc nut (74) and withdraw the
bolt (73). Detach the vertical link (75) from the
trunnion, remove the shims (25 and 28), rubber
seals (26), steel bush (38) and nylon inserts (27)
from the trunnion.
Release the lockplates (71), withdraw four
bolts (70) and remove the grease trap (32), brake
backplate (72), seal housing (33), and joint washer.
Remove the oil seal (34) from its housing
(33).
Remove the ballrace (35), trunnion housing
(37) and flinger (44) together, using Churchill
Tool No. S4221A with adaptors S4221Aj14.
Extract the inner oil seal (4 I) and needle
roller bearing (40) from the trunnion.
Re-assembly
Using Tool No. S300A. fit the needle roller
bearing (40) into the trunnion (37), (pressing on
the lettered end) to a depth of 0 -5" (12' 7 mm.)
from the trunnion face.

Fig. 8.

Pressing the axle shaft through the trunnion assembly

REAR AXLE
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Fig. 9.

,

2·625 "
66·6751'11'1

I

,

Section through rear hub

44

.oil

1

40

35

I

43

~

i

..o

Fig. 10. Dimensions of tool
for fitting flinger

5·998" /6.002'
152'35/152.45 M M

With the sealing lips trailing, drift the inner
oil seal (4l) into the trunnion.
Drive the flinger (44) on to the axle shaft using
the tool shown on Fig. 10.
Pack the needle rollers with grease and pass
the axle shaft through the trunnion, taking care
not to damage the inner oil seal.
Secure the axle shaft in the protected jaws of
a vice, pack the ballrace with grease and drift it
on to the shaft, using Tool No. S.304, as shown
on Fig. 12.
With the sealing lip trailing, press a new seal
(34) into the seal housing (33). Coat a new paper
joint (36) with grease, position it on the trunnion
outer face. and assemble the seal housing, brake
backplate assembly (72) (with wheel cylinder at
the top) and grease trap (32) (with duct to
bottom). Secure the assembly with bolts (70) and
new lockplates (71).

Fig. 11.

-------~<~

Pressing the needle roller bearing into the trunnion

Insert the key (42) into its keyway in the axle
shaft and, ensuring that the tapers arc clean, fit
the hub (30) and secure it with a plain washer
and new nyloc nut (3\).
Secure the brake drums with the countersunk
screws.
Complete the trunnion assembly by fitting
the nylon bushes (27), steel sleeve (38), shims (28
and 25) rubber seals (26) and vertical link (75).

Fig. 12.

Driving the ballrace onto the shaft
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OUTER AXLE SHAFT COUPLINGS
3

I

2
3

..

5

Circlip
Cup
Needle rollers
Fig. 13.

Fig. 14.

6

4 Washer
5 Seal
6 Spider
Coupling details

Inspection
Jack up the rear of the car and support it on
chassis stands. Remove the nave platcs and road
wheels.
Place a trolley jack under the vertical link and
raise it until the assembly assumes its normal
operating position.
Remove the bolts securing the coupling to thc
inner axle shaft. Taking care not to damage the
flange faces, lever the flanges apart, easing the
vertical link outwards on the jack.
Holding the axle shaft firmly, move the flange
yoke axially along the spider journals. If end
float exists, renew the spider and cup assemblies.
This will necessitate removal of the outer axle
shaft assembly as described on page 3'105.
Repeat thc inspection procedure on the other
axle shaft coupling.

Coupling attachment
Dismantling (Fig. 13)
Secure the axle shaft in a vice and remove the
circlips (I) retaining the roller cups (2).
Support the flange yoke and tap it with a hidefaced mallet (Fig. 16) to partially eject the cup
from the yoke. Completely withdraw the cup
using grips (Fig. 17). Repeat the operation with
the opposite cup.

Fig. 15.

Removing circlips

REAR AXLE

Detach the flange yoke from the spider and
remove the cups as described above. Remove the
spider from the outer yoke.

3·109

Fig. 16.

Tapping cup from flange yoke

NOTE: A tight cup may be removed by
gripping it in the jaws of a vice and tapping
the yoke with a hide faced mallet.

Replacement of Parts
The needle rollers, cups, spiders, seals and
cirdips are supplied only as J. complete package.
The occurrence of wear in the bores of a universal
joint yoke will necessitate its removal. The outer
yoke is attached to the axle shaft and can only
be obtained as an assembly.

Re-assembly
Carefully fit the seals (5) and washers (4) onto
the cups (2). Manoeuvre the spider into the
outer yoke. Press the cups squarely into the
yoke ensuring that the needle rollers engage with
the spider journals. Repeat with the flange yoke.
Secure the cups in the yokes by inserting the
circlips in their grooves.

Fig. 17.

Using grips to remove needle roller cup

Fig. 18.

Fitting cup and needle rollers

-
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Fig. 19.

Unscrewing hexagon socket screws

Fig. 20.

To Refit
Insert the inner axle shaft into the hypoid
housing and secure it with the four hexagon
socket screws (16).
Refill the hypoid housing with oil and refit
the outer axle shaft.

Pressing out inner axle shaft

16

J

oj,
..
0
_,
0

o
14

Fig. 21.

Inner axle shaft details

INNER AXLE SHAFT AND
BEARING ASSEMBLIES
To Remove (Fig. 19)
Remove the hub and outer axle shaft assembly, as described on page 3-\05.
Drain rear axle oil.
Utilizing a-&-" (6'763 mm.) hexagon socket key,
as shown on Fig. 19, remove the socket screws
from the hypoid casing.
Withdraw the inner axle shaft assembly.

REAR AXLE
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Dismantling
Remove the circlip (12) (Fig. 21) and, using a
Churchill Press and Adaptor Set No. SA221 A-7 A
withdrav,' the race from the inner axle shaft, as
shown on Fig. 20.
Detach the seal housing plate (14) and drive
out the oil seal (15).

Fig. 22.

Re-assembly
With the lip of the seal leading, drive a new
seal into the housing plate (14).
With the sealing lip trailing. slide the housing
on tD the inner axle shaft. taking care not to
damage the seal as it passes over the serrations.
Press the ballrace on to the axle shaft, as
shown on Fig. 23.
Fit the circlip (12) to the inner axle shaft
groove.

Fig. 23.

Fitting inner axle shaft oil seal

Pressing inner axle shaft through bearing and housinf,

PINION OIL SEAL
R~place

(Fig. 24)
Drain the hypoid unit, remove the exhaust tail
pipe and disconnect the rear end of the propeller
shaft. Withdraw the split pin (55). unscrew the
nut (56) and remove the driving flange (57).
Lever out the old oil seal (58) and drive a new
one into position.
Refit the driving flange (57), reconnect the
propeller shaft and refit the exhaust pipe.
Refill the hypoid unit with oil.
To

Fig. 24.

Driving pinion oil seal into position
Second II "Ie
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Fig. 25.

Underside view of hypoid unit

...
-..----

.........- - - - - -

Fig. 26.

Cover removed to show rear road spring attachment

Fig. 27.
Third Issue

Hypoid unit attachments

HYPOID UNIT
To Remove
.Jack up the rear of the vehicle, place on stands
and drain the hypoid unit.
Remove the nave plates and road wheels.
Support the vertical links with screw jacks to
relieve the dampers of spring load.
Remove the nyloc nuts and washers from the
damper lower attachment eyes and pull the
bottom of the dampers clear of the mounting pins.
Remove the exhaust silencer and tail pipe
from the vehicle.
Disconnect the inner shaft couplings and the
rear end of the propeller shaft from the hypoid
unit.
Take out the front luggage floor panel (GT6)
or rear seat assembly (Vitesse) and remove the
spring access plate from the floor.
Release the spring retaining plate and remove
the three rear studs from the axle casing (Fig. 26)
(4 nuts and studs ·~GT6 Mk. 3).
Release the rear attachment by removing the
nyloc nut (13), plain washer and withdrawing the
bolt (9).
With the assistant taking the weight of the
hypoid unit, release the front mounting by removing the nyloc nuts (51), large plain washers
(52) and rubber pads (53).
Manoeuvre the hypoid unit forward and down
from beneath the vehicle.

To Refit
Offer up the hypoid unit to its rear mounting
points and fit the bolt through the rear mounting
lugs.
Fit the front rubber pads (53) ensuring that
the upper ones locate in the corresponding holes
in the front mvunting plate. Fit the plain washers
(52) and tighten the nyloc nuts (51).
Refit the three rear spring attachment studs,
the spring plate, plain washers and tighten the
nyloc nuts.
.Jack up each vertical link and refit the axle
shaft couplings.
Refit the dampers and tighten the attachments.
Reconnect the propeller shaft and refit the
exhaust tail pipe and silencer.
Refill the unit with oil, and adjust the brakes.
Refit the road wheels, remove the stands, and
tighten the wheel nuts and refit nave plates.
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HYPOID UNIT
General Recommendations
Scrape existing joint material from the joint
faces and clean the axle components, preferably
in a trichlorethylene degreasing plant, giving
particular attention to the bearings.
Examine all joint faces and bearing locations
for burrs and other damage likely to affect proper
seating of the components and rectify as necessary.
Avoid the intermixing of bearing components
and keep all shim packs intact. Assess the serviceability of all components by careful examination
and by checking the measurement of worn surfaces against the maximum worn tolerances
given on page 3·10 I.
When re-building the unit, use new joint
washers and spring washers and renew damaged
studs, nuts, bolts and unservicable components.
Use Hylomar, Wellseal or Hermetite for all
gasket joints.
Tighten all nuts, bolts and studs to the appropriate torque figures listed on page 0·125.

Fig. Z8.

Removing inner axle shaft from hypoid unit

To Remove Differential Housing from Casing
Clean the unit with paraffin, and place it on
a clean bench. Remove the inner axle shafts as
described on page 3 ·110. Remove the bolts (63)
and spring washers and turn the pinion until the
two chamfered portions on the edge of the
differential carrier permit withdrawal of the
differential housing.
To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure, ensuring that
the differential housing and casing flange faces
are clean. Fit a new paper joint, coated with
grease, between the two faces.

Fig. Z9.

Hypoid unit removed from rear casing

Removal of Differential Carrier
Remove the bearing cap bolts (49) and detach
the bearing caps (47). Assemble the Churchill
spreading tool on the housing face as shown on
Fig. 30. Spread the fixture by turning the doubleended tensioner screw until it is hand tight, then
complete the spread by moving it a further halfturn with a spanner.
IMPORTANT: DO NOT OVER-SPREAD
BY EXCEEDING THIS AMOUNT OR
THE HOUSING WILL BE DAMAGED
BEYOND REPAIR.
Lift the differential carrier from the housing.
If the bearings are to be re-used, suitably identify
them or, preferably, tie the bearing outer rings
and shims to their respective inner races.

Fig. 30.

Using spreading tool to release differential carrier
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Fig. 31.

Unscrewing crownwheel attachment bolts

Fig. 32.

Checking differential carrier flange run-out

Dismantling the Differential Unit

1• •
Fig. 33.

Withdrawing differential side bearings

Remove the bolts (24) and detach the gear (68)
from the carrier. Refit the differential assembly,
complete with bearings and shims but without
the crown wheel, into the pinion housing and
release the Churchill spreading tool.
With a dial indicator gauge mounted on the
housing and the plunger operating squarely
against the carrier face, slowly rotate the carrier
and check the "run-out". Maximum "run-out"
must not exceed 0·003" (0'076 mm.).
Remove the differential carrier assembly and
the spreading tool. Using Tool No. S.4221A-8C,
withdraw the bearings (19) as shown on Fig. 33.
Drive out the cross-shaft locking pin (4) and
remove the cross-shaft (69), differential gears (5),
(6) and thrust washers (3), (7).

Fig. 34.

Driving out cross-shaft locking pin
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Fig. 35.

Unscrewing pinion flange nut

Removing Pinion
Remove the split pin (55), nut (56) and plain
washer. Withdraw the flange (57) from the pinion
(67) and drive the pinion from the casing. Carefully keeping all shims intact, remove these and
the spacer (61) from the pinion. Extract the
pinion head bearing and selective spacer (66)
using Tool No. S.422lA-l7, as shown on Fig.
38.
Drive out the pinion tail bearing outer race,
the oil seal (58) and the head bearing outer race.
See Fig. 37.
Remove the four "Wedgelok" setscrews (54)
and front mounting plate (62).

Fig. 36.

Fig. 37.

57

Removing front mounting plate

Driving out pinion bearing outer races

Examination of Pinion Housing
Before proceeding to re-assemble the axle
components, check the bearing housing for burrs
or other damage likely to prevent correct seating
of the bearings.

Fig. 38.

Withdrawing pinion head bearing
Second Issue
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RE-ASSEMBLY

Carefully examine all components and decide
which items require renewal. If slight damage to
the crown wheel or the pinion necessitates replacement, discard both items and fit a new
matched pair. These gears are lapped together
during manufacture and etched with similar
marking to identify them as a pair, therefore,
before fitting, ensure that each gear is similarly
marked as shown on Fig. 41.
Fig. 39.

Fitting pinion head bearing

Installing Pinion and Bearings

Locate the pinion bearing outer races
in the differential housing (64). Omitting the
seiective spacer (66), at this stage, lightly oil the
head bearing (65) and press it on to the pinion
(67).
Install the pinion into the housing and omitting the spacer (61), shims (60) and oil seal (58)
assemble the tail bearing (59), driving flange (57),
plain washer and nut (56). Tighten the nut to
a torque of 12/16 lbs./ft. (1·65/2·2 Kg.lm.).
IMPORTANT: To ensure correct location of
the bearing rollers, spin the pinion whilst
tightening the flange nut.
Co 592

Adjusting Pinion Height

Fig. 40.

Using the ground button, depress the dial
gauge plunger to its limit and "zero" the gauge.
Place the gauge in the axle casing with the
plunger contacting the pinion (Fig. 40).
Exerting downward pressure on the gauge,
obtain a maximum reading. This figure subtracted from 0·100" indicates the thickness of
shims required between a normal pinion and head
bearing.

Measuring pinion height

Co 593

Fig. 41.
Second Issue

Crownwheel and pinion markings
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A pinion of normal height bears the letter
"N" on the top face of the pinion. Hypoid pinions not marked in this manner bear a number
preceded by a plus or minus sign as shown in
Fig. 41. These symbols indicate the amount
which must be added to, or subtracted from the
figure derived from gauge reading.
e.g. Gauge reading ,013'"
Marking on pinion head .. + I"
Selective spacer required = 0·\00'"
GS94

~0'013'"

+0·001"

Fig. 42.

Tightening pinion flange nut

=0,088"
Having determined the requisite spacer thickness, remove the pinion, bearings and driving
flange from the housing but leave the bearing
outer rings in place. Assemble the spacer (66) to
the pinion and refit the head bearing.

Adjusting Pinion Bearing Pre-load

Assemble the spacer (61) and the shim pack
(60) to the pinion shaft and fit the assembly into
the housing.
NOTE: The thickness of the shim pack (60)
may require re-adjusting to give correct preloading.
Drive the bearing (59) on to the pinion shaft
and fit the driving flange (57), plain washer and
nut (56). Tighten the nut to 90/100 Ib./ft. (12 '4/
13·8 Kg./m.) torque.
Attach a pre-load gauge to the driving flange
as shown in Fig. 43. Slowly move the weight
along the graduated scale and note the point at
which it falls. The gauge should read 12-16Ib./in.
Higher readings require a thicker shim pack
between the tail bearing and spacer, lower
readings require a thinner shim pack.

G595

Fig. 43.

Measuring pinion bearing preload

NOTE: One thousandth of an inch shim
thickness=4 Ib./in. torque (approx).
When the pre-load is correct. remove the driving flange and fit a new oil seal. Re-attach the
flange, plain washer and nut. Tighten the nut
and secure it with a split pin.
Measure the flange 'run-out' as shown in
Fig. 44. Maximum 'run-out' must not exceed
0·002in. (0·05mm.).

Fig. 44.

Measuring pinion flange run-out
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Fig. 45.

Differential gears

Differential Gears (Fig. 45)
Assemble the sun gears (5), planet gears (6)
and thrust washers (3), (7) into the differential
carrier (I8).
Insert the cross-shaft (69) into the carrier and
check the planet gear backlash. By selection of
planet gear thrust washers, reduce the end float to
give minimum backlash consistent with freedom
of rotation.
Insert the cross shaft locking pin (4) and
secure it by peening the metal over the end of the
pin.

Measuring Total Differential Float

Fig. 46.

Measuring differential gear backlash

Fig. 47.

Fitting differential side bearings

Fit the differential bearings to the carrier
journals and place the assembly in the housing,
omitting the shims.
Attach a dial gauge to the housing so that the
dial plunger operates squarely against the crown
wheel mounting face of the carrier (Fig. 48).
Pressing both bearing outer rings towards each
other, move the assembly away from the gauge
and "zero" the dial.
Similarly, move the assembly towards the
gauge, and note the dial reading. This indicates
the total side float and is referred to as dimension
"A" (see Fig. 50).
Remove the dial gauge and the differential
carrier from the hypoid housing.

REAR AXLE

Crown Wheel-Measuring "In and Out" of Mesh
Ensuring that the mounting faces are clean
and free from burrs, attach the crown wheel (68)
to the carrier (18) and secure with new bolts (24).
NOTE: Thoroughly clean the carrier flange,
crownwheel and bolts in a degreasing plant
and apply 2 drops of "Loctite Studlok" to the
threads of the bolts. Tighten the bolts to a
torque of 42/46 lb./ft. (5-8/6'3 Kg./m.).
Refit the differential unit in the hypoid casing
and position the dial gauge as shown on Fig. 49.
Move the differential unit away from the
gauge, to the "Full Mesh" position and "zero"
the dial.
Move the differential unit towards the gauge
and note the dial reading. This is the "in and out"
of mesh dimension used in the following calculations and is referred to as dimension "B" (see
Fig. 50).
Lift the differential carrier from the housing
taking care not to mix the bearing out rings.
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G603

Fig. 48.

Measuring total side float

Fig. 49.

Measuring in/out of mesh

Differential Bearing Pre-load
By substituting correct measurement in place
of those used in the following examples, calculate
the thick ness of both shim packs as follows:
Example
Total float "A"
Plus 0·003" pre-load ..

0'060"
0·003"

Total thickness of shims required ..

0·063"

Shim thickness at "Y":
In/Out of mesh clearance "B"
Subtract specified backlash

0'025"
0'005"

Shim pack thickness required at "Y"

0·020"

Shim thickness at "X":
Total shim thickness
Minus shim pack thickness at "Y"

0·063"
0·020"

Shim pa.ck thickness required at "X"

0·043"

--_.-.j

Fig. 50.

Diagram for calculating shim pack thicknesses
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Using the axle spreading tool, and again taking
care not to overspread, insert the differential
carrier complete with shims into the casing. Remove the axle spreader, assemble the caps to their
respective bearings and tighten the securing bolts.
Crown Wheel Backlash

Fig. 51.

Tightening bearing cap bolts

Mount the dial gauge on the casing (Fig. 52)
and by moving the crown wheel in either direction, take up the free movement, noting the readings on the dial gauge. Measure this backlash at
several positions, each of which should be within
the limits of 0'004"-0'()()6" (0·1-0'15 nun.).
Should the backlash be excessive, reduce the
thickness of the shim pack at "X", (Fig. 50) and
add an equal amount to "Y". If the backlash is
insufficient, reverse the procedure.
Tooth Markings
After setting the backlash to the required
figure, use a smal1 brush to lightly smear eight or
ten of the crown wheel teeth with engineers' blue.
Move the painted gear in mesh with the pinion to
obtain a good tooth impression.
(a) Correct Markings (Fig. 54)

Fig. 52.

Measuring crownwheeljpinion backlash

When the gear meshing is correctly adjusted
the markings obtained should closely approximate those shown at (a), this being the ideal contact.
The area of contact is evenly distributed over
the working depth of the tooth profile and is
located slightly nearer to the TOE than the heel.
(b)

High Contact

The markings shown at (b) are those produced
by high contact i.e., when the tooth contact is
heavy on the crown wheel face or addendum and
caused by the pinion being too far out of mesh.
To rectify, move the pinion deeper into mesh by
adding shims between the pinion and head bearing. To maintain the existing pinion bearing preload, an equal amount of shims must also be
added between the tail bearing inner cone and the
bearing distance piece.

Fig. 53.

Painting crownwheel teeth to check pinion meshing
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Low Contact
Fig. 54 (c) shows heavy markings on the crown
wheel flank or dedendum this being the opposite
to that shown in (b). Rectification of this condition necessitates moving the pinion out of mesh
by removing an equal amount of shims from the
positions described in (b).
NOTE: When correcting for (b), the new
position will tend to move the tooth contact
towards the toe on drive and the heel on coast,
whilst correcting for (c) will tend to move the
tooth contact towards the heel on drive and the
toe oncoast. Ineither case itmay be necessary,
after correcting the pinion mesh, to re-adjust
the crown wheel as described in (d) and (e).
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(c)

Toe Contact
The markings shown on Fig. 54 (d) result when
the tooth contact is concentrated at the small end
of the tooth. To rectify this condition, move the
crown wheel out of mesh, i.e., increase backlash
by transferring shims from the crown wheel side
of the differential to the opposite side.

ADDENDUM-Pitch line to tooth tip
DEDENDUM-Pitch line to tooth root

2

1

4

a

(d)

Heel Contact
Fig. 54 (e) shows the markings obtained when
the tooth contact is concentrated at the large end
of the tooth. This condition is rectified by reducing backlash, i.e., by transferring shims in the
opposite direction as for (d).
IMPORTANT: Whatever corrections are
necessary, it is most important that the backlash at all times is within the specified limits.
(i) BACKLASH. When adjusting for backlash, always move the crown wheel as
this member has more uir~ct influence
on backlash.
WHEEL
MOVEMENT.
(ii) CROWN
Moving the gear out of mesh has the
effect of moving the tooth contact towards the heel and raising it slightly towards the top of the tooth.
(iii) PINION MOVEMENT. Moving the
pinion out of mesh raises the tooth contact on the face of the tooth and slightly
towards the heel on drive, and towards
the toe on coast.
Having assembled the differential unit, refit it
to Lhe casing (as described on page 3 ·113 and
attach the assembly to the vehicle (as described
on page 3'112).
Refill the axle with one of the approved
lubricants listed on page 0·118.

b

(e)

c

d

e

F 470

I Heel (thick end)
2 Coastside (concave)
3 Toe (thin end)
4 Drive side (convex)
Fig. 54.

Crownwheel tooth markings
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Fig. 56.
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Special hexagon bar

2~"

(6.3 cm.)
(8.9 cm.)
M2 ke from 41 " (6.3
,a mild steel
mm.)
1" (2.5
Make from
)
hexagon
bar
cm.
mild steel
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Unless otherwise stated, all operations contained in
the following pages of this Rear Axle section appertain
to GT6 Mk. 2. Plus and Vitesse Mk. 2.

HUB AND AXLE DRIVE SHAFT
ASSEMBLY

Fig. 57.

Brake pipe and handbrake cable attachments

Fig. 58.

Fig. 59.

Jacking up vertical link

Axle shaft coupling

To Remove (Fig. 55)
Jack up the rear of the vehicle and lower it onto
chassis stands, suitably positioned to give maximum
support. Remove the nave plate, wheel nuts and road
wheel and jack up the vertical link (Fig. 58).
Disconnect the brake pipe and flexible hose from
the support bracket (41) Fig. 57.
Disconnect the hand brake cable, and spring from
the operating lever on the brake back plate.
Remove four bolts (20) to release the intermediate
drive shaft (24) from the inner axle shaft coupling.
Make up hexagon bar to the dimensions given on
Fig. 56. Attach the bar to the spring in the position as
shown on Fig. 60. Proceed to jack up the spring to
relieve the damper load and maintain the spring in this
position by placing an axle stand under the outer extremity of the hexagon bar.
CAUTION: Make sure the hexagon bar is well
supported by the axle stands, see Fig. 60.
Remove the bolt (52) and swing [he radius arm (53)
clear of the axle shaft.
Vitesse /'v1k. 2 ol/Iy- Referring to Fig. 47, Page 4·122
slacken the lower damper link attachment nut (13),
remove the nut (8) and washer securing the link (10) to
the damper arm (7) and tap the link taper (9) clear of its
attachment point.
GT6 and PIllS ol/Iy-Referring to Fig. 46, Page 4 ·122
slacken the upper dar.lper attachment nut (62), remove
the lower attachment nut (63) and move the lower end
of the damper, clear of the axle shaft.
Remove the bolt (51) securing the lower wishbone
to the chassis frame and take out the bolt (30) to release
the rear road spring eye from the vertical link.
Withdraw the hub, vertical link and drive shaft
assembly from the vehicle.
To Refit
Position the hub and axle drive shaft assembly to the
vehicle and refit the lower wishbone to the chassis frame,
leaving the nyloc nut semi-tight at this stage.
Fit the hexagon bar to the spring, place a jack under
the outer extremity of the bar and relieve the load.
Maintain this position by using axle stands.
Carefully jack up the vertical link plate, and fit the
road spring to the vertical link and fully tighten the
attachment nut.
Remove the hexagon bar and axle stands. Refit the
intermediate drive shaft to the inner axle shaft coupling.
Re-attach the damper link (Vitesse Mk. 2) or the
damper (GT6 Mk 2, Plus) and radius arm to the
vertical link.
Tighten the nyloc nut securing the lower wishbone
to the chassis frame.
Re-connect the hand brake c'lbJe and spring to the
brake lever on the back plate.

DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES
GT6 Mk. 2, Plus and Vitesse Mk. 2

DIMENSIONS
PARTS AND DESCRIPTION

NEW
in.

mm.

Intermediate Drive Shaft
Shaft length
Shaft end to centre line of universal coupling
Centre of Mi11s pin hole to centre line of universal coupling
No. of serrations
Mills Pin-Type ..
--Length
Keyway width
Driving key dimensions:
Width
Depth

9·13
0'90
1·56

232·2
23·0
39·6
24
GP3

1·63
0'1865
0·1875

41·402
4·737
4'762

0·1875
0·1885
0'250
0'251

4'762
4·788
6·35
6·38

Outer Drive Shaft
Shaft length (induding flange) ..
Shaft diameter
No. of splines
Full spline length
P.c. diameter of holes in flange

233-8
34·9

9·19
1'38
23
1·25
4·43

31·7
113·0

Hubs (rear)

Diameter of hub outer bearing location
Diameter of hub inner bearing location
Diameter of hub outer oil seal location
No. of serrations
P.c. diameter of the four holes
P.c. diameter of the two holes

38·10
38·10
31·70
31·70
47·62
47·63

1·5013
1·5018
1'2493
1·2498
1·875
1·880
23
3·745
3·755
3·120
3·130

95·00
95·25
79'30
79·55

For all other dimensions and tolerances relating to the rear axle section, refer to page 3·102.
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Fig. 60.

Hexagon bar fitted in position on road spring

Reconnect the brake pipe and flexible hose to its
support bracket.
Adjust and bleed the brake system, fit the road
wheel, nuts and nave plate and road test the vehicle.
Dismantling Rotoflex Coupling (Fig. 55)
Working on the bench, fit the Churchill compression
clamp Tool S 328 to the rotoflex rubber coupling (48).
Detach the coupling from both drive shafts by removing
six bolts (17 and 28).
Remove the brake drum, hub nut (40) and washer
(39). Using Churchill Tool S 109B with thread protector S 109C press the outer drive shaft (18) from the
hub assembly, taking care not to lose the shims (36),
and spacer (37) fitted to the neck of the shaft.
Using Churchill press Tool S4221 and adaptors
S 4221A-17, remove the stoneguard and spacer from
the outer shaft (Fig. 62).
Withdraw the rotoflex coupling (48) from the drive
shaft.
Re-assembly
Feed the outer drive shaft through the new rotofiex
coupling and secure the coupling to the spider with
three new bolts (28). Using a suitable drift, replace the
stoneguard and spacer.
Refit the collar and shim to the outer drive shaft.
Insert the splined end of the shaft into the hub assembly
using a drift tool to gain sufficient threads for the new
nyloc nut. Replace the hub washer and nut.
Secure the intermediate drive shaft to the outer
shaft with three new bolts. Remove the mild steel band
from the new rotoflex rubber coupling.
Refit the brake drum. Refer to Group '0' Section I
for tightening torque figures.

J390

Fig. 61.

Fig. 62.

Outer drive shafts (fitted-condition)

Removing stoneguard and spacer
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Fig. 63.

Rear hub arrangement (annotations are given under Fig. 42, Page 4,120)

REAR HUBS
General
Servicing of the rear hub and its associated components will necessitate prior removal of the hub and axle
drive shaft assembly as previously described on page
3.122. Refer to page 0.110 for list of special tools
required to dismantle the following components:Separating Vertical Link from Rear Hub
1. Fit thrust button S 323/1.
2. Fit tool S342 and secure with a suitable bolt.
3. Push the hub clear of the vertical link and remove
the tool (Fig. 64).

Fig. 64.

Separating vertical link from rear hub

Removing Bearings and Grease Seals
Inner
1. Turn the bearing (31) sideways to permit its
removal through the inner grease seal.
2. Using a screwdriver, drift out grease seal (29) from
the vertical link (Fig. 66).
3. Remove inner bearing cup (60) by using tool S 123A
or a soft metal drift (Fig. 65).
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Fig. 65.
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Removing inner bearing cups

Outer
I. Push the outer seal (35) away from the bearing face
and fit thrust button S 323.
2. Position tool S 323 with adaptors S 323-1 around
bearing (Fig. 67). To avoid distorting the bearing
cage, tap main collar supporting adaptors firmly
into position before applying load.
3. Withdraw the outer bearing (34) and grease seal,
drift out the outer bearing cup.

Fig. 66.

Drifting out inner oil seal

TO ASSEMBLE
Hub Bearing End Float (Fig. 68 and 69)
1. Place the gauge S 325-1 over the hub extension of
the wheel flange.
2. Place the gauge plate S 325-3 on the end of the
wheel flange hub, applying pressure centrally to
gauge plate to avoid tilting.
3. With a feeler gauge measure the clearance "A"
Fig. 69.
Selecting Spacer and Shims (Fig. 63 and 70)
1. Press inner and outer bearing cups into position.
2. In a dry condition place both tapered roller bearings into the vertical link as shown on Fig. 63.
3. Fit hub extension S 325-2 through both ,aces.
4. Fit gauge S 325-1 as shown on Fig. 70 with slot
uppermost.
5. Attach the gauge plate S 325-3 to the gauge body
(Fig. 70) and whilst lightly tightening the thumb
screw, rotate the gauge clockwise to allow the
bearings to track correctly. Do not pre-load the
bearings by over-tightening the thumb screw.
6. Place the pre-determined feeler gauge size achieved
at clearance "A" (Fig. 69), into the slot in the
gauge, together with one of the five available
spacers (listed on page 3'126) and two shims if
necessary, which collectively will tightly fill the
gauge slot Fig. 70.

Fig. 67.

Fitting Churchill tool around outer bearing

3·126
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Fig. 68.

Measuring hub bearing end float

K134

Fig. 71.

The spacer (and shims) thus selected, will when
fitted to the axle shaft, ensure correct hub float of
0'0005-0'0025 in. (0'0127-0'0635 mm.) during
final assembly.

38
K142

Fig. 69.

Sectioned view of hub showing special tool fitted

Removing outer bearing

NOTE: Five spacers of the following thickness are
available:-Pt. number 152483
0·139 in. (3'531 rom.)
Pt. number 152484
0·141 in. (3'581 mm.)
Pt. number 152485
0·143 in. (3'632 mm.)
Pt. number 152486
0·148 in. (3,759 mm.)
Pt. number 152487
0·155 in. (3-937 mm.)
The shim thickness is ·003 in. (0'0762 mm.) Pt.
number 142340.
Fitting Outer Bearing and Grease Seal into Vertical
Link (Fig. 72).
1.
"

Thoroughly grease outer bearing ane! fit into position.
With the se;\llip facing inwards use tool S 322 and
handle 550 to drive the seal squarely into position.

Fitting Vertical Link to Rear Hub (Fig. 73)
I.

2.
Fig. 70.

Selecting spacer and shims.

Position the vertical link over the hub centre and
using tool S 324 located against the inner member
of the outcr bearing, drivc thc bearing into position.
Remove the tool and apply a liberal quantity of
SHELL Retinax 'A' grease or approved alternative to the inner cavity of the hub.
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Fig. 73.

Fig. 72.

Fitting vertical link to hub

Fitting outer bearing and grease seal
to vertical link

Fitting Inner uearing (Fig. 74)
IMPORTANT: As correct end float necessitates
drawing the beari ng into position during the final
stage of assembly, the bearing must not he driven
fully home during the following operation:I. Position the bearing as shown and using tool S 324
tap the bearing just sufficiently to allow the outer
extremities of the vertical link to have a minimum
up and down movement of tr in. (1'58 mm.).

Fig. 74.

Fitting inner bearing

-

Fitting the Inner Grease Seal (Fig. 75)
Position the seal with the lip facing inwards, and
drive it into position with tool S 322 and handle
550,
Referring to Fig. 55 fit the selected spacer (36),
latest type (without the chamfer), and shim (37) if
necessary onto the outer axle shaft (18) using
grease to hold them in position while mating the axle
shaft and hub splines.
To avoid stripping threads during initial stages of
drawing the outer axle shaft fully into position, it is
advisable, to use a slave nut without the fiat washer.
When the axle shaft is correctly positioned, remove
the slave nut, fit flat washer and new nyloc nut. Tighten
the nut with a torque wrench set at 110-115 Ibs. ft.
(15.21-15.900 kg./m.).
K 132

IMPORTANT: While tightening the nut rotate the
vertical link to ensure that the bearings are tracked
into their final running position.

Fig. 75.

Fitting inner grease seal
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INTERMEDIATE AXLE SHAFT COUPLINGS

Fig. 76.

Checking spider journals for end float

Inspection
Jack up the rear of the vehicle and support it on
chassis stands. Remove the nave plates and road wheels
and jack up the vertical link.
Attach the special hexagon bar (Fig. 60 refers) to the
spring and jack up the spring to relieve the dampers of
spring load, and maintain the spring in this position by
placing axle stands under the outer extremity of the
hexagon bar.
Remove the bolts (Fig. 59) securing the coupling to
the intermediate drive shaft. Taking care not to damage
the flange faces, lever the flanges apart.
Holding the axle shaft firmly, mov:: the flange yoke
axially along the spider journals Fig. 76. If end float
exists, renew the spider cup assemblies. This will
necessitate removal of the outer drive shaft assembly as
described on page 3·122.
Repeat the inspection procedure on the other axle
shaft coupling.
For dismantling, replacement of parts and re-assembly,
refer to page 3 ·108 and 3·109.
INNER AXLE SHAFT AND
BEARING ASSEMLIES
To Remove (Fig. 19)
Remove the hub and outer axle drive shaft assembly
and intermediate shaft, as described on page 3 ,122.
Drain the rear axle oil.
Utilising a it in. (6'763 mm.) hexagon socket key,
as shown on Fig. 19, remove the socket screws from the
hypoid casing.
Withdraw the inner axle shaft assembly.

Fig. 77.

Removing circlips from flange yoke

To Refit
Insert the inner axle shaft into the hypoid housing
and secure it with the four hexagon socket screws (16)
Fig. 21.
Refill the hypoid housing with oil and refit the intermediate axle shaft and the hub and outer axle drive shaft
assembly.
For dismantling and re-assembly, refer to page 3 '111.
To replace pinion oil seal, refer to page 3·111.
HYPOID UNIT
GT6 Mk. 2, Plus and Vitesse Mk. 2
To Remove (Fig. 2)

3

4

6

1 Circlip
2 Cup
3 Needle rollers
Fig. 78.

4

Washer
Seal
6 Spider

5

Universal coupling details

Jack up the rear of the vehicle, place on axle
stands and drain the hypoid unit.
Remove the nave plates and road wheels.
Disconnect the intermediate drive shafts from the
inner axle shaft coupling and the rear end of the
propeller shaft from the hypoid unit.
Remove the exhaust silencer and tail pipe from the
vehicle.
Remove the radius arm mounting bolt from the
chassis. Release the handbrake clevis pin and spring
from the brake backplate.
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Attach the hexagon bar (Fig. 60 refers) to the spring,
and jack the spring to relieve the dampers of spring
load, and maintain the spring in this position, by placing axle stands under the outer extremity of each
hexagon bar.
Remove the damper links page 4.122 (Vitesse Mk 2)
or the dampers page 4.122 (GT6 Mk 2 and Plus).
Take out the spring eye mounting bolts (30).
Take out the rear seat assembly (Vitesst Mk 2) or
the front luggage floor panel (GT6 Mk 2 ana Plus) and
remove the spring access cover plate from the floor.
Remove six nyloc nuts and washers to release
the spring retaining plate and remove the three rear
studs from the axle casing (Fig. 79).
Release the rear attachment to the chassis frame by
removing the nyloc nuts (13), plain washers and withdrawing the bolts (9).
With an assistant taking the weight of the hypoid
unit, release the front mounting by removing the nyloc
nuts (51), large plain washers (52) and rubber pads (53).
Manoeuvre the hypoid unit forward and down
from beneath the vehicle.

------

•

Fig. 79.

Spring access cover removed to show
rear road spring attachments

To Refit
Push the intermediate drive shafts up toward" the
body to give sufficient clearance for the unit.
Offcr up the hypoid unit to its rear mounting points
and fit tht: bolts (9) through the rear mounting lugs.
Fit the rubber pads (53) ensuring that the upper ones
loc:lte in the corresponding holes in the front mounting
plate. Fit the plain washers (52) and tighten the nyloc
nuts. Align the road spring with the hypoid unit and
refit the three rear spring attachment studs, the spring
plate, plain washers and tighten the nyloc nuts.
Refit the special hexagon bar to the spring and
relieve load as previously described and fit the spring
eye bolts.
Fit the damper links or dampers and reconnect the
radius arms to the chassis.
Reconnect the intermediate drive shafts to the inner
axle shaft couplings and the handbrake clevis pin and
spring to the brake backplate.
Refit the propeller shaft to the hypoid unit and the
exhaust silencer and tailpipe to their respective mountings.
Refill the unit with oil and adjust the brakes.
Remove the special hexagon bar, refit the road
wheels, remove the axle stands, and tighten the wheel
nuts and refit nave plates.
Refit the spring access cover plate and reseal in
accordance with instructions given on page 5.304.
Replace the rear seat assembly or front luggage
floor panel.
Finally, road test the vehicle.
For dismantling, inspection and re-assembly, refer to
pages 3·113 to 3'121.

Fig. 80.

Nose plate front mountings
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Fig. 81.

Hypoiu unit rear attachment (Vitesse Mk. 2)
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BRAKES
Introduction
The vehicle is equipped with a hydraulic braking system, comprising self-adjusting opposed piston caliper disc
brakes at the front and adjustable drum brakes at the rear. The system is pressurised from a master cylinder,
incorporating a reservoir, directly operated by a pendant pedal. Flexible, reinforced rubber hoses convey pressurised
fluid from rigid, body-mounted pipes to the calipers and rear wheel cylinders.
The rear brakes are equipped with leading and trailing shoes. External provision is made for their adjustment,
except later GT6 Mk. 3 cars, from an adjuster unit mounted internally at the bottom of the back plate. The wheel
cylinder incorporates a lever for mechanical operation of the brake unit, via a lever connected to a cable operated
through linkage by the handbmke lever.
Each brake assembly is handed and is not inter-changeable with its counterpart, from the left-hand to the righthand side of the vehicle.

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Pipe to caliper R.H.
Locknut
Washer
Support bracket
Flexible hose R.H.
Pipe--4-way union to R.H.S. Front
Pipe-4-way union to L.H.S. Front
Nut
Washer
Flexible hose L.H. Front
Support bracket
Washer
Nut
Pipe to caliper L.H. Front
Bolt
4-way union
Washer
Spring washer
Nut

Fig. 1.

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Pipe connector
Pipe clip
Bolt
3-way union
Plain washer
Spring washer
Nut
Washer
Flexible hose to caliper L.H. Rear
Support bracket
Pipe 3-way union to flexible hose L.H.S.
Pipe 3-way union to flexible hose R.H.S.
Nut
Washer
Flexible hose to caliper R.H. Rear
Washer
Pipe 4-way union to master cylinder
Pipe clip

Brake pipe layout
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Maintenance
Recommended checks and adjustments for maintaining the braking system arc given
the intervals at which they are recommended.

In

Group

'(Y,

It)gcthcr

II

ith

Pad and Shoe Renewal
Brake pads should be fitted in sets of four. Similarly, brake shoes should also bc fi ttd Il1 sets or 1O~Ii. This
condition also applies, should it be necessary to renew a suspension unit complete with a brake unit. The peds or
shoes of the opposite hand should be renewed.
Overhaul
In addition to adjustment and examination/renewal of shoes and pads at the intervals recommended in Group 0,
it is strongly recommended by the Royal Society for the Prevention of Accide;1ts and the Manui"acturers of brake
components, that the braking system be overhauled every 36,000 miles or 3 years (whichever is soon~rl.
This involves dismantling the brake system and examining each item for defects. All seals and defective components must be renewed. Renew the brake fluid using new fluid from a sealed container, reseal rhe container
after use,
NOTE: This process does not include separating the disc brake caliper body. On no account should any attempt
be made to sel 'rate this component.
Warning
The importance of maintaining scrupulous cleanliness when working on hydraulic brake and clutch units cannot be
over emphasised.
Before opening a hydraulic brake or clutch unit, the outside should be carefully cleaned to prevent the entry of
abrasive matter, which may score the working surfaces, thereby causing internal leakage.
As components are removed they should be placed, for cleaning and examination, in order of dismantling upon a
clean tray or sheet of clean paper. Bores and internal passages should be cleaned only with Girling Brake Fluid or
Girling Cleaning Fluid.
At this stage the hands should be washed and dried, before re-assembling the unit, thm minimising the risk of
contamination of rubber seals, should the hands previously have been in contact with vehicle lubricants.
Lightly smear the bores with clean Girling Brake Fluid before assembly.
Avoid contamination of pads, linings and clutch facings with hydraulic fluids, oil or grease.
Cleaning
The use of Girling cleaning fluid is recommended for cleaning components and for llushing the braking system,
when this operation is necessary.
Hose Clamp
A hose clamp, Girling Part No. 64947017, available from Girling agents, is a valuable aid to an operator engaged
in diagnosing faults in a braking system. The use of the clamp saves time in locating faults, servicing cylinders and
eliminates unnecessary bleeding, as frequently occasioned by haphazard procedures.
The clamp is fitted in turn to the tlexihle hoses, and the brake pedal action checked each time. When pc\Lil :~ction
improves, the cylinder clamped off at that time is the doubtful one. The use of four clamps permits mor'~ rapid
and effective diagnosis, than one clamp.
There is no danger of splitting or damaging serviceable hoses by tltting the clamp.
Sequence of Bleeding
Air is compressible. and its presence in the system will prevent the correct functioning of the brakes. Therefore
if a pipe joint has been uncoupled, or if air has been admitted during some other operation, the system must bc bled
until sponginess at the foot pedal is eliminated. Bleed the system from each wheel cylinder in turn, starting with the
front left-hand side wheel and proceeding in anti-clockwise sequence (right-hane: steering). rOT" left-hand s:eering
start at the front right-hand side and proceed in a clockwise sequence. (Refer to page 3'203).
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BLEEDING

Procedure
With the aid of a second operator, proceed
as follows:1.

Raise the rear wheels. Tighten the rear brake
shoes hard against the drum, to reduce the
space in the cylinders.

2.

Ensure that the reservoir is topped up to the
level marked on the master cylinder.

3.

Wipe clean and unclog the bleed nipple and
attach to it a short length of small bore
tubing Fig. 4. Hold the tube in a clean glass
container partially filled with hydraulic fluid,
·so that its end is below the level of the fluid.
Unscrew the bleed nipple one half turn.
NOTE: During bleeding, the reservoir fluid
level falls rapidly. Ensure that the level does
not fall below half full, constantly replenishing slowly with new Castrol-Giriing
Brake and Clutch Fluid (Crimson). Immediately bleeding is completed re-seal residual
fluid in the container, as exposure to atmosphere lowers the boiling point.

4.

Operate the pedal with a succession of rapid
long and short strokes as follows: Push the
pedal through its full stroke, followed by two
or three short rapid strokes; then allow the
pedal to return to its stop unaided (foot
removed) Fig. 3. Observe the fluid being
discharged into the glass container and when
all bubbles have ceased to appear close the
bleed screw on the downward stroke of the
pedal. Securely tighten the bleed screw (4 to
6 lb. ft. 0·55 to 0·83 kg. m.) and remove the
tubing from the nipple.

5.

Repeat with the remaining brakes.
NOTE: If difficulty is experienced in bleeding
a cylinder it may be that air is being drawn
in past the bleed screw threads. In such
instances, the bleed screw should be tightened
at the end of each downward stroke of the
pedal and the master cylinder piston allowed
to return fully before the bleed screw is reopened.

6.

Top up the master cylinder with unused
hydraulic fluid and replace the cap. Check the
system for leaks. Re-adjust the rear brakes
and lower the rear wheels. Check the action
of the brakes by road-testing.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Master cylinders

Pedal operation

Fig. 4.

Bleeding
Second Issue
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FAULT DIAGNOSIS

FAULT

CAUSE

ACTION

Fade

Incorrect linings. Badly lined shoes.
Distorted shoes. OverloC'.ded vehicle.
Excessive braking. Old hydraulic fluid.

Replace the shoes, decrease vehicle load
or renew hydraulic fluid as necessary.

Spongy pedal

Air in system. Badly lined shoes. Shoes
distorted or incorrectly set. Faulty drums.
Weak master cylinder mounting.

Check for air in the system using the
Girling Hose Clamp and bleed if necessary.
Check the master cylinder mounting,
lined shoes and drums and replace as
necessary. Renew the hydraulic fluid if
applIcable.

A. Disc brakes
Discs running-out pushing pads back.
Distorted damping shims.
Misplaced dust covers.

A. See page 3'207.

B. Drum brakes
Brakes need adjustment. Fluid leak.
Fluid contamination. Worn or swollen
seals in master cylinder. Blocked filler
cap vent.

B. Check the brake adjustment, filler cap
vent, and for fluid leak. Adjust brakes,
repair leak, if necessary, or renew seals
and change fluid. If a system is
contaminated, flush out with Girling
Cleaning Fluid.

Brakes binding*

No clearance at master cylinder push rod.
Seals swollen. Seized pistons. Shoe
springs weak or broken. Brakes or handbrake maladjusted.

Check the brake adjustment and handbrake linkage. Check for clearance at
the master cylinder, seized pistons or
weak shoe springs. Repair or replace
parts as necessary.

Hard pedal-poor
braking*

Incorrect linings. Glazed linings. Linings
wet, greasy or not bedded correctly.
Seized caliper pistons.

Replace the shoes, or if glazed, lightly
rub down with rough sandpaper. Check
caliper for damage and repair as necessary.

Brakes pulling

Seized pistons. Variation in linings.
Unsuitable tyres or pressures. Loose brakes.
Greasy linings. Faulty drums, suspension
or steering.

Check the tyres and pressures, seized
pistons, greasy linings, or loose brakes;
then check suspension, steering and drums.
Repair or replace as necessary.

Fall in fluid level*

Worn disc pads. External leak.

Check the pads for wear and for hydraulic
fluid leakage.

Brake squeal-pad
rattle

Worn retaining pins. Worn discs. No pad
damping shims or springs

Renew the retaining pins or discs. Fit
damping shims or springs.

Uneven or excessive
pad wear

Discs corroded (by salt). Disc badly scored.
Pads require interchanging. Incorrect pad
material.

Check the disc for corrosion, or scoring,
and replace if necessary. Alternatively,
interchange pads. Fit new pads.

Long pedal travel

• The faults marked by an asterisk may be caused by a faulty Servo unit, should this be fitted.
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MASTER CYLINDER OPERATION
Brakes Released Condition

A.

When the brake pedal is released hydraulic pressure created by the brake shoe pull-off spring, plus the plunger
return spring (6), causes the plunger (9) to return to its rear stop (10). The last }/' (0.794 mm.) of movement
withdraws the valve shank (5) rearwards, lifting the seal (2) from its seat on the end face of the cylinder, thus
permitting recuperation of the hydraulic fluid to the reservoir via the drilled passage.

B.

Brakes Applied Condition

Pressure applied to the push-rod (13) by operation of the pedal, forces the plunger (9) forward. This in turn
allows the valve shank (5) to move forward under the influence of the spring (6) until the valve spacer contacts the
end face of the cylinder. The spring washer (3) then forces the valve shank and seal (2) forward until the seal
contacts the end face and closes the passage to the reservoir.
Continued movement of the piston displaces fluid through the hydraulic pipe lines and applies the brakes, the
valve shank (5) passing further into the hollow centre of the piston as the latter moves down the cylinder bore.

'A'

I

i

9

12

10

13

i

I

/

'8'

1
2
3
4
5

Master cylinder body
Seal (valve)
Spring (valve seal)
Distance piece
Valve

Fig. 5.

6

7
8
9

Plunger return spring
Retainer
Seal (plunger)
Plunger

10
11
12
13

~

Abutment plate
Circlip
Dust excluder
Push-rod

Section through brake master cylinder
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BRAKE MASTER CYLINDER

-1

To Remove (Fig. 6)
Drain the hydraulic fluid. Pull back thc
rubber dust excluder (II) and withdraw the
clevis pin (14) securing the push rod to the pedal
(7). Uncouple the hydraulic pipe from the master
cylinder. Remove the bolts (16) from the master
cylinder mounting flange and withdraw the unit
from the bulkhead.

V--"---2
10

To Dismantle (Fig. 7)

95"

IMPORTANT: Before carrying out work
on the brake master cylinder see warning
note on page 3·202.

8-~lo

7----~"""

___ 6
G053

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Master cylinder
Bolt
Spring
Fulcrum pin
Circlip
Pedal rubber
Pedal
Pivot bush
Fig. 6.

9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16

Bolt
Pedal bracket
Rubber dust excluder
Split pin
Plain washer
Clevis pin
Mastercylinder bracket
Bolt

Exploded brake pedal and bracket assembly

',J~\--r\
&~
~ 13 5

~8t
~

Cj);JJ-

7

6

9

Fig. 7. Exploded brake master cylinder
Annotations are given under Fig. 5
(Inset shows correct assembly of spring (3»
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Fit new seals (8) and (2) to items (9) and (5).
Assemble the spring (3), distance piece (4),
spring (6) and retainer (7) to the valve shank (5).
Attach the assembly to the plunger (9), lubricate
with unused hydraulic fluid and fit into the
master cylinder bore.
Refit the push rod (14) with abutmcnt platc
(II) and circlip (12).

Reverse the removal operations, rcfill with
hydraulic fluid and bleed the systcm as described
on page 3 '203.

11

,

To Re-assemble (Fig. 7)

To Refit (Figs. 3 and 5)

10

13

Depress the push rod (13). remove the circlip
(II) and withdraw the push rod together with
items (10) and (11).
Shake out the plunger, spring and valve
assembly. If necessary, apply a low pressure air
line to the outlet union to eject the assembly.
Lift the clip on the spring retainer (7) and
remove the retainer from the plunger (9) with
the valve and spring assembly.
Detach the valve shank (5) by passing it
through the offset hole in the retainer (7). Remove the spring (6). distance piece (4) and spring
(3) from the valve shank (5). Detach the scal (2)
from the valve shank (5) and the seal (8) from
the plunger (9).

G052

BRAKE PEDAL
To Renew Pivot Bush (Fig. 6)
Pull back the rubber dust excluder (II) and
withdraw the clevis pin (14).
Detach the pedal return spring (3), remove the
circlip (5), push the pivot pin (4) from the
bracket and pedal and withdraw the pedal
from the bracket.
Renew the pivot bush (8) and re-assemble by
reversing the dismantling sequence.
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11

2

Disc Brake Caliper

3

The Girling cast iron double acting caliper
units permit speedy inspection or renewal of the
brake pads, without the necessity of bleeding
the system.

12
Pad and Lining Wear

Brake pads must not be permitted to wear
below t" (3 ·17 mm.) and shoe linings below Yo"
(1'59 mm.). Pads and shoes should be renewed
before this condition is reached, if they are incapable of giving safe braking for a further 6,000 miles
(10,000 km.) (interval between routine services).

~j-----5

6

7
Friction Pad Replacement (Figs. 8 and 9)

1.

Jack up the car and remove the front road
wheels.

2.

Release two spring retainers (8) and remove
the pad retainer pins (9) and damping shims
(12).

3.

4.

Lift the friction pads (4) from the caliper
and renew them if worn. Do not attempt to
re-Iine worn pad assemblies.
Before fitting new pads, open the bleed screw

1
2
3
4
5
6

'0' ring seal

Fluid transfer passage
Caliper body
Brake pad
Piston
Piston seal

7
8
9
10
11
12

Dust excluder
Spring clip retainer
Pad retainer
Hose connection
Bleed nipple
Damping shim

(II) and push the pistons (5) back to the full

extent of their travel. Tighten the bleed
screw, fit the new pads (4) and top up the
master cylinder. Insert the damping shims
(12) and retainer pins (9) and secure with the
Note that the arrow
retainer clips (8).
engraved on the shim must point in the
direction of the forward rotation of the
wheel.
Check fluid level and road test
vehicle.

Fig. 8.

Section through caliper

Caliper Cylinder Maintcnance (Fig. 10J

To replace piston sealing rings or dust
excluders, drain and dismantle as follows :-1.

Holding the flexible pipe lock-nut (3) at the
support bracket, unscrew the pipe connection
(4). Be particularly careful not to twist the
metal pipe, otherwise it may sustain a hairline fracture, difficult to detect visually, but
clearly evidenced when the system is
pressurised. Plug the flexible pipe to avoid
loss of fluid.

2.

Remove two bolts (l and 2) securing the
caliper to its support bracket.
Fig. 9.

Pad removal
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3.

Remove the caliper and before withdrawing
the pistons from the body, refer to WARNING
on page 3·202.

4.

Carefully remove the rubber sealing ring (6)
(Fig. 8) from its recess.

5.

Clean the piston, cylinder and rubbers with
clean brake fluid or cleaning fluid.

6.

Examine all components for serviceability
and renew where necessary. Seals must
always be renewed.

Re-assembly
Fig. 10.

Caliper mounting bolts

I.

Fit a new piston seal (6) into the recess in the
cylinder.
Locate the projecting lip of the rubber dust
excluder (7) (Fig. 8) in its recess in the cylinder.

3.

Insert the piston (5), closed end leading, into
the cylinder, taking care not to damage the
polished surface. Push the piston fully home
and engage the outer lip of the dust excluder
with the recess in the piston. Replace the
friction pads.

4.

Assemble the caliper over the disc, and refit to
the mounting bracket.

5.

Refit the flexible brake hose and bleed the
system. Check for leaks.

Brake Discs (Figs. II and 12)

Fig. 11.

Measuring disc run-out

A deeply scored disc accelerates brake pad
wear and is, therefore, detrimental to brake
efficiency. Such a disc should be replaced with a
new one. Only, if a replacement disc is unobtainable should rectification by machining be
undertaken, and the process should only be
entrusted to specialists in this type of work.
It is important that the disc friction faces are
machined parallel to each other, and that not
more than 0·020" (0'508 mm.) is removed from
each face. The minimum thickness of the finished
machined disc must not be less than 0-460"
(11,68 mm.). The surface finish of the machined
faces should conform to32 micro ins. (CL.A.) measured
circumferentially.
50 micro ins. (CL.A.) measured
radially.

Inches

MiIIil1letres

A

0·612

B

1'072

15·54
27·23

Fig. 12.
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Limiting dimensions

When the disc is assembled to and rotated on
the stub axle, the amount of run-out must not
exceed 0 '006" (0,152 mm.) total indicator reading,
taken at 0,50" (12'7 mm.) from the outer edge of
the disc.
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Front hub removal for replacement of disc
Check that the handbrake is firmly applied,
slacken the front wheel nuts one turn, jack up the
car and remove the road wheel.
Detach the disc brake caliper and the hose
support bracket from the vertical link. Hang the
caliper, via a wire hook, on the upper wishbone
to avoid straining the hose. Wedge a piece of
material between the pads to prevent inadvertent
ejection of caliper pistons.

Fig. 13.

Section through front hub

Extract the grease cap by screwing a No. 10
V.N.F. bolt into the threaded hole at the centre
of the cap; if the hole threads are damaged, use a
suitable self-tapping bolt.
Remove the split pin and the slotted nut, slide
the hub off the stub axle taking care to collect the
washer and the outer cage and race; avoid
damaging the felt seal.
Fit the new disc and re-assemble by reversing
the above procedure. Spin the hub and tighten
the nut until resistence is felt; then slacken the
nut one half flat and secure it with a new split pin.
Refit the grease cap.
Check that the hub revolves, freely and check
the disc run-out. Page 3·208.

Fig. 14.

Collecting hub bearing

REAR DRUM BRAKES
Introduction
V nless otherwise stated, the following operations upon the rear hydraulic and hand brake
systems are performed with the handbrake lever
in the off position. In the interests of safety,
therefore, particularly if chassis stands are not
available, place a choc against a wheel not being
lifted.
Dismantled components should be cleaned
and examined for wear. Frayed cables or cables
stretched to preclude further adjustment should
be renewed; cut or worn clevis pins, and levers
having worn holes should also be renewed. Small
amounts of wear at clevis points become cumulative throughout the system and cause considerable
lost movement at the hand brake lever.

Fig. 15.

Disc securing bolts
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I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14

Handbrake lever
Split pin
Dust cap
Bleed nipple
Dust excluder
Retaining clip
Retaining clip
Steady pins
Backplate
Dust excluder
Clip
Steady pin cups
Springs
Steady pin cups

15 Piston
16 Seal
17 Wheel cylinder
18 Return spring
19 Brake shoe
20 Countersunk screw
21 Brake drum
22 Adjuster tappet
23 Adjuster wedge and body
24 Adjuster tappet
25 Return spring
26 Brake shoe
27 Shakeproof washers
28 Nuts
Fig. 16.

3 GY 14

Exploded rear brake assembly (L.H. side)

Brake Shoes (Fig. 16)
To Remove
Jack up the rear of the car and place it on
chassis stands. Remove the nave plate, road
wheel, brake drum and turn the adjuster anticlockwise to the off position.
Withdraw the split pin (2), release the steady
pins (8). cups (12) and (14) and springs (13).
Detach the return springs (18) and (25) by
lifting the shoes out of their abutments, disengaging the front shoe from the hand brake lever,
and manoeuvring the shoes until the tension of
the return springs is released.
Re-assembly
Lightly smear the shoe steady posts and the
ends of the shoe webs with Girling Brake grease,
taking care not to contaminate the linings.
Assemble the springs to the shoes, as shown
on Fig. 17, engage the front shoe with its abutments, ensuring that the hand brake lever enters
the slotted shoe web; then manoeuvre the rear
shoe into position.
Fit a new split pin (2) to the hand brake lever
(1).
Refit the brake drum and adjust the shoe
clearances as follows:-

Fig. 17.

Rear brake assembly (R.H. side)

Adjustment
Each rear wheel brake is provided with one
adjuster which is turned fully clockwise to lock.
Turn the adjuster anti-clockwise by single notch
increments until the drum is free to rotate.
Refit the road wheel, remove the chassis
stands, tighten the wheel nuts and refit the nave
plate.
Fig. 18.

Second Issue

Rear brake shoe adjuster
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REAR BRAKE SLAVE CYLINDERS
To Remove
I.
7

3.
4.
5.

Remove the brake shoes.
Disconnect the flexible brake hose from the
metal brake pipe and plug the latter to avoid
loss of iluid.
Unscrew the flexible hose from the brake
cylinder.
Disconnect the hand brake cable clevis from
the hand brake lever.
Remove the dust excluder, retaining platc and
spring clip (Fig. 19) and withdraw the cylinder
from the backplate (Fig. 20),

To Refit
Reverse the above procedure and bleed the
brakes.

TO RENEW PISTON SEAL
I.

2.

3.

Fig. 19.

Wheel cylinder retainer plate removal

Remove the rubber dust excluder and withdraw the piston. (Refer to WARNING on
page 3,202).
Remove the old seal from the piston and
using fingers only, fit the new seal with its lip
towards the bottom of the cylinder.
Lubricate the seal with hydraulic fluid, fit the
piston into the cylinder and refit the dust
excluder.

HANDBRAKE MECHANISM
Handbrake Lever
To Remove and Dismantle (Fig. 22)
Access is gained to the handbrake adjuster!
clevis, by removing the tunnel trim, safety harness
eye-bolt and screws and manoeuvring the combined cover gaiter clear of the hand brake lever.
Removal of the seats will obviate damage to the
upholstery.
Release the handlever by removing the circlip
(2), washer (3), pivot pin (6) and the clevis pin
(41). Take out the ratchet (44) and withdraw
the pawl release rod (I), spring (46) and pawl
(45).

Fig. 20.

Wheel cylinder removal

To Re-assemble and Refit
Reverse the foregoing procedures.

Primary Cable
To Remove (Fig. 22)
Take out the pivot pin (6), lift the handlever
from its bracket and withdraw the clevis pin (41).
Unscrew the clevis fork (40) and pull the free
end of the cable through the floor. Withdraw the
clevis pin (25) and remove the clamp (3 I) from
the cable.

Fig. 21.

Handbrake lever (Inset GT6 arrangement)
Second Issue
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11

~

1O--(j
8---1
6

1 Pawl release rod
2 Circlip
3 Plain washer
4 Handbrake lever
5 Pawl pivot pin
6 Pivot pin
7 Lock plate
8 Rubber seal
9 Relay lever
10 Bush
11 Felt seal
12 Pull-off spring
13 Split pin
14 Plain washer
15 Square nut

7---)

Clevis
Clevis pin
Locknut
19 Adjusting nut
20 Adjustable spring anchor
21 Lock nut
22 Secondary cable
23 Clevis pin
24 Compensator sector
25 Clevis pin
26 Plain washer
27 Plain washer
28 Split pin
29 Split pin
30 Clamp bolt
31 Clamp
16
17
18

Fig. 22.

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Plain washer
Spring washer
Nut
Spring
Pivot bolt
Primary cable
Square nut
Locknut
Clevis
Clevis pin
Plain washer
Split pin
Ratchet
Pawl
Pawl spring

Arrangement of handbrake components

i
----------_._--------Second issue

- - - - - - - ------------------

-----
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To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure and, with the
handlever in the off position, adjust the cable
to position the relay as shown on Fig. 24.
Moving the clamp (31) against the spring (35),
compress the spring approximately 1" (25-4 mm.)
and tighten the clamp. Ensure that the spring
does not become coil bound when the hand brake
is fully applied.

Fig. 23.

Primary cable adjuster

Relay Lever
To Remove (Fig. 22)
Take out the clevis pin (25), unscrew the
pivot bolt (36) and withdraw the relay clear of the
propeller shaft. Remove the clevis pin (23) and
if necessary, renew the bearing (10).

To Refit
Insert the clevis pin (23), securing the compensator sector (24) to the relay lever (9), and fit
plain washer (26) and split pin (29).
Attach the primary cable clevis fork to the
outer hole of the relay lever (9). Smear the
relay lever bush (10) and the pivot bolt (36)
with grease, and assemble the lever to the body
floor bracket, placing the felt seal (11) above the
lever and the rubber seal (8) below,
shown on
Fig. 22.

a,

U*0J r
37

Fig. 24.

Insert the pivot bolt (36) with its lock plate
(7) through the relay lever and floor bracket
Tighten the bolt and lock with the lock plate.

SA'
,

15

0

i.~

3

C;Y

66

Showing the correct angular position of the relay
lever when the handlever is released
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Secondary Cable
To Remove (Fig. 22)
Release the cable "pull-off'" springs (12) from
the cable brackets (20) and· remove the clevis
pins (17).
Release the tab washer (7), remove the pivot
bolt (36), lower the relay lever (9) and remove the
clevis pin (23).
Remove from one side the clevis (16), nuts
(18, 19 and 21) and spring anchor (20).
Lift off the compensating sector (24) and
remove the cable by pulling it through the curved
guides shown on Fig. 27.
To Refit
Feed the threaded end of the cablc through
the left-hand and right-hand guides.
Assemble the compensating sector (24) over
the cable and secure it to the relay lever (9)
with the clevis pin (23). Refit the relay lever.

Fig. 25.

Haadbrake relay lever and compensator

Fig. 26.

Handbrake secondary cable arrangement

Whilst the cable is still slack, apply grease
liberally to the cable guides and compensator
sector, working the cable backwards and forwards
to distribute the grease.
Re-assemble and connect both ends of the
cable to the brake levers as shown on rig. 26.
Handbrake Adjustment (Fig. 26)
Under normal circumstances, adjustment of
the rear brakes will automatically provide
satisfactory handbrake adjustment. Stretched
cables will necessitate further adjustment as
follows'1.

Jack up the rear wheels, release the handbrake
and lock the brake drums by screwing each
brake adjuster fully in.

2.

Disconnect the pull-oif spring (12) and
remove the clevis pin (17) frol11 the brake
lever.

3.

Adjust the clevis (16) at each elld of the
cable by equal amounts to reduce the cable
slackness. The cables are too tight if the
clevis pins cannot be easily inserted w ilhout
straining the cables.
Secure the clevis pins, re-connect the spring
(12) and readjust the cable brackets (20) to
provide slight spring tension. Turn c<.lch
rear brake adjuster back by one notch
increments until the wheels are free to
rotate. Lower the vehicle and remove the
jack.
Fig. 27.

Secondary cable guides
Second Issue
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'GIRLING POWERSTOP'

I?r
I

2

3

HI05

I
2
3
4

5
6
7

Cnions (female)
Adaptor
Copper washer
Banjo bolt
Copper washers
Non-return valve
Hose clips

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Fig. 28.

Vacuum hose
Brake pipe
Pipe clips
Pipe clip
Brake pipe
Adaptor
Copper washer

'Powerstop' installation details

IS
16
17
18
19

20
21

Plug
Bracket
Bolts
Bracket
Bracket
Nuts
Union (male)

BRAKES

Fig. 29.
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Manifold attachments and overdrive relay

KIT FITTING INSTRLCTlONS (GT6)

(Kit Part Number 514600)

Kit contents:
-adaptor
-copper washer
-auaptor
-copper washer
-plug
--copper washers
-banjo bolt
-non-return valve
-brackets
-bolts
~-nuts

-plain washers
-lock washers
-pipe clips
-hose clips
-vacuum hose
-brake pipe (litted with 2 female unions)
-brake pipe (titted with j male and j
female union)
-Servo unit

2

.,
6
3
6
6
4
2

Fig. 30.

l\lanifuld adaptor
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Drain the cooling system and remove the
battery (R.H.S. vehicles) or disconnect the
negative earth lead from the battery (L.H.S.
vehicles).
Remove the Manifold Assembly as follows:
Disconnect-Fuel and vacuum pipes (30) from
carburettors.
Accelerator linkage (27) and choke
cable (28) from the rear carburettor.
Water control valve cable (24).
Thrce hoses (23,25 and 26) from thc
water control valve assembly.
One hose from the front end of the
inlct manifold.
The exhaust down pipe from the
manifold.
The emission valve hose (29) from
the inlet manifold.
Progressively slacken the six clamp bolts (31)
and four nuts (32). Remove the manifolds and
carburettor assembly complete.
Drill the inlet manifold approximately 2±,'
(64'0 mm.) from the emission valve take-off
adaptor (Fig. 30), using a size 'R' drill. Tap
t" x 27 N .P. T. to suit the adaptor (13) supplied in
the kit. Clean out all swarf. Referring to Fig. 30,
screw in the blanking plug (15) and copper
washer (14) and assemble the adaptor to the
manifold.
Fig. 31.

Master cylinder pipe-run
To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure. clean all
joint faces and renew the gaskets.
Refil the cooling system.
Overdrive Relay
When an ovcrdrive is fitted, remove the relay
(22) and secure it to the bulkhcad shclfas shown in
Fig. 29. Stick a small piece of 'Oalmas Klingfasf
tape over the original holes.

Fig. 32.

Servo unit installed

Fitting the Servo Unit
Shape the brackets as shown ill Fig. 33,
taking care to keep the mounting faces flat.
Bolt the brackets (16. 18 and 19) loosely to the
servo unit and position it adjacent to the battery
on R.H.S. models or in the corresponding
position, next to the master cylinder, on L. H.S.
models. with the vacuulll cylinder facing forward
and as low as possible. Using the assembly as
a template, mark olf and drill three i" (9'5 mm.)
dia. holes. Ensure that the wiring harness is clear
of the drilling points.
IMPORTANT: To avoid damaging the servo
body, first secure the brackets (16, 18 and 19)
to the bulkhead and gusset. Finally, tighten
the bolts (17) securing the brackets to the servo
unit.

INSIDE SECTION 39
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A
B
C
D
E

F
G
H

ins.

mm.

5·25
6·00
1'50
1·44
3'19
2'50
4·375
0·375

133
152
38
36'5
81
63'5
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III

9'5 dia.

Cut length 'A' from right angled
bracket supplied to form bracket (19).
Bend bracket (16), cut to length and
discard excess.
Bend bracket (18) from flat bracket
supplied.

Fig. 33.

Servo unit support brackets

Connecting Hydraulic Pipes
Unscrew the master cylinder cap. Place a
small piece of polythene sheet over the reservoir
and replace the cap. This will prevent excessive
loss of fluid when hydraulic pipes are disconnected.
Disconnect and remove the hydraulic pipe
connecting the master cylinder and the fourway
union. Screw the adaptor (2) and copper washer
(3) supplied in the kit into the master cylinder
outlet port (Fig. 31).
Carefully straighten both hydraulic pipes,
supplied in the kit. Commencing at 'X' (Fig. 31)
route the pipe (9) with the two female unions
(I) by bending, cutting to length and flaring.
Commencing at (Y) (Fig. 32) route the pipe (12)
with one male and one female union (21 and I)
by bending, cutting to length and flaring.
CAUTION: To avoid cracks and malformation, it is essential to exercise care and to
use the correct flaring tools.
Utilising existing clips (10), secure the pipe
(9) to the bulkhead. Drill a iN (3,2 mm.) dia.
hole through the overhanging flange on the
bulkhead shelf (Fig. 32), and secure the pipe from
the servo unit to the four-way union using a clip
(11) supplied in the kit.

To measure the clearance between the pipes
and bonnet build a small piece of plasticine ofl
the highest point of each pipe and close the
bonnet. Open the bonnet and check for compression of the plasticine, if necessary, rebend the
pipes to achieve a maximum clearance of iN (6'3
mm.). Fully tighten all pipe unions.

Fitting Vacuum Hose
Assemble the banjo non-return valve (4, 5
and 6) to the servo unit. Connect the vacuum
hose (8) to the non-return valve and the inlet
manifold adaptor. Secure with hose clips (7).
Tape the vacuum pipe to the heater hose pipe
to prevent chafing (Fig. 32).

Bleeding the Brakes
Bleed the system as detailed in the Owner's
Handbook or Workshop Manual. Start the
engine and adjust the carburettor slow running.
Pressurize the braking system by applying the
foot brake, and check all new and previously
disturbed connections for leakage.
Road test the vehicle.
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Released condition

8

7

Brakes held

E

F

8

7

•

High pressure fluid

•

Low pressure fluid

Fluid

Fig. 34. Girling 'PowerS

B:S

Brakes held

E

7

Recuperation

7

Vacuum

Ill' working principles

H094.

Atmosphere

BRAKES

WORKING PRINCIPLES

Released Condition

Manifold depression exhausts air from the chambers 'A' and 'B' which are interconnected via the valve (2).
The vacuum piston (8), output piston (6) and control piston (4) are all fully retracted by their respective springs
(7), (5) and (3).

Brakes Applied

Brake pedal application produces equal hydraulic fluid pressure on both ends of the control piston (4). The force
resulting from the area differential between the end faces of the piston causes it to move away from the vacuum cylinder.
Movement of the control piston in this direction, closes the valve (2), thus sealing chamqer 'A' from chamber 'B'
and opens the air valve (1), admitting air into chamber 'B'. Atmospheric pressure drives tli.e vacuum piston (8) and
rod forward, sealing the bore in the output piston (6). Continued movement of the vacuum piston push-rod, drives
the output piston along its cylinder, applying the brakes.

Brakes Held

When the thrust acting on the small end of the control piston (4) exceeds that acting on the large end, the
piston moves towards the vacuum cylinder, closing the valve (1). In this condition both valve (1) and (2) are closed
and the brakes are held on.

Recuperation

Releasing the brake pedal, reduces the fluid pressure acting on the large end of the control piston (4). The high
fluid pressure acting on the small end drives the piston towards the vacuum cylinder, opening the valve (2). Air flows
from chamber 'A' to chamber 'B', and the return spring (7) drives [he vacuum piston to the end of its cylinder.
As the piston-rod is withdrawn, it is followed by the output piston (6) until finally, the bore in the piston is
uncovered, permitting fluid to flow from the wheel cylinders to the master cylinder.
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Fig. 35.

Servo unit details

,------------------------------------------------------------,

Key to Fig. 35

I

Screw

2 Washer
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
,1
12
13
14
15
16

Filter cover
Filter element
Rubber pad
Servo body
Valve assembly
Spring
Retainer
Washer
Screw
Seal-secondary
Control piston
Seal--primary
Abutment plate
Spring

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Retainer
Circlip
Plug
Taper seal
Bush
Gland seal
Spacer
Circlip
Washer
Output piston
Spring
Joint washer
Joint washer
Nut
Vacuum cylinder
Clamping plate

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

Washers
Screw
Endcover plate
Joint washer
Seal retainer
Backing ring
Seal
Vacuum piston
Spring
Seal
Screws
Grommet
Retainer
Vacuum pipe
Washer
Screw
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Fig. 35.

'Powerstop' servo unit

SERVICING
All seals should be changed at 36,000 miles (60,000 Km.) or three years (whichever is the sooner). Whenever
possible the servo unit should be returned to Girling for replacement, but if this is not possible the replacing of all
seals as contained in the service kit should provide a satisfactory unit providing the internal working surfaces are
in good condition.
There must be no sign of corrosion, pitting, scoring or steps on piston rod, pistons or bores and the surfaces should
be smooth to the touch.
When dismantling, absolute cleanliness is
essential. Wash the hands and layout a clean
sheet of paper on which to work and place the
parts. Take care of all highly finished working
surfaces on pistons, rods and bores. Clean
hydraulic parts with GirIing Cleaning Fluid,
Alcohol or Castrol Girling Brake and Clutch
Fluid (Crimson) and do not allow any other
fluid, oil, or grease to touch them. Special care
should be exercised when removing and refitting
the circlip in the hydraulic output cylinder and
when assembling the vacuum cylinder to the
body. Particular attention is directed to the
remarks in the sections concerned.

The unit may be considered in five parts:
I.

The Air Filter.

2.

The Vacuum Cylinder which supplies the
force to operate the output cylinder.

3.

The Valve Chest which houses the valves,
controlling the movement of air to and from
the vacuum cylinder.

4.

The valve control piston occupying the
upper bore of the body.

5.

The hydraulic output cylinder from which
the pressure is applied to the brakes.

BRAKES
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The Air Filter (Fig. 37)

••
Fig. 37.

Air filter details

The element, of moulded cellular construction,
should be changed whenever replacement brake
shoes are fitted and on the occasion when the
servo unit is overhauled.
Take out the screw (I) and lift otT the cover
(3), filter element (4) and rubber pad (5). Discard
the filter element and rubber pad.
Clean the base plate, fit <: new rubber pad
and element, replace the cover and secure with the
screw.
H091

DISMANTLING THE UNIT
Vacuum Cylinder (Fig. 35)

Hold the unit by its mounting lugs, between
the jaws of a vice.
Remove the bolts (34) and nuts (30), and
applying pressure to the end cover (35) gradually
allow the spring (41) to push out the piston
assembly. Remove the end cover and piston
assembly. Take out the bolts (43) and separate
the clamp plate (32), vacuum cylinder (31) and
joint washer (29) from the servo body.
Valve Chest (Figs. 35 and 38)

Fig. 38.

Valve chest

Take out the screws (48) and lift off the cover
and tube assembly (46) and joint washer (28).
Remove the screws (11), spring (8) and valve
retainer (9). Depress the plug (19) and carefully
lift out the rocking lever and valve assembly (7).
Clean all parts with Girling Cleaning Fluid
and, if necessary, lap the nylon air valves on a
sheet of glass using fire lapping paste.
Control Cylinder (Figs. 35, 39 and 43)

Tap the face of the body on a wooden surface
to jar out the plug (19). Withdraw the control
piston assembly from the bore.
Dismantle the control piston assembly as
follows:
-compress the spring (16) and push off the
circlip (18).
-take off the retainer (17), spring (16) and
-abutment plate (15).
-remove the seals (12), (14) and (20) from
the piston (13) and plug (19).
Clean all parts with Girling Cleaning Fluid
and lubricate with clean Brake Fluid.
Fit new seals (12) and (14) to the piston (13)
(lips facing away from the centre hole). Refit the
abutment plate (15), spring (16), retainer (17)
and circlip (18) to the piston. Fit a new seal
(20) to the plug (19).
Fig. 39.

Control cylinder
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Output Cylinder (Figs. 35, 40 and 42)

Withdraw the piston rod bush (21) from the
bore, and using a hooked wire, remove the gland
seal (22). Shake out the nylon spacer (23).
Depress the piston (26) using the piston
compression tool (Fig. 44) as shown in Fig. 41:
clip the ends of the tool under the edge of the
body.
Locate the ends of a pair of circlip pliers in
the holes in the circ1ip (24).
Squeeze the circlip pliers until the circlip is
fully compressed and, holding the pliers tightly,
carefully lift out the circlip, making Quite sure
the bore is not damaged in the process, otherwise
brake failure may result.
Release the compression tool, and the piston
spring (27) will push out the washer (25) and
piston (26). Discard the piston.
Thoroughly clean the body with Girling
Cleaning Fluid. and lubricate the bores with
Castrol-Girling Red Rubber Grease. Examine
the surfaces of the cylinder bores as described
on page 3·221.

H083

Output cylinder

Fig. 40.

ASSEMBLING THE UNIT

Output Cylinder
A new output piston (26) must be fitted when
overhauling the unit, because the seal fitted into
the piston during manufacture cannot be replaced.
Ensure that the outer seal is fitted with the
lip towards the smaller end of the piston (26).
Smear the piston with Red Rubber Grease and
fit it into the end of the spring (27). Place the
washer (25) on the piston and fit the compression
tool into the end of the piston. Feed the spring
into the bore and carefully enter the piston.
Keeping the piston 'square' in the bore
gradually depress it until the compression tool
can be clipped over the edge of the body.
Fit the circlip (24) around the compression
tool and securely locate the tips of the circlip
pliers into the holes in the circ1ip.
Compress the circ1ip and carefully insert it
into the bore. When the circlip is resting on the
washer (25) release the pliers. Ensure that the
circlip is correctly located in its groove and
remove the compression tool.

Fig.41.

12

CAUTION: THIS OPERATION MUST BE
PERFORMED WITH EXTREME CARE
AS DAMAGE TO THE BORE MAY
CAUSE SUBSEQUENT BRAKE FAILURE.
Fit the spacer (23) (large end first), gland seal
(22) (lipped edge first) and bush (21) into the bore.
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Removing output piston
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Fig. 42.

Output piston details
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Valve Control Cylinder

H084

Fig. 43.

Control piston details

Lubricate the bore with Red Rubber Grease
and insert the control piston assembly, aligning
the hole in the piston with the hole in the valve
chest. Press the sealing plug (19) into the end of
the bore.

Valve Chest

~

A---..

~

Depress the plug (19) to align the hole in the
control piston (13) with the hole in the valve
chest. Insert the rocking lever and valve assembly
with the spring location away from the retaining
screws. Fit the spring (8) and valve retainer (9)
and secure with the screws (II) and washers.
Fit a new joint washer (28) and replace the cover
and pipe (46). Fit the screws (48) and washers,
but do not tighten.

A---..

1"\

t

A
~

P

c

Fig. 44.

B
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ins.

~

mm.

A

1'0

25

B

1·75

45

C

2·375

60

Tool for removing output piston

Vacuum Cylinder
Mount the body mounting face uppermost in
a vice. Place a new joint washer (29) in position
and fit a new grommet (44) in the flange of the
vacuum cylinder (31). Locate the vacuum cylinder
over the projecting flange of the bush (21) and
place the clamp plate (32) in position. Loosely
secure, leaving the bolts (43) finger tight.
Place the piston (40) and spring (42) in
position and push the piston through the full
stroke several times to align the bush (21).
Carefully remove the piston and spring and tighten
the three bolts (43).
Tighten the screws (48) securing the valve
cover.
Replace the rubber backing ring (28) with the
new ring supplied in the kit. Smear the piston
rod with Red Rubber Grease and apply the
special lubricant supplied in the kit to the leather
seal (39). Fit the spring (41) and piston assembly
and place a new joint washer (36) on the vacuum
cylinder flange.
Locate the cover plate (35) on top of the
piston and depress the cover plate. Fit the nuts
(30) and bolts (34) around the flange and tighten.
If the unit is not to be fitted to the vehicle,
plug or tape the ports to prevent the ingress of
foreign matter.

Fig. 45.

Hydraulic take-otT adaptor
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TESTING THE SERVO UNIT
Simple tests described below can be made when the unit is installed. The only piece of equipment required is
an adaptor to fit into the hydraulic inlet port. The adaptor is shown in Fig. 45, and can be made from a SLlJlabie
pipe union (f' x 24 UNF).
It is assumed that any faults connected with the brake system, such as contamination, lack of adjustment. air in
the system, fluid leaks, etc., have been recognised and eliminated.
TEST 1 Fit the completed unit to the mounting
brackets and, before connecting the pipes. fit a bleed
screw in the hydraulic outlet port and an adaptor
shown in Fig. 18, into the hydraulic inlet port. Connect
the Vacuum hose to the adaptor and remove the filter
element. While the engine is "ticking over'" place
fingers over the air inlet and vacuum portS to determine
if there is any suction at either orifice. If suction can be
detected it mdicates that the bores are scored or the
components incorrectly assembled.
TEST 2 Connect up the hydraulic and vacuum pipes
and bleed the system. Run the engine and, while the
brake is being applied, it should be possible to hear the
hiss of the air inlet and, with a hand on the vacuum
cylll1der, feel the movement of the unit working.
TEST 3 Run the engine for half-a-minute, switch off
and leave for two minutes. Apply the brake and the
Servo unit should operate and the operation should be
detected as detailed in test 2.
TEST 4 Run the engine and apply the brake hard, and
hold it for fifteen to twenty seconds. There should be no
perceptible creep of the pedal. If there is it indicates
leaks or scored bores m the components.
TEST 5 Jack. up the front wheels and with the engine
runnmg apply the brake and release. The wheels should
be free to move half-a-second after the release of the

pedal. Tests 2 to 5 can be used to test a suspect
Servo unit before it is removed from the car.
If the results is unsatisfactory on-TEST 2 It means the unit is not working at all which
could be caused by a lack of vacuum, possibly a faulty
non-return valve, or a fault within the unit.
TEST 3 It Indicates leaking gaskets, air valve or
rubber grommet. Clamp the vacuum hose and repeat
Test 3 If satisfactory the non-return valve is faulty To
test for a leaking air valve run the engine and place the
finger over the air inlet. If the suction is only slight the
air valve is satisfactory and the leak is elsewhere.
TEST 4 The source of trouble can only be found by
eliminauon. Check for leak.s. If no leak of hydraulic
fluid IS eVIdent clamp each hose successively and repeat
test each time. Finally plug the master cylinder outlet
and test. If creeping of the pedal is evident when the
hoses are elamped and the pedal IS solid when the
master cylinder outlet IS plugged. the Servo Unit is
faulty.
TEST 5 If the brakes remain on, disconnect the
vacuum pipe, operate the brakes to eliminate all
vacuum in the Servo Unit and make the test again. If
the brakes remain on, the fault is not in the Servo Umt.
If the brakes now release normally, the fault is in the
Servo Unit and the vacuum piston alignment is suspect.

FAULT DIAGNOSIS CHART
CAUSE

ACTION

Lack of vacuum. Restricted hose.

Check vacuum connections. Check

servicing unit). Swollen rubber
grommet or swollen backing ring.
Maladjustment of piston return
stop.

Replace parts as necessary.

Slow action of Servo Unit.

Swollen rubber grommet.
Blocked filter or restricted air inlet.

Check and replace as necessary.
Tighten
vacuum
connections.
Replace hose.

Lack of assistance on heavy
braking.
Servo operating only when engine
is running.
Poor slow running of engine.

Air leak in servo low vacuum.

FAULT
Hard Pedal-apparent lack of
assistance with engInt running.

I

I Blocked air inlet. Rubber grommet hose and replace if necessary-fit
parts from Service Kit-examine
swollen. Faulty output piston.
filter and air inlet~-fit new unit.
I Major fault in unit
---~---------~-~--I------------I----------Brakes hanging on.
I Misaligned vacuum piston (after Check as Test No.5.

Loss of fluid.

Reset piston stop.

Air leaks in gaskets or air valve.
Vacuum hoses or faulty non-return
valve.

Dismantle and replace all parts in
Service Kit. Tighten vacuum connections. Replace vacuum hose or
replace non-return valve.

Failure of a seal or seals in unit or
scored bores.

Replace unit or fit a Service Kit of
seals and gaskets.
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BRAKES
TANDEM BRAKING SYSTEM
Hydraulic System
Description
The foot operated hydraulic braking system employs
a tandem master cylinder for transmitting pressure to
independent front and rear braking systems. Both
systems are connected to opposing sides of a pressure
differential warning actuator (P.D.W.A.) which operates
an electrical switch when a pressure drop on one side of
the valve causes a shuttle to move from its mid-position.
The P.D.W.A. switch operates a warning light on the
facia which is series/parallel connected with the oil
warning light. Thus when the brakes are working correctly, the brake warning light and the oil warning light
are both extinguished as the engine speed is increased
from idle (giving regular assurance that the brake warning light is functioning). In the event of a partial brake
failure the brake warning system is earthed directly,
causing the warning light to glow brightly.
Bleeding the Hydraulic Braking System
General
If air has entered either of the hydraulic braking
systems then only the system affected need be bled.
During bleeding, exercise care, as described in the following procedure, to avoid moving the shuttle from its midposition. However, if the shuttle has moved during
bleeding or subsequent to a fault condition, centralise
the shuttle by performing operations 5-9 below.
Preparation for Bleeding
Before commencing to bleed the brakes ensure that
all the bleed nipples are clean. and, taking care to avoid
dirt entering the fluid reservoir. remove its filter cap and
top-up with new hydraulic fluid. During the bleeding
operation keep the level of fluid above the dividing
partition in the reservoir. Do not use fluid bled from
the system for topping-up.
Use new fluid from a sealed container, resealing the
container after use.
Procedure
Commence with the brake, of the pair being bled,
farthest from the master cylinder. If both systems are
to be bled, bleed the rear brakes first. When bleeding
the rear brakes, release the handbrake and turn the brake
adjusters to lock the shoes against the drums. When the
bleeding is completed adjust the hrakes as detailed on
page 3.210.
I. Attach a rubber tube of approx {' (6 mm.) bore to
the brake bleed nipple allowing the other end of the
tube to hang submerged in a jar containing a
quantity of clean brake fluid.
,. , Unscrew the bleed-screw enough to allow the fluid
to be pumped out (half a turn is normally sufficient).
3. Depress the brake pedal and allow it to return slowly
noting that only a LIGHT pedal effort is required
and the pedal must NOT be pushed through the end
of the stroke. (In addition, never "try" the pedal
until all air has been dispelled and the system is fully
bled, as either action will cause the shuttle to move

4.

and actuate the switch). Pausing between each
depression of the pedal, continue pumping until all
air has been dispelled from the bleed-screw (denoted
by the absence of bubbles in the fluid being pumped
into the jar).
With the pedal depressed, close the bleed-screw
nipple and repeat the operation on the other brake.

Procedure for Re-centralising the P.D.W.A. Piston
If, for reasons described above, the P.D.W.A.
shuttle requires to be re-centralised, adopt the following
procedure.
5. Fit a rubber tube, as described in I above, to a brake
bleed-screw at the opposite end of the car to that
which has just been bled.
6. Open the bleed-screw.
7. Switch the ignition on but DO NOT START THE
ENGINE. (The brake warning light will glow but
the oil warning light will remain extinguished).
8. Exert a steady pressure on the brake pedal until the
brake light dims and the oil light glows. (A click
should-be felt on the pedal as the shuttle returns to
its mid-position).
9. Tighten the bleed-screw.
NOTE. If the pedal has been pushed too hard the
shuttle will move to the other side of the valve, thus
requiring the procedure to be repeated on a brake
at the opposite end of the car.
MASTER CYLINDER
General
The GT6 employs a tandem master cylinder which
consists of two independent and complete hydraulic
cylinders in series, one operating on the front brakes
and the other on the rear. Both cylinders are supplied
by a common reservoir divided by a partition.
Different tandem master cylinders have varying
volume ratios (70-30 to 50-50) it is, therefore, of paramount importance to use only the correct replacement
parts or cylinders.
Operation of the T.V. C.V. Master Cylinder (Fig. 46)
Application of pressure on the push rod moves the
primary plunger up the cylinder bore and allows a spring
loaded tipping valve to return to centre. The primary
supply port is closed by the valve and further movement
of the primary plunger results in hydraulic pressure
being transmitted to the wheel cylinders of the front
brakes. At the same time the pressure created acts in
conjunction with the increasing force of the intermediate
spring to overcome the stronger secondary spring, thus
actuating the secondary plunger.
Initial movement of the secondary plunger closes
off the centre valve supply port and the hydraulic pressure is transmitted to the wheel cylinders of the rear
brakes.
In case of failure of either chamber or circuit,
mechanical contact takes place within the cylinders and
the remaining chamber builds up the normal pressure to
operate the brakes that it controls.

BRAKES
Regular Maintenance
Every week check the level of fluid in the brake
master cylinder reservoir. The fluid level is visible through
the transluscent casing of the reservoir, do not remove
the cap. A gradual lowering of the level over a long
period is caused by brake pad wear and does not require
topping-up. A sudden appreciable drop in the level
must be investigated, the cause ascertained and rectified
immediately.
Do not allow the level to drop below the danger line
on the side of the casing (see Fig. 47).
To avoid dirt entering the system ensure that the
reservoir is clean externally before removing the cap.
Use only new fluid from a sealed container and re-seal
the container after use. Replace the reservoir cap immediately after filling.
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Cleaning/Examination
Replace all seals with those contained in the service
kit. Clean all the remaining parts and the cylinder
thoroughly with hydraulic cleaning fluid.
Examine the bore of the cylinder and the plunger for
visible score marks, ridges or corrosion. The slightest
imperfection of the bore will necessitate the fitting of a
new master cylinder.

TIPFING VALVE
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Detach both fluid pipes from the cylinder body, plug
the open ports of the master cylinder to prevent
fluid draining onto the paintwork.

(·u.

Withdraw the rubber dust cover to expose the master
cylinder push rod and clevis pin.
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4.
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Remove the clevis pin, secured by asplit pin,attaching the push rod to the brake pedal.
Remove the bolts attaching the master cylinder to
the bulkhead and lift off the unit.
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BRAKE OFF

Dismantling (Fig. 50)
IMPORTANT: Before carrying out work on the
brake master cylinder, see warning note on page
3.202.
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
S.

9.

10.

11.

Drain and discard the master cylinder fluid.
Remove four screws (12) attaching the reservoir to
the cylinder body.
Depress the push rod (I I ). remove the circlip (10)
and withdraw the push rod together with abutment
plate (9) and circlip (10).

BRAKE APPLIED
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Fig. 46.

Operation of the master cylinder.

With an Allen key unscre'N the tipping valve securing nut (5) and remove the seal (7).
Depress the primary plunger and remove the
tipping valve (6).
Remove the internal parts either by applying low
air pressure to the end inlet orifice or by shaking
the cylinder body.
Separate the plunger and intermediate spring.
Lift the leaf spring of the spring retainer (insert
Fig. 50) ,1nd remove the spring and centrc valvc
sub-assembly from the secondary plunger (16).
Removc the spring (19), valve spacer CO) and
spring washcr (21) from the valve stem (22), and
remove the valve seal (23) from thc valve head.
Remove t hn seals from the primary (14) and
secondary (16) plungers.
Lever out the baffle (2) and remove the cap washer
(3) from the filler cap.

l

INLET

0UTLET

OUTLET

Fig. 47.

Showing the danger line on the side
of the master cylinder.
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Assembling

Prior to assembly lubricate all parts with new
hydraulic fluid.
I.

Assemble the seals to the primary and secondary
plungers.
Refering to inset on Fig. 50. fit the valve seal (23)
smallest diameter leading. on to the valve head
(221.

3

POSition the spring washer (21) on the valve stem
so that it 'tbres' away from the valve stem shoulder
~lIld follow with the valve spacer (20). legs 11rst.

4.

A. ttach the spnng retamer (18) to the va lve stem.
keyhole first.

5.

Slide the secondary spnng (19) over the spnng
retamer. then position the sub-assembly on the
secondarv plunger (16).

6.

The spring must now be compressed whilst the leaf
of the spnng ret,lIner is pressed down behind the
head of the plunger. To do this. position the subassembly between the jaws of a bench v'lce and. to
prevent possible contammation. place a clean piece
of paper between each end of the sub-assembly and
tile vice jaws (Fig. 48). Close the vice to compress
the spring until it is almost coil bound. Use a small
screwdriver to press the spring retainer right back
against the secondary plunger (Fig. 48). Using a
pair of pointed nose pliers (Fig 49), depress the
leaf of the spring retainer behind the head of the
plunger. Ensure that the retainer leaf is straight
and firmly located behind the plunger head as
shown on Fig. 50 inset.

7.

Fit the intermediate spring (19) into position
between the primary and secondary plunger.

8,

Lubricate the cylinder bore and plunger seals with
hydraulic brake fluid.

9.

Insert the plunger assemblies into the bore, valveend leading, easing the entrance of the plunger
seals.

10.

Press the primary plunger down the bore and fit the
tipping valve, securing nut and seal. Tighten to a
torque of 35 to 40 lb./ft.

11.

Fit the cap washer and baffle to filler cap. Screw
the cap on the reservoir.

12.

Fit the reservoir seals (24 and 7), positIon the
reservoir on the cylinder and secure with the retaining screws.

13.

Fit the push rod (11) with the abutment plate (9)
and circ1ip.

Refitting
Refitting is the reversal of removmg, ensure that the
fluid pipes are securely tightened. Bleed the system as
described on Page 3.226.

H469

Fig. 48. Pressing the spring retainer back
against the secondary plunger.

H468

Fig.4'J. Depressing the leaf of the spring
retainer behind the head of the plunger.
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I
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II
12

21

20
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Cap
Baffle plate
Seal
Reservoir
Tipping valve securing nut
Tipping valve
Seal reservoir to body
Body
Abutment washer
Circlip
Push rod
Screw-reservoir to bod

18

17

16

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

15

14

13

Seal
Primary plunger
Intermediate spring
Secondary plunger
Seal
.
Spring retainer
Secondary spring
Valve spacer
Spring washer
Valve
Seal
Seal-reservoir to body

Fig. 50. Exploded view of master cylinder.
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PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL WARNING
ACTUATOR (p.D.W.A.)
General
The P.D.W.A. is an 'inline' hydraulic valve through
which both brake fluid lines are routed. The purpose of
the device is to detect failure in either of the systems and
to transmit, electrically, warning of the failure to a light
on the facia.
From Fig. 51 it will be appreciated that the shuttle
valve is held in mid-position in the body by
equalised pressure in the fluid lines; the switch
is in contact with a peripheral groove in the shuttle valve.
Lack of pressure ineither line allows the pressure in the
other line to displace the shuttle and force the plunger
to actuate the 'Switch.
For ease of assembly the shuttle valve is made in two
parts.
Removing and Refitting
I. Remove the electrical connection.
2. Disconnect the two inlet and two outlet pipes, plug
all inlet and outlet ports to prevent loss of fluid
and ingress of dirt to the system.
3. Remove the bolt securing the P.D.W.A. to the
bulkhead and lift off the unit.
Refitting is a reversal of removing: ensure that all
connections are securely tightened before bleeding and,
if necessary, recentralise the P.D.W.A. as described un
Page 3.226.
After bleeding check for fluid leaks with the pedal
fully depressed and with the system at rest.
Dismantling (Fig. 51)
1. Remove the unit from the vehicle.
2. Remove the end plugs from the unit and discard
the copper washers.
3. Remove the nylon switch.

COPPER GASKET

END PLUG

Fig. 51. Pressure differential warning activator
exploded view.

4.
5.

Carefully push out the valves taking care not to
damage the bore.
Remove the seals taking care not to score the shuttle
valves.

Examination
Replace the seals and copper washers with new parts
from a Girling Service Kit.
Thoroughly clean the remaining parts in clean brake
fluid. Dry the parts thoroughly and inspect the bore of
the body and the shuttle valves for scoring or imperfections. The unit must be replaced if these items are
found defective.
To test the nylon switch assembly, reconnect the
warning light circuit and actuate the plunger at the base
of the switch by pressing it against the earthed frame of
the vehicle.
Reassembling
I. Lubricate the valve pistons, seals and bore with
unused brake fluid.
2. Using the fingers only, fit the new seals onto the
pistons with the lips facing outwards i.e. facing the
slots in the end of the valve pistons.
3. Insert the longer piston into the bore (slotted end
outermost) until the radiused groove is opposite the
switch plunger aperture. Screw in the switch
plunger and tighten to a torque of 2 to 2'5 Ib.jft.
Ensure that the piston seals are never pushed across
the central aperture in the valve body as this will
damage the seals and require them to be replaced.
4. Insert the shorter piston into the bore (slotted end
outermost).
5. Ensuring that the seating faces on the body and
plugs are clean and undamaged, fit new copper
washers and screw in the plugs, tightening to a
torque of 16 to 20 Ib.jft.
6. Refit the unit to the vehicle as detailed above.
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WHEELS AND TYRES
WHEELS AN 0 TYRES
General
The wheels and tyres, their correct types and pressures, are an integral part of a vehicle's design. Thus
the regular maintenance of the tyres contributes not
only to the safety but to the designed functioning of the
vehicle, as road holding, steering and braking are
especially vulnerable to the use of incorrectly pressurised, badly fitted or worn tyres.
It is both dangerous and, in the U.K., illegal to use,
on the public roads, a vehicle fitted with unsuitable
combinations oftyres. The following recommendations
should therefore be observed.
I. Do not mix radial-ply and cross-ply tyres on the
same axle.
")
Do not fit radial-ply tyres to the front wheels and
cross-ply to the rear wheels.
3. With suitable tyre pressure adjustments it may be
possible'to obtain acceptable handling with crossply tyres on the front wheels and radial-ply tyres
on the rear wheels, but this combination is not
recommended.

A

Fig, J.
Measure lateral wobble
at A without tyre or
C with tyre. Measure
radial lift at 8 without
tyre, D with tyre

Winter Tyres
Winter tyres are designed primarily to give impflwed
traction and braking in mud and snow. Their performance on hard surfaces may, however, be inferior to
normal road tyres and extra care is requirt'd \\'hen
using them under normal conditions.
Wheel Tolerances
The maximum permissable tolerances for wheel
run out and ovality, as defined below, arc as follows :-A. Run out, i.e., the lateral variation, measured on
the vertIcal inside face of the flange (point A,
Fig. I): Not to exceed
Disc wheels---0'06 in. (1'78 mrn.J
Wire wheels-O'OS in. (1'27 mm.)
B. Ovality, i.e., the difference between the high and
low points of a rotating wheel measured at any
point on either bead seat (point B, Fig. I): Not to
~xceed

Disc wheels--O'06 in. (1,78 mm.)
Wire wheels--O'05 in. (1,27 mm.)
Measurements A and 8 above should be used when
the tyre is removed, points C and D may be used when
the tyre is fitted.
Lateral and radial inaccuracies outside these limits
contribute dynamic and radial unbalance respectively.
Severe eccentricity intermittently increases the load
on the tyre and results in irregular wear. Static and
dynamic balancing will not rectify this condition and
a new wheel must be fitted.
Pressed Steel Wheel Maintenance
Ensure that the bead seats and flange faces are kept
free from rust and dirt and that wheels having damaged
or elongated stud holes are replaced.
Locally damaged flanges may be corrected by careful hammering, but a buckled wheel. i.e. one which
no longer conforms to the tolerances quoted must be
replaced.

5

I.
2.

Cap with doubly reinforced swivel seal.

3.

Solid brass insert; rubber covered.
Rounded and free insert end.

4.

Interchangeable valve core.

5.

Free-floating, tapering insert giving "ball
and socket" action.
Fig. 2.

Tubeless tyre valve
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Valve

Whenever a new tubeless tyre is fitted it is essential
to fit a new Schrader snap-in valve, part number 414~
Rim Hole Dia. -453 (11-41 mm.) as shown on Fig. 3.
Before fitting, the valve should be lubricated with a
soap solution. The lever mounting tool, part number
992, is screwed on to the valve thread, as shown in
Fig. 3, and the notched handle locates on the wheel rim
to provide leverage and assistance in aligning the valve.

Wire Wheel Maintenance

When the wheels are built the spokes are tightened
to a prc-determined torque loading as follows:Fig. 3.

Inserting a new valve

Minimum
average spoke
torque

Outer rim spokes
lb. in.
kg.jcm.
60

69·7

Inner rim spokes
lb. in.
kg.jcm.
30

34·8

A wheel should maintain this torque loading throughout its life and spoke tightening should be unnecessary.
If, however, a wheel sustains damage, as for example,
from curb impact, looseness of spokes lTlay result.
If a wheel is used in this condition additional
loading is imposed on other spokes in t he assembly,
with the rcsult that these in turn will also become
loose. This condition would permit the wheel to distort and result in increased tyre wear. It is, therefore.
recommended that wheels be checked periodically and
loose spokes tightened. This will necessitate removing
the tyre and tube and filing the spoke ends flush with
the retaining nipples.

Fig. 4.

Wheel nut tapers

Unless trained personnel and wheel equipment arc
<1vailable. such work should be entrusted to specialists.

To Refit-Wire Wheels

Before litting a wheel. ensure that the following are
and coated with P.B.C. GREASF*
provided ill the tool kit:

undallla'~ed. cleaned

A.

/\daptor taper and mating wheel hub taper.

B.

Splines.

C.

\Vheel hub outer taper and large wheel nut caper.

Slide the wheel on to the adaptor and pushing
against the wheel hub centre to maintain concentric
location, simultaneously screw on the retaining nut by
hand until the wheel is felt to seat on the adaptor taper.

Fig. 5.

Third
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Wire wheel adaptor nuts

*P.B.C. GREASE is obtainable from TRIUMPH
dealers in 4~ oz. tubes under Part Number 153317.
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RESTRAINING THE WHEEL WITH ONE
HAND, CONTINUE TO TIGHTEN THE WHEEL
WITH A SPANNER.
GRIP TYRE AT DIAMETRICALLY OPPOSITE AREAS OF ITS CIRCUMFERENCE AND ATTEMPT TO ROCK THE
WHEEL ON ITS ADAPTOR. IF FREE PLAY
(OTHER THAN THAT DUE TO HUB BEARING
CLEARANCE) IS APPARENT, RELEASE CENTRE
LOCK NUT AND RE-TIGHTEN WHILST PUSHING WHEEL ON TO ADAPTOR.
Lower the wheel to the ground and finally tighten
(Fig. 8). Check that each wheel retaining nut tightens
in the opposite direction to the wheel rotation. The
foregoing instructions apply each time a wheel is
removed and replaced.
IMPORTANT: Splined adaptor must be fitted to
the correct side of the vehicle-left-hand threaded
adaptors to the right-hand side and right-hand
threaded adaptors to the left-hand side (as viewed
from the driver's seat).

Fig. 6.

Locating wheel jack under sill

Tyre Care
Check at frequent intervals that the tyre pressures
are correct.
Ensure that the tyres are cold when checking the
pressures. Never bleed air out of a warm tyre in order
to achieve the recommended pressure, since when the
tyre cools it will be under-inflated.
If oil or grease have been in contact with a tyre
wipe the affected area with a cloth lightly moistened
with petrol or trichlorethylene. Remove any flints or
road debris from the tyre thread as soon as possible as
these tend to accelerate tyre wear.

Puncture Repair

Fig. 7.

Removing wheel trim

Fig. 8.

Tightening hub nuts

The use of the 'plug' tyre repair should be reserved
for emergency only, the tyre should then be repaired
and vulcanised as soon as possible to effect a permanent
repair.
Adjust tyre pressures in accordance with the
recommendations given on page 0'104. These pressures
are satisfactory for sustained speeds up to 110 m.p.h.
(175 k.m.h.).
NOTE: Should the vehicle be tuned to increase its
maximum speed, or be used for racing, consult the
respective tyre company regarding the need for
tyres of full racing construction.

Wheel Alignment
For correct front and rear wheel alignment, refer
to Group 0 page 0'104. Excessive misalignment
caused by kerb impact or other accidental damage will
result in severe tyre wear and faulty steering (see Tyre
Wear).
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FACTORS AFFECTING TYRE LIFE
Inflation Pressures
There is an average loss of 13 % tread mileage for
every 10% reduction in inflation pressure below the
recommended figure.
Severe and persistent under-inflation produces
unmistakable evidence on the tread (Fig. 9). It also
causes structural failure due to excessive friction and
temperature within the casing.
Pressures higher than those recommended reduce
tread life by concentrating the load on a small tread
area. Excessive pressures overstrain the casing cords,
cause rapid wear, and make the tyres more susceptible
to impact fractures and cuts (see Fig. 10).

Fig. 9.
Tyre wear resulting
from under-inflation
Under-inflation
causes fast wear,
excessive heating, and
can bring about tyre
failure through
blow-out.

Effect of Temperature
Air expands with heating and tyre pressures increase
as the tyres warm up. Pressures increase more in hot
weather than in cold weather and as a result of high
speed.
Pressure in warm tyres should not be reduced to
standard pressure for cold tyres. "Bleeding" the tyres
increase their deflections and causes their temperatures
to climb still higher, the tyres will also be under-inflated
when they nave cooled.
The rate of thread wear may be twice as fast at
50 m.p.h. (80 k.p.h.) as at 30 m.p.h. (50 k.p.h.).

Fig. 10.
Tyre wear resulting
from over-inflation
This causes the fabric
to be easily damaged,
and seriously shortens
tyre life by rapidly
wearing the centre of
the tread.

High speed causes increased temperatures due to
more deflections per minute and a faster rate of deflection and recovery. The resistance of the tread to
abrasion decreases with increased tyre temperature.

Tyre Wear
The characteristics of tyres vary considerably and,
therefore when new tyres are fitted, all four tyres must
be of the same type and rating. Refer to page 0·104
for size and type.
Occasionally remove flints and other road matter
from the treads and examine the tyres for sharp fins,
flats and other irregularities. An upstanding sharp fin
on the edge of each pattern rib is a sure sign of road
wheel misalignment (Fig. II).
Fins on the inside of the pattern ribs indicate toe-in.
Fins on the outside edges indicate toe-out. Sharp
pattern edges may also be caused by road camber, even
when wheel alignment is correct. In such cases, it is
better to make sure by having the track checked with
an alignment gauge.
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Fig. 11.
Tyre wear resulting
from wheel
misalignment
This is apparent by
the sharp fins which
appear on the edge of
each pattern rib.
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B

C

Rear transverse leaf road spring

REAR ROAD SPRING DATA
GT6 M k. I and Vitesse 2-litre (refer to page 4.118 for Mk. 2 and GT6 Mk. 3 conditions)
Vitesse Saloon from
Comm. No.

Vitesse Saloon lip to

HC.1420.DL.

Comm. No.

and Convertible

HC.14l9.DL

GT6 Mk.
307324

305945

303727

Number of blades

8

II

II

Blade thickness

0·25" (6'35 mm.)

0·219" (5,56 Illm.)

0·219" (5'56 mm.)

Test camber' A'

2·38"±0·13'

1·94"::,: 0·13

1·54"±0·13'

(60-4± 3·3 mm.)

(49'3 ± 3·3 mIll.)

(39'( ± 3'30101.)

1238 lb. (561 kg.)

1420 lb. (644 kg.)

1420 lb. (644 kg.)

Part Number

..

under
*Test load 'B'

"Clamp spring over dimension 'C (4" -100 mill.) and apply test load at spring eye centres.

FRONT ROAD SPRING DATA
,·itesse Range

GT6 Range
Part number

212425

209009

Wire diameter

0-45 ±0'002" (11-43 ±0'05 Illill.)

0-47 ::,:0,002' (11,94::,:0'05 mm.)

Mean coil diamter

3'(3±0'020' (79·5±0·5 mm.)

3·13 -1::0·020' (79·5:1::0'5

Number of working coils

9\

10

Free length

12-46" (316'5

Fitted length (test length)

8'06± 0·09 (204'7 ± 2·3 Illill.)

8·18± ,09" (207·75±2·3 Illill.)

Fitted load (test load)

880 lb. 0992 kg. I

Y40 lb. (426'5 kg.)

mOl.)

1ll1ll.1

12-49" (317·3 Illill.)

,--------------------------------[ol/rth 11'.\1;('

....
o
~

Fig, 3.

Exploded view of 1 H. front suspension (lns('t. Woodhelld·'\lonro(' type)

K('~

1

to Fig.
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\"IH

IR Verllcal I III ,_

I.'

Stub ,lXIe

'=;'l

!lilicr race

><111

19

Rubh?l

S(~l!

,~6

Dust

'3

\\ :lsher

W,,,,her

.'0

Bolt

37

Rubber tlng

.'\4

Nut

'.-klilJli"g rul--ber

.:'1

\\""'11<'1

31'

N~lon

SS

Split pin

.."

~u(

19

D'lst ,c,1I

56

Gre;I'" cap

ut

SCI I

bush

6

V;"a,her

:'3

Nut

40

Rubber seal

57

Blake caliloer

-;

tipper soring p;\n

24

\Vashe'

41

Trunnion

58

Trunnion bolt

R Rn;ld "pring

25

Nul

42

Bush

59

Damper bolt

Dampel

26

Spacer

43

Fulcrum bu,h

60

Lov:er \\Ishbone

10

lop wishbone arm

27

Plug

44

Felt seal

61

Fulcrum bush

II

f-ll!crUI1l bolt

28

Steer; ng arm

45

Seal holder

62

Bolt

i2

T<.\[1

29

Bracket

46 Inner rnee

63

Front fulcrum bracket

13

I ulcrunl bush

30

Caliper bracket

47 Outer track

64

Rear fulc:rulTl bracket

14

Bolt

31

Dust shield

48

65

Shim

15

Ball-joint

32

Bolt

49 Brake disc

66

i\:ut

16

Retainer

33

Bolt

50

Hub

67

Collet

I'

Rubber seal

34

Bah

51

Outer track

68

Lower spring pan

9

• i

-,\ ishbone ann

Bolt

SUSPENSION AND STEERING DATA
Maximum back lock
Maximum front lock
20° front lock gives

·.

·.

·.
·.

·.
·.

·.
·.
·.

·.
·.
·.

·.
·.
·.

50~ 30'

·.
·.
·.

48'
::0" back lock

} GT6 and
Vitesse
Range

NOTE: Maximum permissible differential on castor and camber bct\\een right and left side is 1'.

i

I

FRONT

1

--1-------1'

Vehicle Type

Vitesse 2-litre
Saloon from
Commission No.
HCJ420DL
and Convertible

GT6 Mk. J

Table 1.

-----1

I camber_I

Castor

1_

3i- ± 1)
positive

3t" ± 1
positive

1 5t ±I'
positive

Vitesse 2-litre
Saloon up to
i Commission No.
HCI419DL

I

I

J

KPI

I

I
i

3!O±IO
positive

51-' ± 1c
positive

W'±I'
positive

j
t

I

I
Jt'± I
positive

6° ± J'
positive

3-t"± 1
positive

Wheel

I Alignment

--I-~I
10

8

(1'53·0 m.m.)
toe-In
I"

16

-"

1 "

5 ± I

po";,;"

I

I

I'

I

I

1

0' - +0"
(01·5 mm.)
toe-out

I

TIl

11

8

(1'5I
3·0 =n. 1 I
toe-out

I

(1'5- I 3 ± I'
positive
3·0 mm.)
toe-in

--s111
(1'53·0 mm.)
I toe-in

I

Camber

_1.-./1 _.1

10

1

I

'------1

I AI:g~~:~t

_ _ _ _ _1

I

I

W~cl

I
I
I

REAR

i

I

I

-k-"-t 'l
(1'53·0 mm.) 1
toe-out I

Oo± I

Steering Data for Unladen Vehicle (refer to page 4.119 for Mk. 2 and GT6 Mk. 3 conditions)

REAR

FRONT

---------------1-----1
Wheel
Wheel
Alignment
Camber' Alignment
1---------- ------------------- --------------+-----1
Saloon up to
ON - -k"
ON - -rON
Vehicle Type

II Co;';~:~~~~o.
4_U_P

Camber

2d

O

I_Positive

Sal oon from

I Commission N oI. 2 ' ± t'

1
1

I

HCI420DL
4 up

positive

KPI

Castor

-rHO

W±l' ,iOmml

--=_:ive_I~_os_i_t_i_ve
4 -.\"
. ± 'II
positive
0

,iOmm.l i

'"±j

I--to-e---in--I--ne-g-a-t-iv_e_I__t_oe_"_in

I

6,i' ± f'
positive

0" - 'I~-"
(0-1·5 mm.)
toe-in
v

I

I

3t' ± t
negative

I
II

10

N

_

IN

-

1l

(1'5- ,
3·0 mm.)
toe-in
I

i

1--c-o-n-v-e-'r-ti-bl-e--I---20-=-,-1'-0- 1 - --1'o-±-.-1'-,- 1 -- - -±-:,-10 - 1 -0-'(-~-_--i6--,,-I--i-O-±-t-O-11 0 '~~I~" I
3
6 ot o
2 up
positive
positive
positive
1·5 mm.)
negative
1·5 mm.) I
toe in
toe-in
1------1----11----1-----1------1-----1----1
O"---t6-"
0"-"0 "
6.J.'
1±'~ ± -!-:;
(0-4°±lJ
4 _+ 1.'4
GT6 Mk. I
I
(0-2" ± t'
1·5111m.)
1·5 mm.)
negative
positive
positive
positive
up
toe-in
toe-in
,
I
1
1"

I

Table 2.

I

Steering Data for Static Laden Vehicle (refer to page 4.119 for Mk. 2 and GT6 Mk. 3 condition)

,-------------------------------------------------,
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FRONT SUSPENSION
General Instructions
Before commencing work on the front
suspension, ensure that the handbrake is firmly
applied. Raise the front of the vehicle, place
stands under the chassis, open the bonnet and
remove the road wheel.
Examine all threads before re-assembling
components and renew any nuts, bolts or studs
with damaged threads. Renew any worn Nyloc
nuts.
Refer to the nut-tightening torques specified
in Group 0 when refitting components.
FRONT HUBS
To Remove
1.

2.

3.
4.

Remove two bolts (20) (Fig. 4) and the
brake caliper (57). Suspend the caliper from
the top wishbone to avoid straining the
flexible brake hose and place a wedge
between the brake pads to retain the pistons.
Extract the grease cap (56) by screwing a
No. 10 U.N.F. bolt into the centre of the cap.
Remove the split-pin (55), the nut (54) and
the washer (53).
Pull off the hub and brake disc assembly;
avoid damaging the felt seal (44).

Fig. 4.

Caliper attachment

Dismantling
I.
")
3.

Drift out the seal holder (45) and the bearing
tracks (47,51).
Carefully clean the bearings, stub axle and
seal track.
Examine the bearings and renew if worn.

To Refit

I.

Fit the bearing outer tracks (47, 51) to the
hub (50) with the tapered faces outwards.
2. Fit the inner races (46, 52) and the hub
assembly on to the stub axle (35).
3. Fit the washer (53) and the nut (54).
4. Tighten the nut to give an end-float of
0,003"-0,005" (0,08-0'13 mm.).
5. Mark the nut and washer so that the nut can
be replaced in the same position.
6. Remove the nut, washer and hub assembly.
7. Thoroughly grease the bearings (see Recommended Lubricants, Group 0), and fit the
inner race (46) to the hub.
8. Fit the seal holder (45) and a new felt seal
(44) to the hub. Soak the seal in oil before
fitting.
9. Push the hub on to the stub axle and· fit the
outer race (520), washer (53) and nut (54).
Tighten the nut to its marked position and
then slacken it just sufficiently to fit a new
split-pin (55).
10. Refit the grease retaining cap (56) and the
brake caliper.

Fig. 5.

Steering arm attachment

Fig. 6.

Separating top ball-joint

SUSPENSION
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TOP BALL-JOINT
To Remove
1. Remove the Nyloc nut (22) and washer (21).
2. Use the ball-joint separator S.160 (Fig. 6)
to remove the ball-joint (15) from the vertical
link (18).
3. Remove two bolts (14).
NOTE: When the top ball-joint is removed,
the hub assembly is free to tip outwards and
must be steadied to prevent damage.
To Refit
1. Ensure that the coned faces of the ball-joint
and vertical link are perfectly clean.
2. Loosely attach the ball-joint to the top wishbone arms (10, 12) by the bolts (14).
3. Fit the ball-joint into the vertical link and
fully tighten it using a plain nut and washer.
4. Replace the plain nut by a Nyloc nut (22).
5. Fully tighten the bolts (14).

41

Fig. 7.

Bottom trunnion attachment

BOTTOM TRUNNION
To Remove (Fig. 7)
I. Remove the hub.
2. Remove four bolts (32, 33, 34), spacers (26)
(if fitted), dust shield (31), caliper bracket
(30) and rubber ring seal (19).
3. Slacken the damper bolt (59) a few turns.
4. Remove the trunnion bolt (58), pull the
vertical link (18) out of the bottom wishbone
and unscrew the trunnion (41) from the
vertical link.
5. Remove the rubber seal (40).
6. Remove the bush assembly from the trunnion.
7. Examine all dismantled items and renew
those which are unserviceable.
Fig. 8.

Bottom trunnion seal
To Refit
I. Refit the bush assembly to the trunnion
(Fig. 9) liberally smearing the bushes with
grease.
2. Fit a new seal (40) to the vertical link (Fig.
8).
'Fi"';;::_ _ 37

3.

II'~~.!..-_ 42

39
36

4.
5.

Fig. 9.

Trunnion bushes and seals

Screw the trunnion on to the vertical link as
far as possible and then unscrew it to its first
working position. This will allow the trunnion to turn at least 60' to either side of the
straight ahead position without binding.
NOTE: The R.H. vertical link has a R.H.
thread and the L.H. vertical link has a L.H.
thread. The base of the R.H, trunnion has
a reduced diameter.
Push the trunnion back into the bottom
wishbone and fit the bolt (58).
With the vehicle in the static laden condition,
fully tighten the bolts (58, 59).

SUSPENSION
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VERTICAL LINK

To Remove (Fig. 7)
I. Remove the hub.
2. Remove four bolts (32, 33, 34), spacers (26)
(if fitted), dust shield (31), caliper bracket
(30) and rubber ring seal (19). Pull out the
steering arm (28).
3. Remove the Nyloc nut (22) and detach the
top ball-joint from the vertical link (Fig. 6).
4. Unscrew the vertical link from the trunnion
and remove the seal (40).
5. Check the dimensions of the vertical link
against those given on page 4·116.
To Refit
Reverse the above proced1lre. Screw the
vertical link"into the trunnion as far as possible
and then unscrew it to its first working position.

Fig. 10.

Road spring attachment

STUB AXLE

To
I.
2.
3.

Remove (Fig. 7)
Remove the vertical link.
Remove the nut (23) and washer (24).
Press out the stub axle.

To Refit
Reverse the above procedure.

ROAD SPRING ASSEMBLY
To Remove
1. Slacken the trunnion bolt (58) a few turns.
2. Remove the damper bolt (59).
3. Remove three nuts (5) (Fig. 10).
4. Remove the damper assembly (Fig. II).

To Refit
I. Fit the spring assembly to the vehicle and
refit the nuts (5) and washers (6).
2. Replace the damper bolt (59).
3. With the vehicle, in the static laden condition, tighten the damper bolts (59) and
trunnion bolt (58).

Fig. 11.

Damper assembly removal

To Dismantle
I. Remove the road spring assembly.
2. Using a press (Fig. 12) compress as many
coils of the road spring as possible to relieve
the load on the damper top nuts.
3. Remove the nuts (I, 2), washer (3) and
rubber (4).
4. Carefully release the load on the road spring
and withdraw the assembly from the press.
5. Withdraw the damper (9) from the upper
spring pan (7) and road spring (8).
6. On Woodhead-Monroe dampers, remove the
lower spring pan (68) and the collets (67).
Fig. 12.

Road spring dismantling
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Fig. 13.

Top wishbone attachment

Fig. 14.

Suspension shims

Testing the Dampers
The servicing of a spring damper is not
generally practicable. The damper should be
renewed if any of the following defects are
apparent:-damaged or dented body;
-bent piston rod;
-loosened mounting;
-fluid leakage.
If none of these defects is apparent, hold the
unit vertically and perform the following manual
operations : Slowly extend and compress the damper
approximately 10 times, moving it to the limit
of its stroke in both directions. There should be
appreciable and constant resistance in both
directions.
Reject damper units having the following
defects:-none or only slight resistance in one or
both directions;
--excessive resistance; cannot be operat<;~d
manually;
-pocket of no resistance when reversing
direction.
Comparative performance can be assessed
against the action of a new damper after taking
care to expel air, but allowance must be made
for greater resistance in the new unit due to the
slightly increased friction between the piston rod
and its oil seal.

UPPER WISHBONE ARMS
To Remove
I. Remove the road spring assembly.
2. Remove two bolts (14) (Fig. 3) and prevent
the hub assembly from tipping outwards.
3. Remove two fulcrum bolts (11) (Fig. 13).
4. Check the arms against the dimensions given
on page 4·115.
5. Renew the rubber fulcrum bushes (13) if
necessary.
To Refit
Reverse the above procedure. Tighten the
fulcrum bolts (11) with the vehicle in the static
laden condition.

Fig. 15.

Anti-roll bar attachment

SUSPENSION
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LOWER WISHBONE
To Remove
1. Disconnect the anti-roll bar, nut (69) (Fig. 19).
2. Remove the damper bolt (59) and trunnion
bolt (58).
3. Remove two nuts (66), note quantity and
position of shims.
4. Withdraw the lower wishbone assembly.
5. Remove two fulcrum bolts (62) (Fig. 14).
6. Check the wishbone against the dimensions
given on page 4·115.
7. Renew the rubber fulcrum bushes (61) if
necessary.
To Refit
Reverse the above procedure. Tighten the
fulcrum bolts (62) with the vehicle in the static
laden condition.

SUSPENSION SUB-ASSEMBLY
To Remove
1. Remove the engine bay valance.
2 Detach the brake pipe union (1) (Fig. 16),
and plug the end to avoid loss of fluid.
3. Remove two nuts (66) from the lower fulcrum
brackets. Note the quantity and position of
shims behind the brackets.
4. Disconnect the anti-roll bar.
5. Remove the inner sub-frame bolt (1) (Fig. 18)
and packing piece if fitted.
6. Support the engine and disconnect the engine
mounting bracket.
7. If the driver's side suspension is being
removed, disconnect and withdraw the
steering column, Section 2, Group 4.
8. Remove the nut and disconnect the steering
tie-rod from the steering arm (28).
9. On the L.H. suspension, support the bonnet
and disconnect the bonnet stay.
10. Remove four bolts (1) (Fig. 17), spring and
plain washers and tapping plates.
11. Remove the suspension sub-assembly from
the chassis.

Fig. 16.

Fig. 17.

Brake pipe union

Sub-frame attachment

To Refit
Reverse the above procedure, taking care to
replace the shims (65) (Fig. 14) in their original
positions.
Bleed the brake hydraulic system and check
the suspension geometry.

Fig. 18.

Sub-frame inner attachment bolt

-
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71

....ll"?---72

W-

73

~74

68

i

76

------72

G445

69

67
68
69
70
71

Nut
Nut
Nut
Link
Anti-roll bar

72
73
74

75
76
Fig. 19.

ANTI-ROLL BAR
To Remove
1. Remove the nyloc nuts (69) and plain
washers.
2. Remove the nyloc nuts (67), plain washers,
clamps (73) and "u" bolts (74) and withdraw anti-roll bar (71). If necessary remove
the nuts (68), washers and detach links (70)
from anti-roll bar (71).

Rubber bush
Clamp
"u" bolt
"U" bolt (Export models)
Stud

Anti-roll bar details

To Refit
1. Fit the clamps over the rubber bushes (72)
on the anti-roll bar (71) and attach to the
cha.ssis crossmember with "U" bolts (74),
plam washers and nyloc nuts (67).
2. Assemble the links (70) to the anti-roll bar
(71) with washers and nuts (68).
3. Engage the links in the lower wishbone
bracket and fit the nyloc nuts (69) and plain
washers.
4. Tighten all nuts whilst the vehicle is staticladen.

SUSPENSION
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REAR SUSPENSION
Before carrying out any work on the rear
suspension, jack up the rear of the vehicle and
support it on chassis stands. Remove the road
wheels.

REAR ROAD SPRING
To Remove
1. Disconnect each brake hose from its steel
pipe and chassis bracket by unscrewing the
union nut (56), Fig. 20, and removing the
nut (58) whilst holding the flexible pipe (57).
2. Disconnect the handbrake cable (64) from
the backplate lever by withdrawing the clevis
pin (61). Disconnect the spring (63), Fig. 21.
3. Jack up the vertical link (10), as shown on
Fig. 22, to relieve the dampers of load.
Remove nuts (47), bolts (43), Fig. 24, and disconnect the axle shaft couplings.
4. Slacken the damper upper attachment bolt
(44), Fig. 20, remove the nyloc nut (13) and
washer (14) from the lower attachment and
pull the damper (9) clear of its lower fulcrum. Remove the jack from the vertical
link.
5. Supporting the vertical link (10), remove
the bolt (46) from the road spring eye as
shown on Fig. 25.
6.

7.

8.

Take out the luggage floor (GT6) or rear seat
assembly (Vitesse) and remove the spring
access cover.
Remove the six nyloc nuts (4) (4 nuts on
GT6 Mk. 3), plain washers (5), detach the
spring clamp plate (3) and unscrew the rear
studs (42) from the axle casing (Fig. 26).
Withdraw the road spring from the vehicle
(Fig. 27).

Fig. 20. Vertical link, brake pipe
and damoer attachments

Fig. 21.

Handbrake connections

\~

MT2903

GT6 Mk. 3 Access cover
Fig. 22.

Jacking up vertical link
Third /.;slIe
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

'I

I

I
I

I
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34

33

:

32

Spring eye bush
Road spring
Spring clamp plate
Nut
Washer
Rubber bush
Washer
Nut
Damper
Vertical link
Nut
Washer
Nut
Washer
Bolt
Key
Nut
Washer
Hub

i

G513

31

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Fig. 23.

26

25

Locktab
Grease retainer
Brake backplate
Seal housing
Bearing
Gasket
Trunnion housing
Nylon bush
Nut
Steel bush
Dlist seal
Bolt
Radius arm
Bolt
Radius arm bracket
Shim
Washer
Nut
Washer

Exploded view of rear suspension

24

23

2:2

21

20

19

39 Washer
40 Nut
41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

Rubber bush
Stud
Bolt
Bolt
Axle shaft coupling
Bolt
Nut
Flinger
Seal
Bolt
Washer
Washer
Nut
Dust seal
Rubber ring
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Fig. 24.

Axle shaft universal joint connections

Fig. 25.

Removing spring eye bolt

To Refit
1. ht the road spring into Its recess in tIlt'
axle casing with the centre bolt spigoting
in its locating hole. The spring is marked
"FRONT" for correct location
Refit the three studs (4:, with the shorter
threaded portion leading, into the axle
casing. Refit the spring clamp plate (3) and
tighten the nyloc nuts (4).
3. Apply "Prestik" sealer to the edge of the
access plate. refit the plate, securing with
two screws, and liberally apply "Seelaslik"
to t he joint.
4. Attach the vertical links (to) to the spring
eyes using bolts (46), washers (12) and nyloc
nut (I I). Do not tighten the nul (11) at this
stage.
S. Jack up the vertical links (IO), fit the dampers
and reconnect the axle shaft couplings.
6. Connect the hand brake cable to the backplate lever, refit the pull-oft' spring (63), Fig.
21, and reconnect the flexible brake hose.
Adjust and bleed the brakes.
7. Place a trolley jack under the differential
casing, remove the chassis stands and, wi th
the vertical links supported at their running
height, load the car and lower its rear end
until the axle shafts assume their static laden
operating position. This is to allow the
rubber bushes to assume their correct working position before tightening the nuts (11),
(8) and (13).

DAMPERS
To Remove
I. Jack up the vertical link (10) to relieve the
damper (9) of load, as shown on Fig. 29,
remove the bolt (44) from the upper attachment and the nyloc nut (13) from the lower
damper eye.
2. Pull the damper clear of its attachment
points.

To Refit
Bleed air from the damper by holding it in a
vertical position and operating the damper over
its full stroke. Maintaining the unit in a vertical
position, refit' the damper by reversing the
removal procedure, fitting new rubber bushes if
necessary.
Fig. 26.

Spring clamp plate attachments

SUSPENSION
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RADIUS ARMS
To Remove
Proceed as for removal of dampers. adjusting
the jack beneath the vertical link (10) until the
radius arm attachment baits (33) and (50) can
be easily withdrawn.
If the rubber bushes l4iJ are penshed. worn
or Cllt, use a press to remove them, and press in
new bushes. If the radius arm chassis attachment brackets (34) are removed, ensure that on
re-assembly the same number of shims (35) are
refitted.
To Refit
Refit the radius arm (32), tighten the attachment bolts and nuts (50) and (28), (33) and (40),
remove the jack from the vertical link.

Fig. 27.

Removing road spring

Fig.. 28.

Radius arm attachment

R(ar \\0 heel Alignment Mk. 1 and GT6 Mk. 3.
Check, and if necessary, adjust the rear wheel
alignment. Removing an equal number of shims
from both sides (35) Fig. 23 increases the rear
whee! toe-in and the addition of shims decreases
the rear wheel toe-in.

Fig. 29.

Jacking vertical link
Second Issue

SUSPENSION
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VERTICAL LINK ASSEMBLY
To Renew Trunnion Housing Bushes
I.

Fig. 30.

Jack up under the vertical link to relIeve
the damper of load as shown on Fig. 29.
Disconnect :----the brake hose (57\ from its steel pipe and
chassis bracket;
--the handbrake cable (64) from the backplate lever, and return spring (63) Fig. 21.
--the axle shaft coupling Fig. 30;
--the radius arm from the vertical link.

Axle shaft universal joint connections
3.

Remove the damper (9), lower and remove
the jack.

4

Supporting the brake assembly, remove the
bolt (46) from the road spring eye Fig. 25
and place the brake/axle shaft assembly on a
clean bench.

5.

Remove the bolt (31), Fig. 23, and withdraw
the vertical link (10) from the trunnion
housing (26). Remove the steel bush (29),
Fig. 31.

6.

Examine and if necessary replace the seals
and bushes as Fig. 32.
NOTE: Sufficient grease (Shell, Retinax
"A" or approved alternative) must be used
during assembly of these bearings to ensure
that the space around the bearings is full.

Fig.31.

7,

Fit the vertical link assembly (10) to the
trunnion housing (26) and to the road
spring eye bush (l). Do not, at this stage,
fully tighten the spring eye bolt (46).

8.

Jack up beneath the vertical link and fit
the damper (9), radius arm (32) and the
axle shaft coupling (45).

9.

Place a trolley jack under the difl'erential
casing, remove the chassis stands and, with
the vertical link supported at its running
height, load the car and lower its rear end
until the axle shaft assumes its static laden
operating position. This is to allow the
rubber bushes to assume their correct working position before tightening the nuts (I I),
(8), (13) and (28),

Trunnion bush

10. Connect thl: brake hose and hand brake
cable. Adjust and bleed the brakes.

REFER TO FIG. 42B
ASSEMBL Y DETAiLS.
Fig. 32.
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Sectioned view of trunnion bushes
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ASSESSMENT OF ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE
The following dimensional illustra tions assist in the assessment of accidental damage.
It is suggested that any components which have sustained damage or are suspect in any way, should first be
removed from the vehicle as instructed, then cieaned and accurately measured on a surface table.
The measurements obtained should then be compared with those given in the appropriate illustration and the
serviceability of the components determined.
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Dimension

In.

Mm.

5·19

131·8

2

1·88

3

1O'!3

4

5-88

149'35

5

1·5

38'1

I

-------r

47'75

--5

257·3

____ t

--T
i

,

Fig. 33.

Dimension

In.

Mm.

1·5

38'1

2

7

3

2·13

C617

Lower wishbone arm assembly

177·8

'-1-:-------- 2

~....&

54·1

-4.~

...-::-@

~::::::=======

~

(bib

Fig. 34.

Upper wishbone arm
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Dimension

In.

Mm.
111-13

3
4

4·375
0-99
0·39
0·367
0·377
1-936
J -94

49·28
7·87

5

~T.
,

\

I

!

!

/. ~!:-

/:

F~ONT

49·17

J

0·31
0·5

Dimension

In.

Mm.

3·25

82·5

2

3·\3

79'5

3

)·445

36·7

1-460

37·1

0-74

18·8

In.

Mm.

1-83
0-335
0·345
0-875
0·245
0-255
5·44
0·968
0·97
',062
1·063

46-48
8-51
8·76
22-22
6'22
6-48
138·18
24-58
24·84
2.6·97
27-00
3·3
57 ·15
I J2-77
79·25
795
49·17
.19· 28

12·7

Steering lever

-,====.

,---h1c,'+4'- ;--

11-$~''J-_----b=~

\ \JI ~. \ ~1i

9·9

9·32
9-57

.,

6

Fig. 35.

25'14

L

RE.AR

r~n

j:::]

4

,------ 2 ----~

C615

Fig. 36.

Lower wishbone fulcrum bracket

Dimension

3
4

5
6

:3

0-13

()

2·25
4-44
3·12
3-!J
( ·936
1-940
9°

10
lJ
12

i3
14

Fig. 37.

Vertical link

-,
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REAR SUSPENSION

2
In.

Mm.

6.185

157.1

6.195

157.35

8.185

207.9

8.195

208.15

Dimension

2

3
3

2

50.8

!

1

(~+

------------r-

4GY2

Fig. 38.

Vertical link assembly (GT6 Mk. I, Vitesse 2 Litre and GT6 Mk. 3 from Comm. No. KF20,OOI)

, - - - - -..-----! - -

Dimension

In.

(GT6)

-.--~_l

Mm.

1\.91

302.5

11.97

304

12.230

310.6

12.290

312.2

15.88

403.3

CblJ

(GT6

Mk.3)
(Vitesse) I

.--- 1---

4GY6

Fig. 39.

Dimension
I
2
3
4

5
6
7

Fig. 40.

Radius arm (GT6 Mk. 1, GT6 Mk. 3 from Comm. No. KF20,001 and Vitesse 2 Litre)

In.

Mm.

14~

1.70
1.59
1.182
1.192
0.38
0040
2.3 I
0.81

43.18
40.39
30.02
30.28
9.65
10.16
58.67
20.57

Radius arm bracket (GT6 Mk. 1, GT6 Mk. 3 from Comm. No. KF20,OOl and Vitesse 2 Litre)

Fourth Issue
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B

B

Fig. 41

Rear transverse leaf road spring

REAR ROAD SPRING DATA

GT6 Mk. 3
From Comm. No. KF20.001

Vitesse Mk. 2
GT6 Mk. 2 and Plus
and GT6 Mk. 3
up to Comm. No. KF20,001

Part number

313148

308499

308485

Number of blades ..

5

6

II

Blade thickness

0'3125"/0'375"
(7.938(9.525mm.)

0·234" (5.943mm.)

0·203" (S·IS9mm.)

I· 55" ± 0·09"
(39,37 ± 2·29mm.)

1·75±0·13
(44'450± 3·3mm.)

1·88"±0·13
(47,75 ± 3·3mm.)

12301b. (558kg.)

9711b. (440kg.)

13021b. (S90kg.)

Test camber" A"
under
*Test load "B"

..

*Clamp spring over dimension "C" (4"-100mm.) and apply test load at spring eye centres.

Second Issue
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SUSPENSION AND STEERING DA T\

REAR

FRONT
------

Vehicle Type

-

----

I

Castor

Camber

--

---

Wheel
Alignment

KPI

--~itesse

Mk. 2-

31' ± I

2i ±

positive

positive

-3-[-;1--

Convertible

positive

----;~

51 ±

I

1

positive

\Vheei
Alignment

Camber

---------- -1------1------- ------ ------

Vitesse Mk. :2
Saloon

---

-----

-/6"-i"

2 ±1

(1·5--

positiw

:--

(O±
0·79 mm.)

3·0 mm.)

-5-~'-'±-1--1<~>+

± 1--

positive

positive

I

i

(1'5--

21-; ;-- -

GT6 Mk. 2, Plus
and Mk. 3
Lip to Comm. N0'1
KF 20,00 I

-----6" ± 1
rositive

3-;' ± I'
rositive

U

I

(O+
0·79 mm.)

0 .± I

0 ± ,],'
(0 +
0·79 ~111.)

-'.1 ± I
-,

GT6 Mk. 3
From Comm. No.
KF 20,001

positive

1

.

~"

(I' 5-3·0 111m.)
toe-in

II

-_._---

I

I

I

toe-m

-k -

«=1,--

rositive

3·0 mm.) I

:2±± 1°
positive

----

O±.{2

3t ± I
positive
I

I
Table I. Steering Data for Unladen Vehicle

1____
:i::~::e ~:p~

:2 UP

~~:~~~_I_

:a:t:r

I

positive

1

Saloon
4 UP

v2~~~ee~~ie:2

_ _- - - " "

positive

I)NT~_I

_1_
1

6::

l

r

positive

GT6 Mk. 2, plus
and Mk. 3
up to Comm. No.
KF 20,001
2 UP

-I-

I

r2asTt~'~e I p:sTti~e

(0-

positive

4± -j'
positive

I

I 1'5 m'll)

6~

±~
positive

toe-JI1

negative

I

(0 ±

0·79 mm.)

,

~~Si~i\~e I 0 (o- ,'" .
I

---r::,cl

_1_A~lg~I~~en~I-~al~~er I_A:~:~:ent
1·5 mm.)
toe-in

---------- ------ -----1---- GT6 Mk. 3
From Camm. No.
KF 20.001
:2 UP

Wh,,,

positive
I

1
0+.
-'11 "
(O±
0·79 mm.)

I

-------~I-- --.- - - -

0"- -,',."

II

(O--

1·5 mm.)
toe-1I1

2 ±~
negative

Ii

1.'1

16

-

(1'53·0 mm.)
toe-in

i
1
-.

--+. I

~

4 ± '

0"

i 'I

1«'",,',
lable 2.

,

mm

Steering Datl! fur Static Laden \ chicle

3:

.~

I

-

}"

8

,,,,

(l

'I

Negative

(() -I 5

111:11)

toe-In
.sccond !l1!le

1

2

61{1\

--,

5

6

""

21-~

22--~~7

I

25
---~14

---~15

59

51

50

K113

Fig. 42.

Rear suspenSlon
. arrangement (V·t
I esse Mk. 2)

Key to Fig. 42

2

3

4
5
6
7

8
9
10
II
12
13

14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Rubber bush-spring eye
Rear transverse road spring
Spring plate
Nyloc nut-spring plate to axle housing
Rear damper-lever arm type
Screw-damper to mounting bracket
Damper arm
Nyloc nut- damper arm to damper link
Ball end taper
Link assembly
Nylm: nut~rear road spring ends to vertical link
Rear vertical link
Nyloc nut-damper link to vertical link
Tab washer--verticallink to rear brake
Setscrew-ve~tical link to rear brake
Wheel stud
Bolt outer drive shaft~ rotot1cx coupling
Outer drive shaft ass~ll\bly
Key-intermediate shaft
Bolt shaft joint to inner a:de shaft
Nyloc nut-inner axle sh~lft
I-lange yoke coupling
Yoke
Intermediate drive shart
Driven nange
Nyloc nut dri\l'n Ilange to shaft
Nyloc nut kl\\l:r \\ ishbolll: to chassis
Bolt ~driven Ibngt: to ]ott)llex coupling
Inner oil st:al
Bll!t rear ,spring ends to \t:rtlcal Jill\..

31
32
33

34

35
36
37
38

39

40
41
42
43

44
45

46
47
48

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

57
58
59

Inner bearing
Outer bush wishbone to vertical link
Bolt
Outer bearing
Outer oil seill
Spacer louter drive shaft
Shim
Rear hu b and stud assembly
Washer
Nvloc nut--rear hub to outer drive shaft
B;ilcket-assembly mounting radius arm to vertical link
Distance PieCe}
Water shield
wishbone to vertical link
Dirt seal
Nyloc nut
Washer
~ wishbone to vertical link
Outer bushj
Rotofkx wishbone assembly
Lower wishbone assembly
Lower wishbont:-- inner bush
Bolt-wishbont: to chassis
Bolt radius arm to vertical link
Radius arm
R~ldius arm adjuster
Bolt radius arm to bracket
Nyloc nut radius ann to bracket
Bolt radiUS arm support bracket
Nut~radius arm to bracket
Rubber bush radius arm

1
f

f

"I

--~-------------------------'

SLSPENSIO:'li

-t 120.\

~--5

6
7

10
11

20

24
17

-~~1---22

23
Fig. 42A.

PT :<466/\

REAR SUSPENSION ARRANGEMENT GT6 Mk. 2, PLUS AND GT6 Mk. 3
up to commission Number KF 20,001

KEY TO FIG. 42A
I
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13

Spring eye bush
Road spring
Spring clamp plate
Bump stop
Damper
Flange yoke-coupling
YoLe
Intcrmediate drive shaft
Key
Driven flange
Outer drive shaft
Rotoflex wishbone assembly
Inner bush-lower wishbone

14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25

Lower wishbone assembly
Inner oil seal
Inner bearing
Yerticallink
Outer bearing
Outer oil seal
Spacer and shim
Hub and stuc' assembly
Bracket-radius arm to vertical link
Radius arm
Rubber bush
Radius arm bracket

SLSpF"·".'ION'
• , .."')
1

4·120B

2

5

24
26

"'"

~

~~~./r;o-.~
\~

/

.

\j

0"

~

Yz)

25

Fig. 428.

\

23

REAR SUSPENSION ARRANCE

.

"",.",

..
.MENT GT6 Mk . 3 f rom Com mIssIon
Number KF20,OOl

KEY TO FIG .428

I
2
3
4
5
~

Spring eye bush
Road spring
Spring clamp plate
Spring plate paJ
Damper
yFla.nge yoke-coupling

14
15

~Jrease

:~

23

Distance piece
Outer bearing
Outer oil seal
Oil seal housing
Od catcher
Huba'
' no stud ;lssembl
Bolt-radius ar
Y
Radius arm m to vertical Iink

24
25
26

Rubber bush
~adius arm bracK'e t
Shim
'

:~
20

OKe

8
9
10
11
:;

j
I

!

I

I
I
I

----

Dri ve shaft
Key
Flinger
[nner oil seal
Inner bearing
Vertical link

21
22

nipple or I
Inner hub
pug
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SUSPENSION
REAR SUSPENSION
Before carrying out any work on the rear suspension, jack up the rear of the vehicle and support it on
chassis stands. Remove the nave plates and road wheels.

REAR ROAD SPRING
To Remove (Fig. 42)
I.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

Jack up the vertical link.
Disconnect each brake hose from its steel pipe and
chassis bracket by unscrewing the union nut, Fig.
57 Page 3'122, and removing the nut whilst holding
the flexible pipe.
Release the handbrake clevis pin and spring from
the brake backplate.
Disconnect the intermediate drive shafts from the
inner axle shaft couplings and remove the radius
arm mounting bolts from the chassis (both sides).
Remove both damper links (Vitesse Mk 2) or
dampers (GT6 Mk 2 and Plus).
Fit the special hexagon bar to both sides of the
spring, page 3.123 refers, and remove the spring
eye bolts (30) attaching the road spring to the
vertical link.
Take out the luggage floor (GT6 Mk 2 and Plus)
or the rear seat assembly (Vitesse Mk 2) and remove
the spring access cover.
Remove the six nyloc nuts (4), plain washers (5),
detach the spring clamp plate (3) and unscrew the
three rear studs (42) from the axle casing Fig. 45.
Remove the special hexagon tool from the spring
and withdraw the road spring from the vehicle
Fig. 27.

To Refit
1.

Fit the road spring into the recess in the axle casing,
with the centre bolt spigoting in its locating hole.
The spring is marked "FRONT" for correction
location.
2. Refit the three rear studs (42) with the shorter
threaded portion leading, into the axle casing. Refit
the spring clamp plate (3) and tighten the nyloc
nuts (4).
3. Fit the special hexagon bar to both sides of the
spring and fit the spring eye bolts (30), leaving the
nyloc nuts (11) semi-tight at this stage.
4. Refit the damper links (Vitesse Mk 2) or dampers
(GT6 Mk 2 and Plus). Reconnect the radius arms
to the chassis (both sides) and the intermediate
drive shafts to the inner axle shaft couplings.
5. Connect the handbrake cable to the backplate
lever, refit the pull-off spring, Fig. 57 Page 3'122,
and reconnect the flexible brake hose. Adjust and
bleed the brakes.
6. Referring to the Dust and Water Sealing Section,
page 5.301. Refit the spring access cover plate
securing with two screws. Replace the luggage
floor (GT6 Mk 2 and Plus) or the rear seat assembly
(Vitesse Mk 2). Remove the special hexagon bar.

Fig. 45.

Spring clamp plate attachments

SUSPENSION
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7.

Refit the road wheels and nave plates. Place a
trolley jack under the differential casing, remove
the chassis stands and with the vertical links
supported at their running height, load the vehicle
and lower its rear end until the axle shafts assume
their static laden operating position. This is to
allow their correct working position before tightening the nuts (II), (I 3) and (45).

DAMPERS
Telescopic Type (GT6 Mk 2 and Plus)
To Remove (Fig. 46)
1. Jack up the vertical link to relieve the damper of
load.
2. Remove the top attachment nyloc nut (62) and the
lower attachment nyloc nut (63).
3. Pull the damper clear of its attachment points.
Fig. 46.

Telescopic type damper
To Refit
Bleed air from the damper by holding it in a vertical
position and operating the damper over its full stroke.
Maintaining the unit in a vertical position, refit the
damper by reversing the removal procedure. fitting new
rubber bushes if necessary.
Lever and Arm Type (Vitesse Mk 2)
To Remove (Fig. 47)
1. Jack up the vertical link to relieve the damper of
load.
2. Remove the two damper mounting screws (6)
attaching the damper (5) to the chassis frame
using a I~ in. (7'39 0101.) allen key.
3. Remove the nyloc nut (13) attaching the lower
portion of the damper link (10) to the vertical link,
and lift the damper assembly complete with link
from the vehicle.
4. Remove the link (10) from the damper arm (7) by
using a suitable extractor.
To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure, fitting new damper
link if necessary.
Damper Link (Vitesse Mk 2)
To Remove (Fig. 47)
I. Jack up the vertical link to relieve the damper of
load.
2. Release the link from the damper arm by removing
the nyloc nut (8).
3. Remove the nyloc nut (13) attaching the damper
link to the vertical link. Release the link (10) from
the damper arm (7) by using a suitable extractor.
To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure.

Fig. 48.

Fitting lower wishbone distance piece

Rear Lower Wishbone and/or Bushes
To Remove (Fig. 42)
l. Jack up the vertical link to relieve the damper of
load.

SUSPENSION
2.

3.

4.

4·123

Remove the inner wishbone bolt (51) and the outer
wishbone bolt (33) and remove the wishbone from
the vehicle.
Working on the bench remove the outer water
shield (43) dirt seal, (44), nylon bush (47), inner
water shield (43) and distance piece (42).
Press out the inner bush (50).

To Refit Wishbone and Renew Bushes
1. Examine and if necessary replace the seals and
bushes as Figs. 48 and 49.
NOTE: Sufficient grease (Mobilgrease M.P. or
recommended alternative) must be used during
assembly of these outer bushes to ensure that the
space around the bushes is full.
2. Fit the inner bush (50) Fig. 42.
3. Position the wishbone to the vertical link and
secure with bolt (33), plain washers (46) and nyloc
nut (45), leaving the nyloc nut semi-tight.
4. Align the inner end of the wishbone with its mounting point on the chassis frame and secure with bolt
(51) and nyloc nut (27) leaving the nyloc nut semitight.
5. Fully tighten the nyloc nuts (45) and (27). Remove
the jack from under the vertical link, refit road
wheels and nave plates.
NOTE: The outer bushes may be replaced with the
wishbone in situ.

45

46

K119

43

Fig. 49.

Rear lower wishbone bushes

RADIUS ARMS
To Remove (Fig. 42)
Proceeu as for removal of dampers adjusting the
jack beneath the vertical link (12) until the radius arm
attachment bolts (52) and (55) can be easily withdrawn.
If the rubber bushes (59) are perished, worn or cut,
use a press to remove them and press in new bushes.
To Refit
Refit the radius arm (53). tighten the attachment
bolts and nuts and remove the jack from the vertical
link.
Rear Whed Alignment (Fig. 50) GT6 i\lk. 2 and
early GT6 :Ylk. J cars only
Check, and if necessary. ;lUjust (he rear wheel
alIgnment as follows:
Release the radius arm lock nms (61), rotate the
adjuster (54) clock wise or anti-clockwise to achieve
correct wheel alignment as given below :--~
GT6 :\ilk 2 & Plus
Loading Condition
Laden-:: up
Kerb

Yitesse Mk 2
Laden and Kerb

Wheel Alignment
/t,- in. [0 i in. toe-in
(]'6to 3·2mm.l
ll±-ir- in.
(0::,::0·8 mm.)

O±i,- in.

(0::08 mm.)
Finally tighten the lock nuts (61) to the specified
torque, refer to Group "0" [or torque figures.

Fig. 50.

Radius arm assembly
Second fsslle
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ASSESSMENT OF ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE
REAR SUSPENSION-GT6 Mk. 2, Plus, GT6 Mk. 3 up to Commission Number KF20.001 and Vitesse Mk. 2
The following dimensional illustrations assist in the assessment of accidental damage.
It is suggested that any components which have sustained damage or are suspect in any way, should first be
removed from the vehicle as instructed, then cleaned and accurately measured on a surface table.
The measurements obtained should then be compared with those given in the appropriate illustration and the
serviceability of the components determined.

I

1

2

I

7 ~~

6
I

I
Dimension

I
I

i'~l
5

18

-~

l.

I

9
10

.---l

f-

Fig. 51.

3·25

82·550

2

2·006

50·952

3

3·232

82'092

4

4'500

113 ·300

5

9·1875

233·3625

6

2·375

60·325

7

1·340

34·036

8

3'125

79·375

9

1·031

26·187

10

1'625

41·275

In.

Mm.

1-406

35·718

2

·50

12'700

3

2·060

52'324

Rear vertical link

Dimension

KI25

Sero/ld {ssile

Mm.

KI2Q

o

Fig. 52.

In.

Radius arm mounting bracket (Vitesse Mk. 2)
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Dimension

In.

Mm.

52
2

1·55

39·370

3

1·187

30·162

4

·68

17·272

o
o
K 126

(GT6 Mk. 2, Plus and GT6 Mk. 3 up to Commission
Number KF 20,001)

T
1

Dimension

In.

Mm.

1·88

47·62

~~~~~-

2

16·71

~~~--~ ..~ - -

-:

424-4
Fig. 54. Radius arm assembly
(GT6 Mk. 2, Plus and GT6 Mk. 3 up to Commission
Number KF 20,001)
f--

Dimension

In.
14·71

~~~~~~----,~~~--~~~~~_.
j

I

Mm.
373·6

Fig. 55.

Dimension

3

5

In.
5·00
2·25
·5 dia. UNF 20 TPI
R.H. THREAD
CLASS 2A
·5 dia. UNF 20 TPI
L.H. THREAD
CLASS 2A
'687 AF HEX BAR

Radius arm assembly (Vitesse Mk. 2)

Mm.
127·0
57-1
12·7

A\

Ii ·'1
~

12·7
K',40

17·4

Fig. 56.

Radius arm adjuster
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,-_-4 ..;..._ _
5 __+4 ..;

!

-.--0I
I

I

i
I

I

2

/j

I/

I

,

/

'I
I

// I!
/ II

j

/

I

':.1

I

I

\

Dimension

\,
"

/

/

I

In.

Mm.

10·78

273·812

9·31

236'474

-'/

\
:

i

'_'~.

/

/

I

I

nN

:1

\\
\\\

2

3\

\

3

\

-,-:D
Fig. 57.
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\

v·
,

\

~I

I I

A-

A

U

THESE FACES
TO BE WITHIN ·010

·254

4

1-380

35'052

5

3·507

89'077

Rear lower wishbone

j
----------------------
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Dimeusloo

In.

4·125

Mm.

5ZO

I.

2

1·55

39'370

3

1'187

30'162

4

'68

17·272
KI26

Fig. 53.

Dimension

In.
14·71

Radius arm mounting bracket
(GT6 Mk. 2 and Plus)

Mm.
373·6

Fig. 54.

Radius arm assembly (GT6 Mk. 2 and Plus)

I

I
In.

Mm.

1

1·88

47·62

2

16·71

Dimension

424·4

Fig. 55.

Dimension

2
3

4

5

In.
5·00
2·25
'5 dia. UNF 20 TPI
R.H. THREAD
CLASS 2A
'5 dia. UNF 20 TPI
L.H. THREAD
CLASS 2A
'687 AFHEXBAR

Mm.
127·0
57·1
12·7

12'7

I:

:2

Radius arm assembly (Vi(esse Mk. 2)

.\ \-

:2

~

:1

I~£O
KI40

17'4

Fig. 56.

Radius arm adjuster
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Dimension

2

2

3

3
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Fig. 57. Rear lower wishbone
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STEERING
Introduction
The method used for checking and adjusting
steering and suspension geometry will vary
according to the equipment used.
The figures given in Table I on page 4·202
are checked or achieved with the vehicle in the
unladen condition (i.e. full fuel tank, oil and
water, tool kit and spare wheel).
Operators are however, reminded that the
setting of rear wheel alignment is impracticable
without the use of jigs, unless optical equipment
(such as Optiline, Optoflex, etc.) is used.
Such equipment enables the front and rear
wheels to be aligned simultaneously. A beam of
light emitted from a projector at right angles to
each individual wheel, is focussed onto a graduated screen, placed at a set distance. The various
angles and dimensions may be read directly and
accurately from the screen.
Poor steering and tyre wear are often caused
by unbalance of wheel assemblies. Optical
equipment for balancing wheel assemblies, in
situ on the vehicle, has been developed of recent
years, and its use is strongly advocated.
Steering Geometry and Suspension Geometry
The term "steering geometry" refers to the
lay-out of the steering mechanism and any of its
dimensions, linear or angular, which contribute
to the required behaviour of the steering system.
The steering system is always designed to comply
with the specification of the front suspension, in
order that the best possible steering behaviour is
obtained under all conditions.
For example, Toe-in and Camber are classed
as suspension geometry; K.P.I. and Castor are
classed as steering geometry.
Departure from any steering/suspension
dimensions may result in unsatisfactory steering
and/or abnormal wear of tyres, steering and
suspension components.

A
(;144

Fig. 1.

Steering axis inclination and camber angle

Steering Axis Inclination (Fig. 1)
The steering axis "A" is an imaginary line
between the upper and lower swivel centlCS. and
the steering axis inclination is the amount in
degrees that this is inclined from the vertical,
viewed in front elevation.
Camber (Fig. I)
Positive camber "B" is the amount in degrees
that the front wheels are tilted outwards at the
top from the vertical, viewed in front elevation.

Fig. Z.

Castor angle
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Castor (Fig. 2)
Castor is the angle in side elevation between
the steering axis "A" and the vertical line "B".
It is considered positive when the steering axis is
inclined rearwards.
NOTE: Maximum permissible differential on
castor and camber between right- and lefthand side is 1
0

•

Toe-out on Turns
This is the alignment of the front wheels
relative to each other as they are turned to the
left or right.
Unfortunately, using simple steering mechanisms, it is not possible to obtain the exact toe-out
at every position through the complete turn from
straight-ahead to full lock. However, scuffing can
be minimised by careful positioning of the steering
components.

Fig. 3.

2

8·72 (22·15 em.)

3

3-33 (8'45 em.)

5 16'88 (42,87 em.)

1-42 (3·61 em.)

4

0·88 (2 '23 em.)

6

Fig. 4.

Second Issue

Static Laden
Static laden is a condition obtained by placing
a ISO lb. (68 kg.) load on each seat. The steering
is designed and built to the static laden condition.
These figures are given in Table 2. For convenience, the figures quoted in Table 1 may be
used for checking geometry, providmg the
vehicle complies with the unladen condition.

Tie rod end locknut

Steering unit dimensions

12·65 (32'13 em.)
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STEERING \IEASLIUMENTS AND
ADJUSTMENTS
Hdore carrying ,Jut meaSU/l;Jl1cnts and
,!U."!Si!llents on the Irc;"t susrension and ,,,:':I'ing,
"it; thc tyres to the correct "rt:ssur~s and
.i!Oil the vchicle on a sl1looth. ic\'ci smLlCe
!jf'ckmg Steering Locks
'.il

n

Cq . . i...J1 l!-~

1 'Ie' hacJ.; ~Ind r"",1t loci-. angles aI','
',:,iL:h \it\~\~;- only \\ hen the \'I.'hccls are

SCi .Il ~I)

i'

,'I', ; hI: I,traight-ahead position,

Dr;\e '.he ',chlcl", ",itO \Veaver gauges with
wooden wedges undec the rear wheels as
fig. 5. [he wedges ,nllSI he the same thickness
as the gauges.
Set the front wheels strulgiH :!ik.1d and zero
the gauges. Turn each whed to 20 front lock
and read the opposite gauge. Repeat the procedure with 20' back lock. If the front ~tnd back
lock angles do not conform to 20 , damage to
suspension components must be assumed and a
dimensional check is necessary to establish the
faulty components.

Fig. 5.

Checking steering locks

33

Lock Stop Adjustment (Fig. 6)
Limitation of thc steering lock is controlled
by the locknut (33) contacting the rack tube.
Thus dimcnsion (3) Fig. 4 is particularly important.
Providing that this dimension is
accuratc and the steering unit is centrally mounted
on the chassis, correct steering locks should result.
Track Adjustment (Fig. J)
Centralize the steering unit and measure the
front wheel alignment. If adjustment i: required,
slacken the locknuts (43). the clips (42) and
rotate the tie-rods (1 S) lin til alignmcn t is correct.
Notc the reading. Rotate thc wheels 180, and
take a second reading. Adjust the tie-rods to a
mean of the two readings thus allowing for wheel
rim run-out.

Fig. 6.

Limitation of steering lock

Tighten the tie-rod locknuts and gaiter clips.
Castor and Camber Adjustments (Fig. 7)
Adjustment of camber and castor angles is
accomplished by altering the number of shims
assembled between the chassis and the lower
inner fulcrum brackets.
Referring to page 4,104, jack up the vehicle
and slacken the nuts (66). Increase or decrease
the number of shims as required and retighten the
nuts.
Fig. 7.

Fulcrum bracket shims
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37
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Fig. 8.

Expl olled

steerin~

unit

---------------

Key to Fig. 4

Steering coupling (upper)

23

Locating plates

2 Bolt

24

Nyloc nuts

3 Earth cable (soldered in position)

25

Rack assembly

4 Rubber bushes

26

Shims

5 Dowel

27

Cap

6 Washer

28

Grease plug

7 Steering coupling (lower)

29

Shims

8 Nyloc nut

30 Spring

9 Pinch bolt

31

Plunger

10

Circlip

32

Rack

11

Retaining ring

33

Locknut

12 Shims
13

Bush

34 Sleeve nut
35

Lock tab

14 Thrust washer

36 Spring

15

37

Cup

16 Thrust washer

38

Tie-rod

17 Bush

39

Cup nut

18 Washer

40

Locking wire

19

Nyloc nut

41

Rubber gaiter

20 "U" bolts

42

Clip

21

Rubber bushes

43

Locknut

22

Abutment plates

44 Tie-rod end

Pinion shaft

STEERING
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Castof "lIgies
;0 decrease. add shims to [h<. front bracket
or remove shims from the: rear.
To increase. reverse the procedure.
Camber Angles
To decrease, add an equal number ot' shims
to both brackets.
To increase. reverse the procedure.

Fig. 9.

Steering coupling and attachments

STEERI;\l(; UNlT
Removal (Fig. 9)
Remove item (9) from l.he coupling (7).
Disconnect the earth strap. secured by
item (28) at one end, from the bolt securing
.1. to the front of the engIne.
Referrmg to Fig. i O. extract the lie-rod ends
441 from the steenng arms. after removll1g
'.he securing nuts and washers.
Remove the L.H. engine ba\ valance.
,1.

Remove the nuts (24) and piates (23) (Fig. 8).
; 'sing a sling and hoist. relieve the vehieie of
':,eight of the engme and remove lIle
noltsIA\(Fig.lIL

:[1<:

Fig. 10.

Tie roei end

Raise the L.H. side ..,f the engl!1e approxImately 11" (114 mm.l, Laking care not to
damage the radiator wp hose. K.emme the
"V' bolts (20) and rubber hushes 121)
Fig. 8).

Move the steering unit forwaru to disengage
the coupling from the steenng column and
manoeuvre the unit fron~ The vehicle. \ia the
'JfI\er's SIde.

Fig. 11.

Engine mounting bolts

STEERING
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20-------i'

45

0·25
6·J5MM

--

23-----+--r

24-----~

i"

A

Distance between flanges must be
(3'17 mm.)

B

Flange of item (23) mGst contact innermost
flange of frame

20

"U" bolt

21

Rubber bush

23

Locating plates

24

Nyloc nuts

41

Rubber gaiter

45

Steering column earth cable

Fig. 12.

Fig. J 3.

Steering unit attachments

Rack/engine earth connection

Refitting
I. Referring to Figs. 4 and 12, ensure that the
steering unit is assembled to the dimensions
given.
2. Rotate the pinion shaft from lock to lock,
counting the number of revolutions. Turn
the pinion shaft back half this number of
rotations, thus centralizing the rack ir,
relation to the pinion.
3. Position the steering wheel in the straight
ahead position, i.e., with the spokes horizontal and beneath the wheel boss centre.
4. With the engine hoisted, page 4'205,
manoeuvre the steering unit through ,he
wing valance aperture on the driver's side of
the vehicle and engage the steering column
in the flexible coupling.
5. Fit the rubber bushes (21) to the steering
unit. Assemble the "C" bolts (20) as shown
on Fig. 12 and loosely secure them with the
plates (23) and nyloc nuts (24). Lower the
engine. refit tht; engine mounting bolts ,md
remove the sling.
f..
Push the "U" bolt assemblies outwards until
it ~ (3'175 mm.) clearance exists between the
Ilange plates welded on the rack tube and the
retainers welded to the "U" bolts.
7 Hold the "li" bolts in the position achieved
in (6), while an assistant slides the plates (23)
Inwards to abut their tlanged faces against
the chassis frame flange. Tighten the nuts.
8. Fit the nyloc nut (8) and bolt (9) to the
steering coupling (7) (Fig. 8)
9. Re-connect the earth strap from the steering
unit to the front of the engine.
10. Refit the tie-rod ends (44) to the ,;teering arms
and secure with plain washers (18) and nyloc
nuts (19) (Fig. 8).
12. Check the front wheel alignment adjusting,
if necessary. to the figures given on page 4·202
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Steering Unit (Figs. 8, 14, 15 and 16)

Dismantling
Release the clips (42) and (40), and slide both
bellows towards the outer ball joints. Slacken the
locknuts (33) and unscrew both outer tie rod
assemblies from the rack (32). Withdraw the
coil spring (36) from each end of the rack.

37
Fig. 14.

Tie-rod inner ball joints

Release the tabwasher (35), unscrew the sleeve
nut (34) and remove the tabwasher (35), shims (26)
and cup (37). Slacken the locknuts (43) and
unscrew the outer ball joint assemblies (44) from
the tie rods (38).

30
Remove the locknuts (43), rubber bellows (41),
clips (42) and cup nut (39) from each outeI tierod (38).
Remove the locknuts (33) from the ends of
the rack. Unscrew the cap (27) and remove the
shnns (29), spring (30) and pressure pad (3\)
from Ihe housing.
Remove the circlip (10) and withdraw the
pinion assembly, takIng care not to lose the dowel
peg (5). Remove the retaining ring (I I), shims
(12 l, bush (13) and thrust washer (14\. Detach
Ihe rubber "0" rIng from the annular groove In
the retaining rIng (11).

+-=--25

Fig. 15.

Pinion thrust pad assembly

Withdraw the rack (2) from the tube (2S)
and remove the ihrust \Iasher (16) and bush (17)
frl'i11 the pinion housing.

Inspection
Clean and examine all components for wear
<lIld damage. rene\\Ing parts as required. If
necessary, renew till: hush in the end of the raek
lube, by drifting out the old bush and pressing in
a new one.

Fig. 16.

Pinion assembly

STEERING
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;1

,\ssembiy (FIg.
:1serr the racK (32) :nto me woe and piace
:he bush (17\ and thrust wasner i 6j Into the
pimon housing (25).
.,,<djust the pm Ion end float 'os follows:

....,
I;.
ross-secrion
"hrough
;reering unit

Assemble the thrusT
.~r 14). bush (13)
and retaining rIng '.; I) to the Pinion (15;.
Insert the assembly into the pmion housing
and secure the pinlOn wIth the circlip (10).
I

28 27 29

Fig. 18.

30

31

Mount a dial gauge on the tube as shown on
Fig. 18. Push the pinion down to its limit and
zero the dial gauge. Lift the shaft until the
retaining ring contacts the clrclip and note
the dial reading. This represents the total
pinion shaft end float. Remove the circlip
(10) and Withdraw the pinion shaft assembly.
Remove the retainmg ring (11) and tit a new
~ubber "0" ring.
3.

Make up a shim pack to give minimum end
float consistent 'Nlth free rotation of the
pinion shaft. Shims are available in 0·004'
(0-102 mm.'J and 0·010" (0,254 mm.J thickness.

4.

Assemble the shim Dack (12) and retamer
ring til) to the pinion. Re-ll1sert the assembly
into the housmg and finaily secure it by fitting
the dowel (5) and circlip (10).

Measuring pinion end float

Adjust the pinion pressure pad as follows:

Fig. 19.

Using feeler gauge to determine shim thickness
required under cap nut

'9kg

I<'ig. 20.

Measuring load required to rotate pinion

5.

Fit the plunger (31.1 and cap nut (27) to the
Dinion housing (25'i. Tighten the nut to
diminate all end tJoat and. using feeler
gauges, measure the clearance between the
nut and housmg as shown on Fig. 19.
Remove the cap nut (27\ a nd plunger (3 ll.

6.

Make up a shim paCK equal to the cap nut
to housing ciearance. pius 0·004" (0·1 mm.).

7

Pack the unit with grease and assemble the
cap nut (27), shim oack (29). spring (30) and
plunger (31) to the housmg (25) and tighten
the cap nut.

8.

When the nut IS correctiy adjusted. a force
of 2 lb. 10·91 kg.) is reqUired to rotate the
pinion shaft at a radiUS of 8" (20,3 em.; see
Fig. 20. Check and re-adjust the unit. If
necessary. by adding or subtracting shims
from beneath the cap nut (27).
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Assembling and Adjusting Tie-rod Inner Ball
Joints (Fig. 21)
1.

Slide the cup nut (39) over the tie-rod (38) and
insert the cup (37) into the cup nut (39).

2.

Position the lock tab (35) over the sleeve
nut (34) and screw this fully into the cup
nut (39). With the cup nut held in a vice,
move the tie-rod (38) axially to determine the
approximate shim pack thickness required.
Remove the assembly from the vice and
remove sleeve nut (34).

3.

Prepare a shim p?ck (26) in eXCess of the
estimated ball end movement and insert this
in the cup nut behind the cup (37).

4.

Screw the sleeve nut (34) with lock tab (35)
fully into the cup nut (39).

5.

Using feeler gauges, measure the gap
between the sleeve nut flange, lock tab (35)
and cup nut face (39). This dimension,
plus 0·002" (0'05 mm.) is the amount by
which the trial shim pack must be reduced
to give the correct ball end movement.

6.

Dismantle the ball joint and re-assemble it
with the correct shim pack determined in (5).
Test adjustment by applying a load of 1t lb.
(0 ·681 kg.) at the outer end of the tie-rod (38),
when the tie-rod should articulate freely. If
necessary, adjust the shim pack until correct
operation is obtained. Shims are obtainable
in 0·002" (0'05 mm.) and 0·010" (0,254 mm.)
thickness.

7.

When adjustment is correct, lock the assembly
by bending the lock tab (35) over the sleeve
nut (34) and cup nut (39).

32

33

Refitting Ball Joint to Steering Rack
1.

Screw the locknut (33) on to the end of the
rack (32) so that its position corresponds
with dimensions 3 + 4 + 5 + 3 on Fig. 4, i.e.,
24-42" (62·03 cm.) between inner locknut
faces.

2.

Insert the spring (36) into the end of the
rack and screw the ball joint assembly as far
as possible up to the locknut (33).

3.

Push the bellows (41) on to the tie-rods (38).

4.

Fit the locknuts (43) and outer tie-rod ends
(44) to the tie-rods (38), adjusting them so
that they correspond with dimensions 1+2
on Fig. 4, i.e. 10·14" (25,75 cm.).

5.

Repack the bellows with grease (t oz. of
Retinax "A") and secure them in position
with clips (42) and wire (40).

Fig. 21.

Tie-rod coupling details
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28
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Key to Fig. 22
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Inner steering column (Lower)
Bolt
Washer
Rubber seal
Washer
Retaining plate
Spring washer
Nut
Impact clamp adjusting screw
Lock nut
Impact clamp (upper)
Impact clamp (lower)
Impact clamp bolts
Spring washers
Upper inner steering column
Nylon washer
Direction indicator cancelling ring
End cap
Nylon bush
Steel sleeve
Rubber bush
Outer steering column
Bolt
Spring washer
Plain washer
Nut

27 Bracket
28 Felt pad
29 Felt pad
30 Outer column SUP!
31 Bolt
32 Plain washer
33 Spring washer
34 Nut
35 Bolt
36 Nut
37 Cable trough clip
38 Support bracket
39 Outer column upp
40 Outer column upp
41 Rubber bush
42 Steel sleeve
43 Nylon bush
44 Horn contact ring
45 Steering wheel
46 Steering wheel bos
47 Spring clip
48 Contact brush
49 Washer
50 Steering wheel nut
51 Horn push assemb

Fig. 22.
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30 37 40

39

41

42

43

44

46

47

lort clamp (lower)

:r support clamp (top half)
:r support clamp (lower half)

37

Vitesse condition
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g column details
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STEERING COLUMN

Removal
I.

Remove the bolt (A) from the steering
coupling (7), Fig. 23.

2.

Disconnect the steering head cables at their
snap connectors beneath the facia, and note
the colours to facilitate re-assembly.

3.

Referring to Figs. 22 and 24, remove the
outer column support clamp (30) (lower) and
the lower portion of the steering column
upper clamp (40).

4.

Withdraw the steering column assembly
from the vehicle.

To Dismantle
1. Remove the cable trough (37).
2.

Prise the horn push assembly (51) from the
steering wheel boss and withdraw the contact
brush (48).

3.

Remove the switch covers and detach each
switch from the column.

4.

Remove the bolts (13), spring washers (14),
and detach the halves of the impact clamp (11)
and (12). Withdraw the lower column (1)
downwards and detach the nylon washer (16).
Withdraw the upper inner column (15) and
the steering wheel (45) from the top of the
outer column (22).

5.

Hold the column (15) in the protected jaws
of a vice and remove the nut (50), plain
washer and spring clip (47). Use an extractor
to remove the wheel from the column.

6.

Remove the end cap (18) and depress the
protrusions on the rubber bushes (21) and
(41) as shown on Fig. 27. Using a length of
bar, eject the bushes from the outer column
(22). Remove the metal inserts (20) (42) and
nylon bushes (19) (4) from the rubber bushes.

~-

Fig. 23.

Fig. 24.

Steering unit coupling

Steering column clamps

Re-Assembly
I.

Assemble the nylon bush (19) and steel
sleeve (20) to the rubber bush (21) and
push the assembly into the bottom of the
outer column (22) engaging the locating
lugs with the holes as shown on Fig. 27.
Ensure that the metal reinforcement ring
at the end of the bush is positioned towards
the lower end of the column. Repeat the
procedure with the upper bush assembly.

2.

Fit the end cap (18) to the lower end of the
column (22).
Fig. 25.

Withdrawal of contact brush

STEERING
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1.4

12

/

3.

Fit the steering wheel to the inner column
(15), aligning the direction indicator cancelling lugs on the column to correspond with
the steering wheel spokes. Fit the clip (47)
and plain washer and secure with the nut (50).
Peen the metal of the nut to the inner
column to prevent it unscrewing.

4.

Insert the inner column (15) into the outer
column (22), taking care not to dislodge the
bushes.

5.

Pass the cables of the direction indicator and
lighting switches through the apertures in
the upper end of the outer column, and fit
the switches and covers.

6.

Insert the horn contact plunger (48) into the
steering wheel boss and fit the horn button
assembly (51).

7.

Fit the lower column (1) and assemble the
impact clamps (II) (12), leaving the bolts
(13) slack at this stage.

15

9

A

10~
Fig. 26.

G~'

Impact clamp details

To Refit the Column Assembly
1.

Fit the steering column assembly to the
vehicle, passing the column through the
rubber grommet in the bulkhead.
Fit the cable trough and the lower half of
the upper support clamp (40).

3.

Fit the lower clamp (30) with felt (29) and
secure with nuts (34) and washers (33) and
(32).

4.

Position the steering wheel at the desired
height and tighten the clamps (30) and (40).

5.

With the steering wheel and road wheels in
the straight ahead position, engage the lower
column (1) with the steering coupling
Fig. 23, and secure with the pinch bolt and
nut "A".

6.

Re-tighten the bolts (13) on the impact
clamp (12). Using a socket key tighten the
screw (9), Fig. 26, by hand as much as
possible without bending the wrench. Tighten
the locknut (10).

(,618

Fig. 27.

Protrusions on rubber bushes

20

NOTE: The column will be unable to
telescope if adjusted to its lowest position.
7.

Fig. 28.

Rubber, steel and nylon bushes

Re-connect the horn, direction indicator and
lighting cables at the snap connectors and
re-clip the cables beneath the facia.
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STEERING COLUMN GT6 Mk. 3
Rem:)val
1

Disconnect the battery.

2

Remcwe the dnver's parcel shelf.

3

Remove the pinch bolt secunng the steering
mast to the flexible coupling.

4

Remove the nuts, spring and plain washers
from the two bolts securing the steering
column forward bracket.

5

Withdraw forward support housing and fel~
liner.
Disconnect connections for horn, trafficators
and lights.

6
7
8

9

Disconnect electrical plug from steer ing
column lock.
Remove the two cap screws securing the
steermg column rear bracket and withdraw
both clamp halves and upper screwed plate.
Withdraw steering column complete with
tie-bar.

Fig. 29 GT6 Mk. 3 Steering Column

To dismantle
Remove the steering wheel.

2
3
4

5
6

7

8

9

Remove the light~, and trafficator, switches.
Unlock the steering column lock.
Remove the two set bolts and spring washers
,:::curing the safety clamp and remove the
safety clamp and thrust washer.
Withdraw the lower mast.
Withdraw the car from the lower end of the
steering column tube 8.nd remove the tubular
cardboard distance piece.
Move the upper steering mast axially towards
the upper end of the column tube, and remove
the trafficator cam.
Move the steering mast axially towards the
lower end of the column tu be until the
column is felt to butt against the column tube
lower hush.
Depress the rubber locating buttons on the
column lower hush and withdraw the
steering mast and the lower bush.

10

Remove the lower bush from the mast.

II

Remove the upper bush from tIle column
tube.

!_--------------

F'ig. 30

Steerin~

column connections
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Fig. 31.

STEER ING COLUMN DETAILS
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Re-Assembly

1

2

3

4
S
6
7

8
9

Fit a new upper bush to the column tube
ensuring that it is entered with the rubber
dots on the end face of the bush leading.
That is with the rubber dots towards the
bottom of the column tube.
Enter the steering mast from the bottom of
the column tube ensuring that the upper
bush is not displaced and that the rubber
locating dowels remain aligned with the
holes in the column tube.
Enter the lower bush in the column tube
ensuring that the rubber dots on the end face
of the bush are trai Iing (dots to bottom of
tube) and that the rubber locating dowels
engage the holes in the column tube.
Fit the trafficator cam.
Fit the end cap to the column tube.
Fit the lower steering mast.
Align the flat on the lower mast with the slot
on the upper mast and fit the thrust washer
and safety clamp. Do not tighten the safety
clamp at this stage. The safety clamp must
be tightened after the column is installed in
the car and the position of the lower column
determined.
Fit the lights and trafficator switches.
Fit the steering wheel

To refit the column assembly

1
2

3
4

S
6

7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14

Locate road wheels in straight ahead position.
Hold steering wheel with two spokes
horizontal and the third spoke towards drivers
Seat and engage lower end of steering mast in
splines of flexible coupling.
Fit and tighten pinchbolt in flexible coupling.
Slide cardboard tube rearwards and fit felt
over steering mast housing ensuring ends
of felt are below mast housing.
Engage forward ends of tie-bar in forward
mounting bolts.
Fit felt housing and engage forward mounting bolts. Fit pbn and spring washers and
nUs to mounting bolts.
Ensure spring clip is fitted on mast housing
to align with rear clamp bracket.
Fit upper and lower clamp halves to mast
housing.
Place screwed plate in bracket above clamp
halves.
Enter cap bolts through tie bar, upper and
lower clamp halves, and mounting bracket
and engage screwed plate. Tigh ten cap bolts.
Tighten bolts and nuts securing forward
bracket.
Make good connections to horn, lights,
trafficators and steering lock.
Fit drivers parcel tray.
Connect battery.

Fig. 32 Steering Column flexible coupling
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STEERING COLUMN LOCK/IGNITION
SWITCH
Removal
I.

Remove steering column assembly.

2.

Remove the two nuts and washers securing
steering lock shroud and withdraw shroud
and steering column tie-bar.

3.

With a centre punch mark the centre of the
two shear bolt heads securing the steering
lock clamp bracket.

4.

Using a small chisel unscrew the shear head
bolts.

4a

If instruction 4 proves unsuccessful drill
into the shear bolt heads where previously
marked by centre punch and using an
Easiout extractor unscrew the shear-heads
bolts.

5.

Remove the steering lock.

or

Refitting
6.

7.
8.
9.

Offer up steerin~ column lock to steering
column and loc:'te the dowel in the column
drilling.
Fit steering lock clamp and secure with two
new shear bolts.
Evenly tighten shear bolt until heads shear.
Install steering column assembly in car.

~r

J..1.oq A

Fig.:3 Steering column lock

.----"-----------------------
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Fig, 1.

Diagonal checking diagram

Assessment of Damage

Checking for Squareness

Severe damage to the chassis is apparent;
however, damage of a less serious nature may
cause distortion of the frame which may not be
readily detected visually.

Position the vehicle as previously described
and, referring to Fig. 2, transfer the lettered points
to the floor using a plumb-bob and fine cord.

If a check on the steering and suspension
geometry reveals distortion of the chassis; check
for twist and squareness.

Letter the points transferred to the floor and
connect each pair by drawing a straight line
between them, as Fig. I.

Checking for Twist
With the vehicle on a clean level floor, place a
jack under each jacking point and raise the vehicle
sufficiently to enable the road wheels to be removed.
Adjust the jacks until the following conditions
are achieved:Points "A" are 25·29 in. (64'23 em.)
and
Points "E" are 24'94 in. (63.35 em.) above the
floor.
This condition sets the datum 20 in. (50.8 em.)
above the floor.
If it is impossible to equalise the heights of
points"A", then the chassis is twisted, the amount
of twist being the difference in height of points
~'A".

Mark and letter the central point of each line
and place a straight-edge along these mid-points.
The frame may be considered true when the
straight-edge passes through all of these points.
Continue a further check for squareness as
follows:Using a straight-edge mark the diagonals as
shown dotted in Fig. I. If the frame is square
then each pair of opposite diagonals must be
equal in length and the points of intersection of
each pair of diagonals must lie on the same
straight line.
Chassis distortion is assessed by the amount
and direction which any central point on the
transverse line and/or the point of intersection of
any pair of diagonals deviates from the centre
line.
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Key to Fig. 2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
\4
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

..,..,

23
24
25
26
27

28
29
30

22·09
* 14'56
13·72
8·50
9·72
5·50
4·30
17·25
12·72
16·03
29-50
36-44
41·94
68·10
86·93
10·31
5·36
5·20
14-48
20·97
2·98
3·21
2·89
7·13
4·25
7·80
6·61
10·64
1·51
1·61

22·15
13 ·78
9·78
5·53
4·32
17·37
12·78
16'09
29·62
36·56
42·19
68·22
87·19
5'39
5·23
14·51
21·03
3·02
3·23
2·91
7-19
7·83
6·64
10·70
1·62

56·11
36'98
34·84
21·59
24·69
13'97
10-92
43-81
32-31
40·11
75'41
92-56
106-53
172-97
220·83
26'19
13·61
13·21
36·78
53·26
7·57
8·15
7·34
18 ·11
10·79
19·81
16·79
27·03
3·83
4·08

56·26
34'99
24·84
14·04
10·97
44·12
32-46
40-26
75·71
92·86
107'16
173·27
221 -49
13·68
13·28
36·85
53-41
7·67
8·20
7·39
18'26
19·88
16·86
27-18

Centimctres

Inches

Centimetres

Inches

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
'11
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

11·22
14·75
12·00
*0'78
5-47
5·13
6·22
*4,25
1·00
4-88
0·15
1·13
2·74
8326
31·39
1·06
0-26
4}
11·94
*25'47
18·75
* 1·00
5
12·94
5·91
7-31
6-17
0·12
*5' :6

II ·28

28·50

2865

37-46
30-48

1-12
5-00

2·80
31·45

1·98
13·89
13·03
15·80
10·79
2-54
12-40
0·38
2·87
6·96
211 -48
79·73
269
0·66

2·84
12·70

n
7·11

[f;

79-88

12·06
25'59
18·88

30·33
64·69
47·62
2·54

3063
64·99
47·95

13·06

32·87
150l
18·57
1567
0·31
1336

3317

6-29
0·24
5·32

~

\fJ
\fJ

1597
061
13 ·51
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~

~
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I
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Inches
II

60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

51

53

49
I

I

(~ 1

..

* 14·50
* 2·82
*23,19
17·06
13'56
·35
6·59
* 13·22
5.58

2·95
23'31
17·31
'41
6·71
13'2R
5.64

Centimetres
36·81
7·18
58·90
43·33
34·44
·90
16·75
38·67
14.17

7·48
59'21
43·97
1·04
17·04
33·73
14.33

For other dimentlons refer to page 5·105

*
Fig. 3.

These dimensions are not applicable to GT6 Mk. 3

Cha1isis frame dimensions GT6 Mk. 2, Plus and GT6 Mk. 3 up to commission Number KF 20,001
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Fig. 1. Body mounting bolts

Fig. 2. Body lifting
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5·202

BODY REMOVAL
Remove the battery, drain the engine coolant
and disconnect the following:-Lighting cables at bonnet (Fig. 9);

Fig. 3.

Engine bay mounting points

Cables from temperature transmitter, oil
pressure switch, generator, coil and earth
wire from steering unit;
Tachometer drive cable from distributor;
Engine earth strap from top of clutch housing
a nd starter motor lead;
Choke and accelerator controls;
Heater pipes and control cable at water valve
(Fig. 25);
Handbrake cable at compensator pin.
Exhaust tail pipe.

Remove:Bonnet, page 5·204;
Engine bay side valances;
Brake hydraulic pipe between master cylinder
and three way connector;
Fig. 4.

Toe board mounting points

Seats, page 5 '213;
Floor covering and passenger's toe-board,
four screws;
Gearbox cover, page 2'207, disconnect speedometer drive cable and cables to actuator
switches;
Detach clutch slave cylinder, page 2'105;
Fuel tank, page 5'221;
Spare wheel and freight floor.

Fi 6 . 5.

Seat well mounting points

5·203

BODY

Release all clips securing the main harness to
the chassis and withdraw it clear of the engine and
chassis.
Referring to Group 4, slacken the steering
column impact clamp, release the clamp bolt
from the lower steering coupling and push the inner column upwards, clear of the front suspension.
Disconnect the rear suspension radius arms from
the body.

Fig. 6.

Freight floor mounting points

Fig. 7.

Spring tunnel mounting points

Remove twelve bolts securing the body to the
chassis. The bolts are located as follows:Two in the engine compartment (3), Fig. 3;
Two at the toe-board (2), Fig. 4;
Four in line with the end of the propeller
shaft (7), Fig. 5;
Two to the rear of the seats (8), Fig. 6;
Two adjacent to the rear spring access cover
(9), Fig. 7. These bolts are covered by grommets.
Make up two lifting brackets to the dimensions
given in Fig. 8.
Remove the bonnet catch brackets (2) (Fig. 12)
and fit the lifting brackets to the body.
Raise the rear of the body and pass a beam
under the rear spring tunnel.
Sling the body as Fig. 2.
Lift off the body.

4-4(.'"1

G 4(l4

Fig. 8.

,

Lifting bracket dimensions

5·204

BODY

BONNET
To Remove

tig.9.

Honnet snap connectors

Disconnect the battery.
Remove the overriders, one bolt in each.
Disconnect the front lighting and horn cables
at the snap connectors (Fig. 9).
Remove the bolt (I) (Fig. 10) to disconnect
the bonnet stay.
Close the bonnet and remove two bolts (I)
(Fig. II).
Lift off.
Refitting is the reverse of removal.

Height Adjustment. Front (Fig. II)
Remove the overriders, one bolt in each.
Slacken the bolts (I) and raise the bonnet to
give parallel gap between the rear vertical edge
and the doors.
Retighten the bolts.
Refit the overriders.

Fig. 10.

Bonnet stay

Horizontal Adjustment
Remove the overriders, one bolt in each.
Slacken the bolts (2) and move the bonnet
forwards or rearwards to achieve a parallel gap of
-to" () mm.) between the bonnet aud the scuttle
and the doors.
Retighten the bolts.
Refit the overrider~

Fig. 11.

Bonnet adjustment

BODY

5·205

Height Adjustment. Rear (Fig. 12)
Slacken the locknut (I). Screw the buffer in
or out to lower or raise the bonnet.
Re-tighten the locknut.
Re-adjust the bonnet fastener brac ets (2).

Fig. 12.

Bonnet height adjustment

FRONTAL GRILLE
To Remove
Remove eight screws (arrowed Fig. 13).
Collect two spacers from two top centre
screws.

To Refit
Reverse the above procedure.

Fig. 13.

Grille attachment

FRONT VALANCE
To Remove
Remove front bumper brackets, three bolts in
each.
Remove eight screws (arrowed Fig. 14).

To Refit
Reverse the above procedure.

Fig. 14.

Front valance attachment
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103

102
89-~
88~-

Fig. 15.

Door details

Key to Fig. 15

I

2
3
4
5

Clip
Door glass
Clip

Outer weatherstrip
Glazing strip
6 G lass channel
7 Vent rubber channel
8 Channel stop
9 Pivot socket
10 Vent frame
II Locking plate
12 Washer
13 Bracket
14 Screw
15 Weatherstrip
16 Vent inner frame
17 Pivot pin bracket
18 Washer
19 Bolt
20 Vent glass
21 Bolt
22 Washer
23 Hinge pin
24 Hinge
25 Bolt
26 Bolt
27 Check strap
28 Sealing rubber
29 Clip

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58

Sealing rubber

59

Push button
Spring washer

60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74

Bracket
Bolt
Washer
Bolt
Washer
Bracket
Washer
Washer
Bolt
Nut
Nut
Vent bracket
Spring
Glazing strip
Collar
Washer
Spring
Nut
Pin
Locking handle
Tab washer
Rubber washer
Spring
Escutcheon
Pin
Handle

75
76
77

78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87

Handle
Screw
Escutcheon
Spring
Pin
Handle
Sealing rubber
Sealing rubber
Trim pad
Clip
Clip
Finisher strip
Trim pad
Bolt
Washer
Regulator mechanism
Bolt
Washer
Bolt
Glass stop bracket
Washer
Bolt
Remote control
Screw
Washer
Glass stop
Bracket
Bolt
Washer

88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102

Bolt
Washer
Glass run channel
Grommet
Rubber channel
Washer
Spring washer
Sprin~l clip
Washer
Spring washer
Lock
Screw
Screw
Screw
Door panel

103

Striker

104

Washer

105

Spring clip

106

Private lock

107

Washer

108

Handle

109

Washer

110

Bolt

II I

Bolt

112

Washer

113

Washer

114

Spring

115

Plunger

BODY
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Fig. 16. Door components

DOORS
A. To remove the trim
1. Remove two handles (Fig. 17).
2. Remove the grab handle. two screws (60)
(Fig. 15).
3. Prise off the trim (Fig. 21).

B. To remove the remote control
I.
2.
3.
4.

Perform operation A.
Remove the spring clip (95) (Fig. 19).
Remove three screws (72) (Fig. 18).
Withdraw through the hole in the door panel.
Fig. 17.

Door handle removal

Second Issl/e

BODY
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C. To remove the door lock
Perform operation A.
Remove the spring clip (95) (Fig. 19).
Remove three screws (99) (Fig. 19).
When replacing the door lock, ensure that it
engages with the private lock.
1.
2.
3.

Anti-Burst Door Lock

Fig.

18.

Door details

From Body No. 20,(XH KC, anti-burst locks
were introduced. This feature, in the event of a
collision, resists the separation of the latching
elements and the consequent risk of the door
flying open. The standard of the anti-burst
meets the American Society of Automotive
Engineers' recommendations as follows:Longitudinal separation: Full latch 2,500 lb.
(Under an opening force
of 200 lb.)
1st safety 1,000 lb.
Transversely opening:
Inertia loading:

Full latch 2,000 lb.
1st safety 1,000 lb.
Components comprising the
latch system must collectively
withstand 30G in any direction
without releasing.

D. To remove the outside handle
1.
2.

Perform operation A.
Remove two screws (110) (111) (Fig. 15).

E. To remove the private lock

Fig. 19.

Remote control clip

1.
2.

Perform operation A.
Compress the spring clip (105) (Fig. 15) and
push out.

F. To remove the regulator mechanism
1.
2.

Perform operation A.
Remove the glass stop, two screws (82)
(Fig. 18).
3. Wind down the window until the runner
disengages from the channel (Fig. 20).
4. Lift the glass to the top.
5. Remove six screws (34) (75) (Fig. 18).
6. Withdraw the mechanism.
When engaging the regulator mechanism with
the glass channel, note that there are two runners
(as Fig. 20) to be engaged.
Glass maximum height is controlled by the
position of the bracket, two screws (77) (Fig. 18).
Fig. 20.

Second Issue

Regulator engagement

The glass stop is adjustable to give minimum
height.

5·209

BODY

G. To remove the glass-run channel
1.
2.
3.
4.

Perform operation A.
Raise the door glass to its top position.
Remove two bolts (80) (86) (Fig. 18).
Pull out the channel through the large aperture.

H. To remove the door glass
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Perform operation A.
Remove the glass stop, two screws (82)
(Fig. 18).
Wind down the window until the runner disengages from the channel (Fig. 20).
Push off the inner and outer weatherstrips.
Lift out the glass.

An easily made tool (Fig. 23) is required for
refitting the weatherstrips.

Fig. 21.

Prising off door trim

Inner clips, A = f,;-" (4,75 mm.)
Outer clips, A = !" (6,35 mill.)

J.

To remove the quarter-vent

I.
2.
3.

Perform operation H.
Remove three nuts (42) (43) (Fig. 18).
Remove the rubber grommet in the front
closing face of the door and remove the
screw (14) (Fig. 18).
Lin out the vent.

4.

K. To remove the lock striker
1.

Remove three screws (100) (101) (Fig. 22).

L.

To remove door exterior mirror

1.
2.

Perform operation A.
Loosely refit the regulating handle and raise
the glass to the fully closed position.
Release the nut retaining the mirror to the
door, using a bent-shafted ring spanner.
Withdraw the mirror from the door.

3.
4.

Fig. 22.

Door lock striker

Refitting all parts is the same as removal
except where stated.
To remove the door complete, drill out the
rivet in the door check strap and remove six bolts
(3) (Fig. 12).
To remove the hinges from the door, remove
six bolts.
To adjust the position of the door, slacken
the appropriate bolts, adjust the door to suit and
retighten the bolts.

Fig. 23.

Weatherstrip clip tool

Second Issue
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HEATER

To Remove

Fig. 25.

Heater valve

Disconnect the battery.
Drain the coolant. Disconnect the heater
hoses at the valve (Fig. 25). With one hose in a
container, blow down the other to clear the coolant from the heater matrix.
Remove the passenger's side parcel shelf,
page 5'215. Pull off the demister hose and remove the demister fishtail, two nuts (2) (Fig. 26).
Slacken the bolt (44) and the clamping bolt
(33) and disconnect the control cable (Fig. 25).
Disconnect the cables to the heater blower
motor at the snap connectors.
Remove the heater control cable from the
facia.
Disconnect the hoses (26) (Fig. 27).
Remove four bolts (5) (Fig. 27).
Manreuvre the heater from behind the facia.

~

Fig. 26.

Demister fishtail attachment

Refitting is the reverse of removal. A second
operator is required when refitting four bolts (5)
(Fig. 27). Refer to Dust and Water Sealing, page
5'310.
Before reconnecting the control cable, close
the flap valves and push the control knob fully
in. Check its operation after reconnection.

Fig. 27.

Heater attachment bolts
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3

2

39----"'<>·

17
G433

36

35

17 Armrest cover

32 Diaphragm

2 Squab cover

18 Armrest pad

33 Side pad

3 Squab upper pad

19

34 Side pad cover

4 Back cover

20 Adjustment lever

35 Cushion pad

5 Clip

21

36 Front roll pad

6 Clip

22 Nut

37 Cup

23 Base frame

38 Rivet

24 Bolt

39 Cushion cover

25 Buffer

40 Bolt

26 Press-stud

41

27 Pop-rivet

42 Screw

28 Hook

43 Cup washer

14 Centre strap

29 Seat frame

44

15 Centre strap

30 Bolt

45 Screw

16 Bottom strap

31

46 Retaining clip

Seat assembly

7 Clip
8 Clip
9 Clip
10 Screw
11

Cup washer

12 Top strap
13

Centre strap

Spring

Bolt

Squab lower pad

Fig. 28.

Seat details

Frame assembly

Washer

II"'~I

Loll::
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To remove the cushion
~Fig.

I IVI...

;.JL
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SEATS

Pull off the press-studs (l)
(Fig. 30) and lift clear.

~II::\.".

29) and (3)

Fig. 29.

Seat front attachment

To remove complete
Remove two bolts (2) (Fig. 29) and tv'o bolts
(4) (Fig. 30).
Lift out the seat and collect the spacing rings.

Fig. 30.

Seat rear attachment

11

53- - - -

12

49

I

50

48

19

fig. 31.

Faci:i details

Key to Fig. 31

18

Bolt

35

Support brackel

52

Edging

2 Facia capping

19

Clamp

36

Column cowl

53

Veneer

3 Washer

20

Nut

37

Washer

54

Facia

4 Nut

21

Washer

38

Bolt

55

Bolt

5 Screw

22

Clamp

39

Bearing

56

Washer

6 Stud plate

23

Felt strip

40

Felt strip

57

Nut

7 Driver's side veneer

24

Bait

41

Screw

58

Spacer

8 Edging

25

Harness cover

42

Retaining plate

59

Plak

9 Screw

26

Washer

43

Spire nut

60

Screw

10 Edging

27

Nut

44

Sealing pad

61

Support strip

II

Driver's parcel shelf

28

Spring

45

Cover plate

62

Screw

12

Slip ring

29

Clamp

46

Bolt

63

Nut

13

Insulator

30

Packing

47

Washer

64

Washer

14

Bearing

31

Pad

48

Facia support bracket

65

Screw

15

Screw

32

Stiffener

49

Passenger's parcel shelf

66

Support bracket

16 Spire nut

33

Escutcheon

50

Pad

67

Edging

17

34

Bolt

51

Grab handle

68

Centre veneer

Ash tray

Escutcheon

5·215
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PARCEL SHELF
To Remove (Fig. 32)
Remove two screws (I), two nuts and bolts
(2) and one screw (3).
On the driver's side, also detach the speedometer trip cable.
Refitting is the reverse of removal

Fig. 32.

Parcel shelf attachment

FACIA CAPPING
To Remove (Fig. 31)

I.

Lift out the ash tray (I).

2.

Remove two nuts (2) (Fig. 26) and lift out the
vent trims.

3.

Remove six nuts (4).

4.

Prise off the capping (2).
Refitting is the reverse of removal.

FACIA SUPPORT BRACKET
To Remove (Fig. 33)
1.

Remove four bolts (46).

2.

Remove two screws (65) and nyloc nuts.

3.

Lift clear.

Fig. 33.

Facia support bracket

Refitting is the reverse of removal.

INSTRUMENT PANEL
To allow access to the instruments, the instrument panel can be pulled clear of the facia (Fig.
34).

I.

Disconnect the battery.

2.

Remove two screws (62) (fig. 33)

3.

Remove two screws from the top corners of
the panel.

4.

Lift out.
Refitti ng is the reverse of removal.

Fig. 34.

Instrument panel

5·216
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SWITCHES, INSTRUMENTS
AND CONTROLS
Before carrying out any work on switches and
instruments, disconnect the battery.
CONTROL CABLES
Choke, heat and air distribution.
To Remove
Depress the spring plunger by pushing a suitable pin (2) in the hole and pull off the knob.
Unscrew the bezel (3).
To Refit
Screw on the bezel until its face is flush with
the end of the threaded portion. Tighten the locknut (1) and push on the knob with the hole in line
with the spring plunger.
SWITCHES
Roof lamp, windscreen wiper, lights and
heater motor.
To Remove
Pull off the Lucar connectors and unscrew the
bezel (4).
To Refit
Reverse the above procedure, referring to the
wiring diagram.
INDICATORS
Fuel and water temperature.
To Remove
Pull off the Lucar connectors and illumination
bulb holder. Remove the knurled nut (6), spring
washer and clamp (5).
To Refit
Reverse the above procedure, referring to the
wiring diagram.
INSTRUMENTS
Speedometer, tachometer.
To Remove
Disconnect the drive cable and pull out the
bulb holders. On the speedometer, pull the Lucar
connectors off the voltage stabilizer.
Remove the steering column switch cowls,
two screws.
Remove two knurled nuts (8), spring washers
and clamps (7).

(,::142

Fig. 35. Switch, instrument and control fixings

To Refit
Reverse the above procedure, referring to the
wiring diagram.
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ROOF LINING

To Remove
Disconnect the battery.
Remove the sun visors (3 screws) and the
rear-view mirror (2 screws).
Remove the door aperture seals and the
quarter-casings.
Remove two screws (l) (Fig. 36) in the rear
quarter-vent catch, open out the vent and pull
off the sealing rubber.
PuU 0lf the tailgate aperture sealing rubber.
TWIst the roof lamp lens (2) (Fig. 37) to
reveal two screws Remove the screws, lower the
lamp and pull off the Lucar connectors.
Remove the two screws (3) (Fig. 37) and
detach the tailgate hinge cover,
Peel back the top edge of the windscreen se~ll
ing rubber and cut through the Iinmg ""here it 15
covered by the rubber.
Release the edges 0;' th2 lining from the bod:f13nges.
Spring the listing [arh away frOG" the 1'001'
edges.
Remove the ,~ltps from lhe rails and the rails
from the lining,

Fig. 36.

Rear quarter-vent catch

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. _---,--

To fit a new lining
Clean the old adheSIve frOIl1 the body' flanges
with white spirit.
Apply a two Inch border of adhesive 10 tile
edge of the new lining and the hody flanges.
(Dunlop SP.758 used In production!.
Allow ten minutes for It to become tad.)
Fit the colour-coded listing rails to the iming
Green <It the front, white, then brown. Fit the
clips to the listing rails.
Hook the front rail into the roof edges.
Clip the rail into the listing rail retainIng clips.
Hook the centre and rear rails into the roof edges
and positIon the centre of the lining ahout the
interior lamp mounting bracket (4) (Fig. 38).
Peel hack the windscreen sealing rubber and
stick down the front edge of the lining. Before
pressing the lining firmly down, ensure that it is
pulled taut and follows the contour of the roof.
Press the edges of the lining firmly into contact with the body flanges with a sleeker; a flat,
diamond-shaped tool made from hardwood or
plastic from which all the sharp edges have been
removed.
Replace the pieces (5) and (6) if necessary.
Refit all components removed.

Fig. 37.

Fig. 38.

Tailgate hinge cover

Roof lining positioning
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Nut

2 Screw
3

Visor

4 Mounting
5

Rear-view mirror

10

Collar

19 Plain washer

11

Plate

20 Bolt

12 Nut
13

Top sealing strip

14 'A' post capping
Bolt

21

Finisher

22 Sealing strip
23 Windscreen surround
24 Windscreen glass

6 Nut

15

7 Screw

16 Plain washer

25 Weatherstrip

8 Visor

17 Spring washer

26 Finisher

18 Nut

27 Capping

9

Bolt

Fig. 39. Windsaeeo detailii
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WINDSCREEN AND BACKLIGHT
To Remove \Vindscreen
Using a thin wedge of hardwood, with the
point inserted under the rubber, break the
Seelastik seal round the outer edge of the windscreen sealing rubber.
Prise off the windscreen wiper arms (Fig. 40).
With a second operator steadying the glass
from the outside, sit in the passenger's seat, place
one foot against the glass and push out. Use a
soft foot pad to avoid scratching the glass.
Examine the weatherstrip for evidence of
deterioration and renew if necessary. Should the
finisher strip need replacing, pull it out of the
weatherstrip and push a new finisher strip, with
the joint at the top, into the groove in the weatherstrip.
To Refit
1. Use petrol or white spirit to remove the old
sealing compound from the windscreen aperture edge.
2. Fit the weatherstrip to the windscreen with
its joint at the bottom. Seal the rubber to
the glass.
3. Tnsert a thick cord, of greater length than the
periphery of the glass, into the inner channel
of the rubber strip and permit the ends to
protrude from the bottom edge of the weatherstrip,
4. Apply a soapy water solution to the flange
of the windscreen aperture, Position the
windscreen centrally in the aperture after
passing the ends of the cord through into the
vehicle, With a second operator maintaining steady pressure on the outside of the
glass, pull the ends of the cord to bring the
lip of the rubber over the body flange. It
may be necessary to strike the outside of the
weatherstrip with a rubber-faced hammer to
scat the windscreen properly.
5. Withdraw the cord completely and seal the
weatherstrip to the body, pressing it firmly
into contact. Remove surplus sealing compound using a cloth moistened with petrol
or white spirit. Do not allow any excess
liquid to seep into the joint and destroy the
bond.
To Remove Backlight
Rel11o\ ing and refitting the backlight is the
same as for the \vindscreen. On later G T6 n,n'els
the heated backlight electr:cal lead 11,ust ce
disconnected. and in this case the bdttery should
,tho b.:: disconnected.
Refer to Dust and Water Sealing, page 5·310.

Fig. 40.

Removing wiper arms

Fig. 41.

Inserting cord in weatherstrip

Fig. 42.

Windscreen frame attachment
Secolld

/.11/1('
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WI~DS(REEN

WIPER WHEEL BOXES

To Remme

Fig. 43.

Demister fishtail

Remove the wirer arms and locknuts (I)
(Fig. 40)
Remove the right-hand demister fishtail. !\vo
nuts (2) (Fig. 43),
Remove the left-hand rarccl shelf. page 5'215.
Disconnect the drive cable. Grour 6.
Withdraw the instrument panel (Fig. 34).
Manccuvre the wheel box assembly from behind the facia.
Refitting is the reverse of removal. Refer to
Dust and Water Sealing. page 5'310.

WINDSCREEN FRAME
To Remove (Fig. 39)
Rcmove the windscreen.
Peel back the front edge of the he~ldlining ~lnd
remove two bolts (9),
From belc)\\ the facia remo\e bolts (I:' I alld
(201.
Pull otT door scaling rubber'.
Refer to Dust allli \Vater Sealing "hen refitting.
Fig. 44.

Rear quarter-light catch

Note: This oreration is not arplicable to later
GT6 models.

REAR QL.\RTER-L1GHTS
To Remove
Remove t\VO scre\vs (I) (Fig. 44).
Prise olT
the rear wing finisher strir. Pull away the forecdge of the aperturc scaling I'ubber. Drill out
four pop-rivets (Fig, 45),
Refitting is the reverse of rem()v~\1.

Fig. 45.

Rear quarter-light pop-rivets
----------------~
------~

Second Iss/le

BODY
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T\II~G\TL

To Remove
Support the t,lJlgate alll! remove si\ bolts
(Fig. 461.

(I)

To remove the hinges
Disconnect the ba tter\.
Twist the lamp lens (2) (rig. 37) to ITve,il t\VO
Sl:re\\s. Remove the screws. 100\er the lamp ,1nd
pull orr the Lucar connectors.
Remove t\\O screws (3) (Fig. 37) ,1I1d detach
the hinge eo\er.
Disconnect the interior iight switch.
Remove cight bolts (2) (Fig. 46) and lift out
the hinge.
Refitting is the I'e\ ersc or remova I.

Fig. 46.

Tailgate hinge

TAILGATE LOCK

To Remove (Fig. 47)
Remove one screw (I) and pullout the handle.
Remove four screws (2).
Remove two screws (31.

Fig. 47.

Tailgate lock

--------------------------

.----

FUEL TANI\.

To Remove (Fig. 48)
Disconnect the battery. DI',:m the I'uel 1)\
disconnecting the ruel feed pipe wllefT it enters
the fuel tank bene,lth the vehicle. D() net refit
the pipe.
Remove the luggage Aoor e,u'pet ,!nd the luggage noor panel, two screws.
Remove the left-hand side trim panel and the
iert-h,:nd rear tflm panel. Slacken two clips (I)
and push down th'~ rubberfu·~1 filler pipe.
Remove two screws (2) and the strap (3).
Slacken the clip (4) a'd pull ofT the breather
pipe (not applicable to (;T6 Mk ..'l. Diseonnec;
the Lucar connectors from the t,lnk unit (5).
Remove three bolts (6)--on GT6 Mk. 3. 2
holts ami one domed Ilut--and lift out the tank:
I iI'li ng thc front edge !irst.
Refitting is the reverse or removal. Refer to
Dust and Watcr Sealing page 5'312.

Fig. 4X.

Fuel tank attadlm('nt
Second 11 I(/('

1

l~

2

I
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4

55

32

53

52

51

33
Fig. 49.
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Key to Fig. 49

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II

12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Spring clip
Backing board
Clip
Insulation pad
Insulation pads
Tailgate hinge cover
Brown listing rail
"A" post trim
Listing rail clip
White listing rail
Green listing rail
Roof lining
Button
Washer
Socket
Pop-rivet
Stud
Washer
Collar
Ring nut
Front floor lllat
Gearbox cover mat
Front floor mat

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Rubber mat
Dash side mat
Button
Socket
Pop-rivet
Stud
Safety-belt eye-bolt
Washer
Sill carpet
Support bracket trim
Felt
Rear floor mat
Tunnel side cover
Tunnel top cover
Handbrake grommet
Armrest backing
Armrest backing
Armrest
Quarter casing
Wheelarch trim
Insulation pad
Insulation pad
Seat pan pad

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

Spring tunnel pad
Freight floor carpet
Buffer
Tailgate aperture trim
Relr trim panel
Lock bracket cover
Rear trim panel
Tailgate aperture trim
Quarter casing
Wheelarch trim
Locking ring
Socket ring
Quarter-vent trim
"A" post upper trim
"A" post lower trim
Sill carpet
Felt
Rear floor mat
Heelboard carpet
Tunnel side cover
Lower floor trim
Dash side mat
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lc\\u

2

~ul=j:ort

bracket

Plain washer

3 Bolt

12

Sealing washer

23

Washer

13

Washer

24

Washer

14

Bolt

25

Bolt

4

Side support bracket

IS

Bolt

26

Moulding

5

Packing washer

16

Washer

27

Overrider

6

Spring washer

17

Stud plate

28

Bolt

7

Rear bumper

18

Bolt

29

Washer

8

Rear bumper

19

Washer

30 Nut

9

Moulding

20

Nut

31

Washer

10

Overrider

21

Mounting bracket

32

Distance washer

Distance piece

22

Distance washer

33

Bolt

II

Fig. SO.

Bumper details

FRONT BUMPER
To Remove
Remove overriders, two bolts (25).
Remove two bolts (33).
To remove mounting brackets, remove four
bolts (28).

REAR BUMPER
To Remove
Remove spare wheel and fuel tank, page
5.221.
Remove two bolts (14) and two bolts (18).
Remove two side bolts (3).

Fig. 51.

Key to Fig. 51

17 Nose panel reinforcement

33

2 Bonnet sealing rubber

18 Valance bracket

34 Support stay

3 L.H. engine valance

19

35

Tube backing peice

4 Front wing reinforcement

20 Distance tube

36

Wing support

5 Front wing side panel

21

Distance tube

37

Front wing side panel

22

Front valance

Bonnet top assembly

6

Bonnet catch assembly

Front valance support

7 Bonnet catch plate

23

8 Tapping plate

24

9 Nose filler panel

25 Grille mounting

Bonnet hinge bracket
Front valance support

10

Wheelarch rear seal

26 Grille reinforcement

II

Outer wheelar.:h panel

27 Grille aperture closing panel

Distance piece

38

Nose panel

39

Outer wheelarch panel

40

Inner wheelarch panrl

0

41

Bonnet catch

~

42

Front wing reinforcement

43

Washer

44

Locknut

12 Backing plate

28 Nose filler panel

45

Bonnet location peg

13

29 Bonnet seal

46

Rear support tube

30 Bonnet hinge tube

47

R.H. engine valance

48

Lettering

49

Bonnet badge

Inner wheelarch panel

14 Grille aperture closing panel
15

Nose panel

31

16

Headlamp mounting bracket

32 Bonnet hinge tube

Grille

t::=

t:l

50

54

51

55
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78

76

75
Fig. 52.

74
Body panel details

73

72
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50 Roof front reinforcement

66 Striker plate

82

Dash gusset

51

67 "B" post panel

83

Dash gusset

52 Drain channel

68 "A" post and sill reinforcement

84 Front deck panel

53 Cantrail

69 Bonnet location plate

85 Battery box

54 Tailgate aperture panel

70 Bonnet location bracket

86 Dash gusset

55 Corner filler panel

71

87 Plenum box

56 Rear quarter panel

72 Door seal retainer

88 Grommet

57 Rear quarter reinforcement

73

89 Drain hose

58 Rear quarter reinforcement

74 Sill front filler panel

90 Clip

59 Tailgate lock support

75 Toe-board support bracket

91

Roof panel

"A" post outer lower panel

Sill outer panel

Dash gusset

60

"B" post inner panel

76 Dash front panel

92 Dash shelf panel

61

"B" post outer panel

77 Toe-board

93

62 Side lamp filler plate

78 Steering column support channel

94 Rear wing

63

79 Dash front panel

95

64 Joint finisher

80 "A" post and sill reinforcement

96 Side lamp filler plate

65 Rear wing panel

81

Nut

Wiper motor support bracket

Front deck support rail

Nut

t:l::I

0

t::l

~

129

131

99

97
I

117
118
119

'"- -

120

121

G:l89

I

125
Fig. 53.

Body panel details
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Key to Fig. 53

121

Sill reinforcement

97

Front outer wheelarch panel

109

98

Wheelarch outer panel

110 Support angle

122

Nut

111

123

Radius arm mounting bracket

99

Wheelarch inner panel

Fuel tank support

Plate

100 Support bracket

112 Support bracket

124

Reinforcement plate

101

113

Angle

125

Main floor

102 Spring access cover

114

Fillet

126

Front outer mounting bracket

103

liS

Scat pan

127

Inner sill panel

104 Support bracket

I16 Angle bracket

128

Sealing rubber

105 Support rail

117 Body mounting reinforcement

129

Footrest

106 Rear valance panel

118

Heelboard crossmember

130

Footrest ru bber

107 Support angle

119

Heelboard panel

131

Gearbox cover

108 Support bracket

120

Inner sill panel

132 Sealing rubber

Fillet

Rear valance angle

133

Handbrake bracket

I:l:l

0
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Front side wing-R.H.
Name plate-bonnet top
Front wing side reinforcement
Jam-nut
Bonnet location peg
Engine bay valance-R.H.
Bonnet top assembly
Bonnet sealing rubber
Rear tube assembly
Engine bay valance-L.H.
Rear sea1-wheelarch to dash
Front wing side reinforcement
Front side wing-L.H.
Tapping plate
Bonnet catch assembly
Catch plate-dash side
Filler panel-nose to wheelarch
Closing panel assembly
Nose panel
Headlamp mounting bracket
Backing plate-anchor brackets
Outer panel--wheelarch
Inner panel-wheelarch

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Support-wheelarch to wing
Anchor bracket-bonnet hinge tube
Bonnet hinge tube
Support stay
Nose panel reinforcement
Bonnet hinge bracket assembly
Distance piece
Valance bracket
Front valance support
Bonnet hinge tube-spacer
Front grille assembly
Bonnet hinge tube
Inner panel-wheelarch
Bonnet catch assembly
Outer panel-wheelarch
Closing panel assembly
Grille mounting
Support bracket-front valance
Front valance
Bonnet seal
Nose filler panel
Nose panel

Fig. 54. Bonnet. front vaJanee and grfIIe detaiII
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MODIFICATIONS TO BODY SECTION
With the exception OF CHANGES from Commission No. KC 50001 (GT6 Mk. 2) all servicing
procedures given in the preceding pages remain
unaltered.

BONNET ASSEMBLY
To Remove
Isolate the battery.
Disconnect the front lighting and horn cables at the
snap connectors (Fig. 9).
Remove both overriders (page 5.232).
Disconnect the bonnet stay from the wheelarch (1)
(Fig. 10).
Close the bonnet and take out two bolts (2)
(Fig. 55).
With the aid of a second operator, lift the bonnet
away.

Fig. 55.

Bonnet adjustment

To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure and refer to bonnet
adjustment procedure as follows:Horizontal Adjustment
Slacken the bults (2) (Fig. 55), move the bonnet
forwards or rearwards to achieve a parallel gap of tk-"
(5 mm.) between the bonnet, scuttle and doors.
Retighten the bolts.
Height Adjustment-Front (Fig. 55)
Slacken the bolts (1) and raise the bonnet to achieve
a parallel gap between the rear vertical edge and the
doors.
Re-tighten the bolts.
Height Adjustment-Rear (Fig. 12)
Slacken the locknut (1) securing the cone shaped
buffer to the bonnet screw. Screw the buffer in or out
to lower or raise the bonnet rear edge.
Re-tighten the locknut and re-adjust the bonnet
fastener brackets (2).

Fig. 56.

Front grille attachment

FRONT GRILLE
To Remove
Remove eight screws (arrowed Fig. 56) and manoeuvre the grille away from the bonnet.
To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure.

FRONT VALANCE
To Remove
Take out bolts (1), (2) and (3) (Fig. 57), from each
side of the radiator and pull the valance forward and
lower it clear of the body.
To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure.

Fig. 57.

Front valance attachment
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Fig. 58.

Engine bay valance

ENGINE BAY VALANCES
To Remove (Fig. 58)
l. Take out two self-tapping screws (I) and one
cross/recess screw (2) securing the front portion of
the valance to the radiator support bracket.
2. Remove the trim clip (3) securing the valance to
the frame sidemember.
3. Remove the two screws (4), washers and nuts,
securing the rear portion of the valance to the
scuttle panel.
4. Lift the engine bay valance clear, first
releaslI1g any attached electrical harness.
To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure.

OVERRIDERS
Front-To Remove (Fig. 60)
Remove bolts (2), (22) and (23), release the bumper
and take out the exposed screw (24) retaining the overrider to the bumper.
To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure and refer to Dust
and Water Sealing, page 5.301.
Rear- NOT FITTED TO GT6 Mk. 2 GT6
PLUS, AND GT6 Mk. 3.

Sec O/lti Issue

Fig. 59.

Rear bumper attachment

INSIDE SECTION 55
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BUMPERS
Front-To Remove (Fig. 60)
Take out the bolts (2), (22) and (23) and lift the
bumper clear complete with overrider.
To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure, ensuring that the
rubber packing washer (I) is fitted between the body
and the bumper. Refer to Dust and Water Sealing,
page 5.301.

Remove the spare wheel and fuel tank, page 5.221.
Take out the bolts (4) and (9) to release the bumpers.
To remove the bumper support brackets, take out the
bolts (3), (6) and (7).
To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure, ensuring that the
rubber packing washer (I) is fi tted between the body
and the bumper. Refer to Dust and Water Sealing,
page 5.301.

Rear-To Remove (Figs. 59 and 60)
Working inside the luggage compartment remove
the luggage floor (two pieces).

11

7

13

3

2

23
15
14

24

22

23

21

22

9

19

21

1 Rubber washer
2 Bolt-front bumpers to body
3 Bolt-support bracket
4 Bolt-spring bar
5 Spring bar-upper
6 Bolt-support bar
7 Bolt-spring bar
8 Rear bumper support
9 Bolt-body side
10 Rubber washers
11 Rear bumper-R.H.
12 Spring bar upper

Fig. 60.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24

Support extensions-rear bumper
Rear bumper-L.H.
Bolt-support extension
Rear bumper support
Rubber washer
Front bumper
Moulding-P.V.c.
Overrider assembly
Rubber buffer-overrider
Bolt--lower overrider attachments
Bolt-front bumper to body
Bolt-overrider to front bumper

Exploded view of bumpers
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14 15

19 20

22

21

23
24
52

25
-26

~

51

27
-28

50
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49
48

30

35

1

47
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

42 41 40

46

Demister outlet-capping
Grub screw-knob
Knob assembly
Spacer---controllever
Lever control-water valve
Trunnion-cable attachment
Screw---cable attachment
Spacer---control lever
Setscrew-lever control attachment
Lever control--ventilator and he;.>ter motor
Spacer-control lever
Trunnion}Cable
Screw
attachment
Pull boast-label
Knob assembly
Setscrew-heater attachment
Demister nozzle
Hose demister
Heater unit assembly
Hose "Y" piece to foot level vent
Hose clip
Hose "Y" piece to facia level vent
"Y" piece
Hose clip
Clip "Y" piece retainer
Fix nut
Fig. 61.

39
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

,

I

I,

38

37

36

350b

Bracket "Y" piece clip
Fix nut
Setscrew-bracket attachment
Seal-inlet and outlet pipes
Hose water valve to heater
Screw
}Cable to
Trunnion water valve
Water control valve
Seal-heater blower
Hose-water return
Hose clip
Hose-heater to "Y" piece
Seal-inlet and outlet pipes
Hose clip
Trunnion}Cable
Screw
attachment
Hose-heater to "Y" piece
Setscrew---cable clamp attachment
Cable clamp
"Y" piece
Hose "Y" piece to face level vent
Hose "Y" piece to foot level vent
Hose-demister
Setscrew-lever control attachment
Hose clip
Nut--demister nozzle attachment

Heater arrangement

32

~

I
I

31
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Inner heater box

,~

Fig. 62.

2

Screw-heater box

3

Metal clip

4

Nylon impellor

5

Blower motor

6

Screw-motor attachment

7

Outer heater box

~3

,

Exploded view of heater unit

HEATER
To Remove (Fig. 61)

WATER CONTROL VALVE
To Remove (Fig. 61)
Drain the coolant.
Disconnect the heater hose (31). Release the
temperature control cable from the water valve (34).
Unscrew the water valve from the manifold.

1.

Isolate the battery.

2.

Drain the coolant. Disconnect the water heater
hoses at the valve (34). With one hose in a container, blow down the other to clear the coolant
from the heater matrix.

3.

Referring to Fig. 27, disconnect the water hoses
(26).

4.

Working inside the car, remove the facia support
bracket, page 5.244 and the gearbox cover, page
5.207. Remove the passengers' side parcel shelf,
and to assist removal of the heater box remove the
instrument panel page 5.244.

5.

Disconnect the air hoses (18), (38), (43) and (49)
(Fig. 63) from the heater box.

6.

Slacken the setscrew (44) and the clamping screw
(42) and release the control cable from the bottom
right hand side of the heater box. Disconnect the
cables to the heater blower motor.

7

Remove four bolts (16) securing the heater unit to
the dash bulkhead and manoeuvre the unit from
behmd the faCIa

To Remove (Fig. 62)
Remove the heater unit. Take out ten screws (2)
securing the inner and outer heater box. Using a screwdriver release the metal clip retaining the nylon impellor
to the blow motor shaft and withdraw the impellor.
Take out four screws (6) and remove the blower motor
(5) from the heater box.

To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure. A second operator
is required when refitting the four bolts (16). Refer to
Dust and Water Sealing, page 5.301.

To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure.
NOTE: The blower motor assembly is serviced
only by replacement.

To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure using "Hermetite"
sealing compound to seal the valve to manifold.
Reconnect the temperature control cable as
follows:Push the control cable fully in and assemble it to
the water valve. Turn the valve to the "OFF" position
and retighten the trunnion nut.
NOTE: The water control valve is serviced or.ly
by replacement.
HEATER BLOWER MOTOR

BODY
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AIR FLOW
When the air is allowed to enter the vehicle through
the heater or the ventilators it flows through the
vehicle and out through the louvres at either side of
the tail gate. The louvres incorporate flap valves
which only permit air to be extracted.
CAUTION: Ensure that packages and personal
items do not obstruct the extraction louvres at each
side of the tail gate.

SWIVELLING FRESH AIR VENTS
To Remove Facia Air Vents
1. Working behind the facia release the clip from the
air hose and pull the hose away from the vent.
2. Referring to Fig. 64 remove the two knurled nuts
(I) and clamp supports (2) from the retaining
clamp (3) securing the air vents to the facia.
Rotate the clamp clockwise until it can be released
from the retaining pins (4) on the air vents and lift
clear of facia.
3. The fresh air vents (5) can now be removed from
the facia.
To Remove Foot Well Air Vents (Fig. 63)
1. Working below the parcel shelf release the clip
from the air hose and pull the hose away from the
facia vent.
2. Remove the nut (53) bolt and washer retaining the
vent to the mounting clip.
3. The fresh air vent (5) can now be removed from the
shelf.

Fig. 63.

Air boses-view under facia

5

3

To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure.

VENTILATION LOUVRES
To Remove
Remove the four cross/recess screws securing the
two louvres and bezels to the body and pull clear.
Fig. 64.

To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure.

Arrangement of fresh air vent

J465
Fig. 65.

Heating and ventilating control panel

BODY
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26
37-

36~
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34

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Knob control lever
Knob fixing clip
Tension spring
Safety catch and control lever
Support bracket-controllever
Multi-prong fix
Setscrew-support bracket
Squab cover assembly
Squab pad-upper
Squab pad-lower
Seat back assembly
Trim clip-side panel
Trim clip--side panel
Trim clip-seat back
Tube clip-side panel
Trim clip-seat back
Trim clip-seat back
Chrome screw}Lower seat
Cup washer
back attachment
Squab strap assembly-top
Trim clip--squab cover

FfI. 66.

33

29

32

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Squab strap assembly-top
Squab strap assembly---eentre
Seat padding-side outer
Squab strap assembly-bottom
Side panel-cover assembly
Stud-eushion attachment
Rivet-stud to frame
Seat base diaphragm
Setscrew }Seat slide
Nyloc nut to seat
Seat slide assembly
Rear cushion pad
Front cushion pad
Socket}Cushion cover
Button to frame
Cushion cover assembly
Bolt-seat slide to floor
Seat slide assembly
Inner padding-seat side
Side panel-cover assembly
Seat complete assembly

Seat details (GT6 Mk. 1)

BODY
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5

7
I

8

43:-------''''-.

42---~

41'---~

---21
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40
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

to
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

39

22

38

Knob fixing clip
Tension spring
Multi-prong fix
Front seat complete
Squab cover assembly
Headrest pad assembly
Fly tensioner-headrest cover
Squab upper pad
Trim clip-seat back to seat frame
Trim clip-side panel
Diaphragm clip
Tube clip-side panel
Trim clip-headrest cover piping
Trim clip-side panel
Lower squab pad
Squab strap assembly
Seat back assembly
Chrome screw}Lower seat back
Cup washer
attachment
Seat padding-side outer
Side panel-rover assembly
Seat slide assembly

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Diaphragm hook
Rivet-stud to frame
Seat frame assembly
Diaphragm hook
Stud---cushion attachment
Rubber buffer
Setscrew-buffer attachment
Squab strap assembly
Squab pad-lower
Side panel---cover assembly
Knob---controllever
Safety catch and control lever
Setscrew }seat slide
Nyloc nut to seat
Seat base diaphragm
Rear cushion pad
Front cushion pad
Cushion cover assembly
socket}Cushion cover
Button to frame
Seat slide assembly

Fig. 67. Seat details (GT6 Plus)
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17

16
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3

15 Centre luggage board

Cover assembly

4 Strap retainer
5 Squab strap
6 Squab foam pad

16 Support rail
Part of
squab
assembly

17 Setscrew--hinge attachment
18 Squab board hinge

7 Squab board

} Part of
squab
19 Rivet-hinge to squab assembly

8 Squab board carpet

20 Cushion pad-L.R.} Part of

cushion
cover assembly

Packing plate

21

10

Sliding bolt

22 Fix nut-squab support

11

Screw-sliding bolt attachment

23 Screw-squab support

9

24 Squab support-wheelarch

12 Screw squab support
13

Cushion pad-R.R.

Squab support-roof side

14 'Lokut' nut

25 Screw-squab support
26 Cushion cover

Fig. 68.

Occasional rear seat arrangement

11
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OCCASIONAL REAR SEAT
FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
Optional Extra on GT6 Mk. 2 Models Only
Stanpart Kit No. 575292/9
Preparation
To Remove-Front Seats
Remove two bolts (2) (Fig. 29) and two bolts (4)
(Fig. 30). Lift out the seats and pick up the spacing
washers.
To Remove---Luggage Floor Boards
Remove and discard:
-the rear floor carpet by releasing the press-stud
fasteners;
-the front floor board with rail attached, by
unscrewing the two outer countersunk screws
adjacent to each wheelarch.
Unscrew four countersunk screws securing both
rear boards and pull each board forward to release its
rear edge from the spring clips. Do not discard these
rear boards.

Fig. 69.

Support rail fitted to centre cross member

Installing Occasional Seat-squab
Squab Support Bracket-Wheelarch (Fig. 68)
Position the trimmed bracket (24) over the angled
support welded to the front of each rear wheelarch,
and secure with cross recess screws (23) and (25),
washers and spire nuts (22).
Squab Hinges (Fig. 68)
The hinges (18) are su pplied as part of the sq ua b
assembly and are rivetted to the squab board (7).
Fig. 70.

Fitting roof side support bracket

Sliding Bolt (Fig. 68)
Assemble the sliding bolt (10) together with packing
plate (9) and secure them to the squab back with cross/
recess screws (11).
NOTE: Tapped holes are provided in the squab
back for mounting the sliding bolt assembly.
Before fitting the squab to the car, secure the support
rail (16) to the squab hinges with eight setscrews (17)
washers and nuts.
Referring to Fig. 69, position the squab assembly
complete with support rail as shown, and secure the
support rail to the centre crossmember with screws (29)
and hexagon headed screws (28), plain washer, spring
washer and nut. Fit four spire clips (27) to the support
rail.
Squab Support Bracket-Roof Side (Fig. 70)
Using finger pressure along the trim on the roof
side panels locate the two hole positions for the bracket
(13).

Fig. 71.

Luggage floor layout with the squab in
the down position

BODY
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Pierce the trim covering the holes, insert the nylon
nut (14), and secure the bracket with cross/recess
screws (12). Raise the squab to the upright position
and check the alignment of the sliding bolt behind the
bracket. Adjust the bracket as necessary to obtain a
secure retention.

Occasional Seat Cushion
Place the seat cushion
illustrated on Fig. 72.

In

the rear seat pan as

Fitting Sfjuab Retaining Strap Stud (Fig. 73)

Fig 72.

General view showing cushion in position

Working to dimension (C) 1'38" (34,92 mm.) to
achieve the correct drilling position, drill a ,109"
(2·80 mm.) diameter hole in position (B) on the centre
line of the car in the heelboard panel.
Referring to Fig. 71, secure the centre luggage
board (15) with eight countersunk screws. Guide the
rear edge of each rear board (31) and (32) into their
spring retaining clips and secure in the position shown
with four countersunk screws.
Fit the new luggage floor carpet and secure the
press studs (Fig. 74).

A-A

Refit both front seats.

KIT CONTENTS
K114

Fig. 73.

Retaining strap fitting instructions

Detail No.
908721
815601
814046
FF2545/4
508790
508875
505307
505771
625501
625491
FN2045/9
623854
623853
621535
716703
KT4706

Fig. 74.

Squab in the down position showing strap fitted

Description

Quantity

Squab assembly

1

Cushion assembly
Support rail assembly

1
1

Fix nut-support rail
Setscrew
Plain washer
Lock washer
Nut
Trimmed bracket-R.H.
Trimmed bracket-L.H.
Fix nut-trimmed bracket
Bracket-R.H.
Bracket-L.H.
Nut (Lokut)
Centre board assembly
Screw flat countersunk

FQ3405

Nut retainer--eentre board

508271
814461

Screw
Luggage floor carpet

2
8
20
10
8
1
1
4
1
1
4
I
4
4
2
1

BODY
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,

I

5

17

16

7

~-

15
14~

I

I
I

13

:2

3
4

5
6
7
8

11

12

Knurled nut
Clamp support-tachometer and
speedometer
Support ring-tachometer and speedometer
Windscreen washer and wiper switch
(2 speed)
Fresh air v~nt
Hazard warning light switch
Choke control
Tachometer

Fig. 75.

I

i

9

10

8

K1Bl

19
10
II

Speedometer
Lighting switch
Fuel gauge
12 Temperature gauge
13 Interior lamp switch
14 Support ring-fuel and temperature gauge
15 Clamp support-fuel and temperature
gauge
16 Heated backlight switch
17 Ignition and starter swilch (not GT6 Mk. 3).

Switches, instruments and controls

Second

fIliI<'

8

9

,11

10

/

11

07

/

/

12
13

63

59

'"

58

4:0"
,
/~

-----/

62
61 - -

o

If

56

//

C

60
\

\

23

~24
25

52

51

50

48

Fig. 76.

. (GT6 Mk. 2, Plus an d IM k •
Facia detaIls

3)

Key to Fig. 76
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Crash pad
Ash tray
Woodscrew-attachment plate
Attachment plate
Woodscrew-heater control escutcheon
Heater control escutcheon
Tie bar-steering column to facia
Nut-crash pad to deck
Facia panel assembly
Retainer plate-hazard light switch
Plate washer-screen washer
Veneered facing-R.H.
Padding-lower facia
Parcel tray assembly-driver's side
Tapped plate
Clamp-steering column upper
Self-tapping screw}Escutcheon to
Fix nut
column cowl
Steering column cowl
Insulator-slip ring
Slip ring
Spring-column clamp
Bearing assembly
Escutcheon-flasher and lighting switch
Nut-harness cover attachment
Harness cover
Bolt-upper and lower clamp attachment
Upper column clamp
Bolt-harness cover attachment
Escutcheon-flasher and lighting switch
Felt strip-support bracket
Nut-support bracket clamp
Clamp-support bracket

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

Bearing assembly
Self tapping screw
Retaining plate
Rubber sealing pad
Spire nut
Felt strip-support ebdrack
Support bracket assembly
Setscrew-support bracket
Bolt-clamp to support bracket
Support assembly-parcel tray
Gearbox support bracket
Setscrew-support bracket to facia
Cover plate-radio aperture
Bolt-support bracket to floor
Bracket-foot level vent
Setscrew-bracket attachment
Setscrew-clamp ring attachment
Support assembly-parcel tray
Parcel tray assembly-passengers' side
Clamping ring
Nut-vent bracket attachment
Nut-vent bracket attachment
Bracket-parcel tray support
Nyloc nut-support bracket
Attachment plate
Woodscrew-attachment plate
Padding assembly-lower facia
Veneered facing-passengers' side
Attachment plate
Woodscrew-attachment plate
Plate-switch retainer
Woodscrew-switch plate to facia

=

o
t:I
~
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Fig. 79. Parcel tray-passengers side

FACIA COMPONENTS
Parcel Shelf
To Remove (Fig. 79)
I. Remove three cross/recess screws (I) and (2).
,., Take out two screws (3), securing the fresh air
vent to the shelf.
3. Remove two nuts and bolts (4) and manoeuvre
the parcel shelf away from the facia.
4. On the driver's side, also detach the speedometer
trip cable.
Fig. 77.

Facia support bracket

To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure.
Facia Capping
To Remove and Refit-Refer to page 5'215
Facia Support Bracket
To Remove (Fig. 77)
I. Remove four bolts (47) securing the support
bracket to floor.
2. Remove two screws (45) securing the support
bracket to facia.
3. Lift the support bracket clear.
To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure.
Instrument Panel
To allow access to the instruments and other facia
components, the instrument panel can be pulled clear
of the facia (Fig. 78).
To Remove
I. Isolate the battery.
,., Remove the heater control knobs from the levers
using a I\;-" (1,6 mm.) allen key.
3. Take out four screws from the top and bottom
corners of the panel.
4. Lift the pane I clear.

Fig. 78.

Instrument panel

To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure.
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WINDSCREEN WIPER WHEELBOXES
To Remo\'e-WheeIbox, Passengers' side (Fig. 81)
Remove the wiper arms and lock nuts (Fig. 80).
Bend the top portion of the parcel shelf downwards
to expose the wheel box.
Release the wheelbox outer casing (I) from the
wheel box main body by removing two nuts (2) (Fig. 81).
Support the drive cable and wheelbox tubing in a
convenient position and withdraw the wheelbox main
body.
To Remove-WheeIbox Driver's Side
Remove the wiper arms and locknuts (I) (Fig. 80).
Remove the parcel shelf, page 5·244.
Disconnect and remove the eye-level air hose
between the heater box and facia and remove the
demister fishtail, two nuts (2) (Fig. 26).
Withdraw the instrument panel (Fig. 78).
Release the wheel box outer casing (I) from the
wheel box body by removing two nuts (2) (Fig. 81).
Manoeuvre the wheelbox main body from behind
the facia.

Fig. IW.

Removing wiper arms

To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure. Refer to Dust and
Water Sealing, page 5'301.
To Remove-Wheelbox Drive Cable
Remove the wiper arms and locknuts (Fig. 80).
Referring to page 6·325 remove the connecting rod
from the wiper motor and pull the drive cable clear of
the dash panel.
To Refit
Feed the drive cable through the wheelbox tubing.
Attach a suitable spring scale to hole in crosshead.
Maximum permissible force to move cable rack in
tubing is 6.0 lb.
Install the connecting rod to the wiper Illotor, page
6·325.
Refit the wiper arms to the spindles.

TAILGATE
To Remove
1solate the battery.
Disconnect the electrical connectors.
With the aid of a second operator, support the
tailgate and remove six bolts (I) (Fig. 46) securing the
hinges to the tailgate.
To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure.

Fig. 81.

Windscreen wiper wheeIbox
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Crilli II i Iii 111'II!ll!l!!!Il
MODlFICATIONS TO BODY SECTION
With the exception OF CHANGES from
Commission Nos. KE I, KF I (U.S.A. market)
and KG I (Sweden only) all servicing procedures
given in the preceeding pages remain unaltered.
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Fig. 82 Front grille and underrider
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UNDERRIDERS AND FRONT GRILLE
To Remove
1. Remove one screw and plain washer at the
centre of t he grille.
2.
3.

Remove three bolts and washers around the
underrider.
Lift off the underrider complete with front
grille and detach the underrider from the
grille.

To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure.

~
:. ..• ...j

~

BONNET ASSEMBLY
~.

------------~

~

To Remove
NT21J4

Fig. 83 Bonnet fixing and adjustment points

1.
")
3.
4.

Disconnect the battery and six electrical leads
from the headlamps.
Remove the nut, bolt and washer securing
the bonnet stay.
Lower the bonnet and remove the underriders.
Remove two bolts and washers securing the
bonnet (item 2 Fig. 83) and lift off the bonnet.

To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure, ensuring that
any distance peices and thrust washers fitted to
the bolts (4) are correctly located, and refer to the
bonn:.:t adjustment procedure as follows:-

~'"

I'
I

I)

~//~

I Q-l-~~"-

~~----

Horizontal Adjustment
1. Remove the undcrriders.
") Slacken the two bolts (Fig. 83) and move the
bonnet forwards or rearwards to achieve a
parrallel gap of "0" (511111l) between the
bonnet scuttlt. and doors.
3. Re'ighten the bolts.
4. Slacken four screws (Fig. 84) and move the
stop plates fCf\vards or reanvards to give
a correct location for the buffers.
5.

r~eti'Shten

the screws.

Fig. 84 Bonnet catch and buffer plate
-----------------------'---------~---------------

BODY

Vertical Adjustment
6. Slacken the four bolts (Fig. 83) and raise
or ower the bonnet, as required.
7. Retighten the bolts.
8. Slacken two locknuts on the bonnet buffers
and screw the buffers in or out to ensure
correct location with the buffer plates.
9.

Retighten the two locknuts.

10. Slacken four bolts (Fig. 8"*) and re-position

5·247

,

~2~~

the bonnet catch plates to correctly locate
with the bonnet catches.
I I. Retighten the bolts.
12. Refit the underriders.

I
FRONT VALANCE
To Remove
1.

2.

3.
4.

Remove the front grille and underridders.
Disconnect the electrical harness from its
clips and snap connectors.
Remove three bolts at l;le front and five bolts
either side securing the valanc.: to the chRssis
Lift off the valance.

Fig. 85 Front bumper fixings

To Refit

Reverse the removal procedure.

BUMPERS
Front-To Remove (Fig. 85)

I.
2.
3.

Remove four bolts and washers securing
the underriders to the bumper.
Raise the bonnc~ and remove four bolts
and washers securing the bumper ends.
Lower the bonnet and lift off the bumper.

Rear-To Remove (Fig. 86)

1.
,
3.
4.

Remove the petrol tank D.;'lj disconnect the
two number plates electrical leads.
Remove two bolts and washers securing the
bumper ends.
Remove two bolts, nuts and washers securing
tile centre of the bumper.
Lift oirthe bumper.

Fig. 86 Rear bumper fixings

To Refit

Reverse the removal procedure ensuring that
all washers and packing pieces are correctly
located.

1_'

I

I
---------~----------------!
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Fig. 87.

GT6 M k. 3 changes in door detail
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DOOR
To Remove
1. Disconnect the battery.
2.
3.

Drill out the rivet securing the check strap.
Support the door and remove six bolts (Fig.
88) together with their washers.

To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure.

DOOR TRIM (Fig. 89)
MT2906

To Remove
1. Depress the bezel and press out the pin
securing the window handle.
2.
3.
4.

Fig. 88 Door hinges

Withdraw the window handle and bezel.
Remove the door lock interior handle cover
plate.
Working around the edges, prise off the
door trim pad.

To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure.

DOOR LOCK REMOTE CONTROL
(Fig. 90)

To Remove
1. Remove the trim pad and the door lock
interior handle.
2. Remove the foam pad behind the door lock
interior handle.
3. Detach the clip from the c~Jntrol rod.
4. Remove three bolts and washers securing the
remote control unit.
5.

Fig. 89 Removing the door trim

Disconnect the control rod from the locking
lever, and remove the remote control unit.

To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure adjusting
the control rod positions as necessary.

j

I

Fig. 90 Door lock remote control

MT290B
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DOOR LOCK
To Remove
1. Remove the trim pad.
2. Release two control rods from the door lock
3. Remove three screws securing the door lock
and lift the lock away from the door.
To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure.

MT2907

DOOR HANDLE

Fig. 91 Door lock
To Remove
1. Fully raise the door window glass.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Remove the trim pad.
Remove the clamping bracket by releasing
two nuts and washers.
Di~connect the door lock control rod from its
spring clip.
Carefully withdraw the door handle and
its seating gasket from outside the door.

T3 Refit
Reverse the removal procedure.

PRIVATE LOCK
To Remove
1.
2.
3.
4.

Fig. 92

Door handle and private lock

Remove the trim pad and door handle.
Remove the spring clip from the back of the
lock.
Remove the plain washers and waved washers
securing the pivot bracket.
Push out the lock from inside the door.

To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure.

DUST AND WATER SEALING
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DUST AND WATER SEALING
The following notes :.l1Id diagrams indicate the locations of sealed joints and serve to familiarise deakrs with
the necessary materials and techniques employed to render the body shell dust and water proof.
The list of approved sealing compounds has been broken down into sections, appertaining to the progressive
body build. The diagrams showing the location of sealed joints (heavy lines) show, in some cases, seams which are
sealed with compounds which require curing in heated atmosphere. These compounds are listed under the general
term "Plastisol" and are not suitable for application in service. Tn every case where Plastisol compounds have been
used and the seal has failed, Hermetal "Double Bond" Metallic Cream, Docker's Compound or Hermetal Plastic
Metal Filler should be used.
The scrap sections in the following pages correspond with the numbers on the diagram showing the complete car.

SEALING COMPOUNDS

MANUFACTURER

COMPOUND

COMPOUND

Kelseal Ltd.,
Vogue House,
Hanover Square,
London, W.1.

G lasticon 303
Glasticord 305
and 400
KelseaI3/315M.
Kelseal 305.
--

MANUFACTURER
-_.

---_._-

Seelastik SR.51
Seelastrip LS.1 05

Expandite Ltd.,
Cunard Road Works,
London, N.W.IO.

------,------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

---~---------

Docker's
Compound

Docker Bros, Ltd.,
Rotton Park S~reet,
Birmingham, 16.

Boscoseal
B.B. Plastisol Putty
S.106.46
-------------

SLipra Dedseal

Supra Chemical & Paint Ltd ..
Hainge Road,
Tipton,
Staffs.

B.B. Chemicals,
Ulverscroft Road,
Leicester.
-

Hermetal "Double Bond"
Metallic Cream
Hermetal Plastic
Metal Filler

The Kenilworth Mfg.
Co. Ltd.,
West Drayton,
Middlesex.

Dunlop DS.5035/S Sealer

Dunlop Chemical
Division,
Chester Road,
Erdington,
Birmingham, 24.

-_._._--------- . _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

3M's EC 1168
Mastic Sealer

Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing,
3M House,
Wigmore Street,
London, W.1.

I
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APPROVED SEALING MATERIALS-BODY IN WffiTE (UNPAINTED)

APPLICATION

Spotweld Sealers

MASTICS

STRIP SEALERS

553938 Expandite Seelastik (Natural)
559357 3 M's EC 1168

Plugging small holes

Pre-Phosphate Sealer

569630 Expandite Seelastrip LS.I05
571214 Glasticord ! x ! 400 Strip Sealer

569630 Expandite Seelastrip LS.105
554422 Glasticon 303

566800-BB. Chemical S.23/206

PAINT SHOP

APPLICATION
Internal joints

GUN APPLIED
SEALERS

PUTTIES

514698-Plus Products
PD 16/17
562959 Supraseal
57427G-Expandite Heat Gel Sealer
607/1
574699-Plus Products
HG9
574700-Dunlop
Chemical Products
DS5035/S

REMARKS
-------

To be pumped
with Graco
equipment

External joints

Plugging small
holes

PLASTISOL

560563 Kelseal
3/315 m.
574701-Expandite
Plastisol 869
554422-Glasticon
303

Low temperature
cure

564159-B.B.
Plastisol Putty
S.106.46
564158-Expandite
Plastisol Putty

Second Issue
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APPROVED SEALING MATERIALSTRIM AND FINISH

__

~P_P_L_I__C__A_T_IO_N

Windscreen sealers,
rubber weatherstrips,
plugs and grommets

I_M_A_ST_I_C_S

I

I

566600
Seelastik SR.51

S__
T_R_IP_S_EA_LE
__R_S

P_U_T_T_IE_S

I__R_E_~A~_K_S

_

!

i

Ii

I

----------1------1----------------1-----1---------Bolted metal-to-metal I 566600 Expandite
joints, metal mouldings,
Seelastik SR.51
small holes, screw fix554200 Expandite
ings, etc.
Seelastik M.I.

I

-----------1----

Special Purpose,
i.e., paper to metal

Prestik
Expandite Seelastrip
LS.105
Ke1seal Strip 305
RB. Chem. P41.228

554422
Glasticon
303

I

I'

I

Strip sealers have
Part Nos. allocated
according to
section

I

-----------------1--------Glasticord 400

I

I
I

AFTER PAINT REPAIRS

APPLICAnON

MISCELLANEOUS

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - ------------------

External Joints

Docker's Compound
Hermetal Double Bond

BODY UNDERSIDE PROTECTORS

APPLICAnON
Sealing external joints and protection of vulnerable areas on underside of
body
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

Second Issue

SOLVENT BASED
554419 SUPRA DEDSEAL
557167 BOSCOSEAL 9010
567815 BOSCOSEAL 9020
Plus Products LCHM 10

DUST AND WATER SEALING

5·305

Section 1

The sealing processes contained in this section apply to the white (unpainted) body and, although the joints are in
many cases accessible only with difficulty, the illustrations serve to indicate where an obscure leak may be located.
Use approved mastics (page 5'303), except where otherwise stated.

Door hinges to "A" post.

1.
2

2.

Bonnet lock catch plate is dash side.

Rear wing to wheelarch.
2

Between sill outer and sill reinforcement
and sill reinforcement and floor.

2

3.

Rings round each mounting
point.

2 As 1.

4.

Heelboard to floor panel for full length
of heelboard.

Second Issue

5.306

DUST AND WATER SEALING

Section 2

Sealing operations after primer surfacer. Use approved gun-applied sealers (page 5'303), except where otherwise
:>tated.
Wheelarch to back panel.

5.
2

6.

Luggage floor to surrounding panels.

Dash top to scuttle and dash sides.
Sill inner front to dash and floor.

2

Rear wheelarch to wheelarch outer.

7.
2

Rear wheelarch to seat pan (use approved
Plastisol).

3

Heelboard to floor and reinforcement
brackets (use approved Plastisol).

4

Heelboard to seat pan.

Section 3

Sealing operations after wet rub and dry off operations.

Full length of door seal retainer to body'

8.

Second Issue

2

"A" post lower to sill inner flange.

3

Dash side to scuttle panel.

4

Sill to dash side and "A" post.

Use approved Plastisol compounds (page 5'303).

DUST AND WATER SEALING

9.

Dash to scuttle panel and plenum box to
dash.
2

Battery box to dash top.

3

All scuttle joints.

5·307

rr-

A-A&B-B

I

~-c
10.

11.

Nose panel joints.

Front wheelarch joints.

2
Rear wing top joint.

12.

2

13.

Wheelarch inner to outer (Plus Products
PDl8(1l).

Wing capping section to body.

Second Issue

DUST AND WATER SEALING

5·308

"B" post to sill joint inner flange.

14.

2

Rear wing to "B" post.

._..

15.

_-_._-~-\

>"'····f
\

View forward from position of near-side
rear wheel.

t
~"

Glasticon 303 in corner.
2

Crossmember joints (Expandite 607/1).

16.

Roof panel and tail-light panel.

17:\ .

Seal 'B' post top to cantrail.

Roof fore-edge.

17.

2 Inner joint of roof fore-edge.
3

Roof drain channd joint.

.

eomd

is,\iW

_

...._ - - - _ . _ - - - - _ . _ - - - - - - - - - - -

DUST AND WATER SEALING
,--------------------------------------

178. I

2

5·309

Seal dip channel to pillar.
Seal door retainer to screen pillar.

Section 4
Sealing applied during assembly of trim, hardware, etc. Use approved mastics except where otherwise

18.

Tailgate aperture sealmg

20.

Grommets to dash.

S1

',DDe

M.;';ter cylinder fixing bolts.

19.

2

P"hber covers to dash.

3

Underside of master cylmder brackets
before assembly.

2

Underside of wiper motor mounting
bracket before assembly.

Second Issue

DUST AND WATER SEALING

22.

21.

Door lock striker fixings.

23.

Between heater, sealing rubber and dash.

I Steering column sealing rubber to dash.

.4

2

2

Between heater pipe, sealing rubbers and
dash.

3

Heater pipes to sealing rubbers before
assembly.

4

When heater not fitted; blanking plate
to dash with Prestik -(0' x l' wide.

3

1

24.

Second Issue

Between rubber seal and scuttle panel.

DUST AND WATER SEALING

25.

5·311

Rubber to roof panel and header panel.
2

Rubber to glass and panel.

3

Rubber to panel.

4

Front lip of rubber for 2" either side of
windscreen wiper spindle.

5

Rubber to scuttle (Seel-A-Strip
LS 105).

2

t" dia.

26.

Rubber to glass and rear door panel.

1

27.

Petrol filler rubber to panel.
2 Tailgate lock handle to panel.
3 Number plate illumination light fixings
and wiring grommet.
4 Tail-light and direction indicatur light
rubbers to body.
4

Section 5

Sealing applied during body mounting. Use approved mastics except where otherwise stated.

28.
2

Rear spring access hole cover (Prestik
x -1" wide).

-ro"

2 Cover fixings.
3 Front edge of cover, forward of fixings,
with SR.51 in addition to Prestik.
3

Second Issue

5·312

DUST AND WATER SEALING

29.

30.

Grommet to cover (Glasticord 400,

in X -h- nstrip).

}J/

2

Corner of cover (Glasticon 303).

A-A,B-B,C-C

3

Apply t' dia. bead of Seelastik to sealing
rubber before fitting cover.

4

Secure sealing rubber to cover with
Bostik 1261 adhesive.

5

Double application of
corners and over tunnel.

3

4

Seelastik

at

Between radius arm fixing plate and
body; also fixing bolts.

Section 6
Sealing of fixings, rubber grommets and plugs. Use approved Mastics except where otherwise stated.

31.

32.

Second Issue

Grommet to body and fuel tank breather
tube.

Grommet to body and overrider tube,
2

Rubber washer to body and bumper
bracket.

3

Overrider bracket to body.

DUST AND WATER SEALING

33.

1

Underside of shoulder on spare wheel
hook bolt.

34.

Safety harness bolts and nuts to rear
floor.
2 Seal safety harness bolts to floor tunnel.

35.

1 Safety harness reinforcement plate.

36.

Under pivot bolt spacer.
2 Wheelarch safety harness fixing nut.

5·313
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TRIUMPH
VITESSE 2-litre
WORKSHOP MANUAL
SUPPLEMENT TO GROUP 5

Information contained in this supplement applies specifically to the Triumph
Yitesse 2-litre. In all other respects the relevant information is contained in the
GT6 section of this manual.
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59'79
59·49
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34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Centimetres

\3·00
20·00
4·25
25-35
25·28
51·63
T 27'
23'54
23'42

o
I

10
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,

14
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:15
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16
17
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55
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64
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-

16·91
16'85
26·50
10·70
10·65
6·64
6·61
11·28
11·22
25·94
23·30
23'18
3·25
3·22
1·51
14'75
21'07
20·94
Fig. 1.
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Centimetres

1---------42·95
42·79
67·31
27·18

27·03
l6·87
16·79
28·65
28-49
65·89
59·18
58'88
8·26
8·18
3·84
37-47
53·52
53·19
Vitesse 2-litre chassis frame dir
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52
53
54
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56
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62
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64
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lensions

I

Inches

Centimetres

!

23·08
24·00
6·22
7·03
6·97
5·5
3·00
2-88
1·94
0·25
4·81
4·69
7·44
0·20
0·18
2·63
10'19

58·62
60'96
15·79
17-86
17·7
13·97
7·62
7·32
4'93
0·64
12·22
11·91
18·89
0'51
0·46
6·68
25·88
27·38

I

10·78

Inches
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

12·06
11'94
1·03
0·97
1·13
5·00
4·88
4·06
1·\2
1·00
0'15
2·97
2-85
3'47
61·31
61·19

10·78
10·66

/----=:ntimetres
30·63
30'33
2·62
2·46
2-87
12-70
12·39
10·31
2-85
2·54
0·38
7·54
7'24
8·81
155'72
155·42
27·38
27·07
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Fig. 2.

Diagonal checking diagram

Assessment of Damage

Checking for Squarcness

Severe damage to the chassis is readily apparent: damage of a less serious nature may
cause distortion of the frame which may not be
readily detected visually.

Position the vehicle as previously described
and, referring to Fig. I, transfer the lettered points
to the floor, using a plumb-bob and tine cord.

If a check on the steering and suspension
geometry reveals distortion of the chassis, check
for twist and squareness.

Letter the points transfered to the floor and
connect each pair by drawing a straight line
between thClll, as Fig. 2.

Checking for Twist

Mark and letter the central point of each line
and place a straight-edge along these mid-points.
The frame may be considered true when the
straight-edge passes through all of these points.

With the vehicle on a clean level floor, place a
jack under each jacking point and raise the vehicle
sufficiently to enable the road wheels to be removed.
Adjust the jacks until the following conditions
are achieved:Points "A" are 25·53 in. (64,81 em.) and
points "E" are 24·94 in. (63 ·35 em.) above the
floor.
This condition sets the datum 20 in. (50.8 em.)
above the floor.
If it is impossible to equalise the heights of
both points" A", then the chassis is twisted, the
amount of twist being the difference in height
between points "A".

Continue a further check for squareness as
follows:Using a straight-edge mark the diagonals as
shown dotted in Fig. 2. If the frame is square
then each pair of opposite diagonals must be
of equal length and the points of intersection
must lie on the same straight line.
Chassis distortion is assessed by the amount
and direction which any central point on the
transverse line and/or the pomt of intersection of
any pair of diagonals deviates from the centre
line.

CHASSIS

5·104V
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77

11·57"
11·51 "

29'39 ems.
29'26 ems.

79

22·84"
22·72"

58'01 ems.
57'71 ems.

82

36,94"
36·82"

93'89 ems.
93'52 ems.

84

3'22"
3·16"

8'18 ems.
8'03 ems

78

25-16"
25·04"

63'91 ems.
63'60 ems.

80

13-()0"

33'02 ems.

83

26·94" 68'43 ems.
26·82" 68'12 ems.

85

2·00"

5'08 ems.

81

13·00"

33'02 ems.

Fig. 3. Vitesse Mk. 2 cfulssis fu.e dimensions (for other . . .ensions see page 5'I02V)
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BODY
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E
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Fig. 1.
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Body mounting points

The design and construction of the Vitesse 2-litre body is a combination of conventional chassis and separate
body units. This method of body build facilitates removal and replacement of body sections when accident repair
is carried out.
The main sub-units are as follows:Bonnet

S

Roof

2

Front valance

6

Rear end section

3

Rear quarter and centre valances

7

Centre section

4

Sills

8

Doors

The centre section is the key section and is attached to the frame at six points A, Band C.
Close tolerance holes in the centre section are provided to enable accurate location of the bolts in the frame at
point "0".
Wide tolerance holes
(Reference page S·2ISV).

In

the rear section, are t'£ovided to enable adequate body adjustment at points "D".

5·202V

BODY

BODY REMOVAL

Remove the battery, drain the engine coolant
and carry out the following:

Fig. 2.

Dashpanel to front outrigger mounting bolts

Disconnect
-lighting cables at bonnet (Fig. 11);
---cables from temperature gauge transmitter,
oil pressure switch, generator and coil;
-tachometer drive cable from distributor;
---choke and accelerator controls;
-fuel pipe from the tank;
-heater pipes and control cable at water valve
(Fig. 75);
-speedometer drive cable from speedo head
and pull the cable into the engine compartment;
-handbrake cable at compensator pin.
Remove
-bonnet (page 5·205V);
---engine bay side valances;
-brake hydraulic pipe between
cylinder and four-way connector;
-seats (page 5'242V);
-gearbox cover (page 5·213V);
-floor covering (page 5·245V).

master

Remove both sill panels (page 5·208V). Fit
reinforcement bracket (Fig. 5), using four t" bolts
with nuts and washers.
Fig. 3.

Front floor to side channel mounting bolt

Referring to
column impact
from the lower
inner column
suspension.

page 4'211, slacken the steering
clamp, release the clamp bolt
steering coupling and push the
upwards, clear of the front

Remove twenty-two bolts securing the body
to the chassis (Fig. 1). The bolts are located as
follows:
-two in engine compartment, adjacent to
dash panel (A) (Fig. 2);
---eight at frame side channel, adjacent to sill
panels (B), (C), (E), (F) (Figs. 3 and 4);
-six at frame intermediate outrigger, through
front and rear floor (D);
-four at frame rear extension, through
luggage floor (J) and (K).
Lift the body from the frame. The method of
lifting the body will be determined by the
equipment available. Fig. 5, shows two hoists in
use.
To refit, reverse the removal procedure and
note the adjustment procedures given on page
5·215V.
Fig. 4.

Rear seat pan side channel mounting bolts

BODY

5·203V

Reinforcement bracket dimensions
Inches

lvIi/lime/res

A

0·75

19·0

B

3-375

85·0

C

6·625

168·3

D

0·50

12·7

E

1·00

25-4

IDE

I
'/

Material-IN (25-4 mm.) angle iron.

B

Fig. 5.

Lifting body (arrow indicates position of sill reinforcement bracket)

2

7

B

I
2

Bonnet assembly
Centre section

3

Roof panel

4 Rear valance
Fig. 6.

5

QU"1rter valance

6 Rear end section
Body sub-assemblies

7
8

Sill panel
Front valance

BODY
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2

4 5 6

7

8

9

10

13

12

II

14

38
15
16

32.

- /7

18
7

37

36

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

35

34

33

32

31

30

Panel-filler
Side assembly
Wheelarch-inner
Stay-bonnet
Stiffener-wheelarch
Bracket-bonnet pin
Bonnet catch
Wheelarch-outer
TRIUMPH letters
Moulding bonnet corner
Badge assembly
Moulding-bonnet top
Top assembly-bonnet
Moulding-bonnet corner
Moulding-bonnet top
Hinge tube assembly
Seal--wheelarch to dash
Side assembly-front wing
Wheelarch-outer

Fig.7.

29 28 27 25

26 25 24

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

23

22

21

20

Panel-filler
Wheelarch-inner
Plate-hinge tube
Bracket-hinge tube
Stiffener-wheelarch
Link
Spacer
Spring-cou nterbalance
Rod-adjustable
Engine bay valance panel
Front valance
Bracket-front valance
Seal- fran t valance
Bracket~fixing headlamp cover
Brackct-valance support
Channel-stifTencr asscmbly
Panel-cover hcadlamp housing
Front panel asscmbly
Front grille

Bonnet front valance and grille details

19

HI39

BODY
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BONNET ASSEMBLY
To Remove
Disconnect the battery.
Disconnect the front lighting and horn cables
at the snap connectors on th top centre of grille
(Fig. 11).
Remove both overriders by unscrewing items
(4) and (7) (Fig. 9), take out bolt (8) (Fig. 10) and
support the bonnet as the hinge bolts (5) and
(6) (Fig. 9) are withdrawn.
Lift off bonnet.

Fig. 8.

Bonnet height adjusters

To Refit
Reverse the above procedure and refer to
bonnet adjustment procedure as follows:

Height Adjustment (Fig. 8)
Slacken the locknut (1) securing the coneshaped buffer to the mounting bracket (2) on the
dash side panel. Screw the buffer in or out to
respectively lower or raise the bonnet rear edge.
Retighten the locknut.
Adjust the bonnet catch plate by slackening
the bolt (3) and moving the catch plate as
required.

Horizontal Adjustment
If slight adjustment is required to achieve a
parallel clearance of -to" (5 mm.) between the
bonnet and scuttle, slacken the locknuts (2)
(Fig. 9) and turn the sleeve nut (1) (Fig. 9) on
either side, as necessary.
Appreciable horizontal or vertical movement
will necessitate the removal of both overriders
(See page 5 ·207V).

Fig. 9.

Bonnet adjustment points

Vertical Adjustment
Lift or lower the front of the bonnet until
parallel clearance between the bonnet and door is
achieved. During this movement, the rear of the
bonnet will pivot on the bracket shown arrowed
on (2) (Fig. 8). Tighten the link bolts (5) and
(6) (Fig. 9).

Fig. 10.

Bonnet stay attachment

BODY

5·206V

FRONT GRILLE
To Remove
Remove eight screws and eight wasners
(arrowed Fig. 12).
To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure.

Fig. 11.

Bonnet snap connectors

FRONT VALANCE
To Remove
Overriders (Fig. 9)
Remove bolts (7) and slacken upper bolts
(4), remove overriders from mounting brackets.
Valance attachment (Fig. 13)
Remove four cross-recess headed screws (2)
and four hex/headed setscrews (1) and (3) and
pull the valance clear.
To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure.
Fig. 12.

Fig. 13.

Front grille attachment

Front valance attachment

Fig. 14.

Front valance retaining bracket

BODY
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OVERRIDERS
Front-To Remove
Open the bonnet and referring to Fig. 9 (page
5·205V), slacken the upper bolt (4), remove the
lower bolt (7) and remove the overrider.
The upper and lower overrider fixings are
slotted to facilitate fitting and adjustment.
To Refit-Reverse the removal procedure.
Rear-,-To Remove (Fig. 15)
Remove the fuel tank as described on page
5·248V, (left-hand side only).
Release each overrider from the body by
removing two bolts.
The upper bolt is also used as an earthing
terminal for the tail lamps.
To Refit-Reverse the removal procedure.

REAR AND QUARTER VALANCES

Fig. 15.

Rear overrider attachments

Rear Valance-To Remove (Fig. 16)
Referring to page 6· I 20V, remove the lens
from the stop/tail lamps.
Referring to page 5·248V; r~move the fuel
tank.
Remove both overriders.
Remove luggage compartment lock striker
plate (two screws).
Take out 12 acme hex/headed screws a, d
remove rear valance.
To Refit-Reverse the removal procedure and
reseal in accordance with instructions given on
page 5·30IV.
Quarter Valance-To Remove (Fig. 16)
Remove the lens from the stop/tail lamps,
page 6·l20V, and remove the fuel tank (left-hand
side valance only), page 5·248V.
Remove overriders.
Take out 10 acme hex/headed screws, five at
each side and remove quarter valance.
To Refit-Reverse the removal procedure and
reseal in accordance with instructions on page
5·301V.

Key to Fig. 16
A-Tonneau side panel
B-Rear quarter valance
C-Luggage floor panel
D-Rear centre valance

Fig. 16.

Rear valance attachments

S·208V

BODY

SILLS

B-B

A-A

To Remove (Fig. 17)
Lift the bonnet and open the door.

H 153

2-B~B

-

Sill panel to chassis frame

3-A~A

-

Sill panel to dash side panel

4-A-A -

I.

Remove one hex./headed self/tapping screw
and lock washer (1) securing the underside of
the sill to the tonneau side panel.

2.

Remove four cross/recess self/tapping screws
and plain washers (2) securing the brackets
on the underside of the sill assembly to the
chassis frame.

3.

Take out two self/tapping cross/recess screws
and lockwashers (3) fixing the sill to the
dash side panel.

4.

Take out seven self/tapping cross/recess
screws and lockwashers securing the sill
assembly to the floor panels (4).

5.

Pull the sill clear of the car.

Sill panel to floor panel

Fig. 17.

Sill panel attachments

To Refit-Reverse the removal procedure.

5·209V
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14
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LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT LID
To Remove
Support the lid in the open position and release
the upper end of the stay (19) from the bracket
(17). Remove the securing nut from the forward
stud of each hinge and lift the lid, complete with
hinges, from the body.
If necessary, release the hinges (2) and (4)
from the lid and note the position of the sealing
washers (3).
To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure leaving the
hinge nuts semi-tight. Oversize holes permit
limited adjustment. Move the lid as required to
effect a close fit and finally tighten the hinge nuts.
Lock
To Remove
Raise the luggage lid, remove the nut from
the inner end of the handle (8) and withdraw the
handle from the lock (10). Release the lock (10)
by removing two securing screws.
To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure.
Striker
Oversize holes in the striker plate (II) permit
limited adjustment.
Sealing
Refer to "Dust and Water Sealing", page
5 ·301V.

Weatherstrip
2 Hinge
3 Gaskets
4 Hinge
5 Letters
6 Name plate
7 Badge
8 Locking handle
9 Escutcheon
10 Lock
11 Striker
12 Seal
13 Trunk lid
14 Packing rubber
15 Lid reinforcement
16 Clip
17 Bracket support
18 Pivot
19 Support stay

Fig. 18.

Luggage compartment details
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14

Cantrail assembly-R.R.
2

Sealing rubber-quarter pillar

3

Tie plate-upper and lower roof

4

Roof panel assembly

5

Reinforcement-backlight

6

Distance piece-roof

7

Finisher-seal-roof to deck

8

Seal-roof to

9

de~k

Fig. 19.

~II

Cantrail assembly-L.R.

10

Pillar-quarter light

II

Sealing rubber-quarter pillar

12

Bracket-listing rail

13

Panel-header assembly

14

Weatherstrip-header rail

15

Pillar-quarter light

Roof panel details
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ROOF PANEL
To Remove
Isolate the battery and remove the sun visors.
Take out two bolts securing the roof panel to the
header rail (Fig. 20). Remove the draught welt
from both door apertures. Remove the quarter
lights and the backlight, page 5·229V. Detach
the trim from the centre pillar. Disconnect the
roof lamp (purple and purple with white cables)
at the snap connectors located adjacent to the
upper forward edge of the fuel tank in the
luggage compartment.
Release the roof panel by removing four
screws (two at each side), securing the centre
pillar to the roof, and three nuts (A) from the
studs (B) shown on inset (Fig. 21) securing the
rear lower edge of the roof to the body.
As the roof panel is lifted, withdraw the roof
lamp cables from the luggage compartment. Note
that three rubber blocks are used between the rear
edge of the roof panel and the body.

Fig. 20.

Releasing roof header rail fixing

To Refit
1.

Clean off the old sealing compound from the
roof panel, windscreen header rail and rubber
weatherstrips. Examine the rubber and renew
if necessary.

2.

Liberally coat the upper edge of the header
rail with Seelastik. Attach the rubber
weatherstrip and apply Seelastik to the upper
surface of the rubber.

3.

Position the sealing rubbers at the base of the
roof rear pillar and seal with Seelastik.

4.

Apply adhesive to the lower rear edge of the
roof panel and to the rubber weatherstrip
channel. When tacky, refit the weatherstrip.

5.

Apply Seelastik to the contact faces and
assemble a small rubber block over each of
the three studs on the rear of the roof. Place
the roof in position and secure it to the header
rail bv refitting the [Wo outer bolts (Fig. 20).

6.

LIft the rear end of the roof panel, attach a
rubber seal to the top of each pillar and, pass
the cables from the rear lamp through the
rear deck into the luggage compartment.

7.

Lower the roof and secure the rear end with
three nuts. Align the top of each pillar and
secure it to the roof with two screws.

Refit the quarter lights and the backlight,
page 5'229V, and reconnect the roof lamp
cables in the luggage compartment. Refit
the battery cables and sun visors.
For sealing operations refer to 'Dust and
Water Sealing' section, page 5·301 V.

Fig. 21.

Releasing roof rear deck fixing

8.

Fig, 22.

Applying sealer to header rail rubber
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Rear end section details

28

Key to Fig. 23

Tapped plate

25

Quarter valance

2 Retainer-tapped plate

26 Lower panel-tonneau side

3 Filler panel-tonneau upper

27

Retainer-tapped plate

4 Upper panel-tonneau side

28

"B" post panel

5 Lower panel-tonneau side

29

Filler panel-tonneau upper

6 Quarter valance

30 Outer wheelarch

7 Closing panel lower-tonneau side

31

Inner wheelarch

8 Closing panel-tonneau end

32

Stiffener-wheelarch to tonneau side

9 Side panel-trunk aperture

33

Mounting bracket-"B" post

10 Waist rail

34

Angle support-squab side

11

Reinforcement-roof fixing

35

Inner panel-"B" post

12

Reinforcement-rear deck

36

Mounting bracket-rear floor

13

Rear deck

37

Rear seat pan

14

Reinforcement-roof fixing

38

Rear floor panel

15

Reinforcement-roof fixing

39

Hamlbrake cover and grommet

40

Inner panel-"B" post

41

"B" post

42

Outer wheelarch

20 Luggage floor

43

Inner wheelarch

21

Luggage floor-side panel

44

Stifl'ener -wheelarch to tonneau side

22

Upper panel-tonneau side

45

Angle support- slJuab side

23

Closing

16 Waist rail
17

Mounting bracket-luggage floor

18

Rear valance

19

Mounting bracket---Iuggage floor

panel~tonneau end

24 Side panel-trunk aperture

46 Cover-spring access
47

Luggage floor side panel
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To Remove REAR END SECTION
Isolate the battery and release the accelerator
linkage from the carburettor and pedal.
Remove:-seats (page 5'242V);
-floor covering (page 5·245V);
-rear quarter trim (page 5'245);
-doors (page 5'216V);
-both sill panels (page 5'208V);
-roof panel (page 5·211 V);
-luggage compartment lid (page 5· 209V).
Remove the floor covering from the luggage
compartment and take out the spare wheel.
Drain and remove the fuel tank (page 5·248V).
Disconnect the rear brake cable at the compensator (page 3'212).
Remove the dash side trim panel from the lefthand side of the car (three screws) and disconnect
the cables to the rear of the vehicle at the snap
connectors under the facia.
Take-off the knob from the change speed lever
and remove the gearbox cover by unscrewing
eleven screws. Eight of the screws (4 at each side)
are accessible from the driving compartment
(Fig. 24), the remaining three screws are located
below the heater unit in the engine compartment.
Remove two hex/headed screws and two
plain washers, one each side of the vehicle,
positioned in front of the out-board seat runners.
Referring to page 5'20IV, release the rear end
section from the chassis frame by removing:-six bolts (D), positioned transversely
across the vehicle in front of the seat
runners;
-two bolts (G) located rear of the seat pan;
-four bolts (H) (1) accessible from inside
the luggage compartment;
---eight bolts (B), (C), (E) and (F) located
beneath the frame sidemembers.
Lift the rear section and note the location of
mounting pads between the body and the chassis
frame.
To Refit
Remove the old sealing compound from the
rear and centre section joint faces and apply new
lengths of 'Everseal' strip to the outer joint face
of the centre section (I) Fig. 26, and Rubberised
canvas between the centre and rear section joints
(2) Fig. 26.
Position and secure the mounting pads to the
chassis, using Bostik 1261. The pads are iN
(6'3 mm.) thick. On some vehicles, two pads iN
(3 mm.) are used in place of a single pad.
Refit the rear end section by reversing the
removal procedure.
Referring to page 5·215V, adjust the rear end
section to obtain an even clearance of the Joors.
Refit the roof panel (page 5·211 V), rear
quarter glass (page 5'229) and reconnect the
electrical system and the handbrake mechanism.
Refit the seats, carpets and remaining components.

5·213V
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Fig. 24.

Fig. 25.

,J
Fig. 26.

Location of gearbox cover

Lifting rear end section

Hl02

Location of floor panel sealing strips
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BODY ADJUSTMENT

A general clearance of approximately -I~'
(5 mm.) should exist between the bonnet, door
anj rear section.
Bonnet adjustments are gi ven on page 5 ·205Y.
Should normal door adjustment fail to
produce a satisfactory clearance, move the rear
section of the body as required. Limited movement without disturbance to the roof or side
vvindows is affected <IS follows:-

Fig. 31.

Inserting wedges to reduce gap

Insufficient clearance (Fig. 33)
Remove the sill from the side requiring
adjustment and slacken the body mounting bolts
D, E. F, G, H and .I (Fig. I)
Insert a hardwood wedge between the shut
face of the door and rear section <IS shown.
Close the door to spread the sections sufficiently to produce a satisfactory clearance.
Re-tighten all body mounting bolts.
Remove the wedge, check the clearance <lnd
refit the sill.
Fig. 32.

Re-tightening body mounting bolts

Excessive clearance (Fig. 31)
Remove the sill panel from the side of the car
requiring adjustment, and slacken the body
mounting bolts D, E, F, Hand K (page 5·20IY).
Insert two hardwood wedges between the
frame and the rear floor approximately 2" (5.1 mm.)
inward of body mounting point "F'. Gently
hammer the wedges in, as shown, until satisfactory clearance is achieved.
Re-tighten body mounting bolts. Remove the
wedges, check the clearance <lnd refit the sill.

Fig. 33.

Inserting wedges to increase gap
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Key to Fig. 34
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Glass-door
Washer-leather
Pivot-regulator mounting
Clip-retainer
Window regulator assembly
Weatherstrip
Outer frame
Bracket-top pivot, outer
Finisher-waist forward, inner
Plate-catch
Bracket-vent support
Pin-door hinge
Washer-thick
Washer-thin
Bracket-top pivot, inner
Inner frame-assembly
Washer-thin
Rivet-semi-tubular
Shaft assembly-bottom pivot
Glass-vent
Strip-glazing
Spacing piece
Spring
Washer-tab
Nut
Bracket assembly-handle
Spring
Button-push
Handle-locking
Pin-locking
Hinge-door
Check link assembly-door
Screw
Handle-door pull
Capping-veneer
Bracket-vent support assembly
Pin-door hinge
Hinge-door
Screw---capping veneer
Escuteon-inside handle
Pin-handle fixing
Handle-remote control
Escutcheon-inside handle
Pin-handle fixing
Window regulator handle

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89

Cap-door trim
Screw-door trim
Felt pad
Spring-regulator
Reinforcement-regulator pivot
Nut
Washer-lock
Washer-plain
Washer-plain (thin)
Washer-special
Stiffener assembly-anti-drum
Clip-trim panel to door
Clip
Washer-waved
Washer-plain
Remote control mechanism
Cam lock assembly
Clip-tie rod attachment
Channel-glass assembly
Bolt-lock adjusting
Nut-lock adjusting
"E" clip-securing push button in handle
Washer-rubber
Weather curtain
Rod-tie, glass channel, bottom
Window regulator stop bracket
Body-door handle, outside
Spring-button return
"E" clip-locking handle only
Plunger-locator
Button-push, locking handle only
Barrel-locking (plunger), locking handle only
Door assembly
Plate-dove tail, cam lock
Rubber sealing-striker, cam lock
Striker assembly---cam lock
Grommet-rubber
Washer-seating, small
Washer-seating, large
Door handle assembly-outside
Strip-sealing, waist, door inner
Strip-sealing, waist, door outer
Channel assembly-window regulator
Strip-glazing channel
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Fig. 35.

Door components

DOORS
General
The procedures A-K should be adopted, in
the sequence given. \\ hen dismantling and
removing the door assembly. Reverse these
procedures when refitting and re-assembling the
door.
As the occasion warrants, each of these
dismantling procedures can be carried out
separately and should be reversed t'or re-assembly.
Adjustment and additional procedures are
listed under the headings LT.

A. Trim Panel: To Remove (Fig. 36)
1.

..

3.

...-_

Fig. 36.

Trim panel attachments

4.
5.

Remove four screws (9) and (33) securing
the wood capping.
Lever ofT two buttons (46). unscrew the
exposed screws and remove the flat \\.lshers.
Remove two interior handles (42) and (45)
by pressing the escutcheons (40) and (43)
firmly against the trim panel and pushing
out the retaining pins (41) and (44).
Prise the edge at' the trim casing from the
door.
Remove the coil springs (49) from the spindles.

5·219V
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Fig. 37.

B.

Remote Control: To Remove (Figs. 37 and 38)

I.
2.

Perform operation 'A'.
Refit the interior door handle and retain it in
the door open position.
Remove the spring clip (58) waved washer,
(59) and release the link arm from the
lock assembly.
Take out three screws (97) and remove the
remote control assembly (0 I) from the door
panel.

3.

4.

Door component attachment

C. Glass-run Channel: To Remove (Figs. 34 and
37)
I.
2.

3.
4.

5.

Perform operation' A'.
Raise the door glass to the fully closed
position.
Remove the rubber grommet (82) and take out
the exposed hexagon headed bolt and wJsher.
Remove two hexagon headed bolts (J 02)
and washers. Pull the lower end of the
channel (64) forward of the tension wire (70).
Lower the chJnnel into the bottom of the
door and manoeuvre it through the lower
door aperture.

Fig. 38.

Door lock/link attachments

5·220V
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D. Door Lock: To Remove
I.
'")

3.

4.

Perform operations 'A' and 'C.
Remove the spring clip (58) waved washer
(59) and release the link arm from the lock.
Remove three cross-recess headed screws
(93) securing the lock and dovetail to the
door and remove one cross-recess headed
screw (90).
Referring to Fig. 40, remove the lock.

E. Exterior Handle: To Remove

1.
2.

Fig. 39.

Perform operation 'A' and raise the door
glass to the fully closed position.
Release the handle by removing two screws.
One (92) is shown in Fig. 39, the other is located
on the inside of the door panel at the forward
end of the handle.

Dovetail plate/lock attachment
F. Regulator Mechanism: To Remove
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Fig. 40.

Removing/fitting door lock

7.

Perform operation 'A'.
Loosely refit the regulating handle and lower
the glass until the operating arms are
accessible through the large aperture, in the
door inner panel.
Remove the clips (4) and leather washer (2).
Spring the arms clear of the channel and
lift the glass to its highest position.
Remove the nut (51) and spring washer (52)
securing the regulator pivot (3) to the inner
panel.
Remove the pivot (3) and the double coil
spring washer (55) which is fitted between the
regulator and the inner panel of the door.
Take out two hexagon headed bolts (95) and
two cross-recess headed screws which are
accessible through circular holes in the door
panel, and one screw (94). Lift the ventilator
assembly approximately 2" (50 mm.). (When
refitting the ventilator assembly ensure that
the screw (98) secures the forward end of the
tension wire (69).)
Remove four cross-recess headed screws (99)
and pass the regulator into the door inner
compartment. Remove the assembly through
the large aperture.

G. Door Glass: To Remove
1.

...
")

3.

4.

Fig. 41.

Regulator arms

5.

Perform operations 'A', 'C and T' 2.
Remove the spring clips (4) leather washers
(2). Disconnect the arms from the operating
channel on the bottom edge of the glass and
lower the glass.
Press the six inner weatherstrip clips downwards and remove the weatherstrip (86).
Remove two hexagon headed bolts (95 and 94)
and three cross-recess headed screws and
lift the ventilator assembly approximately
It" (38 mm.).
Lift out the glass by tilting it as required.

BODY
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H. Quarter Vent: To Remove
1.
2.

Perform operations 'A' and 'G'
Lift ou't the vent.
Dismantle the ventilator assembly a, follows:
Bend back the tag on the washer (24).
Remove the nut (25), washers (14) and
spring (23) from the bottom swivel (19).
Remove the rivet (18) and spacer (13) from
the upper swivel. Push the upper edge of
the inner frame of the vent outward and
withdraw the assembly from the outer frame.
Tap out the retaining pin (30) and remove the
vent locking handle (29) and push button (28).

J. Reinforcement Plate: To Remove
1.
2.
3.

4.

Raise the door glass to the fully closed
position.
Remove two cross-recess headed screws from
under the door panel.
Release the plate from the two clips attached
to the top inner door edge by tapping the
plate to one side.
Remove the plate through the large aperture.

Fig. 42.

Door hinge attachment

K. Door Assembly: To Remove
I.
2.

Remove the rivet securing the check arm (32)
to the 'A' post.
Take out three bolts (103) securing each
hinge to the 'A' post and lift the door from
the vehicle.
Each hinge is secured to the door by two bolts
and one cross-recess headed screw.

Fig. 43.

Fitting weatherstrip

L. Weatherstrip: To Refit

An easily made tool (see Fig. 43) is required
for refitting the inner weatherstrip from inside the
door panel as follows:
Holding the weatherstrip in position, locate a
spring clip over the edge of the door panel and
weatherstrip. Using the tool shown in Fig. 44
pull the clip firmly onto the door flange and repeat
with the remaining clips.

Fig. 44.

Weatherstrip fitting tool

BODY
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Hlj2.

Fig. 45.

Fig. 46.

Door glass/channel

Check strap bracket

\1. Door Glass to Channel: To Rcfit
I. Place one end of the polythene sheet together
with the rubber weatherstrip over the channel
run. Fig. 45.
Position the glass, as shown on Fig. 45 and
compress the glass into the channel.

N. Lock Striker Plate: To Remove (Fig. 47)
Remove three screws (91).

Fig. 47.

P. Lock striker plate: To refit and adjust
Correct position of the striker plate is carried
out by a process of trial and error, proved by
checking the door closing action and its position
when closed. Ensure that the striker is in the
horizontal plane relative to the axis of the door
movement.

Door lock striker platc

R.
I.
2.
3.

Check Strap Bracket: To Remove (Fig. 46)
Remove all components from the door panel.
Perform operation 'K'.
Drill through the spot welds securing the
bracket to the door panel.

S. Check Strap Bracket: To Refit
I. Secure the bracket to the door with four
(3,0 mm.) dia. cheese headed steel rivets.
.., Reverse operation 'K'.
3. Refit all door components.

H i34

Fig. 48.

Exterior handle details

i"

T. Adjustment to the Exterior Door Handle Push
Button (Fig. 48)
1. Perform operations 'A' apd 'E'.
2. Slacken the locknut (66) and adjust the bolt
(65) to give a clearance of -ro" between the
bolt head and lock lever. Retighten the
locknut.

S·223V
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ROOF LINING
Maintenance
Maintenance is restricted to cleaning the
material with warm soapy water. Obstinate grease
marks may be removed using a cloth moistened in
trichlorethylene. The edges of the lining are
secured to the roof panel with a rubber solution,
and in consequence, damage may result from the
careless use of adhesive solvents.
To Remove
Remove the roof panel as described on page
5·211V. Release the edges of the lining from the
panel, taking care, if the lining is to be subsequently refitted.
Press the ends of the listing rails inward to
release them from the locations in the cantrails.
Withdraw the rails from the lining.

Fig. 49.

Assembling listing rail No. 1 to the
retaining clips

To Refit
1.

Using an adhesive solvent, remove all trace
of adhesive from the flange of the roof panel
and lining.
2. Assemble the listing rails to the lining and
ensure that they are correctly located by
referring to the individual colour coding of
each rail.
The colour code is as follows:
(Numbered from the front of the vehicle)
No. I Green
No.2 White
No.3 Black
No.4 Grey
No. 5 Double section-no colour
3. Apply a fresh coating of adhesive to the roof
flange and lining.
4. Commencing at the rear, assemble the rails
to the roof panel cantrail. Secure the front
rail No. I behind two retainings clips
(Fig. 49). Gently pull the lining to the rear
and lightly secure it to the roof flange only
(Fig. 50).
Lightly secure the lining to the front edge of
the roof panel (Fig. 51).
Working outwards from the centre of the
lining, smooth out all wrinkles and seal
lining to the edge of the roof panel.
If a new lining is being fitted, cut the edges to
within t* (3 mm.) of the turnover.
The cuts should be approximately -V (13 mm.)
apart.

Fig. 50.

Securing rear edge of roof lining

Fig. 51.

Fitting front edge of lining
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I Finishing strip-rear hood

2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10
II

12
13
14
15

16
17
10
19
20

21
22
23
24

25

stick
Webbing retaining plate
Rivets
Webbing retaining plate
Webbing
Nut
Head catch assembly~
front hood stick
Head catch assemblyscreen header
Webbing retaining plate
Front stick assembly
Roof header finisher
Front hood stick end
finisher
Weathf'r strip retainer
Pivot bracket assemblyR.H.
Pivot bracket assemblyL.H.
Cantrail assembly-R.H.
Cantrail assembly-L.H.
Front cantraillink
Plain washer
Rivet
Nyloc nut
Nut
Plain washer
Shoulder bolt
Nl't

26 Plain washer
27 Plain washer
28 Shouldered bolt
29 Finisher strip retaining
screw
30 Cantrail rear assy.-R.H.
31 Cantrailrearassy.-L.H.
32 Rivet
33 Rubber buffer
34 Plain washer
35 Front cantraillink-R. Ho
36 Front cantraillink-L.Ho
37 Plain washer
38 Front intermediate hood
stick assembly
39 Front hood stick weather
strip
40 Rivet
41 Screw
42 Screw
43 Washer
44 Front cantrail weather
strip retainer
45 Weather strip
46 Rear cantrail weather
stri p retainer
47 Screw
48 "B" post-upper-R.H.
49 "B" post-upper-L.H.
50 "B" post filler panelR.H.

Fig. S2

51 "R" post filler panel--

52
53

54
55
56
57

58
59
60

61
62
63
64

65
66
67
68
69
70

71
72
73
74

L.B.
"B" post closing panelRoB.
"B" post closing panelL.H.
'
"B" post inner panel
assembly-R.H.
"B" post inner panel
assembly-L.H.
Pivot mounting bracket
-R.H.
Pivot mounting bracket
--L.H.
Nut
Plain washer
Shouldered bolt
Binge link-R.H.
Hinge link-L.H.
Shouldered bolt
Plain washer
Shouldered bolt
"B" post hinge-R.B.
"B" post hinge-L.B.
Pivot pin
Nut
Plain washer
Shouldered bolt
Plain washer
Shakeproof washer
Nut

Soft-top frame details

75 Plain washer
76 Plain washer
77 Rear cantrail control link

-R.H.
78 Rear cantrail control link
79
80
81
82
83
84

85
86
87
88

89
90
91

92
93
94

95
96
97

98

-L.H.
Shouldered bolt
Shouldered bolt
Spring washer
Plain washer
Bolt
Intermediate hood stick,
and "B" post upper assy.
Rear hood stick and intermediate stick assembly
Packing piece
.
Nylon guide block
Rivet
Tonneau support strutR.H.
Tonneau support strutL.H.
Bead cloth finishing strip
Tonneau support rail
Finishing strip retaining
clips
Rivet
Screw
Snap fastener
Rubber washer
Nut
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SOFT TOP ADJUSTMENTS

CONVERTIBLE MODEL ONLY (Fig. 52)

ADJUSTMENT

CONDITION
Cantraillow in the centre causing it to foul
the door glass.

Remove and re-set the curved section of the rear cantrail assembly
(30 and 31).

Upper edge of door glass fouls the cantrail.

Adjust door glass stop until satisfactory clearance is obtained.

Rear corner of door glass fouls curved
section of rear cantrail assembly.

Remove pivot mounting bracket (56 and 57) and elongate the holes
to provide sufficient vertical adjustment. Use oversize washers when
refitting the securing screws.

"B" post weatherstrip does not form an
effective seal at the rear edge of door glass.

Two adjustments are available:
I. Slacken the pivot bracket (30 and 31) securing bolts and move the
bracket forward. If hood material between the "B" post and rear
deck is now subject to undue stress, remove the "B" post weatherstrip and release the hood material as necessary.
2. Remove the weatherstrip and hood material from "B" post.
Insert suitable packing between the hood material and "B" post.
Refit the hood material and weatherstrip.

Hood stitching broken away at the base of
the "B" post.

Remove the bolts securing the pivot mounting bracket (30 and 31) to
the body and insert suitable packing between the bracket and body
to obtain a clearance of approximately iN (6'3 mm.) between the
hoodsticks and the body outer panel.

Small holes in hood 4" to 6" (10'16 cm. to
15·24 cm.) above the body outer panel and
to the rear of the "B" post are caused by the
hood material being trapped between the
hoodsticks when the hood is lowered.

Shorten the bolts securing the weatherstrip to the "B" post. Remove
the fourth bolt, counting from the bottom, and discard it.

HOOD FASTENER ADJUSTMENTS

CONDITION

ADJUSTMENT

Hood peak rail out of line with windscreen
header rail.

Slacken the screws securing the damps (7) to the peak rail and
centralize. Re-tighten the ~crews.

Incorrect tension on hood fasteners.

Slacken the screws plate (8) to the windscreen header rail and raise
or lower the to plate obtain correct tension. Re-tighten the screws.
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CONVERTIBLE HOOD ASSEMBLY
To Remove (Fig. 52)
I. Remove twelve screws (95), fasteners (96),
washers (97) and nuts (98).
2. Detach the finisher strip (91), release the
hood material from the body and drill out
twelve rivets (3) retaining the plates (4) and the
webbing (5) to the hood sticks and rear deck
flange.
3. Release the head catch assemblies (7) on the
screen rail and two snap-on clips securing the
hood to the body side flanges.
4. Remove the trim quarter panels to gain access
to the pivot mounting brackets (56) and
(57). Release the bracket by removing the
four securing bolts arrowed (Fig. 53).
Lift the hood assembly from the body.

Fig. 53.

Soft-top pivot mounting

To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure and make
adjustments as required in accordance with the
conditions listed on page 5·225.

SLIDING ROOF ASSEMBLY
To Remove (Fig. 54)
With the sliding roof in the half-open position,
hold one side steady and pull the other side
forward. This releases the nylon sliders from the
metal runners. Repeat the operation until all the
sliders are clear.
Remove four screws (30) and lift clear.
To Refit
Reverse the above procedure.

Fig. 54.

Sliding roof

Adjustment
The four screws (30) pass through elongated
holes to enable the fabric to be slackened or
tensioned as necessary to improve appearance.
Any stiffness in the sliding action may be
relieved by applying Ambersil Silicone Formula I
spray to the runners.
Should it be necessary to service the sliding
roof catch mechanism, remove the sliding roof
assembly complete. Pull the ends of the front
listing rail clear of the fabric, pull the fabric clear
of the front box-section. Remove two screws
(6) (Fig. 55) and lift the metal section clear.
To re-assemble, reverse the above procedure.
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32

22
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'---------20
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I Side rail
2 Slide-intermediate
3 Slide-front
4 Listing rail assembly-intermediate
5 Cover assembly, sliding roof

6 Screw-front cover plate
7 Front angle assembly
8 Rubber strip-front
9 Screw-hook to cam
to Washer-hook to cam
11 Tension spring
12 Hook-locking
13 Handle
14 Screw-handle to control box
15 Push-rod
16 Spring-front slide

Fig. 55.

27

29

26

25

17 Rivet
18 Slide-front
19 Front side assembly
20 Spring, lifting
21 Rivet-listing rail
22 Listing rail
23 Side rail
24 Sleeve-side rail to roof
25 Slide-intermediate
26 Screw-side rail to roof
27 Listing rail assembly-intermediate
28 Spring-lifting
29 Listing rail
30 Set screw-rear cover plate
31 Washer
32 Rear rail

SHdiDg roof details
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Fig. 56.

Removing windscreen mouldings

WINDSCREEN
To Remove
Remove both windscreen wiper arms, sun
visors and rear view mirror.
Using a small screwdriver from which ali
sharp edges 11ave been removed, break the sealing
between the rubber weatherstrIp and body
flange (FIg, 571.
Avoid damage to the surroundmg pamt work
by keeping the tool pressed firmly under the lip of
the rubber while breaking the seal. Commencing
at one of the lower corners, apply hand pressure
from inside the car and force the windscreen
outward, whilst a second operator, working
outside the car, takes the weight of the glass as it
is released.
Release the moulding by sliding the upper
and lower cover plates away from the moulding
joint and remove both sections from the rubber
(Fig. 56).
To Refit (Weatherstrip to glass)
I. Remove all trace of old sealing compound
from the glass and weatherstrip.
2. Assemble the weatherstrip to the giass and
reseal with Seelastik.
3. Using a small screwdriver, clear all obstructions from the channel in the weatherstrip,
into which the moulding is to be fitted.
4. Press both sections of the moulding into
place and secure them by sliding the cover
plates over the ends of the moulding (Fig. 58).

!

i

I

,/

l'ig.57.

Breaking weatherstrip seal

\

H 17~

Fig. 58.

Fitting windscreen. moulding

To Refit (Glass to body)
J. Insert a length of strong cord into the inner
channel of the rubber, positioning the loose
ends at the lower centre of the glass (Fig. 59).
~
Apply a coating of Seelastik to the outer
channel of the weatherstrip and to the outer
flange of the aperture.
3. Pass the ends of the cord into the vehicle and
with the aid of a second operator maintaining
steady pressure on the outside of the glass,
pull the ends of the cord to bring the lip of the
rubber over the body flange. It may be
necessary to strike the outSIde of the weatherstrip WIth a rubber-faced hammer to seat the
windscreen properly (Fig. 60).
4. Withdraw the cord completely and seal the
weatherstrip to the body pressing it firmly
into contact. Remove surplus sealing compound using a cloth moistened with petrol
or white spirit. Do not allow any excess
liquid to seep into the joint and destroy the
bond.

5·229V
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BACKLIGHT
To Remove and Refit
Instructions for removing and refittlllg the
backlight are identical to those given for the
windscreen except reference to wiper arms, rearview mirror and sunvisors,
For sealing operations, refer to 'Dust and
Water Sealing', page 5·306V.

QUARTER LIGHTS
To Remove
Using a small screwdriver from which all
sharp edges have been removed, break the seal
between the rubber and body and, starting at
the lower corner, force the window outward,
whilst a second operator, working outside the
car, takes the weight of the glass as it is released.
Remove the moulding and weatherstrip.
To Refit
1. Use an adhesive solvent to remove the old
sealing compound from the glass weatherstrip
and body flanges. Examine the rubber for
cracks or other defects and renew if necessary.
2. Plug the gaps between the lower edge of the
roof rear pillar and the body, and at a
corresponding position at the base of the
roof centre pillar.
3. Fit the weatherstrip to the glass, insert the
moulding and use Seelastik to seal the
rubber to the glass.
4. Insert a length of strong cord into the inner
channel around the periphery of the weatherstrip and permit the ends to protrude from the
bottom edge of the weatherstrip.
5. Offer the window up to the body and pass the
free ends of the cord into the car. Maintain
firm pressure on the corner and side of the
glass, as a second operator, working inside
the car, withdraws the cord to turn the lip of
the rubber over the body flange. It may be
necessary to gently strike the glass with a
rubber mallet or the palm of the hand as near
as possible to its edge (Fig. 61).
6. Seal the rubber to the body with Seelastik.
Remove surplus sealing compound using a
cloth moistened with petrol or white spirit.
Do not allow any excess liquid to seep into
the joint and destroy the bond.
For sealing operations, refer to .Dust and
Water Seali.lg', page 5·309V.

Fig. 59.

Inserting cord into weatherstrip channel

Fig. 60.

Fitting windscreen

Fig. 61.

Fitting quarter light
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SWITCHES INSTRUMENTS
AND CONTROLS
NOTE: Before disturbing any part of the
facia, isolate the battery. When reconnecting
any of the Lucar connectors described in the
following procedures, refer to Fig. 74.
SWITCHES
Windscreen wiper and lights (Fig. 62)
To Remove
Depress the spring plunger by pushing a
suitable pin (A) into the hole and pull off the
knob. Unscrew the bezel (B), withdraw the
switch from behind the facia and pull off the
Lucar connectors.

Fig. 62.

Lighting switch

To Refit
With the spring plunger on the knob spindle
lowermost, locate the switch on the facia and
secure it by tightening the bezel (B). Push on the
knob to engage with the spring and re-attach the
Lucar connectors.
Heater blower (Fig. 63)
To Remove
Pull the Lucar connectors from the switch,
unscrew the bezel and take out the switch from
behind the facia.
To Refit
With the angled connector blade pomtmg
downward, locate the switch on the facia and
secure it by tightening the bezel re-attach the
Lucar connectors.

Fig. 63.

Heater blower switch

D

I

~I

Fig. 64. Fuel/temperature gauge

INSTRUMENTS
Fuel contents and water temperature (Fig. 64)
To Remove
Pull off the Lucar connectors and illumination
bulb holder from the gauge. Remove the knurled
nut (C), spring washer, clamp (D) and earth lead.
Push out the gauge through the front of the
facia, simultaneously removing the reinforcing
ring from behind.
To Refit
Ensuring that the rubber ring is undamaged
and located adjacent to the rim, mount the
gauge on the facia and secure it from behind by
fitting the reinforcing ring, clamp (D), earth lead.
spring washer and knurled nut. Push the illumination bulb holder into position and reconnect
the Lucar connectors.
Speedometer and tachometer (Fig. 65)
To Remove
Disconnect the drive cable and pull out the
illumination bulb holders. From the speedometer
and voltage stabiliser, disconnect the trip reset
cable and disconnect the Lucar connectors.
Remove two knurled nuts (E), spring washers, one
earth lead from speedometer or two leads from
tachometer, and clamps (F). Push the instrument
out through the front of the facia, simultaneously
removing the reinforcing ring from behind.
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To Refit
Ensuring that the rubber ring is undamaged
and located adjacent to the rim, mount the
instrument on the facia and secure it from behind
by fitting the reinforcing ring, clamps, (F), earth
lead/s, spring washers and knurled nuts (E).
Push the illumination bulb holders into position
and reconnect the drive cable. To the speedometer and voltage stabiliser, reconnect the trip
reset cable and Lucar connectors.
Flasher warning light
To Remove
Pull the bulb holder from the body, unscrew
the body and, if required, push the Jens out
through the front of the facia.

E
I,

Ii
\:

To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure.

CONTROL CABLES
Heat control and air distribution (Fig. 66)
To Remove
Depress the spring plunger by pushing a
suitable pin (A) into the hole and pull off the
knob, Unscrew the bezel (G) and withdraw the
cable

~.

.tv
Fig. 65.

Tachometer/speedometer

To Refit
\Virh the spring plunger lowermost, attach tht:
cable te the facia by screwing on the helel (G)
until flush \\ ith the threaded end of the cable.
Tighten the locknut (1-1) and push on the knob to
engage WI1h the spring plunger.

Choke pull

To Remove
Disconnect the iIlller :lnd outer Cd bles from the
carburettors and puB the ch(Jke knob c"nlplete
v>lth Inner Cit)\;: from tile front of the LICI;\.
~;nscrc\\ the :"'c7cl . mel 'sitbdraw the outer Glble
1(/ Rdit
l',,:?d tlK "liter cable through the faCia. screw
,1I1 l'lt' "elei until f1ush \,!til the thre<ided enG of
the cable a:,,! insert the inner cable. Rotate tLe

Fig. 66.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Nut-panel attachment
Bracket-eentre attachments
Ash tray housing
Clips
Screw-panel attachment
Screw-panel attachment
Veneered panel
Ash tray bowl
Screw-eapping attachment
Ash tray capping
Pull handle
Screw lock clamp
Lock clamp
Finger pull
Glove box lock
Glove box lid

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Fig. 68. Facia panel details

Screw-link attachment
Check link
Screw-facia attachment
Rubber-buffer
Buffer-bracket
Screw-bracket attachment
Screw-tie bracket
Tie bracket
Screw-tie bracket
Trimmed facia
Screw-striker bracket
Striker bracket
Screw-hinge to lid
Screw-hinge to panel
Screw-hinge to lid

BODY

32

33

34

33
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35

32

36

\

<40

38

37

I

/

I

41

/

/
/

42

- - --44

..~
47

\
\
\

57

56

55

54

53

Screw-facia attachment
Screw-demister finisher attachment
Clips-demister finisher attachment
Finisher-top edge-centre
Finisher-demister vent
37 Finisher-top edge L.H.
38 Trimmed facia
39 Demister vent
40 Rivet
41 Facia rail
42 Fix nut
43 Screw- facia to rail
44 Screw-glove box bracket
32
33
34
35
36

Fig. 69.

\

50

52

45
46

49

Fix nut
Screw-bracket to bulkhead
47 Fix nut
48 Bracket-glove box support
49 Screw-bracket to facia
50 Fix nut
51 Steering column support bracket
52 Steering column clamp
53 Nut
54 Bolts-facia rail to dash sides
55 Fix nuts
56 Fix nuts
57 Finisher-top edge R.H.

Facia attachments
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5

6

7

8

I

13

14

_._---_.. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

IsnitionStarter sWitch
Heater control cable
Heater hlower switch

"+

Adr distribution cl'ntro! cable

Odometer trip release cable
(,

Flasher \varnlllg light bodv
\Vindscrecn washn pump

:~

Wind,creen wiper sWitch

l)

TCillperatur~'

gauge

FACIA ",SSEMBL '\
To Remove (Fig. 691
Isolate the battery. Release the clips securing
the wiring harness 10 the hulkhead panel and
disconnect the harness leads from the stop lamp
switch, wiper motor and ,leering column switches.
Release ;<:hoke cahle from the rear carburettpr:
-heater control cable from the \\ater
conupl \'alvc.
,\lr Jhtnbution cable !r<lr11 the ;;11
distribution 114'
D"conncct tl1<: pipes from the wllllberC'"
v.d,>hcr pump,
U ilscrelV the dn\ c c:"hie:; trom the speedometer
ULJ (,to...'honlch."r ,\lhJ renl()\(~ Ult: air hl1ses rroill
[he llernis[cr \('n(~; (Y)), R.eJe~lse the steerlrh:
C()liJfnn SiJprorr c1linp~ rrulT\ t.he t<icia rail t4:;
lnd hu!khC~l(!. [")!,-:;,.'()nnect t~l(' '~Cl'r1ng LOliP!I!li:
~_nd ~\Ithdr;:~v. tfi',,' ~'i)illriln (j"'''i..:!n~''!\ T!t<'
!':~.'"

l)U 1

th'c"

C(!'
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Carefully withdraw the facia assembly and
disconnect the wiring harness from the switches,
instruments and facia lamp.
To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure, referring to
Fig. 74 when connecting harness leads. Road test
the vehicle and check the operation of all
instruments and controls.

Q.J/

(Q

/

/

Fig. 71.

Glove box bracket attachment

FACIA RAIL
To Remove (Figs. 68 and 69)
Remove the facia assembly from the vehicle.
Open the glove box lid and drill out the poprivet (40). Take out the screw (49) and slacken
the three lower screws (6) securing the veneered
panel to the facia pressing. Remove the screws
(43) and (49) and withdraw the facia rail (41)
and bracket (48l.
To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure.

VENEERED PANEL
To Remove
Remove the facia assembly from the vehicle.
Pull out the ashtray, depress the spring and
withdraw the ashtray assembly from the facia.
Take out the screws (9) and separate the ashtray
bowl (8), capping (W) and pull handle (11).
Remove the Instruments, switches, controls
and ashtray housing (3) from the facia panel.
Take out screws (5), (6), (19) and (23), and
remove the veneered panel assembly.
Pull off the clips (4) and remove the badge.
Take out the screws (22), (27) and (25) and
remove the buffer brackets (2\), striker plate
(28) and tie bracket (24).
Take out the screw (12) and remove the lock
assembly (15), clamp (13) and finger pull (14).
Take out the screws (17), (29), (30) and (3\)
and remove the check link assembly (18) and
hinges (7).
To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure.

Fig. 72.

Fig. 73.

Facia top edge attachment

Facia rail to dash sides
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Key to Fig. 74

Terminal End

Colour

Ref.

Connected to:

--------------------.--------------1----

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
10.
II.
i2.
13.
14.

15.
16.

Black/Green
Black
Green/Blue
Black (2)
Lt. Green/Green
Red/White
~ Black (2)
\.. Black
Lt. Green/Purple, Black
Red/White
Lt. Green/Green (2)
Green
Green:Black
Black (3)
Lt. Green/Green
Black
Purple/White (2)

17} amp. 'Lucar'
17+ amp. 'Lucar'
17} amp. 'Lucar' and cover
Eyelet
171- amp. 'Lucar' and cover
'Snap in' bulbholder
Eyelet
Eyelet
'Snap in' bulbholder
'Snap in' bulbholder
Double 17\ amp. 'Lucar' and cover
17~ amp. 'Lucar' and cover
17l amp. 'Lucar' and cover
Evelet
1'7} ami;. 'Lucar and cover
Bullet connector
Double snap connector

Purple
Brown
White (2)

Bullet connector
17 tamp. 'Lucar' and cover
Double 17! amp .. Lucar' and cover

White
White/Red

171 amp .. Lucar' and cover
17! amp. 'Lucar' and cover

23.
24.

Black
Green (2)
Red/White (2)

17+ amp. 'Lucar'
Double 171 amp. 'Lucar" and cover
Double J 71 amp. "Lucar' and cover

15.

BrowniRed (2)

Doubl~

26.
27.
28.
2Y.
30.
31.
32.

Brown
Red/White
Black (3)
81m-White, Black
White, White/Brown
White, Brown/Yelln\'.
Red/White

171 amp.
'Push in"
Eyelet
'Push in"
"Push in'
'Push in'
'Push in"

Green/Purple
Green

17; amp. "Lucar' and cover
17! am" "Lucal and cover

Green/White
Green/Red
Lt. Green/Brown
Purple/Black (2)
Blue/White (2)
Blue/Red
Brown/Red
Purple

Snap connector
Snap connector
Snap connector
Double snap connector
Double snap connector
Snap connector
Snap connector
Snap connector

E

Black
Black
Black/Green
Green

17j
17-j17 ~
17!

D.

Purple/White

17.
18.
19.
20.

21
22.

A.

B.

{

17! amp. 'Lucar" and cover

amp.
amp.
amp.
amp.

'Lucar" and cover
bulbl10lder
bulbholder
bulbholder
bulbholder
bulbholder

'Lucar'
'Lucar'
'Lucar' and cover
'Lucar' and cover

Wiper switch-from motor.
Wiper switch-earth.
Temperature indicator--from transmitter.
Temperature indicator-·earth
Temperature indicator-from voltage stabilizer.
Tachometer-instrument illumination.
Tachometer cJamp--earth.
Flasher warning light.
Speedometer- instrument illumination.
Voltage stabilizer T-output.
Voltage stabilizer 'B' --input.
Fuel indicator-from tank unit.
Fuel indicator--earth.
Fuel indicator--from voltage stabilizer.
Facia lamp switch-earth.
(Saloon). Not connected.
(Convertible). facia lamp-from door switches.
Facia lamp-supply.
Ign./Starter switch: terminal I -supply.
Ign.jStarter switch: terminal 2 -supply to ignition
and oil pressure warning lights.
Ign.;Starter switch: terminal 2 supply to fuse box.
Ign./Starter switch: terminal 3---supply TO stann
solenoid.
Heater switch from motor.
Heater switch-supply.
Lighting switch: Terminal 8. Instrument illumination only.
Lighting switch: terminal 4-- to column switch and
parking lamps.
Lighting switch terminal I--supply.
Fuel indicator--instrllment illumination.
Speedometer-earth.
Main beam warning light.
Oil pressure warning light.
Ignition warning light.
Temperature indicator--instrllment illumination
} Stop lamp switch.

}

Flasher switch
Horn push.
Column light switch

Wiper
Wiper
Wiper
Wiper

motor
motor
motor
motor

Door switch

bracket
frame
terminal 1.
terminal 2.
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3

4

5

6

8

7

2

10

9

11

I
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14
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\
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25

24

23

21

22

I Control knob
2 Demister duct
3 Air distribution control cablc
4 Control knob
5 Temperature control cable
6 Demister hoses
7 Sealing rubber
8 Heater unit
9 Hose clips
10 Spire screw
II Blower motor attachment screv.'s
[:2 Heatcr blower
13 Banjo bait
14 AJaptor
15 Washer

F'·.g. 75 .

i

21

19

20

16
17
18
19
20

21
22

23

24
25
26
27
28
29

H148

18

9

17

16

Washer
Bottom hose
Adaptor/heater unit hose
Seal
Adaptor/water valve hose
Nuts
Air distribution box
Trunnion
Securing bolt
Securing bracket
Water valve
Spire screws
,
Demister vent filllsher
Air distribution control flap

Heating system details
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HL·\TER AND \L'\;TIL\ TL...,(. SYSTEM

Heater Unit Removal (Fig'. 75

;lllJ

76,

Dram the cooling system <,lid isoLde the
bartery. RCIe:1SC the tcmpeFlturc control cable
i :,', t"I"<1ll1 the W:Her cO:1trol \<llve (26) ,1Ild remove
the hoscs 117i, (18) :md (20). Disconnect the
blo\\Cf" 111.,t"l· leads. Reic,tse lhe ehof;e from thc
rl.~a;· ;:dchlll l,'lI.Or.

\\\nking inside

[ill' V·:'.J\lck UI1\crc\\

(~.; I, :,-"'n1(,\;: th~.: '\\<hhcr",
1'1-0111 1l!~

:'t!1d lift the

thl.~ ;;Ul:"

hE'dTcr uilit

!-1~J1kh(';f_ci.

T,},~efH

.\ppi::i liher:!l ,'u:ttingol"Scei,:siik S.R.SI' t\1
the: contact faces
the nlbbcrs (7) clJ1d (19) and
btdkhead pane!. ["catc Uk he:ltel' unit stud,
through the hole, In the Nlikhe"d .wl! air
distrdlutIun bo\. Secure the lOp centre hr:lckct
\\itt1 one Scn?\\ t lO) ilnd \\nrking inside the
,-'-~
~.lhtcn the t\VO nuts and \V~l~~~lcr" (211 t c-

or

Fig, 76.

Wat('r hoses

" 111e he;~h_'r U;~il ;,...,.:;c!rh~
th,~: ,·;ght~h:ti1d~i\k nfthc \chick
tOle (~on t ["';-I! i', f~-;l i(') \\~_;
1'.-:1) the leIllp'cl'aturc COnl!,,! ~l1nh i~i fui'.,
in. Iced the inner cable through the \rul1niun
am! secure the outer cable h y Ugillel1111g the clIp
(26)" With the operating arm ufthe water cont;'p!
\ahe turned Cully cluekwise. tightell the lrunnion.
Reconnect the hattery. blower Illotor. waler
hoses and retill the cooling syqcm, Align ~lnd
clip the trim panel inlo position. Start the engine
and check fill' lea ks.

\Je\\cd ';\urn

: ,j,) u"t I,

Fig. 77.

Open condition

Demister vent attachment

Closed condition
Fig. 78.

Water control valve operation
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Air distribution box and demisting system (Figs. 77
and 79)
Removal
Unclip the dash mill board (Item 25, Page
5·245V).
Pull the demister hoses (6) from the air
distribution box (22) and the demister ducts (2).
Disconnect the control ci',l·- (3) from the air
distribution box, remove two nuts (2l) and
washers and take off the box.
To remove either demister duct from the
facia assembly remove the two spire screws (27)
from the extremities of the heater vent finisher
(28) and manoeuvre the duct from the facia.

H154

Fig. 79.

To Refit
Push the control knob (I) fully in. As before
ensure that the inner and outer cables run through
their attachment points. Turn the air distribution
flap (20) fully anticlockwise and tighten securing
bracket (25) and trunnion (23).
Position the demister duct underneath the
facia assembly. align the holes with those in the
extremities of the heater vent finisher and secure
with two screws.

Air distribution control flap

Water control valve (Figs. 75 and 78)
Removal
Disconnect the hose (20) and the temperature
control cable ('i) from the valve (26) and remove
the two nuts and serrated washers retaining the
water control valve. Remove the valve from the
studs ensuring that the sealing rubber ring is not
misplaced.
The operation of the water control valve is
shown in Fig, 78.

Fig. 80.

To Refit
Reverse the above procedure. referring to the
refitment of the heater unit when refitting the
control cable.
NOTE: The water control valve is serviced
only by replacement.

Blower motor attachment

Heater Blower Motor (Figs. 80 and 81)
Removal
Isolate the battery and disconnect the heater
blower. Remove three retaining screws and
washers (11) and take out the blower motor
assembly (12),
Loosen the brass nut in the centre of the
impellor and withdraw the impellor from the
blow motor shaft.
NOTE: The blower motor assembly
serviced only by replacement.

H150

Fig. 81.

Fan attachment

To Refit
Reverse the above procedure.

is
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WINDSCREEN WASHER SYSTEM

I

.I

The screen washer is manually operated from
a knob and plunger fitted to the facia panel. refer
to page 5·213.
To Remove (Fig. 82)
Isolate the battery.
Remove the water container cap, located on
the R.H. side of the car under the bonnet
adjacent to the wipe]" motor, and lift the
water container (8) clear of its retaining
clip (7).
Pull the feed tube from the water contamer
to the pump (9) through the aperture m the
dash panel into the engine compartment.
Remove the knob and plunger as described
on page 5·23IV.
Release the dash mill board trim panel and
pull the water delivery tubing (5), (6) and (10)
away from the jet nozzles and the plunger.
Remove the nut (4) and washer (3) from the
jet assembly under the windscreen surround
panel.
Withdraw the jet assembly together with the
fibre washer (2) from the top side of the
windscreen surround panel.
To Refit-Reverse the removal procedure.

WINDSCREEN WIPER WHEELBOXES

I

4

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Jet
Fibre washer
Washer
Nut
Delivery-tubing
Delivery-tubing
Retaining clip-container
Cap-water contamer
Fuel tubing
Delivery-tubing

Fig. 82.

Windscreen washer system

Fig. 83.

Wiper wheelbox attachment

!

To Remove-Wheelboxes (Fig. 84)
Remove the wiper arms and locknuts.
Remove four screws arrowed, accessible from
behind the facia panel and release the wheelbox outer casings from the wheelbox mam
body.
Manoeuvre the wheel box main body from
behind the facia panel.
To Refit-Reverse the removal procedure, refer
to "Dust and Water Sealing," page 5·30IV.
To Remove-Wheelbox Drive Cable
Remove the wiper arms from the spindles.
Referring to page 6'126V, remove the connecting rod, from the wiper motor and pull
the drive cable clear of the dash panel.
To Refit-Feed the drive cable through the
wheel box tubing.
Attach a suitable spring scale to hole in crosshead.
Maximum permissable force to move cable
rack in t bing is 6·0 lb.
Install the connecting rod to the wiper motor
page 6·I27V.
Refit the wiper arms to the spindles.

J
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5

4

10&27
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29
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6
7

8
9

16

25

26

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

24

Front seat complete assembly
Squab cover assembly
Centre pad-squab
Surround pad-squab
Hair pad-squab
Inner wire-squab (Right/hand)
Rubber strap small-squab
Inner wire-squab (Left/hand)
Upper wire-outer squab
Trim clip
Trim clip
Rubber strap intermediate-squab
Centre wire outer-squab
Lower wire outer-squab
Rubber strap large-squab

Fig. 84.

22

23

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
2<;
3(,

Front seat details

Frame assembly
Upper wire outer-squab
Centre wire outer-squab
Rubber strap large-squab
Lower wire outer-squab
Clip-seat diaphragm
Seat diaphragm
Seat cushion pad
Cushion--side roll
Cushion border pad
Seat cushion-cover
Trim clip
Trim clip
Tube clip
Cushion-side roll

BODY

31

33

32

34

35

36 37

31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48

Cushion-cover assembly
Cushion pad
Squab-eover assembly
Top roll-foam pad
Foam pad-rear squab
Spring case-squab
Pad-rear seat squab
Spring case-cushion
Trim channel
Trim angle
Hair pad
Squab board
Spring case-cushion
Pad-rear seat cushion
Cushion cover assembly
Squab cover assembly
Staple
Trim angle

48-----

46 - - - - - - - : : > . l \ \ \

42

SEATS
Front Seats-Saloon and Convertible (Fig. 86)
To Remove
Move the seat fully forward and remove one
bolt from the rear of each channel (2). Push the
seat fully rearwards and remove one bolt from
the front of each channel. Lift the seat clear,
complete with seat slide channel.
To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure.

45
Fig. 85.

43
Rear seat details

H18$

Fore and aft-Adjustment
The drivers and passengers seats are adjustable
for leg reach by pulling forward the lever at the
front of each seat and sliding the seat' to the
desired position. Some additional seat movement
may be necessary to ensure positive location of
the nearest adjustment notch.

5·243V
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Fig. 86.

Front seat attachment and packings

Fig. 87.

Front seat adjustment

Height Adjustment (Fig. 87)
By attaching the seat frame to either of the
two !ocatil1ns 'A' or 'B', at the front or the scat
I"I!TH1Cr~, alternative scat height positions are
ross1ble,

Back Rcst--Adjustment (Fig. 87)
The drivers seat is adjusted for rake by turning
the rubber blocks 'C to the most suitable of the
four numbered positions,

Seat Packing (Fig. 86)
Seat packings arc titled uncler the front
mounting bolts and to the rear outer mounting
1'01t5 on both scats.

Rear Seats- Saloon (Fig, 88)
To Remove

Fig. 88.

Rear seat attachment-Saloon

Lift out the seat cushion,
Remove two bolts, washers and nuts (I),
accessible from the luggage compartment.
Lift the squab clear of the two retall1ers Oil the
rear bulkhead and remove the squab from the car

To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure.

Rear Seats--Comertible (Fig. 89)
To Remove
Lift out the seat cushion,
Drill out six pop rivets (J) with No. 30
(3.30 m/m) drill. Remove four acme hex'headed
screws, two each side (2).
Lift the squab clear and rellllwe the squab from
the car.

To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure.

Fig. 89.

Rear seat attachment-Convertible

BODY
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SAFETY HARNESS ANCHORAGES
3 POINT FIXING-FRONT
Saloon and Convertible (Fig. 90)
Attach the latched hooks on safety belt to the
eye bolts (I).
Fig. 90.

Floor eyebolt attachment
Saloon (Fig. 91)
To Remove
Unscrew the pivot bolt and remove the '\laved
washer and the pivot bolt spacer from the
veneered capping rear waist rail (2).

To Refit
Pass the pivot bolt through the belt strap
attachment plate, waved washer and spacer.
Refit the assembly to the waist rail.

Fig.91.

Waist rail attachment-Saloon

Convertible (Fig. 92)
To Remove
Unscrew the pivot bolt and remove the waved
washer and pivot bolt spacer from the rear
wheelarch (3).

To Refit
Pass the safety belt through aperture in rear
quarter trim panel as shown. Pass the pi,
through belt strap attachment plate, waved
washer and spacer. Refit the assembly to th.'
wheelarch.

Fig. 92.

Wheelarch attachment-Convertible
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22

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

21

20

Tread plate sill
Carpet front floor
Heel mat
Trim pad rear quarter convertible
Cover wheelarch
Cover "B" post trim
Pocket assembly rear quarter
Trim pad rear quarter-Saloon
Mat heelboard
Luggage compartment trim
Luggage compartment mat
Luggage compartment trim
Pocket assembly rear quarter
Cover wheelarch
Trim pad rear quarter-Convertible
Fig. 93.

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Trim pad rear quarter-Sa,oon
Cover "B" post trim
Carpet rear floor
Tread plate sill
Carpet front floor
Millboard dash side
Millboard dash lower
Pad sound insulation dash upper
Left-handjRight-hand steering
Pad sound insulation dash upper
Left-handjLeft-hand steering
Millboard dash upper
Strip sound deadening
Millboard deadening
Carpet gearbox cover

Floor coverings and trim casings

BODY
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6

7

8

9

10

I

18

27 26 25

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Finisher hoodstick
Finisher hoodstick
Squab rail
Finisher "A" post-R.H.
Finisher "A" post-L.H.
Door moulding
Clip--moulding
Tonneau side moulding
Retainer---moulding
Tonneau side moulding
Bonnet moulding

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Finisher roof/rear
Squab rail
Finisher hoodstick
Finisher hoods tick
Badge
Tonneau side moulding
Finisher roof corner
Finisher
Clip
Finisher roof/rear

Fig. 94. Exterior mouldings finishers and bumpers

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Finisher bumper
Clip
Clip
Moulding rear lamp
Finisher bumper
Finisher tail lamp
Finisher bumper
Finisher roof corner
Finisher bumper
Finisher bumper

H:B~
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FINISHER MOULDINGS
Waistline Mouldings
The waistline mouldings are retained by
clips riveted to the bonnet, door and tonneau
side panels.
To Remove
Using a small screwdriver from which all
sharp edges have been removed, gently lever the
mouldings from the panels.

9

To Refit
Place the mouldings on to the clips and
applying firm hand pressure, snap the mouldings
into position.

16

Stop/Tail Lamp Surround
The stop/tail lamp surround comprises three
sections, which are retained to the rear end of the
tonneau side panel by barbed clips.
To Remove
Using a small screwdriver from which all sharp
edges have been removed, gently lever the surround
off the clips.
To Refit
The clips are forced into position with light
blows from a mallet and the surround pushed on
to the clips.
Backlight Surround-Saloon Only
To Remove
Take out one screw from each corner section
and three screws from the upper section. Using
a piece of hardwood as a drift, remove both side
sections, and note the position of the clips in
the channel.

20

To Refit
Using a hide mallet, force the side section into
position. Apply Seelastik to five screw holes
along the top and refit the upper and corner
sections.

23

BUMPER FINISHERS
The front and rear bumper finishers each
comprise three sections.
To Remove
Using a t" (3 mm.) diameter drill, drill out
two rivets from each of the front sections and
three rivets from each of the rear sections.
To Refit
Secure the sections with

24

!" (3 mm.) pop rivets.
Fig. 95.

Exterior moulding fixings details

BODY
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FUEL TANK
To Remove (Fig. 96)
Isolate the battery.
Remove the luggage compartment 1100r
covering.
Disconnect the cables from the fuel indication
tank unit.
Drain the fuel tank. The drain plug is
accessi ble frolll under the vehicle behind the
left-hand side of the rear wheel arch.
Disconnect the fuel pipe by pulling the rubber
connector (4) from the upper forward corner 01
the tank.
RClllO\e four ilcme screws (I and 2) and one
bolt securing the fuel tank to luggage floor (3).
Take off the tiller cap and manoeuvre the tank
from the luggage compartment.

Fig. 96.

To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure. Refer to
'Dust and Water Sealing' section, page 5·30IV.

Fuel tank fixings

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

BONNET LOCK
A bonnet lock is available as a special
accessory in kit form comprising two lock
assemblies.
Fitting Instructions (Fig. 97)
Cover the area, forward of the bonnet catch
lever, with white masking tape. Use a pencil to
mark the position of a hole as shown and
dimensioned. Open out the hole to r (15'9 mm.)
diameter, and shape the hole as dimensioned.
Remove the tape and paint the edge of the metal
to prevent rust formation,

A
B
C
D
Fig. 97.

Inches
0·75"
066"
1·75"
1.25 "

lvfillimetres
19·05
16·80
44'45
31·75

Exploded arrangement of bonnet lock details

Assemble the bonnet lock details in the
sequence snown.

BODY
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MODIFICATION TO BODY SECTION
With the exception of the following changes from
Commission No. HC.50001 (Vitesse Mk. 2), all servicing procedures given in the preceding pages remain
unaltered.

FRONT GRILLE

To Remove
Remove SI" crosscrecess
(arrowed fig. 98)

screws

and

\\ aShtT,

To remove the three grille support brackets, take
out si.\ cross/fecess screws and washers (two in each
support !

Fig. 98.

Front grille attachment

Fig. 99.

Trim panel attachment

To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure.

TRIM PANEL-TRUNK LID RECESS
To Remove

Open the luggage lid and release the two friction
bushes or fix plates retaining the Triumph nameplate
to the lid,
Remove eight nuts and washers (arrowed Fig. 99)
and ease the trim panel assembly away from the
luggage compartment lid recess.
To Refit (Fig, 1(0)
Reverse the removal procedure and seal the underside of the rubber sealing washers (2) with Seelastik
SR51 and the nameplate fix plates with Kelseal.

4
Key to Fig. 100

Trim panel

5

2
---------

6

2 Sealing washer
3

Luggage lid panel

4

Plain washer

7

5 Spring washer
6

Hexagon nut

3

7 Weld bolt
Fig. 100.

KI86

Trim panel fitting instructions

BODY
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INSTRUMENTS, SWITCHES AND
CONTROLS
NOTE: Before disturbing any part of the facia
isolate the battery. When refitting any of the Lucar
connectors described in the following procedures,
refer to Group 6-Facia Connections.

INSTRUMENTS
Speedoml'ter and Tachometer (Fig. 101)
To Remove

iiiliili!li!iliiiiiliiiiiiilliliiliili

Disconnect the drive cable and pull out the illumination bulb holders. From the speedometer and voltage
stabiliser, disconnect the trip reset cable and disconnect
the Lucar connectors. Remove two knurled nuts (A),
spring washers, one earth lead from speedometer or
two leads from tachometer, and clamps (B). Push the
instrument out through the front of the facia, simultaneously removing the reinforcing ring from behind.

Fig. 101. Speedometer/tachometer
To Refit
Ensuring that the rubber ring is undamaged and
located adjacent to the rim, mount the instrument on
the facia and secure it from behind by fitting the
reinforcing ring, clamps (B), earth lead/s, spring
washers and knurled nuts (A). Push the illumination
bulb holders into position and re-connect the drive
cable. To the speedometer and voltage stabiliser reconnect the trip reset cable and Lucar connectors.

Flasher Warning Light
To Remove
Pull the bulb holder from the body, unscrew the
body and, if required, push the lens out through the
front of the facia.

To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure.

Fuel Contents and Water Temperature Gauge
(Fig. 102)
To Remove
Fig. 102.

Fuel/temperature gauge

Pull off the Lucar connectors and il!umination
bulb holder from the gauge. Remove the knurled nut
(C), spring washer, clamp (D) and earth lead. Push
out the gauge through the front of the facia, simultaneously removing the reinforcing ring from behind.

BODY
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To Refit
Ensuring that the rubber ring is undamaged and
located adjacent to the rim, mount the gauge on the
facia and secure it from behind by fitting the reinforcing
ring, clamp (D), earth lead, spring washer and knurled
nut. Push the illumination bulb holder into position
and re-connect the Lucar connectors.

H536~

SWITCHES
Ignition/Starter Switch (Fig. 103)

Fig. 103.

Ignition/starter switch

To Remove
Pull off the Lucar connectors from the switch,
unscrew the bezel (D) and withdraw the switch from
behind the facia.

To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure and refer to Group 6
-Facia Connections.

Master Light Switch (Fig. 104)
To Remove
Depress the spring plunger by pushing a suitable
pin (C) into the hole and pull off the knob. Unscrew
the bezel (D), withdraw the switch from behind the
facia and pull off the Lucar connectors.

Fig. 104.

Master light switch

To Refit
Locate the switch on the switch panel and secure it
by tightening the bezel, re-attach the Lucar connectors.
Push on the knob to engage with the spring plunger.

Heater Blower Switch (Fig. 105)
To Remove

b

Pull off the Lucar connectors from the switch,
unscrew the bezel (D) and withdraw the switch from
behind the facia.

To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure and refer to Group 6
-Facia Connections.
H536b

Fig. 105.

Heater blower switch

5·252V
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Windscreen Washer/Wiper Control
(Figs. 106 and 107)
To Remove

Depress the spring plunger by pushing a suitable
pin (C) into the hole and pull off the knob. Unscrew
the bezel (D), withdraw the switch from behind the
facia and pull off the nylon washer pipes and the Lucar
connectors.

To Refit

Fig. 106.

Windscreen washer/wiper control

o
\

E

\

Working behind the facia, locate the keyway (E)
on the switch body into the cutout in the metal support,
attached to the veneered panel and secure the switch
by tightening the bezel (D). Push on the knob to
engage with the spring and re-attach the nylon pipes
and Lucar connectors.

Choke Control (Fig. 108)
To Remove

Disconnect the inner and outer cables from the
carburettor and pull the choke knob complete with
inner cable from the front of the facia. Unscrew the
bezel (D) and withdraw the outer cable.

H53bJ

Fig. 107.

Windscreen washer/wiper control
(alternative fitment)

To Refit

Feed the outer cable complete with support bracket
through the switch panel, screw on the bezel until flush
with the threaded end of the cable and insert the inner
cable. Rotate the outer cable in the switch panel to
correctly position the knob and tighten the locknut (F).
Re-connect the opposite end of the cables to the
carburettors.

Heat Control and Air Distribution (Fig. 109)
To Remove

Disconnect the control cables from the water valve
and heater unit. Depress the spring plunger by pushing
a suitable pin (C) into the hole and pull off the knob.
Unscrew the bezel (D) and withdraw the cable.

To Refit

Fig. 108.

Choke control

Attach the cables to the switch panel by, screwing
the bezel (D) until flush with the threaded end of the
cable. Push on the knob to engage with the spring
plunger. Re-connect the opposite end of the cables to
the water valve and heater unit.

5·253V
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FACIA ASSEMBLY
Vitesse Mk. 2
To Remove (Figs. 110 and Ill)
Isolate the battery. Release the clips securing the
wiring harness to the bulkhead and disconnect the
harness leads from the stop lamp switch, wiper motor
and steering column switches.
Release the control cables from carburettor, water
valve and heater air distribution flap.
Unscrew the drive cable from the speedometer and
remove the air hoses from the demister vents (38).
Disconnect the plastic pipes from the windscreen
washer pump aLd unscrew the drive cable from the
tachometer.

;.

'~,
. !

Fig. 109.

Release the steering column assembly (as described
on page 4'211) and withdraw it from the car.
Take out two screws (44) securing the facia rail
support (45) to the bulkhead (Fig. 71) and one screw
(51) securing the choke control support bracket (54)
to the bulkhead.
Remove seven screws (32) securing the facia top
edge and finishers to the windscreen lower rail (Fig. 72).
Remove four screws (52) two each side securing the
facia rail (40) to the dash sides (Fig. III).
Carefully withdraw the facia assembly and disconnect the wiring harness from the switches, instruments and facia lamp.
To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure and refer to Group 6
--Facia Connections. Road test the vehicle and check
the operation of all instruments and controls.

FACIA RAIL
To Remove (Figs. 110 and III)
Remove the facia assembly from the vehicle.
Working on the bench, open the glove box lid and
drill out the pop rivt:t (39). Release the trip cancelling
control from the facia rail. Take out the screw (46)
and remove the bracket (45). Slacken the three lower
screws (8) securing the veneered panel to the facia rail

H536a.

ff,

Heat/Air control

Remove four screws (42) securing the fibre
trimmed facia to the facia rail and withdraw the rail.

(40).

To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure.

VENEERED PANEL
To Remove (Fig. 110)
Remove the facia assembly from the vehicle.
Working on the bench remove the instruments,
switches, controls and switch panel (9) from the facia
panel. Take out eight screws (8), (19) and (23) and
remove the veneered panel assembly (7).
Take out the screws (22), (27) and (25) and remove
the buffer brackets (21), striker plate (28) and tie
bracket (24).
Take out screw (12) and remove the lock assembly
(15) clamp (13) and finger pull (14).
Take out the screws (17), (29), (30) and (31) and
remove the check link assembly (18) and hinge (11).
To Refit
Reverse the removal procedure.
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8
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20

Nut-panel attachment
Switch panel-saddle bracket
Facia--light switch
Ash tray
Light switch--cover plate
Nylon stud-light switch
Veneered panel
Screw panel-attachment
Switch panel
Finisher plate
Hinge-glove box

17

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

\

16

15

Screw-lock clamp
Lock clamp
Finger pull
Glove box lock
Glove box lid
Screw-link attachment
Check link
Screw-facia attachment
Rubber-buffer
Buffer-bracket

Fig. 110. Facia panel details

14

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
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Screw-bracket attachment
Screw-tie bracket
Tie bracket
Screw-tie bracket
Trimmed facia
Screw-striker bracket
Striker bracket
Screw-hinge to lid
Screw-hinge to panel
Screw-hinge to lid
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37

35

26

38

39

\
\

41

55

56

32
33
34

35
36
37

38
39
40
41
42
43

44

54

50

Screw-facia attachment
Screw-demister finisher attachment
Clips-demister finisher attachment
Finisher-top edge-centre
Finisher-demister vent
Finisher-top edge-L.H.
Demister vent
Pop rivet
Facia rail
Fix nut
Screw-facia to rail
Fix nut
Screw-bracket to bulkhead

Fig. 111.

48

49

45
46
47

4.8
49
50
51
52

53
54
55
56

47

46

Support bracket
Screw--bracket to facia
Fix nut
Steering column support bracket
Steering column clamp
Nut
Screw---choke bracket attachment
Bolts-facia rail to dash side
Fix nuts
Choke-support bracket
Fix nuts
Finisher-top edge R.H.

Facia attachments

45
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3

4

5

6

7

I

I

I

I

13

16

14

Heat control

9

Clamp support-tachometer and
speedometer

10

Clamp support-temperature and
fuel gauge

2

Air distribution control

3

Heat blower switch

4

Lighting switch

11

Windscreen washer and wiper switch

5

Choke control

12

Temperature gauge

6

Trip cancelling control

13

Fuel gauge

7

Support ring-tachometer and
speedometer

14

Tachometer

15

Speedometer

16

Ignition and starter switch

8

Knurled nut

Fig. 112.

Switches, instruments and controls
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DUST AND WATER SEALING

DUST AND WATER SEALING

The following notes and diagrams indicate the locations of sealed joints and serve to familiarise dealers with the
necessary materials and techniques employed to render the body shell dust and water proof.
The list of approved sealing compounds has been broken down into sections, appertaining to the progressive
body build. The diagrams showing the location of sealed joints (heavy lines) show, in some cases, seams which are
sealed with compounds which require curing in heated atmosphere. These compounds are listed under the genera!
term "Plastisol" and are not suitable for application in service. In every case where Plastisol compounds have been
used and the seal has failed, Hermetal "Double Bond" Metallic Cream, Docker's Compound or Hermetal Plastic
Metal Filler should be used.
The scrap sections in the following pages correspond with the numbers on the diagram showing the complete car.

SEALING COMPOUNDS

COMPOUND
Glasticon 303
Glasticord 305
and 400
KelseaI3/315M.
Kelseal 305.

MANUFACTURER
Kelseal Ltd.,
Vogue House,
Hanover Square,
London, W.I.

COMPOUND
Seelastik SR.51
Seelastrip LS.105

MANUFACTURER
Expandite Ltd.,
Cunard Road Works,
London, N.W.IO.

---

Docker's
Compound

Docker Bros. Ltd.,
Rotton Park Street,
Birmingham, 16.

Boscoseal
B.B. Plastisol Putty
S.l06.46

B.B. Chemicals,
Ulverscroft Road,
Leicesrer.

-Supra Dedseal

Supra Chemical & Paint Ltd.,
Hainge Road,
Tipton,
Staffs.

Hermetal "Double Bond"
Metallic Cream
Hermetal Plastic
Metal Filler

The Kenilworth Mfg.
Co. Ltd.,
West Drayton,
Middlesex.

3M's EC 1168
Mastic Sealer

Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing,
3M House,
Wigmoore Street,
London, W.I.

Dunlop D5.5035/S Sealer

Dunlop Chemical
Division,
Chester Road,
Erdington,
Birmingham, 24.

,------------------------------------------

......1

Second Issue

Fig. 1.

Location of sealed joints

NOTE: The locations given above relate to those numbered in the following pages.
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DUST AND WATER SEALING

APPROVED SEALING MATERIALSBODY IN WHITE (UNPAINTED)

I

i
i

APPLICATION

----1-

STRIP SEALERS

MASTICS

i

!

Spotweld
Sealers

i

----------[Plugging small holes

-------- ----1----------

i

----------1---Pre-Phosphate Sealer

569630 Expandite Seelastrip LS.l 05
571214 Glasticord ! x 1- 400 Strip Sealer

553938 Expandite Seelastik (Natural)
559357 3 M's EC 1168

569630 Expa~dite Seelastrip LS.105
554422 GlasHcon 303
---I------~----_·_-_·_-_·

5668oo-B.B. Chemical S.23/206

I
I

I

PAINT SHOP

APPLICATION
Internal joints

\

GUN APPLIED
SEALERS

PUTTIES

REMARKS
To be pumped
with Graco
equipment

514697-Plus Products
PD 18/11
562959 Supraseal
574270--ExpanditeHeat Gel Sealer
607/1
574699-Plus Products
HG9
574700-Dunlop
Chemical Products
DS5035/S

External joints

Plugging small
holes

PLASTISOL

560563 Kelseal
3/315 m.
574701-Expandite
Plastisol 869
554422 Glasticon
303

Low temperature
cure

5641 59-B.B.
Plastisol Putty
S.106.46
564158 Expandite
Plastisol Putty

Second Issue

5·304V

DUST AND WATER SEALING

APPROVED SEALING MATERIALS
TRIM AND FINISH

APPLICATION

MASTICS

Windscreen sealers,
rubber weatherstrips,
plugs and grommets

566600
Seelastik SR.51

Bolted metal to metal
joints, metal mouldings,
small holes, screw fixings, etc.

566600 Expandite
Scelastik SR.51

STRIP SEALERS

I-;;cstik

I Expandite
Seelastrip LS.105
Kelseal Strip 305
B.B. Chern. P41.228
Glasti563615 i" x
cord Strip Sealer

I

PUTTIES

REMARKS

554422
Glasticon
303

Strip sealers have
Part Nos. allocated
according to
section

-ro"

--

Special Purpose,
i.e. paper to metal

Glasticord 400

AFTER

PAINT

REPAIRS

MISCELLANEOUS

APPLICAnON
External Joints

..

,

...

...

...

..

...

,

...

.. .

...

Docker's Compound
Hermetal Double Bond

BODY UNDERSIDE PROJECTORS

APPLICATION

SOLVENT BASED

Sealing external joints and protection of vulnerable areas on underside of
.. ,
.. ,
body
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

-

Second Issue

554419 SUPRA DEDSEAL
557167 BOSCOSEAL 9010
567815 BOSCOSEAL 9020
Plus Products LCHM 10

DUST AND WATER SEALING

5·30SV

Wing side to wing front panels (use
approved Plastisol).

1.

2

2-litre badge to bonnet
side
(used approved
Mastics).

3 Side and flasher lamp
rubber and lamp to
bonnet (used approved
Mastics).

2.1

3.

Windscreen pillar drip
appro,'ed Plastisol).
2

Wheelarch inner to wheelarch
outer
(used
approved
Plastisol).

channel (use

Top finisher front edge to screen (use
approved Plastisol) (Convertible only),

Second Issue

5·306V

DUST AND WATER SEALING

All rubber grommets to component~
attached to the dash panel, including
those on the inside of the car (use
approved Mastics).

4.

5.

2

Master cylinder fixmg bolts (use approved
MastIcs)

3

Underside of master cylinder brackets
before assembly (used approved Mastics).

4

Master cylinder rubber covers to dash
(use approved Mastics).

Steering column to rubber grommet and
grommet to dash panel (use approved
Mastics).

2

1
t.

6.

Windscreen to glazing rubber and rubber
to body (use approved Mastics).
2
3

7.

Second Issue

I

Catch plate bonnet to dash side panel
(use approved Mastics).

Roof panel weatherstrip to screen header
rail and roof (use approved Mastics).
Roof panel weatherstrip to screen header
(Plus products 6(63D).

DUST AND WATER SEALING

8.

5'307V

Facia stay bracket to dash sIde panel
(use approved Mastics).

9.

Door hinge to .. A" post (use approved
Mastics).

)'\
I
I

10.

Roof panel, joint edge of ftange to
cantrail inside of water channel (use
approved Plastisol).

3

Cantrail to roof panel (use approved
Mastics).

2
3

-'A'

~'/

/

~/'.

/~fl

I

?//~--------
/
;'

Cantrail and header panel joint (use
approved Plastisol).

1
\~:::::;)
!i

,II'

II

'ii

i

II

i

i

Ii

:,

Ii

I

i

11.

I, i

1~

I

"A" post inner panel to dash side
panels (use approved Mastics).

1

lli,I,,'
Iii
11,1., 1

"

',I

',_

,

>

Second Issue

DUST AND WATER SEALING

5·308V

12.

~-i

Dash shelf panel to front deck panel
(use approved Plastisol).
2

Front de<.:k panel to dash shelf panel
(use approved Plastisol).

3 Outer "A" post to front floor panels
(use approved Plastisol).
4 Plug two corner holes at the base of the
"A" post (Glasticon 303).

\
4
13.

I

Dash side front to dash shelf and dash
shelf to Panel deck front (use approved
gun-applied sealers).

14.

Door seal flange to floor panels.
2

Second Issue

Dash side front to floor panel (use
approved gun-applied scalers).

5·309V

DUST AND WATER SEALING

15.

Seal opening between draught ventilator
and door panel (Glasticon 303).

4

3~
'A''A'

'8"8' & 'C"C'

Gearbox cover corner (Glasticon 303).

16.

'c'

2

17.

2 Gearbox cover rear corners and over
tunnel, double application of (approved
Mastics).
3

Seal to gearbox cover (Bostik 8GC.122).

4

Apply to sealing rubber before fitting
cover t" bead of (approved Mastics).

~2

Striker plate to "B" post (use approved
Mastics).
2 Courtesy switch to "A" post (use
approved Mastics),

1

Second Issue

DUST AND WATER SEALING

5·310V

1-----~
~-----!

,r-- -,-;

=k~_ ,=~===?

___ 1

Rear floor to
front floor panel
centre (Rubberised canvas).

18.

2

Air distribution box to dash panel (use
approved Plastisol).

19.

2

Heater control and choke cables to
grommet and dash panel (use approved
Mastics).

3

Cover plate to be sealed when heater is
not fitted (use approved Mastics).

4

Cover plate to be sealed when heater is
not fitted (use approved Mastics).

Rear floor to front floor panel joint (use
approved Mastics).

20.

2

Second Issue

Rear floor to
front floor panel
outer (Everseal
strip).

Sill panel angle joints (use approved
Plastisol).

DUST AND WATER SEALING

5·311V

1
11.

Seal cover-rear spring
(Prestik t/O x -rlr'").

access

hole

2 Cover spring access to rear of seat pan
(use approved Mastics).

2

11.

Panel side rear seat pan to tonneau side
(Seelastik interweld).
2 Wheelarch outer panel to wheelarch
inner panels (use approved Mastics).
3 Wheelarch outer panel to tonneau side
panel (Seelastik interweld).

5

4 Rear seat pan to panel side (top and
underside) (use approved Mastics).
5 Comer holes plugged at the joints
between outer wheelarch, tonneau lower
side and seat panel (Glasticon 303).

13.

Backlight weatherstrip to glass and roof
panel (use approved Mastics).
2 Backlight sealing rubber to roof (use
approved Mastics).
3 Sealing rubber to be fixed firmly to panel
(Bostik 1261).

4 Plug hole at roof to screen panel joint
(use approved sealer).

Second Issue

DUST AND WATER SEALING

5·312V

24.

Plug hole from interior of
the body (Glasticon 303).
2

Quarter light pillar (Glasticon 303).

3 Seal roof rubber to deck 3"
each side (Glasticon 303).
4

Seal corner of roof to
tonneau side before fitting
quarter light rubber (Glasticon 303).

5 Seal all round quarter light
glazing strip to glass and
body (use approved Mastics).
6

Seal roof capping fixing to
body(useapproved Mastics).

2
25.

1 Seal round petrol tank filler neck
grommet and body panel (use approved
Mastics).
2 End fixing of tonneau side moulding
(G1asticon 303).

26.

Triumph badge to roof panel (Glasticon
303).
2 Triumph letters to luggage compartment
lid (G1asticon 303).
3 Vitesse 6 badge to luggage compartment
lid depression (use approved Mastics).
4 Seal holes with Dalmas Klingfast CIO
tape 1" wide.

Second Issue

DUST AND WATER SEALING
27.

I

5·313V

Comer holes between the
wheelarch outer panel and
luggage floor side panel and
between the inner and outer
wheelarch panels and luggage floor (Glasticon 303).

2 Outer wheelarch tonneau
side panel and rear valance
side panel (use approved
Mastics).
3

Luggage floor panel to seat
pan
Seat pan to inner wheelarch
panel
Inner wheelarch to floor
panel
Wheelarch to luggage floor
side panel
(use approved Mastics).

4

Spare wheel tray to luggage
floor (use approved Plastisol).

28.

Luggage compartment to valance fixings
(use approved Plastisol).
2 "B" post outer panel to tonneau side
"B" post outer panel to sill
Tonneau side upper to lower panel
Rear deck to tonneau upper panel
(use approved Plastisol).
3 Rear deck to tonneau
(use approved Mastics).

side

panel

4 Seal hole in rear deck as shown (Glasticon 303).

29.

Tonneau side rear end closing panel
(use approved Plastisol).
2 Inside edge of tail lamp apertures
(use approved Plastisol).
3 Rear deck to tonneau side (Glasticon
303).
4

Water channel-rear deck to tonneau side
(use approved Plastisol).

Second Issue

DUST AND WATER SEALING

5·314V

1

30.

I

~.

Seal valance fixings on
inside of body (use approved
Mastics).
2 Seal side valance fixings on
inside of body (use approved
Mastics).

)

'A 'A

3 Lower ends of tail lamp
aperture before assembly of
valance panels (use approved
Strip Sealer).

\

3

Seal between rear valance centre and
luggage floor panel side (Seelastik interweld).

31.

2 Seal between rear valance side panel and
luggage floor panel side (Seelastik interweld).
3 Seal luggage compartment floor jomt as
shown (Seelastik interweld).
4 Trunk lid stay fixings (Seelastik interweld).

Luggage floor side to tonneau side lower
panel (use approved Mastics).

32.

2 Rear body mounting bracket to tonneau
closing panel (use approved Mastics).
3 Rear body mounting bracket to luggage
compartment floor and rear valance
(use approved Mastics).
4

Corner holes plugged (Glasticon 303).

5 Tonneau side panel lower corner holes
(use approved Mastics).

33.

Seal tool kit strap to luggage floor panel
(use approved Mastics).
2 Trunk lid seal to be fixed firmly in
position (Plus products 6/630).

Second Issue

DUST AND WATER SEALING

5·315V

1
34.

Roof top to lower panel (Plastisol 53).
2 Panel roof top to panel lower roof
(Expandite 607/1).

2

Joint between waist rail and deckpanel
(use approved Plastisol, approx. t" each
side).

35.

Wheel arch to seat pan (use
approved Plastisol).

36.
2

Seal holes at base of "B"
post (use approved Mastics),

3

Rear floor panel to heelboard
(use
approved
Mastics).

4

Heelboard panel to rear
seat pan (use approved
Mastics).

37.

I

Rubber retainer to cantrail after setting
with (cream Seelastik).

Second Issue
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TRIUMPH
GT6 and VITESSE 2-1itre
WORKSHOP MANUAL
GROUP 6

CONTENTS
GT6 MARK 1 -- INTRODCCED OCTOBER 1966
Page
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Wiring diagram
Fuse assembly
Generator ..
Control box
Battery

6106
6·108
6·113
6·119
6'122
6·123

Ignition/starter switch
Starter solenoid
Starter motor
Ignition coil
Ignition distributor
Lamp switches
Lamps and bulbs
Flasher unit

6·124
6·129
6·130
6·136
6'139
6'144

Horns
Overdrive ..
Windscreen wiper motor
Voltage stabilizer ..
Fuel indication
Temperature indication
Oil pressure indication

6'146
6·148
6·152
6·155
6·156
6·158

Test data and equipment

6·161

6·160

GT6 MARK I-NORTH AMERICAN MARKET ONLY. MODIFICATIONS
TO COMPLY WITH U.S. FEDERAL STANDARDS
Wiring diagram

Refer to page 6·104

Ignition distributor (Emission control component)
Brake line failure and oil pressure indication-left hand

6·201
~teer
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6'207
continued
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6·103

ELECTRICAL

KEY TO WIRING DIAGRAM-GT6 MARK I-RIGHT HAND STEER

CAUTION: THIS VEHICLE IS FITTED WITH A NEGATIVE EARTH ELECTRICAL SYSTEM. ENSURE
THAT THE BATTERY EARTH LEAD IS ALWAYS CONNECTED TO THE BATTERY
NEGATlVE TERMINAL.
EXERCISE CARE WHEN CONNECTING INTO CIRCUIT ANY ACCESSORY THAT MAY
CONTAIN SILICON DIODES OR TRANSISTORS. IRREPARABLE DAMAGE MAY RESULT
TO SUCH POLARITY SENSITIVE COMPONENTS IF INCORRECTLY FITTED.

I Generator
2 Control box
3 Ignition warning light
4 Battery
5 Ignition/starter switch
5A Ignition/starter switchradio supply connector
6 Starter solenoid
7 Starter motor
8 Ignition COil
9 Ignition distributor
10 Master light switch
II Instrument illumination
12 Column light switch
13 Main beam warning light
14 Main beam
15 Dip beam
16 Fuse assembly
17 Horn relay
18 Horn push
19 Horn
20 Roof lamp
21 Roof lamp tailgate switch
22 Roof lamp door switch
23 Roof lamp facia switch
24 Tail lamp
25 Plate illumination lamp
26 Front parking lamp
27 Reverse lamp switch
28 Reverse lamp
29 Flasher unit
30 Flasher switch
31 L.H. Flasher lamp
32 R.H. Flasher lamp
33 Flasher warning light

34
35
36
37
38
39

Heater switch (optional extra)
Heater motor (optional extra)
Voltage stabilizer
Fuel indicator
Fuel tank unit
Temperature indicator
40 Temperature transmitter
41 Oil pressure warning light
42 Oil pressure switch
43 Stop lamp switch
44 Stop lamp
45 Windscreen wiper motor
46 Windscreen wiper switch
A.

Overdrive (optional extra)

47
48
49
50

Overdrive
Overdrive
Overdrive
Overdrive

relay
column switch
gearbox switch
solenoid

(a) From ignition/starter switchconnector 2
(b) From ignition/starter switchconnector I

COLOUR CODE
N.
U.
R.

P.
G.

Brown
Blue
Red
Purple
Green

L/G Light Green
W. White
Y. Yellow
S. Slate
B. Black

Second Issue
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6·101A

ELECTRICAL

GT6 MARK 2-INTRODUCED OCTOBER 1968

Introduction to section 3

6'301

Wiring diagram

6'302

Fuse assembly

6·306

Alternator ..

6·307

Ignition/starter switch
Starter solenoid

Refer to page 6·122
6'317

Starter motor

Refer to page 6 -124

Ignition coil

Refer to page 6-129

Ignition distributor

6-318

Bulb chart ..

6'319

Turn signal flasher unit

6·320

Hazard warning system

6·321

Heated backlight-clear ..

6'322

Horns

Refer to page 6'146

Overdrive

Refer to page 6·148

Windscreen wiper motor
Voltage stabilizer ..

6·323
Refer to page 6·155

Fuel indication

6'327

Temperature indication

6·327

Oil pressure indication-right hand steer only

Refer to page 6·160

Brake line failure and oil pressure indication-left hand steer only

Refer to page 6·207

6·10lB

ELECTRICAL

GT6 PLUS-INTRODUCED OCTOBER 1968
THIS VEHICLE IS PRODUCED FOR THE NORTH AMERICAN MARKET
ONLY AND COMPLIES WITH U.S. FEDERAL STANDARDS

Introduction to section 4

6·401

Wiring diagram

6·402

Fuse assembly

Refer to page 6·306

Alternator ..

Refer to page 6'307

Ignition/starter switch

Refer to page 6·122

Starter solenoid

Refer to page 6·317

Starter motor

Refer to page 6·124

Ignition coil

Refer to page 6·129

Ignition distributor (Emission control component)

Refer to page 6·201

Bulb chart ..

Refer to page 6·319

Turn signal flasher unit

Refer to page 6'320

Hazard warning system

Refer to page 6'321

Heated backlight-tinted

6·404

Horns

Refer to page 6'146

Overdrive

Refer to page 6·148

Windscreen wiper motor

Refer to page 6·323

Voltage stabilizer ..

Refer to page 6'155

Fuel indication

Refer to page 6'327

Temperature indication

Refer to page 6'327

Brake line failure and oil pressure indication-left hand steer only

Refer to page 6·207

ELECTRICAL

6·101C

VITESSE 2 LITRE-INTRODUCED OCTOBER 1966

Introduction to Vitesse Section I
Wiring diagram

..

Fuse box and line fuse
Generator ..

6'101V
6'102V
6·104V
Refer to GT6 Page 6·108

Control box

6'I06V

Battery

6'107V

Ignition/starter switch

Refer to GT6 Page 6·122

Starter solenoid

Refer to GT6 Page 6'123

Starter motor

Refer to GT6 Page 6·124

Ignition coil

Refer to GT6 Page 6'129

Ignition distributor

6·108V

Lamp switches

6'li5V

Lamps and bulbs ..

6'188V

Flasher unit

6·124V

Horns

6·124V

Overdrive

6'125V

Windscreen wiper motor

6'126V

Voltage stabilizer ..

Refer to GT6 Page 6·155

Fuel indication

6'I28V

Temperature indication

6'I30V

Oil pressure indication

Refer to GT6 Page 6'160

ELECTRICAL

6·101D

VITESSE MARK 2-INTRODUCED OCTOBER 1968

Introduction to Vitesse Section 2

6·201V

Wiring diagram

Refer to Vitesse Page 6·102V

Fuse box and line fuse

Refer to Vitesse Page 6·104V

Generator ..

Refer to GT6 Page 6·108

Control box

Refer to Vitesse Page 6·106V

Battery

Refer to Vitesse Page 6·107V

Ignition/starter switch

Refer to GT6 Page 6·122

Starter solenoid

Refer to GT6 page 6'317

Starter motor

Refer to GT6 Page 6·124

Ignition coil

Refer to GT6 page 6'129

Ignition distributor

6·202V

Lamp switches

Refer to Vitesse Page 6'115V

Lamps and bulbs ..

Refer to Vitesse Page 6·118V

Flasher unit

Refer to Vitesse Page 6·124V

Horns

Refer to Vitesse Page 6·124V

Overdrive

Refer to Vitesse Page 6'125V

Windscreen wiper motor

Refer to Vitesse Page 6·126V

Voltage stabilizer ..

Refer to GT6 Page 6'155

Fuel indication

Refer to Vitesse Page 6'128V

Temperature indication

Refer to Vitesse Page 6·130V

Oil pressure indication

Refer to GT6 Page 6·160

ELECTRICAL

6101E

GT6 MARK 3-INTRODUCED OCTOBER 1970

Introduction to section 5 ..

6.501

Wiring diagram

6.502

Fuse assembly

6.512

Alternator ..

6.510

Ignition/starter switch

6.513

Starter solenoid

6.514

Starter motor

Refer to page 6.124

Ignition coil

6.515

Ignition distributor

6.516

Bulb chart ..

6.518

Turn signal flasher unit

Refer to page 6.320

Hazard warning system

6.519

Heated backlight-clear

6.519

Horns

6.519

Overdrive

Refer to page 6.148

Windscreen wiper motor

6.520

Voltage stabilizer

6.520

Fuel indication

Refer to page 6.327

Temperature indication

Refer to page 6.327

Oil pressure indication-right hand steer only

Refer to page 6.160

Brake line failure and oil pressure indication-left hand steer only ..

Refer to page 6.207

6·101F

ELECTRICAL

GT6 MARK 3-INTRODUCED OCTOBER 1970
THIS VEHICLE IS PRODUCED FOR THE NORTH AMERICAN MARKET
ONLY AND COMPLIES WITH U.S. FEDERAL STANDARDS.

Introduction to section 6 ..

6.601

Wiring diagram

6.602

Fuse assembly

6.608

Alternator ..

Refer to page 6510

Ignition/starter switch

6.609

Starter solenoid

Refer to page 6.514

Starter motor

Refer to page 6.124

Ignition coil

Refer to page 6.515
6.610

Ignition distributor
Bulb chart "

Refer to page 6.518

Turn signal flasher unit

Refer to page 6.320

Hazard warning system

Refer to page 6.519

Heatd beacklight-clear

Refer to page 6.519

Horns

Refer to page 6.519

Overdrive

Refer to page 6.148

Windscreen wiper motor

Refer to page 6.520

Voltage stabilizer

Refer to page 6.520

Fuel indication

Refer to page 6.327

Temperature indication

Refer to page 6.327

Oil pressure indication-right hand steer only

Refer to page 6.160

Brake line failure and

Refer to page 6.207

0;1

pressure indication-left hand steer only ..

Seat belt warning system ..

6612

6·105

ELECTRICAL

KEY TO WIRING DlAGRAM-GT6 MARK I-LEFT HAND STEER

CAUTION: THIS VEHICLE IS FITIED WITH A NEGATIVE EARTH ELECTRICAL SYSTEM. ENSURE
THAT THE BATIERY EARTH LEAD IS ALWAYS CONNECTED TO THE BATIERY
NEGATIVE TERMINAL.
EXERCISE CARE WHEN CONNECTING INTO CIRCUIT ANY ACCESSORY THAT MAY
CONTAIN SILICON DIODES OR TRANSISTORS. IRREPARABLE DAMAGE MAY RESULT
TO SUCH POLARITY SENSITIVE COMPONENTS IF INCORRECTLY FITIED.
1 Generator
2 Control box
3 Ignition warning light
4 Battery
5 Ignition/starter switch
5A Ignition/starter switchradio supply connector
6 Starter solenoid
7 Starter motor
8 Ignition coil
9 Ignition distributor
IO Master light switch
II Instrument illumination
12 Column light switch
13 Main beam warning light
14 Main beam
15 Dip beam
16 Fuse assembly
17 Horn relay
18 Horn push
19 Horn
20 Roof lamp
21 Roof lamp tailgate switch
22 Roof lamp door sW'itch
23 Roof lamp facia switch
24 Tail lamp
25 !'late illumination lamp
26 Front parkll1g lamp
'"7
Reverse lamp switch
-'-,
2H. Rcverse lamp
29 Flasher unit
30 Flasher switch
31 L.H. Flasher lamp
32 R.B. Flasher lamp
33 Flasher warning light
34 Heater switch (optIOnal extra)
35 Heater motor (optional extra)
36 Voltage stabilizer
37 Fuel indicator
38 Fuel tank unit
39 Temperature indicator
40 Temperature transmitter
41 Oil pressure warning light
42 Oil pressure switch

43
44
45
46

Stop lamp switch
Stop lamp
Windscreen wiper motor
Windscreen wiper switch

A.

Overdrive (optional extra)

Overdrive relay
Overdrive column switch
Overdrive gearbox switch
Overdrive solenoid
From ignition/starter switchconnector 2
(b) From ignition/starter switchconnector 1

47
48
49
50
(a)

B. Dip beam flasher (Italy only)
12
(a)
(b)
(c)

Column light switch
From fuse assembly
From master light switch
To main beam circuit
(d) To dip beam circuit

C.

GT6 Mark I-Modifications to comply
with U.S. Federal standards

41
42
51
52

Oil pressure warning light
Oil pressure switch
Brake line failure warning light
Brake line failure switch

COLOUR CODE
N.
U.

R.

P.
G.

Brown
Blue
Red
Purple
Green

LtG
W.
Y.
S.

B.

Light Green
White
Yellow
Slate
Black

Third Issue
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FUSE ASSEMBLY
Data

Fuse
Manufacturer
Rating
Lucas part No.
Stanpart No.

Lucas
35 amp.

188218
58465

Lucas colour code
Current capacity
Fusing current---Prolonged
Instantaneous

White
17·5 amp.
35 amp.
40 amp.

CIRCUITS

The lOp fuse fed by a white cabie from the IgmtlOnjstarter switch protects the following circuits:
Flasher lamp circuit
Reverse lamp circuit
Stop lamp circuit
Heater circuit (optional extra)
Windscreen wIper circuit
Fuel indication circuit
Temperature indication circuit

The centre fuse fed by a red/green cable from the master light s\-..itch protects the following circuits:
Front parking lamp circuit
Tail lamp cirCUIt
Plate illumination lamp circuit

The bottom fuse fed by a brown cable from the battery protects the following circuits:
Headlamp flasher circuit
Roof lamp circuit
Horn circuit

ELECTRICAL
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Description
The fuse assembly is a component of the main
harness. It is secured to an aperture provided on
the bulkhead by integral plastic clips. The unit
contains three operational fuses and has provision
to house two spares.
The fuses are protected by a pull-off transparent plastic cover which need not be removed
to ll1spect the fuses.
Failure of a particular fuse is indicated when
all the circuits protected by it become inoperative. If a new fu<,e bils establish the cause and
rectify the fault before titting a second replacement.
To obtain access to the' connectors at the
rear of the unit it IS neces,ary to remove the
parcel shell ." detailed in C;roup 5
Rcmc)val:illstallation

It is possible to rel1ll)\ l' the fuse assembly from
the \Cllick and J11din !urness. Hmve\er as the
fuse assembly IS a component of the m.li:, harne"
this prnceJure should not normally be required.
RC01l1ve fuse assemblv

Remnl' batter'

fig, J.
ii',

Fus(' assembly installed

dC'.:IJkd in Group 6-

B~~~~('f ),

.J.

-+

r)i~;ctJnnect harness frnJTi ;,lpprl)prlatl' conj~
l'onenls on bulkhCCll1 "I,il c"nh \\Ir:.; fron'
,ide ()!' battery bo.\
Ren]('\c pared shelf a, detailed in (Jroun "
Dlse,Jf1;lect electne;d Colilllectors 1'1'0111 re~!r III
fuse ilss,-mb!v.

Last', plastic :::t1r"'
(,

O:)\'t~r

---_.-.._._ ..._.._-------- -._--- - - - - - - - - - -_.

cl1g:.: (If b~d~L(';I\j

,q,ertu re 10 release luse ,l.,sembiv.
Detach :'uhber ""rllmmel from fu:;e l:'·c;emb'\
Withdil\w fuse assembly over harnes·:.
If reqUired remove rubber grommet 11 )' (lire
lullv 'c;thdr~I,'ing o\er harness.

Instal! fuse assembly

')
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

If required install rubber grommet by carefully lItting over harnf~O.S. Inner lJp should
face forward.
Fit fuse assembly over harness. Attach rubber
grommet to fuse assembly.
Position upper plastic clips to edge of bulkhead aperture and push home lower clips to
secure fuse assembly.
Connect electrical connectors to rear of fuse
assembly.
Install parcel shelf as detailed in Group 5.
Connect harness to appropriate components
on bulkhead. Fit earth wire and battery
earth lead to side of battery box ensuring
good electrical contact.
Install battery as detailed in Group 6Battery.
.

Fig. 4.

Fuse assembly-rear view

._ ..

.. _.

.

--l
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GENERATOR

Data
Manufacturer
Type
Lucas part No...
Stanpart No.

Lucas
C40L
22763
212792

Yoke diameter ..
Output-maximum cold at 2275 generator r.p.m. (1660 engine r.p.m.) at
13·5 generator volts with 0·54 ohm. resistance load
Skim commutator-minimum skimming diameter
Brush length-renew if less than
Brush carbon grade
Brush spring tension ..
Field winding resistance-measured between field connector and yoke

4·062 ii' rrax.
25 amp.
1·430 in.
in.
H 100
17-320zs.
5·9±0·3 ohm.

-n-

Description
The generator is a two-pole two-brush machine
arranged to work in conjunction with a control
box. Ventilation apertures in the commutator end
bracket and drive end bracket allow a fan which is
mounted adjacent to the pulley to draw cooling
air through the unit. The armature shaft is
supported at the drive end by a ballrace and at
the commutator end by a porous bronze bearing
bush. The commutator is moulded.
Service
Inject a few drops of engine oil into OIL hole
on commutator end bracket.
The generator will benefit from an occasional
clean and inspection.

Fig. 5.

Generator installed

Clean and inspection
I. DIsassemble generator as detailed below.
2. Clean dust from all components.
3. Clean commutator with petrol moistened
cloth. Clear insulation slots of copper and
carbon residue. If worn refer to Commutator
below.
4. Inspect ballrace and porous bronze bearing
bush. If worn renew.
<
Clean brushes and holders with petrol
flloistened doth. Check brush length--renew
if less than fr'''' If assemblies are in poer
condition refer to Brushes below.
6. Assemble generator as detailed below.
Removal/installation generator
Refer to Group 1.
Disassemble generator
1. Remove through bolts.
2. Remove commutator end bracket.
3. Remove fibre thrust washer.
4. Remove drive end bracket complete with
armature and pulley.
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~sseDlble generator

1

1.

2

Field connector and field winding earth lead

3

Porous bronze bearing bush
Fibre thrust washer
Field winding
Yoke
Shaft

2.
3.

4.
5.

Fit drive end bracket complete with armature
and pulley.
Fit fibre thrust washer.
Lightly lubricate porous bronze bearing bush
with engine oil. Position brush springs to
side and insert brushes into holders. Position
commutator end bracket.
Fit through bolts.
Insert thin screwdriver through ventilation
holes and position brush springs correctly to
brushes.

ReDlove pulley and fan
1. Remove shaft nut.
NOTE: Prevent the shaft turning while
performing this operation by wrapping a
scrap fan belt round pulley and retaining by
hand or vice.
2. Remove washer.
3. Remove pulley. If necessary employ extractor.
4. Remove fan.
5. Remove key.
6. Remove pulley spacer.
Install pulley and fan
I. Ensure drive end bracket is correctly fitted to
shaft.
2. Fit pulley spacer.
3. Fit key.
4. Fit fan. Blades must face drive end bracket.
5. Fit pulley. Machined centre boss must face
fan.
6. Fit washer.
7. Fit shaft nut.
NOTE: Prevent the shaft turning while
performing this operation by wrapping a
scrap fan belt round pulley and retaining by
hand or vice.

4

5
6
7
8

Commutator end bracket

Key

9
10
11
12

Ballrace
Pressure ring and felt ring retaining plate
Drive end bracket
Washer

13
14

Shaft nut
Pulley spacer

15

Felt ring

16
17
18

Pressure ring
Bearing retaining plate
Circ1ip

19
20

Armature
Pole shoe screw

21

Through bolts

22
23

Commutator
Felt ring retainer

24 Brush
25 Felt ring
26 Output connector
Fig. 6.

Generator details
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3

F

..,.

I
2
D
F
3
Fig. 7.

Commutator
Brushes
Output connector
Field connector
Field windings
Component wiring diagram

~2

9

Remove drive end bracket
I. Disassemble generator as detailed above.
2. Remove pulley and fan as detailed above.
3. Using suitable press remove drive end bracket.
CA UTION: DO NOT ATTEMPT TO
REMOVE DRIVE END BRACKET BY
APPLYINGHAMMERBLOWSTOSHAFT
END. SUCH ACTION MAY BURR OVER
AND DAMAGE SHAFT NUT THREAD.
Install drive end bracket
I.

Using pulley spacer and suitable tube fitted
over shaft fit drive end bracket by applying
pressure to ballrace inner journal.
CAUTION: IF PULLEY SPACER IS NOT
EMPLOYED FELT RING MAY BE
DAMAGED.

Remove ballrace
1. Disassemble generator as detailed above.
2. Remove pulley and fan as detailed above.
3. Remove drive end bracket as detailed above.
4. Insert screwdriver in extractor notch and prise
out circiip.
5. Using suitable press remove ballrace and
associated components.
Install ballrace
1. Fit felt ring, pressure ring and felt ring
retaining plate and pressure ring.
2. Pack ballrace with lubricant Shell 'Alvania'
RA grease or equivalent.
3. Using suitable press fit ballrace.
4. Fit bearing retaining plate and circiip. If
necessary compress assembly to allow circiip
to be fitted.
Remove porous bronze bearing bush
I. Disassemble generator as detailed above.
2. Remove porous bronze bearing bush. This
operation can be performed using suitable
extractor or by screwing a i" tap squarely
into bush and withdrawing.
3. Withdraw felt ring retainer and felt ring.

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Press
Squared end
Sleeve
Porous bronze bearing bush
Felt ring
Felt ring retainer
Fitting pin-0'5924" diameter
Extracti!1g nut
Thread-i" B.S.F. truncated 0·614"

Fig. 8.

Install porous bronze bearing bush

Install porous bronze bearing bush
I. Prepare porous bronze bearing bush by
immersing in thin engine oil for 24 hours.
If required this period may be reduced by
immersing in thin engine oil heated to 100°
C. for 2 hours. Allow oil to cool before
removing bush.
2. Insert felt ring and felt ring retainer.
3. Using tool as shown on Fig. 8 and suitable
press fit bush. Tool fitting pin must be
highly polished and 0·5924" diameter. To
withdraw tool after fitting turn extracting
nut while retaining squared end.
Do not ream bush after fitting or porosity
may be impaired.
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Remove brushes
I. Disassemble generator as detailed above.
2. Remove screws to release eyelets. Remove
brushes from commutator end bracket.
Install brushes
CAUTION: BRUSHES OF SPECIAL CARBON GRADE H 100 ARE FITTED TO
C40L GENERATORS. TO AVOIDNOlSIER COMMUTATION AND SLIGHTLY
INFERIOR BRUSH LIFE DO NOT FIT
BRUSHES OF ORDINARY CARBON
GRADE B AS REPLACEMENTS. CARBON GRADE IS MARKED ON BRUSH
SIDE.

NOTE: New brushes are pre-formed. Bedding of brushes to commutator is not required.
1.

Fit brushes to commutator end bracket.
Fit screws to secure eyelets.

Remove field windings
I. Disassemble generator as detailed above.
2. Release field connector and field winding
earth lead by drilling out rivet from yoke.
3. Mark pole shoes and yoke so original
positions are known.
4. Using suitable wheel operated screwdriver
remove two pole shoe screws.
5. Remove insulation strip.
6. Withdraw assembly from yoke.
7. Remove pole shoes from field windings.

Fig. 9.

Brushes

Install field windings
1. Observe relationship of field windings to
yoke determined by commutator end bracket.
Fit pole shoes to field windings so original
positions are maintained.
2. Insert assembly into yoke. Ensure that
taping of field windings is not damaged. Fit
two pole shoe screws finger tight.
3. Fit insulation strip.
4. Using suitable wheel operated screwdriver
tighten two pole shoe screws.
5. Secure field connector and field winding
earth lead by riveting to yoke.
Defective charging system
In the event of a defective charging system
check the generator as follows.
Check two electrical connectors are correctly
fitted.
Ensure that fan belt is not slipping on generator pulley. If required adjust fan belt as detailed
in Group 1.
If a radio interference suppression capacitor
is fitted between generator armature line and
earth disconnect this unit and perform system
functional test. If system now operates correctly
renew capacitor.
If required perform generator functional
check.

Fig. 10.

Wheel operated screwdriver
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Skim commutator

I.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Remove pulley and fan as detailed above.
Remove drive end bracket as detailed above.
Mount armature in lathe.
If badly worn rough turn. Finish by diamond
turning. Do not remove more metal than
necessary. Do not cut below minimum skimming diameter 1,430".
Polish with fine glass paper.
Clean with petrol moistened cloth and clear
insulation slots of all residue.
CAUTION: DO NOT UNDERCUT THE
INSULATORS BETWEEN THE SEGMENTS-THE PRODUCTION UNDERCUT IS OF SUFFICIENT DEPTH TO
OBVIATE ANY NEED FOR THIS.

Fig. 11.

Generator functional check

Brushes
Clean brushes and holders with petrol
moistened cloth. Ensure that the brushes move
freely in the holders. If necessary lightly polish
holder sides with a fine file.
Check brush length-renew if less then fr".
Using a suitable spring scale check brush
spring tension. Tension should be 17-32 ozs. If
tension is low renew brush springs.

General functIOnal check

Field winding continuity

I.
2.

Field winding continuity may be checked
using ammeter or ohmmeter.

Disconnect electrical connectors.
Using suitable jumper lead connect generator
connectors.
3. Connect voltmeter (0-20 volt scale) between
jumper lead and earth.
4. Run engine gradually increasing speed. Voltmeter reading should rise rapidly without
fluctuation. Restrict engine speed so voltmeter reading does not exceed 20 volts. Do
not race engine in an attempt to increase voltmeter reading. It should be sufficient to run
engine up to approximately 730 r.p.m.
If voltmeter reading does not rise rapidly or
fluctuates the indication is that the generator
requires overhaul or replacement.
Commutator

Clean commutator with petrol moistened
cloth. Clear insulation slots of copper and carbon
residue. If the unit is in good condition it will be
smooth and free from pits or burned spots. Jf
necessary polish with fine glass paper. If excessively worn skim commutator.

Using ammeter-Provide suitable test circuit
with 12 volts DC supply, ammeter and field
winding in series. Connect field winding into
circuit between field connector and yoke. Ammeter reading should be approximately 2 amp.
If ammeter reading is zero the indication is an
open circuit in the field winding.
If ammeter reading is much more than 2 amp.
the indication is that the insulation of one field
winding is defective.
Using ohmmeter-Connect ohmmeter between field connector and yoke. Ohmmeter
reading should be 5·9±0·3 ohm.
If ohmmeter reading is 'infinity' the indication
is an open circuit in the field winding.
If ohmmeter reading is much below 5·9 ohm.
the indication is that the insulation of one field
winding is defective.
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CONTROL BOX

Data
Lucas
RB 340
37342
208952

Manu f acturer
Type
Lucas part No...
Stanpart No.

Voltage regulator
Voltage setting-open circuit

Ambient temperature
degs. centigrade

Voltage setting

10
20
30
40

14'9-15'5
14,7-15,3
14'5-15,1
14,3-14'9

Shunt winding resistance ..
Core gap

10·8-11·8 ohm at 20 deg. centigrade
See Adjust voltage regulator core g2p

Current regulator
24-26 amp.

Current setting-on load ..
Core gap

See Adjust current regulator core gap

Cut out
Cut in voltage
Drop off voltage
Shunt winding resistance ..
Core gap

12,7-13'3 volts
9,5-11,0 volts
9'5-10'5 ohm. at 20 degs. centigrade
See Adjust cut out core gap

Resistors
Contact resistor
Contact resistor colour code
Swamp resistor-measured between centre tag and base

55-65 ohm.
Red
13,25-14,25 ohm.
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Fig. 12.

VR

Description

Control box installed

CR

co

VR Voltage regulator
CR Current regulator
CO Cut out
Fig. 13.

1
2
Fig. 14.

Control box-front view

Contact resistor
Swamp resistor
Control box-rear view

C;.)QI}

The control box regulates the generator output. It contains thrce units; the voltage regulator,
the current regulator, and the cut out. Each unit
consists of a frame, a winding or windings, a fixed
contact, an adjustable cam and a spring mounted
armature which carries a moving contact.
The \'oltage regulator and current regulator
together control the generator output. The
contacts of these two units arc connected in series
bct\\ecn the gencrator armaturc line and the
supply linc to thc generator field winding. At rest
both contacts an;: dosed; ill this condition the
gcnerator will charge when rotated.
Whcn cithcr contact opens the supply line to
the generator field wmding is broken and the
gcnerator will cease to charge. In operation this
action is a rapid opening and closing of the contacts at a frequency of approximately 30-50 cycles
per second. A contact resistor connected between
terminals 0 and F prevents heavy arcing at both
sets of contacts.
Thc current regulator controls the initial high
uniform charging rate. The unit contains one
series winding which consists of a fcw turns of
thick copper wire whose rcsist;:ll1ce does not vary
significantly with temperature. Temperature compensation is therefore not provided.
The volt;\ge regulator controls the charging
rate after the circuit voltage reaches the voltage
setting. While the voltage regulator is operating
the charging current tapers off until only a trickle
charge is delivered. The unit contains one shunt
winding which consists of many turns of fine
copper wire whose resistance varies with temperature, A bimetal spring employed as the armature
hinge and the swamp resistor provide temperature
compensation.
The cut out functions as a switch between the
generator and the battery. When the generator
is at rest or the output voltage is low the contact
is open to prevent current from the battery
flowing through the generator to earth. When
the generator output voltage rises current flow
through the shunt winding closes the contact.
A charging current will now be permitted to
flow into the battery circuit. This current flow
which passes through the series winding will assist
to hold in the contact. When the generator output
voltage drops below the battery voltage a reverse
current flow through the series winding will commence that will demagnetise the winJing core and
immediately cause the contact to open, Th~ units
shunt winding consists of many turns of fine
copper wire whose resistance varies with temperature. A bimetal spring assisting the main
armature spring and the swamp resistor provide
temperature compensation.
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Service
Clean voltage regulator and current regulator
contacts-Use fine carborundum stone or silicon
carbide paper followed by methylated spirit.
Clean cut out contacts-Use fine glass paper
followed by methylated spirit. Do not use carborundum stone or emery cloth.
Remove control box
Disconnect electrical connectors.
control box from bulkhead.

Remove

G260

B

Voltage regulator
Voltage regulator shunt winding
2

Voltage regulator contacts

Current regulator
3

Current regulator series winding

Install control box
Fit control box to bulkhead. Connect electrical connectors.

4

Current regulator contacts

Defective charging system
In the event of a defective charging system
check the following items before making any
adjustments to the control box.
Check the generator. Refer to Group 6Generator-Defective charging system.
Inspect charging system wiring. Perform
continuity checks between generator, control box,
ignition warning light and battery.
Check five electrical connectors are correctly
fitted to control box.
Check control box earthing. Inspect earth
connector on control box and harness earth wire
attachment at side of battery box.
Check attachment of battery leads to ensure
good electrical contact.
Check the battery is in a serviceable condition.
Refer to Group 6-Battery-Specitic gravity
check and Heavy discharge check.

5

Cut out shunt winding

6

Cut out series winding

7

Cut out contacts

Cut out

Resistors
8

Contact resistor

9

Swamp resistor

Fig. 15.

Component wiring diagram
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Fig. 16.

Fig. 17.

Adjust voltage setting

Adjust current setting

Adjust voltage setting
1. Disconnect electrical connectors from two
connector blades B.
2. Using suitable jumper lead connect two removed connectors-this will enable ignition
circuit to be energised by battery.
3. Connect voltmeter suitable for voltage setting
(See Data) between 0 and earth.
4. Run engine at approximately 2200 Lp.m.
5. Voltmeter reading should be steady and within voltage setting limits given in Data.
6. If voltmeter reading is not steady contacts
may be dirty. Clean voltage regulator contacts
as detailed above and repeat test.
7. If voltmeter reading is steady but net within
required limits adjust as follows:
(a) Remove control box coveL
(b) Run engine at approximately 2200 Lp.m.
(c) Using suitable setting tool position voltage regulator adjustment cam to obtain
required voltage reading.
To increase voltage reading turn adjustment cam anticlockwise
To decrease voltage reading turn adjustment cam clockwise.
8. Remove jumper lead and voltmeter. Replace
all disturbed components.
Adjust current setting
1. Remove control box cover.
2. Using suitable bulldog clip short out voltage
regulator contacts-this will enable generator
to develop its maximum rated output.
3. Disconnect electrical connectors from two
connector blades B.
4. Using suitable jumper lead connect two removed connectors.
5. Connect ammeter suitable for current setting
(See Data) between a B connector blade and
jumper lead.
CAUTION: ENSURE THAT THE TWO B
CONNECTOR BLADES CARRY ONLY
THIS ONE CONNECTION.
6. Switch on all lights-this will ensure that
generator develops its maximum rated output.
CAUTION: DURING THIS PROCEDURE DO NOT SWITCH ON LIGHTS
WHILE ENGINE IS RUNNING. SUCH
ACTION MAY BLOW BULBS.
7. Run engine at approximately 3300 r.p.m.
8. Ammeter reading should be steady and within
current setting limits given in Data.
9. If ammeter reading is not steady contacts
may be dirty. Clean current regulator contacts as detailed above and repeat test.
10. If ammeter reading is steady but not within
required limits adjust as follows:
(a) Switch on all lights-this will ensure
that generator develops its maximum
rated output.
CAUTION: DURING THIS PROCEDURE DO NOT SWITCH ON LIGHTS
WHILE ENGINE IS RUNNING. SUCH
ACTION MAY BLOW BULBS.
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(b) Run eilgine at approximately 3300 r.p.m.
(c) Using suitable setting tool position current regulator adjustment cam to obtain
required current reading.
To increase current reading turn adjustment cam anticlockwise.
To decrease current reading turn adjustment cam clockwise.
II. Remove bulldog clip, jumper lead and ammeter. Replace all disturbed components.

Adjust cut in \'oltage
I. Connect voltmeter suitable for cut in voltage
(See Data) between 0 and earth.
2. Switch on all lights-this will provide the
required electrical load.
3. Run engine slowly increasing speed.
4. Voltmeter reading should rise steadily and
then drop slightly from within cut in voltage
limits given in Data as contacts close.
S. If voltmeter reading does not drop frolll
within required limits adjust as follows:
(a) Remove control box cover.
(b) Using suitable setting tool turn cut out
adjustment cam a small aillount in appropriate direction.
To increase voltagc reading turn adjustment cam anticlockwise.
To decrease voltage reading turn adjustment cam clockwise.
(c) Repeattest until correct rcsult is obtained.
6. Remove voltmeter. Replace all disturbed
components.

,

.~
/

\

Fig. 18.
Adjust drop off voltage
I. Disconnect electrical connectors from two
connector bladcs B.
2. Using suitable jumper lead connect two removed connectors-this will enable ignition
circuit to be energised by battery.
3. Connect voltmeter suitahle for drop ofT voltage (See Data) hetween B and earth.
4. Run engine at appro... imately 2200 r.p.m. and
then slowly decrease speed.
S. Voltmeter reading should drop to zero from
within drop off voltage 111nits given in Data.
6. If voltmeter reading does not drop from
within required limits adjust as follows:
(a) Remove control box cover.
(b) Bend cut out fixed contact a small
amount in appropriate direction,
To increase voltage reading reduce
contact gap.
To decrease voltage reading increase
contact gap.
(c) Repeat test until correct result is obtained.
7. Remove jumper lead and voltmeter. Replace
all disturbed components.

Adjust cut in voltage

E

VOLTS

Fig. 19.

Adjust drop off voltage
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Adjust voltage regulator core gap
The core gap is set during production and
should normally require no attention in service.
If the setting has been lost re-set as follows:
I. Using suitable setting tool turn voltage
regulator adjustment cam fully clockwise to
obtain minimum lift.
., Slacken lock nut and screw back adjustable
contact.
3. Insert a 0·054 in. feeler gauge between armature and core. Position gauge against first of
two rivet heads.
4. Press armature down squarely. Screw in adjustable contact until it touches moving contact. Tighten lock nut.
5. Adjust voltage setting as detailed above.

Adjust current regulator core gap

Fig. 20.

Adjust voltage regulator core gap

The core gap is set during production and
should normally require no attention in service.
If thc setting has been lost re-set as folIows:
I. Using suitable setting tool turn current regulator adjustment cam fully clockwise to obtain
minimum lift.
2. Slacken lock nut and screw back adjustable
contact.
3. Insert a 0·054 in. feeler gauge between armature and core. Position gauge against first of
two rivet heads.
4. Press armature down squarely. Screw in
adjustable contact until it touches moving
contact. Tighten lock nut.
5. Adjust current setting as detailed above.

Adjust cut out core gap
The core gap is set during production and
should normally require no attcntion in service.
If the setting has been lost re-set as follows:
I. Insert a 0 ·015 in. feeler gauge between
armature and core.
2. Press armature down squarely. Bend cut out
fixed contact until contacts just touch.
Release armature.
3. Bend cut out back stop to give a core gap of
0,035-0,045 in.
4. Adjust cut in voltage and drop off voltage as
detailed above.

Fig. 21.

Adjust cut out core gap
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BATTERY
CAUTION: THIS VEHICLE IS FITTED WITH A NEGATIVE EARTH ELECTRICAL SYSTEM. ENSURE
THAT THE BATTERY EAhTH LEAD IS ALWAYS CONNECTED TO THE BATTERY
NEGATIVE TERMINAL.
EXERCISE CARE WHEN CONNECTING INTO CIRCUIT ANY ACCESSORY THAT MAY
CONTAIN SILICON DIODES OR TRANSISTORS. IRREPARABLE DAMAGE MAY RESULT
TO SUCH POLARITY SENSITIVE COMPONENTS IF INCORRECTLY FITTED.
NOTE:

No polarity sensitive components are fitted to the vehicle during production. However any of the
following accessories-approved or unapproved by Leyland Triumph-may contain such components:
Alternator systems, Automatic anti-dazzle mirrors, Automatic dipping systems, Automatic parking
lamp systems, Electronic ignition systems, Electronic tachometers and Radios.

Data
Manufacturer ..
Type
Exide part No.
Stanpart No. Normal
Dry charged

Exide
Auto-Fil
6-XNAZ9R
213188
515186
56 amp. hour

Capacity-at 20 hour rate
Plates per cell ..
Normal charge rate
Weight ..
Dimensions-overall
Width
Length
Height-over terminals

9

6 amps.
41 lbs.
6,62-6'72 in.
9,81-9,91 in.
8,66-8,78 in.
Charge condition of cell-Temperate climate

Temperature climate has air temperature ordinarily below 32 degs. centigrade. Normal
gravity electrolyte should be employed.
Specific gravity
of electrolyte

Ambient temperature
degs. centigrade
5
15
25
35

Charged

Half

Discharged

1·287
1·280
1·273
1·266

1·207
1·200
1·193
1'186

1·117
1·110
1·103
1·096

Charge condition of cell-Tropical climate
Tropical climate has air temperature frequently above 32 degs. centigrade. Low gravity
electrolyte should be employed.

I
Specific gravity
of electrolyte

Ambient temperature
degs. centigrade
15
25
35
52

Charged

Half

Discharged

1·250
1·243
1·236
1·224

1'180
1'173
1·166
1·154

1·100
1·093
1·086
1'074
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Description
Auto-Fil feature-this enables all the cells
to be automatically replenished to the correct
level.
Removing the cover allows the balls to fall
into a position obstructing the vent holes.
Pure water poured into the trough flows
freely into the cells until the levels reach the
bottoms of the filling tubes. When this level is
reached an air lock is formed in each ccll. Air
ab()\'e the electrolyte is trapped and the entry of
additional water into thc cells is prevented. The
filling tubes will now quickly fill at which timc
replenishment should cease.

Fig. 22.

Battery installed

Fitting the cover forces the baHs to lift opening
the vent holes. The air locks are brl)kell. Water
in the filling tubes flows into the cells ~lutomatic
ally establishing the correct le\'cl-just 3 bove the
bottoms of the filling tubes--in each cell.
Service
Ensure that the battery top and terminals
remain clean and dry.
Coat terminals with petroleum jelly to prevent
corrosion.
Check electrolyte level monthly and if required replenish with pure water.
Replenish with pure water
I. Remove cover.
') If electrolyte levels are below bottoms of
filling tubes pour pure water into trough until
all tubes are filled.
3. Irnmediatdy fit cover.
Remove battery
1. Remove ba ttery leads.
') Slacken wing nuts and swing dowll battery
retaining assembly.
3. Lift battery from box.
Install battery
I. Lift battery into box.
') Swing up battery retaining assembly and
tighten wing llutS.
3. Fit battery leads. Do not hammer terminals
to terminal posts. Such action may damage
battery.
CAUTION: THIS VEHICLE IS FITTED
WITH A NEGATIVE EARTH ELECTRICAL SYSTEM.
ENSURE THAT
THE BATTERY EARTH LEAD IS
ALWAYS
CONNECTED
TO
THE
BATTERY NEGATIVE TERMINAL.

G 414

Fig. 23.

.\uto-Fil feature

4.

Coat terminals with petroleum jelly to prevent corrosion.
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Charge from external supply

t

I[ the battery is serviccable but in a low statc
of charge, it may be charged from an external
supply.
Before commcncing charge, chcck electrolyte
level and if required, replenish with pure water
as detailed above.
The cover must always be in position during
charge. I f the cover is removed the balls will
obstruct the vent holes, preventing free gassing
of the cells.
Using a suitable battery charger, charge at
normal charge rate given in Data. During ehargc,
ensure that electrolyte temperature does not
exceed 52 degs. centigrade. Cells should gas
freely during charge. Continue charge until
specific gravity readings and heavy discharge
voltage readings show no increase. Employ
battery charger as detailed by the manufacturer.

Specific gravity check
Specific gravity checks, performed just after
replenishing with pure water, are unreliable.
Mix electrolyte by providing a gassing charge
before performing check.
Using hydrometer as shown on Figure 24,
note specific gravity reading for each cell.
Specific gravity readings approximately equal
for all cells indlcatc a battery in serviceable condition. Assess charge condition of each cell by
referring to appropriate table-temperate climate
or tropical climate-given in Data.
I[ any cells show a specific gravity reading
lower than the others, the indication is that the
battery is approaching the end of its useful life.

Fig. 24.

Specific gravity check

Heavy discharge check
Before performing a heavy discharge check
on a battery that has just completed an operational journey, rcmove surface charge by switching on headlaillps for 2---3 minutes.
Using heavy discharge tester, as shown on
Fig. 25, maintain in position across each cell for
approximately 5 seconds and nOt(: voltage reading
. for each cell.
Voltage readings approximately equal for all
cells indicate a battery in serviceable condition.
A specific gravity check may however indicate
that the battery is in a low state of charge.
I[ any cells show a voltage reading lower than
the others, or the voltage reading falls during test,
the indication is that the battery is approaching
the end of its useful life.
NOTE: Reference only-during each test
discharge across cell will be approximately
150-200 amps.

C. 5RO

Fig. 25.

Heavy discharge check
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IGNITION/STARTER SWITCH
Data
Manufacturer
Type
Lucas part No ...
Stanpart No.

Lucas
47SA
31873
127651

Fig. 26
Ignition/starter
switch

Description
The ignition/starter switch is a four-terminal
four-position rotary switch designed to control
the ignition circuits, starter solenoid and some
auxiliary circuits.

C;171

Service-No maintenance is required.
Fig. 27.
Ignition/starter
switchrear view

Removal/installation ignition/starter switch
Refer to Group 5.

Remove lock barrel
It is possible to remove the lock barrel with or
without the key fitted.

Fig. 28.
Remove lock
barrel

CAUTION: IF THE KEY IS FITTED
ENSURE THAT THE SWITCH IS IN THE
OFF POSITION. IT WILL NOT BE POSSIBLE TO REMOVE THE LOCK BARREL
IF ANY OTHER POSITION IS SELECTED.
1.

Secure suitable probe in vice as shown on
Fig. 28.

2.

Position switch so probe is inserted through
hole in body to depress spring loaded plunger
shown on Fig. 29.

3.

With plunger depressed use screwdriver as
shown on Fig. 28 to ease lock barrel from
housing.

Install lock barrel
Fig. 29.
Lock barrel
showing spring
loaded plunger

1.

Lightly lubricate spring loaded plunger.

2.

Insert lock barrel in housing. Gently tap
home.

Repair-Repair is by replacement.
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STARTER SOLENOID
Data
Manufacturer
Type
Lucas part No...
Stanpart No.

Lucas
2ST
76464

121269

Plunger pull in voltage
Plunger release voltage-after applying 12 volts
Winding resistance-measured between single 17 amp. connector and
unit body

+

5-9 volts
0-2'5 volts

2·1-2·5 ohms at 20 degs. centigrade

Description
The starter solenoid is normally solenoid
operated by remote control from the ignition/
starter switch. It can also be actuated manually
from the engine compartment by depressing the
rubber end cap.
Service-No maintenance is required.
Remove starter sulenoid
I.

3.

Disconnect Lucar electrical connectors.
Pull back rubber protector. Disconnect
battery and starter motor leads.
Remove starter solenoid from bulkhead.

Install starter sulenoid
1.

3.

Position engine earth lead. Ensure good
electrical contact. Fit starter solenoid to
bulkhead.
Connect battery and starter motor leads.
Position rubber protector.
Connect Lucar electrical connectors.

Fig. 30.

Starter solenoid installed

Repair--Repair is by replacement.

,..-------1

2
Supply from ignition/starter switch
2

Shunt winding

3

Plunger contact

4

Battery terminal

5 Starter motor terminal

G262

Fig. 31.

Component wiring diagram
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STARTER MOTOR
Data
Manufacturer
Type
Lucas part No ...
Stanpart No.

Lucas
M35G
25079
200535

Yoke diameter
Light running current at 8000-11500 Lp.m.
Torque at 1000 Lp.m. with 270 amp. at 8,6-9,0 volts
Lock torque with 370 amp. at 7'5-7,9 volts
Skim commutator-minimum skimming diameter
Brush length-renew if less than
Brush spring tension ..

3·5 in.
60 amp. max.
5 lb. ft.
8·2 lb. ft.
I iz in.
-f~- in.
30-340zs.

Description
The starter motor is a four-pole fourbrush machine having an extended shaft which
carries the starter drive.
Service
No regular maintenance is required.
Thc starter motor will however benefit from
an occasional clean and inspection.
Clean and inspection
I. Disassemble starter motor as detailed below.
2. Clean dust I'rom all components.
3. Wash starter dri\e in petrol or paraflln.
Lubricate lightly with thin engine oil.
4. Inspect armaturc for lifted commutator
segments. loose turns in the winding, bent
shaft or score marks 011 the laminations. If
any fault exists refer to Armature below.
5. Clean commutator with petrol moistened
cloth. If worn refer to Commutator below.
6. Inspect bearing bushes. If worn renew.
7. Clean brushes and holders with petrol moistened cloth. Check brush length-renew if
less than 'j~, n. 11' assemblies are in poor condition refer to Brushes below.
8. Asscmble starter motor as detailed below.

Fig. 32.

Starter motor installed

Removal/installation starter motor
Refer to Group 1.
Disassemble starter motor
1. Remove cover band.
2. Withdraw brushes from holders.
3. Remove terminal post nuts and washers.
4. Remove through bolts.
5. Remove commutator end bracket.
6. Remove drive end bracket complete with
armature and starter drive.
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Assemble starter motor
1. Slide drive end bracket along shaft towards
starter drive. Lightly lubricate shaft bearing
surface with engine oil. Fit drive end bracket
complete with armature and starter drive to
yoke.
2. Lightly lubricate commutator end bracket
bearing bush with engine oiL Ensure no
brushes are inserted in holders. Position
commutator end bracket.
3. Fit through bolts.
4. Fit terminal post nuts and washers.
CAUTION: DO NOT DAMAGE TERMINAL POST BY OVERTIGHTENING.
LOCK NUTS TO EACH OTHER.
5. insert brushes into holders.
6. Fit cover band.
Remove starter drive
1. Disassemble starter motor as detailed above.
2. Using suitable press compress starter drive
assembly and ease jump ring from shaft.
NOTE: A Churchill press No. S.4221A and
adaptor set No. S,422IA-14 may be employed to perform this operation.,
3. Withdraw starter drive components from
shaft.
Install starter drive
I. Lightly lubricate drive end bra~keL bearing
bush with thin engine oil. Position drive end
bracket.
2. Fit starter drive components as detailed on
Fig. 33 to shaft.
NOTE: Screwed sleeve may be fitted either
way round.
3. Using suitable press compress starter drive
assembly and fit jump ring to shaft.

I Terminal post nuts and washers
2 Commutator end bracket
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16

Commutator end bracket bearing bush
Cover band
Commutator
Terminal post
Yoke
Pole shoe screw
Pole shoe
Field winding
Shaft
Drive end bracket
Drive end bracket bearing bush
Jump ring
Shaft collar
Main spring

17 Buffer washer
18 Screwed sleeve
19 Pinion and barrel
20 Field winding brush
21 Armature
22 Through bolts
23

Earth brush

Fig. 33.

Starter motor details
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1

1

1
I
2
3
4

Field windings
Field winding brushes
Commutator
Earth brushes

Fig. 34.

Component wiring diagram

G318

Remove bearing bushes
1. Disassemble starter motor as detailed above.
2. Drive end bracket bearing bush onlyRemove starter drive as detailed above.
3. Drive end bracket bearing bush only- Remove bearing bush. This operation can h~
performed using suitable extractor O[ by
screwing a ft" tap squarely into bush and
withdrawmg.
4. Commutator end bracket bearing bush only-Remove bearing bush. P';s operation can be
performed using sUitable extractor or by
screwing a li-" tap squarely into bush and
withdrawing.
Install bearing bushes
1. Prepare porous bronze bearing bushes by
immersing in thin engine oil for 24 hours.
If required this period may be reduced by
immersi ng in thin engine oil heated to 100
degs. centigrade for 2 hours. Allow oil to
cool before removing b\lshes.
2. Drive end bracket bearing bush only--Using
highly polished shouldered mandrel of 0'7490
± 0'0005" diameter and suitable press fit bush.
Do not ream bush after fitting or porosity
may be impaired.
3. Commutator end bracket bearing bush only-Using highly polished shouldered mandrel of
0·4985 ± 0·0005" diameter and suitable press
fit bush.
Do not ream bush after fitting or porosity may
be impaired.
Remove field winding brushes
1. Disassemble starter motor as detailed above.
2. This operation will be facilitated by removing
field windings. If suitable wheel operated
screwdriver is available remove field windings as detailed below.
3. Cut flexibles t" from field winding joint.
Install field winding brushes
NOTE: New brushes are pre-formed. Bedding of brushes to commutator is not required.
1. Clean and tin resistance brazed joint. Open
and tin loop of new flexible. Do not allow
any solder to run towards brushes. Position
loop over joint. Squeeze up and solder.
2. If required install field windings as detailed
below.
Remove earth brushes
1. Disassemble starter motor as detailed above.
2. Unsolder flexibles from clips on commutator
end bracket.

Fig. 35.

Brushes

Install earth brushes
NOTE: New brushes are pre-formed. Bedding of brushes to commutator is not required.
1. Open clips and position ends of new flexibles.
Squeeze up and solder.
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Remove field windings
1.

3.

4.
5.
b.

Disassemble starter motor as detailed above.
Mark pole shoes and yoke so original positions are known.
Using suitable wheel operated screwdriver
remove four pole shoe screws.
Remove insulation strip.
Withdraw assembly from yoke.
Remove pole shoes from field windings.

Install field windings

1.

2.
3.
4.

Observe relationship offield windings to yoke
determined by commutator end bracket. Fit
pole shoes to field windings so original
positions are maintained.
lnsert assembly into yoke. Ensure that taping
of field windings is not damaged. Fit four
pole shoe screws finger tight.
Fit insulation strip.
Using suitable wheel operated screwdriver
tighten four pole shoe screws.

Fig. 36.

Wheel operated screwdriver

Light running current

I.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Secure starter motor in suitable vice.
Provide suitable test circuit. The starter
motor should be connected in series with
switch and ammeter capable of carrying 600
amp. Use leads similar to those in vehicle
starter motor circuit.
Provide tachometer to indicate starter motor
speed.
Perform test. Ammeter reading should be
60 amp. max. with speed 8000--11500 r.p.m.
During test check brushes and commutator
for excessive sparking or brush movement.

~

~

I"

I"II

"so•

Ib

Lock Torque

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Secure starter motor in suitable vice.
Provide suitable test circuit. The starter
motor should be connected in series with
switch and ammeter capable of carrying 600
amp. Use leads similar to those in vehicle
starter motor circuit.
Provide voltmeter across battery terminals.
Provide suitable equipment to measure lock
torque. See Fig. 37.
Perform test. Lock torque should be 8'2 lb.
ft. with ammeter reading of 370 amp. and
voltmeter reading of 7·5-7·9 volts.

Fig. 37. Measuring lock torque
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Jammed starter drive
If the starter motor fails to operate when
selected the starter drive may be jammed in mesh
wIth the engine flywheel ring gear.
This condition can usually be freed by using a
spanner to turn the squared extension of the
starter motor shaft.
Starter dri ve
Wash starter drive in petrol or paraffin,
Lubricate lightly with thin engine oil.
Annature
Inspect for lifted commutator segments or
loose turns in the winding. These defects may
result if the starter motor is over-revved by the
starter drive remaining engaged with the ring gear
while the engine is running.
Ensure the shaft is not bent, Score marks on
the laminations may indicate a bent shaft or a
loose pole shoe on the yoke.
Do not attempt to rectify a defective armature.
Repair is by replacement.
Commutator
Clean commutator with petro! moistened
cloth. If the unit is in good condition it will be
smooth and free from pits or burned spots. If
necessary polish with fine glass paper. If excessively worn skim commutator.

Fig. 38.

Checking brush spring tension

Skim commutator
1. Remove starter drive as detailed above.
2. Remove drive end bracket.
3. Mount armature in lathe.
4. Rotate at high speed. Using a very sharp too!
take a light cut. Do not remove more metal
than necessary. Do not cut below minimum
skimming diameter 11'!-·.
5. Polish with fine glass paper.
CAUTION: THE INSULATORS BETWEEN THE SEGMENTS MUST NOT
BE UNDERCUT.
Brushes
Clean brushes and holders with petrol moistened cloth. Ensure that the brushes move freely
in the holders. If necessary lightly polish holder
sides with a fine file.
Check brush length-renew if less than To·,
Using a suitable spring scale check brush
spring tension as shown on Fig. 38. Tension
should bc ~O-34 ozs. If tension is low renew
brush springs.

Fig. 39,

Field winding continuity

Field winding continuity
I. Provide suitable test circuit. See Fig. 39.
2. Connect probes to terminal post and a field
winding brush. Test lamp should illuminate.
3. Repeat test connecting to other field winding
brush.
NOTE: A satisfactory test result does not
indicate that the field windings are serviceable.
A field winding may be earthed to a pole
shoe or the yoke.
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IGNITION COIL
Data
V[anurac!urer
Type

i.~ucas

;-{/\1=

'I: ncclore;

Description
I'll..:

Ig!1ltil)'l

coil is

~11()UIHl'd

dire;.:ily iu tnc

;"·,'![nL1er t~lock on Ine left hand :-:idc ni the '~'llglnc.
'Thl~

vch:c!c

'$

jilted ''.vlIi"'

;'1

;leg~~~_j\e

(:'~trUl

electrical system. The IgnItIon coil connectors
ilre marked pOSItlvt' and ncgillive to facilitate the
",mits inclusion in such a system. The positive
connector must be connected to the appropriate
!,arness supply wire and the negative connector
to the ignition distributor low tension wire.
The ignition coil has fluid cooled primary and
secondary windings \>,JOllOd on a square section
laminated iron core. The winding assembly is
located in a seamless aluminium container having
a sealed phenolic terminal moulding.
Service
The only maintenance required is to ensure
that the terminal moulding and connectors remain clean and dry.

Fig. 40.

Ignition coil instalkd

Remove Ignition Coil
t. Disconnect Lucar electrical connectors.
2. Move rubber protector upwards. Remove
high tension lead by pulling from retainer.
3. Remove ignition coil from cylinder block.
InstaU Ignition Coil
1.
2.
3.

Fit ignition coil to cylinder block.
Secure high tension lead by pushing into retainer. Position rubber protector.
Connect Lucar electrical connectors.

Repair-Repair is by replacement.

+ Supply
I

2
3
4

Primary winding
Ignition distributor low
tension WIfe connector
Secondary winding
Square section laminated iron core
High tension output

Fig. 41.

Component wiring diagram

I

J
Second Issue
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IGNITION DISTRIBUTOR

Data
Manufacturer
Series
Delco Remy part No.
Stanpart No.

Delco Remy
D 202
7953291
213186

Contact gap
Rotation-viewed on rotor
Firing angles
Dwell angle
Open angle
Moying contact spring tension
Condenser capacity
Engine firing order

0·015 in.
Anticlockwise
60± 1 degs.
40--42 degs.
18-20 degs.
17-210zs.
0·18-0·23 mfd.
1-5-3-6-2-4

Centrifugal advance

I

Degs. distributor
advance

Degs. crankshaft
II
advance
Distributor - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - 1 Crankshaft - - - - - - .
r.p.m.
Minimum i Maximum
r.p.m.
Minimum
Maximum i
-----------1-----11-------- -----1-----1
250
(j
i
0
500
0
\
0
i
i
450
O!
1·9
900
0:
3'8
i
825
3·5
5·5
1650
7'0
,i
ll'O
.
4·4;
6·4
2400
8·8
12·8
II
1200
1800
5'8!
7·8
3600
11·6
15·6
2400
7·3
9'3
4800
14·6
18·6
I
2500
7'5
i
9·5
5000
15·0
19'0
L
---'-'-i
-U..
..J-..
---"'
-'

.

II

i

i

,
I
I

II

I

I

I

Vacuum advance
Run distributor at 500 r.p.m. maximum in the appropriate direction of rotation.

J

-·r·---~~--

Ins. of
I
Advance
mercury vacuum
I
~-------------i--------------i
0- 3·8
I Distributor must not start to advance
I
3'8- 6·2
! Distributor must start to advance
8,6-11,0
4 degs. distributor advance- 8 degs. crankshaft advance-must
12,2---14,6
7 clegs. distributor advance-14 degs. crankshaft advance-must
I
14,6--17,0
9 degs. distributor advance-18 degs. crankshaft advance-must
20
II clegs. distributor advance-22 degs. crankshaft advance-must

I

I

I
I

occur
occur
occur
not be exceeded
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Description
The distributor shaft rotates at half crankshaft speed driven from the engine camshaft via
a drive gear.
The shaft and centrifugal advance mechanism
are assembled as a unit and rotate in two smtered
iron bearings contained in the housing.
The centrifugal advance mechanism advances
the spark under increasing engine speed. This is
achieved by two weights extending outwards
against the action of the control springs. The
resulting cam action causes the cam spindle to
rotate slightly anticlockwise relative to the shaft.

Fig. 42.

Centrifugal advance mechanism

When the contacts close a circuit is completed
via the low tension Wire, moving contact. fixed
contact, mounting plate and mounting plate earth
lead to earth. When the contacts open the low
tension circuit is broken causing a collapse of
the magnetic field m the ignition coil.
The moving contact, fixed contact and condenser are located on the mounting plate. This
assembly can be rotated through a limited angle
by the vacuum advance mechanism which
functions to improve fuel economy by timing the
spark earlier at part throttle. Engine timing can
be adjusted by rotating the vernier adjustment
knob which positions the mounting plate assembly
relative to the vacuum advance mechanism
control.

Fig. 43.

Mounting plate assembly

The condenser is connected between the
terminal stud and mounting plate-that is
parallel with the contacts-and functions to
produce the desirable quick collapse of the magnetic field in the ignition coil. Condenser action
also prevents arcing "",ro~~ the contacts.
High tension surges initiated in the Ignition
eoil are distributed in the correct sequence to the
sparking plugs by the cap, rotor and high tension
leads.
A drive gear contained within the housing
provides a drive for the tachometer

Fig. 44.

Vacuum advance mechanism
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Fig. 45. Lubrication
Fig. 46. Adjust contact gap
-----------------------------Service
Lubrication-Remove cap and rotor
1. Few drops of engine oil to oil retaining felt to
lubricate shaft--cam spindle.
2. One drop of engine oil to lubricate moving
contact pivot.
3. Several drops of engine oil through OIL hole.
4. Approximately 5 cc.-about one teaspoonful
-of engine oil through OIL hole.
Oil is inserted through OIL holes 3 and 4 to
lubricate centrifugal advance mechanism and
upper sintered iron bearing.
5. Lightly grease with petroleum jelly to lubricate
cam.
Wipe away any surplus oil. Ensure contacts
are oil free. Any oil on contacts may result in
burning.
Contacts-The contact surfaces should have
a grey frosted appearance. If the surfaces are
partly worn clean as detailed below. If excessively
worn or pitted renew contact set.
Clean contacts-Use a clean fine cut contact
file. Do not attempt to remove all roughness or
dress contacts smooth. Remove only scale or dirt.
Do not use emery cloth or sandpaper as cleaning with either can result in particles becoming
embedded causing arcing and subsequent rapid
deterioration of the contacts.
Contact gap-It is important that the correct
gap be maintained. Contacts set too closely may
tend to burn rapidly. Contacts set tou wide may
tend to cause a weak spark at high speed.
Adjust Contact Gap
1. Remove cap and rotor.
2. Rotate cam so moving contact is positioned
on a cam peak.
NOTE: When distributor is in situ rotate cam
by turning crankshaft mounted cooling fan.

3.
4.

5.

Slacken lock screw (I).
Position a 0·015 in. feeler gauge between contacts. Rotate eccentric screw (2) to adjust
gap. Tighten lock screw.
Check 0·015 in. gap has been maintained.

Advance mechanism
Centrifugal advance mechanism action-This
can be checked by removing cap and turning rotor
anticlockwise against control springs. Rotation
through a small angle should be possible and
rotor should return to its original position when
released.
Vacuum advance mechanism action-This can
be checked by depressing vernier adjustment knob
against unit spring. Action should be smooth and
~ssembly should return to its original position
when released.
Centrifugal advance mechanism operationThis can only be checked by employing an
electronic engine tester or timing light. Refer to
Group 6-Test data and equipment.
Vacuum advance mechanism operation-This
can be checked visually with engine running by
observing vernier adjustment knob while actuating
throttle linkage. Knob should move in and out
with changes in depression in vacuum advance
mechanism. Vacuum advance mechanism operation can also be checked by employing an
electronic engine tester or timing light. Refer to
Group 6-Test data and equipment.
Engine timing
Static engine timing-Refer to Group 1.
Timing with engine running employing electronic
engine tester-Refer to Group 6-Test data and
equipment.
Timing with engine running employing timing
light-Refer to Group 6-Test data and equipment.
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Remove ignition distributor
NOTE: To facilitate re-timing do not slacken
clamp bolt.
i.
2.

Remove cap.
Disconnect low tension wire I'rom ignition
coil negative connector.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Pull off vacuum advance mechanism pipe.
Remove tachometer drive.
Remove rear mounting bolt.
Remove forward mounting bolt while withdrawing distributor from adaptor. A sharp
upward pull may be required to withdraw.

Install ignition distributor
NOTE: To facilitate re-timing do not slacken
clamp bolt.
I.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Position forward mounting bolt and washers
to distributor. Insert distributor into adaptor.
Ensure coupling offset key locates correctly
in drive gear offset slot while screwing in
forward mounting bolt.
Fit rear mounting bolt.
Fit tachometer drive by inserting cable and
securing with knurled connector.
Push on vacuum advance mechanism pipe.
Connect low tension wire to ignition coil
negative connector.

Fig. 47.

Remove/install ignition distributor

Check engine timing as detailed in Group I.
Fit cap.

Remove Contacts
I.

Remove cap and rotor.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Slacken terminal stud inner nut.
Withdraw moving contact.
Remove lock screw.
Withdraw fixed contact.
Remove fixed contact from terminal stud.

Install Contacts
I.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ensure contacts arc clean If a new contact
set is being filled ensure preservative is
removed from contact faces.
Fit fixed contact to terminal stud. Tighten
nut finger tight only.
Position fixed contact.
Fit lock screw.
Position moving contact with spring on outer
side of insulation strip.
Tighten terminal stud inner nut.
Adjust contact gap as detailed above.

(,426

Fig. 48.

Remove/install contacts
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Rotor

2 Rotor contact
5

3 Mounting plate earth lead

/

4 Side screw
5 Cap
6 Oil retaining felt
7 Cam
8 Cam spindle
9 Upper thrust washer
10

Short side screw

11

Housing

12 Oil retaining felt
13

Uppe!" sintered iron bearing

14 Side screw
15

Vernier adjustment knob

16

Vacuum advance mechanism

17

Clamp bolt

18

Coupling

19

Coupling pin

20

Lower thrust washer

26

25-

21· Rubber '0' ring
22

Staked plug

23

Tachometer drive gear

24 Thrust washer
25

Shaft and centrifugal advance
mechanism unit

15

26 Weight
27

Control spring

28

Mounting plate

29

Condenser

~---16

30 Eccentric screw
31

Fixed contact

32 Terminal stud inner nut
33

Moving contact

34 Terminal stud
35

Lock screw

36 Low tension wire

Fig. 49.

Ignition distributor details
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Disassemble Ignition Distributor
1. Remove ignition distributor as detailed
above.
2. Remove rotor.
3. Remove two side screws to release vacuum
advance mechanism.
4. Remove remaining short side screw. Withdraw mounting plate assembly.
5. If required remove tachometer drive gear.
Using thin chisel or screwdrive pierce staked
plug and prise out. Withdraw tachometer
drive gear and thrust washer
CAUTION: DO NOT PERFORM THIS
REMOVAL UNLESS A NEW STAKED
PLUG IS AVAILABLE.
6. If required remove shaft and centrifugal
advance mechanism unit. Ensure tachometer drive gear has been removed. File and
tap out coupling pin. Remove coupling and
lower thrust washer. Ensure shaft is burr free
and withdraw. Remove upper thrust washer.
CAUTION: DO NOT PERFORM THIS
REMOVAL UNLESS A NEW STAKED
PLUG AND COUPLING PIN ARE
AVAILABLE.
7. If required remove control springs. Do not
attempt to disassemble shaft and centrifugal
advance mechanism unit further. Repair is
by unit replacement.

Assemble Ignition Distributor
1. If required fit control springs. Exercise care
not to distort springs.
When overhauling distributor it is recommended that control springs are renewed.
Tired or distorted springs will effect engine
performance.
2. Lubricate and fit upper thrust washer and
shaft and centrifugal advance mechanism
unit. Fit lower thrust washer and coupling.
Secure with new coupling pin.
If fitting a new undrilled shaft assemble and
drill so end float is 0'002"-{)'005" and relationship of coupling offset key to rotor locating
slot is as shown on Fig. 50.
3. Lubricate nylon tachometer drive gear
generously with Shell "Alvania" No. 2
grease or equivalent. Fit thrust washer and
tachometer drive gear. Secure with new
staked plug staking in six positions.
4. Fit mounting plate assembly. Secure initially
with short side screw.
5. Fit vacuum advance mechanism. Secure
with two side screws. Include mounting
plate earth lead tag in appropriate screw
assembly.
6. Fit rotor.
7. Install ignition distributor as detailed above.

"
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Fig. 50.

G390

Relationship of coupling offset key to rotorview on coupling
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Low tension wire to ignition coil negative connector
Contacts
3 Condenser
4 Mounting plate earth lead
5 High tension input from ignition coil
High tension distribution
High tension output to sparking plugs

I
2

Fig. 51. Componeat wiring diagram
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L\\IP SWITCHES
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MASTER LIGHT SWITCH
Description
The master light switch mounted on the facia
panel is a three position OFF-LIGHTS
LIGHTS AND INSTRUMENT ILLUMINATION unit which controls the following circuits:
Supply to column light switch.
Front parking lamp circuit.
Tail lamp circuit.
Plate illumination lamp circuit.

I

1----=
I

I

=

=

,=
I

L

7

c=;

4

Instrument illumination circuit.
Removal/Installation-Refer to Group 5

COLUMN LIGHT SWITCH

=

I

I

4

l&I
7

o

G

8

OFF
LIGHTS
LIGHTS AND INSTRUMENT
ILLUMINATION

L

L&I

Internal connections used
Internal connections existing but not
used
Fig. 52.

Master light switch-component wiring diagram

Fig. 53.

Column light switch-fairings removed

Description
The column light switch mounted on the
steering column operates in two planes.
In the up/down plane three positions SIDE-MAIN BEAM-DIP BEAM control the headlamp circuits. The supply for this section of the
switch is taken from the master light switch. The
column light switch is therefore only operative in
this plane when the master light switch is selected
to LIGHTS or LIGHTS AND INSTRUMENT
ILLUMINATION.
In the release/pull plane two positions OFF
-ON control the main beam flasher circuit.
(Italy only--dip beam flasher circuit.)
Remon' Column Light Switch
1. Remove fairings.
2. Remove upper steering column clamp.
3. Remove harness cover screw.
NOTE: This is located at lower end of harness cover directly above steering column.
4. Remove harness cover.
5. Disconnect electrical connections.
6. Remove switch retaining screws.
7. Withdr,nv switch and hamess.
Install Column Light Switch
I. Insert harness through aperture and position
switch.
-, Fit switch retaining screws.
3. Connect electrical connections.
NOTE: The main beam flasher circuit (Italy
only-dip beam Dasher circuit) supply wire
in the main harness is correctly coloured
purple. This should be connected to the
brcm n wire in the switch harness. This incO'1sistcncy enables a standard ilve wire
switch harness to be employed.
4. Fit harness cover with tongue located correctly to steering column.
5. Fit harness cover screw.
6. Fit upper steering column clamp.
7. Fit fairings.
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FLASHER LA:\IP SWITCH
Description
The !lasher lamp switch mounted on the
steering column is a three position L.H.--OFF
-R.H. unit which controls the flasher lamp
circuit. The switch includes a self cancelling
feature that operates in conjunction with a cancelling clip on the steering column.
Remove Flasher Lamp Switch
1. Remove fairings .
..,
Remove upper steering column clamp .
.1. Remove harness cover screw.
NOTE: This is located ,I t lower end of harness cover directly above steering column.
-I. Remove h,trness cover.
5. Disconnect electrical connections.
6. Remove switch retaining screws.
7. Withdraw switch and harness.

Fig. 54.

Flasher lamp switch-fairings removed

Install Flasher Lamp Switch
I. Insert harness through aperture and position
switch .
.., Fit switch retaining screws.
3. Connect electrical connections.
4. Fit harness cover with tongue located correctly to steering column.
5. Fit harness cover screw.
6. Fit upper steering column clamp.
7. Fit fairings.
REVERSE LAMP SWITCH
Description
The reverse lamp switch mounted on a bracket
attllched to the gearbox top cover is a two position OFF-ON unit. The switch is automatically
selected ON when reverse is engaged by the
selector shaft striker arm depressing the switch
plunger.
Remove Reverse Lamp Switch
I. Remove facia support bracket and gearbox
cover as detailed in Group 2.
.., Disconnect electrical connectors.
3. Remove switch from bracket.

Fig. 55.

Reverse lamp switch

Install Reverse Lamp Switch
I. Fit switch to bracket.
.., Connect electrical connectors.
3. Perform functional test to ensure correct
operation.
4. Fit gearbox cover and facia support bracket
as detailed in Group 2.
STOP LAMP SWITCH
Description
The stop lamp switch mounted on a bracket
below the brake pedal mounting is a two position
OFF-ON unit. The switch is automatically
selected ON when the brakes are applied by the
brake pedal striker moving away from the switch
plunger.

Fig. 56.

Stop lamp switch
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Remove Stop Lamp Switch
I . Disconnect electrical connectors.
2. Remove switch from bracket.
Install Stop Lamp Switch
1. Fit switch to bracket.
2. Connect electrical connectors.
3. Perform functional test to ensure correct
operation.

ROOF LAMP SWITCHES
Description
Tailgate switch
L.H. door switch
R.H. door switch
Facia switch

Fig. 57.

Tailgate switch

The roof lamp is controlled by the four OFFON switches detailed above.
When the tailgate and doors are shut the
appropriate switches are held in the OFF position.
Opening the tailgate or either door will automatically select a switch ON to illuminate the
roof lamp.
The facia switch allows the roof lamp to be
selected manually when the tailgate and doors are
shut.
Remove Tailgate Switch
1. Remove tailgate hinge cover as detailed in
Group 5.
2. Pull switch from bracket.
3. Disconnect electrical connection.
Install Tailgate Switch
I. Pass wire through switch bracket aperture.
Connect electrical connection.
-, Fit switch to bracket. Ensure good electrical
contact.
3. Perform functional test to ensure correct
operation.
4. Fit tailgate hinge cover as detailed in Group
5.

Remoye Door Switch
1. Pull switch from aperture.
NOTE: If difficulty is experienced use screwdriver to lever out.
Disconnect eicctncal connection.
Install Door Switch
I. Connect clcctric,l1 conneclic)l1.
Fit switch to aperture. [nsurc good electrical
contact.
3. Perform functional test to ensure correct
operation.
Fig. 58.

R.H. door switch
RemoyaI/InstalIation
Group 5.

Facia

Switch-- Refer

to
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LAMPS AND BULBS
Bulb chart
Lamp
Headlamps L.H. Dip-Normal
L.H. Dip-Sweden
Until 1st Sept '67
R.H. Dip--Normal
R.H. Dip-Sweden
After 1st Sept. '67
R.H. Dip-U.S.A.
R.H. Dip-France
Front parking lamps
Front flasher lamps
Rear flasher lamps
Reverse lamps
Tail/stop lamps
Plate illumination lamp-Normal
U.S.A. & Denmark
Roof lamp
Instrument illumination
Warning lights

I

Watts

Lucas
part No.

60/45

54521872

Stan part
No.
-----512231

45/40
45/40

410
410

510218
510218

45/40
50/40
45/40
6
21
21
21
6/21
6
4
6
2·2
2·2

410
54522231
411
207
382
382
382
380
989
222

510218
514578
510219
57591
502379
502379
502379
502287
59467
501436
59897
59492
59492

-

987
987

HEADLAMPS
Description
Each headlamp consists of a sealed beam light
unit secured between a unit seating and retaining
rim, These items are held together by screws J.
2 and 3. This assembly is fitted to a housing by
a spring and beam aiming screws A and B. A
chrome rim clipped to the housing provides embellishment.

Remove Rim
Insert a large screwdnver behind rim adjacent
to chp Twist screwdri\cr 10 relcdse rim from
clip. Lift rim from upper retallle r ,.

Fig. 59.

Remove rim

Fig. 60.

Rim clip

Install Rim
Ensure clip projection on rim is nnt beni.
Position rim so clip components arc :i1 igncd.
Locate nm behind upper retainers and push 10
engage clir
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Fig. 61.

Remove sealed beam light unit
"\IOTE: TO AVOID Bb\M ~IMJNCi DO
NOT DISTURB BE/\!'vl AIMING SCREWS
'\ AND B.
I. Removc rim as detailed abow.
, Remove three screws I. 2 and 3 to relcase
retaining rim and sealed beam light unit.
3. Pull connector from sealed beam light unit.

HeadJamp-rim removed

Install sealed beam light unit
NOTE: TO AVOID BEAM AIMING DO
NOT DISTURB BEAM AIMING SCREWS
A AND B.
I. Fit connector to sealed beam light unit.
.,
Position retaining rim and sealed beam
light unit. Secure with three screws I. 2 and

3.
3.

Fig. 62.

Beam Aiming

Retaining rim and sealed beam light unit

Remove rim as detailed above. Screw A
positions the beam in the horizontal plane.
Screw B controls beam height.
Beam aiming can best be accomplished using
equipment such as Lucas "Beamsetter" or "LevL-Lite". Employ equipment as detailed by the
manufacturer.

G131

Fig. 63.

Unit seating and housing

]nstall rim as detailed above.
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FRONT PARKING LAMPS
FRONT FLASHER LAMPS
REAR FLASHER LAMPS
REVERSE LAMPS
Description
The above lamps are all similar in construction. A rubber body encloses a metal bulbholder.
Three screws attach these components to the
vehicle body. The lens flange is positioned under
a retaining lip formed on the body. A chrome
rim attached by a second lip provides embellishment and secures the lens attachment. The
front parking lamps and reverse lamps have clear
lenses. The front and rear flasher lamps have
amber lenses.

o
Fig. 64.

Front parking lamp and front flasher lamp

Remove Bulb
Use screwdriver to turn back lip to remove
rim. Remove lens in a similar manner. Remove
bulb from bayonet fitting.
Install Bulb
Fit bulb to bayonet fitting. Locate lens to
lip and "run round" with screwdriver to secure
lens flange under lip. Fit rim in a similar manner.

TAIL/STOP LAMPS
Description
The tail/stop lamps consist of a base which
supports a reflector plate and a lnyonet socket
for the douhle filament bulb. Two screws attach
the base to the vehicle body. The lens which incorporates a reflector is positioned under a retaining lug and secured with a single screw.

G 123

Fig. 65.

Rear flasher lamp and reverse lamp

Remove Bulb
Remove lens by withdrawing single screw and
lifting from retaining lug. Remove bulb from
bayonet fitting.
Install Bulb
Locate bulb correct way round and fit to
bayonet fitting. Position lens uncle r :taining lug
and secure with single screw.

Fig. 66.

Tail/stop lamp
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PLATE ILLUMINATION LAMP
Description
The plate illumination lamp consists of a base
which supports a bayonet socket, two studs that
attach the unit to the vehicle body and a bracket
to retain the cover and lens. The cover and lens
are secured to the bracket by a retainer.
Remove Bulb
Remove cover and lens by unscrewing single
retainer. Remove bulb from bayonet fitting.

0°
@j@
(;130

Fig. 67.

Plate illumination lamp

Install Bulb
Fit bulb to bayonet fitting. Locate cover and
lens to retainer. Position assembly and secure by
tightening retainer.

ROOF LAMP

Fig. 68.

Roof lamp installed

Description
The roof lamp consists of a base which
supports two contacts for the festoon bulb and a
lens which incorporates a rotatable spotlight
feature. Two screws attach the lamp to the
vehicle body.
Remove Bulb
Rotate lens until two screws are exposed.
Withdraw screws and lower lamp. Remove
festoon bulb.
Install Bulb
Fit festoon bulb. Position lamp and secure
with two screws.

Fig. 69.

Roof lamp removed
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INSTRUMENT ILLUMINATION
Description
Speedometer
Tachometer
Fuel indicator
Temperature indicator
The above instruments are each illuminated
by a miniature Edison screw cap bulb contained
in a holder which is a component of the main
harness.
The holders for the speedometer and tachometer are attached by claws to apertures provided on the rear of the instruments.
The holders for the fuel indicator and temperature indicator are inserted into tube assemblies mounted on the rear of the instruments.
Remove Bulb
Pull holder from instrument. Unscrew bulb
from holder.

FIg. 70
Instrument
illumination

Fig. 71
Instrument
illumination

[n~tall Bulb

Screw bulb into holder.
;trument.

Fit holder to m-

WARNING LIGHTS
Description
Speedometer:

Tachometer:

Main beam warning light
Oil pressure warning light
Ignition warning light
Flasher warning light

The speedometer and tachometer together
house four warning lights as detailed above.
Each warning light consists of a miniature
Edison screw cap bulb contained in a holder
which is a component of the main harness.
The holders are inserted in plastic tube assemblies contained in the instruments. The tubes
align with coloured lenses fitted to the instrument
faces.
Remove Bulb
Pull holder from instrument. Unscrew bulb
from holder.
Install Bulb
Screw bulb into holder. Fit holder to instrument.

A.
B.

C.
D.

Main beam warmng light
Oil pressure warning light
Ignition warning light
Flasher warning light
Fig. 73. Warning lights

Fig. 72
Warning
lights

<;422
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FLASHER UNIT
Data
Manufacturer
Type
Lucas part No.
Stanpart No.

Lucas
FL 5
35011
131251

Nominal voltage
Flashes per minute
Light to dark ratio
Resistance between terminals Band L
Rating ..

12 volts
70-100 at 12·8 ± 0·1 volts
50-50± 15%
9·75 ± 0'5 ohms
42 watt (supplying two flasher lamps of
21 watt each)

Description
The flasher unit is housed in a cylindrical container. The mechanism consists of an actuating
wire, ballast resistor, two sets of contacts and a
steel core partially enclosed by a series winding.
These components function as follows:
Currrent supplied to terminal B flows through
the actuating wire, ballast resistor and series
winding to terminal L. From terminal L it flows
across the filaments of the two selected lamps to
earth.
In this condition the current is limited by the
ballast resistor. The series winding is not energised to any effect. The lamps do not illuminate.
The current is however large enough to he~t the
actuating wire causing expansion. This expansion
finally allows the main contacts to close under
the action of a spring.
Current supplied to terminal B now flows
across the main contacts, through the series winding to terminal L. From terminal L it flows to the
two selected lamps.

Fig. 74.

Remove/install flasher unit

In this condition the current is 110t limited by
the ballast resistor. The series winding is energised to assist the spring to hold in the main contact and pull in the warning light contact Rgainst
the action of a spring. The two selected lamps Rnd
the warning light illuminate. The actuating wire
is now removed from the direct circuit causing it
to cool and contract. This contraction finally
overcom.:s both spring and magnetic forces to pull
the main contacts apart. Current flow through
the series winding is reduced allowing the warning light contacts to part under the action of a
spring.
The situation is now reverted to the original
condition and a second cycle commences.
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Service---No maintenance is required.
Removal Installation
CAUTION: HANDLE FLASHER UNIT
WITH CARE. MANUFACTURERS SETTING-SATISFACTORY FOR CONDITIONS OF NORMAL AUTOMOBILE
DUTY-CAN
BE DISTURBED
BY
ROUGH HANDLING.
Remove Flasher Unit
Locate unit behind facia on right hand side of
bulkhead. Pull flasher unit from socket.
Install Flasher Unit
Fit flasher unit to socket.
Repair
Repair of the flasher unit is by replacement.
If the flasher lamp circuit is not operating
correctly to one side only indicated by the flasher
warning light failing to illuminate perform the
following check:
Select the defective flasher lamp circuit.
Although the flasher warning light is not illuminating inspect appropriate pair of flasher
lamps. If one is operating-possibly at a higher
flasher speed than normal-while the other remains extinguished a blown filament in the extingushed lamp is indicated. Renew the bulb as
detailed in Group 6-Lamps and bulbs.

Flasher unit-internal view

Fig. 75.

7

t j

---'---------

B
B.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
L.
P.

Supply
Actuating wire
Ballast resistor
Series winding
Main contacts
Main contact spring
Warning light contacts
Warning light contact spring
Output terminal to lamps
Output terminal to warning light
Fig. 76.

p

6

•

4

I
5

1
2

Component wiring diagram

3
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HORNS
Data
Horn relay
Manufacturer
Type ..
Lucas part No.
Stanpart No.

Lucas
6RA
33188
137747

Winding connectors
Contact connectors
Contact
Contact pull in voltage
Contact release voltage

C2 and WI
C2 and CI
Single pole-normally open
4-9 volts
2-5 volts

Some vehicles may be fitted with an alternative horn relay manufactured by Clear Hooter.
Horns
Manufacturer
Type ..
Lucas part No. High note
Low note ..
Stan part No.
High note
Low note

Lucas
9H
69144
69143
143794
142301

Operating current
Weight-single unit

7 ·0-7'5 amps.
1·75 Ibs. approx.

Some vehicles may be fitted with alternative horns manufactured by Clear Hooter.
Description
The horn system consists of a horn relay
mounted on the bulkhead, a horn push, connection brush and slip ring assembly associated with
the steering column and two horns-a high and
low note unit-mounted on the bonnet assembly.
The horn relay consists of an operating winding and a set of contacts. The unit is rated for
intermittent operation.

Fig. 77.

Horn relay installed

The WI connector of the relay is electrically
connected to the static slip ring mounted inside
the steering column cowl. A spring loaded connection brush and horn push are mounted in the
steering wheel boss and rotate with the wheel.
The brush sliding contact sweeps the slip ring
while the upper end of the brush is positioned
against the horn push contact strip. The horn
push has a side earth connection to the steering
wheel boss. To ensure a good earth return for the
horn control circuit two earth leads are provided.
The first is fitted between the two adaptors of
the flexible joint at the lower end of the steering
column. The second connects the steering rack
and pinion assembly to the engine.
The Lucas wind tone horns operate on the
principle of a resonating air column vibrated by
a diaphragm actuated electro-magnetically by a
self interruptory circuit. The horns are sounded
in a matched pair consisting of a high note unit
and a low note unit. The notes differ by a definite
musical interval.
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Service
No maintenance is required.
Remove horn relay
Disconnect electrical connecto,
Remove relay from mounting.
Install horn relay
Fit relay to mounting.
connectors.

Connect electrical

Remove horn push and connection brush
1. Using screwdriver, prise out horn push from
steering wheel boss.
2. Withdraw connection brush.
Install horn push and connection brush
1. Apply petroleum jelly to connection brush
sliding contact. Insert connection brush so
sliding contact sweeps slip ring.
2. Locate horn push contact strip to connection
brush. Ensure good electrical contact for
side earth connection to steering wheel boss.
Press horn push into position.

Fig. 78.

Connccrton brush and horn push

Remove slip ring
1. Remove horn push and connection brush as
detailed above.
2. Remove steering wheel as detailed in
Group 4.
3. Remove upper steering column clamp.
4. Remove harness cover screw.
NOTE: This is located at lowcr end of
harness cover directly above steering column.
5. Remove harness cover.
6. Disconnect electrical connection.
7. Bend out two metal tags. Withdraw slip
ring from steering column cowl.
InstaII slip ring
1. Insert wire through aperture. Position slip
ring to steering column cowl. Bend in two
metal tags to secure.
2. Connect electrical connection.
3. Fit harness cover with tongue located
correctly to steering column.
4. Fit harness cover screw.
5. Fit upper steering column clamp.
6. Fit steering wheel as detailed in Group 4.
7. Install horn push and connection brush as
detailed above.
Remove horn
Disconnect electrical connectors.
horn from mounting bracket.

Remove

Install hom
Fit horn to mounting bracket.
electrical connectors.

Connect

Fig. 79.

Horn installed

•

I

2
3
4
5
6
7

Winding
Plunger
Central slotted stem
Diaphragm
Contacts
Adjustment screw-left hand thread
Condenser

Fig. 80.

Horn-component wiring diagram
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AdjlJst Lucas hom

Fig. 81.

This operation should only be required after
a long period of service and should only be
undertaken if poor performance is experienced.
Adjustment will not alter the pitch of the note
but may improve performance by taking up wear
of the moving parts.
To obtain easy access to adjustment screw
and prevent fuse blowing while adjusting, remove
horn as detailed above.
Provide suitable test circuit. If during adjustment the horn fails to sound when selected, a
heavy current may be flowing. Interrupt current
flow instantly.
To adjust turn adjustment screw anticlockwise
until horn just fails to sound-then turn clockwise through approximately 90 degrees.
If an ammeter suitable for the operating
current-see Data-is available an alternative
method of adjustment may be employed. Connect ammeter in series with horn. Turn adjustment screw to obtain the best performance with
the least current.
To decrease current turn adjustment screw
anticlockwise.
To increase current turn adjustment screw
clockwise.
CAUTION: DO NOT DISTURB CENTRAL SLOTTED STEM AND LOCK
NUT.
Repair
Repair is by replacement.

Adjust Lucas hom

OVERDRIVE

The mechanical, hydraulic and electrical circuit aspects of the overdrive are included in Group 2.
The four components of the electrical circuit are detailed below:

OVERDRIVE RELAY

Data
Manufacturer ..
Type
Lucas part No.
Stanpart No. ..

Lucas
6RA
33213
126792

Winding connectors
Contact connectors
Contact

WI and W2
CI and C2
Single polenormally
open
8-9 volts
4 volts
minimum

Contact pull in voltage
Contact release voltage
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Description
The overdrive relay mounted on the bulkhead
consists of an operating winding and a set of
contacts. The unit is rated for continuou~
operation.
Service-No ID:lintenance is required.
Remove overdrive relay
Disconnect electrical connectors.
relay from mounting.
Install overdrive relay
Fit relay to mounting.
connectors.

Remove

Connect electrical

Repair--Repair is by replacement.

OVERDRIVE COLUMN SWITCH
Fig. 82.

Overdrive relay installed

Fig. 83.

Overdrive column switch

Description
The overdrive column switch mounted on the
steering column is a two position OFF-ON
unit which in conjunction with the overdrive
gearbox switch controls the overdrive circuit.
Remove overdrive column switch
;. Remove fairings.
,~~
Remove upper steering colulnn clamp.
Remove harness cover sere\\.
NOTE' ThIS is located at lower end ofh,lrness
cover directly above steering column.
4.
Remove harness cover.
Disconnect electrical connections.
6. \Vllhdravv harness.
Remove switch from fairmg.
Install overdrive column switch
Fit switch tc fairing.
insert harnes:' through aperture.
Conqect elcdricai connections
'\OTL: The \\irc connectmg the overdrive
cPlulnr·

S\".'l{C;:'

to

the ,':.:',verdrive gearbox

;ich in the overdrJ'c h,jrness 's correctly
coloured yello\\. ThiS shouid be connected to
the black \\ire In the sW!lch harness, This
Inconsistenc\ enables a standard t\",O wire
switch ha mess to be employed.
Fit harness cover with tongue located
correctly to steering column.
Fit harness cover screw.
Fit upper steering column clamp.
Fit fairings.

S\\

4.
5.
6.
7.
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OVERDRIVE GEARBOX SWITCH
Description
The overdrive gearbox switch mounted on a
bracket attached to the gearbox top cover is a
two position OFF-ON unit. The switch is automatically selected ON when third or top are
engaged by the selector shaft striker arm depressing the switch plunger.
Remove overdrive gearbox switch
1. Remove facia support bracket and gearbox
cover as detailed in Group 2.
2. DIsconnect electrical connectors.
3. Remove switch from bracket.
Install overdrive gearbox switch
1. Fit switch to bracket.
2. Connect electrical connectors.
3. Perform functional test to ensure correct
operation.
4. Fit gearbox cover and facia support bracket
as detailed in Group 2.

Fig. 84.

Overdrive gearbox switch

OVERDRIVE SOLENOID
Data
Manufacturer ..
Type
Lucas part No.
Stanpart No. ..
Series winding resistancemeasured between A and B
-FigureS7
Shunt winding resistancemeasured between A and
C-FigureS7

Fig. 85.

Overdrive solenoid installed

Lucas
11S

76522
512114

0-44 ohm.
11 ohm.

Description
The overdrive solenoid is mounted directly to
the right hand side of the overdrive unit.
The solenoid consists of a heavy pull-in series
winding, a set of contacts, a light hold-in shunt
winding and a plunger.
Current supplied to the solenoid initially flows
through the series winding, across the contacts to
earth and through the shunt winding to earth.
The combined action of the two windings pulls
in the plunger to cause engagement of the overdrive unit. This plunger movement displaces a
rod that is in communication with the-contact arm.
The contacts are opened causing the heavy pullin series winding to be put out of circuit.
Current supplied to the solenoid now flows
through the light hold-in shunt winding to earth.
The plunger is maintained in position to hold the
overdrive unit engaged.
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Service--No maintenance is required.

3

Remove overdrive solenoid
I. Remove facia support bracket and gearbox
cover as detailed in Group 2.
2. Remove overdrive unit side cover plate.
3. Disconnect electrical connection.
4. Remove two screws and withdraw solenoid
leaving plunger attached to operating lever.
5. If required remove plunger by unscrewing
plunger nut and withdrawing.
CAUTION: DO NOT HOLD PLUNGER
BODY WITH GRIPS WHILE UNSCREWING NUT. SUCH ACTION MAY CAUSE
BURRING WHICH COULD AFFECT
SOLENOID OPERATION.
Install overdrive solenoid
I. If required install plunger by inserting into
position and fitting plunger nut.
CAUTION: DO NOT HOLD PLUNGER
BODY WITH GRIPS WHILE FITTING
NUT. SUCH ACTION MAY CAUSE
BURRING WHICH COULD AFFECT
SOLENOID OPERATION.
2. Fit solenoid over plunger and secure with
two screws. Use a new joint washer if available.
NOTE: Solenoid may be fitted either way
round.
3. Connect electrical connection.
4. Adjust solenoid operating lever as detailed in
Group 2.
5. Fit overdrive unit side cover plate. Use a
new joint washer if available.
6. Perform functional test to ensure correct
operation.
7. Fit gearbox cover and facia support bracket
as detailed in Group 2.

4

"'illililli"ijliil"i""i1iilll~II"i"iiil"ii1""ii1ii1iiilimil/
2

5
C.4bl

1
2
3
4
5
Fig. 86.

Series winding
Contacts
Shunt winding
Plunger
Rod

Overdrive solenoid---eomponent wiring diagram

Series and shunt winding continuity
1. Ensure that oven1rive solenoid is clean.
2. Withdraw rubber cover.
3. Remove two nuts and withdra\\ plastic
contact cover.
4. Provide suitable test circuit.
5. Insert suitable insulation strip between
contacts to ensure electrical separation.
6. Check series winding continuity by connecting
to positions A and B~Fig. 87. Series winding resistance is given in Data.
7. Check shunt winding continuity hv connecting to positions A and C-Fig. 87. Shunt
winding resistance is given in Data.
Repair-Repair is by replacement.

Fig. 87.

Overdrive solenoid-series and shunt winding continuity
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WINDSCREEN WIPER MOTOR
Data
Manufacturer
Type
Lucas part No. R.H. Steer
L.H. Steer
Stanpart No. R.H. Steer
L.H. Steer

Lucas
DR3A
54071439
54071440
212793
212794

Running current-after 60 sees. from cold wnn connecting rod removed:
Normal speed
High speed ..
Running speed-Final gear after 60 sees. from cold with connecting rod
removed: Normal speed
High speed
Field winding resistance
High speed field resistor
Brush force against commutator-new
Maximum permissible force to move cable rack in tubing-arms and
blades removed

Fig. 88.

Windscreen wiper motor installed

3 -4 amps. max.
2·6 amps. max.
44-48 r.p.m.
58-68 r.p.m.
8,0-9,5 ohms at 15·5 degs. centigrade
9'5-11,0 ohms
4-4-5·60zs.
6·01bs

Description
The windscreen wiper motor comprises a two
speed electric motor and a gearbox unit which
drives a cable rack mechanism. Rotation of the
motor armature is convened to a reciprocating
motion of the cable rack by a single stage worm
and gear. a connecting rod and a crosshead contained in a guide channel.
'\ switching feature SlOPS the arms and blades
in the park position irrespectivt' of their position
\\hen the facia switch is selected OFF. Tllis is
effected by a limit switch contained 10 the gearbox.
The limit switch component:, are a moving contact mounted on the crank pin and a sector type
fixed contact in the domed cover. For the greater
part of each stroke the limit switch contacts are
closed providmg an earth return for the motor
current parallel to the facia switch. \Vhen the
facia switch is selected OFF the motor will
continue to run untIl the limit switch contacts
opell which \vill occur v.hcn the ~lrms and blades
arc ill the park position.
Thc park pOSitIOn can be adjusted bv 1'01:111011
of' 1he domed cover which nositions the sectO'"
t~pe fixed contac;.
Service
The windscreen wiper motor IS f(rCdsed du: 1:1'"
manufacture and no mailltellJllce IS reqUIred.
Remove Windscreen Wiper Motor
I. Disconnect electrical connections.
~
Remove connecting rod as detailed below.
3. Remove mounting bracket from bulkhead.
4. Manoeuvre unit to allow crosshead and tubing assembly to be released.
5. Remove mounting bracket.

Fig. 89.

Crank pin spring clip
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Install Windscreen Wiper Motor
I. Fit mounting bracket to windscreen wiper
motor.
~
Position unit so crosshead and tubing assembly are correctly located in guide channel.
3. Fit mounting bracket to bulkhead. Ensure
to secure harness earth wire under rearmost
bolt. Ensure good electrical contact.
4. Install connecting rod as detailed below.
5. Connect electrical connections and secure
wires under adjacent clip.
6. Wet windscreen and perform functional test.
Ensure park position is correct. If adjustment is required adjust as detailed below.
Remove Connecting Rod
l. Mark position of domed cover with relation
to gearbox cover. This will facilitate connecting rod installation.
2. Remove four screws. Swing gearbox cover
and domed cover clear.
3. Remove crank pin spring clip by withdrawing
sideways as shown on Fig. 89.
4. Remove limit switch moving contact.
S. Remove connecting rod.

Fig. 90.

Connecting rod removed

Install Connecting Rod
I. Fit connt:cting rod.
~
Fit limit switch moving contact.
3. Fit crank pin spring clip by inserting side\Iays as shown on Fig. 89.
4. Position gearbox cover and domed cover
with marks made above aligned. Secure
with four screws.
If aligning marks have been lost adjust park
position as detailed below.
Adjust Park Position
The arms and blades should stop at the end of
a stroke. The park position can be adjusted by
slackening four screws and rotating the domed
cover.
The correct park position should be attained
when the domed cover setting pip is positioned as
shown on Figs. 91 and 92 for R.H. Steer and
L.H. Steer vehicles respectively.

Fig. 91.

Park position-R.H. Steer

Fig. 92.

Park position-L.H. Steer

To retard stop rotate domed cover clockwist:.
To advance stop rotate domed cover anticlockwise.
When the domed cover is positioned correctly
tighten four screws.
Repair
If the windscreen wiper motor is not operating
correctly perform the voltage check as detailed
bdow to locate the fault.
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Voltage Check
1. Connect voltmeter suitable for voltage between supply wire (Colour code-Green)
and earth.
2. Select motor ON. Voltmeter reading should
be approximately 11·5 volts.
If the reading is zero check supply circuit.
If the reading is appreciably below 11·5 volts
excessive current flow through the motor is
indicated. This may be due to a fault in the
motor or a fault in the cable rack and tubing
assembly resulting in the motor being required to drive an excessive load.

Supply
2

Armature

3

Field winding

4

High speed field resistor

5

Limit switch

Colour code
G

Green

R

Red

N

Brown

LG

Light green

Running Current
I. Remove connecting rod as detailed above.
2. Connect ammeter suitable for running current (See Data) in supply circuit.
3. Select motor ON. Allow to run for 60
seconds. Ammeter reading should then be as
given in Data.
If the reading is not as stated a fault in the
motor is indicated.

Facia switch
OFF

1 connected to 6

NORMAL

1 and 6 connected to 4

HIGH

1 connected to 4

Running Speed
1. Remove connecting rod as detailed above.
2. Select motor ON. Allow to run for 60 seconds.
Speed of final gear should then be as given in
Data.
If the speed is not as stated a fault in the
motor is indicated.
Force to move Cable Rack in Tubing
1. Remove connecting rod as detailed above.
2. Remove arms and blades.
3. Attach a suitable spring scale to hole in crosshead. Maximum permissible force to move
cable rack in tubing is given in Data.
If the required force is greater than stated a
fault in the cable rack and tubing assembly is
indicated. Refer to Group 5.

R

2
G

f~

4
'~

4
:;

~. (0)

:;~

"

6

~t

G20b

3
Fig. 93.

Component and switch wiring diagram
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,---------------------------------------------.
VOLTAGE STABILIZER
Data
Manufacturer
Smiths part NC).
Stanpart No.

Smiths
BR 1300/01
128484

Type
Average sta bilized output voltage

Bimetal resistance
IO volts

Description
The voltage stabilizer which is mounted on the
rear of the speedometer provides a suitable supply
for the fuel and temperature indication systems.
The unit functions as follows:
Current supplied to terminal B flows across
the contacts to output terminal I and across the
contacts to the heater shunt winding and earth.
Current flow through the shunt winding heats the
bimetal strip which consequently distorts causing
the contacts to part.
Current flow to terminal I and the heater shunt
winding is terminated. The bimetal strip cools
causing the contacts to close.
The situation is now reverted to the original
condition and a second \vcle commences.
The slow vibratioil '\? the bimetal strip results
in an average stabl!...ell output voltage over a
period of time at terminal I which is a suitable
supply for the slow reaction bimetal resistance
type fuel and temperature indication systems.

Fig. 94
Voltage
stabilizermounted on
speedometer

Service-No maintenance is required.
Remove voltage stabilizer
1. Remove speedometer as detailed in Group 5.
2. Remove voltage stabilizer from speedometer.
Install voltage stabilizer
1. Fit voltage stabilizer to speedometer.
2. Fit speedometer as detailed in Group 5.

Fig. 95
Voltage
stabilizerintemal view

CAUTION: VOLTAGE STABILIZER
SHOULD BE MOUNTED WITH BAND
E UPPERMOST AND NOT TILTED
MORE THAN 20 DEGS. FROM THE
VERTICAL IN EITHER PLANE.

G 267

2

Repair-Repair is by replacement.
NOTE: If a voltmeter is connected between
output terminal I and earth a constant I volt
reading should not be expected. The reading
should fluctuate between system voltage and
a low voltage.

°

NOTE: When performing any tests that
include a unit containing a bimetal strip
ensure to allow ample time-approximately
one minute-for the unit to react.
Electrical instrument tester-Refer to Group 6Test data and equipment.

B
•

I

1

... E
B Supply
I Contacts
2 Bimetal strip
3 Heater shunt winding
Output terminal
Fig. 96.

Component wiring diagram
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FUEL INDICAnON
Data

Fuel indicator
Manufacturer
Smiths part No.
Stanpart No.
Type ..
Body diameter
Illumination

Bimetal resistance
52 mm.
Internal

Tank unit
Manufacturer
Smiths part No.
Stanpart No.
Type ..

Fig. 97.

Smiths
TBS 1114/001
307474
Bimetal resistance

Fuel indicator

For illustrations of Fuel indicator-rear view and
internal view refer to Group 6---Figs. 103 and 104.

Fig. 98.

Smiths
BF 2201/07
143577

Tank unit installed

Description
The fuel indication system consists of a fuel
indicator mounted on the facia centre panel and
a tank unit located in the fuel tank. These two
components are electrically connected as sho\v11
in the system wiring diagram.
The fuel indicator contains a bimetal strip
surrounded by a heater series winding. Current
flow through the series winding heats the bimetal
strip which consequently distorts. The pointer is
suspended between the moving end of the bimetal
strip and a spring blade. This arrangement
causes the pointer to take up a position over the
scale that is related to current flow through the
system circuit.
The tank unit consists of a resistance winding
swept by a contact arm. The arm is attached to
the Aoat pivot and is at earth potential. A full
tank results in few turns of the resistance Winding
in circuit and a heavy current. A low tank results
in many turns of the resistance winding in circuit
and a reduced current. Current now through the
system circuit is thus related to fuel level.
The system is voltage sensitive. To achieve
consistent fuel indication the voltage stabilizer
r 'ovides an average stabilizeri output voltage
which is a suitable supply for this slow reaction
bimetal resistance type system.
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Service-No maintenance is required.
Removal/Installation Fuel Indicator- Refer to
Group 5.
Remove Tank Unit

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Fold forward luggage floor carpet.
Lift out spare wheel cover panel.
Withdraw two screws. Remove fuel tank
cover panel.
Disconnect electrical connectors.
Release locking ring by tapping anticlockwise.
Withdraw tank unit.

Install Tank Unit

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Fig. 99.

Position tank unit. Ensure location lugs engage correctly.
Secure locking ring by tapping clockwise.
Connect electrical connectors.
Fit fuel tank cover panel. Secure with two
screws.
Fit spare wheel cover panel.
Secure luggage floor carpet in position.

Tank unit remDved

Repair

Repair of both units is by replacement.
NOTE: When
include a unit
ensure to allow
one minute-for

performing any tests that
containing a bimetal strip
ample time-approximately
the unit to react.

Electrical Instrument Tester-Refer to Group 6Test data and equipment.
Fig. 100.

I.

Supply from voltage stabilizer

Fuel indicator
2. Heater series winding
3. Bimetal strip
4. Spring blade
5. Pointer
Tank unit
6. Resistance winding
7. Contact arm

C 269

Fig. lOt.

S,)stem wiring diagram

Tank unit--internal view
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TEMPERATURE INDICAnON
Data
Temperature indicator
Manufacturer
Smiths part No.
Stanpart No.

Smifls
BT2204/07
145002

Type ..
Body diameter
Illumination

Bimetal resistance
52 mm.
Internal

Transmitter
Manufacturer
Smiths part No.
Stanpart No.

Smiths
TT 4802/00
137705

Type ..
Indication range
Thread

Semi conductor
50-120 degs. centigrade
i in.-18 UNF

Description

Fig. 102.

The temperature indication system consists of
a temperature indicator mounted on the facia
centre panel and a transmitter located in a
tapping in the water pump body. These two components are electrically connected as shown in the
system wiring diagram.
The temperature indicator contains a bimetal
strip surrounded by a heater series winding.
Current flow through the series winding heats
the bimetal strip which consequently distorts.
The pointer is suspended between the moving end
of the bimetal strip and a spring blade. This
arrangement causes the pointer to take up a position over the scale that is related to current flow
through the system circuit.
The transmitter contains a small semi-conducting disc which is held at the far end of the
body under the action of a spring. The resistance
of the disc varies with temperature. A hot engine
results in a low resistance and a heavy current.
A cool engine results in a high resistance and a
reduced current. Current flow through the system
circuit is thus related to engine temperature.
The system is voltage sensitive. To achieve
consistent temperature indication the voltage
stabilizer provides an average stabilized output
voltage which is a suitable supply for this slow
reaction bimetal resistance type system.

Temperature indicator

o

9

Fig. 103.

Temperature indicator-rear view

G229
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Service-No maintenance is required.
Removal/Installation
Refer to Group 5.

Temperature

Indicator-

Remove Transmitter
I. Drain cooling system sufficiently to ensure
water pump body is dry.
2. Disconnect electrical connector.
3. Remove transmitter from water pump body.
Install Transmitter
I. Fit transmitter to water pump body. Employ
a new sealing washer if available.
2. Connect electrical connector.
3. Fill cooling system.

Fig. 104.

Temperature indicator-internal view

Repair
Repair of both units is by replacement.
NOTE: When performing any tests that
include a unit containing a bimetal strip ensure
to allow ample time-approximately one
minute-for the unit to react.
Electrical Instrument Tester-Refer to Group 6Test data and equipment.

Fig. 105.

1.

Transmitter

Supply from voltage stabilizer

Temperature indicator
2. Heater series winding
3. Bimetal strip
4. Spring blade
5. Pointer
Transmitter
6. Spring
7. Semi-eonducting disc
8. Body

3

I
):'--8

;f
6

----------.=

Fig. 106. System wiring diagram

E
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OIL PRESSURE INDICATION
Data
Oil pressure switch
Manufacturer
Stanpart No.

A.C. or Smiths
121398

4,5-7,5 PSI
3·0-5·0 PSI
t in. x 27 TPI American std. taper pipe
connection

Operating pressure early unit later unit Thread

Fig. 107.
Oil pressure
warning light

Description
The oil pressure indication system consists of
an oil pressure warning light housed in the speedometer and an oil pressure switch fitted to the
cylinder block. The switch is in communication
with the main oil gallery. These two components
are electrically connected as shown in the system
wiring diagram.

Fig. 108.
Oil pressure
switch
Some vehicles may
have the oil pressure switch fitted
directly to the
cylinder block in
an alternative
position.

When the ignition is selected ON the warning
light will illuminate. When the engine is started
the oil pressure will rise causing the switch diaphragm to be actuated outwards. The contact
plate is isolated and the warning light is
extinguished.
Should the oil pressure fall below the safe
operating pressure while the engine is running the
contact plate will move inwards and the warning
light will illuminate.
Service-No maintenance is required.
Removal/Installation Oil Pressure Warning Light
-Refer to Group 6-Lamps and bulbs.
Remove Oil Pressure Switch
1. Disconnect electrical connector.
2. Remove switch.

3

G 270

Install Oil Pressure Switch
l. Fit switch.
CAUTION: THE THREAD IS TAPERED.
APPLY ONLY REASONABLE TORQUE.
DO NOT ATTEMPT TO SEAT SWITCH
SHOULDER.
2. Connect electrical connector.

1 Supply from ignition circuit
2 Oil pressure warning light

Oil pressure switch
3 Contact plate
4 Diaphragm
5 Oil
Fig. 109.

Second Issue

Repair-Repair of both units is by replacement.

E
System wiring diagram
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TEST DATA AND EQUIPMENT

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT TESTER
The Smiths Automotive electrical instrument
tester enables the following to be checked on the
vehicle:
Battery voltage.
Voltage stabilizer.
Fuel indication system-by substituting the
tester for the tank unit. If the fuel indicator
operates correctly, a defective tank unit is
indicated. If the fuel indicator does not
operate correctly, a defective fuel indicator
or a wiring fault is indicated.
Temperature indication system-by substituting the tester for the transmitter. If the temperature indicator operates correctly, a
defective transmitter is indicated. If the
temperature indicator does not operate correctly, a defective temperature indicator or a
wiring fault is indicated.
NOTE: When performing any tests that include a unit containing a bimetal strip ensure
to allow ample time-approximately one
minute-for the unit to react.

Fig. 110.

ELECTRO~C ENG~

Electrical instrument tester

TESTER

An electronic engine tester enables a number of checks to be performed on the vehicle. The tester consists of a
combination of meters, an oscilloscope and a stroboscopic timing light. The following is a summary of the checks
included in the Crypton "Quality control quick check".

STARTABILITY
Volts at coil switch terminal. Static
Voltage drop test on ignition circuit between battery and ignition coil positive connector.
Volts at coil switch terminal. Cranking
Checks ignition/starter switch action, starter solenoid operation, battery under load, starter motor operation,
engine flywheel ring gear condition and starter motor circuit including battery and engine earth leads.
Volts at coil switch terminal. Charging
Checks charging system operation and control box voltage setting.
Volt drop through distributor
Voltage drop test on ignition circuit between ignition coil negative connector and earth. Indicates ignition
distributor electrical condition.
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AT 1000 R.P.M.
Distributor points dweU
Checks ignition distributor contact gap and
operation of contacts and condenser. Dwell
angle which is related to contact gap can be read
directly from oscilloscope. Sparking at contacts
or uncertain condenser action will be indicated
on oscilloscope.
Distributor dwell overlap
Checks drive from crankshaft to igmtlOn
distributor and distributor mechanical condition.
Slack in drive or wear in distributor may cause
differences in timing between cylinders resulting
in rough running. Differences in timing between
cylinders are indicated on oscilloscope by unequal dwell angles.
Spark plugs minimum and
Spark plugs maximum
Cbecks K Y required to fire sparking plugs.
See "Coil H.T. output" below.
Rotor gap
Checks igmtlOn distributor rotor gaps. A
wide gap may cause missing when cylinder pressures are high, i.e. at high speed or under load.
A narrow gap may cause missing due to lack of
spark intensifying action which is required to fire
sooted or oiled sparking plugs.
Coil H.T. output
Checks ignition coil high tension KY output.
The KY required to fire sparking plugs-obtained above-taken from the coil high tension
KY output provides the important reserve KV
value.
Power check R.P.M. drop
Checks to ensure equal cylinder compressions,
correct rocker clearances, no air leaks into inlet
manifold and correct carburettor synchronisation. Preventing each sparking plug from firing
in turn should result in an equal R.P.M. drop.
AT ENGINE IDLE SPEED

Fig. 111.

Electronic engine tester

Idle set to
Idle speed is correctly adjusted.
Timing at idle
Engine timing at idle speed is noted.
NOTE: On this vehicle crankshaft pulley
timing marks "0" aligned with pointer
indicates numbers 1 and 6 pistons at T.D.C.
Air-fuel ratio
This is noted and used as a guide if carbureUor adjustment is required.
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ENGINE AT 3000 R.P.M.
Timing without vacuum advance
Engine timing is correctly adjusted with the engine running in its normal cruising speed range. Immobilise
vacuum advance by pulling off vacuum pipe.
This adjustment is important as accurate static engine timilg may not al-ways result in accurate timing when
the engine is running in its normal cruising speed range. This is due to tolerances that must exist in the drive from
crankshaft to ignition distributor and in the distributor advance mechanisms. Employing an electronic engine tester
with a facility to adjust the timing light flashes to occur a measurable numr.er of degrees after the sparking plug
has fired engine timing can be adjusted accurately with the engine running.
Timing with vacuum advance
Checks vacuum advance by comparing engine timing with and without vacuum pipe fitted.
Air-fuel ratio
Checks air flow is not excessively restricted by dirty air cleaner elements.
FINAL IDLE SPEED
In neutral
Idle speed is correctly adjusted.

In drive
Checks excessive clutch drag. Idle speed is noted with clutch disengaged and first gear selected.

TIMING LIGHT
A timing light enables advance mechanism
operation to be checked visually with the engine
running. Position timing light as shown all
Figure 112 so that flashes illuminate crankshaft
pulley timing marks.
NOTE: On t!lis vehicle crankshaft pulley
timing marks "0" aligned with pointer
indicates numbers I and 6 pistons at T.D.C.
To check centrifugal advance immobilise
vacuum advance by pulling off vacuum pipe.
To check vacuum advance compare engine
timing with and without vacuum pipe fitted.
WARNING:
ENSURE THAT PERSONNEL
AND
EQUIPMENT
ARE
KEPT CLEAR OF ROTATING COOLING FAN WHILE USING TIMING
LIGHT.
Figure 112. Timing light
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IGNITION DISTRIBUTOR
Emiss on control component

Data
Manufacturer
Series
Delco Remy part No.
Stanpart No.

Delco Remy
D204
7953547
308372

Contact gap
Rotation-viewed on rotor
Firing angles
Dwell angle
Open angle
Moving contact spring tension
Condenser capacity
Engine firing order

0·015 in.
Anticlockwise
60 ± 1 degs.
40-42 degs.
18-20 degs.
17-21 ozs.
0,18-0,23 mfd.
1-5-3-6-2-4
Centrifugal advance

I'

Degs. dlstnhuto:
advance

,1

Dlstri butor
r,p.m.

--

II

i Crankshaft !

M~~~;~~~I~-:--Ma~xi~u~l;

Lp.m.

Degs. crankshaft
advance

I

1--~ini~um-T~axlmU~--11

j
:
.-.---.-- ---.--- --,----------- . ----- ------------- ----W-----I------·----.--- --I
42-'
No ad,anc:e tp neeu:
I:
850
i
No advance to occur
!
500
o
i·3
'Ii
1000
'0
2·6
I

1\75
1200
180n
2500

4-6
6·8
9"
12·0

I

8·0
92
11·4
14·0

I!

II

Ii

1750
2400
3600
5000

9'2
13·6
18-4
24·0

16·0
184
22·8
28·0

Vacuum advance

I·

Degs. distributor

I!

Degs. crankshaft

Ins. of
mercury

a~~~nce

11

a_d_v~_n-c-e

\'acuum

Minimum I Maximum

IiI

Beiow 3
4-6
!!
14

:

------1

40
6-5

20

__

Minimum ! Maximum ;
I
.
No ad\/3n~e--to-o-cc-u-r- - - --------\
Advance to start
6·0
8·0
8·5
13·0
11·0

12 ·0
17·0
22·0

Retard unit

Ins. of
mercury
vacuum

Degs. distributor
retard
Minimum

Maximum

Degs. crankshaft
retard

Minimu~ I~~~.

i
\

,----- -----------11----

Below 2'5
15·0

4·25

lI

No retard to occur
5'75
II
8·5

11'5
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CAUTION: U.S. FEDERAL STANDARDS.
CONTROL OF AIR POLLUTION.
UNAUTHORISED INTERFERENCE WITH, OR ADJUSTMENTS TO. THE IGNITION
DISTRIBUTOR MUST NOT BE MADE, AS IF MADE, WOULD ALMOST CERTAINLY
RESULT IN THE VEHICLE FAILING TO MEET THE LEGAL REQUIREMENTS IN
RESPECT OF AIR POLLUTION.
For illustration of centrifugal advance mechanism refer
to GT6-Group 6-Fig. 42.
Description
The distributor shaft rotates at half crankshaft speed
driven fr0111 the engine camshaft via a drive gear.
The shaft and centrifugal advance mechanism are
assembled as a unit and rotate in two sintered iron
bearings contained in the housing.
The centrifug.ed advance mechanism advances the
spark lIlll1er increasing engine speed. This is achieved
by two weights extending outwards against the action
of the control springs. The resulting cam action causes
the cam spindle to rotate slightly anticlockwise relative
to the shaft.
When the contacts close a circuit is completed via
the low tension wire, moving contact, fixed contact,
mounting plate and mounting plate earth lead to earth.
When the contacts open the low tension circuit is
broken causing a collapse of the magnetic field in the
ignition coil.
Fig. 1.

Mounting plate assembly
The moving contact, fixed contact and condenser
are located on the mounting plate. This assembly can
be rotated through a limited angle by the diaphragm of
the double acting vacuum capsule to adjust the ignition
timing. One chamber of the capsule operates as a conventional vacuum advance mechanism which functions
to improve fuel economy by timing the spark earlier at
part throttle. The opposing chamber is a retard unit
which provides additional retard at idle and during
deceleration to reduce exhaust emission. The retard
unit is a component of the "Emission control system"
detailed in Group 1.
Ignition timing can be adjusted by slackening the
clamp bolt and rotating the distributor housing. (No
vernier adjustment knob is fitted to this unit).
The condenser is connected between the terminal
point and mounting plate-that is parallel with the
contacts-and functions to produce the desirable quick
collapse of the magnetic field in the ignition coil. Condenser action also prevents arcing across the contacts.

Fig. 2.

VA

Vacuum advance

RU

Retard unit

Double acting vacuum capsule

High tension surges initiated in the ignition coil are
distributed in the correct sequence to the sparking plugs
by the cap, rotor and high tension leads.
A drive gear contained within the housing provides
a drive for the tachometer.
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Fig. 3.
Lubrication
Remove cap and rotor.
I.
2.
3.

4.

Few drops of engine oil to oil retaining felt to
lubricilte shaft-cam spindle.
One drop of engine oil to lubricate moving contact
pivot.
Approximately 5 c.c.-about one teaspoonful-of
engine oil through OIL hole to lubricate centrifugal
advance mechanism and upper sintered iron bearing.
Lightly grease with petroleum jelly (Vaseline) to
lubricate cam.

Wipe away any surplus oil. Ensure contacts are oil
free. Any oil on contacts may result in burning.
Contacts
The contact surfaces should have a grey frosted
appearance. If the surfaces are partly worn, clean as
detailed below. If excessively worn or pitted renew
contact set.
Clean contacts-use a clean fine cut contact file.
Do not attempt to remove all roughness or dress contacts smooth. Remove only scale or dirt. Do not use
emery cloth or sandpaper as cleaning with either can
result in particles becoming embedded causing arcing
and subsequent rapid deterioration of the contacts.
Contact gap-it is important that the correct gap be
maintained. Contacts set too closely may tend to burn
rapidly. Contacts set too wide may tend to cause a
weak spark at high speed.
Adjust contact gap
1. Remove cap and rotor.
2. Rotate cam so moving contact is positioned on a
cam peak.
NOTE: When distributor is insitu rotate cam by
turning crankshaft mounted cooling fan.

3.
4.

5.

Slacken lock screw (5).
Position a 0·015 feeler gauge between contacts.
Move fixed contact (6) about moving contact pivot
(2) to adjust gap. Tighten lock screw.
NOTE: This operation may be facilitated by
inserting a screwdriver in slots (7) and twisting to
move fixed contact.
Check 0·015" gap has been maintained.
H

Ignition timing mechanism action
Centrifugal advance mechanism action-this can be
checked by removing cap and turning rotor anticlockwise against control springs. Rotation through a
small angle should be possible and rotor should return
to its original position when released.
Vacuum advance mechanism action-this can be
checked by removing the double acting vacuum capsule.
Depress control link against spring. Action should be
smooth and link should return to its original position
when released.
Retard unit mechanism action-this can be checked
by removing the double acting vacuum capsule. Pull
out control link against spring. Short movement should
be smooth but strongly resisted and link should return
to its original position when released.
Ignition timing mechanism operation
Centrifugal advance operation, vacuum advance
operation and retard unit operation can only be checked
by employing an electronic engine tester or timing light.
Refer to Group 6-Test data and equipment.
Ignition timing
Refer to Group I-Emission control system.
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Remove ignition distributor
NOTE: To facilitate re-timing do not slacken
clamp bolt.~
1. Remove cap.
2. Disconnect low tension wire from ignition coil
negative connector.
3. Note positions of vacuum advance pipe and retard
unit pipe on double acting vacuum capsule.
4. Pull off two vacuum pipes.
5. Remove tachometer drive.
6. Remove rear mounting bolt.
7. Remove forward mounting bolt while withdrawing
distributor from adaptor. A sharp upward pull
may be required to withdraw.

Fig. 4.

Remove/install ignition distributor

Install ignition distributor
NOTE: To facilitate re-timing do not slacken
clamp bolt.
I. Position forward mounting bolt and washers to
distributor. Insert distributor into adaptor. Ensure
coupling offset key locates correctly in drive gear
offset slot while screwing In forward mountmg bolt.
.,
Fit rear mounting boit.
_. Fit wc!1ometer drive by insertll1g cable and securing
with knurled connector
.:;. Push or; two vacuum pipe, as noted at Remove
ignition distributor·-operation 3 ahove.
S. Connect low tension Wlre to ignitlor! coil negative
connector.
6. Check approximate static ignition timing as detailed
in Group l---Emlssion control system.
NOTE: This operatIon is required only to start the
engine.
7. Fit cap.
S Adjust idling speed ignition timing as detailed in
Group l--Emissiol1 control system
CAUTION: TO ACHIEVE THE ACCURAC\
REQUIRED FOR THE PROPER FUNCTION·
ING OF THE EMISSIO"-' CONTROL SYSTEM
[T IS IMPORTANT THAT THE FINAL IGNIT10N TIMING ADJUSTMENT IS MADE
DYNAMICALLY.
Remove contach
I
Remove cap and rotor.
., Release moving contact spring from terminal point
and withdraw moving contact from pivot
3. Withdraw low tension wire and condenser wire
from terminal point.
4. Remove jock screw.
5. Withdraw fixed contact.

HS38

ITjg. 5.

Remove/install contacts

InstaIl contacts
l. Ensure contacts are clean. If a new contact set is
being fitted ensure preservative is removed from
contact faces.
2. Position fixed contact.
3. Fit lock screw.
4. Position condenser wire and low tension wire to
terminal point.
5. Position moving contact to pivot and locate moving
contact spring to terminal point. Ensure two wire
terminals are correctly secured by spring.
6. Adjust contact gap as detailed above.
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Rotor
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1

~

2 Rotor contact

2

3

Ii

35~

3 Cap
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4 Oil retaining felt
5 Cam
6 Cam spindle
7 Upper thrust washer
8

33

Side screw

9 Clip

31

30~

10 Side screw-clip securing
11

•

Clip

~

12 Side screw-clip securing

29~

13

Side screw-with washer

28

14

Double acting vacuum
capsule

15

Clamp bolt

16

Coupling

"

I,

~

5

____ 6
27- __
~

17 Coupling pin

- - - 7 ___----8
/9
/

18

Lower thrust washer

26---

19 Rubher '0' ring
20 Staked plug
21

Tachometer dnve gear

22

Thrust washer

23

Upper sintered irl)Jl bearing

25___

24-~

23--

24 Oil retaining felt
25

Housing

26 Shaft and centrifugal advance
mechanism unit

27 Weight
28

Control spring

29

Mounting plate

20

21

,

I

\.

~~~
19

30 Condenser
31

Mounting plate earth lead

32

Fixed contact

33

Moving contact

34 Lock screw
35

Low tension wire

Fig. 6.

Ignition distributor details
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II

I

'I

·124 ·093
·122 ·092
Fig. 7.

Disassemble ignition distributor
I. Remove ignition distributor as detailed above.
2. Remove rotor.
3. Remove two side screws to release double acting
vacuum capsule.
4. Remove remaining two side screws. Withdraw
mounting plate assembly.
5. If required remove tachometer drive gear. Using
thin chisel or screwdriver pierce staked plug and
prise out. Withdraw tachometer drive gear and
thrust washer.
CAUTION: DO NOT PERFORM THIS REMOVAL UNLESS A NEW STAKED PLUG IS
AVAILABLE.
6. If required remove shaft and centrifugal advance
mechanism unit. Ensure tachometer drive gear has
been removed. File and tap out coupling pin.
Remove coupling and lower thrust washer. Ensure
shaft is burr free and withdraw. Remove upper
thrust washer.
CAUTION: DO NOT PERFORM THIS REMOVAL UNLESS A NEW STAKED PLUG
AND COUPLING PIN ARE AVAILABLE.
7. If required remove control springs. Do not attempt
to disassemble shaft and centrifugal advance
mechanism unit further. Repair is by unit replacement.

, 39L

Relationship of coupling offset key to rotorview on coupling

..-------u@)
l----O(])
_

5

•

~ ~..

~~
6

_----'0

®

7

O@

T - - - -o @
L--------o

I
2
3
4
5
6
7

CD

C,ZM

Low tension wire to ignition coil negative connector
Cnntacts
Condenser
Mounting plate earth lead
High tension input from ignition coil
High tension distribution
High tension output to sparking plugs

Fig. 8.

Component wirinR diagram

Assemble ignition distributor
I. If required fit control springs. Exercise care not to
distort springs.
When overhauling distributor it is recommended
that control springs are renewed. Tired or distorted
springs will effect engine performance.
2. Lubricate anD fit upper thrust washer and shaft and
centrifugal advance mechanism unit. Fit lower
thrust washer and coupling. Secure with new
coupling pin.
If fitting a new undrilled shaft assemble and drill
so end float is 0·002"-0·005" and relationship of
coupling offset key to rotor locating slot is as shown
on Fig. 7.
3. Lubricate nylon tachometer drive gear generously
with Shell ..Alvania" No. 2 grease or equivalent.
Fit thrust washer and tachometer drive gear.
Secure with new staked plug staking in six positions.
4. Fit mounting plate assembly. Secure initially with
side screw (8) and side screw-dip securing (10).
5. Fit double acting vacuum capsule. Secure with
side screw-with washer (13) and side screw--clip
securing (12). Clamp mounting plate earth lead
terminal between housing and mounting plate as
shown on Fig. 3.
CAUTION: IT IS POSSIBLE FOR THE TERMINAL TO BE POSITIONED SO THAT THE
CAP CANNOT BE CORRECTLY FITTED.
ENSURE
THAT
THE
TERMINAL
IS
CLAMPED HORIZONTAL SO NO FOUL
OCCURS.
6. Fit rotor.
7. Install ignition distributor as detailed above.
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BRAKE LINE FAILURE AND OIL PRESSURE INDICATIONLEFT HAND STEER ONLY
Data
Pressure differential warning actuator assemblyManufacturer
Stanpart No.--early unit with single pin--assembly
--switch
-later unit with twin pins -assembly
-switch

Girling
213990
148159
215104
149971

Pressure differential required to actuate switch
Switch plunger load-with plunger contact surface 0·522 in. below seat flange ..
Switch thread
Torque load-fitting switch to pressure differential warning actuator body

Approximately 200 PSI
5'2-6-4 lb.
tin. 24 UNF 2A
2,0-2,5 lb. fl.

Oil pressure switchManufacturer
Stan part No.

A.C. or Smiths
121398

Operating pressure-early unit
--later unit
Thread

4,5-7,5 PSI
3·0-5,0 PSI
kin. ?7 NPTF

On Later GT6 Mk. 3 cars for the U.S.A. market an Oil Pressure switch with three terminals was fitted, this being
part of the Emission control system for the engine.
Note should be made of the relative positions of the connecting wires to ensure correct refitting.
Description
The brake line failure indication system consists of
a warning light mounted on the facia panel and a
switch which is a component part of the pressure
differential warning actuator detailed in Group 3.
The oil pressure indication system consists of a
warning light housed in the speedometer and a switch
fitted to the cylinder block. The switch is in communication with the main oil gallery.
The brake line failure indication circuit is amalgamated with the oil pressure indication circuit so
that when the ignition circuits are energised both
warning lights will illuminate faintly to indicale no
bulb filament failure.

When the engine is started the oil pressure will rise
causing the oil pressure switch diaphragm to be actuated outwards. The contact plate is isolated from earth.
Both warning lights will extinguish.
Should pressure loss occur in either front or rear
brake lines the brake line failure switch will actuate
as detailed in Group 3. The "BRAKE" warning light
will illuminate brightly.
Should the oil pressure fall below the safe operating pressure while the engine is running the oil pressure switch wiil actuate. Both the "OIL" and the
"BRAKE" warning lights will illuminate faintly.
Service-No maintenance is required.
Repair-Repair of all units is by replacement.

Brake and oil warning light summary
"BRAKE"
warillng

Condllion
___________________

_

Ignitio~~n-:_:~in~_n_~~_~I~:I~i_n!_______

__ ON

Engine running

1

Engin'2 runnmg-Front or rear brake line pressure low

I

-----"

li~~l~~

I!

-1

\\arl1lng

_

!I:~

~~~~----J-_O~r~~'\lT

~I~_

ON BRIGHT

- -------------1

Engine running-Oil pressure low

"01 L"
I

ON Fi\INT

L----~~~

i
OIT
! - - - - - - --ON FAIl"T

Third

h.\/l1!
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1

3
J128

Brake line failure warning light
2

Brake line failure switch

,

Oil pressure warning light

4

Oil pressure switch

Fig. 9.

System wiring diagram
and

Figs. 10 and 11.

Components installed
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INTRODUCTION TO SECTION 3

[nformation contained in this section details electrical equipment specific to the
GT6 Mark 2. For the full contents list of electrical equipment fitted to the
GT6 Mark 2 refer to page 6·[0IA at the front of Group 6.

CAUTION: TH[S VEH[CLE IS FITTED WITH A NEGATIVE EARTH ELECTRICAL SYSTEM. ENSURE
THAT THE BATTERY EARTH LEAD IS ALWAYS CONNECTED TO THE BATTERY
NEGATIVE TERM[NAL.

THE

ALTERNATOR-AND

POSSIBLY

SOME

ACCESSORIES-CONTAIN

POLARITY

SENSITIVE COMPONENTS THAT MAY BE IRREPARABLY DAMAGED IF SUBJECTED
TO INCORRECT POLARITY.
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Fig. 1. Wiring diagram-(
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KEY TO WIRING DlAGRAM-GT6 MARK 2-RIGHT HAND STEER

CAUTION: THIS VEHICLE IS FITTED WITH A NEGATIVE EARTH ELECTRICAL SYSTEM. ENSURE
THAT THE BATTERY EARTH LEAD IS ALWAYS CONNECTED TO THE BATTERY
NEGATIVE TERMINAL.
THE ALTERNATOR-AND POSSIBLY SOME ACCESSORIES-CONTAIN POLARITY
SENSITIVE COMPONENTS THAT MAYBE IRREPARABLY DAMAGED IF SUBJECTED TO
INCORRECT POLARITY.

Alternator
2 Ignition warning light
3 Battery
4 Ignition/starter switch
4A Ignition/starter switchradio supply connector
5 Starter solenoid
6 Starter motor
7 Ignition coil
8 Ignition distributor
9 Master light switch
10 Column light switch
II Main beam warning light
12 Main beam
13 Dip beam
14 Instrument illumination
IS Fuse assembly
16 Tail lamp
17 Plate illumination lamp
18 Front parking lamp
19 Horn relay
20 Horn push
21 Horn
')')
Roof lamp
23 Roof lamp tailgate switch
24 Roof lamp door switch
25 Roof lamp facia switch
26 Heated backlight switch
27 Heated backlight
28 Heated backlight warning light
29 Turn signal flasher unit
30 Turn signal flasher switch
31 L.H. Flasher lamp
32 R.H. Flasher lamp
33

Turn signal warning light

34 Hazard flasher unit
35 Hazard switch
36 Hazard warning light
37 Heater motor
38 Heater switch
39 Voltage stabilizer
40 Fuel indicator
41 Fuel tank unit
42 Temperature indicator
43 Temperature transmitter
44 Stop lamp switch
45 Stop lamp
46 Windscreen wiper switch
47 Windscreen wiper motor
48 Reverse lamp switch
49 Reverse lamp
50 Oil pressure warning light
51 Oil pressure switch
A.

Overdrive (optional extra)

52
53
54
55
(a)

Overdrive relay
Overdrive column switch
Overdrive gearbox switch
Overdrive solenoid
From ignition/starter switchconnector 2
(b) From ignition/starter switchconnector 1
COLOUR CODE
N.
U.

R.
P.
G.

Brown
Blue
Red
Purple
Green

LG Light Green
W. White
Y. Yellow
S. Slate
B. Black
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Wiring diagram-'
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KEY TO WIRING DlAGRAM-GT6 MARK 2-LEFT HAND STEER

CAUTION: THIS VEHICLE IS FITTED WITH A NEGATIVE EARTH ELECTRICAL SYSTEM. ENSURE
THAT THE BATTERY EARTH LEAD IS ALWAYS CONNECfED TO THE BATTERY
NEGATIVE TERMINAL.
THE ALTERNATOR-AND POSSIBLY SOME ACCESSORIES-CONTAIN POLARITY
SENSITIVE COMPONENTS THAT MAY BE IRREPARABLY DAMAGED IF SUBJECTED TO
INCORRECT POLARITY.

1 Alternator
2 Ignition warning light
3 Battery
4 Ignition/starter switch
4A Ignition/starter switchradio supply connector
5 Starter solenoid
6 Starter motor
7 Ignition coil
8 Ignition distributor
9 Master light switch
10 Column light switch
11 Main beam warning light
12 Main beam
13 Dip beam
14 Instrument illumination
15 Fuse assembly
16 Tail lamp
17 Plate illumination lamp
18 Front parking lamp
19 Horn relay
20 Horn push
21 Horn
22 Roof lamp
23 Roof lamp tailgate switch
24 Roof lamp door switch
25 Roof lamp facia switch
26 Windscreen wiper switch
27 Windscreen wiper motor
28 Turn signal flasher unit
29 Turn signal flasher switch
30 L.H. Flasher lamp
31 R.H. Flasher lamp
32 Turn signal warning light
33 Hazard flasher unit
34 Hazard switch
35 Hazard warning light

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

Heated backlight switch
Heated backlight
Heated backlight warning light
Voltage stabilizer
Fuel indicator
Fuel tank unit
Temperature indicator
Temperature transmitter
Stop lamp switch
Stop lamp
Reverse lamp switch
Reverse lamp
Heater motor
Heater switch
Brake line failure warning light
Brake line failure switch
Oil pressure warning light
Oil pressure switch

A.

Overdrive (optional extra)

Overdrive relay
Overdrive column switch
Overdrive gearbox switch
Overdrive solenoid
From ignition/starter switchconnector 2
(b) From ignition/starter switchconnector 1
54
55
56
57
(a)

COLOUR CODE
N
U
R
P
G

Brown
Blue
Red
Purple
Green

LG Light Green
W White
Y
Yellow
Slate
S
Black
B
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FUSE ASSEMBLY
Data
Fuse
Manufacturer
Rating
Lucas part No.
Stanpart No.

Lucas
35 amp.

188218
58465

Lucas colour code
Current capacity
Fusing current-Prolonged
Instantaneous

White
17·5 amp.
35 amp.
40 amp.

Circuits
The top fuse fed by a white cable from the ignition/starter switch protects the following
circuits:
Heated backlight circuit
Turn signal flasher lamp circuit
Heater circuit
Fuel indication circuit
Temperature indication circuit
Stop lamp circuit
Windscreen wiper circuit
Reverse lamp circuit
The centre fuse fed by a red/green cable from the master light switch potects ti1e follow;ni{
circuits:
Tail lamp circuit
Plate illumination lamp circuit
Front parking lamp circuit
The bottom fuse fed by a brown cable from the battery protects the following circuits:
Horn circuit
Hazard warning circuit
Headlamp flasher circuit
Roof lamp circuit.

Description
Thc fuse asscmbly IS a (:omp()m~'1t of thc main harncss. It is secured to an aperture provided on the bulkhead by integral plastic clips. Thc unit contains three
operallonal fuses and has prOViSion to house tWG spare
The ru~es arc i"'rotectcd hv a puil-c~fT transparent nlastlc
CO\\:i,

fuse ~s :ndicLlted \\'hcn lil 1 \iC
\"\' :t ~eC(H11e :nopcratl,\'(; ;\:1 nev.
:'use fails cSlabl;sh the cause anc rectIfy' tll.C fau~j
fining J second repLiccrnent.
Failure of a

n~lrtlCtJiar

ClrclHts ~)r(nected

Fig. 3.

Fuse assembly installed

.---------._--_._------------------_.
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ALTERNATOR
CAUTION: THE ALTERNATOR CONTAINS POLARITY SENSITIVE COMPONENTS.
'CAUTlON' ON PAGE 6·303.

REFER TO

DO NOT MAKE OR BREAK ANY CONNECTIONS IN THE CHARGING CIRCUIT-INCLUDING THE BAITERY LEADS-WHILE THE ENGINE IS RUNNING OR DAMAGE TO COMPONENTS MAY OCCUR. THE ALTERNATOR MUST ONLY BE RUN WITH ALL THE
CHARGING CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS MADE OR THE ALTERNATOR MULTI-SOCKET
CONNECTORS DISCONNECTED.
HIGH VOLTAGES MAY DAMAGE SEMI-CONDUCTOR DEVICES. REMOVE ALTERNATOR
MULTI-SOCKET CONNECTORS BEFORE PERFORMING ANY ELECTRIC ARC WELDING
ON THE VEHICLE.
Data
Manufacturer
Type ..
Lucas part No.
Stanpart No.

Lucas
15ACR
54021230
215346

Polarity
Brush length-new
-renew if less than
Brush spring pressure-face flush with brushbox
Rectifier pack-output rectification
-field winding supply rectification
Stator windings
Field winding rotor-poles
-maximum permissible speed
-shaft thread
Field winding resistance
Nominal output-hot at 6,000 alternator r.p.m. (2,870 engine r.p.m.) at
14 volts ..
Triumph-GT6 Mark 2
Crankshaft pulley--effective diameter
Alternator pulley-effective diameter
Drive ratio-engine RPM: alternator RPM

Negative earth only
0·5 in.
2·0 in. protrudes from brushbox when free
7-10ozs.
6 diodes (3 live side-3 earth side)
3 diodes
Three phase-star connected
12
12,500 Lp.m.
-fo in.-18 U.N.F. RH 2A
4·33 ± 5 % ohm. at 20 deg. centrigrJde
28 amp.
4·50 in.
2·75 in.
II :18

Fig. 4.

i\!ternator
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Component wiring diagram
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KEY TO COMPONENT WIRING DIAGRAM

Stator windings
2

Live side output diodes

3

Earth side output diodes

4

Field winding supply diodes

5

Harness loop

6

Brushes and slip rings

7

Field winding

R3

Resistor

Restricts T2 base current supplied from 'field winding supply'
diodes

T2

Intemediate transistor

Controls T3 base current direct

R6

Resistor

Restricts T3 base current supplied from 'field winding supply'
diodes

T3

Output transistor

Controls field winding earth return circuit

Rl and R2

Potential divider

Senses battery reference voltage

ZD

Zener diode

Voltage sensitive component. Opposes passage of current
until breakdown voltage-approximately 8 volts-is reached.
Controls Tl base current direct.

Tl

Input transistor

Controls T2 base current by diverting current passing through
R3 to earth when ZD is conducting

Cl and R4

Capacitor and Resistor

Prevents transistor overheating by providing positive feed
back circuit to ensure quick switching of transistors from
'fully on' to 'fully off'

R5

Resistor

Path for small leakage current which may pass through ZD
at high temperatures

D

Surge quench diode

Connected across field winding. Protects T3 from field
winding high induced voltage surge and smooths field
winding current

C2

Condenser

Radio interference suppression

Circuit is made when multi-socket connector is fitted and
broken when connector is removed
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2

26

1
2
3
4
5
6

25

Moulded cover
Rubber '0' ring
Slip ring end bracket
Through bolt
Stator windings
Field winding
., Key
8 Bearing retaining plate
9 Pressure ring
I

4

5

7

6

8

9

\

24

23

10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17

22

20

Felt ring
Drive end bracket
Nut
Spring washer
Pulley
Fan
Spacer
Pressure ring and felt ring
retaining plate
Fig. 6.

Alternator details

18

17

18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26

10

11

/

16

Dri ve end bearing
Circlip
Rotor
Slip ring end bearing
Slip ring moulding
Nut
Rectifier pack
Brushbox assembly
Control unit
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Service
Ensure that the ventilation apertures in the moulded
cover remain clean.

The alternator contains its own control unit. A
fan mounted at the drive end draws cooling air through
the unit. The field winding rotor runs on two 'lubricated
for life' ball bearings. (No routine lubrication is
required.)

An alternating current is produced in the three
phase-star connected static stator windings. This is
partly rectified by six diodes-three on the live side
and three on the earth side-to supply direct current
to the vehicle electrical circuits and battery. Three
additional diodes rectify part of the stator output to
energise the field winding via a pair of brushes and
slip rings. This circuit is controlled by the control unit.

Adjust tension of vee drive belt as detailed
Group 1.

111

CAUTION:
WHEN TENSIONING BELT
LEVERONTHE DRIVE END BRACKET ONLY.
USE A LEVER OF SOFT MATERIALPREFERABLY WOOD. DO NOT LEVER ON
ANY OTHER PART OF THE ALTERNATOR
OR BEARING DAMAGE MAY RESULT.

Defective charging system
Check multi-socket connectors are correctly fitted.

The control unit adjusts the current flow through
the field winding to control the alternator output to suit
,he electrical requirements of the vehicle and the state
of charge of the battery. Control is achieved by a voltage sensitive electronic circuit. The unit is built employing micro-circuit techniques. The resulting space saving
enables it to be mounted on the slip ring end bracket
below the moulded cover.

(No current regulator is required as the inherent
self regulating properties of the alternator limit the
output current. No cut out is required since the diodes
incorporated in the alternator prevent reverse currents
from flowing.)

Ignition warning light-the three 'field winding
supply' diodes enable a circuit similar to a com'entional generator warning light circuit to be employed.
When the ignition eircuits are energised battery voltage is applied to the light. When the alternator is at
rest an earth path exists through the field winding
and control unit and the light illuminates. When the
alternator commences to charge the voltage at terminal 'IND' approximately equals that at the battery
and the light extinguishes. If the \mrning Iif{ht remains
illuminated during normal runring a fault i- indicated.

Ensure that vee drive belt is not slipping on alternator pulley. If required adjust tension of belt as
detailed in Group!.
Prove alternator operation by performing both an
Alternator functional check with control unit inoperative and a Control unit functional check as detailed
below.
Inspect charging system wiring. Perform continuity
checks between alternator, ignition warning light and
battery. With alternator running at 6000 r.p.m. (2870
engine r.p.m.) and headlamps switched on voltage drop
between alternator • +' connector blade and battery
positive terminal should not exceed 0·5 volt. Similarly
with the same running conditions voltage drop between
alternator '-' connector blade and battery negative
terminal should not exceed 0·25 volt.
Check attachment of battery leads to ensure good
electrical contact.
Check the battery is in a serviceable condition.
Perform a Specific gravity check atld a Heavy discharge
check.
NOTE: If equipment is not available to perform
an Aiternator functional check with control unit
inoperative or a Control unit functional check a
Diode check as detailed below could be performed.
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Alternator functional check with control unit inoperative.
The stated output may be exceeded slightly when
the alternator is cold. To avoid misleading results the
check should' be performed with the unit as near to
its normal operating temperature as possible.
1.

Disconnect multi-socket connectors.

2.

Remove moulded cover.

3.

Provide test circuit as shown on Fig. 7.
CAUTION: THE ALTERNATOR CONTAINS
POLARITY SENSITIVE COMPONENTS THAT
MAY BE IRREPARABLY DAMAGED IF
SUBJECTED TO INCORRECT POLARITY.
OBSERVE POLARITY OF ALTERNATOR
AND BATIERY TERMINALS.
Do not connect variable resistor across battery for
longer than is necessary to perform check.

4.

Run engine gradually increasing speed.
At 1500 alternator r.p.m. (720 engine r.p.m.) light
should be extinguished.
Hold speed at approximately 6000 alternator r.p.m.
(2870 engine r.p.m.). Adjust variable resistor so
voltmeter reads 14 volts. Ammeter reading should
now be approximately 28 amps.
If the ammeter reading is not approximately 28
amps. the indication is that the alternator requires
overhaul or replacement.

NOTE: If the indication is that the alternator
requires overhaul or replacement, diode failure may
be suspected. A Diode check as detailed below
could be performed.

J436

1
2
3
4
5
6

Alternator
Battery ..
Variable resistor
Light
Voltmeter
Ammeter

12 volt
0-15 ohm-35 amp.
12volt-2·2 watt
0-20 volt
Q-4O amp.

Fig. 7. Alternator functional check with control
unit inoperative
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Control unit functional check
The stated output may be exceeded slightly when
the alternator is cold. To avoid misleading results the
check should be performed with the unit as near to its
normal operating temperature as possible.

I.

Disconnect multi-socket connectors.

2.

Provide test circuit as shown on Fig. 8.

\\

5

f------fl,.

CAUTION: THE ALTERNATOR CONTAINS
POLARITY SENSITIVE COMPONENTS THAT
MAY BE IRREPARABLY DAMAGED IF
SUBJECTED TO INCORRECT POLARITY.
OBSERVE POLARITY OF ALTERNATOR
AND BATIERY TERMINALS.

3.

Run engine gradually increasing speed.

.4

At 1500 alternator r.p.m. (720 engine r.p.m.) light
should be extinguished.

Hold speed at approximately 6000 alternator r.p.m.
(2870 engine r.p.m.). Voltmeter reading should
now be steady at 14'0-14'4 volts.
J437

1
2
3
4
5

If the voltmeter reading is not steady at 14·0-14·4
volts-and a satisfactory Alternator functional
check with control unit inoperative has been
performed-the indication is that the control
unit should be replaced.

Alternator
12 volt
Battery ..
Light
12 volt-2'2 watt
0-20 volt
Voltmeter
Earth connection to alternator body

Fig. 8.

Control unit functional check
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Fig. 9. Soldering operation
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Fig. 10. Extractor tool
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Disassemble alternator
1.

Remove moulded cover.

2.

Remove brushbox and control unit assembly by
disconnecting 'Lucar type' connector from rectifIer pack and unscrewing three screws.

3.

Assemble alternator
1.

CAUTION: DO NOT USE DRIVE END
BRACKET AS SUPPORT WHILE FITTING
ROTOR.

If required control unit may be detatched from
assembly. Note position of three wire eyelets.
Withdraw screw to release control unit and three
screws to release wire eyelets.

4.

Note position of three stator wires on rectifier pack.

5.

Unsolder three stator wire connections.

IF SPACER IS NOT EMPLOYED FELT RING
MAY BE DAMAGED.
2.

Fit key.

3.

Fit fan, pulley, spring washer and nut. Torque
load nut to 25-30 lb. ft.

Take care not to overheat diodes or bend diode
pins. Perform soldering operation as quickly as
possible and provide a heat sink by lightly gripping
diode pin with long-no~ed pliers as shown on
Fig. 9.
6.

Slacken nut and withdraw rectifier pack.

7.

Remove through bolts.

8.

Provide extractor tool as detailed on Fig. 10.
To remove slip ring end bracket position extractor
tool to engage with outer journal of slip ring end
bearing.
NOTE: It may be necessary to carefully file away
surplus solder from two field winding connections
on slip ring moulding if extractor tool will not pass
over moulding.
Employ a second operator to support slip ring end
bracket by hand. Carefully tap extractor tool to
drive bearing from housing.

9.

Rubber '0' ring fitted in slip ring end bracket
bearing housing may remain in situ unless replacement is contemplated.

10.

Remove stator windings from drive end bracket.

11.

Remove nut, spring washer, pulley and fan. If
necessary use suitable extractor.
NOTE: Prevent the shaft turning while removing
the nut by wrapping a scrap fan belt round pulley
and retaining by hand or vice.

12.

Remove key.

13.

Using suitable press remove rotor from drive end
bracket.
CAUTION: DO NOT ATTEMPT TO REMOVE
ROTOR BY APPLYING HAMMER BLOWS
TO SHAFT END. SUCH ACTION MAY BURR
OVER AND DAMAGE THREAD.

Using spacer (Fig. 6-item 16) and suitable tube
fit rotor to drive end bracket by applying pressure
to bearing inner journal.

NOTE: Prevent the shaft turning while tightening
the nut by wrapping a scrap fan belt round pulley
and retaining by hand or vice.
4.

Observe relationship of stator windings to drive
end bracket determined by stator wire connections,
rectifier pack position on slip ring end bracket,
alignment of mounting lugs on end brackets and
through bolt clearances on stator windings.
Position stator windings to drive end bracket.

5.

Ensure that rubber '0' ring is fitted correctly in
slip ring end bracket bearing housing.

6.

Fit slip ring end bracket by carefully pushing
bearing into housing.

7.

Fit through bolts tightening evenly.

8.

Ensure that rubber locating piece is correctly fitted
to rectifier pack. Position rectifier pack and secure
with nut.

9.

Position three stator wires on rectifier pack as
noted at Disassemble alternator-operation 4
above. Solder using only 'M' grade 45-55 tin
lead solder. Note precaution stated at Disassemble
alternator---operation 5 above.

10.

If required attach control unit to brushboX:. Position three wire eyelets on brushbox as noted at
Disassemble alternator---operation 3 above. Insert
screw to secure control unit and three screws to
secure wire eyelets.

11.

Ensure that brushes are entered correctly in
brushbox. Fit brushbox and control unit assembly
by inserting three screws and connecting 'Lucar
type' connector to rectifier pack.

12.

Fit moulded cover.
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Brushes

3.

Note position of three stator wires on rectifier pack.

Clean brushes with petrol moistened cloth. Ensure
that the brushes move freely in the brushbox. If
necessary lightly polish brush sides with a fine file.

4.

Unsolder three stator wire connections.
Take care not to overheat diodes or bend diode
pins. Perform soldering operation as quickly as
possible and provide a heat sink by lightly gripping
diode pin with long nosed pliers as shown on Fig. 9.

Check brush length-renew brushbox assembly if
less than 0·2 in. protrudes from brushbox when free.
Using a suitable push type spring scale check brush
spring pressure. Pressure should be 7-10 ozs. with face
flush with brushbox. If pressure is low renew brushbox
assembly.

5.

Provide test circuit as shown on Fig. II.

6.

Place each diode in circuit with battery positive to
diode pin. Repeat check with battery negative
to diode pin.

Slip rings
Clean slip rings with petrol moistened cloth. If there
is evidence of burning use very fine glasspaper. The
surfaces should be smooth and uncontaminated by oil
or other foreign matter.
CA UTION: DO NOT USE EMERY CLOTH OR
SIMILAR ABRASIVE.

When placing each diode in circuit wire 'A' must
be connected to the heat sink plate to which the
diode is associated.
Light illumination-indicating current flow-should
occur in one direction only.
If light illuminates in both directions, or fails to
illuminate in either, the diode is unserviceable and a
new rectifier pack must be fitted.

DO NOT MACHINE SKIM-ANY ECCENTRICITY
IN MACHINING WILL ADVERSELY AFFECT
THE ALTERNATORS HIGH SPEED PERFORMANCE.

Bearings

Diode check

The field winding rotor runs on two 'lubricated for
life' ball bearings. (No routine lubrication is required.)

If diode failure is suspected perform the following
check on each of the nine diodes.

1.

Remove moulded cover.

The need for bearing replacement during the life of
the alternatore is extremely unlikely-provided the vee
drive belt is correctly adjusted and the unit is mounted
correctly.

2.

Disconnect 'Lucar type' connector from rectifier
pack.

Should bearing replacement be required proceed as
follows:

12 VOLT

1"2 VOLT
22 WATT
H480

Fig. 11.

Diode check
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Remove Slip Ring End Bearing
1.

1

2.

Unsolder two field winding connections to slip
ring moulding.

3.

Pull slip ring moulding from shaft.

4.

Using suitable extractor remove bearing.

3

2

I

Perform Disassemble alternator operations 1-10 as
detailed above.

/

/

JOJ8

Install Slip Ring End Bearing
1.

Ensure that bearing is correctly packed with
lubricant 'Shell Alvania RA' grease or equivalent.

2.

Using suitable tube fit bearing to shaft by applying
pressure to bearing inner journal. Ensure that
shielded side faces slip ring moulding and bearing is
positioned as far as it will go along shaft towards
rotor.

3.

6

1 Bearing
2 Rubber '0' ring
3 Slip ring end bracket

Fit slip ring moulding to shaft. Ensure that projections engage correctly with shaft slot.

Fig. 12.

4 Rotor
5 Grease retainer
6 Slip ring moulding

Slip ring end bearing

NOTE: Slip ring moulding may be fitted either way
round.
4.

Solder two field winding connections to slip ring
moulding using 'Frys H.T.3' solder.

Remove Drive End Bearing
1.

Perform Disassemble alternator as detailed above.

2.

Insert large screwdriver in extractor notch and prise
out circlip.

3.

Remove bearing retaining plate.

4.

Push out bearing and associated components.

H,a,

I~~

h:\J ~
876
I

Install Drive End Bearing
1.

Ensure that bearing is correctly packed \\ith lubricant 'Shell Alvania RA' grease or equivalent.

2.

Assemble bearing, pressure ring, pressure ring and
felt ring retaining plate, spacer and felt ring as
detailed on Fig. 13. Fit assembly to drive end
bracket.

3.

Fit bearing retaining plate.

4.

Fit circlip.

5

1 Bearing

Pressure ring
3 Pressure ring and felt
ring retaining plate
4 Spacer
2

Fig. 13.

Felt ring
Drive end bracket
7 Bearing retaining
plate
8 Circlip
5

6

Drive end bearing and associated components
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STARTER SOLENOID
Data
Manufacturer
Type
Lucas part No...
Stanpart No.

Lucas
4ST

Plunger pull in voltage
Plunger release voltage
Winding resistance

4-9 volts
0--2'5 volts
2,3-2,8 ohms

76766
121269

Description
The starter solenoid is normally solenoid operated
by remote control from the ignition/starter switch.
It may also be actuated manually from the engine
compartment by depressing the rubber cap shown
arrowed on Fig. 14.

Service-No maintenance is required.

Repair-Repair is by replacement.

Fig. 14.

Starter solenoid

Supply from ignition/starter switch
2

4

Shunt winding

3 Plunger contact
4

Battery terminal-with battery to
harness connectors

5 Starter motor terminal

Fig. 15.

Component wiring diagram

5
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IGNITION DISTRIBUTOR
Data

Manufacturer
Series
Delco Remy Part No.
Stanpart No.

Delco Remy
D200
7953681
215511

Contact gap
Rotation-viewed on rotor
Firing angles
Dwell angle
Open angle
Moving contact spring tension
Condenser capacity
Engine firing order

0·015 in.
Anticlockwise
60 degs.
40--42 degs.
18-20 degs.
17-21 ozs.
0'18-0·23 mfd.
1-5-3-6-2-4

Centrifugal Advance

Degs. distributor
advance

Degs. crankshaft
advance

Dw.tributor
r.p.m.

Minimum

Maximum

Crankshaft
r.p.m.

Minimum

Maximum

200

0

0

400

0

0

800

3'5

5'5

1600

7

11

1200

7·0

9'0

2400

14

18

1600

8·0

10'5

3200

16

21

2200

10·0

12·0 max

4400

20

24 max

Vacuum Advance

Ins. of
mercury
vacuum

Degs. distributor
advance
Minimum

2

Maximum

Degs. crankshaft
advance
Minimum

Maximum

Advance commence

4

0

2

0

4

8

3

5

6

10

13

7

9 max

14

18 max

20

7

9 max

14

18 max

For aU other details refer to Group 6--GT6 Mark I-Ignition distributor
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BULB CHART

Watts

Lucas
Part No.

Stanpart
No.

60/45

54521872

512231

45/40

410

510218

France

45/40

411

510219

U.S.A.

50/40

54522231

Front parking lamps

6

207

57591

Front flasher lamps

21

382

502379

6/21

380

502287

Rear flasher lamps

21

382

502379

Reverse lamps

21

382

502379

Plate illumination lamp-Normal

6

989

59467

4

222

501436

6

254

59897

Instrument illumination

2·2

987

59492

Warning lights

2·2

987

59492

Lamp

Headlamps-L.H. Dip

I
R.H. Dip--Normal

Tail/stop lamps

U.S.A. and Denmark
Roof lamp

* Sealed beam light unit

-

*

*
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TURN SIGNAL FLASHER UNIT
Data
Lucas
8FL 3·6A
35048
148644

Manufacturer
Type
Lucas part No.
Stanpart No.

12 volts
Nominal voltage
60-120
Flashes per minute
Percentage on time-flasher lamps are on for this percentage of each flash cycle .. 30 to 75%
44·2 watts
Total bulb load
3·6 amp.
Rating

Description
The turn signal flasher unit consists of a moulded
base carrying a snap action metal vane held in tension
by a metal ribbon. A set of normally closed contacts are
positioned on the base and ribbon. A pressed cover is
gimped to the base.

Current supplied to terminal B flows immediately
across the contacts, through the ribbon and vane to
terminal L. From terminal L it flows to the selected
lamps giving immediate indication of the driver's
selection.

The current heats the ribbon causing expansion
which finally allows the vane to relax and the contacts
to open.
Fig. 16.

Turn signal flasher unit installed

The current flow is terminated, the lamps extinguish
and the ribbon cools and contracts. The vane is retensioned until the contacts close and a second cycle
commences.

Service-No maintenance is required.

Renew Turn Signal Flasher Unit
Locate unit below facia panel on right hand side of
bulkhead. Pull unit from socket. F t new unit to socket.

J112
Repair-Repair of the unit is by replacement.

CAUTION:
TO ENSURE THE CORRECT
OPERATION OF THE FLASHER SYSTEM
WITHIN LEGAL LIMITS, IT IS IMPORTANT
THAT A NEW UNIT SHOULD BE OF THE
CORRECT TYPE WITH A RATING OF 3·6A.

B
I
2
3
L

Supply
Contacts
Metal ribbon
Metal vane
Output terminal to lamps

Fig. 17.

Component wiring diagram
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HAZARD WARNING SYSTEM
Data

Hazard flasher unitManufacturer

Signal-stat (made in Brooklyn, New
York, U.S.A.-available through Lucas
dealers)
180
54362147
148576

Type ..
Lucas part No.
Stanpart No.
Nominal voltage
Flashes per minute
Percentage on time-flasher lamps are on for this percentage of each
flash cycle
Total bulb load

12 volts
60 to 120
30 to 75%
86·2 watts

Description

Hazard Flasher Unit Operation

Operating the hazard switch on the facia panel
isolates the turn signal flasher lamp circuit and makes
the switch terminals 5, 6 and 3 common. A circuit now
exists through the hazard flasher unit to both the left
hand and right hand flasher lamps. A hazard warning
light mounted on the facia panel flashes in unison with
the lamps.

Current supplied to terminal X flows across the
resistor wire, through the ribbon and vane to terminal
L. From terminal L it flows to earth via the lamps.
The lamps do not illuminate as the current is limited by
the resistor wire.

In the event of minor crash damage the system may
safely be selected providing petrol spillage has not
occured. If one or more lamps are inoperative the
remaining lamps may continue to flash at the correct
speed. If the circuit has become earthed the appropriate fuse will blow when the selection is made. System
selection should not result in a fire or a harness 'burn
out' provided petrol spillage has not occured.

Current supplied to terminal X now flows through
the series winding-to close the warning light contacts
-and across the main contacts to terminal L. From
terminal L it flows to the lamps causing illumination.

The current is however large enough to heat the
ribbon causing expansion which finally allows the vane
to relax and the main contacts to close.

Current flow across the ribbon is terminated and it
cools and contracts. The vane is retensioned until the
main contacts open and a second cycle commences.

I
2
3

Fig. 18.

System wiring diagram

4
5
6

Fuse
Hazard flasher unit
Hazard switch
OFF 2 connected to 1
ON 5 connected to 3 and 6
L.H. Flasher lamp
R.H. Flasher lamp
Hazard warning light

a
b
c
d
e

Turn signal circuit supply
To turn signal flasher unit
From turn signal switch
From turn signal switch
Turn signal warning light
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HEATED BACKLIGHT-CLEAR
Data
Manufacturer
Type
Stanpart No.

Triplex
Hotline
714115

Design operating current

10·2 amps.

Description

A heated backlight with a facia mounted switch and
a red warning light incorporated in the tachometer is
fitted to all vehicles as standard equipment.

The 'Hotline' unit is produced by first printing
the heating element on the inside of the glass. During
the subsequent toughening process this element is fused
into the glass.

The resultant toughened backlight should provide
long life and reliability. No special operating instructions or precautions are required.

Service-No maintenance is required.

Removal/Installation

Fig. 19.

Heated backlight

The heated backlight removal/installation is the
same as for a conventional backlight except that the two
electrical connectors require to be carefully disconnected/connected.

Removal/installation for a conventional backlight is
detailed in Grou p 5.
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WINDSCREEN WIPER MOTOR
CAUTION: THE WINDSCREEN WIPER MOTOR IS POLARITY SENSITIVE. REFER TO 'CAUTION' ON
PAGE 6·303.
OBSERVE POLARITY WHEN PERFORMING ANY TESTING OF THE UNIT.

Data
Manufacturer
Type ..
Lucas Part No.
Stanpart No.

Lucas
14W
75704
517621

Running current-after 60 seconds from cold with connecting rod removed1·5 amp.
Normal speed
High speed
2·0 amp.
Running speed-final gear after 60 seconds from cold with connecting rod removedNormal speed
46-52 Lp.m.
High speed
60-70 Lp.m.
0,002-0,008 in.
Armature end float
Brush length-normal speed-new
0·380 in.
renew if less than
-&-in.
high speed -new
0·380 in.
renew if less than
0'280 in.
(i.e. when narrow section is worn to step into full width section)
0·380 in.
earth
-new
renew if less than
-l6 in.
Brush spring pressure-when compressed so brush bottom is aligned with brushbox
slot end
5-7 ozs.
61bs.
Maximum permissible force to move cable rack in tubing-arms and blades removed

Description
The unit consists of a t\\O speed permanent magnet
motor and a gearbox unit which drives a cable rack
mechanism. Rotation of the motor armature is converted to a reciprocating motion of the cable rack by
a single stage worm and gear, a connecting rod and
a crosshehJ contained in a guide channel.
Two speed operation is provided by a third brush.
When high speed is selected the positive supply is
transferred from the normal speed brush to the high
speed brush.
A switching feature stops the blades in the park
position irrespective of their position when the facia
switch is selected OFF. This is effected by a two stage
limit switch unit attached to the gearbox. The contacts
are actuated by a cam on the final gear.

Fig. 20.

Windscreen wiper motor

When the facia switch is selected OFF the motor
will continue to run until the limit switch first stage
contacts open. A momentary period follows during
which no contact is made. The second stage contacts
then close causing regenerative braking of the armature which maintains consistent parking of the blades.
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Service
The windscreen wiper motor is greased during
manufacture and no maintenance is required.
Adjust park position
The park position is not adjustable at the windscreen wiper motor. The arms and blades may be
repositioned on the splined wheelbox spindles to
alter the swept arc.
Adjust armature end float
On a new windscreen wiper motor armature end
float is normally controlled by a non adjustable thrust
screw.
To check armature end float when a non adjustable
thrust screw is fitted perform the following operation.
Position a feeler gauge between armature shaft and
thrust screw. Push armature towards cover. End float
should be 0,002-0'008 in. In the unlikely event of
adjustment being required end float may be increased
by fitting shim washer/washers under thrust screw
head or reduced by mounting thrust screw in lathe
and removing metal from underside of head.

Running Speed
I. Remove four screws. Lift off gearbox cover.
2. Remove crank pin spring clip by withdrawing
sideways. Remove washer (Fig. 23-item 19).
Carefully withdraw connecting rod. Remove
washer (17).
3. Allow motor to run for 60 seconds. Speed of final
gear should then be as given in Data for normal
speed and high speed respectively.
If the speed is not as stated a fault in the motor
is indicated.
Force to Move Cable Rack in Tubing
I. Remove four screws. Lift off gearbox cover.
2. Remove crank pin spring clip by withdrawing
sideways. Remove washer (Fig. 23-item 19).
Carefully withdraw connecting rod. Remove
washer (17).
3. Remove arms and blades.
4. Attach a suitable spring scale to hole in crosshead.
Maximum permissible force to move cable rack in
tubing is 6 Ibs.
If the required force is greater than 6 Ibs. a fault
in the cable rack and tubing assembly is indicated.

If a service replacement armature is fitted it should
be supplied with an adjustable thrust screw and lock
nut as a boxing sundry.

To adjust armature end float when an adjustable
thn'st screw and lock nut is fitted perform the following operation. Slacken lock nut. Screw thrust screw
in until resistance is felt. Screw thrust screw out
quarter of a turn-maintain in this position and
tighten lock nut.
Repair
If the windscreen wiper motor is not operating
correctly first check electrical supply of 12 volts on
terminal 5 with normal speed selected and terminal 3
with high speed selected.
If electrical supply is satisfactory perform the
following operations to determine if the fault is in the
motor or in the cable rack and tubing assembly resulting in the motor being required to drive an excessive load.

Running Current
I. Remove four screws. Lift off gearbox cover.
2. Remove crank pin spring clip by withdrawing sideways. Remove washer (Fig. 23-item 19).
Carefully withdraw connecting rod. Remove washer
(17).
3. Connect ammeter suitable for running current (See
Data) in supply circuit.
4. Allow motor to run for 60 seconds. Ammeter
reading should then be as given in Data for normal
speed and high speed respectively.
If the reading is not as stated a fault in the motor
is indicated.

Fig. 21.

Connecting rod removed

A Park position-cable rack retracted
B Park position-cable rack extended
Fig. 22.

I Crankpin
2 Cam

Relationship of crankpin to cam for
correct park position
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20

21

\

4

5

6

7

8

I

!

I

11

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Aligning marks
Self aligning bearing
Brush assembly
Commutator
Armature
Cover
Permanent magnet
Through bolt
Cover bearing

:r469

10 Felt washer
Limit switch unit
12 Final gear shaft spring clip
13 Washer
14 Crosshead guide channel
15 Thrust screw (non adjustable)
or
Thrust screw and lock nut
(adjustable)
11

Fig. 23.

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Gearbox
Washer
Connecting rod
Washer
Crank pin spring clip
Gearbox cover
Final gear
Dished washer

Windscreen wiper motor details

Disassemble Windscreen Wiper Motor
1.

Remove four screws. Lift off gearbox cover.

2.

Remove crank pin spring clip by withdrawing sideways. Remove washer (19). Carefully withdraw connecting rod. Remove washer (17).

3.

Remove final gear shaft spring clip by withdrawing
sideways. Remove washer (13). Ensure shaft is
burr free and withdraw. Remove dished washer.

4.

Remove through bolts.

5.

Carefully withdraw cover and armature about -flo
in. Continue withdrawal allowing brushes to drop
clear of commutator. Ensure that brushes are not
contaminated with grease.

6.

Pull armature from cover against action of permanent magnet.

7.

Remove five screws to release brush assembly and
limit switch unit. Remove both units joined together by wires.

Assemble Windscreen Wiper Motor
NOTE: The following lubricants are used during
assembly:
Shell Turbo 41 oil
Ragosine Listate grease
I.

Position brush assembly and limit switch unit
joined together by wires. Secure with five screws.
2. Lubricate cover bearing and saturate cover bearing
felt washer with Shell Turbo 41 oil. Position
armature to cover against action of permenent
magnet.
3. Lubricate self aligning bearing with Shell Turbo 41
oil. Carefully insert armature shaft through bearing.
Ensure that brushes are not contaminated with
lubricant. Push three brushes back to clear commutator.
4. Seat cover against gearbox. Turn cover to align
marks shown on Fig. 23. Fit through bolts and
torque load to 12-16 lb. in.

5.

CAUTION: IF MARKS ARE NOT ALIGNED
MOTOR WILL RUN IN REVERSE DIRECTION.
Determine if a non adjustable thrust screw or
adjustable thrust screw and lock nut is fitted.
Refer to Adjust armature end float above and
perform appropriate operation.
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6.

Lubricate final gear bushes with Shell Turbo 41 oil.
Lubricate final gear cam with Ragosine Listate
grease. Fit dished washer with concave surface
facing final gear. Insert shaft. Fit washer (13). Fit
spring clip by inserting sideways.
NOTE: The final gear is serviced only as an
assembly. Normally the crankpin mounting plate
is not seperated from the moulded gearwheel. If
they should become parted assemble so relationship
of crankpin to cam is as shown on Fig. 22.

7.

Pack Ragosine Listate grease around worm gear,
final gear and into crosshead guide channel.

8.

Fit washer (17). Lubricate final gear crankpin
with Shell Turbo 41 oil and crosshead end of connecting rod including pin with Ragosine Listate
grease. Carefully insert connecting rod. Fit washer
(19). Fit spring clip by inserting sideways.

9.

Position gearbox cover. Secure with four screws.

111

Clean commutator with petrol moistened cloth.
If the unit is in good condition it will be smooth and
free from pits or burned spots. If necessary polish
with fine glass paper. If excessively worn replace

armature.
Brushes
Clean brushes with petrol moistened cloth. Ensure
that the brushes move freely in the brushplate.
Check brush length-renew brush assembly if any
brush is less than respective dimension given in Data.
Using a suitable push type spring scale check brush
spring pressure. Pressure should be as given in Data.
If pressure is low renew brush assembly.

UILG
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Commutator
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+
N LG

+ Supply
1 Facia switch
OFF
3 connected to 4
NORMAL 2 connected to 3
HIGH
2 connected to 1
2 Normal speed brush

Fig. 24.

'065

3
4
5
6
7
8

High speed brush
Commutator
Permanent magnet
Earth brush
Final gear cam
Limit switch unit

Component and switch wiring diagram
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FUEL INDICATION
Data

Up to Commission No. KE/KF 20,001

From Commission No. KE/KF 20,001

Fuel indicator
Manufacturer
Smiths part No.
Stanpart No.

Smiths
BF 2201/17
150162

Smiths
BF 2232/01
159611

Bimetal resistance
52mm.
Internal

Bimetal resistance
52mm.
Internal

Type
Body diameter
Illumination
Tank unit
Manufacturer
Smiths part No.
Stanpart No.

Smiths
TBS 1114/001
307474

Type

Bimetal resistance

For all other details refer to page 6.156

TEMPERATURE INDICATION
Data

Up to Commission No. KE/KF 20,001

From Commission No. KE/KF 20,001

Temperature indicator
Manufacturer
Smiths part No.
Stanpart No.

Smiths
BT 2204/13
150163

Smiths
BT 2230/00
159606

Bimetal resistance
52mm.
Internal

Bimetal resistance
52mm.
Internal

Smiths
TT 4-02/00
137705

Smiths
TT 4803/00A
150843

Semi conductor
50--120 degs. centigrade
~in.--18 UNF

Semi-conductor
50-140 degs centigrade
~in.-18 UNF

Type
Body diameter
Illumination
Transmit ter
Manufacturer
Smiths part No.
Stanpart No.
Type
Indication range ..
Thread

For all other details refer to page 6.158
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INTRODUCTION TO SECTION 4

Information contained in this section details electrical equipment specific to the GT6 Plus that was introduced in
October 1968. This vehicle is produced for the North American market only and complies with U.S. Federa1Standards.

CAUTION: THIS VEHICLE IS FITIED WITH A NEGATIVE EARTH ELECTRICAL SYSTEM. ENSURE
THAT THE BATTERY EARTH LEAD IS ALWAYS CONNECTED TO THE BATIERY
NEGATIVE TERMINAL.

THE ALTERNATOR-AND POSSIBLY SOME ACCESSORIES-CONTAIN POLARITY
SENSITIVE COMPONENTS THAT MAY BE IRREPARABLY DAMAGED IF SUBJECTED TO
INCORRECT POLARITY.
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ELECTRICAL

6·403

KEY TO WIRING DIAGRAM-GT6 PLUS

CAUTION: THIS VEHICLE IS FITTED WITH A NEGATIVE EARTH ELECTRICAL SYSTEM. ENSURE
THAT THE BATTERY EARTH LEAD IS ALWAYS CONNECTED TO THE BATTERY NEGATIVE TERMINAL.
THE ALTERNATOR-AND POSSIBLY SOME ACCESSORIES-CONTAIN POLARITY SENSITIVE COMPONENTS THAT MAY BE IRREPARABLY DAMAGED IF SUBJECTED TO INCORRECT POLARITY.

2
3
4
4A

5
6
7
8
9
10
II

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Alternator
Ignition warning light
Battery
Ignition/starter switch
Ignition/starter switchradio supply connector
Starter solenoid
Starter motor
Ignition coil
Ignition distributor
Master light switch
Column light switch
Main beam warning light
Main beam
Dip beam
Instrument illumination
Fuse assembly
Tail lamp
Plate illumination lamp
Front parking lamp
Horn relay
Horn push
Horn
Roof lamp
Roof lamp tailgate switch
Roof lamp door switch
Roof lamp facia switch
Windscreen wiper switch
Windscreen wiper motor
Turn signal flasher unit
Turn signal flasher switch
L.H. Flasher lamp
R.H. Flasher lamp
Turn signal warning light
Hazard flasher unit
Hazard switch
Hazard warning light

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

Heated backlight switch
Heated backlight
Heated backlight warning light
Voltage stabilizer
Fuel indicator
Fuel tank unit
Temperature indicator
Temperature transmitter
Stop lamp switch
Stop lamp
Reverse lamp switch
Reverse lamp
Heater motor
Heater switch
Brake line failure warning light
Brake line failure switch
Oil pressure warning light
Oil pressure switch

A.

Overdrive (optional extra)

54
55
56
57
(a)

Overdrive relay
Overdrive column switch
Overdrive gearbox switch
Overdrive solenoid
From ignition/starter switchconnector 2
(b) From ignition/starter switch-connector I

COLOUR CODE
N
U
R
P
G

Brown
Blue
Red
Purple
Green

LG
W
Y
S
B

Light Green
White
Yellow
Slate
Black

6·404

ELECTRICAL

HEATED BACKLIGHT-TINTED
Data
Manufacturer
Type
Stanp<lrt No.

Triplex
Hotline Sundym
714571

Design operating currelll

10·2 amps.

Description
A heated backlight with a facia mounted switch and
a red warning light incorporated in the tachometer is
fitted to all vehicles as standard equipment.

The 'Hotline Sundym' unit is produced by first
printing the heating element on the inside of the tinted
glass. During the subsequent toughening process this
element is fused into the tinted glass.

The resultant toughened backlight should provide
long life and reliability. No special operating instructions or precautions are required.

Service-No maintenance is required.

Removal/Installation

Fig. 2.

Heated backlight

The heated backlight removal/installation is the
same as for a conventional backlight except that the two
electrical connectors require to be carefully disconnected/connected.

Removal/installation for a conventional backlight is
detailed in Group 5.

6·501

ELECTRICAL

INTRODUCTION TO SECTION 5

Information contained in this section details electrical equipment specific to the
GT6 Mark 3.

For the full contents list of electrical equipment fitted to the

GT6 Mark 3 refer to page 6.101 E at the front of Group 6.

CAUTION: THIS VEHICLE IS FITTED WITH A NEGATIVE EARTH ELECTRICAL SYSTEM. ENSURE
THAT THE BATTERY EARTH LEAD IS ALWAYS CONNECTED TO THE BATTERY
NEGATIVE TERMINAL.

THE

ALTERNATOR-AND

POSSIBLY

SOME

ACCESSORIES-CONTAIN

POLARITY

SENSlT[VE COMPONENTS THAT MAY BE lRREPARABLY DAMAGED IF SUBJECTED
TO INCORRECT POLARITY.
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6·503

KEY TO WIRING DIAGRAM-GT6 MARK 3-RIGHT HAND STEER
Commission Numbers KE 1 to KE 20,000
CAUTION: THIS VEHICLE IS FITTED WITH A NEGATIVE EARTH ELECTRICAL SYSTEM. ENSURE
THAT THE BATTERY EARTH LEAD IS ALWAYS CONNECTED TO THE BATTERY
NEGATIVE TERMINAL.
THE ALTERNATOR-AND POSSIBLY SOME ACCESSORIES-CONTAIN POLARITY
SENSITIVE COMPONENTS THAT MAY BE IRREPARABLY DAMAGED IF SUBJECTED
TO INCORRECT POLARITY.

2

Alternator

34

Voltage stabilizer

Ignition warning light

35

Fuel indicator

3 Battery

36

Fuel tank unit

4

Ignition/starter switch

37

Temperature indicator

5

Starter solenoid

38

Temperature transmitter

6

Starter motor

39

Stop lamp switch

7

Ballast resistor

40

Night dimming relay

41

Stop lamp

Ignition distributor

42

Reverse lamp switch

IO

Master light switch

43

Reverse lamp

II

Fuse

44

Heated backlight switch

12

Front parking lamp

45

Heated backlight

13

Night dimming relay winding

46

Heated backlight warning light

Tail lamp

47

Turn signal flasher unit

15

Plate illumination lamp

48

Turn signal switch

16

Instrument illumination

49

L.H. flasher lamp

17

Column light switch

50

R.H. flasher lamp

18

Dip beam

51

Turn signal warning light

19

Main beam warning light

52

Hazard flasher unit

20

Main beam

53

Hazard switch

21

Roof lamp

54

Hazard warning light

22

Key courtesy light

55

Heater motor

23

Tailgate switch

56

Heater rheostat

24

L.H. door switch

57

Heater switch

25

Facia switch

58

Radio facility

A

Overdrive (optional extra)

8 Ignition coil-6 volt
9

14

26

R.H. door switch

27

Horn relay

28

Horn push

29

Horn

30

Oil pressure warning light

31

Oil pressure switch

32

Windscreen wiper switch

33

Windscreen wiper motor

59

Overdrive relay

60

Overdrive gearbox switch

61

Overdrive gear lever switch

62

Overdrive solenoid

a From ignition/starter switch-terminal 3
b From ignition/starter switch-terminal 2
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ELECTRICAL

KEY TO WIRING DlAGRAM-GT6 MARK 3-RIGHT HAND STEER
Commission Numbers KE 20,001 and Future

CAUTION: THIS VEHICLE IS FITTED WITH A NEGATIVE EARTH ELECTRICAL SYSTEM. ENSURE
THAT THE BATTERY EARTH LEAD IS ALWAYS CONNECTED TO THE BATTERY
NEGATIVE TERMINAL.
THE ALTERNATOR-AND POSSIBLY SOME ACCESSORIES-CONTAIN POLARITY
SENSITIVE COMPONENTS THAT MAY BE IRREPARABLY DAMAGED IF SUBJECTED
TO INCORRECT POLARITY.
Alternator

34

Voltage stabilizer

2

Ignition warning light

35

Fuel indicator

3

Battery

36

Fuel tank unit

4

Ignition starter switch

37

Temperature indicator

5

Starter solenoid

38

Temperature transmitter

6

Starter motor

39

Stop lamp switch

7

Ballast resistor wire

40

Night dimming relay

8

Ignition coil-6 volt

41

Stop lamp

9

Ignition distributor

42

Reverse lamp switch

10

Master light switch

11

Fuse

12

Front parking lamp

13

Night dimming relay winding

14

Tail lamp

15

Plate illumination lamp

16

Instrument illumination

17

Column light switch

43

Reverse lamp

44

Heated backlight switch

45

Heated backlight

46

Heated backlight warning light

47

Turn signal flasher unit

48

Turn signal switch

49

L.H. flasher lamp

50

R. H. flasher lamp

51

Turn signal warning light

52

Hazard flasher unit

18

Dip beam

19

Main beam warning light

20

Main beam

53

Hazard switch

21

Roof lamp

54

Hazard warning light

22

Key courtesy light

55

Heater motor

23

Tailgate switch

56

Heater rheostat

24

L.H. door switch

57

Heater switch

25

Facia switch

58

Radio facility

26

R.H. door switch

27

Horn relay

28

Horn push

29

Horn

A

Overdrive (optional extra).

30

Oil pressure warning light

59

Overdrive gearbox switch

31

Oil pressure switch

32

Windscreen wiper switch

60

Overdrive gear lever switch

33

Windscreen wiper motor

61

Overdrive solenoid

ELECl
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KEY TO WIRING DIAGRAM-GT6 MARK 3-LEFT HAND STEER
Commission Numbers KE 1 to KE 20,000 and Commission Numbers KG 1 and Future

CAunON: THIS VEHICLE IS FITTED WITH A NEGATIVE EARTH ELECTRICAL SYSTEM. ENSURE
THAT THE BATTERY EARTH LEAD IS ALWAYS CONNECTED TO THE BATTERY
NEGATIVE TERMINAL.
THE ALTERNATOR-AND POSSIBLY SOME ACCESSORIES-CONTAIN POLARITY
SENSITIVE COMPONENTS THAT MAY BE IRREPARABLY DAMAGED IF SUBJECTED
TO INCORRECT POLARITY.
Alternator

34

Brake line failure switch

2

Ignition warning light

35

Oil pressure warning light

3

Battery

36

Oil pressure switch

4

Ignition/starter switch

37

Windscreen wiper switch

5

Starter solenoid

38

Windscreen wiper motor

6

Starter motor

7

Ballast resistor

39
40

Voltage stabilizer
Fuel indicator

8

Ignition coil-6 volt

41

Fuel tank unit

42

Temperature indicator

9

Ignition distributor

TO

Master light switch

II

Fuse

12

Front parking lamp

13

Front marker lamp

14

Rear marker lamp

15

Tail lamp

43

Temperature transmitter

44
45

Stop lamp switch
Stop lamp
Reverse lamp switch

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

Reverse lamp
Heated backlight switch
Heated backlight
Heated backlight warning light
Turn signal flasher unit
Turn signal switch
L.H. flasher lamp

16

Plate illumination lamp

17

Instrument illumination

18

Column light switch

19

Dip beam

54

R.H. flasher lamp

20

Main beam warning light

55

Turn signal warning light

56
57
58
59

Hazard flasher unit
Hazard switch
Hazard warning light
Heated motor

60
61

Heater rheostat
Heater switch

62

Radio facility

A
63
64
65
66
a
b

Overdrive (optional extra).
Overdrive relay
Overdrive gearbox switch
Overdrive gear lever switch
Overdrive solenoid
From ignition/starter switch-terminal~3
From ignition/starter switch-terminal 2

21

Main beam

22

Roof lamp

23

Tailgate switch

24

Facia switch

25

R.H. door switch

26

L.H. door switch

27

Key warning buzzer (USA only)

28

Key switch (USA only)

29

Key courtesy light

30

Horn relay

31

Horn push

32

Horn

33

Brake warning light

ELECT
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KEY TO WIRING DlAGRAM-GT6 MARK 3-LEFT HAND STEER
Commission Numbers KE 20,001 and Future

CAUTION: THIS VEHICLE IS FITTED WITH A NEGATIVE EARTH ELECTRICAL SYSTEM. ENSURE
THAT THE BATTERY EARTH LEAD IS ALWAYS CONNECTED TO THE BATTERY
NEGATIVE TERMINAL.
THE ALTERNATOR-AND POSSIBLY SOME ACCESSORIES-CONTAIN POLARITY
SENSITIVE COMPONENTS THAT MAY BE IRREPARABLY DAMAGED IF SUBJECTED
TO INCORRECT POLARITY.
Alternator

2 Ignition warning light

34

Brake line failure switch (when fitted)

35

Oil pressure warning light

3

Battery

36 Oil pressure switch

4

Ignition/starter switch

37

Windscreen wiper switch

5 Starter solenoid

38

Windscreen wiper motor

6 S,arter motor

39

Voltage stabilizer

7

Ballast resistor wire

40

Fuel indicator

8

Ignition coi 1-6 volt

41

Fuel tank unit

9

Ignition distributor

42

Temperature indicator

10

Master light switch

II

Fuse

12

Instrument illumination

13

Front parking lamp

14

Night dimming relay winding

15

Tatl lamp

16

Plate illumination lamp

18

Column light switch

19

Dip beam

20

Main beam warning light

21

Main beam

22

Roof lamp

23

Tailgate switch

24

Facia switch

25

R.H. door switch

26

L.H. door switch

29

Key light

30

Horn relay

31

Horn push

32

Horn

33

Brake warning light (when fitted)

43

Temperature transmitter

44

Stop lamp switch

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

Stop lamp
Reverse lamp switch

A
64

65
66

Reverse lamp
Heated backlight switch
Heated backlight
Heated backlight warning light
Turn signal fbsher unit
Turn signal switch
Night dimming relay contacts
L. H. flasher lamp
R.H. flasher lamp
Turn signal warning light
Hazard flasher unit
Hazard switch
Hazard warning light
Heater motor
Heater rheostat
Heater switch
Radio facility

Overdrive (optional extra)
Overdrive gearbox switch
Overdrive gear lever switch
Ov';rdllve solenoid

ALTERNATOR DATA CHART-EARLIER VEHICLES
CAUTION The alternator contains polarity sensitive components that may be
irreparably damaged if subjected to incorrect polarity.
Do not connect or disconnect any part of the charging circuit-including the battery leads-whde the engine is running. Run the
alternator with all connections made or with the unit disconnected.

NOTE: Four Lucas alternators have been fitted to the GT6
Mark3 model range up to October 1973. Identify
the unit on the specific vehicle to ensure that
information obtained from this manual refers to
the appropriate alternator

Lucas
15 ACR
Battery sensed with smail lugs

Manufacturer
Type

Lucas
15 ACR
Machine sensed

Part numbers-·

Lucas
Part No.
assembly
-comprisingalternator
fan
pulley

Stanpart
No.
216970

23562
54217652
54218695

215346
147990
154334

----

Polarity
Brush length--new
--renew if less than
Brush spring pressure
Rectifier pack--output rectification
-field winding supply rectification
Stator windings
Field winding rotor
--poles
_. maximum permissible speed
-shaft thread
Field winding resistance at 20'C
Nominal output-condition
--·alternator speed
--engine speed ..
-- control voltage
--amp

Stanpart
No.

Lucas
Part No.

217690
23634
54217652
54218695
, .-.---_.

.

~_

I
.._ .. _ ---1-

217699
147990
154334

Negative earth only
0.5 in (12.70 mm)
0.2 in (5.00 mm) protrudes from brushbox when free
9 to 13 oz (255 to 370 g) at face flush with
brushbox
6 diodes (3 live side and 3 earth side)
3 diodes
Three phase---star connected

Negative earth only
0.5 in (12.70 mm)
0.2 in (5.00 mm) protrudes from brushbox
when free
9 to 13 oz (255 to 370 g) at face flush with
brush box
6 diodes (3 live side and 3 earth side)
3 diodes
Three phase-star connected

12
15.000 rev/min
-f. in - 18 U.N.F.
4.33 1. 5 '!:, ohm
Hot
6000 rev/min
2450 rev/min
14 volt
28 amp

12
15,000 rev/min
-f. in - U.N.F.
Hot
6000 rev/min
2450 rev/min
14 volt
28 amp

:

I
I

i
I

I!

ALTERNATOR DATA CHART-LATER VEHICLES

Lucas
15 ACR
Machine sensed with large lugs

Manufacturer
Type

Lucas
16 ACR
Battery sensed

Part numbers--- -------------- . _ - - - - - - - - - - -

assembly
--comprising
alternator
f<:n
pulley
Polarity
Brush length--new
- renew if less than
Brush spring pressure
Rectifier pack-output rectifkation
-field winding supply rectification
Stator windings
Field winding rotor
--poles ..
--max imum permissi ble speed
-shaft thread ..
Field winding resistance at 20C
Nominal output-condition
---alternator speed
-engine speed
--control voltage
-amp
.-----_._---------

- ----

---~--_·_---_·_----------·I----

Lucas
Part No.

Stanpart
No.

Lucas
Part No.

23634
54217652
54218695

217771
217772
147990
154334

23795
54217652
54218695

-------~----

--------------

---~----._-----_._--

Stanpart
No.
219267
219268
'I

147990
154334
---------------------------

Negative earth only
0.5 in (12.70 mm)
0.2 in (5.00 mm) protrudes from brushbox
when free
9 to 13 oz (255 to 370 g) at face flush with
brush box
6 diodes (3 live side and 3 earth side)
3 diodes
Three phase-star connected

Negative earth only
0.5 in (12.70 mm)
0.2 in (5.00 mm) protrudes from brushbox
when free
9 to 13 oz (255 to 370 g) at face flush with
brushbox
6 diodes (3 live side and 3 earth side)
3 diodes
Three phase--star connected

12
15,000 rev/min
nin - 18 U.N.F.
4 .3315 7~ ohm
Hot
6000 rev/min
2450 rev/min
14 volt
28 amp

12
15,000 rev/min
n in - 18 U.N.F.
Hot
6000 rev/min
2450 rev/min
14 volt
34 amp

t""'l
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FUSE ASSEMBLY
Data

Fuse
Manufacturer

Lucas

Rating

35 amp.

Lucas part No.
Stan part No.

188218
58465

Lucas colour code

White

Current capacity

17.5 amp.

Fusing current--Prolonged

35 amp.

Instantaneous ..

40 amp.

Circuits
The top fuse fed by a white cable from the ignition!starter switch protects the following circuits:

Heated backlight circuit
Turn signal Ilasher lamp circuit
Fuel indication circuit
Temperature indication circuit
Stop lamp circuit
Windscreen wiper circuit
Reverse lamp circuit
The centre

fu~e

fed by a red/green cable from the master light switch protects the following circuits:
Tail lamp circuit
Plate illumination lamp circuit
Front parking lamp circuit
Instrument illumination circuit

The bottom fuse fed by a brown cable from the battery protects the following circuits:
Horn circuit
Hazard warning circuit
Headla I1lp J1asher circuit
Roof lamp circuit
Courtesy light circuit

Description

The fuse assembly is a component of the main harness. It is secured to an aperture provided on the bulkhead by
integral plastic clips. The unit contains three operational fuses and has provision to house two spare. The fuses are
protected by a pull-off transparent plastic cover.
Failure of a particular fuse is indicated when all the circuits protected by it become inoperative. If a new fuse fails
establish the cause and rectify the fault cefore fitting a secund replacement.

ELECTRICAL

6·50

IGNlTlONiSTARTER SWITCH
Data
Manufacturer

Lucas

Stan part No.

158459

Steering column lock assembly Stan part No.

216449

Description
The ignition/starter switch is a four-tenl1lnal
four-position rotary switch designed to con trol
the ignition circuits, starler solenoid a nd some
;,Jxiliary circuits.

Service-No maintenance is required.

Removal ignition/starter switch
Isolate the battery.
],

PUb back the switch cover.

3

Withdraw t:-.e switch.

4

Disconnect the rive Lucar connectors.

Installation ignition/starter switch

5

Revers" i'lstructions I [0 3. When inserting
the switch into the steering column lock
assembly, note the keyway and ensure that
[he lock shaft and switch are aligned for
correct engagemen t.

6 Connect the wires as follows:

Fig. S.

Wiring for ignition/starter switch

White/red to terminal
Brown to terminal "2
White

to

terminal 3

White/pink to terminal 5

Remove/inslall lock barrel.
Refer to page 6.\22

Repair--Repair is by replacement.

Position
Position
Position
Position

0
I

],
3

OtT
Auxiliary
Ignition
Start

No connections
2 to 5
], to 5 to 3
2 to 3 to I

6·514
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STARTER SOLENOID
Data
Manufacturer
Type
Lucas part No.
Stanpart No.

54334683
134174

Plunger pull in voltage
Plunger release voltage
Winding resistance

4-9 volts
0-2.5 volts
2.3-2.8 ohms

Lucas
4ST

Description
The starter solenoid i5 normally solenoid
operated by remote control from the. ignition!
starter switch.

/

Service-No maintenance is required.

Remove starter solenoid
1 Isolate the battery.
2 Note the four wire colour codes and positions.
3 Disconnect the four Lucar connectors.
4 Note the position of the battery lead and
starter motor lead. This is important to
ensure correct operation of the ballast
resistor starter system.
5 Pull back the rubber protector.
6 Remove the two nuts and spring washers.
Disconnect the battery lead and starter motor
lead.
7 Note the position of the solenoid.
8 Remove the two screws, washers and spring
washers, and lift the solenoid from the vehicle.

Install starter solenoid
9 Reverse 1 to 8. Ensure that the battery lead,
starter motor lead and four Lucar connectors
are positioned as shown.
Ensure good
electrical contact between the solenoid and
the vehicle body.

Repair-Repair is by replacement.

Fig. 6.
B
N
WY
N
WR
SM

Starter solenoid
Battery lead
Brown wire
White/Yellow wire
Brown wire
White/Red wire
Starter motor lead
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Ignition coil
Manafact urer
Type
Lucas part No.
Stanpart No.

IGNITION COIL AND BALLAST RESISTOR
Early
Lucas
16C6
45232
154272

Primary winding resistance

1.43 to 1.58 ohms

Ballast resistor unit-Early vehicles only
Manufacturer
Type
Lucas part No.
Stanpart No.

Lucas
3BR
47170
134176

Resistance

I .3 to 1.4 ohms

Ballast resistor wire-Later vehicles onJy
Resistance
Wire length

1.3 to 1.5 ohms
63 in. (160 em.)

Later
Lucas
15C6
45243
158830
1.30 to 1.45 ohms

1

Early vehicles onlyThis system is designed to assist engine starting
under adverse conditions. A ballast resistor is
positioned in series in the normal supply to the
ign ition coil. This unit causes a voltage drop in
the circuit so that the l2-volt supply from the
ignition switch may be employed to power the
nominally rated 6-volt ignition coil.

Later vehicles onlyThis system is designed to assist engine
starting under adverse conditions. A ballast
resistor wire built into the harness between two
crimped joints is electrically positioned in series
in the normal supply to the ignition coil. This
wire causes a voltage drop in the circuit so that
the 12 volt supply from the ignition switch may
be employed to power the nominally rated 6 volt
ignition coil.
QTO 053

All vehicIesDuring engine start the resistor is by-passed
and the battery voltage (reduced from 12-volt by
the starter motor load) is applied to the coil
direct from the starter solenoid. This slight
voltage overload provides an increased high
tension voltage at the spark plugs.

Fig. 7. Wiring diagram ignition
coil and ballast resistor
I
2
3

4
5

Starter solenoid
Normal ignition sur,ply
Ballast resistor unit-shown
or
Bal ast resistor wire--not shown
Ign tion coil--6 volt
Ign t iO'1 distrihutor
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IGNITION DISTRIBUTOR DATA
Up to Engine Number KE 10.000
Data
Manufacturer
Series
Delco Remy Part No.
Stan part No.

Delco Remy
D200
795368\
215511
0.015111.
Anticlockwlse
60 degs.
40-42 degrees
18-20 degrees

Contact gap
Rotation--viewed on rotor
Firing angles
Dwell angle
Open angle
Moving contact spring tension
Condenser capacity
Engine firing order

17-2102:
0.18-0.23 microfarad
1-5-3-6-2-4

Centrifugel Advance

Degs. distributor
advance
DHitributor
r.p.m.

Minimum

Dcgs. crankshaft
advance
Crankshaft
r.p.m.

I Maximu~

-------

Minimum

200

0

0

400

800

3'5

5·5

1600

7

1200

7·0

9·0

24()()

14

1600

8·0

2200

10·0

I
I

I

10,5
12·0 max

Maximum
,--------

I
I

3200
4400

I,

0

I

I
II

It

18

I

I

21

16

I

I

0

20

I

I

24 max

Vacuum Advance

I
Ins. o f !

1-_~ae_:_~_'~_~_ _
__

Degs. distributor
advance

I__
- M_in_l_'m
__u_m_-

I

I

Degs. crankshaft
advance

II_Minimum ' ]

Ma~i~u~_~

Advance commence

2
4

o

2

o

4

8

3

5

6

10

13

7

9 max

14

18 max

20

7

9 max

14

i8 max

~

L

-_-~aXim~m

I,lL

_

I

----!..---------U_~_-J.

i

I

-

._

-

1

ELECTRICAL
"--------------

IGNITION DISTRIBUTOR DATA
Enging NumlJer KE 10,001 and Future

Data
Manufacturer
Series
Delco Remv part No.
Stanpart No.

Delco Remy
1)204
1992127
218173

Contact gap
Rotation-· viewed on rotor
Flflng angles
Dwell angle
Open angle
Moving contact spring tension
Condenser capacity
Ellgin'~ firi ng order

O.OISin. to O.Ol7in.
Anticlockwise
60 degrees
38-40 degrees
20-22 degrees
19-24ozs.
0.\8-0.23 microfarad
J -5-3-6-2-4

Centrifugal advance

600

0.4

2.4

4.8

\000

6.0

8.0

16.0

1500

7.0

90

180

2000

8.0

\0.0

20.0

2500

90

\1 .0

22.0
22.0 max

\1.0 mIx.

2800

Vacuum advance

n~~~~~:y
vacuulll

,I

Dcgs. distributor

I

.

~d~a~~c

Minimldn

II

Degs. crankshaft

I

advance

I

"" __ __'

Maximum

I

Minimum

-----------!---------------- i1------------

Maximum

-----------------l-...

I,
50

1.0

5,00

050

2.S0

700

3.50

5.50

7.0

110

800

5.(10

700

\ {l.0

14.0

20.00

:.00 max
-------'-'-

,I

----I

Advance

300

I'

14.0 Illax
-----------------
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BULB CHART

I------------------------I-----I--Lueol;-j- Stanpa~-I--I

-"'m

I

p

_

~Pll' _I~"'-N":

_

I

HeodiPmp'-R.H. Dip-U.S.A.

50/40

I

I

France

45/40

I

I

Other R.H,
Dip markets

60/50

54522231
411

!__

No. --

H

Ii'
I

I
I

510219

I

54523079

215735

1:

60/45

54521872

512231

I'

Front parking lamps

5

207

57591

I

1

Front flasher lamps ..

21

382

502379

I

i

Front marker lamps. .

4

..,..,..,

501436

I

1

Rear marker lamps

4

222

501436

I

I

5/21

380

502287

I

Rear flasher lamps

21

382

502379

Reverse lamp

21

382

502379

Plate illumination lamp

5

207

57591

Roof lamp

6

254

59897

I,

L.H.Dip

Tail/stop lamps

I

I

III

I

I

Instrument illumination

I

2.2

987

59492

Key light

I

2.2

987!

59492

_ 2.2_1__~~_J_~49~j

Warning lights

I

* Sealed

---,----~

i
_

beam light unit

,
,-----~--------_._---'--~-_._--
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HAZARD WARNING SYSTEM
Data
Hazard flasher unit-Manufacturer

Lucas

Type

9FL

Lucas part No.

35053

Stanpart No.

154577

Nominal voltage

12 vo]ts

Flashes per minute

60 to 120

Percentage on time--flasher lamps are on for this percentage of each flash cycle

60 to 75

Total bulb load

120 watts

..

HEATED llACKLIGHT
Data
Manufacturer

Triplex

Type

Hotline

Stanpart No.

72266 i 1722662/7228431722844

Design operating LOAD

!60-206 watts

Design (1peratmg resistance

0.70-0.90 ohms

HORN
Data
H om relay
Manuracturer

Lucas

Type

6RA

Lucas

P~lrt

Swnpal t

'-0.

33188

"0.

1377-n
C2 and WI

\Vl11ding connectors
Contact connectors

C2 and CI

Contact

Single pole--norm<dl\ open

Contact pull in voltage

.-\-9 \olts

Contact release voltage

Some \ehicles may be titted With an alternative hom rclay manufactured by

Cie~lr

Hooter.
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WINDSCREEN WIPER MOTOR

CAUTION: THE WINDSCREEN WIPER MOTOR IS POLARITY SENSITIVL
ON PAGE 6303.

REFER TO 'CAUTION"

OBSERVE POLARITY WIlEN PERFORMING ANY TESTING OF THF U:'iIT.

Motor:
Manufacturer

Lucas

Type

14W

Lucas part No: motor minus gear assembly

75664

gear assembly-normal

547()25~1

U.S.A.

547025~2

Stan part No. motor minus gear assembly

517621
520JOI

gear assembly
Running current--after 60 seconds from cold with
connecting rod removed:
Normal speed

J .5 amp

High speed

:2.0 amp.

Running speed--linal gear after 60 seconds fronl cold
with connecting rod removed:
Normal speed
High speed
Armature end Iloat

46 to 52

reV!llIIl.

60 to 70

leV.Ill!n.

0.002 to O.OOS in. ((l.05 to 020 mm.)
0.250 ill. (6 illill.)
0125 ill. U 111m.)

Brush Iength--new
renew if less than

For high speed brush thi:; IS when
nano\\- secr:ol~ IS v.orn IIltc I'll!! width
sec[Joll.
Brush spring pressure-when compressed so brush bottom is aliglled vvitll
brush box slot end

510 "707. (140 to

Maximum permissibie force to move cable rack
blades removed

6 lb. (.) kg)

III

tubing- -arms anI.!

VOLTAGE STABILIZER

Data
M,mufacturer
Smiths part No.
Stanpart No.
Type
'\vcrage st<!bih/cd output voltage

ER I '1i7 CO

200 g.)

ELECTRICAL

INTRODUCTION TO SECTION 6

Information contained in this section details electrical equipment specific to the GT6 Mk. 3 that was introduced in
October 1970 for the North American market only and complies with U.S. Federal Standards.

CAUTION: THIS VEHICLE IS FITTED WITH A NEGATIVE EARTH ELECTRICAL SYSTEM. ENSURE
THAT THE BATTERY EARTH LEAD IS ALWAYS CONNECTED TO THE BATTERY
NEGATIVE TERMINAL.

THE ALTERNATOR-AND POSSIBLY SOME ACCESSORIES-CONTAIN POLARITY
SENSITIVE COMPONENTS THAT MAY BE IRREPARABLY DAMAGED IF SUBJECTED
TO INCORRECT POLARITY.
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6·603

KEY TO WIRING DlAGRAM-GT6 MARK 3-U.S.A. MARKET ONLY
Commission Numbers KF I to KF J 1,389

CAUTION: THIS VEHICLE IS FITTED WITH A NEGATIVE EARTH ELECTRICAL SYSTEM. ENSURE
THAT THE BATTERY EARTH LEAD IS ALWAYS CONNECTED TO THE BATTERY
NEGATIVE TERMINAL.
THE ALTERNATOR-AND POSSIBLY SOME ACCESSORIES--CONTAIN POLARITY
SENSITIVE COMPONENTS THAT MAY BE IRREPARABLY DAMAGED IF SUBJECTED
TO INCORRECT POLARITY.

Alternator

37

Windscreen wiper switch

2

Ignition warning light

38

Windscreen wiper motor

3

Battery

39

Voltage stabilizer

4

Ignition/starter switch

40

Fuel indicator

5

Starter solenoid

41

Fuel tank unit

6

Starter motor

42

Temperature indicator

7

Ballast resistor

43

Temperature transmitter

8

Ignition coil-6 volt

44

Stop lamp switch

9

Ignition distributor

45

Stop lamp

10

Master light switch

46

Reverse lamp switch

II

Fuse

47

Reverse lamp

12

Front parking lamp

48

Heated back light switch

13

Front marker lamp

49

Heated backlight

14

Rear marker lamp

50

Heated backlight warning light

15

Tail lamp

51

Turn signal flasher unit

16

Plate illumination lamp

52

Turn signal switch

17

Instrument illumination

53

L.H. flasher lamp

18

Column light switch

54

R.H. flasher lamp

19

Dip beam

20

Main beam warning light

21

Main beam

22

Roof lamp

23

Tailgate switch

24

Facia switch

25

R.H. door switch

26

L.H. door switch

27

Key warning buzzer

55

Turn signal warning light

56

Hazard flasher unit

57

Hazard switch

58

Hazard warning light

59

Heater motor

60

Heater rheostat

61

Heater switch

62

Radio facility

28

Key switch

29

Key courtesy light

30

Horn relay

A Overdrive (optional extra)

31

Horn push

63

Overdrive relay

32

Horn

64

Overdrive gearbox switch

33

Brake warning light

65

Overdrive gear lever switch

34

Brake line failure switch

66

Overdrive solenoid

35

Oil pressure warning light

a

From ignition/starter switch-terminal 3

36

Oil pressure switch

b

From ignition/starter switch-terminal 2
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WIRING DIAGRAM-GT6 MARK 3-U.S.A. MARKET ONLY
Commission Numbers KF 11,390 to KF 20,000

CAUTION: THIS VEHICLE IS FITTED WITH A NEGATIVE EARTH ELECTRICAL SYSTEM. ENSURE
THAT THE BATTERY EARTH LEAD IS ALWAYS CONNECTED TO THE BATTERY
NEGATIVE TERMINAL.
THE ALTERNATOR--AND POSSIBLY SOME ACCESSORIES-CONTAIN POLARITY
SENSITIVE COMPONENTS THAT MAY BE IRREPARABLY DAMAGED IF SUBJECTED
TO INCORRECT POLARITY.

2

Alternator
Ignition warning light

39
40

Heated backlight switch
Heated backlight
backlig~1t

3

Battery

41

Heated

4

Ignition/starter switch

42

Stop lamp switch

5
6
7

Starter solenoid
Starter motor
Ballast resistor

8

Ignition coil-6 volt
Ignition distributor

43
44
45
46
47

Stop lamp
Voltage stabilizer
Fuel indicator
Fuel tank unit

Master light switch

48

Temperature transmitter

II
12
13
14
15

Fuse
Front parking lamp
Front marker lamp
Rear marker lamp
Tail lamp

49
50
51
52
53

16
17

Plate illumination lamp
Instrument illumination

54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

Turn signal flasher unit
Turn signal switch
L.H. flasher lamp
R.H. flasher lamp
Turn signal warning light
Hazard flasher unit
Hazard switch
Hazard warning light
Reverse lamp switch
Reverse lamp
Seat belt gearbox switch
Driver's belt switch
Passenger's seat switch
Passenger's belt switch
Seat belt warning light
Diode
Heater motor
Heater rheostat
Heater switch
Radio facility

A

Overdrive (optional extra)

9
10

18
19
20
21
22
23

Column light switch
Dip beam
Main beam warning light
Main beam
Roof lamp
Tailgate switch

24

Facia switch

25
26
27
28
29

R.H. door switch
L.H. door switch
Key warning buzzer
Key switch
Key light

30

Horn relay

31

Horn push

32
33
34
35

Horn
Brake warning light
Brake line failure switch
Oil pressure warning light

36

Oil pressure switch

37

Windscreen wiper switch

38

Windscreen wiper motor

warning light

Temperature indicator

69

Overdrive relay

70

Overdrive gearbox switch

71

Overdrive gear lever switch

72

Overdrive solenoid

a
b

From ignition/starter switch-terminal 3
From ignition/starter switch-terminal 2
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ElECTRICAL

KEY TO WIRING DlAGRAM-GT6 MARK 3-U.S.A. MARKET ONLY
Commission Numbers KF 20,001 and Future

CAUTION: THIS VEHICLE [S FITTED WITH A NEGATIVE EARTH ELECTRICAL SYS rEM. ENSURE
THAT THE BATTERY EARTH LEAD IS ALWAYS CONNECTED TO THE BATTERY
NEGATIVE TERMINAL.
THE ALTERNATOR-AND POSSIBLY SOME ACCESSORIES-CONTAIN POLARITY
SENSITIVE COMPONENTS THAT MAYBE IRREPARABLY DAMAGED IF SUBJECTED
TO INCORRECT POLARITY.
I

Alternator

2

Ignition warning light

3

Battery

4 Ignition/starter switch
5 Starter solenoid
6
7

Starter motor
Ballast resistor wire

8

Ignition coil--6 volt

9

Ignition distributor

IO

Master light switch

II

Fuse

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Rear marker lamp
Tail lamp
Plate illumination lamp
Instrument illumination
Hazard switch identification light
Wipe/wash switch Identification light
Heater control identification light
Front parking lamp
Front marker lamp
Column light switch
Dip beam
Main beam warning light
Main beam
Roof lamp
Tailgate switch
Facia switch
R.H. door switch

29

40 Buzzer
41 Key switch
42 Windscreen wiper switch
43 Windscreen wiper motor
44 Voltage stabilizer
45 Temperature indicator
46 Temperature transmitter
47 Fuel indicator
48 Fuel tank unit
49 Stop lamp switch
50 Stop lamp
51 Reverse lamp switch
52 Reverse lamp
53 Heated backlight switch
54
55

Heated backlight
Heated backlight warning light

56

Turn signal flasher unit

57

Turn signal switch

58

L.H. flasher lamp

59
60

R.H. flasher lamp
Turn signal warning light

61

Hazard flasher unit

62

Hazard switch

63

Hazard warning light

64

Brake warning light

65

Brake line failure switch
Oil pressure warning light

66
67

Oil pressure switch

L.H. door switch

68

Anti run on valve

30

Horn relay

69

Radio facility

31

Horn push

70

Heater motor

32

Horn
Belt warning gearbox switch
Drivers belt switch
Passengers seat switch
Passengers belt switch
Fasten belts warning light
Diode
Key light

71

Heater rheostat

72

Heater switch

33
34
35
36
37
38
39

A Overdrive (optional extra)
73

Overdrive gearlever switch

74

Overdrive gearbox switch

75

Overdrive solenoid
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FUSE ASSEMBLY
Data
Fuse

Lucas

Manufacturer
Rating

35amp.

Lucas part No.

188218

Stan part No.

58465

Lucas colour code
Current capacity
Fusing current-Prolonged

White
17.5amp.
35amp.

Instantaneous ..

40amp.

Circuits
The top fuse fed by a wh ite cable from the ignition/starter switch protects the following circuits:
Heated backlight circuit
Turn signal flasher lamp circuit

Fuel indication circuit
Temperature indication circuit
Stop lamp circuit
Windscreen wiper circuit
Reverse lamp circuit

The centre fuse fed by a red/green cable from the master light switch protects the following circuits:
Tail lamp circuit
Plate illumination lamp circuit
Front parking lamp circuit
Front marker lamp circuit
Rear marker lamp circuit
Instrument illumination circuit

The bottom fuse fed by a brown cable from the battery protects the following circuits:
Horn circuit
Hazard warning circuit
Headlamp flasher circuit
Roof lamp circuit
Key warning li\mp circuit
Courtesy light circuit

Description
The fuse assembly is a component of the main harness. It is secured to an aperture provided on the bulkhead by
integral plastic clips. The unit contains three operational fuses and has provision to house two spare. The fuses are
protected by a pull-off transparent plastic cover.

Failure of a particular fuse is indicated when all the circuits protected by it become inoperative. If a new fuse
fails establish the cause and rectify the fault before fitting a second replacement.

ELECTRICAL

IGNITION 1ST ARTER SWITCH
Data

Up to Commission No. KF20,OOI

Commission No. KF20,OOI and Future

Lucas

Lucas

Manufacturer
Type

157SA

157SA

Lucas part No.

35856

30364

Stanpart No.

158459

158238

Description
The ignition/starter switch is a four-terminal
four-position rotary switch designed to control
the ignition circuits, starter solenoid and some
auxiliary circuits.

Service-No maintenance is required.

Removal/installation ignition/starter switch
Refer to Page 6.513.

Removal/installation lock barrel
Refer to Page 6,122,
and to Wiring diagrams for switch connection.

Repair-Repair is by replacement.
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IGNITION DISTRIBUTOR DATA
Up to Engine Number KF 10,000
Data
Manufacturer
Series
Delco Remy part No.
Stanpart No.

Delco Remy
0204
7953945
311 810

Contact gap
Rotation-viewed on rotor
Firing angles
Dwell angle
Open angle
Moving contact spring tension
Condenser capacity
Engine firing order

0.015in.-0.017in.
Anti-clockwise
60 ± I degrees
38-40 degrees
20-22 degrees
19-24ozs.
0.18-023 microfarads
1-5-3-n->.1

Centrifugal advance

Distributor
r.p.m.

Degs. distributor
advance
- - - - - - - ----------

________

Degs. crankshaft
advance

Crankshaft
r.p.m.

~inimul:.._I-~aximum-.--------_~~1Ir1~:.J_~axin~m _
o

1.33

1000

o

2.66

700

1.93

4.87

1400

3.86

9.74

875

4.64

8.00

1750

9.28

16.00

950

5.80

8.28

1900

11.60

16.56

1800

9.20

11 Al

3600

18040

22.82

2500

\2.00

14.00 max

5000

24.00

28.00 max

I

500

Retard unit

Degs. distributor
I~.cl

~ae:~~~;

__

Degs. crankshaft

rcta~

=

ma~

N1~imu~_= =_~_~Ximu:= =

5.0

M

i~1II11um =1_

M.aximum

Retard commences

9.0

2.5

0.0

5.0

0.0

12.5

6.0

25

12.0

5.0

14.5

6.0

40

120

8.0

16.0

6.0 max

I

il
_ I I_

12.0 max

=

-
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IGNITION DISTRIBLTOR DATA
Engine Number KFIO,OOI and Future
Data
Manufacturer
Series
Delco Remy part No.
Stanpart No.

Delco Remy
0204
7992101
312232

Contact gap
Rotation-viewed on rotor
FIrIng angles
Dwell angle
Open angle
Moving contact spring tension ..
Condenser capacity
Engine firing order

0.015-0.017in.
Anticlockwise
60 ± I degrees
3S-40 degrees
20-22 degrees
19-240zs.
0.IS-0.23 Illicrofarad
1-5-3-6-2-4

Centrifugal advance

Degs. distribu tor
advance

Distributor

Degs. crankshaft
advance

Crankshaft
Lp.lll.

Lp.lll.

---~~----I------:-·----I

MlrWTIUm

Maximum

Minimum

Maximum

400

0

0

800

0

0

600

0

2.00

1200

0

4.0

900

2.S0

4.S0

1800

5.6

9.6

1200

5.65

7.65

2400

11.3

15.3

1500

8.50

10.50

3000

17.0

21.0

10.50 max

1500

I

11 .0 Illax

5000

Retard unit

Ins. of

Degs. distributor
retard

3.00

Degs. crankshaft
retard

Retard commences

5.00

0.0

23

0.0

11.00

7.0

9.0

14.0

4.6

IS.O

i
20.00

9.0 max

18.0 may

----.---
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SEAT BELT WARNING SYSTEM

The purpose of this system, fitted to U.S.A.
Market cars only, is to discourage the use of tr.e
car without the seat belt in operation. The system
is supplied with power from the output terminal
of the ignition switch.

If a front seat passenger is present a pressure
switch (3) in the passenger's seat is closed causing
the facia light and buzzer to operate unless the
passenger seat belt switch (4) is actuated through
use of the seat belt.

From Fig, 4 below it can be seen that a light..
(5) on the facia will illuminate and a buzzer (8)
will sound if the ignition switch is turned on and a
gear selected without the driver's seat belt switch
(2) being actuated through use of the seat belt.

The door switch (7), key switch (9) and key
light (10) arc shown on the diagram to illustrate
the relationship between the Key Warning
System and the Scat Belt Warning System. (In
the Key Warning System a buzzer sounds if the
ignition key is left in the ignition lock and the
driver's door is opened). The diode (6) allows
one buzzer unit to be used for both Key and Seat
Belt Warning Systems.

5

1

+-....-----0

2

FASTEN

3

+-....- I'

NTOOO~

Fig. 4.

Schematic Wiring Diagram-Seat Belt Warning Device-U.S.A. Markets

Key

1
2
3
4
5

Gearbox switch
Driver's belt switch
Passenger's seat switch
Passenger's belt switch
Facia warning iight

6 Diode
7 Driver's door switch
8 Buzzer
9 Key switch
10 Key light
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Key to Fig. 1
WIRING DIAGRAM
CAUTION: THIS VEHICLE IS FITTED WITH A NEGATIVE EARTH ELECTRICAL SYSTEM. ENSURE
THAT THE BATTERY EARTH LEAD IS ALWAYS CONNECTED TO THE BATTERY
NEGATIVE TERMINAL.
EXERCISE CARE WHEN CONNECTING INTO CIRCUIT ANY ACCESSORY THAT MAY
CONTAIN SILICON DIODES OR TRANSISTORS. IRREPARABLE DAMAGE MAY RESULT
TO SUCH POLARITY SENSITIVE COMPONENTS IF INCORRECTLY FITTED.
1 Generator
2 Control box
3 Ignition warning light
4 Battery
5 Ignition/starter switch
5A Ignition/starter switch-radio supply
position
6 Starter solenoid
7 Starter motor
8 Ignition coil
9 [gnition distributor
10 Master light switch
II Column light switch
12 Main beam warning light
13 Main beam-outer
14 Main beam-inner
15 Dip beam
16 Line fuse
17 Front parking lamp
18 Taillamp
19 Plate illumination lamp
20 Instrument illumination
21 Fuse box
22 Horn
23 Horn push
24 Facia lamp
25 Roof lamp (Saloon only)
26 Door switch
27 Reverse lamp switch
28 Reverse lamp
29 Windscreen wiper motor
30 Windscreen wiper switch
31 Flasher unit
32 Flasher switch
33 L.H. Flasher lamp
34 R.H. Flasher lamp
35 Flasher warning light
36 Stop lamp switch
37 Stop lamp
38 Heater switch
39 Heater motor

40 Voltage stabilizer
41 Fuel indicator
42 Fuel tank unit
43 Temperature indicator
44 Temperature transmitter
45 Oil pressure warning light
46 Oil pressure switch
A.

Overdrive (optional
extra)-Early
vehicles built before approximately
April '67 only47 Overdrive column switch
48 Overdrive relay
49 Overdrive gearbox switch
50 Overdrive solenoid
(a) From fuse box
(b) From ignition/starter switch-eonnector 1
B.

Overdrive (optional extra)-Vehicles
built after approximately April '67
only47 Overdrive relay
48 Overdrive column switch
49 Overdrive gearbox switch
50 Overdrive solenoid
(a) From fuse box
(b) From ignition/starter switch-eonnector 1
NOTE: On convertible no roof lamp is fitted-door
switches (26) control facia lamp (24). PW wire shown
dotted and indicated * is fitted on convertible only.
On saloon door switches (26) control roof lamp (25).
P and PW wires shown dotted and indicated tare
fi ted on saloon only.

N.
U.
R.
P.
G.

COLOUR CODE
Brown
L/G Light Green
Blue
W. White
Red
Y. Yellow
Purple
S. Slate
Green
B. Black
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FUSE BOX AND LINE FUSE
Data
Fuse box-fuse
Manufacturer
Rating
Lucas part No.
Stanpart No.

Lucas
35 amp.
188218
58465

Lucas colour code
Current capacity ..
Fusing current-Prolonged
Instantaneous

White
17·5 amp.
35 amp.
40 amp.

Line fuse-fuse
Manufacturer
Rating
Lucas part No.
Stanpart No.

Lucas
25 amp.
188216
503488

Lucas colour code
Current capacity ..
Fusing current-Prolonged
Instantaneous

Pink
12'5 amp.
25 amp.
30 amp.

CIRCUITS
Fuse box
The fuse fed by a brown cable from the battery protects the following circuits:
Main beam flasher circuit
Roof lamp circuit
Facia lamp circuit
Horn circuit
The fuse fed by a white cable from the ignition/starter switch protects the following cir.;uits:
Flasher lamp circuit
Stop lamp circuit
Reverse lamp circuit
Heater circuit
Windscreen wiper circuit
Fuel indication circuit
Temperature indication circuit
Line fuse
The fuse fed by a brown/red cable from the master light switch protects the following circuits:
Front parking lamp circuit
Tail lamp circuit
Plate illumination lamp circuit

ELECTRICAL
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FUSE BOX
Description
The fuse box is mounted on the bulkhead.
The unit contains two operational fuses and has
provision to house two spares. The fuses are
protected by a pul1-off cover.
Failure of a particular fuse is indicated when
al1 the circuits protected by it become inoperative.
If a new fuse fails establish the cause and rectify
the fault before fitting a second replacement.

Fig. 2.

Fuse box

Fig. 3.

Line fuse

LINE FUSE
Description
The line fuse is a component of the main
harness. It is positioned behind ttc facia panel
adjacent to the left hand dash side panel. The
unit contains one operational fuse. The two
parts of the fuse holder are retained together by
a bayonet fitting.
Failure of the fuse is indicated when all the
circuits protected by it become inoperative. If a
new fuse fails establish the cause and rectify the
fault before fitting a second replacement.
NOTE: To locate the line fuse when the unit
is not visible careful1y pull the brown/red and
red wires adjacent to the harness "break out"
point. This action should draw the unit into
view.

Removal/installation
It is possible to remove the line fuse from the
main harness by disconnecting a snap connector
each side of the unit.
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CONTROL BOX
The GT6 and Vitesse 2-1itre are fitted with
the same control box.
On the Vitesse 2-litre the control box is
mounted below the facia on the left hand side of
the bulkhead. To obtain free access to the
control box it is necessary to remove thc dash
upper trim panel.
Some vehicles are fitted with control box
covers that are secured with plastic fasteners.
Removal/installation of these covers is detailed
below. Removal/installation of covers that are
secured with screws is self evident.

Fig. 4.

Control box installed

Remove cover secured with plastic fasteners
1. Remove dash upper trim panel as detailed in
Vitesse 2-litre-Group 5.
2. Using suitable probe carefully push out
centre core of each fastener. Retrieve both
centre cores.
3. Pull cover from base.
Install cover secured with plastic fasteners
1. Ensure that outer section of each fastener is
inserted in a cover hole. Position cover to
base. Push outer section of each fastener
through a base hole.
2. Push in centre core of each fastener to secure
assemblies.
3. Install dash upper trim panel as detailed in
Vitesse 2-litre-Group 5.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

Plastic fastener

Remove/install control box

Remove control box
CAUTION: TO PREVENT THE POSSIBILITY OF A SERIOUS ELECTRICAL
SHORT ENSURE THAT ELECTRICAL
POWER IS ISOLATED DURING THIS
OPERATION.
1. Remove battery as detailed in GT6-Group 6
-Battery.
2. Remove dash upper trim panel as detailed in
Vitesse 2-litre-Group 5.
3. Remove control box from mounting.
4. Disconnect electrical connectors.
InstaII control box
CAUTION: TO PREVENT THE POSSIBILITY OF A SERIOUS ELECTRICAL
SHORT ENSURE THAT ELECTRICAL
POWER IS ISOLATED DURING THIS
OPERATION.
1. Connect electrical connectors.
2. Fit control box to mounting.
3. Install dash upper trim panel as detailed III
Vitesse 2-litre-Group 5.
4. Install battery as detailed in GT6-Group 6
-Battery.
For all other details refer to GT6-Group 6Control box.
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BATTERY
CAUTION: THIS VEHICLE IS FITTED WITH A NEGATIVE EARTH ELECTRICAL SYSTEM. ENSURE
THAT THE BATTERY EARTH LEAD IS ALWAYS CONNECTED TO THE BATTERY
NEGATIVE TERMINAL.
EXERCISE CARE WHEN CONNECTING INTO CIRCUIT ANY ACCESSORY THAT MAY
CONTAIN SILICON DIODES OR TRANSISTORS. IRREPARABLE DAMAGE MAY RESULT
TO SUCH POLARITY SENSITIVE COMPONENTS IF INCORRECTLY FITTED.
NOTE:

No polarity sensitive components are fitted to the vehicle during production. However any of the
following accessories-approved or unapproved by Leyland Triumph-may contain such components:
Alternator systems, Automatic anti-dazzle mirrors, Automatic dipping systems, Automatic parking
lamp systems, Electronic igintion systems, Electronic tachometers and Radios.

Data
Manufacturer
Type
Exide part No.
Stanpart No. Normal
Dry charged

Exide
Auto-Fil
6-VTAZ9BR
211873
515188

Capacity-at 20 hour rate
Plates per cell ..
Normal charge rate
Weight ..
Dimensions-overall
Width
Length
Height-over terminals

39 amp. hour
9
4 amps.
291bs.
5,38-5'48 in.
9'41-9-47 in.
8·00 -8,12 in.

Fig. 7.

Battery installed

For aU other details refer to GT6-Group 6-Battery.
Some vehicles may be fitted with an alternative battery manufactured by Lucas.
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IGNITION DlSTRIBUTOR

Data-Normal compression ratio engine 9·5 : 1

Manufacturer ..
Type
Lucas part No.
Stanpart No.

Lucas
22D6
41168
213754

Contact gap
Rotation-viewed on rotor
Firing angles
Dwell angle
Open angle
Moving contact spring tension
Capacitor capacity
Engine firing order

0'014-0,016 in.
Anticlockwise
60± I degs.
35 ± 3 degs.
25 ± 3 degs.
18-240Ls.
0·20 mfd.
1-5-3-6-2-4

Centrifugal advance

Check at decelerating speeds
Degs. distributor
advance

Degs. crankshaft
advance

1.1

I Crankshaft

Distributor
r.p.m.

Minimum

Maximum

I

~-

Below 250
300
750
1150
2300
3200

No advance to occur
0·5
0
2·5
4·5
4·0
6·0
7·5
9·5
8·0
10·0
I

I
'I

I

r.p.m.
Below 500
600
1500
2300
4600
MOO

Minimum

Maximum

0
5·0
8·0
15·0
16'0

1'0
9·0
\2·0
19·0
20·0

I
No advance to occur

Vacuum advance

Degs. distributor
advance

Ins. of
mercury
vacuum
Below 4
6·0
8·5
14·0
18·0
20·0

Minimum I_Maximum

I

0
1·0
5·5
7'5
9·0

Degs. crankshaft
advance
Minimum

No advance to occur
2·0
0
4·0
2·0
8·5
11·0
11·0
15·0
11·0
18·0

I

,

Maximum
4·0
8·0
\7·0
22'0
22·0
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Data-Low compression ratio engine 7'0 : 1

Manufacturer ..
Type
Lucas part No.
Stanpart No.
Contact gap
Rotation-viewed on rotor
Firing angles
Dwell angle
Open angle
Moving contact spring tension
Capacitor capacity
Engine firing order

Lucas
22D6
41182
213741
0·014-0·016 in.
Anticlockwise
60± I degs.
35 ± 3 degs.
25 ± 3 degs.
18-240zs.
0·20 mfd.
1-5-3-6-2-4

Centrifugal advance

Check at decelerating speeds.

Degs. crankshaft
advance

Degs. distributor
advance
Distributor
r.p.m.
Below 300
400
550
1050
1250
2000
2500

Maximum

Minimum

I
No advance to occur
0
1·0
7·5
10·0
12·5
14·0

I

Crankshaft
r.p.m.
Below 600
800

1·0
3·0
9·5
12·0
14·5
16·0

1100

2100
2500
4000
5000

Minimum

Maximum
I

No advance to occur
2·0
0
2·0
6'0
15·0
19·0
20·0
24·0
25·0
29·0
28·0
32·0

Vacuum advance

Degs. distributor
advance

Degs. crankshaft
advance

Ins. of
mercury
vacuum

Minimum

Maximum

Minimum

Maximum

4·0
6·5
9·0
12'0
20'0

0
1·5
5·5
8'5
9·0

0·5
5·0
8'0
10·5
11·0

0
3·0
11·0
17·0
18'0

1-0
10·0
16·0
21'0
22·0
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Distributor
The distributor shaft rotates at half crankshaft speed driven from the engine camshaft via
a drive gear.
The shaft and action plate rotate
bearing bushes contained in the body.

Fig. 8.

Centrifugal timing control

In

two

The centrifugal timing control advances the
spark under increasing engine speed. This is
achieved by two weights extending outwards
about the cam spindle weight pillars. The
resulting cam action about the action plate cam
surfaces causes the cam spindle to rotate slightly
anticlockwise relative to the shaft.
When the COGtacts close a circuit is completed
via the low tension wire, moving contact, fixed
contact, moving plate and moving plate earth
lead to earth. When the contacts open the low
tension circuit is broken causing a collapse of the
magnetic field in the ignition coil.
The moving contact, fixed contact and
capacitor are located on the moving plate. This
assembly can be rotated through a limited angle
by the vacuum timing control which functions to
improve fuel economy by timing the spark
earlier at part throttle. Engine timing can be
adjusted by rotating the micrometer adjustment
nut which positions the moving plate assembly
and vacuum timing control relative to the body.

Fig. 9.

Contact breaker assembly

The capacitor is connected between the
moving contact spring and moving plate-that is
parallel with the contacts-and functions to
produce the desirable quick collapse of the magnetic field in the ignition coil. Capacitor action
also prevents arcing across the contacts.
High tension surges initiated in the ignition
coil are distributed in the correct sequence to the
sparking plugs by the high tension carbon brush,
rotor, cover electroces and high tension leads.
The high tension carbon brush is of composite construction. The centre portion is of
resistive compound which gives a measure of
radio interference suppression. The ends are of
softer carbon.
A drive gear contained within the body
provides a drive for the tachometer.

Fig. 10.

Vacuum timing control
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Service
Lubrication-Remove cover and rotor.
I. Few drops of engine oil to cavity to lubricate cam spindle bearing.
,
One drop of engine oil to lubricate moving
contact pivot.
3. Few drops of engine oil through aperture at
edge of contact breaker assembly to lubricate
centrifugal timing control.
4. Lightly grease with Mobilgrease No. 2 or
equivalent to lubricate cam.
Wipe away any surplus oil. Ensure contacts
are oil free. Any oil on contacts may result in
burning.
Contacts-The contact surfaces should be oil
free. I I' the surfaces are burned or blackened clean
as detailed below. If excessively worn or pitted
renew contact set.
Clean contacts-Use fine carborundum stone
or emery cloth followed by a petrol moistened
cloth.
Contact gap--It is important that the correct
gap be maintained. Contacts set too closely may
tend to burn rapidly. Contacts set too wide
may tend to cause a weak spark at high speed.

Fig. 11.

Lubrication

Adjust contact gap
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Remove cover and rotor.
Rotate cam so moving contact is positioned
on a cam peak.
NOTE: When distributor is insitu rotate cam
by turning crankshaft mounted cooling fan.
Slacken lock screw (I).
Position a 0·014-0·016 in. feeler gauge
between contacts. Move fixed contact (2)
about moving contact pivot (3) to adjust gap.
Tighten lock screw.
NOTE: This operation may be facilitated by
inserting a screwdriver in slots (4) and twisting
to move fixed contact.
Check 0,014-0,016 in. gap has been maintained.

Timing control operation
Centrifugal timing control operation and
vacuum timing control operation can only be
checked by employing an electronic engine tester
or timing light. Refer to GT.6-Group 6Test data and equipment.
Engine timing
Static engine timing-Refer to Group I.
Timing with engine running employing electronic engine tester-Refer to GT.6-Group 6Test data and equipment.
Timing with engine running employir.g timing
light-Refer to GT.6-Group 6-Test data and
equipment.

Fig. 12.

Adjust contact gap

Second !5sue
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Remove ignition distributor
NOTE: To facilitate
slacken clamp bolt.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

re-timing do

not

Remove cover.
Disconnect low tension connector from
distributor.
Pull off vacuum timing control pipe.
Remove tachometer drive.
Remove rear mounting bolt.
Remove forward mounting bolt while withdrawing distributor from adaptor. A sharp
upward pull may be required to withdraw.

Install ignition distributor
NOTE: To facilitate
slacken clamp bolt.
1.

Fig. 13.

Remove/install ignition distributor

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

re-timing do

no,

Position forward mounting bolt and washers
to distributor. Insert distributor into adaptor.
Ensure driving dog tongue locates correctly
in drive gear offset slot while screwing in
forward mounting bolt.
Fit rear mounting bolt.
Fit tachometer drive by inserting cable and
securing with knurled connector.
Push on vacuum timing contrel pipe.
Check engine timing as detailed in Group 1.
Connect low tension connector to distributor.
Fit cover.

Remove contacts
I.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Remove cover and rotor.
Remove nut, insulation piece, low tension
wire eyelet and capacitor wire eyelet.
Withdraw moving contact.
Remove large insulation washer and small
insulation washer.
Remove lock screw.
Withdraw fixed contact.

Install contacts
1.

Fig. 14. Remove/install contacts

Second Issue

Ensure contacts are clean. If a new contact
set is being fitted ensure preservative is
removed from contact faces.
2. Position fixed contact.
3. Fit lock screw.
4. Fit large insulation washer and small insulation washer.
5. Position moving contact.
6. Fit capacitor wire eyelet, low tension wire
eyelet, insulation piece and nut.
7. Adjust contact gap as detailed abow.
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35,

Rotor
Terminal block
Capacitor
High tension carbon brush
Cover
Side screw
Cam spindle screw
Cam
Cam spindle
10 Control spring
11 Weight
12 Distance collar
13 Shaft and action plate
14 Body

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

1-----2
33------.
32
31---301------f:~f-o

29---_
28
27--...-j

5
......~--6

Tachometer drive gear
Gasket
Cover
Circlip
Micrometer adjustment nut
Spring
Ratchet spring
Driving dog pin
Driving dog
Thrust washer
Rubber '0' ring
Vacuum timing control
Moving plate
Moving plate earth lead
Fixed contact
Large insulation washer
Lock screw
Small insulation washer
Moving contact
Insulation piece
Nut

.§

34

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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Fig. 15.
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Ignition distributor details
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0-030 IN.
0·032 IN.
0-762 MM.
0-813 MM.
Fig. 16.

Disassemble ignition distributor
1. Remove ignition distributor as detailed
above.
2. Remove rotor.
3. Remove two side scre"ws. Withdraw terminal block. Lift off vacuum timing control
link. Withdraw contact breaker assembly.
4. Prise off circlip. Unscrew micrometer adjustment nut and remove spring. Withdraw
vacuum timing control. If required push off
ratchet spring.
5. Remove cover, gasket and tachometer drive
gear.
6. CAUTION: ENSURE TACHOMETER
DRIVE GEAR HAS BEEN REMOVED.
Tap out driving dog pin. Remove driving
dog and thrust washer. Ensure shaft is burr
free and withdraw. Remove distance collar.
7. Remove control springs exercising care not
to distort springs.
8. Remove cam spindle screw. Withdraw cam
spindle.
9. Remove weights.

H006

Relationship of driving dog offset tongue to
rotor-view on driving dog

r--------o@

r--------4 ®
0

5

Of--_~

- :-----<0

®

p-----o®

7

T'------o@
'---------0

CD

1 Low tension connector
2 Contacts
3 Capacitor
4 Moving plate earth lead
5 High tension input from Ignition coil
6 High tension distribution
7 High tension output to sparking plugs

Fig. 17.

Component wiring diagram

G264

Assemble ignition distributor
1. Lubricate action plate sliding surfaces and
cam surfaces with engine oil. Position
weights on action plate.
2. Lubricate cam spindle bearing and cam
spindle weight pillars with engine oil. Fit
cam spindle ensuring that it is the correct
way round so that relationship of driving
dog offset tongue to rotor will be as shown
on Fig. 16. Fit cam spindle screw.
3. Fit control springs exercising care not to
distort springs.
4. CAUTION: ENSURE TACHOMETER
DRIVE GEAR IS NOT FITTED.
Fit distance collar. Lubricate shaft with
engine oil and insert into body. Fit thrust
washer and driving dog. Secure with driving
dog pin.
If fitting a new undrilled shaft assemble and
drill so end float is Q·OO2-D·OO6 in. and
relationship of driving dog offset tongue to
rotor will be as shown on Fig. 16.
5. Lubricate tachometer drive gear with engine
oil. Fit tachometer drive gear, gasket and
cover.
6. If required push on ratchet spring. Insert
vacuum timing control. Fit spring and screw
on micrometer adjustment nut. Prise on
circlip.
7. Insert contact breaker assembly. Lift on
vacuum timing control link. Insert terminal
block. Fit two side screws-include moving
plate earth lead tag in appropnate screw
assembly.
8. Apply lme drop of engine oil to moving
contact pivot and lightly grease cam with
Mobilgrease No.2 or equivalent.
9. Fit rotor.
10. Install ignition distributor as detailed above.
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LAMP SWITCHES
MASTER LIGHT SWITCH
Description
This unit mounted on the facia panel is a
three position OFF-LIGHTS-LIGHTS AND
INSTRUMENT ILLUMINATION pull-push
switch which controls the following circuits:
Supply to column light switch.
Front parking lamp circuit.
Tail lamp circuit.
Plate illumination lamp circuit.
Instrument illumination circuit.
Removal/installation-Refer to Group 5.
COLUMN LIGHT SWITCH
Description
This unit mounted on the steering column
operates in two planes.
In the up-down plane three positions SIDEMAIN BEAM-DIP BEAM control the headlamp circuits. The supply for this section of the
switch is taken from the master light switch. The
column light switch is therefore only operative in
this plane when the master light switch is selected
to LIGHTS or LIGHTS AND INSTRUMENT
ILLUMINATION.
In the release-pull plane two positions OFFON control the main beam flasher circuit.

G675

Fig. 18.

Master light switch

Remove column light switch
I. Remove fairings.
2. Remove upper steering column clamp.
3. Remove harness cover screw.
NOTE: This is located at lower end of
harness cover directly above steering column.
4. Remove harness cover.
5. Remove "fir tree clip" securing switch
harnesses to speedometer trip reset cable.
6. Disconnect electrical connections.
7. Remove switch retaining screws.
8. Withdraw switch and harness.

I
I

Install column light switch
1. Insert harness through aperture and position
switch.
2. Fit switch retaining screws.
3. Connect electrical connections.
NOTE: The main beam flasher circuit supply
wire in the main harness is correctly coloured
purple. This should be connected to the
brown wire in the switch harness. This inconsistency enables a standard five wire
switch harness to be employed.
4. Fit "fir tree clip".
5. Fit harness cover with tongue located
correctly to steering column.
6. Fit harness cover scre\\.
7. Fit upper steering column clamp.
Fit fairings.

~.

Fig. 19.

Column light switch-fairings removed

------------------------------------
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FLASHER LAMP SWITCH
Description
This unit mounted on the steering column is
a three position L.H.-OFF-R.H. switch which
controls the flasher lamp circuit. The switch
includes a self cancelling feature that operates in
conjunction with a cancelling clip on the steering
column.

Fig. 20.

Flasher lamp switch-fairings removed

Remove flasher lamp switch
1. Remove fairings.
2. Remove upper steering column clamp.
3. Remove harness cover screw.
NOTE: This is located at lower end of
harness cover directly above steering column.
4. Remove harness cover.
5. Remove "fir tree clip" securing switch
harnesses to speedometer trip reset cable.
6. Disconnect electrical connections.
7. Remove switch retaining screws.
8. Withdraw switch and harness.
Install flasher lamp switch
1. Insert harness through aperture and position
switch.
2. Fit switch retaining screws.
3. Connect electrical connections.
4. Fit "fir tree clip".
5. Fit harness cover with tongue located
correctly to steering column.
6. Fit harness cover screw.
7. Fit upper steering column clamp.
8. Fit fairings.

STOP LAMP SWITCH
Description
This unit mounted on a bracket below the
brake pedal mounting is a two position OFFON switch. When the brakes are applied the
switch is automatically selected ON by the brake
pedal striker moving away from the switch
plunger.
Remove stop lamp switch
1. Disconnect electrical connectors.
2. Remove switch frnm bracket.

Fig. 21.

Stop lamp switch

Install stop lamp switch
I. Fit switch to bracket.
2. Connect electrical connectors.
3. Perform functional test to ensure correct
operation.
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REVERSE LAMP SWITCH
Description
This unit mounted on a bracket attached to
the gearbox top cover is a two position OFFON switch. When reverse is engaged the switch
is automatically selected ON by the selector shaft
striker arm depressing the switch plunger.
Remove reverse lamp switch
1. Remove gearbox cover as detailed in Group 2.
2. Disconnect electrical connectors.
3. Remove switch from bracket.
Install reverse lamp switch
1. Fit switch to bracket.
2. Connect electrical connectors.
3. Perform functional test to ensure correct
operation.
4. Fit gearbox cover as detailed in Group 2.
Fig. 22.

Reverse lamp switch

ROOF LAMP AND FACIA LAMP
SWITCHES
Description
Saloon onlyThe roof lamp is controlled by the three
OFF-ON switches detailed below:
L.H. door switch
R.H. door switch
Roof lamp switch
When the doors are shut the appropriate
switches are held in the OFF position. Opening
either door will automatically select a switch to
ON to illuminate the roof lamp.
The roof lamp may be selected manually
when the doors are shut by operating the switch
incorporated in the unit.
The facia lamp is controlled manually by the
switch incorporated in the unit.
Convertible onlyNo roof lamp is fitted.
The facia lamp is controlled by the three
OFF-ON switches detailed below:
L.H. door switch
R.H. door switch
Facia lamp switch
When the doors are shut the appropriate
switches are held in the OFF position. Opening
either door will automatically select a switch to
ON to illuminate the facia lamp.

Fig. 23.

R.H. door switch

The facia lamp may be selected manually
when the doors are shut by operating the switch
incorporated in the unit.
Remove door switch
1. Pull switch from aperture.
NOTE: If difficulty is experienced use screwdriver to lever out.
') Disconnect electrical connection.
Install door switch
1. Connect electrical connection.
') Fit switch to aperture. Ensure good electrical
contact.
3. Perform functional test to ensure correct
operation.
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LAMPS AND BULBS

Bulb chart

Lamp

Watts

Lucas
part No.

Stanpart
No.

37 '5/50
37'5

54521806
54521805

511603
511599

*
*

45/40
37'5
45/40
37'5
45/40
37'5
45/40
37'5
45/40
45/40
45/40

410
54521805
410
54521805
410
54521615
411
54520931
411
410
410

510218
511599
510218
511599
510218
511608
510219
511609
510219
510218
510218

45/40
37·5
37'5/50
37'5

410
54521805
54521808
54521807

510218
511599

•*
•*
•*
•*
•
•*

6
21
21
6/21
l4
21
6
6
2·2
2·2

989
382
382
380
222
382
254
254
987
987

59467
502379
502379
502287
501436
502379
59897
59897
59492
59492

Headlamps
L.H. Dip-Normal

-Outer
-Inner

L.H. Dip-Sweden
Until 1st Sept '67 -Outer
-Inner
R.H. Dip-Normal
-Outer
-Inner
R.H. Dip-Austria
-Outer
-Inner
R.H. Dip-France
-Outer
-Inner
-Inner
R.H. Dip-Italy
-Outer
-Inner
R.H. Dip-Sweden
After 1st Sept. '67-0uter
-Inner
R.H. Dip-U.S.A.
-Outer
-Inner
Front parking lamps
Front flasher lamps
Rear flasher lamps
Tail/stop lamps
Plate illumination lamp
Reverse lamp
Roof lamp (Saloon only)
Facia lamp
Instrument illumination
Warning lights

-

*

-Sealed beam light unit.

•

-The 45 watt filament positioned at the focal point of the reflector provides
the dip beam. The 40 watt filament provides part of the main beam.

t

-The 45 walt filament only is employed.

France only-The inner headlamps may be either a sealed beam light unit featuring a
"soldered in" yellow bulb or a light unit fitted with a detachable yellow
bulb.

t

t

*
*
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HEADLAMPS
Description
This vehicle is fitted with a four head lamp
system. When main beam is selected all four
light units are in use while on dip beam the two
outer light units only are illuminated.
The inner light units contain one main beam
filament positioned at the focal point of the
reflector. This provides the major portion of the
main beam.
The outer light units contain two filaments.
A secondary filament provides a wide deep
supplementary main beam to illuminate the nearer
section of the road. The optical requirements of
this secondary beam are not critical. A primary
filament positioned at the focal point of the
reflector provides the best practical dip beam.
Each headlamp consists of a light unit secured
between a seating rim and retaining rim. These
items are held together by screws 1, 2 and 3.
This assembly is fitted to a housing by a flexible
rubber pivot 4 and spring loaded beam aiming
screws A and B. A cover panel secured to the
vehicle body faires in each pair of headlamps.
Remove cover panel
Remove two flange securing screws from
positions shown on figure 24. Pull lower edge of
cover panel outwards to allow upper edge clip
projections tv release.
Install cover panel
Position cover panel clip projections in
vehicle body slots. Position cover panel ovcr
headlamps and secure with two screws.
Remove sealed beam light unit
NOTE: TO AVOID BEAM AIMING DO
NOT DISTURB BEAM AIMING SCREWS
A AND B.
I. Remove cover panel as detailed above.
2. Slacken three screws 1, 2 and 3.
3. Rotate retaining rim anticlockwise to release
retaining rim and sealed beam light unit.
4. Pull connector from sealed beam light unit.
Install sealed beam light unit
NOTE: TO AVOID BEAM AIMING DO
NOT DISTURB BEAM AIMING SCREWS
A AND B.
I. Fit connector to sealed beam light unit.
2. Position sealed beam light unit. Locate
retaining rim so three flange cut outs are
adjacent to flexiblc rubber pivot 4 and
beam aiming screws A and B. Fit rctaining
rim to three screws I, 2 and 3 and rotate
clockwise.
3. Tighten three screws I, 2 and 3.
4. Install cover panel as detailed abovc.
Beam aiming
Remove cover panel as detailcd a bove. Screw
A positions the beam in the horizontal plane.
Screw B controls beam height.
Beam aiming can best be accomplished using
equipment such as Lucas 'Beamsetter' or 'LevL-Lite'. Employ equipment as detailed by the
manufacturer.

Fig. 24.

Fig. 25.

Fig. 26.

Remove/install cover panel

Headlamp--cover panel removed

Retaining rim and sealed beam light unit
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FRONT PARKING AND FLASHER
LAMPS
Description
Each lamp consists of a base which supports
two bulb holders, a clip, two studs that attach the
unit to the vehicle body and a thick rubber
surround. An amber glass cover is retained in
position over a clear flasher bulb by the clip.
The rim and lens are secured with two screws.
Fig. 27.

Front parking and flasher lamp

Remove bulbs
Remove rim and lens by unscrewing two
screws. Flasher bulb only-unclip amber glass
cover. Remove bulbs from bayonet fittings.
Install bulbs
Fit bulbs to bayonet fittings. Flasher bulb
only--clip amber glass cover into position.
Secure rim and lens with two screws.

REAR FLASHER AND TAIL/STOP
Fig. 28.

Front parking and flasher lamp

LAMPS
Description
Each lamp consists of a common base
assembly which supports two bulb holders, two
reflectors and four studs that attach the unit to
the vehicle body. The one piece amber-red lens
is secured to tappings in the base assembly with
two screws.
Remove bulbs
Remove amber-red lens by unscrewing two
screws and withdrawing squarely-do not tilt
lens. Remove bulbs from bayonet fittings.
Install bulbs
Fit bulbs to bayonet fittings. Tail/stop bulb
only-bulb must be located correct way round.
Fit amber -red lens by inserting squarely-do
not tilt lens-and secure with two screws.

Fig. 29.

Rear flasher and tail/stop lamp
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PLATE ILLUMINATION AND
REVERSE LAMP
Description

This lamp consists of a lamp unit containing
two plate illumination bulbs and a centrally
mounted reverse bulb. Two studs attach the
lamp unit to a mounting bracket. The mounting
bracket is attached to the vehicle body by a
second pair of studs. A deflector pressing in the
cover isolates the two light functions. Two
downward facing lenses illuminate the plate. A
single rearward facing lens provides the reverse
beam. The cover is secured with two screws.

Fig. 30.

Plate illumination and reverse lamp

Fig. 31.

Plate illumination and reverse lamp

Remove bulbs

Remove cover by unscrewing two screws.
Remove bulbs from bayonet fittings.
Install bulbs

Fit bulbs to bayonet fittings. Secure cover
with two screws.

ROOF LAMP (SALOON ONLY)
Description

This lamp consists of a plastic base which
supports two contacts for the festoon bulb and a
slide switch. Two screws attach the base to the
vehicle body. A plastic lens is secured to the base
with four integral clip projections.
Remove bulb

Gently squeeze lens adjacent to clip projections and lift out lower clips. Withdraw upper
clips to release lens. Remove festoon bulb.
Install bulb

Fit festoon bulb. Insert lens upper clip projections. Gently squeeze lens adjacent to clips
and position lower clips.

Fig. 32.

Roof lamp (Saloon only)
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FACIA LAMP
Description
This lamp consists of a base plate which
supports two contacts for the festoon bulb and a
lever switch. This unit is positioned in the peak of
the facia panel surround. An aperture cut in the
surround alignes with the bulb and switch lever.
A trim protection board is fitted below the
aperture. The base plate and trim protection
board are secured to the facia panel surround with
two plastic fasteners that each consist of a
splayed bush and locking peg.
Remove bulb
Using screwdriver carefully lever festoon bulb
from contacts.
Fig. 33.

Facia lamp

Install bulb
Fit festoon bulb to contacts.
Remove facia lamp
I. Remove one battery lead to isolate electrical
power.
2. Using screwdriver carefully prise out locking
pegs. Lift away trim protection board.
3. From behind facia carefully manoeuvre lamp
unit from position and withdraw from facia
panel surround.
4. Disconnect electrical connections.
Install facia lamp
I . Connect electrical connections as detailed on
Fig. 34.
P

PW

B

,,

"
I" ,

Fig. 35.

"
"
"

Instrument illumination

@

G700

P
B
PW

Purple.
Black.
Purple/White.-This wire shown dotted is
fitted on convertible only. On convertible
no roof lamp is fitted-door switches
control facia lamp.

Fig. 34.
2.

3.

G422

Fig. 36. . Instrument illumination

4.

Facia lamp electrical connections

From behind facia insert lamp unit into facia
panel surround and carefully manoeuvre into
position.
Position trim protection board. Push in
locking pegs to secure assembly.
Fit battery lead to restore electrical power.
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INSTRUMENT ILLUMINATION
Description
Speedometer
Tachometer
Fuel indicator
Temperature indicator
The above instruments are each illuminated
by a miniature Edison screw cap bulb contained
in a holder which is a component of the main
harness.
The holders for the speedometer and tachometer are attached by claws to apertures provided on the rear of the instruments.
The holders for the fuel indicator and temperature indicator are inserted into tube assemblies mounted on the rear of the instruments.

A.

Main beam warning light
Oil pressure warning light
C. Ignition warning light
D. Flasher warning light

B.

Remove Bulb
Pull holder from instrument. Unscrew bulb
from holder.
Install Bulb
Screw bulb into holder. Fit holder to
strument.

Fig. 37.

Warning lights

In-

WARNING LIGHTS
Description
Speedometer: Main beam warning light
Oil pressure warning light
Ignition warning light
The speedometer houses three warning lights
as detailed above.
Each warning light consists of a miniature
Edison screw cap bulb contained in a holder which
is a component of the main harness.
The holders are inserted in plastic tube
assemblies contained in the instrument. The tubes
align with coloured lenses fitted to the instrument
face.

Fig. 38.

Speedometer housed warning lights

The flasher warning light unit is mounted
directly to the facia panel.
The warning light consists of a miniature
Edison screw cap bulb contained in a holder
which is a component of the main harness.
The holder is attached by claws to a housing
that is secured to the facia panel with a threaded
coloured lens.
Remove bulb
Pull holder from instrument or housing.
Unscrew bulb from holder.
Install bulb
Screw bulb into holder. Fit holder to instrument or housing.

•

Gtl9S

Fig. 39. Flasber warning light
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FLASHER UNIT

The GT.6 and Yitesse 2-Jitre are fitted with the
same flasher unit.
On the Yitesse 2-litre the flasher unit is
mounted behind the facia on the left hand dash
side panel.
Removal/installation

CAUTION: HANDLE FLASHER UNIT
WITH CARE. MANUFACTURERS SETTING-SATISFACTORY FOR CONDITIONS OF NORMAL AUTOMOBILE
DUT't'-~CAN
BE
DISTURBED
BY
ROUGH HANDLING.
Remove flasher unit

Locate unit behind facia on left hand dash
side panel. Pull flasher unit from socket.
Install flasher unit

Fit flasher unit to socket.
Fig. 40.

Flasher unit
For all other details refer to GT.6-Group 6Flasher unit.

HORNS

The GT.6 and Yitesse 2-litre are fitted with a similar horn system.
The principle difference is that on the Yitesse 2-litre no horn relay is employed. The static slip ring, connection
brush, horn push and two earth leads are positioned on the earth side of the horn units.
Data

Manufacturer
Type
Lucas part No. High note
Low note
Stanpart No.
High note
Low note

Lucas
9H
69158
69157
208660
208659

Operating current ..
Weight-single unit

3'5-4'0 amps.
1·75 Jbs. approx.

For all other details refer to GT6-Group 6-Homs.

Some vehicles may be fitted with alternative horns manufactured by Clear Hooter.
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OVERDRIVE
OVERDRIVE RELAY
The GT6 and Vitesse 2-litre are fitted with
the same overdrive relay.
On the Vitesse 2-litre the overdrive relay is
mounted on the bulkhead as shown on Fig. 41.
For all other details refer to GT6-Group 6Overdrive.

OVERDRIVE COLUMN SWITCH
The GT6 and Vitesse 2-litre are fitted with the
same overdrive column switch.
Description
Refer to GT6-Group 6--0verdrivc.
Fig. 41.

Overdrive relay installed

Remove overdrive column switch
Refer to GT6-Group 6-0verdrive.
Install overdrive column switch
1.

Fit switch to fairing.

2.

Insert harness through aperture.

3.

Connect electrical connections.
NOTE: Early vehicles built before approximately April '67 only-The supply wire from
the fuse box in the overdrive harness is
correctly coloured white. This should be
connected to the black wire in the switch
harness.
This inconsistency enables a
standard two wire switch harness to be
employed.
NOTE: Vehicles built after approximately
April '67 only-The wire connecting the
overdrive column switch to the overdrive
gearbox switch in the overdrive harness is
correctly coloured yellow. This should be
connected to the black wire in the switch
harness. This inconsistency enables a standard two wire swi tch harness to be employed.

4.

Fit harness cover with tongue located correctly to steering column.

5.

Fit harness cover screw.

6.

Fit upper steering column clamp.

7.

Fit fairings.

OVERDRIVE GEARBOX SWITCH
The GT6 and Vitesse 2-litre are fitted with
the same overdrive gearbox switch.
A facia support bracket is fitted on the GT6
only. No facia support bracket has therefore to
be removed or installed during the Removal/
installation of the overdrive gearbox switch.
For all other details refer to GT6-Group 6Overdrive.

OVERDRIVE SOLENOID
The GT6 and Vitesse 2-1itre are fitted with
the same overdrive solenoid.
A facia support bracket is fitted on the GT6
only. No facia support bracket has therefore to
be removed or installed during the Removal/
installation of the overdrive solenoid.
For all other details refer to GT6-Group 6Overdrive.
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WINDSCREEN WIPER MOTOR
The GT.6 and Vitesse 2-litre are fitted with a similar windscreen wiper motor.
The principle differences are that on the Vitesse 2-litre a single speed motor is employed and the unit is mounted
in a vertical position.
Data
Manufacturer
Type
Lucas part No.
Stanpart No.

Lucas
DR3A
75446
510987

Running current-after 60 sees. from cold with connecting rod removed
Running speed-final gear after 60 sees. from cold with connecting rod
removed
Field winding resistance
Brush force against commutator-new
Maximum permissible force to move cable rack in tubing-arms and
blades removed

3'4 amps. max.
45-50 r.p.m.
8'0--9'5 ohms at 15·5 degs. centigrade
4,0-6,0 ozs.
6·0Ibs.

Remove windscreen wiper motor
1.

2.
3.
4.

Remove connecting rod as detailed below.
Disconnect electrical connectors.
Remove unit from mounting bracket.
Push crosshead and tubing assembly from
guide channel.

Install windscreen wiper motOl

1.

2.
J.
4.
5.

Position unit so crosshead and tubing
assembly are correctly located in guide
channel.
Fit unit to mounting bracket.
Install connecting rod as detailed belOW.
Connect electrical connectors.
Wet windscreen and perform functional test.
Ensure park position is correct. If adjustment
is required adjust as detailed below.

Remove connecting rod

I.

2.
Fig. 42.

Windscreen wiper motor installed

3.
4.
5.
6.

Mark position of domed cover with relation
to gearbox cover. This will facilitate connecting rod installation.
Remove four screws. Swing gearbox cover
and domed cover clear.
Operate facia switch to motor final gear to
position shown on Fig. 43.
Remove crank pin spring clip by withdrawing
as shown on Fig. 43.
Remove limit switch moving contact.
Remove connecting rod.
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Install connecting rod

1.
2.
3.

Fit connecting rod.
Fit limit switch moving contact.
Fit crank pin spring clip by inserting as
shown on Fig. 43.
4. Position gearbox cover and domed cover
with marks made above aligned. Secure with
four screws.
If aligning marks have been lost adjust park
position as detailed below.
Adjust park position

The arms and blades should stop at the end of
a stroke. The park position can be adjusted by
slackening four screws and rotating the domed
cover.
The correct park position should be attained
when the domed cover setting pip position
relative to the windscreen wiper motor unit is as
shown on the following figures:
R.H. Steer vehicles GT.6-Group 6-Fig. 91.
L.H. Steer vehicles GT.6-Group 6-Fig. 92.
To retard stop rotate domed cover clockwise.
To advance stop rotate domed cover anticlockwise.

Fig. 43.

Crank pin spring clip

When the domed cover is positioned correctly
tighten four screws.

Supply to connector @
2 Armature
3

Field winding

4

Limit switch

5

Facia switch

R

Colour code

R Red

2

5

e~llt~

1 _-----r---~

3
07/9

Fig. 44.

Component and switch wiring diagram

For aU other details refer to GT6---Group 6---Windscreen wiper motor
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FUEL INDICATION
Data
Fuel indicator
Manufacturer
Smiths part No.
Stan part No.

Smiths
BF 2201/08
145700

Type
Body diameter
Illumination

Bimetal resistance
52 mm.
Internal

Tank unit
Manufacturer
Smiths part No.
Stanpart No.

Smiths
TB 1514/000
213411

Type

Bimetal resistance

Description
The fuel indication system consists of a fuel
indicator mounted on the facia panel and a tank
unit located in the fuel tank. These two components are electrically connected as shown in
the system wiring diagram.

Fig. 45.

Fuel indicator

For illustrations of fuel indicator-rear view and
internal view refer to GT6-Group 6-Figures
103 and 104

The fuel indicator contains a bimetal strip
surrounded by a heater series winding. Current
flow through the series winding heats the bimetal
strip which consequently distorts. The pointer is
suspended between the moving end of the bimetal
strip and a spring blade. This arrangement
causes the pointer to take up a position over the
scale that is related to current flow through the
system circuit.
The tank unit consists of a resistance winding
swept by a contact arm. The arm is attached to
the float pivot and is at earth potential. A full
tank results in few turns of the resistance winding
in circuit and a heavy current. A low tank results
in many turns of the resistance wmding in circuit
and a reduced current. Current flow through the
system circuit is thus related to fuel level.
The system is voltage sensitive. To achieve
consistent fuel indication the voltage stabilizer
provides an average stabilized output voltage
which is a suitable supply for this slow reaction
bimetal resistance type system.

Fig. 46.

Tank unit installed
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Senice-No maintenance is required.

Removal/installation
Group 5.

fuel

indicator--Refer

to

Remove tank unit
I. Drain fuel tank sufhciently to ensure fuel
level is below unit aperture.
NOTE: It is not necessary to drain the tank
if the contains are less than approximately
3 gallons .
., Remove rubber cover.
3. Disconnect electrical connectors.
4. Remove screws.
5. Break seai and withdraw tank unit.
Install tank unit
I. Use a new joint washer. :\pply "Helditc" or
similar adhesive to both faces. PosItion JOInt
washer and tank unit.
2. Fit screws.
3. Connect electrical connectors.
4. Fit rubber cover.
5. If required ensure tank drain plug and
washer are correctly fitted. Replenish fuel
tank.

Fig. 47.

Tank unit removed

Repair
RepaJr of both units is by replacement.
NOTE: When perforrnmg any test, that
mclude a unit mntaining a bimetal strip
ensure to allow ample llrne--approximately
one minute-for the unit to react.
Electrical instrument tester-Refer to CiT6Group 6- Test data and '~qui ..ment.

1.

Fig. 48.

Tank unit-internal view

Supply from voltage stabilizer

Fuel indicator
2.
3.
4.
5.

Heater series winding
Bimetal strip
Spring blade
Pointer

Tank unit
6.
7.

5 -.----

Resistance winding
Contact arm

Fig. 49.

System wiring diagram
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TEMPERATURE INDICATION
Data

Temperature indicator
Manufacturer .
Smiths part No.
Stanpart No.
Type
Body diameter
Illumination
Transmitter
Manufacturer
Smiths part No.
Stanpart No.
Type
Indication range
Thread

Smiths
BT 2204/03

134243
Bimetal rt'sistance
52 mm.
Internal
Smiths
TT 4802/00
137705
Semi l.:onductor
50-120 degs. centigrade
i in.-18 UNF

For all other details refer to GT6-Group 6-Temperature indication
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INTRODUCTION TO VITESSE SECTION 2

Information contained in this section details electrical equipment specific to the
Vitesse Mark 2. For the full contents list of electrical equipment fitted to the
Vitesse Mark 2 refer to page 6·101D at the front of Group 6.

CAUTION: THIS VEHICLE IS FITTED WITH A NEGATIVE EARTH ELECTRICAL SYSTEM. ENSURE
THAT THE BATTERY EARTH LEAD IS ALWAYS CONNECTED TO THE BATTERY
NEGATIVE TERMINAL.

EXERCISE CARE WHEN CONNECTING INTO CIRCUIT ANY ACCESSORY THAT MAY
CONTAIN SILICON DIODES OR TRANSISTORS. IRREPARABLE DAMAGE MAY RESULT
TO SUCH POLARITY SENSITIVE COMPONENTS IF INCORRECTLY FITTED.

NOTE:

No polarity sensitive components are fitted to the vehicle during production. However, any of the
following accessories-approved or unapproved by Leyland Triumph-may contain such components:
Alternator systems, Automatic anti-dazzle mirrors, Automatic dipping systems, Automatic parking
lamp systems, Electronic ignition systems, Electronic tachometers and Radios.
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Lucas
2206
41273
215512
0·014--0,016 in.
Antielockwise
60± I degs_
35 ± 3 degs.
25 =-~ 3 degs.
18----24 ozs.
0,18---0,23 mfd.
1- 5-3-6-2-4

Centrifugal advance
Check at decelerating speeds
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Below 400
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Vacuum advance
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h,r all other details refer to Vitesse pages 6·110V-6·114V

